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HISTORY OF CIVILIZATION^.

CHAPTER I.

GREECE— ITS DESCRIPTION AJSTD HISTORY.

The traveler whose journeyings have led him through a

wilderness dubious and uncertain in his course, with here

and there a few hamlets or scattered habitations, feels an

inward joy as he approaches the populous city. So also

the student of civilization, after he has traced its uncertain

course along the valleys of the Tigris and the Euphrates,

and up that of the bountiful !N"ile, and along the eastern

shores of the Mediterranean, feels gladsome and joyous as

he finds himself under the arch of Grecian skies. There

is hardly a thought in the human mind, or an emotion or

passion in the human soul, that cannot awake in Greece a

kindred echo. Great and glorious in her heroic achieve-

ments, deep and diversified in her varied philosophy, bright

and beautiful in her creations of art, she challenges the

admiration of mankind, and stands forth the paragon of

ancient time. It has, until quite recently, been mainly her

torch that has shed a somewhat feeble light along the valleys

of the Tigris, the Euphrates and the Nile, and along the

eastern shores of the Mediterranean, and well, therefore,

may it burn with a fadeless lustre as its light glances over

its own hills and valleys, and ascends into the clear azure

of its own beautiful skies.

Greece proper was bounded north by the Cambunian
mountains which separate it from Macedonia;^ on the east

' Taylor, 81.



2 HISTORY OP CIVILIZATION.

by the Mge&n, on the south by the Mediterranean, and on

the west by the Ionian seas. Its extent from north to south

was about two hundred and twenty geographical miles, and

from east to west one hundred and sixty. Its superficial

area was about 34,000 square miles.

Whoever, therefore, expects to find in Greece an extent

of country at all corresponding to the greatness of her

achievements, or to the largeness of her contributions

to civilization, will be much disappointed. But no one

can look at her position, or contemplate her physical

circumstances, without being struck with their many
peculiarities.

Greece extends farther south than any other part of the

European continent. Considering the ancient Iberia, the

present Spanish peninsula, as the farthest land west that

was known" to the ancients, and Serica, as that the farthest

east, we should find Greece almost directly in the centre

of the most cultivated countries of the three continents,

Europe, Asia and Africa. It was surrounded by sea, ex-

cept on the north where it was walled in by mountains.

A short sea passage only divided it from Italy. On the

east lay -the ^gean studded with islands which brought it

near to Asia Minor and Phcenicia.

The voyage to Egypt was neither long nor difficult. Its

entire line of ccfast was indented with innumerable bays
and harbors, offering every natural facility for navigation.

Hill so interchanged with valley, and mountain with plain,

as to throw an agreeable diversity over the features of the
country ; and a most delightful climate was superadded to
complete its physical perfection.

iSTature herself marked out three grand divisions de-
signating them by natural boundaries. First the Pelo-
ponnesus or "southern part was separated,^ or nearly so,

from Hellas or the northern part, by the Saronic and
Corinthian gulfe.^ Hellas again was divided into two
nearly equal portions, northern and southern, by the chain

'or, 81. = Seeren's PoUtics of Ancient Greece, 16.
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of Mount (Eta traversing it obliquely, and separating

Thessaly and Epirus from central Hellas.

Greece anciently consisted of several different provinces,

some of which were separated from each other by natural

boundaries, others only by those which were political.^ Of
these Thessaly was the largest, consisting of an extensive

table land surrounded on three sides by mountains, and on

the other by the ^gean sea. It was emphatically the land

of the Peneus its only river of any size, which rising in

Mount Pindus poured its waters eastward into the ^gean,
the lofty peaks of Ossa and Olympus rearing themselves

each side of it as it discharges its waters into the sea. The
summit of the latter was the fabled dwelling place of the

gods. An ancient tradition relates that an earthquake

once separated these mountains from each other, and thus

enabled the Peneus,^ through the beautiful vale of Tempe,

to drain off the waters which had made Thessaly a vast

inland sea.

l^ext in size to Thessaly was the province of Epirus,

which was the poorest cultivated of all Greece.^ The inte-

, rior is traversed by wild mountains. Its most celebrated

productions were oxen, horses and dogs.

Central Greece, or Hellas, contained nine provinces,

some very small, none of them large, and a few much cele-

brated as having performed important parts in Grecian

history and civilization.'' These nine provinces were Attica,

Megaris, Bceotia, Phocis, Eastern Locris, "Western Locris,

Doris, ^tolia, and Acarnania.

The celebrated Attica, the home of the Athenians, is a

neck of land or peninsula extending in a south-easterly

direction about sixty-three miles into the ^gean sea.^ At
its base, where it is connected with the main land, it is

about twenty-five miles in width, whence it continues gradu-

ally to taper until it terminates in the high cape of Sunium,

on the summit of which was reared the temple of Minerva.

^Heeren's Politics, 35-7. ' Idem, 36. ' Taylor, 81, 82. ^Idem, 82. ^Po-
litics, 36.
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This was never a fertile country, not even producing suffi-

cient corn for the consumption of its inhabitants. It had

rich silver mines in Mount Laurium, excellent marble

quarries in the Pentelic mountains, and the honey made by

the bees of Mount Hymettus was much celebrated. The
country was mountainous ; the mountains, rising only to a

moderate height, stony and without forests,^ but presenting

outlines of beauty, and covered with aromatic plants.

Where the mountains open, plains of moderate extent often

occur,^ which are covered with forests of olive trees. 'No

large rivers are to be found, the principal being those of

the Hissus and Cephisus. The waters of its streams and

brooks were ever clear, and delicious to the taste, while the

purity of its air is perhaps unequaled by that of any other

country.

"West of Attica and close to the Corinthian isthmus lay

Megaris, the smallest of the Grecian territories.

To the north-west of Attica, and exhibiting, in almost

every respect, a different character, lay the ancient Boeotia,

with its marshy soil, and its cloudy atmosphere. It is a

large plain almost wholly surrounded by mountains,^ being

shut in on the west by the chain of Helicon and Parnassus,

sacred to the muses, separated from Attica by Mount Ci-

thseron, and from the sea by Mount Ptoas. It is well

watered, the Cephisus being the most important river.*

The soil of Boeotia is among the most fruitful of Greece, and
this territory was, in ancient times, the most densely peopled
of any part of Greece. The fate of Greece was often de-

cided on the battle fields of Bceotia. Her freedom was
won at Platsea, and lost at Chseronea. The Spartans con-
quered at Tanagra, and at Leuctra their power was crushed
forever.

Phocis, a country of moderate size and unequal shape,
contained several important mountain passes between
northern and southern Greece. Here were the fountains
Aganippe and Hippocrene.^ Here were the temple and

"^ Politics, 2Q. "" Idem, 'in. 'Idem,3Z. *Idem,,32. ' Taylor, 82.
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oracle of Delphi, which imparted a sacredneas to the soil of

Phocis. Delphi, the residence of the oracle, was situated

on the south side of Parnassus, and was overshadowed by
its double peak. Above the city was the magnificent

temple of Apollo, where, under the patronage of the god,

were collected the master pieces of Grecian art. Here as-

sembled the amphictyonic council, in which were discussed

and matured the first maxims of the law of nations. Here
were celebrated the Pythian games, next in importance to

the Olympic ; and here at the Castalian fountain, the songs

of the poets resounded in solemn rivalship.^ Of all these

no vestiges now remain, except the character they served

to impress upon Greece, and through Greece upon the world.

JSast Locris extends along the Euripus, the long strait

dividing Euboea from Boeotia. There is found the cele-

brated pass of Thermopylae, the gate of Greece, at its nar-

rowest point hardly afibrding room between the mountain

and the sea for a single carriage to pass.^ This was im-

mortalized by Leonidas and his Spartan band.

Western Locris was separated by Phocis from the eastern

province. It joined the bay of Corinth.

Between the southern ridge of GEta and the northern

extremity of Mount Parnassus, lay the mountainous dis-

trict of Doris,^ a territory of small extent but the parent of

powerful states. Prom this issued the Doric race.

The rough JEtolia, and woody Acarnania, forming the

western parts of Hellas, are districts of large extent, both

situated on the Achelous,* which is the largest of the Gre-

cian rivers, and flows between them. Both these were

inhabited by descendants of the Hellenes ; both were once

celebrated for heroes; in both, nature exhibits herself in

sublime and munificent attire, and yet the people of both

remained barbarians after the Athenians had become the

instructors of the world. How extremely diflicult it is to

understand on what depend the culture and civilization

of nations.

' Politics, ZZ,Z4:. ^ Idem, 34:. ^ Taylor, 83. * Polities, 35.
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Southern Greece is called the Peloponnesus or peninsula

of Pelops, who, according to tradition, introduced there,

from Phrygia, the arts of peace. It is now called Morea,^

from its resemhlance to a mulberry leaf,^ which that word

signifies. Its principal geographical feature presents us in

the centre with a high ridge of hills which sends out seve-

ral branches, some as far as the sea. Between these are

fruitful plains, watered by an abundance of streams, which

pour from the mountains in almost every direction. This

high inland district, which nowhere borders upon the sea,

presents us the far famed poetical Arcadia, the land of

shepherds and herdsmen. This is the Switzerland of

Greece, and the resemblance obtains not only in regard

to the two countries, but extends also to the inhabitants—
the Arcadians, in many respects, resembling the Swiss.

Both alike have been remarked for their love of freedom,

and their love of m.oney. Vegetation here was ever rich

and magnificent. There was about it a freshness and a

coolness arising from its elevated situation,' and from the

innumerable brooks coursing their way down from the

mountains. The inhabitants were principally shepherds,

not wandering nomades, but possessed of stationary dwell-

ings. They preferred, however, living in the open coun-

try rather than to dwell in cities. This reminds one,

although on a small scale, of the great central plateau in

Asia, the dwellers upon which, unlike the Arcadians, are

wandering nomades without a &xed habitation or home.
This has been by many supposed to have been the cradle

of the Pelasgic race, and it certainly was retained by that

people long after the Hellenes had occupied every other

part of Greece.*

Around Arcadia lay seven territories or provinces, all of
them mostly watered by streams descending from its high-
lands.

To the south lay Laconia,^ rough and mountainous, but
anciently densely peopled with a race of hardy heroes. It

' Taylor, 8S. 'Politics, 16. 'Idem, 17. ' Taylor, 8B. ^Politics, 18.
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is said to have contained nearly one hundred towns and

villages. Its principal, and only river of any importance

was the Eurotas,^ rising in the Arcadian mountains, and

flowing through Laconia the clearest and purest of Grecian

rivers. On the west and north Laconia was surrounded

by the Taygetus range of mountains which separated it

from Messenia, which lay at the west of Laconia, and was

much the most level and fruitful. This province was early

subjugated by Sparta, and held in debasing servitude. On
its reduction under Spartan dominion, many of the inha-

bitants of Messene fled to the island of Sicily, where they

founded a new Messene, which, with a very slight altera^

tion, retains its name to this day.^

In a south-easterly direction from Arcadia lies an inter-

esting territory, from Argos, its capital city, called Argolis.

It stretches on the south side of the Saronic gulf directly

opposite to Attica, and is somewhat like it in form extend-

ing fifty-four miles into the ^gean sea,' and terminating

in the promontory of Scillseum. There are few, if any, of

the Grecian territories that furnish so many spots inti-

mately associated with the early heroic age of Greece,*

than Argolis. Here lay the ancient Tiryns from which
Hercules started on the commencement of his labors. Its

Cyclopean ruins are still visible.^ Here also was Myeense,

the country of Agamemnon, who was immortalized by
Homer.^ Nemea was also here where the ITemean games
were celebrated in honor of Neptune. But the early great-

ness and glory of this people seem not to have animated

their descendants. During the historical period of Grecian

history, the Argives seldom appear, and, in fact, are but

little known.'

On the western side of the Peloponnesus, nearly oppo-

site to Argolis, and lying along the Ionian sea, lay the

peaceful land of Elis, which was the holy land of Greece.

Its greatest length from north to south was fifty-four miles,

^Politics, 1%. = TayJor, 83, 84 ' Idem, %^. * Politics, 1^. 'SeeDod-
loeU's Pelaagic Remains. ' Politics, 19. ' Idem, 19.
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and its greatest breadth about twenty-seven. Its principal

river was the Alpheus, which is one of the largest of the

G-recian rivers. It heads in the Arcadian mountains near

the source of the Eurotas,^ the latter of which flowed south-

ward through a land of war, while the Alpheus coursed

westward through a land of peace. Such emphatically

was the country of Elis. It offers no bloody battle fields

to the historian. It was ever safe from the din of arms.

Hostile armies might, indeed, pass over its sacred soil, but

on their very entrance upon it they were required to give

up their arms, receiving them again when they came to

leave it. Here in Olympia, near the city of Pisa, were long

celebrated the Olympian games. Here on the banks of

the Alpheus stood the sacred grove called Altis,^ in the

centre of which was erected the great national temple of

the Hellenes, that of Olympian Jove, in which was the

colossal statue of Jupiter, the masterpiece of Phidias.

This is reputed to have been the first work of art in all

antiquity, and perhaps the first in the world. Here were

also other choice specimens of Grecian art. The whole

grove was filled with monuments and statues, erected in

honor of gods, heroes and conquerors. More than two

hundred and thirty statues have been enumerated.

Proceeding north from Elis we enter a narrow maritime

district of land, lying along the Corinthian gulf and form-

ing the north-western portion of the Peloponnesus.^ This

is Achaia, once termed Ionia from the fact that it was in-

habited by lonians. In the confasion produced by the

Dorian emigration, it exchanged its ancient inhabitants

for Achseans, and then took the name of Achaia. It is

well watered by a great number of mountain streams that

descend from the high ridges of Arcadia. Its inhabitants

were a peaceful and industrious people, with no lofty aspir-

ations, and distinguished, especially in early periods of

Grecian history, neither by warlike achievements, nor by a
successful cultivation of art or science. Here twelve cities

' Politics, 20. ' Idem, 31, 23. = Idem, 33.
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independent of each other in the management of their in-

ternal affairs, and having each a small territory attached to

it, formed a confederacy, called the Achaean league,^ which

could trace back its origin to a remote antiquity. The
fundamental principle which served as the basis of their

confederacy was a perfect equality.

To the east of Achaia lay the small territory of Sicyona,

frequently regarded as a part of Achaia.^ It was chiefly

remarkable for the city Sicyon, which was said to he the

oldest city in Greece, having been founded more than two

thousand years before the Christian era. Farther east still

was Corinthia, the isthmus of which, lying between the

Saronic and Corinthian gulfs, connected Peloponnesus with

Hellas. This was, on many accounts, an important locality.

Here were celebrated the Isthmian games in honor of Nep-

tune. Here, in the midst of a grove of fir trees, stood the

national temple of that god. Here a stand has frequently

been made in defense of the liberties of G-reece,^ the nar-

rowness of the isthmus admitting of its being fortified.

At the south of the isthmus stood the wealthy city of

Corinth,^ which was about four miles in extent. It lay at

the foot of a steep and elevated hill, the Acrocorinthus, on
which stood its citadel.'^ This was one of the strongest

fortresses in all Greece. The view from this citadel in the

period of Grecian glory was perhaps unsurpassed by any

in the world. Immediately beneath and around it lay the

city and its territory, with its temples, theatres, and aque-

ducts. Its two harbors, one on the eastern, and one on

the western bay, both filled with ships, as also the isthmus

stretching between the two bays, were all in full view.

The peaks of Helicon and Parnassus might be seen loom-

ing up in the distance, and, in a clear day, a strong eye

could discern afar off the Athenian Acropolis.

Such were the territorial divisions of ancient Greece.

Some of its cities have a peculiar distinction in Grecian

history. Besides those already mentioned, Thebes with its

^Taylor, 24:. "Idem, 84:. = Idem, 84:. * Idem, S4:. '^ Politics, 24:, 25.

2
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seven gates, and its claim to stand at the head of the Boeo-

tian cities, will be found to come in for a considerable

share of consideration. The two cities, however, that

cluster around them the greatest number of interesting

associations are Sparta and Athens.

Sparta was the mistress of Laconia, seated on the banks

of the Eurotas,! without walls or gates, relying solely upon

the patriotism and valor of its own citizens for its defense.

It was one of the largest of Grecian cities, and although it

had a market place, theatre, and various temples, it was

nevertheless by no means the most splendid. Its principal

ornaments were the monuments of fallen heroes. But

these have now perished; attd so completely has the grand

destroyer, time, done his work among the ruins of this

ancient city, that the very spot on which it stood is now a

matter of dispute.

Athens, the mistress of Attica, has been more fortunate.

The zone of light by which she encircled herself, and the

remains she bequeathed to posterity, have dispelled all

doubt in relation to her location.

Athens lay in a plain, extending in the south-west direc-

tion about four miles towards the sea and the harbors, but

on the other side enclosed by mountains.^ The plain is

not continuous, being interrupted by several rocky emi-

nences of varying heights. On the largest and highest of

these was erected the citadel, called the Acropolis, from
Cecrops, the name of its founder. Around this the city lay

spread out, extending particularly in the direction towards
the sea.

On the summit of this hill was a level space about eight

hundred feet long and four hundred broad, seemingly pre-

pared by nature for the erection of those masterpieces of
architecture, which constituted the glory of Athens, and
which proclaimed that glory to the far-off traveler, as he
beheld in the distance the Acropolis of Athens, lifting its

head above the surrounding plain.

'Politics, 18. 'Idem, 38.
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Here was the Propylsea, with its two wings, the temple

of Victory, and another temple ornamented with the pic-

tures of Polygnotus. Here were also the temples of the

guardian deities of Athens. On the left was that of Pallas,^

with the column which fell from heaven, and the sacred

olive tree ; and also the temple of Neptune. On the right,

rising above everything else, and possessing the colossal

statue of Minerva, by Phidias, was the Parthenon, the

pride of Athens.

There were also other rocky eminences besides the

Acropolis, that are immortalized in Athenian history.^ On
the west of it is a second hill, of irregular form, and con-

siderably lower, called Mars hill, on which the areopagus,

or supreme judicial tribunal of Athens, held its sessions.

On its south-west is a valley, open at the north-west and

south-east. Here was the agora, or public place of

Athens. Above it, to the south-west, rises another hill,

formed ofhard and rugged limestone. This is the Pnyx, the

hill on which the popular assemblies of Athens were held.

Here are still to be seen the very steps once ascended by

Pericles and Demosthenes, and the bema, or identical spot

on which they stood when they harangued the people. To
the south of this is still a fourth hill, of similar kind,

known as the Museum. Thus Athens lies upon four hills.

On the north and south side of the city flows a small stream,

that on the south the Ilissus, that on the north the Cephisus.

The two harbors, the Pir^us and Phalerum, were con-

nected with the city by a double wall, called the northern

and southern, enclosing between them the road which was

about five miles long.

The harbor, in fact, formed a city by itself, having its

own public squares, temples, and market places, and its

busy crowd enlivening it with their various pursuits, mostly

of a commercial character.

The undertaking would be useless to enumerate the

many works of art which constituted the glory and the pride

^Polities, 39. " Wordsworth's Greece, 133.
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of Athens.' These have not all passed away. On the

Acropohs are still to be seen the ruins of the temple of

Victory, of the Ereetheum and the majestic Parthenon.

Some stone steps remain of the theatre where the dramas

of JEschylus, Sophocles and Euripides were represented,

and also some walls and columns of the Propylsea. A few

fragments of the long walls connecting Athens with the

PirsBus and Phalerum, and which were built by Themis-

tocles, are yet visible.

The plain on which Athens was situated, was surrounded

on three sides by mountains.^ Erom the summit of the

Parthenon, erected on the Acropolis, was presented a most

splendid prospect. On the east could be seen the peaks of

the Hymettus. On the north, that of the Pentelius with

its quarries of marble. To the north-west in the far dis-

tance, was to be seen Mount Cithseron, and to the south-

east, almost at the end ofthe peninsula, lay Mount Laurium,
rich in silver mines. Towards the south-west the range

was undisturbed, extending over the harbors and the

Saronic bay, with the islands of Salamis and JEgina, as far

as the elevated citadel of Corinth.

All Greece was originally inhabited by many small

tribes, but the two principal ones, those that have been

altogether the most important, were the Pelasgi and the

Hellenes.^ They both probably came originally from Asia,

but the difference in language, manners and habits, very

clearly distinguish them as different tribes.* The Pelasgi

were the elder and ruling tribe in Greece. Their language
seems to have been the mother tongue of the different

Grecian dialects.^

Their first settlement was in the Peloponnesus. Inachus
was their first leader, and he was contemporary with Abra-
ham. They erected the ancient city of Sicyon, B. C. 2000,

and Argos, B. G. 1800. Their settlements extending
northward soon embraced Attica. They also extended to

' Wordsworth, IZO. " Politics, Zd, Zl. ' Taylor, ^Q. * Heeren's Ancient
History, 119. " PricTiard's PhysicaZ Researches, 496, 497.
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and embraced a considerable part of Thessaly. The Pe-

lasgi were a strong race of men. To them are attributed

the Cyclopean monuments, consisting principally of the

ruins of ancient cities, that are found in different parts of

Greece, particularly in Thessaly, Attica, and the Pelopon-

nesus. Such, for instance, as the ruins of Lycosura in

Arcadia, which Pausanias, the great Grecian topographer

of the second century, says, " was the most ancient city in

the world, the first that the sun ever illuminated with his

rays," and that " from these venerable walls men learned

how to build other cities."^ Such also are the ruins still

remaining of the ancient city of Tiryns, and of Mycense,

Orchomenus, Chseronea, Gortys, Thoricus, and several

others. It is to be remarked that, with rarely an exception,

these ancient cities have each an acropolis, or strongly

fortified citadel, seated sometimes upon a rock, or hill top

in or near the city, the object of which is to serve as a

means of defense.

There are reckoned some three or four styles of this early

architecture, but in the earliest, the fortification was com-

posed of rude masses of rocks of varying dimensions piled

upon each other,^ the intervals between them being filled

with smaller stones to complete the work. The walls were

generally some seven or eight feet in thickness, and of

difierent heights. These Pelasgic remains are not confined

to Greece. They are also found in Italy, particularly in

the ancient Latium. The Pelasgi continued to flourish in

Thessaly for nearly two centuries from B. C. 1700 to 1600,

where they learned to apply themselves to agriculture, and

some of the peaceful arts.'

The other principal tribe, the Hellenes, so called from

Hellen, one of their leaders, were a milder race of men,
and first appeared in Phocis, from around Mount Parnas-

sus,* under their leader, Deucalion. Being driven out of

their original seats by a deluge,^ they migrated to Thessaly

^DodweU's Pelasgic Remains, 1. '^Taylor, 89. ^ Idem, 89. ^ Idem, 89.

^ Heeren's Ancient History, 130.
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about B. C. 1550, and from thence expelled the Pelasgi.

Following up their success, the Hellenes soon became the

ruling tribe throughout Greece, driving out the Pelasgi,

until all that remained to them were the mountainous

parts of Arcadia and the land of Dodona.

It was, therefore, from the Hellenic stock that the Gre-

cians were principally derived. That soon became divided

into four great branches ; ^ the JEolians, lonians, Dorians

and Achseans, who subsequently became distinguished from

each other by many peculiarities, having reference princi-

pally to language,^ society and government, and extending

also to philosophy and art.

Hellen, the son of Deucalion, gave his name to the

Hellenic race.' He had three sons, ^olus, Dorus and

Xuthus.* From the first came the -^Eoliaus. These spread

themselves over western Greece, Acarnania, ^tolia,

Phocis, Locris and Elis in the Peloponnesus, and also in

the western islands.

From the second came the Dorians, who originally spread

themselves over Macedonia and Crete. A part of the

tribe returning, crossed Mount (Eta, aad settled in Doris,

where they remained until they accompanied the Hera-

clidse to take possession of the Peloponnesus.

Xuthus, with his wife, Creusa, the daughter of Erech-

theus, wandered to Athens.^ Their two sons were Ion

and Achseus, whence came the lonians and Achseans.

Although this, as a personal history, seems entitled to

little confidence, yet it is valuable as expounding and sym-

bolizing the first fraternal aggregation of Hellenic men,

together with their territorial distribution and the institu-

tions which they collectively venerated.^

The lonians first inhabited Attica and ^gialus, the

ancient name of Achaia.' From the latter territory they

were expelled by the Achseans at the time of the Dorian

migration, and the name was changed to Achaia.

'Taylor, 89. ^Heeren's Ancient Hiatory, 120. ^Taylor, 90. *Meeren's Ancient
History, 131. ' Taylor, 90. ° Orote, i, 100. ''Eeeren's Ancient History, 122.
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The Achseans retained the possession of Argolis and
Laconia, until expelled thence by the Dorians, under the

Heraclidse, when they established themselves in Achaia.

Besides these primitive stocks, there were, during the

two centuries intervening between the years B. C. 1600

and 1400, several colonizations of different parts of Grreece

from Egypt, Phoeincia and Phrygia, countries of an elder,

and, at that time, a more advanced civilization. It was
the influence exerted by these different colonies, that no

doubt largely contributed to set successfully in motion, the

elements of Grecian civilization.

Cecrops from the ancient city of Sais in Egypt, led an

Egyptian colony into Attica about the year B, C. 1550.

He introduced into Attica the first elements of civilization.

Even the institution of marriage is referred to Cecrops.

Danaus, a little earlier, about B. C. 1500, led also a co-

lony from lower Egypt, and founded Argos.

About the period of Cecrops, or B. C. 1550, Cadmus led

a Phoenician colony into Boeotia, and founded the city of

Thebes. He first introduced the use of letters into Greece.

Pelops, with a Phrygian colony, came into Peloponnesus

about the year B. C. 1400. His descendants, by various

means, but principally by intermarriages with the royal

families of Argos and Lacedtemon, came to acquire so

much influence throughout the peninsula, that it finally

took its name from him and was called the Peloponnesus.

The names of Cecrops, Cadmus, and Pelops, together

with, the facts that they were successively the leaders of

colonies into Greece, are familiar to the minds of every

student of Grecian history, and yet their several advents

lie at a great remove beyond that period in Grecian history

which we term historic. As no contemporary writer not

only, but none probably within the reach of tradition, has

existed, or at least survived to us, to furnish evidence of

their existence, Mr. Grote, and others who have followed

his lead, have denied the existence of those men, or their

alleged colonizations. They, however, admit the strong

probability that there were early colonizations from the
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east, especially from Egypt and Phcenicia. The fact of the

existence of these colonizations is much more important

than the names of those by whom they were led. The

dates, although generally agreed upon among historians,

yet cannot be relied upon with any degree of certainty, but

the facts that such men as Cecrops, Cadmus, and Pelops

once existed, and that they performed no unimportant

parts in Grecian history, are attested not only by tradition,

but also by the fact that their names have been respect-

ively perpetuated in the Acropolis of Athens, the Cecropeia

or portion of Attica, and in the Cadmda or citadel of

Thebes, and in the Pelopion or plain of Pelops, and the

Peloponnesus of Greece.

In early periods, before Greece started on the career of

civilization, her long line of coasts rendered her particu-

larly exposed to the piratical excursions of the Phcenicians,

Carians and inhabitants of the .JSgean isles.^ At the north

she was open to the Thracians, Amazons and other bar-

barous tribes. Greece, like Europe in the middle ages,

was infested by bands of robbers, who made plunder their

profession, and often exercised the most horrid cruelties.

These led to two results, both of which were of great

importance in the development of Grecian civilization.

The first was, that early attempts at union were made
among the Greeks. They learnt that in union lay their

strength. Their institutions of government were in great

measure based upon that fact. The celebrated amphycti-

onic league was early originated, called into being by the

necessities of the country.

The second was the creation of the heroic age of Greece,

in which great heroes arose, who signalized themselves by
difficult achievements. Among these were Perseus, Her-

cules, Bellerophon, Theseus, and Castor and Pollux. The
exploits of these heroes, in slaying the robbers, destroying

ferocious wild beasts, and ridding the country of such

hindrances to its progress, borne on the wings of tradition,

' Taylor, 91.
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were brought clown to succeeding times, tinging the heroic

age with something of romance as well as reality; furnish-

ing subjects to the Grecian artist, and themes to the

Grecian poet; contributing even to her mythology, and
affording to her future sons examples of heroism which

they were loudly called upon to imitate. The spirit of the

heroic age more or less transfused itself into the succeed-

ing one, in which occur many important events which
history somewhat doubtfully records. These are 1. The
Argonautic expeditiou. 2. The two Theban wars. 3.

The siege and sack of Troy. 4. The return of the Hera-

clidse. 5. The consequent migration of the Ionian and
JEolian colonies into Asia Minor.

I have said that these events were somewhat doubtfully

recorded by history. I ought to add that the claim of Mr.
Grote, and others of his school, is— that there is nothing

in Greece that can be called historical beyond the year

B. C. 776 ; that all that precedes that year, including all

the events just stated, are mythical, and belong entirely to

the empire of legend, and not of history. It must proba-

bly be admitted that all evidence strictly historical, limit-

ing that to contemporary records, ascends no higher than

that period. There are previous inscriptions and records,

but they lack the evidence that they were made contempo-

raneously with the events they profess to record. It is

true that the events above stated, when extended to era-

brace all their details, include much that can only be

classified among the mythical, fabulous, and legendary;

and yet that which is admittedly historical in Greece is

either connected with, grows out of, or is so powerfully

influenced by, those so-called events, that it seems difficult

to banish them all to the region of fable. Nor ought the

testimony of tradition to be disregarded. Although its

light be dim and uncertain, yet where no other exists it is

entitled to a fair considei-ation. The early writers of Gre-

cian history are very unanimous in stating these historical

events, and, believing that they have some foundation in

history, I shall briefly state them as they are thus given.

3
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I. The Argonautic expedition was undertaken about

the year B. C. 1250,^ by a Thessalian prince named Jason.

He led the young chivahy of Greece in an expedition,

partly commercial and partly piratical, to the eastern

shores of the Euxine sea. They sailed in a ship named

Argo, and were called Argonauts. They planted a colony

in Colchis. Although the nature and object of the ex-

pedition are unknown, it no doubt produced the result

of infusing into the Greeks a bold and daring spirit, that

told strongly upon their subsequent history.

n. The two Theban wars, the first ofwhich arose between

Eteocles and Polynices, sons of (Bdipus, who was one of the

descendants of Cadmus, the Phoenician. They agreed to

reign alternately. Eteocles refused to perform his part of

the agreement. Polynices, joined by six Grecian generals,

waged what is called the war of " the seven against Thebes."

This was B. C. 1225. The two brothers fell by mutual

wounds. The successor, Creon, routed the confederate

forces, five of the leaders being slain. After the lapse of

ten years occurred the second Theban war, in which the

sons of the allied princes, called the Epigoni, by way of

avenging the death of their fathers, marched against the

Thebans, routed them, and besieged, and took the city of

Thebes, about B. C. 1215.

III. The Trojan war, an event which gave occasion to the

first great epic the world ever saw, the Hiad of Homer.
This took place about the year B. C. 1194. A brief refer-

ence to the occasion of the siege, and the result of it was
made, while on the subject of Troy as one of the countries

of Asia Minor. It was attended by several important

results

:

1. It was the cause of many troubles that subsequently

occurred in Greece. The Grecian leaders on their return

after a ten years' absence, found that great changes had
taken place in their respective governments.^ In some
their thrones had other occupants. In others their wives

^ Taylor, n. ''Idem, 92.
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had other husbands. Many severe trials awaited them,

and many fierce wars and intestine commotions grew out

of these troubles and difficulties.

2. A second result was that the Greeks failed not to

learn from it the important secret that union among them-

selves was the greatest element of strength and power. It

tended to give them a greater nationality of character ; to

enable them to act in concert, and thus led the way to their

successful resistance of the Persian invasion at a subse-

quent period.

rV". Return of the Heraclidse.

The extension of the family of Pelops over the Pelopon-

nesus excluded the more ancient inhabitants.^ The most
powerful of these were the Perseidas, the descendants of

Perseus, embracing such heroes as Bellerophon and Her-

cules. A great branch of the Perseidse consisted of the

Heraclidse or descendants of Hercules, who were driven

into exile by the Pelopid sovereigns. After meeting with

a hospitable reception by the Athenians, they retired into

the mountainous district of Doris, of which they made
themselves masters. But those who had enjoyed the fertile

plains of the Peloponnesus could not be expected to take

delight in the Dorian mountains. Accordingly when the

consequences, or results produced by the Trojan war had
filled all Greece with confusion, they availed themselves of

the opportunity to reassert, and, if possible, to regain their

rights.^ Twice they attempted the invasion by land, but

were both times repulsed at the Corinthian isthmus. The
third efibrt was made by sea. A party of ^tolians and

several Dorian tribes joined them. They gained a party

in Lacedsemon. A favorable gale conveyed them to the

eastern coast of the Peloponnesus. Laconia was betrayed

into their hands. Argolis, Messenia, Elis and Corinth

submitted. All that remained to the Pelopidse was the

mountainous region of Arcadia, and the coast province of

Achaia. The revolution was not accompanied with much

' Taylor, 92, Q3. ''Idem, 93.
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bloodshed. The victors distributed the provinces by

lot. The Pelopidse either emigrated or were reduced to

slavery.

The commander of the Pelopid forces at the isthmus

invaded Achaia, then called .^gialus, and expelled thence

the lonians, B. C. 1104. The province vras then called

Achaia. Many of the expelled lonians sought a refuge in

Attica and were hospitably entertained by the Athenians.

By far the greater number passed into Asia Minor, and

founded the colonies of Ionia, ^olia and Caria.

V. The migration. About eighty-eight years after the

taking of Troy, two of the Pelopidse crossed the Hellespont

and established themselves on what was formerly the

Trojan coast.^ They extended their colonization from

Cylicus to the mouth of the Hermus. This delightful

region they called ^olia. A body of Athenians including

some of the younger sons of Codrus, their last king, and a

few lonians also crossed the sea and established themselves

along the coast from the Hermus to the promontory of

Posidarion. This, together with the islands of Chios and
Samos, constituted Ionia.

Subsequent hostilities between the Athenians and Do-
rians led to the third emigration, B. C. 994.^ The Dorians

having been driven from Megara, a part of them settled in

the islands of Crete and Rhodes. The remainder colonized

the peninsula of Caria, which they called Doris.

To sum up the eiFects of these invasions and migratory

movements.' The territories of Argos, Sparta, Messene
and Corinth came under the dominion of the Dorian in-

vaders. The ^tolians who accompanied them became
possessed of the territory of Elis. The Achaians drove the

lonians out of Achaia and took themselves the possession

of it. The lonians were received by the Athenians, their

old kindred tribe. These migratory movements led, as

above stated, to the colonization of a part of Asia Minor,
and to the foundation there of JEtolia, Ionia, and subse-

' Taylor, 93, 94. ' Mem, 94. = Heeren'a Ancient History, 128.
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quently of Doris. Thus with, perhaps, the single exception

of Arcadia, the entire Peloponnesus was revolutionized.

This, no doubt, produced results of no small importance in

their bearing upon Grecian culture. It was mingling the

rude, rough spirit of the mountain Dorians with the more

polished and civilized forms of life found in the Pelopon-

nesian cities.^ It bore some resemblance to the waves of

barbarian population that long subsequently, on the down-

fall of the Roman empire, rolled over the delightful regions

of Prance and Italy. The rougher virtues of mountain

birth and nurture became more efficient and powerful

when subjected to the milder and civilizing influences of

city life and manners. One striking eti'ect produced in

the element of government may here be mentioned. Both

the tribes that migrated, and those which they expelled,

were all at first under the government of their chieftains.

During the next two centuries succeeding the emigration,

from B. C. 1100 to 900, there sprung up in almost all the

Grecian territories, republican forms of government, and

these, although subject to many changes, long continued.

This was', no doubt, very much owing to the influence which

city life, and general civil improvement, exerted among
the tribes that had newly emigrated. Each city served as

a nucleus around which clustered its own peculiar interests,

and generally each, at that time, formed its own internal

constitution, and hence there were almost as many free

states as there were cities with their territories.

Prom the Trojan war, about B. C. 1200 to the burning

of Sardis, which led to the commencement of the Persian

wars about B. C. 500, is an intervening period of 700 years.

Of these, the first one hundred were principally occupied

in the return and establishment of the Heraclidse, and the

readjustment of things consequent upon the changes then

introduced, including the emigrations and planting of new
colonies before referred to. The other six hundred years

were variously occupied, in part by the wars carried on by

^Heeren's Ancient History, 139.
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the different states of Greece among themselves, and also

by the successive changes in the state constitutions, or

general principles, upon which the government was ad-

ministered in the leading states. To the first alone can

be made, in this connection, a brief allusion. It is of little

importance considered in itself, but may be useful in show-

ing the spirit or true character of the Grecian states, and

also the successive steps by which the leading states ac-

quired their supremacy.

The student of Grecian history and civilization finds

that his attention is to be mainly directed to two races into

which the Greeks very early resolved themselves, or which

decidedly take the lead of every other, in the events of

Grecian history and the great facts of Grecian culture.

These were the Dorian and Ionian. The great features

that characterized these races were almost the antipodes

of each other.

The Dorian was sedate, grave, apparently thoughtful,

reserved, sober, serious and taciturn. He never uttered a

word unless he had something to say, and always stopped

speaking the minute he had got through. In his conversa-

tion or speech there was no grace in the enunciation, no
wit in the ideas, no life in the sentiment. He uttered

nothing but for some purpose, and enacted nothing but

for some effect. He possessed, or at least manifested, a

profound indifference to literature and to the higher beau-
ties of art. He was apparently void of passion, always
exercising an indomitable self-control. He valued little

any philosophy that was not based upon pure utilitarian

principles, regarding everything through its utility or some
other medium equally as cold. There was about him a

fixedness in his habits, an indisposition to change, an
unalterable firmness and persistency in adhering to pur-
poses and designs once deliberately formed and entered
upon. He was unyielding in disposition ; brave, beyond
all others in battle ; ever manifesting great respect for age,
and a deep reverence for immemorial custom. Such was
the Dorian or Spartan.
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The Ionian was of a character almost completely the

reverse. Lively, versatile, buoyant, he was fond of every

species of pleasure, and extremely eager in its pursuit.

Upon him habits, even of considerable standing, sat

loosely ; he had little fixedness of purpose, little persist-

ency in any given line of action. He was excessively fond

of literary pursuits, much given to philosophical specula-

tions, and wrought up to ecstacy in contemplating the

glorious creations of art. Mind and body seemed pos-

sessed of a tireless activity. The mind was ever in hot

pui'suit of something new and pleasing. Little respect

was entertained for age or reverence for custom, unless it

came hallowed by the sanction of religion. He appeared

ever ready for a change if it promised anything agreeable,

and seemed always disposed to make the very utmost of

the world, and of things. Such was the Ionian or Athe-

nian. If we were to look in modern times for types of

these two different races, we should find an approximation

to the first in the English, and to the second in the French.

The Dorian conquerors of Laconia became there a ruling

caste ; depriving the inhabitants of most of their political

rights, and reducing many to a state of complete vassalage

or slavery.^ For about two centuries the Spartans were

engaged in carrying on wars with the Argives, their own
state being at the same time severely agitated by domestic

broils.

In the year B. C. 743, occurred the commencement of

the first great war waged between the Spartans and Mes-

senians. This continued for about twenty-one years,^ and,

after a sei'ies of sanguinary engagements, resulted in the

success of the Spartans, the Messenians being compelled

to give up to them one-half their entire revenues.

The Spartan army, consisting of the greater part of the

citizens, had, on setting out to commence hostilities, bound

themselves by oath not to return until they had subdued

their enemies.' Their continued absence of more than

' Taylor, 95, 96. ' Idem, 96. ' Idem, 96.
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twenty years filled the senate with fears that the Spartan

race itself would heeome extinct. The young men were

permitted to have promiscuous intercourse with the wives

of the absent soldiers. The result was a class of men

called Parthenise, having no certain father, and not entitled

to any inheritance. Finding themselves in a despised

condition, they, together with the Helots, conspired against

the state. The conspiracy was detected, and the Parthe-

nise banished to southern Italy, where they founded the

city of Tarentum.

Spartan oppression drove the Messenians into a revolt,

leading to the second Messenian war. They were led by

Aristomenes, a descendant of the Messenian kings,^ under

whose prudent management the war was protracted more
than ten years. Messene was finally taken by treachery,

and the whole country subdued, but Sparta was much
weakened, and left in a low state. By rneans, however, of

this conquest she acquired a marked ascendancy in all the

afl[airs of the Peloponnesus.

Athens, during this period, presents nothing attractive

in its outward history. Its internal history, that of its

government or civil polity, and the changes which there

took place, belong to the element of government. The
situation of Attica, its unproductive soil, rendered it less

an object of attraction to the surrounding hordes; and the

Athenians, in the early period of their history, being less

frequently required to resist hostile invasions, possessed

more and greater means and opportunities for internal

improvement and for separating and developing the ele-

ments of humanity.^

The general history of the other states of Greece, down
to the period of the Persian invasion, is possessed of little

interest to the student of civilization.

A very interesting feature in Grecian history during this

period is its colonizations. These were more extensive

than those of any other people of the ancient world. The

' Taylor, 97. ' Reeren's Ancient History, 137.
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Phoenician colonizations properly came under their deve-

lopment of industry, for the reason that they were almost

invariably established for commercial purposes. The Gre-

cian colonizations were of more complicated origin. The

reasons upon which they were originally founded were very

frequently political,^ their direction also being sometimes

indicated by the response of an oracle. Their object was

sometimes commercial, and this was more particularly the

ease with colonizations made by the colonies themselves.

Almost all the Grreciau colonies became, in fact, commercial

cities, whatever had been the design originally entertained

in their foundation.^ The progress of Grecian culture, the

history of ancient commerce, the political relations then

and subsequently arising between nations, have all some

dependence upon Grecian colonization. Colonies were

planted in the most fertile regions of the earth, and where

the greatest natural facilities could be afforded for naviga-

tion and commerce.' Each colony became a centre, com-

mercial and political, where new ideas originated and

obtained currency and circulation. In each the Grecian

mind was brought into new relations, and this, of itself,

could never fail to elicit new ideas.

The relation existing between the colony and the mother

country was generally defined by the cause of the settle-

ment. When that cause was political, and the colonists

consisted of discontented or ei^iled emigrants, little or no
dependence existed between it and the mother country.

When the cause was commercial the dependence was weak,

and never very permanent. Whatever might have been
the degree of dependence, there can be no doubt but the

great diffusion of Grecian mind, and the great mass of

ideas'that by means of it were put into circulation, were

strongly conducive in advancing Grecian culture, and ele-

mental development.

The direction of Grecian colonization was principally

east and west.* On the east were the coasts of Asia Minor,

^Hem-en'a Ancient History, 158. ''Idem, 159. ^ Idem, 159. *Idem, 158.
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Thrace, and the countries bordering on the Euxine. On

the west, southern Italy and Sicily. The earliest coloniza-

tion was probably the ancient Pelasgi passing from Greece

into Italy, and there, in Latium, leaving their Cyclopean

remains.

The earliest and perhaps most important colonization

of the Hellenic race was along the western coast of Asia

Minor. These were important for commerce, and also for

the large contributions made to Grecian civilization. They

have already been alluded to.

The ^olian colonies were founded about B. C. 1124.^

They occupied a part of Mysia and Caria, thence called

-(Eolis or ^olia. The islands of Lesbos and Tenedos were

also included. They built twelve cities in Asia, of which

Cyme and Smyrna were the principal, and inhabited five

cities 'on the island of Lesbos, the largest of which was

Mitylene. All these were independent cities, each having

its own constitution, or succession of constitutions and

revolutions.

The Ionian colonies were of later date, about the year

B. C. 1044. They erected twelve cities, ten on the west-

ern coasts of Asia Minor, and two on the islands Samos

and Chios. They all had a common sanctuary, the tem-

ple of Ifeptune, on the promontory of Mycale, where they

solemnized their festivals, and consulted together in regard

to their common affairs.^ Each city nevertheless preserved

its independence. Of the twelve cities, Ephesus, Phocsea

and Miletus were the largest. The latter was a great

commercial city.^ During the period of its greatest pro-

sperity, for the two hundred years between B. C. 700 and
600, it was next to Tyre, and Carthage, the greatest com-
mercial city ofthe old world. It had four harbors, could fur-

nish fleets ofeighty or one hundred vessels ofwar, and is said

by some to have founded more than one hundred colonies.

The Dorians were still later than the lonians.* They
spread themselves gradually over the islands of the Archi-

' meren's Ancient History, 160. 'Idem, 161. ^ Idem, 162. * Idem, 164:.
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pelago, until they reached the western coasts of Asia

Minor, where they built the two cities of Cuidus and

Halicarnassus.^ Like the lonians they had a common
sanctuary, the temple of Apollo Triopius, where their

festivals were solemnized and their deliberations held.^

During the period of time intervening between B. C.

800 and 600, the coasts of the Propontis, of the Black sea,

and the Palus Maeotis were studded with Grecian colonies.

These were mostly from the single city of Miletus, and
were several of them flourishing commercial cities. They
commanded the entire navigation of the Black sea, and
extended their commerce over the south of Russia and
eastward to the countries lying east of the Caspian sea.^

On the Propontis were the cities of Lampsacus, Citycus,

Byzantium and Chaloedon.* The flourishing Sinope was
on the southern coast of the Black sea. On the eastern

were the cities of Phasis and Dioscurias, which were the

principal markets of the slave trade. On the northern

coast was the city of Tanais at the mouth of the river

Tanais, and the city of Olbia at the mouth of the Borys-

thenes, both important for their inland trade.

The coasts of Thrace and Macedonia, along the ^gean,
were settled by Grecian colonies derived principally from

Corinth and Athens, particularly the latter.

Colonization was later in extending itself west of Greece

than east, unless we include the Pelasgi, whose settlements

in Italy date at a very early period. Most of the coloniza-

tion westward by the Hellenic race occurred in the century

intervening between B. C. 750 and 650. This was a

period when republican forms of government obtained in

most of the Grecian cities ; when internal commotions were

not unfrequent ; when the causes of emigration were greatly

multiplied— and these were principally of a political nature.

These, therefore, occurred not only at a period of great

political activity among the Greeks, but also after Grecian

civilization had made greater progress, and this may, per-

^ Heeren'a Ancient History, \QL ^Idem,164:. ^Idem,lQ5. * Idem, 167.
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haps, accouDt for the fact that the western colonies not

only equaled the eastern in riches, but many times sur-

passed them in power, and distinguished themselves by-

wise and permanent codes of laws.^ So strongly tmctured

were the colonists with the political ideas at the time pre-

valent in the mother country, that the Achaian and Ionic

and the Doric were distinguishable from each other in the

character of the governments they instituted.^ Those of

Doric descent were more inclined to aristocracy ; those of

Ionic and Achaian, to democracy.

One of the earliest of these colonizations was Tarentum,

founded B. C. 707, by the Partheniae, from Sparta. It

became a rich and powerful maritime city.'

Croton soon followed, founded by the Achaians, B. C.

710. Its form of government was a limited democracy.*

Sybaris was also founded by the Achaians, B. C. 720.

It soon became a great, wealthy and luxurious city, to

such an extent that its luxury passed into a proverb.' Its

government is supposed also to have been a limited demo-

cracy until the usurpation of Telys, B. C. 510. The same

year the Sybarites were defeated, and the city taken and

destroyed by the Crotonians.

Thurii was founded by the Athenians in the year B. 0.

446. They were conquered by the Lucani, B. C. 390.

Ehegium was founded from Chalcis in B. C. 668. Its

government was aristocratic. Cumee also from Chalcis was

founded B. C. 1030." This early obtained a high degree

of power and prosperity. Its constitution was a limited

aristocracy.

Sicily was extensively colonized from Greece. These

were principally planted on its eastern and southern coasts.^

They were partly Dorian and in part Ionian. The Dorian

were Messana and Tyndaris from Messene, Syracuse from

Corinth, Hybla and Thapsus from Megara f Segeste from
Thessaly. The Ionian were Naxos from Chalcis, Zande

' Heeren's Ancient History, im. "" Idem, 167. ^ Idem, 168. 'Idem, 169.

'Idem, no. 'Idem, 172. ' Idem, 172. 'Idem, 173.
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from Cumse. Of all these by far the most impoi'tant was

Syracuse. She was for a long time the mistress of Sicily.

Her position was well selected either for the prosecution

of wars or the arts of peace, or the pursuits of commerce.

She became rich, flourishing and prosperous. Few, if

any, cities or nations have been more diversified in their

political concerns. In her varied existence she was under

diff'erent forms of government; she, in succession, had
experience of the republican, democratic and despotic

forms. At times she possessed and exercised great power.

She makes no mean or contemptible figure in Grecian,

Carthaginian, and Roman history. Only a brief allusion

can be here made to the different forms of government she

passed through.

Syracuse was a republic from its foundation, B. C. 735,

till the time of Grelon, B. C. 484, a pei'iod of 251 years,

during which she does not seem to have gained but little.^

The kingly government commenced with Gelon, B. C. 484,

who laid the foundation of Syracusian greatness, rendering

that city more powerful both by land and sea, than any
one of the states of Greece itself.^ This form of govern-

ment continued to Thrasybulus, who was expelled for his

cruelties, B. C. 466.

ISText succeeded a democratic republican form of govern-

ment which continued from the period of its establishment

on the expulsion of Thrasybulus, B. C. 466, to the elevation

of Dionysius the elder, B. C. 405. She was subjected to a

severe despotism under Dionysius the elder and younger.*

This continued until B. C. 343, when Timoleon expelled

the younger Dionysius, and restored the republic. This

continued until about B. C. 317, when the despotism was
again restored in the person of Agathocles. After many
changes of fortune, victories and reverses, the Romans
finally took Syracuse after a long siege, and notwithstand-

ing the inventions of Archimedes, in the year B. C. 212.

Thus terminated its eventful history. ITo city or state

Heeren's Ancient History, lli. ^ Idem, 174:. "Idem, 175-7.
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probably ever existed that passed through such a varied

experience.

Wext to Syracuse, Agrigentum w^as the first city of Sicily,

and was founded in B. C. 682. It was once one of the

richest, most luxurious and splendid cities in the vsrorld.^

Its time of greatest prosperity was during the period inter-

vening between the year B. C. 470 and 405. On the

Spanish coast was Saguntum, which became rich by com-

merce, and was destroyed by Hannibal, B. .0. 219.^ On the

African coast was Gyrene, founded B. C. 631, which, like

Syracuse, had a varied fortune, experiencing both kingly

and republican forms of government.

Thus extensive and varied was the system of coloniza-

tion adopted and carried out by Greece. By means of it

she became herself greatly extended. At short, but vary-

ing intervals, all along the course of the Black sea, the

Propontis, and the Mediterranean, were diffused Grecian

thoughts, feelings, ideas, manners, forms of social inter-

course, learning, religion, forms of government, and crea-

tions of art. This constitutes one of the reasons why the

Greek attained such a supremacy, and almost universality,

in his industry, religion, society, forms of government,

speculations in philosophy, and creations in art, Every
colonial settlement was a point from which radiated a

power and influence strictly Grecian in its character. It

should not, therefore, surprise us that Grecian civilization

attained to great heights, extended over a great surface,

and exerted a prodigious influence over the progress and
destiny of the race.

Greece has been hitherto considered in the states of

which she was composed, and the numerous colonies to

which she had given birth. Her interest never had ex-

tended beyond herself and her colonies. There, beneath

the shelter of her rocks, on her plains, and in the bosom
of her valleys, had been gradually nurturing the germs of

a civilization, that was destined to be world-wide in its

^ Beeren's Ancient History, 179. ^Mem, 181, 183.
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extent, and time-lasting in its consequences. The energy

and power of this civilization, with the resources it could

command, was now to be brought to the test of a bloody

arbitrament.

The Persian invasion was the first event that brought

Greece upon the theatre of the world, directly under the

eye of general history. She was now to resist the first

systematically concerted attempt of Asia to subjugate

Europe. On her was devolved a high destiny, that of sav-

ing Europe from Asiatic despotism. More than this, she

was charged with the task of defending the new civiliza-

tion against the aggressive assaults of the old. This was,

in fact, the first great warfare in which man had an interest.

It was of little consequence to the race what despotism

flourished or fell upon the plains of Asia. But calculation

can never estimate what would have been the calamitous

consequences had the torch of Grecian civilization been

here extinguished. Greece had been long training to

meet this issue. Her principal states had passed through

various internal revolutions ; had made trial of dififerent

systems of government ; until they had pretty uniformly

settled down upon republican forms, some with the aristo-

cratic, others with the democratic element predominating.

The blessings conferred by a free government had been

actually realized. The strength of her principal states had

been tested, but not exhausted, as it came to be subse-

quently, by harassing wars carried on between each other.

While in the enjoyment of youth, and full of high hopes

and anticipations of the future, she was called upon to

resist the aggressions of the then dominant despotism of

Asia.

At the time of the Persian invasion, the Greeks were

divided into a number of small states, or territories, some
of them very small, slightly, if at all, connected with each

other, and some few actually in a state of hostility.^ Some
one great cause seemed to be required to force upon them

' Heeren's Ancient History, 185.
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the necessity of acting in concert, to lead them to an union

of effort ; and to prevent them from destroying each other.

This was supplied by the Persian invasion. This invasion

laid the true foundation of Grecian greatness, and brought

distinctly into view some of the larger states, which subse-

quently occupy a very prominent place in G-reeian history.

The Persian invasion originated in the transactions that

were connected with the revolt of the lonians. These

being originally Greek colonies, and of a race kindred to

the Athenians, applied to them for assistance.* The Athe-

nians sent twenty ships, with the aid of which the lonians

took and plundered Sardis, the wealthy capital of Lydia.

This occurred about the year B. 0. 500. The Ionian re-

volt was afterwards suppressed, and the city of Miletus

taken and destroyed. The Persian king Darius was en-

raged beyond measure at this act of the Athenians, and

that he might be kept in mind of it, he caused a crier every

day when he sat down at the table to proclaim aloud

:

" Great sovereign, remember the Athenians."^ About the

same time Hippias, the exiled tyrant of Athens, having

retired to the court of Persia, stimulated the Persian mon-
arch to engage in the war with Greece. Before, however,

taking any effective steps, as was the usual custom with

the Persians, he sent his heralds into the different states

of Greece to demand earth and water as tokens of sub-

mission. The Athenians and Spartans were provoked
at this demand into a violation of the law of nations,

throwing one of them into a ditch, and the other into a

well. All the insular and continental states of Greece,

except Athens and Sparta, proffered their submission to

the Persian.

The first armament fitted out by Darius for the subjuga-

tion of Greece, was entrusted to his son-in-law Mardonius.
The fieet, while doubling Mount Athos was shattered by a
violent storm, three hundred vessels being dashed against
the rocks, and 20,000 men perished in the waves.^

^Taylor, 108. ' Tytler, i, 128. 'Taylor, 109.
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Another and mucli more powerful armament was fitted

out by Darius, B. C. 490, and placed under tlie command
of Datis a Mede, and Artaphernes a Persian. This im-

mense armament, which has been variously estimated in

reference to its numbers, arrived safely at the island of

Euboea, then crossed the Euripus, and poured down upon

Attica its seemingly resistless force of armed men. By
the advice of Hippias, the Persian army encamped on the

plains of Marathon, about twenty-two miles from Athens.^

The Athenians were at first divided in opinion as to

whether they should allow the Persians to invest the city,

or march out and give battle in the open field.^ Under the

advice of Aristides and Miltiades they decided on the latter.

The battle of Marathon was fought in the month of

September, B. C. 490. A more particular account of it

may, perhaps, be given under the element of art. It re-

sulted in the utter discomfiture and defeat of the entire

Persian host. Hippias was slain. The Persians fled to

their ships, and knowing that Athens must be nearly

defenseless, they thought they could sail around the pro-

montory of Sunium, and make themselves masters of the

city before the victorious army under Miltiades could

return_for its defense.' In this, however, they were mis-

taken, and finding Miltiades had aiTived and secured the

ports, they returned to Asia. In the presumptuous assur-

ance of success, the Persians had brought with them from

Asia marble to erect a triumphal monument after subju-

gating Greece. This falling into the hands of the Athe-

nians, they caused their great sculptor Phidias to form out

of it a statue of ISTemesis, the goddess of vengeance, and

on the tablets were recorded the names of the heroes who
had fallen in the fight.^

The same Miltiades who achieved the victory of Mara-

thon, being subsequently unsuccessful in a descent upon

the island of Paros where he was severely wounded,' was,

'Wordsworth's Greece, 109. '' Taylor, 109. ^ Idem, 110. ^Tytler,i,UO.

' Taylor, 110.
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on Ms return, accused of receiving a bribe, convicted on

doubtful evidence, sentenced to pay a heavy fine, and not

having the ability to do it, was thrown into prison, where

he died of his wounds.

The history of a democratic state is little more than the

history of its great men, who control, more or less, its in-

ternal and external developments. Such is the fact with

Athens. From the victory of Miltiades down to the time

of Demosthenes,^ its history mainly resolves itself into that

of its great men, who, as generals or demagogues, had the

chief direction of affairs. After the death of Miltiades,

the power which he had exercised in the state was shared

between Themistocles and Aristides. The first was an

astute politician, a successful general, and an able states-

man. The second, surnamed the Just, was prudent in

counsel, and a most incorruptible patriot. The first was

placed at the head of the Athenian fieet, and successfully

executed the plan of Miltiades against the islands, while

to the last was committed the administration of public

affairs at home. On the return of the first the rivalry

which for some time had existed between them, broke out

into an open rupture,^ and Aristides was banished by the

ostracism. This left Themistocles at the head of affairs

without a rival. He immediately commenced the execu-

tion of his design to render Athens a naval power. He
induced the Athenians to appropriate the revenues they

were receiving from their silver mines, to the purposes of

a navy. This, in the end, proved of the highest importance

to Athens, and indirectly to all Greece. Its great import-

ance did not present itself until the next war with Persia

and invasion under Xerxes.

Mne years after the battle of Marathon, Xerxes, the son

and successor of Darius, collected together the most
numerous army that probably the world has ever seen,

and, at its head, invaded Greece in person. In order to

pass from Asia to Europe, he directed a bridge of boats

^Heeren's Ancient History, 186. ^Idem, 187.
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to be constructed between Sestos and Abydos/ a distance

of only seven-eightbs of a mile. This was demolished by

a tempest, which so inflamed the wrath of the great king

that he ordered those who had done the work to be

beheaded ; and, havingthrown a pair of iron fetters into the

outrageous element, he had three hundred lashes bestowed

upon the water by way of punishment. A new bridge of

boats was then constructed, over which the main body of

the army passed, occupying the space of seven days and

nights in passing.

The first interruption from a hostile foe experienced by
this moving mass of men, was at the celebrated pass of

Thermopylae. This narrow strait, at one point so narrow

as not to afford room for one chariot to pass another, was
justly regarded as the gate of Greece. Here it was resolved

to make the first stand, and here was posted Leonidas,

one of the Spartan kings, with a body of 6,000 men, in-

cluding 300 Spartans, who, with their king at their head,

had, just previous to their departure from Sparta, celebrated

their own funeral games in the sight of their wives and
mothers. After taking up their position in the defile, and
inviting the great king if he wished their arms to come
and take them, they were assailed by 20,000 Medes, who
were repulsed with dreadful slaughter. Next a chosen

body of Persians, styled the immortals, charged and met
with the same fate.^ At length through treachery, a track

was pointed out to Xerxes, by which the army could pass

over in the night to the opposite plain. The defense of

the straits being now useless, all were dismissed except the

three hundred Spartans, and a few Thesbians and The-

bans who held out to the last extremity, being all cut ofl'

but one man, who survived, and carried the news to Sparta.

This occurred on the 6th July, B. C. 480.' The example

here set contributed very much to the greatness of Greece.

The Persian army, in pursuing its onward route, ravaged

the territory of Phocis, and a detachment was sent to

' Tytler, i, 131. ''Idem, 133. 'Heeren's Ancient History, 188.
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plunder and destroy the temple at Delphi. Here they

were attacked by a violent storm, and by rocks rolling

down on them from the summits of the precipices. And

these, aided by the attacks of the Delphians, drove back

the Persians in gi-eat consternation.

The mighty host of the Persians moved on towards

Attica. The great object was the destruction of Athens.

Thespise and Platsea were taken and destroyed, and the

whole Persian host now moved upon Athens.

Under this perilous state of things, the Athenians, by the

advice of Themistocles,^ having sheltered their aged men
and wives and children in the islands of Salamis and ..^Egina,

took to their ships,^ and abandoned their cherished Athens

to the mercy of the Persian foe.* The deserted city was

taken by Xerxes, and burnt on the 20th July, B. C. 480.

The next event of importance was the sea fight near

Salamis. The naval forces of both the Persians and Gre-

cians were here concentrated.* The one had consisted

originally of 1,200 ships of war, and the other now con-

sisted of 380, of which 180 belonged to the Athenians.

Aristides and the banished Athenians were recalled. The
engagement was really owing to the management of

Themistocles, without which it is very doubtful whether

it would have occurred. The allied fleet of the Grecians

was under the immediate command of Eurybiades, the

Spartan. Themistocles had strongly advised the fight, but

fearing the backwardness of the commanders,^ he had
secretly conveyed intelligence to Xerxes that the Greeks
were intending to disperse, and then the attempt of the

Persians to blockade the harbor of Salamis was seized hold

of to bring on a general engagement. The Greeks were
altogether superior to the Persians as sailors, and on this

occasion their superiority was made abundantly manifest.

Xerxes, from a rocky eminence on the coast of Attica, was
enabled to witness the whole engagement. It resulted in

' Tytler', i, 134. "Seeren's Aiwient History, 188. "Taylor, 111 "Tiitler
1,131. 'Taylor, in.
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the almost total anniliilation of the Persian navy, and the

complete triumph of the Greeks. Xerxes became alarmed

for his personal safety. His navy being destroyed, he
feared lest the Greeks should also destroy his bridge of boats,

and thus cut off his return to Asia. Leaving Mardonius at

the head of 300,000 men to prosecute the war,^ he made a

hasty retreat, and on reaching the Hellespont and finding

his bridge of boats broken down, was forced to cross the

strait in a common fishing boat.

Mardonius wintered in Thessaly, and, on the opening

of the next campaign, endeavored to seduce the Athenians

from the Greek confederacy. In this he entirely failed.

The allied forces were under the command of Pausanias

the Spartan, and of Aristides, who commanded the Athe-
nians.^. After some previous skirmishing, in which the

Greeks had the advantage, a general battle was fought

near the city of Platsea. This ended in the total defeat of

the Persians, and the annihilation of their army, except

about 40,000, who, under Artabazus, effected their escape

to the Hellespont. Some 200,000 fell in battle, and the

plunder of the camp was immense. On the same day,

September 25, B. C. 479, occurred the naval battle at

-Mycale, and the burning of the Persian fleet,^ both which

had the effect to free Greece, and that forever, from inva-

sion by the Persians.

The war still continued, but its character was changed.

Instead of being conducted by the Greeks on the defen-

sive, it became aggressive. They now aimed to liberate

their brethren of Asia Minor from the yoke of Persia.

Athens, notwithstanding the obstructions thrown in the

way by the Spartans, was rebuilt, and its walls completed,

under the management of Themistocles, in the year B.C.

488. The harbor of Piraeus was strongly fortified, and
joined to Athens by what were called the long walls.

Pausanias, the Spartan, at the head of the allied Greeks,

still continued the war with Persia, and took and plun-

^ Tai/lor, 111. 'Idem, HI. ' Seeren's Ancient Ilistary, 188.
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dered Byzantium, the ancient site of Constantinople.!

Being inflated with pride, he entertained the design,

through the aid of the Persians, of becoming supreme

master of Greece. Being recalled, a letter of his was

intercepted, which disclosed his treasons, and he fled for

refuge to the temple of Minerva. "While all appeared in

doubt as to what course to pursue, his mother walked to

the gate of the temple, and laying down a stone before

the threshold, silently retired.^ Her example was imme-

diately followed. A wall was upreared around the temple,

and the traitor within was left to perish with cold and

hunger.

This conduct of Pausanias, together with the want of

popularity of the Spartans, caused a change in the general

affairs of Grreece. The chief command was transferred

from the Spartans to the Athenians. Aristides was ap-

pointed treasurer. Themistocles, who had been previously

banished by the ostracism, was sought to be implicated

in the treason of Pausanias. He fled for protection to the

Persian court, and there, after living for some time in

splendor, ended his days by poison. About the same
period full of years and honors, died Aristides the Just,

who had for a long time administered the public finances

with so little personal benefit, that he did not leave behind

him sufficient to defray the expenses of his funeral. To
these two individuals, Athens and all Greece were greatly

indebted, but more to the former than the latter.

The transfer of the chief commai^d to Athens was
attended with highly important results. It tended to

increase the jealousy between Athens and Sparta. Athens
knew much better how to profit by it than Sparta had
done.^ A league was formed principally by the Grecian

states without the Peloponnesus, the object of which was
the continuance of the Persian war, and the liberation of
the Grecian states in Asia Minor from Persian rule. To

"^Heeren's Ancient History, 113. " Tytler, i, 138. ' He&ren^s Ancient His-
tory, 189.
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aceomplisli tMs, a yearly tribute was fixed upon, the trea-

sury being at Delpbos, but Athens having the administra-

tion of it. The consequences were : 1. That what had

been mere military precedence with Sparta, became, with

Athens, political direction, and soon degenerated into

supremacy. 2. The oppression, either supposed or real,

soon produced discontent and opposition on the part of

the allies. 3. There gradually sprung up an opposite

alliance, at the head of which was Sparta, already the

dominant power in the Peloponnesus.'-

Upon the death of Aristides, Cimon, the son of Miltiades,

became the leader and great man of Athens.^ He con-

tinued with great success the war against Persia, reducing

their cities and forts, in Europe, on the islands, and on the

coast of Asia. He succeeded in destroying the whole Per-

sian navy oiF the coast of Cyprus, B. C. 470, and then

dressing his soldiers in the vestures and arms of the pri-

soners taken, on the very same day surprised the Persian

camp at the mouth of the river Eurymedon, and before

they could recover, completed their destruction. The war
continued twenty-one years, during which the naval power
and commercial wealth of Athens were continually in-

creasing. The entire continuance of the war, computing
the time from the burning of Sardis, was fifty-one years.

Peace was at last concluded, B. C. 449. The principal

terms were : 1. The independence of the Greek cities in

lower Asia. 2. No Persian vessel was to appear between
the northern extremity of the Thracian Bosphorus and the

southern promontory of Lycia. 3. No Persian army was
to come within three days' journey ofthe sea-coast. 4. The
Athenians were to withdraw their fleets and armies from
Cyprus.

During the continuance of the war, Laconia was de-

vastated by an earthquake, destroying 120,000 of the

inhabitants, and overwhelming the city of Sparta, B. C.

469.' This led to the third Messenian war waged by the

^Heeren's Ancient History, 190. ^ Taylor, 113. 'Idem, 113.
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helots and remnant of the Messenians, to regain their

liberty. They proved at one time quite formidable, but

were finally subdued, and driven into exile.

Cimon becoming obnoxious to the democratic party, was

banished by ostracism, B. C. 461. This brought Pericles

at the head of the Athenian state.^ He was a true repre-

sentative of democracy.^ Without ever having held the

office of archon, or being a member of the areopagus, he

governed Athens for forty years to the time of his death.

He was less a general than a statesman, although he pos-

sessed some good qualities as a commander.

The forty years intervening between the year B. C. 470

to 430, was an era of the greatest splendor in Athens.

The unrivalled taste and princely expenditure that marked
the public buildings, and the style of embellishment

adopted, rendered Athens the most splendid city in

the world.^ About the commencement of the administra-

tion of Pericles, the common treasury of Greece was

removed from Delos to Athens, and the amount of the

contributions was increased.* The Athenian presidency

degenerated into a supremacy of command, some being

merely allies, and others subjects.

Troubles of a domestic nature soon arose in Greece.

S'o sooner was the pressure of a foreign war removed,

than the intense activity of the Grecian spirit must display

itself in broils at home. ITo less than three Peloponnesian

wars followed in succession. In all these, the two leading

powers were Athens and Sparta. The first arose from

difficulties between Thebes and the other Boeotian cities.'

Sparta took the part of Thebes, and Athens of the other

cities of Boeotia." The Athenians were at first repulsed

at Tanagra, but the next year, B. C. 467, they were victo-

rious on the same ground. Their fieet also ravaged the

coast of the Peloponnesus, and even threatened Sparta.

Cimon was recalled from banishment. A truce was finally

'Taylor, 113. ^ Seeren's Anoient Sistory, 192, 19d. "iSero, 190, 191.

^Idem, 193, 194. 'Taylor, 113, 114. ^Heere/i's Ancient History, 193-6.
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agreed upon for five years. Soon after, hostilities were

recommenced, which were soon concluded by a peace,

or truce, which was concluded for thirty years, but

which continued only for fourteen. Thucydides, who
was at the head of the aristocratic party at Athens, was
banished B. C. 444, which left democracy triumphant, and

Pericles without a rival.

The first Peloponnesian war was declared by Sparta

against Athens, B. C. 431.' It was a war of twenty-seven

years continuance, excited and prosecuted mainly through

jealousy of the prosperity of the Athenians. It was a war
rather of races than of nations. It was the Dorian against

the Ionian race. It was a war of principles— the Spartan

representing the aristocratic, and the Athenian, the demo-
cratic principle. These two states differed from each other,

not only in their elements of character, in the principle of

their government, but also in the sources of their power, and
their relations to their allies.^ Athens, by means of her

navy, was mistress of the sea ; Sparta of the land. The
first, therefore, was brought into relations, more with the

insular and maritime states ; the last with those which were

interior and continental. The allies of the Athenians,

were the islands of Chios, Samos, Lesbos. ' All those of the

Archipelago, except Thera and Melos, Corcyra, Zacynthus,

the Grecian colonies of Asia Minor, the cities ofNaupactus

and Platsea, and those in Acarnania. Those of the Spartans

were all in Peloponnesus, except Argos and Achaia, which

were neutral, Megara, Locris, Phoeis, Boeotia, the cities of

Ambracia and Auactorium, and the island Leucasia.

The allies of the Athenians were chiefly insular and

maritime, who paid, or were compelled to pay, a reluctant

tribute.^ The allies of the Spartans were chiefly conti-

nental states who had voluntarily, and free from tribute,

attached themselves to the fortunes of Sparta. These rela-

tions enabled Sparta to lay claim to be considered the

liberators of Greece from the Athenian yoke.

'Heerm's Ancient History, 197. ''Idem, 197. ^ Idem, 197.
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Each party, as might naturally be expected, at first carried

on the war on its own element.^ A Spartan army ravaged

Attica. An Athenian fleet plundered the coasts of the

Peloponnesus. The Spartans were recalled to protect their

country. The Athenians invade Megaris, and desolate its

territory. The Spartans in the next campaign invade

Attica. Athens was, at the same time, invaded by a more

terrible enemy— the plague—which, owingto the crowded

state of the city, caused by the approach of the Spartan

army, proved dreadfully destructive. Pericles himself fell

one of its victims.

The war continued to be prosecuted with various

success.^ Potidsea surrendered to the Athenians, who
banished the inhabitants, and supplied their place with fresh

colonists. Platsea, after a defense of five years, surrendered

to the Spartans, who massacred the whole garrison. The
Athenian people soon after decreed the same fate to the

defenders of Lesbos; but on reflection reversed their decree,

and sent out a fast sailing vessel, which arrived in time to

prevent the massacre.

On the death of Pericles, Athens was left for the next

seven years to all the consequences of an unrestrained

democracy.' The tanner Cleon pushed forward to occupy

the place of Pericles.

A sanguinary clash occurred between the aristocratic

and democratic elements in Corcyra. The wildest excesses

were witnessed. The democratic element finally tri-

umphed, and its triumph was attended by the extermina-

tion of its opponents.*

An Athenian fleet landed in the harbor of Pylos and
there erected fortifications within fifty miles of Sparta.

The Spartans sent a fleet and army to besiege Pylos and
garrison the island of Sphacteria. The Spartan fleet was
defeated by the Athenians. The Spartans now solicit a

peace, but the Athenians under the advice of Cleon, refuse.^

^Taylor, lie. ''Idem, 116. ' Seeren's Ancient History, Wd. * Taylor,
117. "Idem, 117.
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He offered, if made general, to take Sphacteria in twenty

days. The Athenians, always ready for a joke, took him
at his word. By a fire accidentally occurring and destroy-

ing the Spartan fortifications, he was enabled to do it.

The island of Cytheria was also captured, and the harbor

of !N"ic8ea and other seaports on the coast of the Pelopon-

nesus were destroyed.

While these successes were attending the Athenians in

one part of Greece, they were counterbalanced by their

defeat at Delium,^ by the revolt of their northern colonies,

and the commencement of hostilities against them by
Perdiccas, king of Macedon. Brasidas, the ablest of the

Spartan generals, was sent north to aid the revolted colo-

nies. Cleon, at the head of the Athenian army, was sent

against him. A battle was fought in which Brasidas and

Cleon were both slain.

Both parties had become about equally tired of the war,

and desirous ofits termination. A peace was therefore con-

cluded, or rather a truce, for fifty years,^ the basis of it

being a mutual restitution, which, on the part of Sparta,

amounted to a sacrifice of the interests of her allies.

The peace, or truce, was not of long continuance. The
allies on both sides were dissatisfied. Alcibiades, the

nephew of Pericles, young,^ handsome, vain, ambitious,

cunning, talented, and unscrupulous, obtained the ascend-

ency at Athens,* fully possessed vnth the idea that his own
consequence could only be established by war.

The second Peloponnesian war was commenced between

the Argives and Spartans. The Athenians instigated the

Argives to commence it, trusting that, by their union with

Argos, they might secure their preponderance in the Pelo-

ponnesus.'' This was defeated by the result of the battle

near Mantinea. The Athenians attacked the Dorian island

of Melos,^ and, having taken it, massacred the inhabitants.

At the instigation of Alcibiades they fit out an expedition

' Taylor, 117-18. " Idem, 118. " Heeren's Ancient History, 200. * Taylor,

118. ""Heeren's Ancient History, 200. 'Taylor, 118.
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against Syracuse, the forces being placed under the com-

mand of himself, Nicias and Lamachus. The last men-

tioned died. The first being ordered home to be tried for

his life, on a charge of impiety and sacrilege, fled to Sparta.

The result of the expedition was in the extremest degree

disastrous.! ^f^^j. suffering a series of defeats, all .the

forces were compelled to surrender at discretion; the gene-

rals were put to death, and the common soldiers sold as

slaves. This calamity most effectually crippled the power

ofAthens.

The Spartans, under the advice of Alcibiades, strongly

fortified and garrisoned Deceleia, a town about fifteen

miles from Athens, and commanding its richest lands.^

This subjected the Athenians to be harassed by a con-

tinual war instead of annual incursions. The Spartans,

also, by means of the gold they obtained from Persia, were

enabled to fit out a large fieet and send it into the .^gean

sea.

Ifotwittstanding their reverses, the Athenians main-

tained their courage, rose superior to their calamities, and

prepared to meet the crisis with enthusiasm. The same

Alcibiades, who was really at the foundation of their dis-

asters, now became the cause of their temporary triumph.

Being driven from Sparta, by his vices, he commenced
negotiations for the benefit of'the Athenians with Tissa-

phernes the Persian satrap.^ He was at length recalled,

but being desirous of signalizing his return by some
remarkable exploit, he hastened with a small squadron to

aid the Athenian fleet, the moment it had joined battle

with the Spartans. This timely reenforcement gave the

Athenians the victory. !N"ot content with this, he per-

suaded the Athenians to attack the Spartans in the harbor
of Cyzicus, and, by his prudent arrangements, the whole
hostile fleet was either taken or destroyed. This was fol-

lowed by the reestablishment of the Athenian ascendency
in the Thracian Chersonesus. He now returned home,

» Taylor, 119. ^Idem, 119. ^Idem, 130.
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was welcomed witli great enthusiasm, and created com-

mander-in-chief of the Athenian forces by sea and land.

The affairs of Sparta were retrieved by Lysander, a man
of great duplicity and cunning, who, obtaining funds from

Cyrus, the governor of lower Asia, was enabled to in-

crease the pay of the sailors, and by that means to deprive

the Athenians of their most experienced mariners.' A
large navy was thus got on foot, and, during the absence of

Alcibiades, his lieutenant Antiochus, contrary to his in-

structions, having risked a naval engagement vsdth Lysan-

der, was defeated with the loss of fifteen ships.^ Alcibiades,

being suspected of treachery, was again deposed and

banished, and fled to his fortress in Thrace.

Callicratidas, the successor of Lysander in the command
of the allied fleet, was defeated by the Athenians off' the

islands of Arginusse. The war languished until the re-

appointment of Lysander. He attacked, unexpectedly to

them, the Athenian fleet at the mouth of ^gos Potamos
(goats river), and totally destroyed it, with the exception of

eight galleys which were saved by the prudence of Conon.'

3,000 prisoners were taken, and inhumanly butchered.

The principal maritime states in alliance with Athens were

now reduced, and the importation of grain into the devoted

city of Athens was prevented. He now blockaded the har-

bor of Athens with a fleet of one hundred and fifty sail,

while Agis, the Spartan king, attacked the city by land.

The Athenians made a vigorous defense, but were finally

compelled to surrender, B. C. 404. The conditions of

their submission were, that their democratic form of go-

vernment should be abolished, all power to be intrusted to

thirty individuals to be named by Sparta.^ All their ships

but twelve to be surrendered; their walls to be demo-

lished ; their foreign possessions to be resigned, and they

to follow the Spartan standard in war. Soon after this,

Alcibiades was slain in a Phrygian village by assassins

sent for that purpose by Pharnabazus the Persian satrap.

' Taylor, 120. ' Idem, 130. ' Idem, 131. * Idem, 131.
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The second Peloponnesian war destroyed the supremacy

of Athens in the affairs of Greece, and gave the preemi-

nence to Sparta. The confederates soon found that they

had lost by the change.^ Sparta imposed upon them a

yoke more severe and galling than they had ever before

experienced.^ She laid aside her poverty, and decreed

"that the state might possess a treasure." The party of

Lysander, both at Sparta and among the confederates, were

particularly noted for their cruelty and rapacity. They

established at Athens a detested oligarchy of thirty tyrants.

The Athenian Acropolis contained a Spartan garrison to

enforce the decrees of this oligarchy. The most dreadful

outbursts of passion, cruelty and rapacity were everywhere

practiced. There were, in fact, but two classes of inhabit-

ants. The one consisted of the oppressors and their in-

struments, to the number of some three thousand. The
other consisted of the victims who were unarmed, who
were mercilessly plundered, and, if at all suspected, were

either slain or driven into exile. The walls were demo-

lished, the dockyards dismantled, and even thebema, or pul-

pit on the Pnyx, from which the Athenian orators addressed

the assemblies of the people, was turned to the land side,'

that glorious recollections might not be awakened by the

view of the sea. Oligarchies, similar to that of Athens, were

established in other Grecian cities, who were everywhere

creatures of Sparta, and guilty of similar acts of cruelty,

rapacity and oppression.

At length human endurance could go no further. Even
Thebes, formerly the most inveterate enemy of Athens,
began to sympathize with the distresses of the subverted

city. The exiled Athenians there assembled under Thrasy-
bulus. Their first attempt in which "they were success-

ful, was to seize Phyle, a strong fortress on the frontiers of
Attica and Bceotia. The thirty tyrants and their adher-
ents flew to arms; but they could do little against the
strong moral force of the community. They were defeated

Heeren'8 Ancient History, 203, 204. = Taylor, 131, 132.' = Taylor, 133.
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while Thrasybulus seized upon the Pirffius. Lysander

quickly came to the aid of the thirty, and blockaded the

Piraeus. But a strong party was formed against him even

in Sparta, and Pausanias, a popular Spartan king, hastily

marched with a second army to frustrate his plans.

Under his auspices the tyrants were stripped of their power

;

the Spartan garrison withdrawn from the Acropolis, and

the ancient constitution of Athens restored.^ Some of the

tyrants were degraded and put to death. Others retired to

Eleusis, and a general act of amnesty was passed.

The restoration of Athens was almost immediately sig-

nalized by a singular exhibition of that remarkable peo-

ple. This was the condemnation and death of Socrates

on the frivolous charge of impiety, B.C. 400.

Just about this period the Greeks became again em-

broiled with Persia.^ Cyrus, the governor of lower Asia,

revolted against his brother Artaxerxes Mnemon, and

with an army of one hundred thousand men, and thirteen

thousand Greeks, principally Spartans, he invaded the

provinces of Upper Asia. In the province of Babylonia,

a great battle was fought, which resulted in the death of

Cyrus, and the defeat of his army. This was followed by

the memorable retreat of the ten thousand Greeks, under

the command of Xenophon the historian. They fought

their way back about one thousand miles through a hos-

tile country, and after undergoing innumerable fatigues,

arrived safely in Greece. This is justly accounted one of

the striking events of history.

This led to a war between the Greeks and Persians.

Agesilaus, who had been raised to the Spartan throne, was
sent with an army into Asia to carry on the war. He
defeated the Persians in several engagements, and even

began to threaten the subversion of the empire,' when he

was recalled home by the Ephori. This was rendered

necessary by the occurrence of the third Peloponnesian

war. Sparta was here the aggressor. A Spartan army

^ Taylor, 1%%. ''Idem, 123. ^ Idem, 123.
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under Lysander and Pausanias, under the most frivolous

pretenses, invaded the Theban territories. The former

was slain, and the Spartans under him defeated, vrhile

forming the siege of Haliartus, B.C. 394. The latter

evacuated Bceotia and returned to Sparta. A league was

immediately formed against Sparta, consisting of Argps,

Thebes, Athens, and Corinth, most of the colonies ip

Thrace and Macedon, also acceding. This led to the

recall of Agesilaus from Asia. He returned reluctantly

from the career of conquest upon which he had started,^

leaving his fleet and a portion of his army under the com-

mand of his kinsman Pisander.

Conon, the Athenian, by the aid he received from Persia,

fitted out a fleet with which he engaged the Spartans ofi"

the harbor of Cnidus, gained over them a decisive victory,

and annihilated the Spartan navy. This had the effect to

destroy the empire of Sparta over the maritime states, and

to restore the supremacy of Athens, in the JEgean sea.

Shortly after this occurred the battle of Corneia between

the Theban army and the Spartan, under Agesilaus.^ The
Spartan was victorious, but with a severe loss, Agesilaus

himself being wounded. These were the only important

engagements that occurred during the continuance of this

war, which lasted during eight years.

At length the peace of Antalcidas was concluded, by
which the liberty of the Greek cities was sacrificed, and

the independence of all the minor republics proclaimed.'

This was designed to prevent Athens from asserting her

superiority over the maritime states, and Thebes from be-

coming mistress of the Boeotian cities. It was a disgrace-

ful peace concocted between Sparta and Persia, in which
unworthy jealousy and selfish policy were too decidedly

prominent. The Persian monarch and the Spartan repub-
lic took upon themselves the enforcement of its provisions.

About the year B. C. 383, the Spartan general Phoebidus,
in a time of peace, seized upon the Cadmeia or citadel of

' Taylor, 134. = Idem, 124. " Idem, 125.
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Thebes, placing therein a Spartan garrison, establishing

an oligarchy, thus dooming the devoted city to the same

miseries that Athens had undergone under the dominion

of the thirty tyrants. Many of the Theban patriots fled as

exiles to Athens, where they were kindly received. Among
these was Pelopidas,^ who concerted with a friend at

Thebes, a plan for liberating the city, which was carried

out with such success that many of the tyrants were slain,

and the remainder driven from Thebes.

Ifow commences the ascendency of Thebes, and her

rivalship with Sparta. Her greatness was essentially the

work of two men, with whom she rose and fell. These

were Pelopidas and Epaminondas.^ The duumvirate was,

perhaps, the most remarkable of any with which history

makes us acquainted.

After the liberation of Thebes by Pelopidas and his

associates, Cleombrotus was sent with a Spartan army into

BcEotia. Pelopidas was chosen general by his grateful

countrymen, and achieved two splendid victories, one at

Tanagra, and one at Tegyra. The Athenians were, in the

meantime, sweeping the Spartan navy from the seas, and

infesting the coasts of the Peloponnesus. The maritime

states renewed their confederacy under the supremacy of

Athens.

Cleombrotus again invaded Bceotia with a powerful

army. The two armies met on the memorable field of

Leuctra, where the Theban, under the command of Epa-

minondas, adopting a new system of tactics, and attacking

the long lines of the Spartans with his massy columns, won
a decisive victory in which Cleombrotus was slain.

^

This success aroused the hopes of the Peloponnesian

states that had long bowed under the dominion of Sparta.

These sent pressing messages into Bceotia for aid. Epa-

minondas and Pelopidas were sent into the Peloponnesus

at the head of a powerful army. They advanced into La-

conia, where no enemy had dared to make his appearance

' Taylor, 135. ''Eeeren's A?me?it History, 306. ^ Taylor, 136.
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for five centuries. The whole country was laid desolate.

They rebuilt the ancient city of Messene, protected its

citadel by a Theban garrison, and called back the wrecks

of the Messenian nation.'

The Athenians now grew jealous of the Thebans, made

au alliance with the Spartans, and sent an army to their

aid under the command of Iphicrates. Upon learning

this, the Theban army returned home laden with plunder.

The Peloponnesian war continued during the six fol-

lowing years.^ The Spartans were long occupied in

Laconia in subduing their revolted subjects, while the

Thebans were engaged at the nortb, in a war with Alexan-

der, tyrant of Phere. Thither Pelopidas was sent with an

army. He forced Alexander to submit, and restored Per-

diccas, the lawful heir, to the throne of Macedon. On his

return he was treacherously seized by the tyrant Alexan-

der, and thrown into prison. He was liberated by Epami-

nondas, who came with an army for tbat purpose. He was

afterwards sent as embassador to Persia, where be induced

the Persian monarch Artaxerxes to break off his alliance

with Sparta, and to conclude a league with Thebes. He
afterwards fell in a battle vsdth the tyrant Alexander,

where he was triumphant.

The greater number of the Grecian states refused to

ratify the union formed between Persia and Thebes, in

part from hostility to Persia, and in part from jealousy of

Thebes. Epaminondas, at the head of a Theban army,

again marched into Laconia. By a forced march he
appeared before Sparta itself, and made a vigorous attack

upon it in the absence of the Spartan army. The attack

was repelled by Archidamus, the son of Agesilaus, and
the Theban army retreated. An attempt was then made
to seize the city of Mantinsea, which failed in conse-

quence of the accidental arrival of a squadron of Athenian
cavalry a little before the appearance of the Theban army.
These things determined Epaminondas to hazard a pitched

^ Taylor, 1Z6. 'Idem, 127.
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battle which was fought in the neighborhood of Mantinsea,

and was the most sanguinary conflict in which the Greeks

had ever yet engaged. The Theban triumphed, but the

Theban hero was slain.

The glory of Thebes perished with Epaminondas.'^

A peace was concluded on the single condition that each

republic should retain its respective possessions.

The result of this war seems to have been to destroy the

supremacy of any single power in Greece.^ Sparta was
enfeebled by her eiforts and the loss of Messene, and Thebes

by that of its leaders. An equality is brought about

among the states of Greece, but this was the result rather

of debility than of strength.

About the year B. C. 366 commenced the sacred war,

which continued for ten years. This was occasioned by a

decree of the amphyctionic council, which subjected the

Phocians to a fine for cultivating some lands consecrated

to Apollo, and also imposed a penalty on the Spartans for

treacherously seizing and occupying the Cadmeia of Thebes.

The Phocians refused compliance, and, under their leader

Philomelus, stormed and took the city of Delphi, and seized

its treasures by which they were enabled to raise a mer-

cenary army. The Thebans and Locrians undertook to

avenge the insult thus offered to religion, and continued

to carry on the war chiefly by petty skirmishes,* avoiding

great battles. It was conducted in a very sanguinary spirit

on both sides, the captives taken being generally slain.

Philomelus being defeated, and having destroyed himself

by leaping from a precipice, was succeeded by his brother

Onomarchus, who continued the war. Philip, king of

Macedon, being finally applied to by the Thebans,^ and,

having been long desirous of an opportunity to intermeddle

in the affairs of Greece, appeared with an army in Thessaly,

routed the Phocians and slew their leader Onomarchus.

The second time he passed the straits of Thermopylse,

^Taylor, 138. ^Heeren's Ancient History, 309, 310. 'Taylor, 139.

* Eeeren's Ancient History, 310, 311.
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dismantled the Phocian cities, desolated their country, and

caused their vote in the amphictyonic council to be trans-

ferred to the king of Macedon.

A new sacred war was occasioned by the refusal of the

Locrians of Amphissa to yield obedience to a decree of the

amphictyons,' procured by ^schines, who was in the in-

terests of Philip. The conducting of it was entrusted to

the king of Macedon. He took Amphissa by storm, and

seized and fortified Elateia, the capital of Phocis. The

Athenians and Thebans now took the alarm. The power

ofDemosthenean oratory once more aroused the slumbering

energies of Athens and of Greece. But it was only to

make one last and expiring efibrt. The hostile armies met

at Chseronea. The Athenians and Thebans met with a

total defeat.^ The independence of the Grecian states was

totally destroyed. In a general convention of the amphic-

tyonic states held at Corinth, B. C. 337, Philip was

chosen captain-general of confederate Greece, and ap-

pointed to lead the allied forces against the Persian empire.

This brings the Grecian states under the dominion of

another power, that of the Macedonian, and leads us to

the consideration of that power.

Macedonia was separated from the rest of Europe on

the north by the Hsemus range of mountains,' and from

Greece on the south by the Cambunian. chain. It extended

to the ^gean sea on the east, and to the Adriatic on the west.

Its soil on the sea coast was fruitful, and many of its

mountains were rich in mineral treasures. It was anciently

said to contain one hundred and fifty difi«rent nations, but

in making this enumeration each of its cities and towns
was regarded as an independent state.

An Argive colony under Caranus, B.C. 813, laid the

foundation of the Macedonian kingdom. It is little known
for three hundred years, when it became tributary to the

Persians, B.C. 513. It regained its independence by the
battle of Plat^a, B.C. 479.

' Taylor, 130. ^ Idem, 130. ' Idsm, 131.
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Archelaus, B.C. 413, erected walls and fortresses, and

introduced civilization and the arts of life.^ He made his

court the seat of literature, patronizing learning and
learned men. His death was succeeded by an unquiet

period. The law of succession not being definitely fixed,

several pretenders to the crown appeared, each finding

support in some neighboring nation or Grrecian republic.

The three sons of Amyntas H, Alexander, Perdiccas and
Philip, successively occupied the throne; the two first,

however, amid great disturbances. On the death of the

second,^ Philip, then a hostage at Thebes, was chosen king
in preference to his nephew, then an infant.

The twenty-four years' reign of Philip was very event-

ful and instructive to the student of history. It is rendered

interesting by his somewhat singular policy. Although
his more than questionable morality ^ exhibits unfavorably

the pupil of Epaminondas, yet he lost not his courage at an
almost desperate beginning, and was not deserted by pru-

dence in bis highest prosperity.

He found the kingdom assailed by no less than four

formidable armies, and distracted by the claims of two
rival competitors for the crown, one of whom was sup-

ported by the Athenians. He, however, displayed valor

and wisdom adequate to the crisis. Purchasing the for-

bearance of the Illyrians, Pseonians and Thracians, he
marched with his whole force against Argeeus and his

Athenian auxiliaries, whom he defeated, slaying their

leader. He succeeded in less than two years, in restoring

tranquillity to his kingdom.

Having constructed the Macedonian phalanx, from a

hint taken from the tactics of Epaminondas,* he was not

long in testing its superiority. Being forced to war by
the Pseonians, he subdued their country, and rendered it a

Macedonian province. He overthrew the Illyrians, and
compelled them to sue for peace.

' Taylor, 133. '' Idem, 133. ' Eeeren's Ancient History, 316. " Taylor,

133.
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The great and early object of Philip was to acquire in-

fluence and control in the affairs of Greece. The only

Grecian state that made an early opposition to this was

Athens. During the first sacred war with the Phocians he

attempted to seize Thermopylae, the key of Greece, but

was repulsed by the Athenians.^ The great Demosthenes

expended the energies of his life mainly in opposing the

designs of Philip. Although Philip was generally success-

ful, yet his troops were driven from the island of Euboea,

by Phocion, the last and most incorruptible of the Athe-

nian generals and statesmen.

The policy of Philip was to lull the Athenians, or keep

them engaged in idle discussions by means of the employ-

ment of venal orators, whom he kept in pay in Athens for

that purpose, while he was steadily engaged in the one

great object of acquiring supremacy in Greece.^ While

the Athenians were thus amused, he succeeded in obtain-

ing, by means of treachery, the city of Olynthus, the ally

of Athens, the walls and buildings of which he leveled

with the ground, dragging its inhabitants into captivity.

This was followed by his conquest of the Chalcidian penin-

sula, with its valuable commercial marts and sea ports. He
terminated the sacred war by the destruction of the Pho-

cians, and acquired a commanding influence in the Pelo-

ponnesus, by completing the humiliation of the Spartans.'

After subduing the commercial cities in the Thracian

Chersonese, and on the shores of the Propontis, and after

terminating the third sacred war by the destruction of

Amphissa, he threw off" the mask, took and fortified Elateia,

thus giving the Grecian states clearly to understand that

he designed to become their master. Thebes and Athens

took the alarm, and aroused in defense of Grecian liberty.*

But it was too late. The counsels and admonitions of

Demosthenes had been too long disregarded. On the

plains of Chseronea they were totally defeated, and an
end put to Grecian independence. The Thebans were

^ Taylor, 13B, 134:. ^ Idem, 13i. '2dem,ld4:. ^ Idem, 134.
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treated with severity, but the Athenians with forbearanee

and kindness. Soon after, at a convention of the states

held at Corinth, they resolved to commence an aggressive

war against Persia, and appointed Philip captain general

of the confederate forces. While making preparations

for this great enterprise, Philip was stabbed to the heart

by Pausanias, a Macedonian nobleman, B.C. 336.

Philip's policy was a crafty and crooked one. He accom-

plished much by bribery. It was said that he opened the

cities of his enemy with a golden key.^ But he had more
than one method. He borrowed as well as bestowed. It

is remarked that he rarely, if ever, made use of the same
means twice. He was ever methodical and consistent

even in carousal and crime, and seldom, if ever reappeared

in the same form.

His power in Macedonia might be said to be unlimited.

His nobility were his life guards ; ^ his court, his general

staff; and the nation became, under him, transformed from

a shepherd people to a race of warriors.

Alexander the Great was the son of Philip and Olym-
pias, a woman equally remarkable for her crimes and her

misfortunes. She was the daughter, mother, sister and
wife of kings. The reign of Alexander was remarkable,

both from the extent of the revolution he occasioned,

from its continuance and its consequences. He is strictly

an historical personage, his acts and exploits being well

attested, and all within the range of history.

The way had been gradually preparing for the advent

of just such a man as Alexander. He was the son of

Philip, and the pupil of Aristotle. The death of his father

was the signal for revolt among the Thracians and II-

lyrians.^ They were soon subdued. A report having been
circulated that he had fallen in Illyria, the states of Greece

revolted, Thebes being the leader. In about fourteen

days' time he appeared before Thebes, took the city by
assault, leveled its walls, and killed and carried into

' Em-en's Ancient History, 319, 331. "^ Idem, 231. ' Taylor, 135.
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captivity the inhabitants. A cry of terror rang through

Greece.^ All the states proffered a ready submission.

The general confederacy was again renewed, and, in the

assembly at Corinth, he was appointed commander-in-chief

of the Greeks against the Persians. He left Antipater

governor of Macedon and Greece, and with an army of

only 5,000 horse and 30,000 foot, crossed the Hellespont

without opposition, to invade the great Persian empire,

B. C. 334. Memnon advised to lay waste the country,

and retreat before the Macedonian army, in order to

compel their return from want of subsistence.^ This pru-

dent counsel was disregarded, and an immense Persian

army was collected to dispute the passage of the Granicus,

a river running from Mount Ida into the Propontis.

Alexander forded the river at the head of his cavalry,

and, having exposed himself to great personal danger,

attacked, and with a very trifling loss, defeated the entire

Persian host. This was followed by the subjugation of all

west of the river Halys, and before the closing of the first

campaign, he was the undisputed master of Asia Minor.'

The second campaign was commenced by the reduction

of Phrygia. He marched through the Syrian gates and

reached the bay of Issus. Here, amid the defiles and passes

ofthe mountains, he encountered Darius with an immense
army, and totally defeated him. His camp with its im-

mense riches, his mother, wife, daughters and infant son

became the prey of the conqueror. The captives were

treated with great respect and humanity.

His next object was to subdue the maritime provinces,

and thus become master of the sea. He experienced little

or no resistance until he came to the city of Tyre. That
refused to open its gates to Alexander. After a siege of

seven months' continuance, he took it by assault, and
massacred or enslaved the inhabitants.* The same fate

also awaited the resistance of Gaza. He next entered

Egypt, where no resistance was offered. Here he laid the

^Heeren's Anoient History, 322. ''Taylor, 135. ' Idem, 135. "Idem, 136.
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foundations of the city of Alexandria, the site of which

was admirably selected for maritime and commercial pur-

poses. The erection of this city affords clear evidence of

his far-reaching sagacity, and is itself a monument far

more lasting than all his victories.'^

In the beginning of the fourth campaign he crossed the

Euphrates and Tigris, and entered the plains of Assyria.

Here was fought another great battle on the plains near

Arbela, which decided the fate of the Persian empire, B. C.

331. The result was a complete victory. The Grecians

lost about 500 men, while the slain of the Persians

amounted to 40,000.^ This was succeeded by the taking

of Babylon, Susa and Persepolis, the last of which was
destroyed.

Darius, the last of the Persian monarchs, was first de-

posed by Bessus, one of his satraps, then thrown into

chains, and finally murdered by him or -his order. His

death was severely avenged by Alexander who subdued
all the rebellious satraps of Bactria and Sogdiana,' and
thus effected the complete conquest of the Persian empire.

He next projected the invasion of India, B. C. 327.

His advance was by the route of Kandahar, the same that

is still in use by caravans going to and from Persia. He
pushed on to the Indus, which he crossed without opposi-

tion, and continued his march through the country of the

Punjab, or land of the five rivers, until he reached the

banks of the Hydaspes. Here he encountered Porus,

with an army much more numerous than the Macedonian,*

and having three hundred war chariots and two hundred
elephants. The Indian army was totally defeated, and
Porus taken prisoner.

He continued his march eastward as far as the Hypha-
sis. Here his army unanimously refused to continue

their march, and he was reluctantly forced to return. He
transported his army in vessels on the Hydaspes to its

junction with the Indus, and thence to the ocean. His

' Seeren's Ancient History, 333. ''Taylor, 136, 137. 'Idem, 137. ^Idem, 138.
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general, ITearchus, surveyed the coast from the mouth

of the Indue to that of the Euphrates, while
_

he pro-

ceeded by land to Persepolis through the solitudes of

Gedrosia.^

Although he failed in conquering India, yet the connec-

tion between Europe and that remarkable country was

much his work. He established several colonies on his

march which secured the communication by land," while

the voyage of his general, S'earchus, between the mouths

of the Indus and Euphrates, did much to establish that by

the sea.

The next object of Alexander was to consolidate his

vast empire. In attempting to do this, he experienced

some difficulties.^ Macedonia was exhausted by the great

number of recruits drawn from thence. He had many
different nations and even races to govern. He could not

expect to keep all these in subjection by Macedonian gar-

risons. The course he seems to have marked out was to

overturn as little as possible; everywhere to respect

religion, and established customs and usages ; to protect

the conquered from oppression ;
^ to leave much of the

civil government in hands similar to those with whom he

found it ; and to content himself with entrusting the com-

mand of the principal garrisons only to Macedonians.

His plans for the future appear to have been as splendid

as had been his heroic achievements. He succeeded in ele-

vating himself above national prejudices.^ He designed

making Babylon the chief city of his empire, and the capi-

tal of the world. The union of the east and the west was
to be cemented by intermarriages ; by a common system

of education ; by the establishment of business relations
;

and commercial pursuits. By pursuing these means a vast

empire would in time be consolidated, united and bound
together by strong if not indissoluble ties, the sceptre of
which might be transmitted to his descendants.

' Taylor, 138. " Seeren'$ Ancient Sistori/, ^25-6. 'Idem, 226. 'Idem,
236. 'Idem, 227.
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"While in the midst of these splendid schemes he was

suddenly cut down in Babylon, B. C. 323, at the age of

thirty-three and removed from this scene ofhis triumph. His

sudden death at this time was probably the greatest calamity

that could befall mankind. His legal heir, at the time ofhis

death was unborn ; he made no provision for a successor ;
*

and failed even to appoint a regency. From the Indus to the

Nile the world might be said to lay in ruins," a disorganized

mass of materials. He had trained up great generals, but

there was no one superior mind that could take his place

and awe into submission the discordant elements.

For the period of twenty-two years immediately succeed-

ing the death of Alexander, there occurred what might not

inaptly be styled the world's great interregnum. There ex-

isted an almost complete state of anarchy,^ confusion and
warfare between the generals of Alexander. The wars

were principally carried on between Perdiccas, Ptolemy
Lagus,^ Antigonus, Antipater and Craterus, Eumenes,
Lysimachus, and Seleucas. The combinations formed,

battles fought, and the wars carried on between these

generals, each striving for supremacy, were really possessed

of little general interest, as they had few important

consequences following them.

The battle of Ipsus in Phrygia ended the life and power
of Antigonus, and from the occurrence of that event things

assumed a more settled form, and the kingdoms that

emerged from the ruins of the Macedonian empire became
more definite and clearly settled. These kingdoms were

:

1. The Syro-Median under the Seleucidse. 2. Egypt under
the Ptolemies. 3. Macedonia and Greece.

The first efliect produced in Greece, upon receiving

intelligence of the death of Alexander, was that liberty was
the universal cry.* Demosthenes, although in exile, re-

newed his active exertions to secure the freedom of Greece.

He succeeded in engaging several states to unite with

^Hem'en's Ancient History, 337. ^ Idem, 338-338. ^Taylor, 138-144.

' Tytler, I, 301.
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Athens, and to equip a fleet of two hundred and forty

galleys. Hostilities were immediately commenced against

their Macedonian masters.

Antipater, who had been left in charge of Macedon, was

at first unsuccessful, but ultimately succeeded in defeating

the confederates, and in reducing them again to submis-

sion. The democratic form of government was abolished

in Athens, and the aristocratic established in its place.

The Athenians were compelled to bear the expenses of the

war, and to deliver up Demosthenes, who, to escape fall-

ing into the hands of his enemies, terminated his life by

taking poison. A statue was erected to his memory, in

the Prytaneum,' with this inscription: "If thy power,

Demosthenes, had been equal to thy wisdom and abilities,

the Macedonian, wars had never ruled in Greece."

Antipater, at his death, bequeathed Macedon and Greece

to Polyperchon, one of the oldest officers of Alexander,

instead of preferring to him his own son, Cassander.

This led • to war growing out of rival claims. Cassander

took Athens, and appointed Demetrius Phalerius, governor.

He was a descendant of Conon, and was distinguished by

his virtue and ability. His administration continued ten

years,^ during which the Athenians were happy under

his wise and good government. The revenues were

increased, the useful arts encouraged, justice administered,

and abuses reformed. The Athenians erected to his honor

three hundred statues.

At the expiration of the ten year rule of Phalerius,

Demetrius Poliorcetes, son of Antigonus, besieged and

took Athens,' and restored the democratic constitution.

He, in turn, became the idol of the populace, who threw

down the statues of Demetrius Phalerius, to render them-

selves the more acceptable to their new deliverer.

He afterwards became unfortunate, and fled from the

battle of Ipsus to Athens ; but the Athenians refused to

receive him into their city.^ He afterwards, in some mea-

" 2^«6r, I, 203. 'Idem, 203. ' Idem, ZOi, 205. ^Idem,205.
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sure, retrieved his fallen fortunes, retook the city, but

treated the Athenians with clemency.

For several years next succeeding the death of Alex-

ander, Grecian history exhibits little, if anything, to which

any real importance can be attached. Revolutions were

of frequent occurrence, but unimportant in themselves or

their consequences.^ V^iolent transitions are made from

one form of government to another. Political changes

occur not by reason of the action of the internal spirit or

genius of the state, or by any contentions that gave occa-

sion for a display of noble or manly passions, but they

were effected by the vrill of a despot, or a submissive, spirit-

less, and corrupted people. Yet in a corner of Greece was
still preserved a people, till now hardly known, who were

fortunate enough to retain their ancient manners,^ their

primitive simplicity, patriotism, and love of country.

These were the states of Achaia. They were yet to ap-

pear upon the theatre of Grecian action. Greece had had

her storms and her severe convulsions, but her sun was yet

to descend in an evening of beauty.*

Grecian history exhibits the successive triumphs of her

different states. We have seen in the ascendant Athens,

then Sparta, and finally Thebes. We are now to witness

the states of Achaia.

The Achaian republic originally consisted of twelve

small republics, or rather of twelve cities, with the de-

mesnes attached to them.^ Each city or state possessed a

democratical form of government, and the principle upon
which their league or association was formed was that of

perfect equality. Through the convulsions that had shaken

Greece, and the Peloponnesian wars, in which almost all

the states of Greece had been engaged, they had succeeded

in preserving their neutrality.

This league continued from the time of its formation,

until the death of Alexander.^ In the troubled times that

^ Tytler, I, 206. 'Idem.WG. " Eeeren's Ancient Mstori/, 288. ^ Idem,

146. ''Mem, 2m.
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succeeded that event, it was temporarily dissolved, espe-

cially as after the battle of Ipsus, Demetrius and his son

Antigonus made the Peloponnesus the chief seat of their

power. Some of these cities they occupied, and in others

tyrants sprang up who attained the exercise of the supreme

power.

In the year B. C. 281, four of these cities broke free

from other associations, and renewed between themselves

their ancient league.^ "Within the next succeeding five

years, the other cities gradually followed. The league,

however, did not become powerful until other states had

united with it. Aratus, to whom the revival of the league

was principally owing, in the year B. C. 251, liberated

Sicyon, which immediately joined the league, and about

eight years after, the strong fortress and city of Corinth

was added, and also Megara. It was afterwards still

further strengthened by the accession of several Grecian

states, and among others, of Athens. The principal regu-

lations of the league were : 1. Entire political equality

among the members. 2. The preservation of the internal

constitution of each city. 3. Two yearly assemblies of

the deputies at JEgium, and subsequently at Corinth, for

the transaction of business of common interest, where the

head of the league, called the strategus, and the chiefmagis-

trates called the demiurgi, were elected.

Like the other G-recian states, it owed its elevation and

success to its great men, with whose individual histories,

its own is, to a great extent, identified.^ These were

Aratus, Philopoemen and Lycortas. The first was the

soul of the new league. He was possessed of uncommon
endowments, vigilant, enterprising, prompt in decision, and

possessed of a ready and forcible eloquence. At the age

of twenty he delivered Sicyon from a domestic tyranny,

and annexed it to the league.^ At twenty-eight he was
elected praetor of Achaia. During the first year of his

magistracy, he expelled the Macedonian garrison from

^Heeren's Ancient History, 386. ^Idem, 287. ' TytUr, i, 207.
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Corinth, which gave the command of the isthmus and the

entry into Peloponnesus. One of the consequences of this

was, that Megara, Troezene and Epidaurus joined the con-

federacy.

This league or assemblage of little republics, was not

well fitted to support an offensive war, for two reasons :

1. A number of separate, independent states, or republics,

can never be expected to act with unanimity. The inevi-

table consequence is that measures are seldom adopted

with celerity or enforced with enei'gy. 2. These con-

federated states were neither populous nor wealthy, and
were incapable of mustering a strong force in the field.*

Aratus, therefore, directed his chief attention to the

adoption of such measures as would secure his country

from attack, and from the necessity of going to war. He
also endeavored to strengthen the confederacy by adding

to it other states.

Sparta was now in the midst of a revolution.^ Agis IV
waj endeavoring to restore the ancient laws of Lycurgus
which had long since fallen into disuse. But there gene-

rally arrives a period in the history of states, when political

infirmity has attained such a pitch that recovery is impos-

sible. Sparta had reached that period. The plan of Agis
was prematurely disclosed, and he was seized, condemned
and executed.

Cleomenes, the son and successor of his colleague, Leoni-

das, embraced the same noble design that had animated
Agis. After preparing the way he assembled the people,

proclaimed the abolition of all debts, made a new partition

of the lands of the republic,^ and restored the ancient plan

of education, the institution of the public tables, and the

regimen of Lycurgus. He was hailed the second founder

and father of his country.

This revolution very naturally awakened the fears of the

other states of Greece, lest Sparta should once more attain

to supremacy and dominion. Achaia entertained this

^TytUr, 1,^01. ''Idem,%m. "Mem.ZO^.
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jealousy. So far was it carried that she even formed an

alliance with Macedon to oppose the ambition of Sparta.

The Macedonians under Antigonus Doson, entered the

Peloponnesus with a large army, attacked and defeated

the Spartans under Cleomenes, who fled to Egypt, and

Sparta falling into the hands of the conqueror, its new

constitution and short lived freedom were forever annihi-

lated.i

The successor of Antigonus to the Macedonian throne,

was Philip IE, a prince, young, brave, eloquent and ambi-

tious. He early sought to attain the dominion over all

Greece, formed a league with the states of Achaia,^ and

procured the death of Aratus and his son by poison. He
also formed a treaty with Hannibal the Carthaginian, by

the terms of which he was to furnish a large fleet and

army to conquer Italy.

By these means the Romans became introduced into

Greece. They resolved to flnd sufficient employment for

Philip at home.' They accordingly enlisted against him
the ^tolians, the republics of Sparta and Elis, and the

king of Pergamus. Philip was supported by the Acha-
ians, the Acarnanians and the Boeotians.

Philip triumphed over the ^tolians, and entered into

an alliance with Prusia8,king of Bithynia, against Attains,

king of Pergamus.* He attacked the Athenians, who
made their appeal to Rome. A Roman fleet and army
were immediately dispatched, and arrived just in time to

save the city.

In the second campaign occurred the fatal battle of

Cynoscephalse, so called from its being fought on a range
of low hills resembling dogs' heads.' In this battle Philip

was entirely defeated by the Romans under the consul

Flaminius. This, in effect, put a period to the kingdom of

Macedon. Philip, after this, sunk into insigniflcance. On
his death he was succeeded by Perseus, his son,* the last

' letter, 1, 309. ^ Idem, 210. " Taylor, 160-50. *Mem, 150. ^ Idem, 150.
' Tytl&r, I, 311.
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of tTie Macedonian kings. He was defeated by the Roman
consul ^milius, in the battle of Pydna. He afterwards

surrendered himself up and was led in triumph to Rome.
The triumph of Rome over the Macedonian monarch,

in the battle of Cynoscephalse, paved the way for the intro-

duction into Greece of the Roman supremacy. In the

peace, which was concluded after that battle, it was stipu-

lated that Philip ' should withdraw all his garrisons from

all the Grecian states in Europe and Asia ; that he should

deliver up his whole fleet, and maintain no more than 600

armed men ; that he should not carry on any war out of

Macedonia, without the previous consent of the Romans

;

that he should pay one thousand talents, and give up his

son Demetrius as au hostage.

The supremacy over Greece having been thus trans-

ferred from Macedon to Rome,^ it was for some little time

uncertain what course of policy the latter would adopt.

That was to be announced at the next ensuing Isthmian

games, when all Greece would be assembled. Then, when
all were full of anxiety and conjecture, the trumpet

sounded, and a public crier was made to proclaim aloud

in substance, that the Romans, having overcome Philip

and the Macedonians, would leave all Greece free, ungar-

risoned and unburdened with tribute.^ The magic word,

liberty, had an enchanting effect. A wild shout of joy

went up to heaven from the assembled masses. The games
went on little noticed or heeded. In the overflowing of

their tumultuous joy, they pressed upon the Roman consul

Flaminius to address, take him by the hand, and cover

him with garlands, so strongly that it was almost fatal to

him. It was indeed a glorious thing, that a nation should

rise up, having the power and disposition to establish once

more liberty in Greece.

But the real spirit of liberty had fled, and no effort could

recall it. Indeed, the Romans were never probably sincere

in this promulgation or profession. The consul immedi-

' Meeren's Ancient History, 293. ' Taylor, 151. 'Idem, 151.

9
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ately commenced endeavoring to weaken the Achaian

league,! ^j^^^ being now the source from which the greatest

danger was to be apprehended. The league, however,

soon became stronger, by the accession to it of Sparta,

after the murder of the tyrant Nabis, B. C. 192.

In the war carried on between the Romans and Anti-

ochus, Greece again became the theatre of contention.^

The Achaians united with the Romans, the ^tohans vsdth

Antiochus. After the defeat of the latter, the ..^Etolians

were much humbled by the Romans.
The dignity and power of the Achaian confederacy was

for some time preserved by Philopoemen,^the last great

leader of the Hellenic race. Under him the Achaians

took Sparta, and finally abolished the constitution of Lycur-

gus.* After a series of successes he fell in the war between
the Achaians and Messenians.^ His death was amply
avengedby Lycostas, his successor, on the taking ofMessene.

After the complete conquest of Macedon, the Romans
made rapid advances towards attaining the dominion of all

Greece. This they accomplished more by their art than

their arms. They fostered dissensions between the differ-

ent republics, and arbitrated differences which they con-

trived should always terminate in their own favor." Thus
a state, confessedly powerful, adopted and pursued the policy

of one that was weak.

The policy adopted and pursued by Rome was, after a

time, changed, and formal subjection became substituted

for dependence.^ Some arbitrary proceedings on the part

of the Romans led the Achaians to insult her embassadors,

and this produced a war between them.* The Achaians
were everywhere defeated ;

^ and the Roman consul Mum-
mius finally terminated the controversy by taking and de-

stroying Corinth, in the year B. 0.146.!° Greece now became
reduced to a Roman province under the name of Achaia.

' Taylor, 151. ^ Seeren's Ancient Bisiory, 2Q3. ^ Idem, 294:. 'Taylor,
151. ^Idem, 152. ' Tytler, i, 311. • Heeren's Ancient Eistoi-y, 397.
» Taylor, 153. » Tytler, i, 311. '» Heeren's Ancient History, 397, 398.
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Rome seems to have shown more favor to Greece than

to any other conquered province. For this favor Greece

was probably indebted to her eminent attainments in

philosophy and in art.' Athens, in particular, appears to

have been thus regarded. Even the form of democracy

was there allowed to be retained, and the administration

under it was far more quiet after liberty was extinct than

it had been previously.

From this period Grecian history is merged in that of

Rome. The candidates for power and place at the latter

sometimesmade Greece the theatre oftheirbloody struggles.^

On the plains of Pharsalia was fought the great battle

between Csesar and Pompey, which gave the dominion of

the world to Caesar. During the five centuries succeeding

its subjugation, and until the reign of Constantine the Great,

Greece presents little of political interest.

Constantine founded Constantinople on the site of the

ancient Byzantium, and removed thither the seat of empire.

The empire, termed the Eastern or Greek, was founded by
him about A. D. 328.' This empire, notwithstanding its

inherent weakness, continued in existence over one thou-

sand years until Constantinople was taken by Mahommed
n, by assault in 1463.

Greece proper, the Morea, and the Archipelago, from

the year 1204 until 1460, were ruled by the French, the

Catalans and the Venetians successively. Between 1460

and 1470, the Turks conquered Greece proper, the

Morea and IsTegropont. In 1687, the Venetians recovered

the Morea.* In 1715, it was again reconquered by the

Turks, and the slavery of the Greeks rendered com-

plete. All Greece became now subjected to the Turks,

except a few isolated tribes,' such as the Mainotes in

the Morea, and the Souliotes in Epirus, who preserved

their hardy independence, or at best paid but a nominal

tribute.

^ Tytler, I, 212. " Bell's Geogr(y>7iy, ii, 561. ^ Idem, 561, 562. 'Idem,

563, 563. " Idem, 568.
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Between the two races, the Greeks and the Turks, there

always existed a natural hostility. The great difference

in their religious belief was a constant source of irritation.

The severe oppression exercised by the Turks over the

Greeks for a long course of years,' engendered on the

part of the latter an unceasing animosity. All these

causes finally led to a revolution in Greece in the year

1820.

The Greeks were at first su^cessfal in the Morea, and

in the islands. On the 23d September, 1821, they took

Tripolizza, the capital of the Morea.^ On the 4th ISTovem-

ber, a constitution was published at Missolonghi, for the

western continent of Hellas, comprehending Acarnania,

-(Etolia and Epirus. On the 11th of the same !N"ovember,

a constitution was published at Salona for the eastern con-

tinent, comprehending Attica, Boeotia, Eubcsa, Phocis,

Locris, Doris,^ and the freed parts of Thessaly and Mace-
donia. On the 1st of December, was published the con-

stitution for the Peloponnesus. On the 1st January, 1822,

was proclaimed the political existence and independence

of all Greece.^ On the 18th January, of the same year,

a provisional constitution was published : the same was
subsequently adopted by the national assembly at Astro

in April, 1823.

The Greeks gained two naval victories, the one at Mity-

lene, and the other in the Gulf of Patras. On the 16th

of December, 1822, ITapoli di Eomania was taken by
capitulation,^ and the seat of government transferred

thither. The campaigns of 1823 and 1824 were also dis-

astrous to the Turks.

In March, 1825, Ibrahim, son of the Egyptian viceroy,

took possession of Navarin. With him, as commander of

the Turkish forces, the Greeks maintained a bloody strug-

gle for the peninsula. Their battle cry was " freedom or

death," and with this they kept up the strife,^ their num-

^ Bell's GeogrwpTiy, n, 563. ""Idem, 490. ^ Idem, 490. ^Idern, 491.
'Jd6TO,491. "idem, 491.
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bers all the while constantly diminishing until the sympa-

thies of Europe were aroused in their behalf.

In March, 1829, the French and British embassadors

intimated to the grand sultan the intention of their govern-

ments to acknowledge and maintain the independence

of the Greeks.^ The result finally was that Greece became
entirely separated from Turkey,^ and was pronounced an

independent state to be under a monarchical form ofgovern-

ment. The administration of affairs was first placed in

the hands of Capo d'Istria,' under the title of president,

but he became a tyrant, and the government under him
extremely despotic in its character.

The crown was offered to Prince Leopold of Saxe

Coburg, who finally declined it. The president. Capo
d'Istria was assassinated on the 9th October,* 1831. Count
Augustine, the brother of Capo d'Istria then assumed the

reins of government.^

The three powers, Russia, England and France, who had
interfered in the affairs of Greece, now elected Prince

Otho, son of the king of Bavaria, the king of Greece.

Thus Greece, after such a varied history, became a limited

monarchy under Prince Otho of Bavaria.*

' BeU's Geography, II, 4Q1. 'Idem, 492. ^ Idem, 563. * Idem, 56i, 565.

' Idem, 565. " White's Universal History, 513.



CHAPTER n.

GREECE— ITS INDTJSTRT.

There is nothing very pecijliar in the Grecian develop-

ment of the industrial element. It may be said to have

been characterized by the same activity, that, with such

restless energy, accompanied the Grecian spirit into the

other elements.

The early essays of the Greeks, in the element of indus-

try, are veiled in much obscurity. The first inhabitants

of Gre'ece are represented as a race of savages, sunk into

the most profound ignorance and barbarism, subsisting

upon the spontaneous productions of the country.' At a

period long anterior to the commencement of authentic

history, there is a story that the Titans, a race of strangers

from the east, probably from Egypt, established, for a brief

period, their sway in Greece, and that under them the in-

dustrial arts had their commencement. But their empire

was of short duration, and on its extinction the original

inhabitants again relapsed into their primitive barbarism.^

After a time, new colonies passed into Greece, princi-

pally from Egypt and Phcsnicia, carrying with them the

arts and the divinities of the countries from which they

came. The latter, in changing their country, changed also

their name, and, in some instances, many of their character-

istics. There is little doubt but that many of the first

introducers of the useful arts attained the honors of the

apotheosis.

Eor a knowledge ofthe agricultural art the Greeks claim

to have been indebted to Ceres, a queen of Sicily. To her

and her pupil Triptolemus, son of Celeres king of Eleusis,'

the Greeks were supposed to owe the use of the plough,

' Qoguet, ii, 173, 174, " Idem, 174, 175. ' Idem, 176, 177.
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the method of breaking oxen and flxing them to the yoke,

and the art of sowing grain and grinding it. They also

suppose themselves indebted to Ceres for the invention of

carts and carriages to carry burdens. Bacchus is also

claimed to have introduced the arts of tillage into Greece.

The honor of having first reduced these arts to practice is

claimed by the Athenians, but this is disputed by the

Argives.

The colonizations that were the most effective in re-

claiming the Greeks from their state of barbarism were

those of Cecrops, who led a colony ofEgyptians into Attica,

about the year, 1556 B. C, and founded Athens ;
^ and Cad-

mus, who, with a Phoenician colony, founded Thebes about

the year 1493 B. C. It was one of the primary objects of

those who controlled these colonizations to reclaim their

subjects from their custom of rambling upon the seas, and

to induce them to regard more favorably the cultivation of

the earth.

^

The species of grain first cultivated by the Greeks is

supposed to have been barley, which was raised upon the

plains of Rhacia, in Attica.^ In commemoration of that

fact, the cakes used by the Athenians in their sacrifices

were, for several generations, made of barley gathered from

those plains. The practice of the Greeks, as collected

from Homer and Hesiod, was to give three ploughings to

the ground. They used two kinds of ploughs, one com-

posed of a single piece of wood;^ the other consisting of

two pieces so contrived, that one composed the body of the

plough, while the other served to unite the oxen with it.

Both kinds were very simple, having no wheels, nor any
iron about them. The animals commonly used for the

purpose of tillage were oxen and mules. The use of the

harrow was not early introduced into Greece.

The practice of manuring the land was very anciently

established in Greece. Its introduction is attributed to

Augeas, so celebrated for the number of his flocks.' Their

'Goguet, 11,181. ^Idem,lS3. Udem,184:. 'Idem, 185. ^ Idem, 186.
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grain was trodden out by oxen, and the fan made use of

much resembled a sliovel. The Greeks originally ate their

grain green and half roasted, being ignorant of the art of

reducing it to meal. They afterwards learned to grind,

and acquired by degrees the use of hand mills. During

many ages, hand mills alone were used in grinding, and

the women principally performed the labor of turning

them.^ Prior to grinding, the grains were steeped in

water, then left to dry for a whole month, and afterwards

dried by the fire. The art of bread-making was practiced

in Greece in very early times, but the period of its first

introduction is unknown.
The cultivation of the vine constituted an early indus-

trial pursuit among the Greeks. The Athenians claim to

have introduced its cultivation,^ and the period of its in-

troduction they place as far back as the year B. 0. 1463.

Some give the honor of it to Eumolpus, but the ancients

generally attribute it to Bacchus.

The Greeks had somewhat peculiar methods of making
wine. After cutting the grapes they exposed them ten

days to the sun and to the coolness of the night.' They
afterwards placed them in a shade for five days, and on

the sixth stamped them.* They put their wines into

borachios, or leather bags, and often into great vessels of

earthenware.

Another industrial occupation of the Greeks was the

manufacture of oil fi-om the olive.^ This was clearly first

done in Attica. It was introduced by Cecrops, who led his

colony from Sais in Lower Egypt where the olive was ex-

tensively cultivated. Its culture was introduced into Attica

under the auspices of Minerva. Hence the early and

continued worship of this deity by the Athenians. The
worship of the gods and the early culture of the arts of

life appear in many instances to have been associated with

each other," and to have had a common introduction.

^Goguet, u, 187. ''Idem, 188. 'Idem, 189. ' Idem, IQQ. 'Idem, 191.

'Idem, 193.
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Anterior to the arrival of Cecrops, the inhabitants of Attica,

from their proximity to the sea, were much addicted to

piracy, and were, therefore, naturally led to regard Neptune

as their tutelar deity. Through the influence of Cecrops,

the cultivation of the olive and other kindred pursuits

of agriculture were substituted in the place of maritime

adventure, and thus Minerva became the patron deity of

the Athenians. To worship at her shrine was to declare

that they would apply themselves to the arts which she was
reputed to have invented.

Although the Grreeks early practiced the art of making
oil, yet they had not for many ages the use of lamps.

Their apartments were only lighted by fires,^ made princi-

pally, if not solely, from the burning ofwood. The torches

spoken of by early writers were pieces ofwood split length-

wise, which, having lit at one end, they carried about in

the night. The only use they appear to have made of oil

in early times was to anoint and rub themselves over.

The culture of fruit trees seems not to have been of

very early introduction. Figs, pears and apples were

the first cultivated.^ The art of making cheeses was
known at a very early period, the Greeks alleging that

they were indebted for that knowledge to Aristeus, king

of Arcadia.

In regard to clothing, the first inhabitants of Greece

were covered with the skins of beasts which they had
killed in the chase. ^ They knew not even in what man-
ner to prepare them, and wore them quite rough with the

hair on. Animal sinews served for thread, and thorns for

needles and bodkins. We are ignorant at what period the

Greeks learned the process of tanning and currying,*

although it must have been prior to the Trojan war.

The art of weaving relates back probably to the arrival

of Cecrops. He must have brought it with him from

Egypt, and introduced it into Attica.^ The materials

woven were priacipally wool and flax. The wool raised

' Goguet, ii, 193. ndeni, 195. Udem, 197. "Idem, 198. ^Idem, 198.

10
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in Attica was of a very fine quality. The inhabitants of

Attica paid great attention to the raising of sheep, going

so far as to cover their skins, so as to protect them from

the air, and also from dirt.' They were at first in the habit

of tearing the wool off their sheep, previous to the inven-

tion of shears. They at first worked standing, and the

fabrics they manufactured were badly done.^ They had

not the art of fulling them. The discovery of this art was

attributed to one Nieias of Megara.

Architecture had but a poor beginning among the

Greeks. Their houses at first were but simple cabins,

built generally of earth and clay, and constructed in a very

rude manner.^ Afterwards the art of making and burning

bricks was discovered, and they were used as materials in

the building of houses. Eurialus and Hyperbius, two
brothers, inhabitants of Attica, are honored as the invent-

ors of brick-making, but the era in which they lived is

unknown. To DsedaJus has been attributed the plane, the

saw, the wimble, the square, and the manner of finding

levels by means of a plummet,* but it is all so much in-

volved in obscurity and intermingled with fable, as to

render it little reliable.

Architecture, as an art, belongs properly to another ele-

ment. All its beauties were displayed in their temples,'

theatres and other public edifices. Their private houses

were of a different character. They had much less of

beauty, grandeur and magnificence than those of the pre-

sent time. There was not a single palace in all G-reece.

The rich and powerful had too much good sense to offend

the eyes of the common people by the appearance of

parade and outward splendor. In their private dwellings

the Greeks had a singular practice of making their doors

open outward into the street,^ so that when they had occa-

sion to go out, they first made a noise against the door to

give notice to passengers to keep at a distance.

^Goguet, ii, 198, 199. Hdem., 199. ^Idem, 303. Udem, 305. ^Idem, in,
86. 'Idem, ii, 313.
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The l^nowledge of metals and the art of working them
appear to have been of early introduction into Greece.

Gold was among the first metals known.' The Greeks

attribute the discovery of it to Sol, the son of the Ocean,

which has furnished occasion for the supposition that its

first introduction was ovTing to the Titans, who had come
by the way of the sea. The discovery of silver was attri-

buted to Ericthonius, who was reputed the son of Vulcan,

the inventor of fire, and who was thought by the Greeks

to preside at all the operations of metallurgy.^

The art of working metals was renewed by Cadmus,
when he led a colony of Phoenicians into Greece. He
discovered mines of gold in Thrace, and instructed the

Greeks how to dig for the metal, and to prepare it. He also

made copper known to them, and the art of working it.^

It is unknown at what time the art of working silver

was introduced into Greece, or by whom."* Some attribute

to Cadmus the original introduction of it, or its reesta-

blishment.

The knowledge of iron is supposed to have passed from

Phrygia into Europe with the Dactyli. This was about

the year B. C. 1431. The art of working it seems not to

have prevailed very extensively through Greece.' The
Greeks made use of copper for many things where iron is

at present used. At the period of the Trojan war, arms,

tools, and instruments of the mechanic arts were of copper.

The Greeks made considerable use of tin in the heroic

ages, which they procured by their commercial intercourse

with the PhcEnicians. The metals, the earliest, the most
extensively, and the most generally worked among the

Greeks, were gold, silver and copper.^

In relation to industrial pursuits, Greece presents a

variety, corresponding with the various districts into which
she was divided. In the lofty region of Arcadia abound-

ing with its mountains and valleys, its perennial streams

^Goguet, ii, 217. ^Idem, 218. ^ Idem, 218, 219. ^Idem, 219. ''Idem,

219-20. ° /dm, 230.
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and its rich vegetation, the industry of the shepherd was

practiced with great success. In the productive districts

of Messenia and Boeotia, the labors of agriculture found

an abundant reward. The district of Attica was less

favored in possessing the elements of fertility. But as a

compensation for that, the rich silver mines of Laurium

afforded a medium of exchange to its inhabitants, while

its numerous olive plantations furnished an article of

export in its olive oil ; and its proximity to the sea, and its

harbor of the Piraeus, offered numerous facilities to com-

mercial enterprise. The wealthy Corinth, with its two

harbors, the one on the Corinthian, and the other on the

Saronic gulf, possessed great opportunities for the pursuits

of commerce.
^Notwithstanding the advantageous position of many

parts of Greece for commercial exchanges, the custom of

trafficking does not appear to have been introduced until

some years after the arrival of Cadmus.^ The primitive

manner of buying and selling, or of carrying on the pur-

suits of commerce among the Greeks, was by a system of

exchange or barter. This was in use at the time of the

Trojan war.^ From about that period, metals were intro-

duced into commerce. At first the value was determined

by the weight alone. It is not possible to determine with

precision the period of time when the use of money was

first introduced into Greece. Some attribute its introduc-

tion to Erichthonius, fourth king of Athens, B. C. 1513,

others to Pheidon, king of Argos, B. C. 890, and others

still to ^ginetes, without fixing the period.

The first money of the Greeks bore the impression of

an ox. This was most probably for the reason,^ that prior

to the introduction of money as a circulating medium, the

Greeks made use of oxen as a medium by which they

could measure the value of all other commodities. "When
this office came to be more effectually performed by the

use of money, it was natural that they should desire to

' Qoguet, n, 307. = Idem, 308. " Idem, 311.
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impress upon it the figure of the ox. Pheidon of Argos is

said to have been the first who instructed the Greeks in

what manner they might give to their coins a regular and
agreeable form.

The means by which the Greeks prosecuted their interior

commerce were by using beasts of burden to carry goods,

and also carts, which were of early introduction,^ and were
attributed to Erichthonius, fourth king of Athens, B. C.

1513. Boats were also early introduced, but the particular

period when they were first used is unknown.
There were many obstacles to the early introduction and

successful prosecution of interior commerce. Greeks in

early times lacked strong cities and flourishing states.

Agriculture was languishing, and the mechanic arts little

known. Robbers infested the country, and proved ex-

tremely dangerous to travelers. I^Tor was their foreign

commerce, or that carried on by the sea, prosecuted with

any success during the earlier periods of Grecian history.

During its subsequent and later periods, when robbers

became exterminated from the land, and pirates from the

sea ; when the Grecian cities, such as Athens and Corinth,

that embarked more especially in commercial pursuits,

acquired sufficient to afford protection to their citizens

;

when order and the supremacy of law became universally

established ; and when the products of agriculture and
manufactures became multiplied, commerce, both interior

and foi'eign, was carried on successfully, and to a great

extent, at least compared with that of the nations of anti-

quity.

There is so little peculiar in the industry of the Greeks
that it is hardly worth dwelling upon to any extent. The
policy of dwelling lightly upon this will be more abund-

antly manifest when it is considered how much will be re-

quired to be said upon their religion, their society, their

government, their philosophy, and their art.

' Goguet, ii, 313.



CHAPTER m.

GEBECE— ITS RELIGION.

In approaching the subject of Grecian mythology and

theogony, we should feel, that although its investigation

is not unattended with doubt and difficulty, yet that on

its more prominent features is stamped clearer indications

of more certain knowledge than is to be found in the

pagan systems of the more eastern nations. Greece her-

self has furnished the torch in the light of which her gods

and goddesses, demi-gods and heroes stand revealed.

Their acts, characters, mode and manner of worship, and
the myths, and even to some extent, the mysteries con-

nected with them, are discerned through the works of her

poets, the speculations of her philosophers, and the rela-

tions of her historians. As in our progress onward we
bid adieu to the mists of the world's early morning, and

advance into a region of sunshine, we feel a buoyancy of

spirit and experience, an elasticity of movement, which

doabt and uncertainty could never originate.

The importance of obtaining a knowledge of the Gre-

cian mythology and modes of worship is made evident

from the fact, that being more or less Grecian creations,

they not only reflect the elements of the Grecian character,

but also exercise a reflex influence upon that character,

and through it upon man in all coming time. The gods

of the Greeks must be taken as the embodiments of their

ideas of perfection. Their attributes must be the highest

excellences that could enter into the conceptions of the

Grecian mind. A knowledge of the beau weal of a peo-

ple, whether in its religion or its art, will at least acquaint
us with the ultimate limit of their capacities.

The Grecian reUgion itself may be said to have a pro-
gress and a history. From being dimly shadowed forth
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in the creations of her earlier bards, it came to acquire

more definiteness as the theme of her later poets, more

subtlety and purely intellectual characteristics as it em-

bodied the speculations of her philosophers, and more

clearness and consistency of character, as it partook of the

general advance of the Grecian mind. The gradual de-

velopment of Q-recian thought and art gave to it an element

of constantly increasing perfection.

The element of Grecian religion vpill be considered

:

I. In its theogony ; in its gods, goddesses, demi-gods and

hero gods, including mythical beings.

II. In its origin and its progress.

m. In its essential character, whether a pantheism, a

polytheism, a monytheism; vs'hether real or symbolical.

IV. In its ministers, priests, priestesses.

V. In its altars, places of worship, temples, statues.

VI. In its modes of worship; its sacrifices, festivals,

expiations, oaths and public supplications.

Vn. In its oracles, divinations, magic, mysteries.

VIII. In the influence it exercised upon the development

of Grecian mind and character.

I. The Grecian religion in its theogony, its gods, god-

desses, demi-gods and hero-gods.

By the Grecian theogony, is understood the genealogy

or descent of their gods. This seems, in early times, to

have been confounded with cosmogony, the rise or birth

of the world. So intimately were these blended together,

that Dr. Burnet observes, that among the ancient writers,

they both signiiied the same thing.^

According to the Grecian theogony, the seeds of things

first existed in Chaos. Chaos and ISTight were the ancestors

of Nature. From these arose Earth, Erebus and Cupid,

the god of love. Mght was married to Erebus, its abode,

and from them sprang ^ther and Day.

^Bell's Pantheon, ii, 377.
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The Earth produces out of herself TJranos or the Sky,

and afterwards, the Mountains, and Pontus or the Sea.

She marries Uranos, and a strong progeny is the result.

These were the hundred armed giants, Cothus, Gyges and

Briareus, the monstrous Cyclops, Brontes, Steropes and

Arges; the enormous Titans, Ccbus, Crius, Hyperion and

Japetas ; old Oceanus ; and the mighty Titanides, Thia,

Rhea, Themis, Mnemosyne, Phoebe, and Saturnos or

Chronos.'-

These monstrous productions, however, were not per-

mitted to see the light of day. They were confined in

Tartarus. Their strength was feared, if in a state of

liberty. But little innovation is yet made upon the empire

of Chaos. The earth mourns over the fate of her children,

and meditating vengeance, forges a scythe or sickle which

she gives to Saturn or Chronos. With this he maims
Uranos, his father ; from whose blood, falling upon the

lap of Earth, arise the Euries, Giants, and Nymphs, who
dwell upon the mountains. The prolific power taken from

him and cast into the sea, gives rise to Venus, named
Aphrodite, the goddess of love and beauty.

The reign of TJranos thus ended, gave place to that

of Saturn. In the meantime the children of Uranos and

Earth intermarried with each other, and thus the race of

God was perpetuated. Cceus married Phoebe, and their

children were Latona and Asteria. Hyperion unites with

Thia, and the result is the production of Aurora, Helios

and Luna. Oceanus and Tethys give birth to Stream and

Eountains. Japetus marries Clymene, the daughter of

Oceanus, and becomes the parent of the Titans, Atlas,

Mencetius, Prometheus and Epimetheus ; Crius and Eury-

bia, a daughter of Pontus, gave birth to the Titans,

Astrseus, Pallas and Perses.

The reign of Saturn who marries Rhea, now com-
mences ; and with it a new series of generations of gods.

The dominion of Chaos now becomes invaded by more

^Montz's Mythology, i, 14, 15 ; Mergos's Mythology, 27, 38.
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fixed and lasting forms. Saturn, by the Greeks termed

Chronos, or Time, perhaps from his being a symbol of it,

reigned over his brothers the Titans, and kept the hundred

armed giants and Cyclops imprisoned in Tartarus. Hav-

ing acquired the sovereignty by maiming his father Uranos,

he sought to perpetuate it by swallowing his children as

soon as they were born, his mother Earth having pre-

dicted to him that one of his sons should deprive him
of his authority. Rhea mourned over the loss of her

children, and previous to the birth of Zeus, or Jupiter, im-

plored her mother Earth and Uranos for his preservation.

Those primitive deities of the elder times, although

divested of government and influence, could yet prophesy

and give counsel. Under their advice the future father of

gods and men was, immediately after birth, concealed in

the island of Crete ; the Curetes, his tutors, making a

continual noise with their shields and spears, lest Saturn

should hear his infant cries. Instead of the new-born

deity, Rhea presents her husband with a stone wrapped up
in swaddling clothes, which was swallowed by him in the

place of the infant thunderer.

On this secluded island the bodily and mental powers

of the god became developed, the goat Amalthea supply-

ing him with milk, doves bringing him nourishment,

golden-colored bees conveying him honey, and the wood
nymphs acting as his nurses. Eive additional children of

Saturn and Rhea are saved from destruction, viz : Juno,
Weptune, Ceres, Vesta and Pluto. These, together with

Jupiter, withdraw themselves from the dominion of Sa-

turn, whose old realm approaches its end. Jupiter sets

free the Cyclopean monsters, who, in return, forge and
present him the thunderbolt. There is war in the celestial

regions. The Titanian hosts, the brethren of Saturn, unite

with him ; the Cyclops and the hundred-armed giants,

also set at liberty by Jupiter, combine with his children.

The latter assemble on Mount Olympus, the former on

the opposite Mount Othrys. Ten years of desultory war-

fare is waged, at the end of which occurs a tremendous

11
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battle. The contests of men pale before the battles of the

gods. The hundred-armed giants, three in number, hurl

at every throw, three hundred rocks. The earth groans;

the heavens sigh; Olympus is shaken to its centre; the

thunders roll ; the woods blaze ; the sea rises and boils up,

enveloping in mist and hot steam the grim Titans. Jupi-

ter shoots his lightnings with terrific effect, and finally the

Titanian brood are vanquished, and hurled headlong down

into the gulf of Tartarus.

The new race of gods now divide between themselves

the universal empire. Jupiter reserves to himself the

government of the heavens ; on Neptune is conferred the

dominion of the seas ; to Pluto is assigned the infernal re-

gions, while Earth, and the events that pass upon earth, are

common to the twelve great gods and goddesses, six of each,

hereafter mentioned, who together make up the great

councils of heaven, and who also have free access to the

summit of Olympus.^ The prison house of the Titans is

guarded by the hundred-armed giants.

Although the Titans were vanquished, and effectually

subdued, yet according to the fables of the ancients, Saturn

escaped to the plains of Latium in Italy, and there, sur-

rounded by high mountains, introduced the golden age, or

age of perfect equality, in which all things were enjoyed

in common. Thus the ancient poets, and authors of the

heathen mythology, provided a refuge for the arts of peace,

while both earth and the heavens were strewn with battle-

fields, on which men and gods contended.

Next after the war with the Titans, according to some,

follows the war with the rebel giants, who flung massy

oaks and huge rocks towards the heavens, disregarding

the fiery shafts of Jupiter.^

The power of the new race of gods must be tested by
one more severe trial. Earth, still enraged at the imprison-

ment of her sons, unites with Tartarus, and produces the

immense giant Typhon or Typhoeus, a monster having a

' Orote, 1, 3. ' Moritz'a Mythology, 19.
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hundred dragon heads darting their black tongues and

rolling their fiery eyes ; its huge serpentine limbs coiled

around by serpents ; his dragon mouths emitting flames,

and uttering howls and roars with an hundred different

voices of forest beasts. The dominion of the new race is

threatened with subversion, a more formidable foe than

any hitherto appearing, lifts his presumptuous form against

the gods.

Jupiter seizes his lightnings, and hurls them unceasingly

upon the monster, until earth and heaven are blazing in

flames, and the universe is so shaken, that Pluto and the

Titans begin to tremble. Typhoeus was at length over-

come, and crushed under the superincumbent weight of

Mount JEtna, where he has ever since continued occasion-

ally to vent his impotent rage in muffled sounds and

fiery discharges. The dominion of the new race of gods

now became established on an enduring foundation. Their

genealogy or descent will be noticed in the brief references

made to each.

The ancient deities, although vanquished by their more
warlike descendants, and deprived of dominion, continued

nevertheless to be objects of veneration. Belonging to the

elder time, they are more shrouded in mystery, and have

less distinctness in form and attribute than those of more
modern date. Among these

Eeos, or Love, is by some reckoned as the most ancient,

having existed before all degenerations, and first incited

Chaos to bring forth Darkness, out of which sprang ^ther
and Day.' This deity was certainly very ancient, and
was worshiped among the ancients with great solemnity.

Did they understand by it that attractive principle through

whose active agency matter unites and moves in masses,

thus producing beauty and harmony; and did they as-

cribe to it reason and will and wisdom to express their

conviction that all things were constituted by harmonious

laws?

' Moritz's Mythology, 36.
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ISTox, or Night, was ranked among the^ elder deities.

According to Hesiod she was the daughter of Chaos, but

according to others she was the oldest deity, and Orpheus

ascribes to her the generation s of gods and men. She was the

mother of Madness, Contention, Death, Sleep, and Dreams.

She had also by Erebus, Old Age, Labor, Love, Fear, Deceit,

Emulation, Misery, Darkness, Complaint, Obstinacy, Dis-

ease, War, etc. She is also, according to some, the mother

of the ParcEB, of Nemesis, of the Furies and of Charon.

There was something mysterious in darkness of which

the ancients and even their gods stood in awe. " When
Jupiter was angry at the god of sleep," says Homer,

"Night covered him with her veil, and the thunderer

restrained his wrath, fearing to offend swift Night."

Night was represented as clothed and covered with a

great black veil, attended with stars, and holding in her

hand a torch turned towards the eai'thf to extinguish it.

She has also been represented as a woman holding in her

right hand a white child sleeping, and in her left a black

child, also asleep, with both its feet distorted. The two

children were to represent Sleep and Death, and the

woman Night, the nurse of both.^

The Grecian deities have been variously divided by
different authors. Some include in one class the ancient

deities ; in another the modern superior deities ; in a

third the genii and inferior deities ; in a fourth the demi-

gods and heroes, and in a fifth mythic fictions. Others

make one class of heavenly deities; another of infernal

deities; another of terrestrial deities; another of sea

deities ; and another of demi-gods. Others divide them
into the superior gods ; the inferior gods ; mythical beings

and heroes. It does not appear to be very material what
classification is adopted, or in what order they are consi-

dered, provided correct ideas are entertained of their

nature, attributes, and various relationships.

Dmght's Grecian and Roman Mythology, 41, 43 ; Moritz's Mythology, 31,

S3 ; Montfaueon's Antiquities Bxplained, vol. i, of supplement, 116.
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Among the ancient and infernal deities was included

Mors or Death, who was born of Mght, without a father.

He was regarded as the brother of Sleep; his office to

take charge of the dying ; his representation, the figure

of a skeleton enveloped in a black robe bespangled with

stars, having black wings, and in his right hand a scythe

or scimeter. He was inexorable; far removed beyond

prayers or sacrifices ; and having, therefore, no temples or

priests.^

SoMNUS, or Sleep, was styled by some the twin brother

of Death. He was usually represented as a child, in a

state of slumber, and holding in his hand a bunch of pop-

pies. By some he was pictured in a state of great indo-

lence, dressed in a white habit over a black one, and
having in his hand a horn, out of which he was pouring

dreams, and true presages of things to come.^

Dreams were the children of Sleep, and presented to the

sleeper by their god Morpheus. They were distinguisha-

ble into two different kinds, viz : the true ones, or those

which exhibited things real ; and false ones, or those which

were mere illusions. The former were contained in an

ordinary horn, the latter in an ivory one ; hence the two
gates attributed by some to Sleep, the one made of horn,

the other of ivory.'

There were said to be two gates to the palace of Somnus,
the one of horn, the other of ivory, out of which dreams

pass and repass, the true through the horn, and the false

through the ivory.*

The Paro^, or Fates: These were the daughters of

iSTight according to some, and according to others the

daughters of Necessity. They were three in number, repre-

senting the beginning, progress and end of things. Their

names were Clotho, Lachesis, and Atropos. The duties

of the first, who was the youngest, were to preside over the

birth of things, and she therefore held the distaff. The

^Mayo, ni, 289. 'Montfaueon, i, supplement, 118. ' Mayo, m, 387, 288.

* Dmght's Mythology, 59.
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second was employed in drawing out the thread, and spin-

ning the events of life. The third, the eldest, held the

scissors, and by cutting the thread, brought life, or any

series of events to an end.

The Parcse had temples and statues in Greece, but they

were not generally objects of worship, as they were deemed
inexorable. They were often represented as three very old

women, one holding the distaff, another the spindle, and
the third, the scissors. White robes covered their bodies,

and they wore chaplets made of large locks of white wool

interwoven with flowers of narcissus. Their great age

might figure the eternity of the divine decrees, and their

crowns represent their absolute power over the universe.

The existence and functions of the Parcse are undoubt-

edly derivatives from the philosophic notions of the ancients

in reference to necessity, destiny, and fate. The bearing

of this on the essential character of the Grrecian religion

may be hereafter further considered.*

The Furies : These also were three in number, and have

been called Erinnys and also Eumenides. By some they

are called the daughters of E'ox and Acheron ; by others,

of Terra, or the earth impregnated from the blood of Saturn,

and by others still it is asserted that they were formed in

the sea from the blood of Ccelus issuing from a wound
given him by Saturn. Their names were Alecto, Tisiphone

and Megera, the first representing envy, the second, rage,

and the third, slaughter.

These were the avenging ministers of the gods, who
executed their vengeance upon men, both in the present

and future state. They visited with the stings of conscience,

and chastised mankind by diseases, wars and other calami-

ties. They were supposed to be constantly Jiovering about

those who had been guilty of any enormous crime. The
fear and the dread of them rested upon every mind, so

that one dared hardly mention their names, or cast his eyes

upon their temples.

' Mayo, III, 27T,etseq.; Bmght's Grecian andBoman Mythology, 46, et seq.
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They had temples in several places in Greece, and these

were, in general, a secure sanctuary to those who took

refuge in them. They were variously represented. While

by some they were made to appear as young and beautiful

;

by others, and the more commonly, they were represented

with snakes around their heads instead of hair, and wear-

ing funeral robes fastened with girdles formed of snakes

and scorpions. Grasping a flaming torch in one hand and

a whip of snakes in the other, they pursue the perpetrators

of crime and wickedness, having for their constant attend-

ants, Terror, Rage, Paleness and Death. The licentious

theology of the pagans was certainly destined to receive

a formidable check in the avenging functions which they

attributed to the Furies.^ itTearly akin to the Furies, was
iN'sMESis, who was the daughter of Night, and was

reckoned among the ancient deities. She bafiled pride

and haughtiness, and punished secret vice. She distributed

retributive justice, and her vengeance was sure in the end

to fall on the offender. She was also said to recompense

virtuous actions. She was worshiped at several places in

Greece, and particularly at Ramnus in Attica, where was

a celebrated statue of her, ten cubits high, the work of

Phidias.^

On the division of the universe among the children of

Saturn after his dethronement, the infernal regions, or the

abodes of the dead, fell to the lot of

Hades, or Pluto, whose reign over the mansions of the

dead was undisturbed. These mansions were divided into

Elysium and Tartarus; the first being designed to reward
the good, and the last to punish the wicked. There was
also the field of truth, where judgment was passed upon
the souls of the departed.

The entrance to these dominions, was imagined by the

Greeks to be near the promontory of Tsenaros. The
gates were watched by the monster Cerberus, a dog hav-

^Mayo, III, 368, et aeq.; DwigM's Orecian and Roman Mythology, 52

;

Bell's Pantheon, i, 319. ' Mayo, m, 376 ; Dwight, 48.
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ing three heads, or according to others, a much greater

number.

There were four rivers to cross, viz : Acheron, the sighmg

river; Styx, a lake rather than a river; the Cocytus, which

flows out of Styx ; and the Pyriphlegethon, which rolls

along slowly its waves of fire.

The ferryman, whose office consists in transporting the

souls over these rivers, is Charon, the son of Erebus and

Night, who is generally represented as a sordid and morose

old man. His bald forehead lined with wrinkles, and his

beard long, neglected and gray from age. He always

exacted of the soul his fee in advance, and hence the

custom so generally prevalent among the Greeks and

Eomans, of placing a piece of money, called an obolus,

under the tongue of the deceased. This practice seems

only to have been dispensed with by the Hermonians, who

thought themselves so near hell that it was unnecessary to

pay anything for their passage thither. If the body were

unburied, the soul was doomed to wander on the banks of

the Stygia flood for one hundred years before it could

be ferried over.

On the arrival of souls within the dominions of Pluto,

the first thing that naturally occurred was the trial and

judgment passed upon them on the field of truth. For

this purpose there were three judges : ^acus, who passed

judgment upon those of European descent; Ehadaman-

thus, who judged the Asiatics ; and Minos, who was presi-

dent of the tribunal, held a golden sceptre, and acted as

umpire in very difficult cases. ,This seems to have been

clearly derived from a custom of the ancient Egyptians.

Under the reign of Saturn, and in the early part of that

of Jupiter, the judgment was passed, and sentence pro-

nounced just previous to death. But this gave princes

and men possessed of wealth and power an immense
advantage, and led finally to a change in the time

;

fixing it imraediately after, instead of before, death,

when all mere worldly influence would become totally

valueless.
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From the judgment-seat the soul was dispatched to

Elysium or to Tartarus. If a life of virtue had been spent

on earth the reward was the joys of Elysium. Here were
fields of unfailing verdure, every form of beauty exhibited

in the delightful garden, the smiling meadows and the

enchantinggrove made vocal with the sweetest of feathered

songsters. Another sun and isther stars here illuminate.

Here Orpheus tunes his lyre to sweetest harmony, some
joining in song and others in the dance. Here the river

Eridanus winds between its serpentine banks, which are

fringed with laurel. On them dwell the virtuous heroes,

pure priests, pious poets, and all whose memories are

embalmed in the minds of men for the deeds of goodness

done on earth. Here also glides the river Lethe, whose

waters bestow on all who drink them the entire forgetful-

ness of past events. Its banks are crowded with those

who, after steeping themselves in forgetfulness by drink-

ing its waters, return again to earth, and become the ani-

mating principle of other bodies. Glowing indeed are the

descriptions given by the poets of Elysium, but each one

describes it after his own fancy, and all its beauties appeal

only to the senses, and gratify them to their highest possi-

ble capacity for enjoyment.

Adjoining these delightful mansions of the blessed is

the prison of Tartarus, the place of punishment for the

wicked. Three massy walls with brazen gates surround

it, and still around these rolls the river Phlegethon with

its torrents of flame, and all surrounded by the miry bogs
of Cocytus. Here is the province of the Furies, one of

which, Tysiphone, the most hellish and cruel, watches at

the gate to prevent the escape of the condemned. Here
the miserable victims are lashed with whips of serpents,

and the Furies exercise upon their victims their cruel in-

genuity. Here, in its deepest pit are confined the Titans,

driven thither by Jupiter with a stroke of his thunderbolt.

Here is Typhus, who, presuming to make love to Latona,

was transfixed by Apollo with his arrows, and lies here

with a vulture continually preying upon his liver, which

12
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grows again as fast as it is devoured. Here is Ixion, who,

boasting tliat he had received the favors of Juno, is

doomed to turn forever upon a wheel encircled with ser-

pents. Here is Tantalus, who, having designed to cheat

the gods by serving up for them at table the members of

his son Pelops, is condemned to suffer the severest pangs

of hunger and thirst, and is tantalized with being continu-

ally in the midst of the most delicious food and liquors,

which all fly from him the moment he makes an approach

towards them. Here the Danaides, as a punishment for

murdering their husbands, are condemned eternally to pour

water into a cask full of holes. Sisyphus, who revealed

the secretsof the gods, rolls a huge stone to thetop of amoun-
tain, whence it continually escapes and rolls down again.

Over these mansions was established undisturbed the

reign of Hades or Pluto, the son of Saturn and Ehea, the

younger brother of Zeus or Jupiter. He is represented as

menacing, terrible and inexorable. He is seated upon a

throne, with a bifurcated sceptre, or a key, in his hand.

There were no temples erected to Pluto. Sacrifices were

made to him, but they were those of black sheep and a

bull, and they were offered to him in the night. The
blood of the victims was not sprinkled upon altars, or even

received into vessels as in ordinary sacrifices, but allowed

to run into ditches dug in the earth, as if it could pene-

trate the realms below. The Eoman gladiators conse-

crated themselves to Pluto.

The event of his life, the most celebrated by the Gre-

cian poet and artist, was the forcible seizure and abduction

of Proserpine, the daughter of Ceres, by which he acquired

a partner on the throne. The force here made use of is

said by some to typify the reluctant separation of the soul

from the body at death, as she presided over the death of
mankind. According to the ancient opinion, no one could
die if the goddess herself, or Atropos, her minister, did
not cut off one of the hairs from the head. Hence it was
often customary to strew some of the hair of the deceased
at the door of the house as an offering to the queen of hell.
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The entire fiction of Hades, or Pluto, alludes probably to

the grave, and hence his palace was supposed to be a narrow

mansion, and his empire a silent, void, and desolate one.^

Cheonos, or Saturn. This was one of the ancient gods,

the son of TJranos and Zena, or of Heaven and Earth, of

the Titan race, and the father of many in the first class of

Grecian deities. He was married to Rhea, or Succession,

sometimes called Ops. The Greek term chronos also

meant time, the latin word saturn being of Roman origin.

The history of Saturn has already been principally detailed.

Saturn was generally represented by the figure of an old

man, having a scythe or sickle in one hand, and often in

the other a serpent with its tail in its mouth, in the form

of a circle, being intended to be emblems of time. His

worship was not so generally established in Greece, as in

Italy and Carthage. Among the Gauls, Pelasgi, inhabit-

ants of Italy and Carthagenians, human sacrifices were

ofl^ered upon his altar.^

Rhea, Ops, Cybelb. The identity of Rhea and Gybele

may not, perhaps, be said to be completely established, but

they are generally considered the same. To these should

also be added the ancient Terra or Earth, and altogether

they would compose a goddess worshiped the more gene-

rally under the name of Cybele. The worship of this

goddess, although under a different name, is supposed to:

have originated in Egypt ; to have extended thence into

Syria and Phoenicia ; thence into Asia Minor ; and then

into Greece and Italy. Her worship was, . perhaps, the

more generally established in Phrygia. She was regarded

as the mother of all creatures, gods as well as men. She

was worshiped as the great productive power that gives

rise to all formations.

She was generally represented as a robust woman, hold-

ing keys in her hand to intimate that the earth (which she

^ Mayo, III, 247, 215, et seq. ; Moritz's Mythology, 250 ; Dwight's Grecian

and, Boman Mythology, 136 ; Manual of Classical Literature, 343.
'' Dmght's Grecian and Soman Mythology, 90 ; Mayo, iii, 66 ; Manucd of

Classical Literature, 335.
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represented) locked up the seeds of vegetation during the

winter season. She sometimes wore a crown of oak

leaves, as a memorial that men in early times fed upon

the fruit of that tree. She was frequently crowned with

turrets, to represent the cities that lie scattered over the

earth. She was represented with many breasts, in allusion

to the earth's aifording aliment to all living creatures.

"When sitting, she denoted the stability of the earth ; when

drawn in a chariot by tame lions, she intimated that the

most rude and uncultivated lands can be made fruitful.^

At the head of the modern deities stands Zius, or Jupi-

ter, the first being his Greek, the latter his Eoman name.

He was accounted as the sovereign of gods and men. By
the philosophers he was taken to represent the more puri-

fied air, or ether. So also the poet bids us

Look up, and view the immense expanse of Heaven,

Tie boundless Ether in his genial arms

Clasping the Earth. Him call thou

Grod and Jove.

Ether, or the pure invisible fire of which Zeus was the

representative, was regarded as the most subtle, elastic,

pervading and expansive of bodies ; as the mighty agent

everywhere actuating and 'enlivening the whole visible

mass, everywhere keeping up the perpetual round of

generation and corruption, thus appearing to be the vege-

tative soul or vital power of the world. Some things would

lead to indulge the supposition that this god originally

represented nature, afterwards the ether or superior

atmosphere, and finally the supreme existence.

The early history of Jupiter, in part already alluded to,

is enveloped in fables. In the early ages of the world,

when all the inventions, discoveries and conclusions of

the human mind were new, it was usual and common to

explain all things by fables, parables, similes, comparisons

and allusions. Hence the fables introduced into the

^Mayo, m, 398, et seq. ; Btdght's Orecian and Roman Mythology, 138.
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heathen mythology, and the myths with which it abounds,

undoubtedly once had a meaning, which, in many instances,

may have been lost in the intervening ages. They are

now, very many of them, possessed of little value or

interest.

The fabled residence of Jupiter was upon Olympus, a

mountain of Thessaly, the calm serenity of whose summit
rendered it, in the opinion of the poets, a fitting residence

for the gods. Thus the poet

:

High heaven the footstool of his feet he- makes,

And wide beneath him all Olympus shakes,
'

He speaks and awful bends his sable brows,

Shakes his ambrosial curls, and gives the nod,

The stamp of fate and sanction of a god

;

High heaven, with trembling, the dread signal takes.

And all Olympus to the centre shakes.

The ancients embodied power as a leading idea in the

character of their gods. This is more especially mani-

fested in the representations of the Grecian Zeus. He is

usually represented sitting on a throne, his right hand
holding a thunderbolt, his left a sceptre, his mighty head
bending forward meditating and directing events, and
producing, subject to the decrees of fate, the changes and
revolutions of things.

The example set by Jupiter, of inconstancy in his matri-

monial engagements, must inspire a very unfavorable

opinion of the moral ideas of the Grecians, as connected

with those matters. He had several wives and many mis-

tresses. Through these a great many gods, demi-gods and
heroes claim a descent direct from Jupiter. By his wife

Metis, he was the father of the Oceanidi and Minerva;

Mnemosyne, of the Muses ; Themis, of the Horse ; Eury-

nome, of the Graces ; Latona, of Apollo and Diana ; Geres,

of Proserpine; Juno, of Mars. Besides these, he had
byLeda, Castor and Pollux, called the Dioscuri; Maia, the

god Mercury ; Dione, the goddess Venus ; Semele, the

god Bacchus; Europa, the judges Minos and Ehadaman-
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thus ; Alcmena, Hercules. And many other similar cases

might be mentioned.

Jupiter had various names under which he was worshiped.

These sometimes depended upon the place where he was

worshiped, as the Idsean, Olympic, Dodonsean. Others

upon peculiar features in his character, as thunderer, de-

liverer, hospitable, punisher of the perjured, etc.

The worship of Jupiter was very universally established

over the heathen world. At Olympia in Blis was a

splendid temple erected to his honor, in which was a colos-

sal statue of the god, the work of Phidias. So also was he

worshiped and gave responses through his oracles from

the sandy wastes of Libya, the forest of Dodona, and the

cave of Trophonius. The victims generally offered in

sacrifice were the she-goat, the ram, the ox, the white bull,

whose horns they took great care to gild.

Jupiter was variously represented to suit the various

ideas of the ancients. He was more generally represented

as a majestic man, bearded, seated on a throne, hold-

ing in his right hand the thunderbolt, in his left vic-

tory, the upper part of his body naked, the lower part

covered, and having an eagle at his feet with wings dis-

played. All the elements of power, greatness and majesty

were designed to be united in the character of Zeus or

Jupiter.'

Hera, or Juno, was the daughter of Saturn and Rhea,

the twin sister and wife of Jupiter. Some claim her birth-

place to be Argos, others Samos, while other parts of

Greece put in tueir claims also for the honor.

As Zeus or Jupiter was supposed to represent the ether,

so was Hera or Juno the archetype of the atmosphere with

which the earth is encompassed. The intermarriage repre-

sented the intimate unioa between the two.

Juno was the personification of sublime beauty united

with power. She is called the reigning, the large-eyed,

^ Mayo,Ta,ll, et seq. ; Dwight's Grecian and Boman Mythology, Q7,et
seg. ; Moritz, 51 ; ManuaX of Classical Literature, 339.
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the white-armed, showing that respect rather than love

was of the essence of her character.

Juno was the mother of Vulcan, and, according to some,

also of Hebe, Venus and Lucina. She was greatly charac-

terized by love of power and jealousy. As the great god-

dess of the pagan world, the queen of gods and men, she

possessed much of the former ; and the ceaseless amours in

which Jupiter was engaged, furnished too much real cause

for the latter. Subtle and cunning, her plots and schemes

at times nearly proved an overmatch for Jupiter, who,

according to the ancients, after the establishment of his

throne, seems to have had nothing to dread but fate and

Juno. His patience at times forsook him. On one occa-

sion he suspended her on a chain from Olympus into the

atmosphere, with an anvil fastened to either foot ; an im-

posing spectacle both to celestials and terrestrials. She is

said by some to have been the sole parent of Vulcan in

revenge for Jupiter having produced Minerva. She pre-

sided over marriage and child-birth, to the former of

which her constant wrangling and bickering with her hus-

band must have rendered her peculiarly well qualified.

The swift messenger of Juno was Iris, or the rainbow,

formed in the atmosphere by the reflection and refraction of

the solar beam in the descending rain. To this the tail of

the peacock bears the nearest resemblance, and hence that

bird was sacred to Juno, her chariot being generally drawn
by peacocks.

Her worship was very universally established through

the pagan world. Everywhere through Greece and Italy

were temples and chapels erected to her, but at Argos,

Samos and Carthage she was more particularly worshiped.

Her vindictive character, the pertinacity with which she

pushed forward her purposes of revenge for real or fancied

slights or injuries, rendered her an object of dread and

terror, and tended to establish her worship the more uni-

versally. As an instance of this may be cited the award by
Paris, the son of Priam, of the golden apple to Venus in

preference to the other two competitors, Juno and
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Minerva, which resulted in the famous siege of Troy, insti-

gated principally by Juno, which continued for ten years,

enlisting on one side or the other both men and gods,

requiring all the equanimity and energy of Jupiter to pre-

serve the balance of power and finally ending in the

destruction of Troy, and the total obliteration of the race

of Priam.

Juno is commonly represented in all her regal splendor,

sitting on a throne, or on Jupiter's eagle, holding in one

hand a sceptre, and in the other a veil spangled with stars

that flows around her head. At her feet is commonly seen

the peacock. The hawk, the gosling, and, above all the

peacock, were sacred to her.^

Helios, Sol, Phcebus, Apollo. The Sun was one of the

most ancient and grandest objects of worship in the pagan

world. We have already seen, that in the east, his worship,

under different names and forms, was early established.

Among the Grrecians he was worshiped under the name of

Helios, who was of the Titan race, and one of the ancient

original deities. He represented the Sun alone, was sur-

rounded with rays, and gave light both to gods and men.

From regarding Apollo as the symbol of the sun, and giving

him the office of charioteer, or driver of the chariot of the

sun, and from some other attributes assigned to him, he

came, at length, by many, to be looked upon as -the sun

himself. Hence the difficulty, at the present time, of

determining whether the sun was really worshiped by the

Greeks under the name of Phoebus or Apollo, or under

the name of the more ancient deity, Helios or Sol. Al-

though there is considerable confusion on this subject, yet

the balance of evidence rather inclines to the belief that

there were two deities, each having his own peculiar

temples and sacrifices. With Helios or Sol is connected

the story of Phaeton, his son, who, to show the world the

nobleness of his birth, engaged his father by an oath, to

' Mayo, ni, 58 ; Dwight's Grecian and Roman Mytlwlogy, 105 ; Manual
of Classical Literature, 340 ; Moritz'a Mytlwlogy, 65.
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allow him to drive Ms chariot for one day, and give the

world light. The task was too much. He lost the command
of his horses, and driving, sometimes too near, and at

others too far from the earth, left the latter exposed now
to such extreme heat, and again to such severity of cold, as

that finally Jupiter was compelled to strike him to the

earth with a thunderbolt. This is all exhibited on ancient

monuments.^

Apollo was the son of Jupiter and Latona, and was born

on the island of Delos, whither she had fled to escape the

vengeance of the persecuting Juno.

Pew, if any, of the pagan deities were of more diversi-

fied gifts and attributes than Apollo. He was esteemed

the father and inventor of four things, viz: the art of

playing on the harp and the lyre, of medicine, the use of

the bow and arrows, and of oracles. Besides these, as the

chief of the muses, he should also be styled the father of

the sciences. He is represented as a beautiful young man,
having with him the symbols of one or more of the arts

ascribed to him. He is, perhaps, the more frequently pic-

tured with the lyre, to represent the art of music ; some-

times with a serpent, as being the author of medicine ; at

others with a bow and quiver, as being the god of the

silver bow : now a tripod, upon which he gave his oracles

;

and then with the muses, as being their chief and prince,

or leader.

Apollo and Diana were the twin children of Jupiter and

Latona. They were considered by many as the twin

deities of death, dividing the human race between them,

the men falling to Apollo, the women to Diana. Those
overcome with old age they killed with a mild arrow.

Although Apollo is occasionally represented in wrath,

scattering abroad the seeds of disease and death with his

arrows, yet in general, serenity, benevolence and loveliness,

constitute the chief elements of his character. In the use

of the bow and arrow he possessed the greatest skill. By

' See Montfaucon, i, 74.

13
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means of them, on the spot from which his oracles were

to spread over the earth, he killed the serpent or dragon,

Python, destroyed the sons of Mobe, and finally put a

period to the life of the Cyclops. The last act incensed

Jupiter, who banished him from Olympus, and, during

his exile, he abode as a shepherd with Admetus, king of

Thessaly. Some of the events of his history, and the

myths connected with it, were : he beguiled the toil of the

laborers with his lyre and songs, when the walls of Troy

were building by E'eptune; he entered into a musical con-

test with Marsyas, and having overcome him, flayed him

alive; he entertained great love for Daphne, who was

transformed into a laurel tree ; Clytia entertained great

love for him, and was metamorphosed into a sunflower;

he entertained a warm friendship for Hyacinthus, who was

killed by his inattention, but afterwards changed into a

flower of that name; and also for Cyparissus, who was

changed into the mournful cypress.

Few gods in the pagan world were more revered than

Apollo. His temples through all Greece were numerous.

That at Delphi was the most celebrated, next that in

Argos. As the god of inspiration and prophecy, he gave

oracles in difl'erent places, the most celebrated of which

was at Delphi. Many festivals were celebrated in his

honor. Most of the ceremonies of worship paid him had

a reference to the sun, whose symbol he was supposed to

be. To him were consecrated the wolf and hawk, on

account of their fine piercing eye ; and also the crow, the

raven and the swan, because they were thought to have

by instinct, a faculty of prediction. So also was the cock

consecrated, because his crowing heralded the approach

of the sun; and the grasshopper, because his chirping

honored the god of music.^

Artemis, or Diana, the twin sister of Apollo, was the

goddess of chastity, the chase and the woods. As Apollo

'Mayo, III, 87 ; DwigM's Grecian and Roman Mythology, 161 ; Manual
of Glassical Literature, 344 ; Moritz's Mythology, 67 ; Montfaucon, i, 62.
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was represented by the sun, so was Diana by the moon.
She has been called Triforinis, because three different

names and offices have been assigned her. In the heavens

she is Luna, or the moon, and enlightens by her rays.

On earth she is Artemis or Diana, and she keeps under
all wild beasts by her bow and dart. In hell she is styled

Hecate or Proserpina, and there keeps all the ghosts and
spirits in subjection to her, by her power and authority.

She early petitioned for the privilege of living a virgin,

and hence was worshiped as the goddess of chastity.

All who made the vow of chastity devoted themselves to

Diana, who, in a fearfuhmanner, avenged the violation of

that vow.

Among the Scythians, Diana was of a frightful form, and
the inhabitants of Tauria offered on her altars strangers

that were shipwrecked on their coast. The early Lacedsemo-

nians, down to the age of Lycurgus, offered to her yearly

human victims. She was the Isis of the Egyptians. Her
immense temple at Bphesus was one of the seven wonders

of the world. Her representations in that temple were

more like the Egyptian Isis than the Grecian Artemis or

the Roman Diana.

In G-reece, she was the more commonly represented as a

young huntress, tall and nimble, with a light, short and

often jlowing costume, legs bare, feet covered with bus-

kins, with her bow and quiver full of arrows.

Athena, Pallas, Minbeva. She was fabled to have

sprung from the head of Jupiter, and hence was properly

revered as the goddess of wisdom. She was born full

grown and in perfect armor, representing the perfection of

divine intelligence. She was immediately admitted into

the assembly of the gods. She could prolong the life of

men, and bestow the gift of prophecy. Although a god-

dess, she partook nothing of the softness of the sex. All

about her was manly greatness ; no female tenderness or

affection seems ever to have softened, in the slightest

degree, her stern and uncompromising nature. She was
ever the cold and chaste vii-giu, delighting in war and
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destruction, and also inventing and patronizing the arts

of peace. She was the personification of intellect, and,

therefore, recognized and adored whenever intellect was

required to be exercised. She is purely a G-reek con-

ception, and is " the type of composed, majestic and

unrelenting force."

The Greeks attributed to her the invention of many
arts and sciences. She invented the flute, the art of em-

broidery and of spinning. She introduced the use of the

olive, and various instruments of war.

She was the patron deity of the Athenians, and it is

fabled that after Cecrops had built the city, a contest arose

between her and Poseidon or l^eptune, as to which should

give it a name. It was finally decided that the privilege

should belong to the one who could produce the most

useful thing. That Poseidon produced the horse, and

Athena caused the olive to grow. The palm was awarded

to the latter, and she bestowed upon it her own name.^

As the inventor and patroness of the arts, and all the

operations of the intellect, she was universally invoked,

and everywhere worshiped. All artists and all warriors

united in their worship of the blue-eyed goddess.

She was usually represented clothed in armor, having

on her head a helmet, in one hand a spear, and in the

other a shield. On her breast was the segis or breastplate,

on which was the head of Medusa the Gorgon.

The, palladium, or statue of the goddess, was three cubits

high, and was fabled to have fallen from heaven, near the

tent of Ilus, while the citadel of Troy was being built. An
oracle declared that the city never should be taken whilst

the palladium was contained within its walls. Accordingly,

before the Grecians could take Troy, Ulysses and Dio-

medes, having effected a secret entrance, stole it from the

city, and conveyed it to the Grecian camp.

Pallas-Athene (her compound Grecian name), interested

herself very extensively in the wars and works of men.

^Manual of Classical Literature, 348 ; Bwiglit's Mytlwlogy, 189, 190.
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Hence her worship was very universally established. Her
temples were to be found in Egypt, Phcenicia, throughout

Greece, in Italy, Gaul and Sicily. It was in Attica that

her temples and statues were the most abundant. On the

summit of the high cape of Sunium, as it stretched out

into the ^gean sea, was a temple erected to this goddess,

which announced to the mariner as he ploughed the distant

^gean wave, that he was approaching the land over which

she presided.^

Ares, or Maes. This was the son of Jupiter and Juno,

and the god of war and of battles. He also presided over

whatever amusements and exercises were manly and war-

like. He was the real embodiment of all that was fearful

and terrible on the battle-field. He represented the fierce-

ness of war, and Pallas-Athene its tactics and art. On
one occasion while gods and men engaged with each

other before the walls of Troy, this god and goddess came
into conflict with each other. Mars hurling his spear

against her shield, while she deliberately hurled upon his

forehead an immense field stone, by which he was precipi-

tated to the earth, covering seven acres of ground.

One remarkable feature in the character of Ares, was
his inconstancy. It seemed quite immaterial to him what
side he was on, or how frequently he changed sides, pro-

vided the bloody contest went fiercely on. This would be
a very natural consequence of a love of battle for its own
sake. He greatly resembled the northern god, Odin, and
was probably the same under another name.
Athough so full of fight and ferocity, he seems to have

been susceptible of a softer passion, as his secret inter-

course with Venus abundantly testified.

His worship was the most universally established in

Thrace, but he had temples and priests in most of the

Grecian cities. He was, in general, represented, in full

manly vigor, with a strong body, and clad in complete

^Manual of Olasmcd Literature, 347, 348 ; Dwiglit'a Mythology, 188, et

seq. ; Maya's Mythology, 145, et seq.
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armor, bearing shield and spear. His chariot is often

represented as being driven by the wild Bellona, with a

terrific countenance and disheveled hair, while brandish-

ing a bloody whip in her right hand, and shaking a heaVy

lance with the other.^

Aphkodite, or Venus, the goddess of love and beauty,

was represented as adorned with every possible perfection.

She was intended to be the personification of loveliness.

A principle, which seems to have been carried very uni-

formly through the heathen mythology, was to have one

deity represent a single quality, or a class of qualities

united together by some common tie of affinity. This, if

unaccompanied with other qualities, was often productive

of evil results. Thus, in Yenus, was the personification of

love and beauty. This originated desire, which could be
only gratified by enjoyment. To the attainment of this

alone, everything must be sacrificed. The suggestions of

wisdom, the claims of hospitality, the demands of justice,

could interpose no effectual obstacle.

This principle was illustrated in the case of Paris and
Helen and the Trojan war. Paris, having awarded to

Venus the golden apple, was promised by her the most
beautiful woman in the world. This happened to be

Helen, the wife of Menelaus, king of Sparta. It mattered
not that she was the wife of another, and that the seduc-

tion must be accomplished while invading the sacred

rights of hospitality. It was of just as little consequence
that results must follow fatal to one of two nations.

Could the Aphrodite goddess have united to her other

qualities the cold wisdom of Minerva, or the stern dignity

of Themis, the goddess of justice, she would have been
incapable of gratifying the wishes of one favorite, at the

expense of a whole city or country. But she was the god-
dess of love and beauty alone, and the qualities of wisdom
and justice formed no part of her character.

' Moritz's Mythology, 76 ; Manual of OlasHcaZ Literature, 348, 349 ;

Dwight's Mythology, 184, et seg.
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The ancients are not agreed as to her origin. Accord-

ing to many, she was born from the foam of the sea,

received by the Horas, and dressed in divine attire. Ac-

cording to Homer, she was the daughter of Jupiter and

Dione. The graces were her companions, the little Cupids

her attendants, and her chariot was drawn by doves. She

wore a zone, or girdle, which possessed the mysterious

power of giving beauty and grace to the wearer, and of

inspiring love in every one who beheld it. "Whenever

Juno wished to inspire Jupiter with affection, she borrowed

this magic girdle. Aphrodite was the wife of Hephsestos

or Vulcan, but she loved Mars, Mercury and Adonis. She

possessed the highest charms imaginable, but in stern

dignity and power was much inferior to Pallas-Athene.

She did not often engage in war, or in battle; but taking

part in the engagement entered into between gods and

men before the walls of Troy, she was wounded in the

hand by Diomedes, and fled to Olympus, loudly com-

plaining, which gave occasion to the goddess of wisdom to

say, "Aphrodite, forsooth, was persuading a handsomely

dressed Grecian lady to follow along with her beloved

Trojans, and in caressing the fondling, she scratched her

delicate hand with the golden clasp which fastened the

robe of her favorite." The father of the gods and men
smiled, and said, " "Warlike work, my love, is not thy busi-

ness ; it is thy sweet care to prepare the joys of the wedding

feast; the care of war's wild tumult leave to Ares and
Athene." She had clearly mistaken her occupation.

Her worship was very universally established. She is

very clearly of eastern origin, being the Astarte of the

Phoenicians. The same kind of festival which we have

already seen celebrated in Phoenicia, on the occasion fur-

nished by the death of Adonis, was also celebrated in

Greece, having been probably transplanted thither by the

colonies from Phosnieia. But the character of the eastern

goddess was essentially Hellenized by the Greeks. The
Grecian sculptors, painters and poets gave her life and

loveliness which she never possessed in the east. She was
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regarded as one of the greatest divinities of the pagan

world. Her temples were often open to prostitution.

Amathus, Cythera, Gnidos, Paphos and Idalia were more

especially theplaces whereherworship was established. She

was variously represented, sometimes as rising out of the

sea, but more frequently in a chariot drawn by swans, or

by pigeons. She is usually attended by Cupid and some-

times by the graces.^

Heph^stos, or Vulcan. This god was fabled by some

to have been indebted to Juno alone for his existence, in

order that she might not be outdone by Jupiter from whose

brain had proceeded Pallas-Athene. He had the misfor-

tune to be lame, having been kicked out of heaven by

Jupiter, and landed upon the island of Lemnos, an island

where earthquakes and eruptions of volcanoes were fre-

quently experienced.

He was the artist-god. To him the element of fire was

subject. He was regarded as the inventor of all those arts

that are connected with the smelting and working of

metals by means of fire. He constructed the habitations

of the gods, and also their chariots and arms. He also

forged armor for distinguished heroes, such as Achilles

and ^neas. The Cyclops were his workmen. Mount
.^tna was his workshop. So also he had shops at Lemnos
and Lipari, one of the ^olian isles. Hence his worship

was particularly established at Lemnos and the Vulcanean

isles. He had also a temple upon JEtna. His worship is

very ancient, having been derived by the Greeks from the

Egyptians.

Although a deformed cripple, yet he was married to

celestial beauty itself, the goddess of love. Was this de-

signed by the ancients to represent the union between the

ugliness of labor and the beautiful creations of plastic art

which it produces ? As a very natural consequence, he
was represented as jealous, and the artificial net he con-

^ Manual of Classical Literature, 349, 350; Mayo's Mythology, 1^^, etseq.;
Dwight's Mytliology, 215, et seq. ; Moritz's Mythology, 81, et seq.
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trived to throw over Mars and Venus, wMle lie called to-

gether all the celestials to show them the disgraceful

spectacle, and to complain of his misfortune, has been a

source of amusement both among gods and men.

The ancient monuments represent him with a beard, his

hair neglected, half naked, his habit coming down to his

knee only, wearing on his head a round and peaked cap,

having his hammer in his right hand, and his tongs in his

left.i

Hbemes, or Mbrcuet. This was the son of Zeus or

Jupiter and Maia. He was born in the morning, at noon
invented and played on the lute, and in the evening stole

fifty of Apollo's oxen. The Greeks borrowed the worship

of this god from the Egyptians, but the Hermes Trismegis-

tus of Egypt was a different being from the Hermes of

Greece. The difference between the two illustrates very

well the two different national characteristics. The Egypt-

ian Hermes presided over the sciences, over writing, and

composed many divine works. He was there the inter-

preter of the gods. In Greece he had a multiplicity of

employments. In fact, he was the embodiment of intense

activity, being so much occupied, that, as Lucian remarks,

he could never enjoy a moment's repose. He was the god
of eloquence, and from his lips dropped the honeyed accents

of persuasion. He invented and played the lute in music.

He conducted the souls of the departed to the land of

shades. He was the swift-winged messenger of the gods,

doing their errands and making their negotiations. He
was also the god of shepherds and of merchandise. He
was famed for cunning, slyness and adroitness of move-

ment. He stole the tongs of Vulcan, the sword of Mars,

the girdle of Venus, the trident of Neptune, and the sceptre

from Jupiter. He could not only steal, but lie most
adroitly, as in the case of Apollo's oxen. He was a great

reconciler of differences, and his golden wand, or caduceus,

^Montfaucon, i, 59 ; DmgUt's Mythology, 209, et seq. ; Moritz's Mytlio-

Wj 90, et seq. ; Manual of Classical Literature, 351.
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contained on it two serpents, whose bodies twined around

it, and whose heads met over one, and in token of peace

and harmony. For this extremely versatile character,

Hermes could have been indebted to none other than the

Greeks.

His worship was very generally established throughout

Greece. He was usually represented as a young man
holding in his hand his caduceus, or golden wand, always

in motion, either in actual flight or moving rapidly, having

on his head a winged hat, and on his feet winged sandals.

Sometimes a purse in his hand to represent commerce or

gain.

Hestia, or Vesta. This goddess was called the daugh-

ter of Saturn and Rhea. As Vulcan represented the

melting and consuming fire, so Vesta was regarded as the

emblem of the animating and life-nourishing warmth in

nature. She presided over the domestic hearth, and

represented civil, union and domestic happiness. She is

said to have first taught men the use of fire. As she

represented that pure element, and was incapable of asso-

ciating with any other, she made choice of perpetual

virginity, and the first share of every oflering made to the

other gods. Her priestesses were the vestal virgins whose
duties and offices were more specially defined under
Roman institutions. Her sacred fire must be safely and
strongly guarded, and kept from ever being extinguished.

Thus the ancients acknowledged the benefit they derived

from this essential element by keeping before them an
ever present emblem.

To this goddess was ascribed the establishment of family

habitations, and hence altars were usually erected to her

in the interior or front of houses. She is usually repre-

sented bearing in her hand a torch, but her form is covered
by a mystical veil.

Dembter, or Ceres. This also was the daughter of
Saturn and Rhea, and as Vesta sent her fertilizing warmth
throughout nature, so Ceres would call forth the nou-
rishing ear of corn. She was the mother ofProserpine who
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was seizedby Pluto, and made queen ofthe infernal regions.

Ceres, in her search after her lost daughter, traveled

over quite a portion of the globe, diffusing universally a

knowledge of agriculture and good morals. She was
directly instrumental in sending Triptolemus over the

earth to teach husbandry. The fate of Proserpine has

been before briefly noticed. In the circumstances attend-

ing the history of Proserpine and Ceres, there are probably

some truths- designed to be darkly shadowed forth. The
most celebrated ancient mysteries, the Elusinian, were
directly connected with the devotion paid to Ceres.

The most common representation of Ceres, is of holding

a sickle in her right hand, and in her left, a torch, which

she had lighted at the fire of ^tna, when going to look

for her lost daughter.

Dionysus, or Bacchus. Bacchus was the son of Jupiter

and Semele. The latter having desired Jupiter to appear

to her in his true, divine person, he came with thunder

and lightning, which Semele, unable to stand, fell a sacri-

fice to ; but Bacchus was snatched away, and placed in

Jupiter's thigh, where he remained until the time of birth.

He was after birth committed to the care of the nymphs,

and reared up by them.

He was the god of wine, and intended to represent

the inward, swelling fullness of nature. Many are the

achievements related of this god, and so various that many
have supposed that there must have been several of that

name. Those who derive the pagan ideas and supersti-

tions from the Hebrew scriptures make Bacchus identical

with Moses, and trace between the two many striking coin-

cidences. Others identify him with Nimrod, and others

still with IToah.'

The worship of Bacchus originated in the east, and was
established at a very early period in Greece. K'ot only was
he famed for his military achievements, but also for the

advancement of morals, legislation, and commerce, but

' Qale's Court of the Gentiles, i, b. ii, 38, et seq.
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more especially for the culture of the vine and the rearing

of bees. Festivals were early celebrated in honor of him

at Thebes, IsTysa, Mount Cith^ron, N"axos, and Alea.

These soon degenerated into mere bacchanalian orgies,

in the celebration of which there was a species of mystery.

In these orgies, his attendants were old Silenus, almost

always represented drunk, and also a train of satyrs, fauns

and bacchanals. They became mere drunken revels, in

which sensuality and drunkenness were indulged in to the

wildest excess.

The same principle brought to view in the consideration

of Aphrodite or Venus, is here again manifested, that is

the deifying a single passion, propensity or quality, and carry-

ing that through. Here the wine cup is deified, and all its

legitimate results and consequences are to be received and

held in veneration. E"o bacchanalian revelis tobe repressed,

restrained, or even modified. It forms a part of the wor-

ship of the people, and is entitled to be respected. Hence

the wildest excesses came to be practiced at the orgies,

and sculptors and painters found ample employment in

representing all the possible varieties of attitude, motion,

and displays of passion, which accompanied and Evidenced

these excesses. They, at length, became so wild and licen-

tious, that however acceptable they might be to the gods,

they could be no longer tolerated among men, and accord-

ingly they were abolished by the Roman senate in the

year of the city, 568.

Bacchus was often represented by the poets and artists

of antiquity as a handsome, agreeable boy, just on the

border of youth. He is crowned with vine and ivy leaves,

and bears in his hand the thyrsus, which consisted of a

lance, the iron point of which was concealed in a pine cone,

and was often twined with wreaths of ivy or bay.^

Poseidon, or ISTeptunb, and the sea deities, as the great

agents of nature were, by the ancients, very generally

^Dmght's Mythology, 309 ; Manned of Classical Literature, 354 ; Moritz's

Mythology, 103.
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exalted to the rank of deities, it is certainly not surprising

that the watery elenaent should also have come in for its

share.

Among the ancient deities was old Oceanus, a son of

Heaven and Earth, who married Tethys, a daughter of

Uranos, through whom he produced the rivers and foun-

tains. Like the other ancient deities, these have retired to

a great distance, and become almost forgotten. The navi-

gable sea was considered under the dominion of JS'eptune,

while the remote parts, lying beyond where the sun sinks

into the sea, constituted the dominions of Oceanus. These

were almost too remote for even fancy to dwell upon.

Among the daughters of Oceanus were Metis, Burynome,
two of the wives of Jupiter, and Styx, the river of hell.

So also the rivers and fountains were the children of

Oceanus.

So also iN'ereus was the personification ofthe quiet, smooth
sea. He could look into coming time, and predict the

future. "When ITeptune became in the ascendant in

usurping the realm of Oceanus, ITereus retreated to the

-^gean sea, and was worshiped in the maritime towns of

Greece. He had many daughters, called ISTereides, among
whom were Thetis, the mother of Achilles, and Amphi-
trite, the wife of ISTeptune, and queen of the sea.

Another sea deity was Proteus, who could assume any
form at pleasure, which rendered him difficult of access,

and enabled him generally to evade questions by a sudden
metamorphosis. He also was endowed with the prophetic
gift, but in order for any one to derive any benefit from it,

he must hold him through all his metamorphosis until he
returned again to his original form. Some have supposed

he was designed to represent the various forms and
shapes assumed by primitive matter, the substance remain-

ing the same through its variety of changes.

On the division of the universe among the victorious

deities after the Titans were vanquished, the dominion of

the sea was assigned to Poseidon or Weptune. To him
rightfully belonged not only the sea, but also rivers and
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fountains, and the earthquake was at his command.
^

He

was a favorite god among all the ancient maritime nations,

but among those not commercial, like the Egyptians, he

was little, if at all, worshiped. The poets tell us he

produced the horse by striking the ground with his trident.

He obtained his wife Amphitrite, by means of a dolphin,

and, in return, placed that fish among the constellations.

ISTeptune was supposed to be the intelligence which

filled the sea, as was Ceres, that which filled the earth.

The Greeks seem to have obtained him from the Libyans.

In order to succeed in his amours, he had frequent occa-

sion to metamorphose himself, and these metamorphoses

are certain allegories under which his intrigues lie con-

cealed.

Although supreme over the watery domain, yet he

seems to have been a subordinate deity. During the

Trojan war. Iris came to K"eptune, delivering to him the

threatening message of Jove, that he should beware

measuring himself with him, who sways the thunderbolts,

and refrain from assisting the sons of Danaus, the Grrecians,

he at first replied with boldness, " However mighty Jupi-

ter may be, he has spoken very arrogantly ! Are we not

all three the sons of Saturnus and Hhea ? Is not the

universe divided among us ? He may terrify with such

words his sons and daughters, but not me !
" Iris reminded

him, " The elder brother is protected by the power of the

Erynnes," and instantly Ifeptune complied with the will

ofthe thunderer, speaking to Iris in mild language :
" Thou

hast wisely spoken, O goddess ; it is well if a messenger

knows also what is useful."'

Neptune rendered assistance to his brother Jupiter

against the Titans, built the walls and ramparts of Troy,

created and tamed the horse, raised the isle of Delos out

of the sea, destroyed Hippolytus by means of a sea mon-
ster, and was greatly feared as the author of deluges and
earthquakes.

^Homer's Miad, xv, 185.
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To him were offered in sacrifice, a black bull, rams, and

a boar pig. At Rome the gall of victims was offered him,

from its resemblance to the salt water in the bitterness of

its taste.

He was variously represented by the ancients, but the

more commonly under the figure of a man advanced a

little beyond the middle period of life, drawn in a shell by

two sea horses, holding in one hand his trident, and in the

other a dolphin.

The great councils of heaven were made up of six gods

and an equal number of goddesses. The gods were Jupi-

ter, Neptune, Mercury, Apollo, Mars and Vulcan ; the

goddesses Juno, Ceres, Vesta, Minerva, Diana and Venus.

These together represented all the supreme powers and

agencies of the heavens, the earth and the waters. There

were, however, inferior powers and agencies, which were

nevertheless superior to men. They owed their existence

to the fruitful fancy of the ancients in the creation of so

many intermediate agencies between the divine and hu-

man. Among these was

Aurora, who was looked upon as the harbinger of the

sun and the day. She was the goddess of the day-dawn, and
was represented by the poets as a beautiful young woman,
whose chariot was drawn by white, or light red horses, and
who opened the portals of the sun with rosy fingers.^

Iris, the rainbow, was personified and imagined a god-
dess. She was the special messenger of Juno, and resided

near her throne. She was also occasionally the messenger
of other deities. She sometimes performed the ofiice of
Proserpine, cutting off the female head the lock of hair,

thus effecting dissolution. Her descent from Olympus, as

also her ascent thither, was in the path of the rainbow.

She was represented with wings, embodying the various

colors of the rainbow.

^OLUS was the ruler of winds and storms. Zephyrus,

Boreas, ISTotus and Eurus were his servants. He usually

'Manual of Ancient Literature, 360.
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kept them imprisoned in a cave of an island in the Medi-

terranean sea, and only let them loose when he desired to

awaken storms, hurricanes and floods.^

Pan was the god of shepherds and herdsmen, of groves

and fields, and whatever held relation to rural affairs.

His worship was derived from the Egyptians. He resided

in the woods and mountains of Arcadia. He was repre-

sented with ears sharp-pointed, and standing erect, with

shorthorns, a flat nose, a body covered with hair or spotted,

and the feet and legs of a goat.

Latona was a goddess honored in Lycia, on the island of

Delos, at Athens, and in many of the Grecian cities. She

was the mother of Apollo and Diana.

Themis was the goddess of justice, was the flrst who
uttered oracles, and introduced sacrifices into Greece. She

is the source of law and her predictions the source of truth.

She is represented as a noble and majestic woman, having

her eyes covered with a fillet, and holding in one hand a

balance and in the other a sword.^

--^scuLAPius was the god ofmedicine, the son of Apollo,

and the nymph Coronis. Hygeia, the goddess of health,

was his daughter. The serpent was attached as a symbol

to his image, expressing the idea of health, or prudence

and foresight.

FoETUNB had temples at Elis, Corinth and Smyrna.

To her was ascribed the distribution and superintendence

of prosperity and adversity in general. She was repre-

sented bearing a horn of plenty, blind-folded, and gene-

rally holding in her hand a wheel as the emblem of

inconstancy.^

Fame was regarded as the author of reports both bad and
good. She had a temple at Athens. She was represented

as having wings, always awake, and always fiying about,

accompanied by vain fear, groundless joy, falsehood and
credulity.

' Manual of Glassieal Literatv/re, 361. ^ Dmght's Mythology, 34. ° Man-
ual of Classical Literature, 365.
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The hero-gods had generally mortal mothers, but on the

father's side claimed the lineage of some god, the most

generally of Jupiter. This was occasionally reversed, as in

the case of ^neas, the son of Anchises and Venus. They
were generally celebrated for one or more extraordinary

achievements. Thus

:

Perseus was the son of Jupiter and Danae. His most
celebrated exploit was the destruction of the G-orgon Me-
dusa, whose head he struck off with a sword given to

him by Vulcan. The winged horse, Pegasus, sprang

from the Grorgon's blood. By means of Medusa's head,

he changed king Atlas into a high rock or mountain.

By the same means he changed Phineas and Polydectes

into stone. To him is ascribed the invention of the

discus or quoit. After death he was placed among the

constellations.

Heracles, or Hercules, was by far the most celebrated

of the hero-gods. The son of Jupiter and Alcmena, while

a cradled infant, stifled two serpents which Juno sent

to destroy him. What are called the twelve labors of

Hercules, were so many difficult and dangerous enterprises

imposed on him by Eurystheus, king of Mycenas, to whom
he was made subject. These labors were often made the

theme of the poets, and are many of them found represented

on the monuments. They were to kill the IsTemsean lion
;

to destroy the Lernsean hydra, a many-headed monster,

whose heads would grow out again as fast as they were
destroyed ; to catch alive, the stag with golden horns ; to

catch the Erymanthean boar; to cleanse the stables of

Augeas ; to exterminate the birds of Stymphalis ; to bring

alive the wild b ull of Crete ; to seize the horses of Diomedes

;

to obtain the girdle of Hippolyta, queen of the Amazons

;

to destroy the monster Grorgou ; to plunder the garden of

Hesperides, which was guarded by a sleepless dragon; and
to bring from the infernal world the three-headed dog,

Cerberus. Besides these, he slew the robber Cacus; de-

livered the rock-bound Prometheus from his confinement

;

killed Busiris and Antoeus, and rescued Alcestis from the

15
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infernal world. He also destroyed the centaur l*fessus

with arrows poisoned with the blood of the hydra ;
but the

blood of the centaur having besmeared a tunic presented

him by Dejanira, he was thrown into madness on putting

it on, and cast himself into the flames of a funeral pile on

Mount ^tna. Thus perished his mortal remains, and his

shade, as is said, went down to Orcus, the infernal regions,

while he himself rose to Olympus, and was received into

the assembly of the immortals. The labors and achieve-

ments of Hercules have ever furnished fruitful themes for

the artist and poet, and even for the speculations of the

philosopher. His twelve labors have been sought to be

identified with the annual passage of the sun through the

twelve signs of the zodiac, and many real or fancied resem-

blances have been drawn between these labors and the

signs through which the sun successively passes.

His worship was very universally established in Greece.

He is usually represented on the monuments as a man in

the full vigor of his physical powers, either in the actual

performance of some of his achievements, or apparently

resting after their performance, having with him his club,

and the skin of the I^emsean lion. These two were his

almost inseparable companions.'

Theseus was another hero, also celebrated for his great

achievements. Among these was the destruction of the

Minotaur, a terrible monster of Crete, who annually de-

voured seven male Athenian youth and as many young
virgins. Ariadne, the daughter of Minos, furnished him
with a clue by which he was enabled to thread the wind-

ings of the labyrinth, in which the monster had his abode,

and to retrace his steps after slaying the monster, who- was
half a man and half a bull. He also exterminated a multi-

tude of robbers and assassins that infested Greece, gained
a victory over the Amazons, and made a descent into the

lower world with his friend Pirithous. He improved the

^ Manual of Glasdcal Literature, 381, 382; DimgM'8 Mythology, 387, e<

seq. ; Moritz's Mythology, 133, et seq.
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morals and legislation of Athens and Attica. A superb

temple was consecrated to him at Athens.

Castor and Pollux were the twin sons of Jupiter and

Leda, and brothers to Helen. They were called the

Dioscuri. Castor was distinguished for the management

of horses, and Pollux for boxing and wrestling. Castor

was slain by Lynceus, who, in turn, was slain by Pollux.

The latter obtained from Jupiter the honors of deification

and immortality, in conjunction with his brother. Temples

were consecrated to them both by the Creeks and Romans.

They were invoked in an especial manner by mariners.

They both found a place among the constellations, and

were represented in the zodiac by the Gemini or Twins.

Jason, the son of ^son, king of Thessaly, was the

leader of the Argonautic expedition. This was fitted out

for Colchis, to obtain the golden fleece. The most
famous of the Grecian heroes, as Hercules, Castor and
Pollux, Theseus, etc., united in the expedition. Although
attended by many difficulties, the enterprise was finally

crowned with success.

Bellerophon, having been sent by Proetus, to lobates,

king of Lycia, was sent by him on a most dangerous

enterprise, viz: to attack and destroy the fire-vomiting

Chimsera. This monster had the head of a lion, the body
of a goat, and the tail of a dragon. The gods were in-

clined to favor him in the enterprise, and granted him the

winged horse Pegasus. After an obstinate resistance, the

monster was slain. After meeting with other successes,

he finally married the daughter of lobates, and shared

with him the kingdom ; but becoming elated with his good
fortune, he attempted by means of Pegasus, to ascend to

heaven. At this Jupiter was incensed, and sent an insect

to sting the steed, by which means the rider was thrown

to the earth, where he wandered in solitude until his death.

Meleagbr, the son of CEneas and Althaea, distinguished

himself in the hunt of the Calydonian boar. Getting into

an affray with the two brothers of his mother, he slew

them both. His mother swore revenge. On the day of
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his birth, tlie fates had placed in her possession a piece of

wood with the intimation that the new-born child should

live as long as it remained unconsumed. She had kept

the treasure, and now in the suddenness of her passion,

threw it into the blazing fire. Meleager withered away

as it was gradually consuming, until he died in convulsive

agony. When Althaea learnt the result of her act, she put

a period to her own life.

Cadmus was instructed by an oracle to follow a cow, as

his guide, and to build a city where she should lie down.

He did so, and built the city of Thebes. He afterwards

killed a serpent and sowed its teeth, from which a crop of

armed men suddenly sprang up, who slew each other, all

but five, who assisted in building the city of Thebes.

He afterwards married Harmonia, the daughter of Mars
and Venus. He endeavored to civilize the people whom
he had collected, and is said to have been the first to

introduce into Greece the letters of the alphabet which he

had brought from Phoenicia.

(Ediptjs, being absent from his native country, was
warned not to return to it because he would there slay his

own father, and marry his own mother. Having uncon-

sciously done the first, he found in the vicinity of Thebes

the sphinx, a monster in the shape of a lion, with the head

of a maiden, who proposed to all who passed by this

riddle :
" What animal is it that goes in the morning

upon four feet, at noon upon two, and in the evening upon
three." All who were unable to interpret it were hurled

into the abyss, and hundreds had perished there before

the arrival of -^dipus. His reply was " Man, as a child,

in the morning of life, creeps upon hands and feet ; at

the noontide of life, when strength dwells in his members,
he goes upright on two feet ; and in the evening, when
old age has stolen upon him, he needs a staff for his

support, and goes as it were, upon three feet." The solu-

tion of this riddle caused the death of the sphinx.
He afterwards married Jocasta the queen of Thebes, his

own mother, although ignorant of the fact of her being so.
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Afterwards discovering it, he put out his eyes, and, led

by the hand of his daughter Antigone, wandered about ia

foreign lands until his death. Jocasta strangled herself.

The hero-gods of Greece existed and performed their

great achievements during the fabulous period of Grecian

history, a period extending from the deluge of Deucalion

to the introduction of the Olympiad into chronology.

Their alleged exploit? were handed down by tradition, and

in most instances created or greatly magnified by the fic-

tions of the poets. These hero-gods were men of superior

powers, both of body and mind, and these powers were
turned to beneficial purposes in ridding the country of

robbers, beasts and monsters, or in improving the condition

of the people. Hence the presumption that they were de-

scended from the gods, and had infused into them a portion

of divinity. The worship paid to them, however, was, as

a general thing, less sacred in its character, and less uni-

versal than that paid to the gods. It consisted in an

annual commemoration at their tombs, or in their vicinity

when offerings and libations were presented to them. ITo

regular priests were ordained, and very seldom were tem-

ples erected especially to them.

There is still another species of beings embraced in the

ancient mythology. These may be termed mythical

beings, creatures of the imagination, into whose history

are interwoven the myths of ancient fable. They served

as the sport of fancy, and also had their use in the advance-

ment of Grecian art. Among these were the

Tritons, descendants ofNeptune and Amphitrite, repre-

sented as half man and half fish, who formed the retinue

of Neptune, and announced his approach by blowing the

horn, a large conch or sea shell.

The SiKBNS, a sort of sea goddesses, usually represented

as the upper part virgins, the lower, birds, dwelling upon
islands, and captivating and detaining all voyagers by the

charms of their music. Even Ulysses, it is said, was com-
pelled to stop the ears of his crew with wax and to order

himself to be tied fast, to escape being allured to his de-
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struction. This is commonly considered as signifying the

dangers of indulgence in pleasure.

The ISTtmphs were not considered as immortal, but as

living a great length of time. They resided in grottoes or

water caves. They had different offices, and were distin-

guished by various names. Thus the Oreades were nymphs
of the mountains ; the IsTaiades, Nereides and Potamides,

nymphs of the fountains, seas and rivers ; the Dryades and

Hamadryades, nymphs of the woods; the Il^apsese were

nymphs of the vales.

The Muses. These were the daughters of Jupiter and

Mnemosyne, and were nine in number. They were de-

scribed as virgins, and under the instruction and protection

of Apollo. They resided at Mount Helicon where was
the fountain Hippocrene, and Mount Parnassus where was
the Castalian fount. To them also was Mount Pindus

and Mount Pieris sacred. Of these nine, Clio was the muse
ofhistory, Melpomene oftragedy, Thalia ofcomedy, Euterpe

of music, Terpsichore of the dance, Erato of amatory

poetry, Calliope of epic poetry, Urania of astronomy, and

Polyhymnia, of eloquence and imitation.

The Geacbs were three in number, Aglaia, Thalia and

Euphrosyne, the daughters of Jupiter and Eurynome.

They were of the retinue of Venus, and were generally

represented as beautiful young virgins, without drapery,

and commonly in a group, holding each other by the

hand.

The HoE^, or Houes, were the daughters and servants

of Jupiter, the goddesses of time presiding over the sea-

sons and hours of the day.

The Haepies were the daughters of l!Teptune and Terra,

and are represented as having the faces of virgins, the

bodies of vultures, with feet and hands armed with claws.

They were sometimes considered as the goddesses of

storms.

The DEMONS, or Genii, were a sort of protecting deities,

or spiritual guardians of men. They were supposed to be
always present, to direct the conduct of those under their
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care, and to control, in a measure, their destiny. There

were supposed to be bad dsemons as well as good, and

some maintained that each person had one of each class

attendant on him.

The Manes were a similar class of beings. They were

the more generally considered as guardians of the deceased,

who watched over their graves, and prevented any disturb-

ance of their repose. They were held to be subordinate to

the authority of Pluto.

The Satyrs and Fauns. Of these, the first more pro-

perly belonged to the Greek, and the last to the Roman
mythology. The Satyr was generally represented as

having the human form, except that the ears were erect

and pointed, and a buck's tail added. The Satyrs, Fauns,

Panes and Sileni all belonged to the retinue of Bacchus.

The GoRfiONS were three imaginary sisters, daughters of

Phorcys and Ceta. Their heads had vipers for hair, their

teeth were as long as the tusks of the boar, and whoever

looked upon them was instantly turned into stone. They
had the head, neck and breasts of women, while the rest

of the body was in the form of a serpent. Their names
were Stheno, Euryale, and Medusa, the last named having

been slain by Perseus.

The Centaurs were the offspring of Ixion and the cloud.

They were half men and half horses, and were said to

dwell in Thessaly. They made rude attempts upon the

women at the marriage of Pirithous and Hippodamia, in

consequence of which they had a battle with the Lapithse,

and were driven into Arcadia. They were afterwards

principally destroyed by Hercules.

II. The religion of the Greeks was to be considered in

its origin and its progress. It is the opinion of many that

the gods of Greece were mostly of foreign extraction, that

the colonies from Egypt and Phcenicia, led into Greece by
Cecrops and Cadmus, brought along with them the gods
of those countries. It has been attempted to identify

many of the Grecian deities with those worshiped in the
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east, particularly in Egypt and Phoenicia. It must be ad-

milted, however, by all such that if the deities are really the

same, they have nevertheless been Hellenized or strangely

metamorphosed by the Grecian genius, and it will, I sup-

pose, be generally conceded that a genius capable of mak-

ing so many and such remarkable changes, would also

have been adequate to the original creation of them.

Besides, it must be obvious that the same causes, viz : the

wants and demands of man's spiritual nature, would be

equally operative among the early inhabitants of Greece as

among those of Egypt and Phoenicia. The principal

difference would be— that if left to themselves, those wants

and demands would be likely to form creations that would
correspond in a more especial manner with their peculiar

genius.

Men, all men, everywhere, if deprived of the knowledge
of the true God, would seek to find deities either without

them, or within them, or both. They would deify the pro-

ductive powers of nature, or they would go into the moral

and intellectual world, and deify the powers and passions

of men. The first is the elder worship. It very naturally

arises from witnessing the productive powers of the earth,

and the various agencies that lend their aid in increasing

those powers. Thus the ancient Pelasgi must have kindled

up the fires of their devotion at the shrines of Ceres, Vesta,

Bacchus, and those other deities that presided over the

earth and its productions. A system of nature worship

seems to have been everywhere first adopted. Thus the

earth was worshiped under the names of Rhea, Tellus,

Ops, Cybeli; five under those of Vulcan and Vesta; the

water of the sea and rivers under those of Oceanus, E^ep-

tune, Ifereus, the nereides, nymphs, and naiads ; the air

and winds under the names of Jupiter and ^olus. So
also the woods had their satyrs, fauns and hamadryads,

with Pan at their head. Ceres presided over the harvest-

fields, and hence hers was an earlier worship.^

' Mayo's Mythology, i. 111, 112.
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An important element of this worship must be the

peculiar features of the country embracing all its physical

characteristics. This no doubt exercised a considerable

degree of influence over the Grecian mind. Its elements

of activity were in part gathered up from these influ-

ences. They were ever-acting because they lay ever

around him.

But the Hellenic tribes were not long in discovering

that nature and its productive powers, although primarily

furnishing to man his subsistence, are by no means the

only active agents in the universe. They perceived that

in its mighty inventory man also formed an item of value.

In the relations existing between him and external nature

they discovered a mutuality ; that he was as essential to

the world as the world was to him. The Greek looked

within himself, and found there fountains of thought and

emotion welling up from the depths of the human soul.

At these he drank deep, and immediately a new era opens

in civilization ; an era in which man stands prominent on

the foreground of action.

One great fact illustrating this truth is, that the

Greek invested his very gods with human attributes. He
transferred his own nature to his own heavens, and then

admired and loved and feared its display in the wisdom of

his Pallas, in the loves of his Venus, in the valor of his

Mars, in the thunders of his Jupiter. His gods had human
forms. They were gods and goddesses. They could be
wounded, but not slain. Their blood was ichor ; their food,

ambrosia; their drink, nectar. They assembled on the

summit of Olympus in solemn council. The affairs of men
were the matters there debated, and individual and national

destinies there determined. They had their feasts, their

cup bearers, their messengers. They interested themselves

in the affairs of men and of nations, and took different

sides in national controversies. They not only protected

their own favorites, but sometimes mingled themselves

with the terrors of the battle-field.

16
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To link heaven to earth still more effectually, to bring

the gods nearer to man, they were invested by the Greek

with human foibles and frailties. Jealousy, revenge, and

lust found their echoes in the bosoms of the celestials.

It is obvious, therefore, that the Greek availed himself

of both the sources formerly mentioned to furnish him with

deities; that the powers of nature without, and the powers

of man within, were both made the objects of his worship.

So far as .progress of the Greek, in his religion, is con-

cerned, little more can be said than that it ever proved a

faithful mirror to reflect the operations of his mind and

heart in all those things in which they were required to be

exercised in reference to that element. The ingenuity and

skill of the poet were tasked to the utmost in the invention

of fictions and myths, and in throwing over the whole a

drapery of fancy that would render them acceptable to the

mind.

The painter and sculptor, by rendering their forms

models of perfection, united in them a beauty in design,

a symmetry in form, a power in expression, and a felicity

in execution, which has been the wonder of every succeed-

ing age. When on the subject of Grecian art we shall

find its brightest fires kindled at the shrines of the gods, as

its noblest specimens were the representations or embodi-

ments of their deities. ISTor was philosophy, by any means,

an idle spectator in matters of religion. She exerted her-

self in purifying the religious element; in purging it of

gross ideas and superstitions; and in thus rendering it

much more acceptable to the higher order of educated

mind. By these various means the religion of the Greek
of the age of Pericles must have widely differed from that

of the ancient Pelasgi, in whose nature worship was united

a rude simplicity coupled with a want of that refinement

which subsequently encircled the Grecian mind with such

a halo of brightness and beauty.

m. The religion^f the Greeks was to be considered in
its essential character, whether a pantheism, a polytheism,
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or monotheism; whether real or symboUcal. In regard

to unity or plurality there are three different modes of

belief. The one identifies deity with the universe, con-

sidering the divine essence equally diffused through all

parts of the universe, and is hence styled pantheism.

Another assigns to several different deities the govern-

ment of the universe, and is hence styled polytheism.

Another still devolves the whole upon one being uncaused,

uncreated, existing from eternity to eternity, and this is

properly styled monotheism.

The religion of the Greeks is generally considered a

polytheism. It had certainly little, if anything, about it

of the pantheistic character, unless we can suppose that

they regarded the universe as the supreme god, and

the several parts of it as his living members; or that

they looked upon the material universe as a mirror,

or visible image of the invisible deity, and its several

parts as so many manifestations of the divine power and
providence.

A more diiEcult undertaking is to decide whether the

Greek religion was in reality a polytheism or a mono-
theism ; whether there were many coequal deities, or one

great self-existent source of all being and of all events.

One thing is very clear and that is, that the Greek theo-

gony itself taught the regular descent of their gods, trac-

ing them in succession to Chaos, which was supposed to

contain the seeds ofthings ; Chaos and Mght being looked

upon as the ancestors of nature. It is therefore the opinion

of many that the multiplicity of gods and goddesses were
either nothing but several names and notions of one su-

preme deity, according to its different manifestations, gifts,

and effects in the world, personated ; or, they were many
inferior understanding beings, generated or created by
one supreme; so that one unmade, self-existent deity,

only was the object of worship by the most intelligent

among the Grecians.

That the poets and philosophers entertained the concep-

tion of the one supreme being is clear from many of their
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orks that yet remain. Take for instance the following

nes of Euripides

:

The self-sprung being, that dost all enfold,

And in thine arms heaven's whistling fahric hold !

Who art encircled with resplendent light,

And yet liest mantled o'er in shady night,

About whom the exultant starry fires.

Dance nimbly round in everlasting gyres.

It is perfectly clear that the gods of the Greeks, were,

L many cases, unable to gratify their own desires, to the

stent of their wishes, and hence must have lacked that om-
potence which should properly belong to a god. This was
jrhaps, the most clearly exhibited in that tremendous

ittle-scene before the walls of Troy, in which the gods

ok part, contending with men and with each other. The
iler of gods and men was understood to be Jupiter or

lympian Jove, but he is frequently made the dupe of

mo's artifice, which is hardly consistent with the attribute

' omniscience. Besides he cannot control the decrees of

te. To illustrate the fact last stated, the following

irious circumstance may be related : When Jupiter

jard of the death of his son Sarpedon, in the rage of

ief he called Mercury, and ordered him to go instantly

the Fates, and bring from them the strong box in

hich the eternal decrees were laid up. Mercury obeyed,

ent to the sisters, and omitted nothing that a wise and

ell instructed minister could say, to make them pacify

e will of Jove. The sisters smiled, and told him that

e other end of the golden chain, which secured the box
th the unalterable decrees, was so fixed to the throne of

>ve, that were it to be unfastened, his master's seat itself

ight tremble. Thus fate or necessity would seem to

mtrol even the thnnderer. But on the other hand, mind,
at is, Grod, is said by Plato to rule over necessity, because
ose evils which are occasioned by the necessity of imper-
ct beings, are overruled by the divine art, wisdom, and
'ovidence for good.
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On the whole, it is certainly not improbable that although

the religion of the Greeks has, to a casual observer, very-

much the appearance of a polytheism, yet there is a strong

probability that the more intelligent actually arose to the

conception of the one supreme God, who was really the

object of worship, while the others were looked upon as

expressive ofhis several attributes, or as subordinate deities,

that perhaps, might intercede with effect, or might aid the

more common and less enlightened mind in ascending as

by so many stepping stones to the great author of all.

One other question remains under this head, and that is,

the real or symbolical character of the Grecian religion.

Whether a religion is real or symbolical depends mainly

upon the sources from which the deities are derived.

Wherever the powers of nature are deified, there will be

found a symbolical religion ; that is, symbols will be re-

sorted to for the purpose of arresting the attention and
turning the full current of thought and feeling upon the

agent or power which they were designed to represent. If

the active powers and passions of men are made the objects

of worship, the representations are real, nbt symbolical.

The religion of the Egyptians was a fair sample of a

symbolical religion. It was vague, shadowy, distant, mys-
terious, the forms of its deities being so many symbols

under which a stately nature-worship was conducted. The
religions of the east, except the Jewish, and that to some
extent, were mainly symbolical in their character.

Even among the Greeks the earliest religion was that of
symbols, because nature and her productive powers were
the gods of the ancient Pelasgi. But the Greek mind,
although it sympathized strongly with external nature,

could never rest satisfied with paying its adoration simply

to symbols. It craved something more real and life-like
;

and, accordingly, when it deified human powers and pas-

sions it dropped the symbolical and assumed the real. At
the same time the old nature-worship of the Pelasgi was
not superseded or discontinued. Ceres, Vesta and Bacchus
still continued to be worshiped, but their worship became
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more and more involved in mystery, and thus originated the

Bacchanalian and Eleusinian mysteries. They consisted

of assemblages of symbols through which the mind of the

initiated was supposed to be brought into a more intimate

acquaintance with the powers they were' designed to repre-

sent. So far then, the religion continued to be symbolical.

But on the other hand, the deities to whom the heroic

age gave birth, partook of reality. They possessed active

powers and moral attributes, and could not, therefore, be

mere symbols. It has been well remarked that Jupiter

could never become symbolical to a people who had once

pictured to themselves the nod and the curls of the Jupiter

of Homer. With the exception, therefore, of the mysteries,

the objects of worship with the Greeks bore a real, not a

symbolical character.

rV". The religion of the Greeks considered in its minis-

ters, priests, and .priestesses.

In a]l countries where religious observances have been
established, there have been ministers or priests, who have

devoted themselves, more or less exclusively, to the services

of the altar. In the eastern world generally, particularly

in Egypt, we have seen a priest caste established, which
possessed a great influence in moulding national character

and in giving direction to national energies.

In those countries generally the priest caste contained

within itself much, or all, the nation's civilization, and, by
a natural or necessary consequence, ruled over its afiairs.

In this respect a new era in the world's civilization opens

in Greece. Here the priest caste disappears, never more
to reappear, at least under its ancient forms.

In Greece there seems to have been priests who devoted
themselves to the ministrations of religion, but their influ-

ence over the people never seems to have been extensive,

nor were their services absolutely required at the public
solemnities, or the performance of sacred rites in honor of
the gods. These seem also to have been done by the kings,
leaders and commanders.
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In Athene, the king was accustomed to prepare the

sacred rites, and when the kingly office was abolished, the

second archon was called king because he presided at the

public ceremonies of worship. Like the others he was

annually appointed, and the election was made by lot. It

is true, instances were not wanting where the sacerdotal

office was hereditary, but this occurred but seldom. The
hierophant of the Eleusinian mysteries, as also three other

of the principal priests, were taken exclusively from the

family of the Eumolpidse in Athens. So the priestesses

of Dodona seem to have belonged to the family of the

Belli. In other instances they were chosen by lot, or

elected at a popular election. The regulations in regard

to the priesthood were not the same in all parts of Greece.

As a general thing the office was filled for a limited time

only, and was regarded as a post of honor. Those ap-

pointed were taken from the class of active citizens, to

which, after the expiration of their term, they again re-

turned. Even while priests they were by no means with-

drawn from the regular business of civil life, nor from the

duties of war. They never formed, therefore, a distinct

order in Greece, and could never come to possess the spirit

of a party. They formed no distinct class in society, andhad

no secret system ofinstructions confined to themselves alone.

Those initiated into the mysteries were not all priests,

nor were all priests required to be thus initiated. ISTo one

was admitted to the priesthood who was not born in lawful

marriage ; who was not perfect and sound in all his mem-
bers ; who was not of the proper age ; and whose past con-

duct was not irreproachable. He was required to be chaste

and uncontaminated by worldly pleasures, and some drank
the juice of the hemlock, to enfeeble their physical powers.

The priests were sometimes married, but the priestesses

were mostly virgins. Sometimes they seem to have been

elected only to the time of their marrying. Both at Delphi

and at Athens, the custody of the sacred fire was com-

mitted to the care of widows who were beyond the age of

childbearing. At Athens, both priests and priestesses
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were required to give an account to certain ofllcers of the

manner in which they had discharged their several functions.

There was generally a high priest, whose office consisted

in superintending the rest, and in executing the more

sacred rites and ceremonies of religion.

The attire of the Grecian priests was splendid, without

spot or stain, loose, and resembling royal robes. The color

depended on the god to whom the sacrifice was offered.

If to the celestial gods, the color was purple ; if to the

infernal, black. The priests were not confined to the care

of the altars, but were vested with the sacerdotal dignity

generally. They had apartments assigned them near the

temples, and a part of the victims was allotted them. They
had also a salary, proportioned to the dignity of their

functions, and to the rank of the deities whom they served,

which was probably paid from the revenue of the temples.

This revenue was very considerable, and was derived, in

part, from fines levied on individuals for various offenses;

in part from the produce of lands belonging to the state,

and in part from first fruits which the public officers levied

on all lands for the use of the gods. Besides these there

was the money and the voluntary contributions which

were brought sometimes from parts very remote, and pre-

sented to the shrine of the god. At Delos and Eleusis

and especially at Delphi, these contributions were enor-

mous. These revenues, however, were neither deposited

with the priests, nor expended by them.

The temples of the principal deities had many ministers,

and in each presided a chief who had the title of high

priest. The number of subaltern priests increased with

the rank of the deity, but the priests of one temple were
entirely separated from those of another. Each priest was
limited to his own temple, and there was no sovereign

pontiff presiding over the whole.

The priests as priests were confined entirely to the

functions of their office, to the offering sacrifices to the

gods, and entreating their acceptance of the adorations of

the people. They could neither take cognizance of crimes
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committed against the deity, nor punish them. Religious

causes fell under the jurisdiction of the Heliastse.^

V. The Grecian religion considered in its altars, places

of worship, temples and statues.

1. Its altars. The altar is associated with the earliest

idea of worship. That a tribute was due from man to

God in the shape of an offenng has ever been the practical

admission of mankind, and the altar was the place where

this offering was made. Among the Greeks the first altars

were made of turf, and placed under trees or covered with

their boughs. Subsequently stones, brick, marble and
metals were made use of as materials in their erection.

The altar was made to vary according to the character

of the deity to whom it was dedicated. The celestial gods

had their altars raised considerably above the ground.

That of Olympian Jove was nearly twenty feet high.

The altars raised to the terrestrial gods were not so high.

Those appropriated to heroes or demi-gods were one step

high. The infernal deities, instead of altars, had ditches

or trenches ploughed up to the depth of about a cubit for

the purpose of sacrificing. Religious worship was paid to

nymphs in caves. The form of the altar was various.

That the most common among the Greeks was a perfect

cube. Sometimes they were round, at others triangular,

octangular, etc. The metallic altars were generally

triangular, and those of brick and stone, cubical. On
occasions of festivals the altars were decorated with leaves

or branches of trees sacred to the gods to whom they

were dedicated.

Some altars were intended for sacrifices made by fire

;

others without fire, and without blood ; upon which only

cakes, fruits and inanimate things could be offered. On
the altars were engraved the names or peculiar characters

of the deities to whom they were consecrated. Thus the

^Nuttall's ArclMologieaX Dictionary, article. Priests ; EoMnson's Arch-

mologia Qr(Boa, 199 ; Heeren's Meflections on the Politics of Ancient Greece,

69.
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scription on the altar at Athens noticed by St. Paul was :

To the unknown God! "

Some altars were solid, while others were hollow at the

p, to receive the libations and blood of the victims,

bey were generally fixed, but some were portable, to be

led in traveling, and upon other occasions. They were

be found in the temples, in the sacred groves, in the open

ilds, and on the summits of mountains. When conse-

ated, they often had the privilege ofprotecting malefactors

id debtors who had fled to them for refuge, and laid hold

I their horns. "Where so fitting a place for the exercise

' mercy as the altars on which expiatory sacrifices were

Fared up to secure the favor and forgiveness of deity ?

2. Its places of worship. Anterior to the erection of the

mple was the sacred grove, which was one of the earliest

aces of worship. When found, or furnished, they were

ways of the thickest kind, dark, sombre, gloomy and

ipenetrable to the rays of the sun. At first, they pos-

ssed neither temple nor altar, but at subsequent periods

lapels and temples were built in them, and not unfre-

lently groves were built around their temples and altars,

ot only were these consecrated to the gods, but they also

rved as places of sanctuary for criminals who fled thither

r refuge.

Ifot only in sacred groves, but also on the summits of

gh mountains was worship, in a special manner, paid to

e gods, and temples erected to them. The summits of

gh mountains were held sacred to Saturn, or Jupiter, and

imetimes to Apollo. They approached nearest to the

ravens, the seat of the gods, and hence rendered the gods

ore accessible to the suppliant.

3. Its temples. These are of great antiquity, although

3t coeval with worship. It is asserted by many that the

,bernacle, which was a portable temple made by Moses
I the desert, was the origin of all temple structures, and,

I a great measure, the model from which the rest were
lade. That certainly had its sanctum-sanctorum, and all

le pagan temples contain within them a corresponding
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sacred, place, called the adytum. The erection of temples

is supposed to have first taken place in Egypt, and to have

passed from thence into Asia. This may be doubtful, but

their erection in Greece was undoubtedly derived from

Egypt and Phoenicia. The building of the first temple in

Greece is ascribed to Deucalion.

All temples had certain things in common which are

worthy of notice. The first thing to be mentioned was
the porch, or entrance. Here stood the pool in which was

contained the holy water designed for the expiation of

those who were to enter into the temple. The second was
the nave or middle of the temple. The third was the holy

place variously called, as penetrale, sacrarium, or adytum,

into which no one but the priest was permitted to enter.

Lastly, the back temple which was not always present.

Some of the temples had galleries carried quite around

them. These were compiosed of a range of pillars set at

a certain distance from the wall, covered with large stones.

These temples were called peripteres, that is, winged all

around. Again there were temples whose galleries had
two ranges of pillars, and these were called dipteres.

When pillars formed the portico without a gallery they

were called prostyles ; and when they had two rows of pil-

lars on the outside, and two also on the inside, the middle

being uncovered, after the manner of a cloister, they were
termed hypethres.

Some of the temples exhibited very great splendor, but
the inner part was the most adorned. Besides the statues

of the gods, and sometimes of great men, there were often

paintings, gildings and other embellishments of a high order.

The votive offerings in the large temples were very

numerous. There were the prows of ships dedicated to

the god who was supposed to have rescued from shipwreck

the unfortunate mariner. There were the tablets or tabel-

las for the cure of disease. There were the arms, colors,

tripod, bucklers won from an enemy, and hung up as

trophies, or dedicated to the god to whom the victory was
ascribed as votive offerings.
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It was also said that particular gods had their temples

of a particular order of architecture. Thus Minerva, Mars,

and Hercules had the Doric order, because its plainness

best agreed with their valor ; Venus, Flora, and Proserpine,

the Corinthian, as most agreeable to their delicacy ; and

Juno, Diana, Bacchus, and other deities of that kind, the

Ionic, as holding the mean between the severity of the

Doric and the delicacy of the Corinthian. ^

The form oftemples was various—round, square, etc., but

those of the Greeks were, with very few exceptions, quadri-

lateral, the length being one-half greater than the width.

The location of temples seems to have been a matter of

some importance. Those of the patron deity of the place

were set on places of the greatest eminence so as to over-

look the city. The temples of Mercury were in the forum,

or market place ; those of Apollo and Bacchus near the

theatre ; those of Hercules near the gymnasium, amphi-

theatre, or circus ; those of Mars without the city in the

fields; and those of Venus near the city gates. It was said

that the temple of Venus should be without the walls

;

because if within, it might be the means of debauching the

young virgins and the matrons ; that of Vulcan also vrith-

out, that the houses might not be in danger of taking fire

;

and that of Mars in the same manner without, that there

might be no dissensions among the people.^ If the near

proximity of their gods was deemed dangerous, it seems

strange they could not have inferred that the further they

were removed from them the better.

Wherever the temple stood, if its situation permitted,

the windows opened upon the rising sun. The front was
toward the west ; and the statues and altars being placed

at the other end, those who worshiped had their faces

toward the east ; for it was an ancient custom to worship

with their faces toward the east.

One peculiarity of the Glreeian temples requires here to

be noticed, and that is the right of sanctuary, or asyla,

^Montfaucon'i Antiquity Displayed, n, 33. " Mayo's Mythology, i, 143.
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which they offered to the guilty. This, perhaps, originated

in the moral idea that as they supplicated the forgiveness

of the gods in the temples, erected to them, so they ought

in some degree to merit it by extending forgiveness to

those who were supplicating it of them. It seems proba-

ble that the first altars that were erected were places of

refuge. The first regulation of this principle seems to

have been among the Jews, who properly organized their

cities of refuge. The example was probably imitated by
others.

The custom with the Greeks was very ancient, but the

precise date of it cannot be arrived at. Cadmus is said to

have granted it to the citadel he erected in Bceotia, and

he being from Phoenicia, in the neighborhood of Palestine,

may have borrowed it from the Hebrews.

It seems to have been claimed that there were not asyla

of all criminals indiscriminately, but for those only who
were involutionary offenders. The protection was not in

all cases afibrded. In some instances the doors of the

temples were shut, in order to starve the criminals who had
fied thither for refuge. Sometimes malefactors were ex-

pelled by fire. In the case of Pausanias, in Sparta, a wall

was erected about the place of refuge, and the malefactor

thus left to destruction.

It seems also that all temples and sacred places were not

indiscriminately asyla, but those only who received that

privilege from the manner of their consecration. Some
were asyla for all'men, while others were appropriated to

particular persons and crimes. The temple of Diana at

Ephesus was a refuge for debtors, while that of Theseus at

Athens afforded one for slaves and those of low condition

who fied from severity of treatment.

The sacredness of asyla continued to the reign of Tibe-

rias, when the inconveniences attending them were found
to be so great that they were either entirely abolished, or

the few that still were suffered to retain the privilege were
so greatly reformed, that it ceased to be a leading feature

in the character of the temples.
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The most celebrated temples in Greece were the temple

of Jupiter Olympias at Athens ; the temple of Minerva at

Athens ; the erecthenm, or double temple, of HJTeptune and

Minerva at Athens ; the temple of Ceres and Proserpine

at Eleusis ; and that of Apollo at Delphi.

4. Its statues. The first statues of the gods were mere

shapeless stones to which a religious worship was paid.

Pillars of stone were also objects of veneration and wor-

ship. The earliest statues of Hercules and Cupid were

nothing but two masses of stone.

As early as the age of Theseus, and ofMinos II, Dsedalus

separated the feet and other parts so as to give them the

attitudes of walking and acting. This had the effect of

bestowing upon them hands and feet. He also gave them
eyes. From that time the improvement in the making of

them was very rapid, until the greatest possible perfection

was attained, and the masterpieces of Phidias and Praxi-

teles stood forth, as they have ever since done, the wonder
of an admiring world.

In respect to size, there were about four different descrip-

tions of statues. The first were of a size less than the

life, and these were made of men, kings, and even gods.

The second equaled the life. The third surpassed it once

and a half, or twice; while the fourth exceeded the life twice,

thrice, or even more, were called colossi, and were made
only for the gods. Very few of the gods ever had colossal

statues in Greece, except Jupiter and Apollo. The statue

of Jupiter Olympus was very large, but the colossus of

Rhodes, representing Apollo, was the most extraordinary

for size, its height being seventy cubits. Its feet stood

upon the two moles which formed the harbor of Rhodes,
and ships at full sail passed between its legs. Few persons

were able to embrace one of its thumbs. It continued

standing for 1,360 years, and was at last thrown down by
an earthquake. Its fragments were sufficient to load nine

hundred camels. The statue of Jupiter in the temple of
Olympian Jove, in Altis, was sixty feet in height, and was
the work of Phidias.
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These colossal statues were not numerous; far the

larger proportion being of the ordinary human size, the

gods being some little larger and more robust than the

goddesses. The casting of statues in brass, dates back to a

very remote antiquity. It seems to have been first prac-

ticed among the Greeks. The materials of which statues

were made were various. Timber, stone, marble, ivory,

and the different metals, as gold, silver, brass, etc., were

employed for that purpose. The timber used was box
wood, cedar, citron wood, palm tree, olive wood, ebony

and cypress. The statues very generally were made of

moulded earth, and subsequently they were laid over with

different colors, and at last were gilt.

The statue of Jupiter, before mentioned, was composed
of gold, ivory, ebony, and precious stones, and these were

so artfully blended together, that the effect was so perfectly

enchanting that nobody durst try to imitate it.

The number of statues almost exceeded belief The
cities of Athens, Delphos and Rhodes are each said to have

had three thousand of them. In Greece they were always

represented naked.

They endeavored so to construct the statue as to be in

harmony with the character of the god. Thus to Jupiter

was given a majestic air; to Minerva, a masculine beauty;

to Venus, softness and effeminacy; to Mars, a warlike

mien ; and to ITeptune, a stern and awful look.

The statues usually wore the symbols consecrated to the

gods. Thus Jupiter appeared with his thunderbolts;

Apollo with his lyre ; Weptune with his trident ; Bacchus
with his grapes ; Ceres with ears of corn ; Hercules with
his club ; and Diana with her quiver and arrows. IsTep-

tune has his chariot drawn by sea horses, Venus by doves,

Juno by peacocks, and Cybele by lions.

The statues of the gods were generally simple, present-

ing but a single figure ; sometimes they were grouped, and
contained several figures together.*

^Mayo's MytJiology, 135, et seq.; MtUall's Arch. Diet., article, Statues.
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VI. The Grecian religion considered in its modes of

worship ; its sacrifices, festivals, expiations, oaths and pub-

lic supplications.

1. The modes of worship. These are the outward ex-

pression of the sentiment of veneration or reverence.

They are always interesting because they are evidence of

the manner in which the people suppose they can best

commend themselves to the deity. With the Greeks these

modes consisted principally in their sacrifices, festivals,

expiations, purifications and stated observances.

2. Its sacrifices. The oflfering up of sacrifices to the

gods by way of atoning for sin, or of supplicating the

favor of deity, was very universal through the ancient

world. It seems to have been a practice which pagan-

ism borrowed from true religion. It is one as old as the

world.

The first sacrifices among the Greeks were very simple.

They consisted only of herbs or fruits. Afterwards ani-

mals also were offered, and costly perfumes added, in order

to render them more acceptable. Sacred cakes were made
a part of the sacrifice, and no oblation was considered

acceptable to the gods, unless mixed with salt.

Sacrifices were of two sorts, bloody and unbloody. The
first consisted in the immolation of brute animals or of

men ; the last was an off'ering of things without life, as of

wine, fruits, corn and incense. The last seem to have

been the first adopted in Greece. On the altar consecrated

to Jupiter most high, at Athens, no living thing was offered,

but only simple offerings, without even using wine in the

libations. This mode of sacrificing was derived from
Cecrops.

It was natural for them to offer to the gods that which
they themselves chiefly subsisted on. Hence, when they

subsisted on herbs and fruits, these were offered to their

gods. When bread came to be substituted for food, it

was also for sacrifice. When subsequently they came to

feed on the flesh of animals, these, in their turn, were
immolated on their altars.
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To show the unpopularity which attended the intro-

duction of bloody sacrifices into Athens, it is related that

the sacriticer, after having struck the animal that was to

be offered up, was obliged to flee. On being pursued he

threw away the axe he had made use of, as being guilty of

the death of the animal. This, on being apprehended, was

gravely proceeded against as the cause of the death.

After the introduction of the bloody sacrifices, the elder

forms of offering herbs, salt and meal, were still continued.

They threw meal and salt upon the victims, upon the fire,

and upon the sacrificing knives.

It seems strange that a people so reluctant to introduce

bloody sacrifices could ever have been induced to offer up
those that were human. Yet it seems well established

that at one period human beings were offered up as sacrifices

on the altars of the gods, particularly on that of Saturn.

This revolting custom does not appear to have been much
resorted to nor of long continuance among the Greeks.

Sacrifices were also either public or private. The first

were publicly offered by the pontiffs, priests and other mini-

sters ; the last by private persons in their own houses.

Great nicety was required in the selection of the victims.

They were required to be clean, without blemish, neither

lame nor deformed. "When offered to the celestial gods
they must be white and of an odd number. When to the

infernal, they were black, and of an even number. Almost
every god had some peculiar animal. Thus the bull was
sacrificed to Jupiter ; the heifer to Juno ; the bull to ISTep-

tune; a black bull to Pluto; a black cow to Proserpine, etc.

Immediately upon the selection of the animal, it was
decked with libbon and fillets. Its horns were gilded, and
upon its head was laid the salted cake, fruit and frankin-

cense. !N"ext came the libation of wine, and then the

ceremony called litibatur, which consisted in the priest

taking some hairs from between the horns of the victim,

throwing them into the fire, and then having turned his

face towards the east, ordering the sacrificer to slay the

victim. When dead the priest plunged the sacrificing

18
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knife into its entrails to see if the sacrifice was auspicious.

The victim was then cut in pieces, and a part of it roasted

and distributed for the feast. The priests were crowned

with a chaplet of the branches or leaves of the tree, which

was sacred to the god to whom the sacrifice was offered, as

of oak for Jupiter, laurel for Apollo, vine for Bacchus,

cypress for Pluto, etc.

The diviners were accustomed to assist at the sacrifices,

for the purpose of consulting the entrails of the victim.

They also ordered the time, form and matter of the sacrifice.

There were different kinds of sacrifices, such as the holo-

caust, where the victim was wholly consumed by fire; also

the expiatory sacrifice, and the sacrifice of thanksgiving.

The whole animal was not offered to the gods. The

thighs were the portion which fell to their share. There

were portions also which the priests only had a right to

touch, but others were distributed or carried off.

The sacrifices were accompanied with libations. This,

in ancient times, was simply an effusion of water. Even
the orgies of Bacchus seem to have been once celebrated

with this libation. Subsequently wine was introduced.

The sacrifices were made to the celestial gods in the

morning; to the terrestrial and infernal in the evening

and the night. In the sacrifices to the latter the victims

were all black, and a hole dug in the earth received the

blood of the victim and the wine of the libation. The
entire victim was burnt as in the holocaust, nothing ever

offered to the infernal gods being eaten.

The diviners stood ready on the death of the victim to

examine its entrails. By these were meant the heart, the

liver, the lungs and the spleen. Not only were these to

be examined, but also observations were made upon the

motion of the tail when the victim was just expiring. If

it twisted, it signified a difficult enterprise; if it turned

downward, it presaged an overthrow ; if it was lifted up, it

betokened a triumph. They also drew presages from the

manner in which the incense sparkled as it burned, and
from the different contortions of the smoke as it ascended.
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The occasions on which sacrifices were offered were

very numerous and frequent. They were offered by gene-

rals before a battle; by those who were about founding a

city; by those about commencing a journey; in the com-

mon affairs of domestic life ; in case any one was afflicted

with a disease ; after a dream ; and when any enterprise

of any importance was about to be entered upon.

Ifo violence was resorted to in leading or driving the

victim to the altar, and when arrived there, the priest went

round it, sprinkling it with meal and holy water. All

present joined in a set form of prayer, after which food

was placed before the victim, and if it refused to eat, it was

rejected as unsound. If the victim happened to escape the

stroke, or leaped up after it, or bellowed, or did not fall to

the ground ; if it died with pain and difficulty, did not bleed

freely, or was a long time dying ; they were deemed unlucky-

omens, but their contraries were considered as propitious.

3. Its festivals. The ancients celebrated festivals in honor

of their gods in all matters of great public concern. The
majority of these derived their names from the objects

upon whom these honors were conferred. For instance

the Appollonia were instituted in honor of Apollo, the

Bacchanalia in honor of Bacchus. Some were so called

from the place where they were celebrated, and others

from the matter of the offering itself.

The G-reeks borrowed some of their festivals from the

Egyptians and Phcenicians, and originated several them-

selves. It would be useless to give a dry list of them. A
reference will be made to but few of them.

The Adonia, in honor of Adonis, lasted two days ; the

first being spent in bowlings and lamentations, the last in

rejoicings as if Adonis had returned to life. In some
places they lasted eight days, one-half being spent in

lamentations and the other in rejoicings. Women only

were admitted.

In the ^MATURiA celebrated in honor of Pelops, the

boys whipped themselves until the blood came from their

lacerated bodies.
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The Anthbstbkia had the peculiarity, that, during the

three days of its continuance, the masters served their

slaves at table.

The Athen^a were celebrated in honor of Minerva.

They vs^ere celebrated by all the tribes of Athens.

The Dbmbtkia were in honor of Ceres. The votaries of

the goddess were accustomed to lash themselves with

whips made from the bark of trees.

The DiAMASTiGOSis was a Spartan festival in honor of

Diana. On the occasion of its celebration, boys of the

first respectability were whipped before the altar of the

goddess. The parents of . the children attended, and ex-

horted them to bear it manfully. These were so severe,

that some expired under the lash of the whip. Such were

accounted to have attained great honor, and were buried

with much solemnity.

The DiONTSiA were celebrated in honor of Bacchus.

They were observed at Athens vsdth great splendor, and

the years were numbered by their celebration. The festi-

vals of Bacchus were very numerous, and were celebrated

with great licentiousness among the Greeks.

The Eleusinia were in honor of Ceres and Proserpine,

celebrated at Eleusis, in Attica. Its celebration involved

the mysteries.

The HERM.ffi!A was a festival in Crete, and also observed

at Athens, the principal ceremony of which consisted

in masters waiting upon their servants. A great many
others were celebrated, too numerous to be mentioned.

4. Its expiations. Expiation was an act for purifying

both person and place. It purified the former from guilt,

and the latter from defilement. It was not limited to

crimes, but was resorted to on various other occasions.

The dread of public calamities was a fruitful source of

expiatory sacrifices. They were renewed on a great many
different occasions, so that many actions in life, both public

and private, required them to be made. A general assum-
ing the command of an army ; the celebration of games
and festivals ; the calling an assembly ; the initiation into
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a mystery ; were all occasions where recourse was had to

expiatory sacriiices.

In general, puhlic expiations were accompanied with

prayers and sacrifices, but the ceremonies were very vari-

ous. There were several sorts of expiations and peculiar

ceremonies for each kind. One of the most solemn was
that used upon the appearance of some prodigy.

The number of ceremonies often increased in the same
expiation, so that sometimes it became exceedingly bur-

densome. At first the method of purifying from murder
was to wash himself in running water. Afterwards other

ceremonies were added. The ceremony of expiation for

cities, was one of the most solemn. The army was accus-

tomed to be purified before and after a battle.

The private expiations were more numerous than the

public ones. The occasions requiring them were very
numerous. They preceded nuptials, funerals and all

other matters of importance. It was not always that sacri-

fices were oiFered at these. Simple ablutions often sufficed.

5. Its oaths. Oaths are nearly as ancient as the world,

having their commencement when men became false and
dishonest. The ceremonies practiced on taking the oath

were at first very simple, no more being required but
holding up the hand. Kings lifted up their sceptres, gene-

rals their spears or shields, and soldiers their swords.

Afterwards the oath was taken in the temple, the party

laying his hand upon the altar. ISTot unfrequently those

who swore dipped their hands in the blood of the sacrificed

victim.

The Athenians distinguished oaths into two kinds, the

greater and the less. The greater was when the gods
swore by the Styx; or men by the gods; or women by the

goddesses. The lesser when they swore by a creature.

In making a solemn oath they sometimes drew their hands
through the fire, or took up red hot iron, from an impres-

sion that, if they swore sincerely and honestly, they should

receive no harm. "Women accused of incontinence used to

take a purgation oath, which was written upon a tablet,
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and hung round the neck. Thus accoutred they stepped

into the water up to the mid-leg. If they were innocent,

nothing ensued ; but if guilty, the water rose to their necks,

and covered the tablet, to prevent the detestible crime of a

false oath from being exposed to view.

The ancient Greeks had great respect for oaths. Honor
the gods and revere an oath, was the sentiment of Pytha-

goras. Perjury was regarded as the greatest of crimes.

An oath was required of all those who entered upon the

performance of an office, add of those who were to inter-

meddle in the affairs of government, and the public reve-

nues. It was required of the general when he assumed the

command of his army ; of the soldier when he enlisted; and

of the priest when he entered upon the priesthood. Those

who violated their oaths were looked upon as the basest of

mortals, as having trampled upon all the sacred ties of

religion, and endeavored to impose both upon gods and

men.

6. Its public supplications. These consisted either in

prayer for favors desired, or in thanksgiving for benefits re-

ceived. Private supplications consisted in prayers only.

Public supplications were offered up on great occasions,

such as the raging of the plague, or some destructive

disease, or after an unexpected victory, and on other like

occasions.

VII. The Grecian religion considered in its oracles,

divinations, magic, mysteries.

1. In its oracles. Of all the methods of prying into

futuiity, as practiced by the ancients, that of consulting the

oracles was the most esteemed. "Whatever came from

them was considered as coming more immediately from

the gods. Among the Greeks, oracles consisted essentially

in responses of future events, made to the devout inquirers,

by means of priests or priestesses, who were supposed to be
inspired with extraordinary powers, and to hold familiar

converse with the gods. These were consulted in matters
both public and private. If a new government was to be
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instituted, if war was to be proclaimed, or peace concluded,

or particular laws to be enacted, it was common to consult

an oracle. So also in matters of private life, when a mar-

riage was contemplated, or a journey to be undertaken, or

any business of importance to be entered upon, it was

proper first to consult the oracle.

Previously to consulting the gods through one of their

oracles it was necessary to offer presents and sacrifices.

This requisition deprived the common people of the privi-

lege, and limited it to princes and men of opulence.

There was also another regulation that served as a limita-

tion. The gods could not be consulted at all times. At

Delphos, Apollo could not at first be consulted but one

month in the year. In subsequent times there was one

day in each month when the god pronounced his oracles.

The manner in which the oracles were delivered was

very various. Sometimes the god himself pronounced the

oracle; sometimes the priestess answered for the god. In

one place the response of the god was received in their

sleep ; in another, in letters under seal ; and in others still

by the casting of lots.

A grave question has been very much discussed in re-

gard to all the oracles, and that is, whether the responses,

or predictions, were obtained through the fraudulent con-

trivance of the priests, or whether they really proceeded

from the devil himself. The strong probability is that

they were derived directly from the former ; but to what
extent the devil might have instigated a resort to trick,

chicanery and fraudulent contrivance, must remain an

open question.

There were several hundreds of these oracles established

in different parts of Greece, but it will be necessary to

notice specially but very few ot them. It seems to have

been the general opinion, that Jupiter was the first cause

of all sorts of divination, and that he revealed out of the

books of fate, whatever he chose, to the inferior daemons.

Apollo had great skill in prediction, and presided over

oracles and divinations, but yet he was subordinate to
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Jupiter. Of the several oracles to be noticed, we begin

with:

a. The oracle of Jupiter at Dodona. This was the

oldest in Greece, its origin being attributed to Deucalion,

who built the city of Dodona, in Epirus, soon after the

deluge. The first priestess was supposed to have come

from Thebes, in Egypt. The oracle was originally given

by the murmuring of a fountain in the forest of Dodona,

which rippled aloug the foot of an oak. Subsequently

other formalities were resorted to. Brazen kettles were

suspended in the air near a statue of the same metal also

suspended, and which held in its hand a lash. The agita-

tion produced by the wind caused this figure to strike

agaiust the kettle that was next to it, and this communi-

cating motion to the rest of the kettles, raised a clattering

din which continued for some time ; and from this noise

their predictions were formed.

There was also another method by which the priestesses

obtained responses. Entering the sacred forest they placed

themselves near the prophetic tree, and gathered thence

from attentive observation of the murmur of the leaves

agitated by the zephyrs, or the groanings of the branches

as they were beaten by the storm.

ISTear the temple of Dodona was a sacred grove, full of

oaks, in which the fauni, dryades and satyrs were accus-

tomed to dwell. This oracle is supposed to have ceased

about the time of Augustus Caesar.

b. The oracle of Apollo at Delphos. This was the most

celebrated in Greece, and was of the lengest continuance.

Its oi'igin is lost in antiquity.

The city of Delphi was thought to be situated in the

middle of Greece, and also in the middle of the earth.

Apollo was here worshiped under the name of the Py-

thian, a title derived from the serpent Python, which he

had killed. The Delphic priestess was hence called Pythia,

and the games there celebrated, the Pythian.

The original discovery of this oracle is ascribed to some

goats that were feeding in the valleys of Parnassus. Hav-
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ing come by accident near the moutli of a hole, they com-

menced capering and frisking in a most remarkable

manner, which so astonished the shepherd having them

in charge, that he also approached and leaned over the

hole. No sooner had he done this, than he was seized

with a fit of enthusiasm, under the influence of which, he

uttered some extravagant expressions, which were received

as prophecies. Other people of the neighborhood were

also induced to make the same trial, and with the same

result.

This was supposed to proceed from some friendly deity,

which soon became an object of worship. The city of

Delphi gradually rose around it, and a temple was erected

which became one of the most magnificent in the world.

There were several gods, or rather goddesses, who suc-

cessively had this oracle, as Terra, Themis, Phoebe and
finally Apollo. The great celebrity that attached to it

was as the oracle of Apollo. Its reputation exceeded that

of any, indeed of all others, and Greeks and barbarians

flocked from all parts to consult it.

At flrst a single priestess, called a pythia, was sufiicient.

At length two were required who alternated with each

other. Finally a third was appointed to succeed in case

of the sickness or decease of either of the others. At first

young women, virgins, were selected for this purpose.

They were taken from poor families, where they had lived

in obscurity and ignorance. One of the pythia having

unfortunately become involved in a love afiair, an express

law was made that none should be chosen but women
above fifty years old.

There were also other ministers of religion, some of

whom were called prophets, who superintended the sacri-

fices, and their inspection. They also performed many other

duties. Before any oracle could be delivered sacrifices

were to be oflered and repeated, until the god expressed

himself satisfied. This might consume a whole year.

They were careful to have a sufficient number offered

before a response from Apollo could be secured.

19
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The pythia also made great preparations for the dis-

charge of her duty. She fasted three days ; bathed in the

fountain of Castalia ; drank some of its waters; and chewed

some leaves of the laurel tree. When all was in a state of

readiness, Apollo was accustomed to give the signal of his

arrival in the temple. The entire fabric shook to its

foundations. Then the prophets led the pythia into the

sanctuary, and placed her on the tripod, which was an instru-

ment resembling a three-legged stool placed directly over

the hole. As soon as the exhalation reached her, her hair

stood on end, her mien grew wild and ghastly, her mouth
began to foam, and her whole body was suddenly seized

with violent trembling. They held her on by force, while

her shrieks and bowlings made the whole temple resound,

filling all around with holy horror. Then it was that she

was reputed to be given up to the god, and at certain

intervals uttered incoherent words, which were picked up
by the prophets and put into the form of verse. This con-

stituted the response of the oracle. She was then "taken

down from the tripod, and conducted to her cell, where
she was accustomed to continue for several days. It was
said that speedy death was not unfrequently the result of

her enthusiasm.

c. The oracle of Trophonius at Lebadea. This oracle

was first discovered by means of a swarm of bees who flew

towards the cave afterwards celebrated as the cave of Tro-

phonius. This oracle could not be consulted without the

performance of certain ceremonies. The suppliant must

pass some days in a chapel dedicated to good Genius and

to Fortune. He must be purified by abstinence from all

things unlawful. He must sacrifice to Trophonius and all

his family, to Jupiter, Saturn and Ceres. Last of all the

sacrifices, a ram was offered, through whose entrails it was

revealed whether Trophonius was willing he should come

down into his cave.

The omens being favorable, he was led to the river

Hercyne, where two boys anointed his whole body with oil.

Afterwards he was made to drink two sorts of water, the
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one that of Lethe, which was the water of forgetfulness

;

the other that of Mnemosyne, which enabled him to retain

whatever he should see in the sacred cave. After going

through some other performances, he was led to the cave,

the mouth of which was narrow, and the descent into it

was by means of a ladder. When arrived at the bottom

of this cave, he found another, the entrance to which was

very straight. Here he prostrated himself on the ground,

carrying a certain composition of honey in either hand,

without which he was not admitted to descend. He first

put down his feet into the mouth of the cave, and instantly

his whole body was forcibly drawn in. Here all were

favored with revelations, but not in the same manner.

Some were made acquainted with futurity by vision, others

by an audible voice. After obtaining their response, he

came out the same way he went in, prostrated on the ground

and feet foremost. He was then conducted to the chair of

Mnemosyne, where he was interrogated as to what he had

seen and heard, all which he was afterwards required to

write down in a table book, which the priests interpreted

in their own way.

d. Some other Grecian oracles. At Glaros, a town in

Ionia, was an oracle to Apollo, which was very famous and
often consulted. So also Jupiter had oracles in BcBotia,

in Elis, and at Thebes. The gods not only had their

oracles, but also the demi-gods had theirs in great num-
bers. Even the fountains delivered oracles, such as that

of Castalia, at Delphos, and the prophetic fountain in

Achaia. That of Limyra gave oracles by means of fishes.

Food being presented to them, if they greedily devoured

it, it was a favorable omen. If they refused, rejecting it

with their tails, it betokened bad success.

The pagan oracles were very numerous. Ifearly three

hundred have been enumerated, the most of which belonged

to Greece. Boeotia seems to have abounded the most in

them, its numerous mountains and caverns affording

excellent facilities for their establishment. The caves,

especially, offered opportunities for secret passages, within
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which might be concealed machines and hollow statues,

which would enable the priests to carry on more effectually

their system of imposture.

The general characteristics of oracles were ambiguity and

obscurity. The terms in which they were delivered were

generally of such a character as to accommodate themselves

to any event that would occur. The case of Croesus, king of

Lydia, may be given in illustration. When he was about

to invade the Medes, he consulted the oracle of Delphi,

upon the success of that war, and was answered, that by
passing the river Halys, he would ruin a great empire.

He went on in the full confidence of success, and did ruin

a great empire, but unfortunately that empire was his own.
There were various ways in which the oracles were

given. In that at Delphos, the priests or prophets inter-

preted and put into verse what the pythia had pronounced
in the time of her fury. We have already seen in what
manner the response was given at Dodona, at the cave of

Trophonius, and the fountain Limyra.

Responses from the god were often given from the bot-

tom of his statue, the priests probably having conveyed

themselves thither by a subterranean passage. In some
places the oracles were given by means of letters under a

seal. The letter of the applicant was put into the priests'

hands, or placed on the altar, and an answer to it received

in his sleep.

At Claros the oracle was delivered in a curious manner.

The priest required only the number and names of the

suppliants. He then retired into a grotto, and having

taken water from a secret spring, gave a response in verse,

suitable, it was said, to what every one had been thinking

upon.

The response of the oracle of Amphiaraus in Attica was

given in a dream,. the suppliant being obliged to sleep on

the skin of a ram recently slain and offered as a sacrifice.

In the oracle of Mercury in Achaia, the suppliant, after

many ceremonies, whispered in the ear of the god what

he was desirous to know, then stopped his ears with his
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hands, left the temple, and the first words he heard upon

his coming out, was taken for the response of the god.

The oracles seem to have fallen gradually into disuse on

the introduction of Christianity. They appear, however,

to have been consulted occasionally as late as the year

A. D. 385. Subsequently to that nothing is heard of them.

2. The Grecian religion considered in its divination.

By divination was understood the knowledge of future

events. It expressed the attempts made by man to pry

into the future, and to wrench from it its secrets. It is

very ancient, and formed no inconsiderable part of the

pagan mythology.

The professed diviners fed principally upon the hearts

of crows, vultures and moles, supposing that they thus be-

came partakers of the souls ofthose animals which naturally

followed their bodies, and consequently that they received

the influence of the god who accompanied them.

There were three kinds of diviners in G-reece. The first

possessed prophesying demons, which gave the responses

to all such as made inquiries. The second were such as

pretended to enthusiasm. The third included all those

who were cast into trances or ecstasies, in which they

appeared as dead men, and were deprived of all sense and

motion, during some days, months or even years. Their

relations of strange events were given after their recovery.

The Greeks believed that the souls of dying men, when
about to separate from the body, could foresee future

events.

There were various means or methods of divination, as

a. Divination by dreams; and these were of three sorts :

first, when the gods or spirits conversed directly with men
in their sleep; the second was a vision, in which the

images of things yet to come, are represented in their

own proper shape ; the third was a dream in which

things future were represented by types and figures. This

last constituted an allegory, a figure expressing one thing

and signifying another. Dreams were supposed to be
derived from various sources, as the earth, the infernal
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manes, Hecate and the moon ; also the god of sleep, who

had three attendants: Morpheus, who appeared in the

human form ; Phobetor or Icelos, who appeared in that of

brutes; and Phantasos, who assumed the shape of inani-

mate creatures. He was supposed to rove through the air

to disperse his dreams among men. Delusive dreams

were supposed to pass through a gate of ivory, and the

true through one of horn. The early part of the morning

was the time in which dreams were thought to deserve

the most regard.

Those in pursuit of prophetic dreams resorted to the

means they deemed the best calculated to secure that

end. They were careful of their diet, eating nothing diffi-

cult of digestion. Some fasted all one day, and drank no
wine for three days. They avoided eating fish, as they

were supposed to be difficult of digestion. Many slept in

a white garment, and before retiring, sacrificed to Mercury.
They procured an interpreter when the dreams were
obscure or too ambiguous.

h. Divination by sacrifice. The premises from which
conclusions were drawn here were the external parts of the

victim, its motions, its entrails, the flame which consumed
it, the cakes and flour, the wine and water, and some other

things. As the apparent willingness of the victim to be

sacrificed was deemed important as a favorable omen, they

were accustomed to pour water into its ear, in order that

it might, by a nod, consent to the sacrifice. If the entrails

were decayed, deficient, irregular, or palpitated, the omen
was deemed unfavorable. If the liver was corrupted the

whole body was presumed to be, and all further examina-

tion was discontinued. Favorable indications were dravra

from its redness, from its soundness, from its large head,

and the turning in of its lappets ; unfavorable, from its dry-

ness, a tie between the parts, the destitution of a lappet, or

when it was entirely wanting. So also if it had blisters

or ulcers, if it was thin, parched, hard, or discolored, if it

had corrupt or vitiated humors, or was any way displaced.

Much reliance was placed on the appearance of the liver.
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So also if the heart was very little, palpitated much,

was wrinkled or lean, misfortune was portended.

Two gall bladders, or one large one very full, portended

fierce and bloody, but prosperous battles. Indications

were also drawn from the spleen, lungs and intestines,

favorable if they were healthy, unfavorable if the con-

trary.

They also drew indications from the fire that consumed

the sacrifice. These were favorable if it readily consumed

the victim, if it was bright and pure, if its sparks ascended

in the form of a pyramid, and if it continued till all was

reduced to ashes. The contrary of these were deemed
unfavorable. The result of this species of divination exer-

cised a very great influence and control over the actions

of the Greeks. They would desist from enterprises appa-

rently favorable, and undertake such as were doubtful and
hazardous, according as the entrails of the victims dis-

suaded or encouraged them.

c. Hydromancy or divination by water. Of this there

were two kinds : first, a basin was filled with water within

which was a ring suspended from a string which was
held with one finger while he who performed the opera-

tion pronounced certain words, and, according as the ring

struck against the sides of the basin, he drew from it his

predictions; the second was accomplished by conjuring

up spirits who appeared at the bottom of the basin. There
was also a divination by fountain water which was per-

formed by throwing into it lots, or a kind of dice. When
they sank to the bottom it was deemed favorable, but when
they remained on the surface it was a bad omen.

d. Pyromancy or divination by fire. One method was
to observe the sparkling of the flame, or the light of a

lamp. Another method consisted in filling bladders with
wine, which were thrown into the fire. The future events

were presaged by observing in what manner the wine ran

out when the bladder burst. They also threw pitch into

the fire, and attended to the manner of its burning, and to

the smoke that ascended from it.
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e. Divination by birds, insects, etc. Because birds were

almost ever on the wing, they were supposed to observe

and know the most secret actions of men, and to be ac-

quainted with all events. They were fortunate or unfortu-

nate, either from their own nature, or from the place or

manner of their appearance. If a flock of various kinds

of birds flew about any person, it was accounted a good

omen. If an eagle appeared brisk, clapped his wings, or

sported in the air, flying from the right hand to the left, it

was reckoned one of the best omens the gods could give.

If eagles, vultures, kites, and other birds of prey followed

an army, or continued for any considerable time in any
place, it was considered as presaging bloodshed and death.

The hawk was an unlucky bird, and portended disaster or

death if he was seen seizing his prey, unless the prey

escaped, and then it denoted deliverance from danger.

The buzzard was an ominous bird. Swallows flying

about, and resting upon any place, were an unlucky omen.

Owls were ill-omened except at Athens, where, their being

sacred to Minerva, changed their character.

The dove was a lucky bird. So also was the swan,

especially to mariners. Eavens were much observed, from

being the companions of Apollo. "When they appeared

about an army they were dangerous omens. Their croak-

ing on the right hand was accounted a good omen ; on

the left, a bad one. The G-recian augurs faced towards

the north, having the east on their right hand, and the

west on their left. Omens appearing towards the east

were accounted fortunate, because from that part of the

world, the great principle of light and heat, of motion and

life, flrst diff'uses its influence. If they appeared in the

west they were deemed unfortunate, because of the sun

declining in that part. Some persons professed to under-

stand the language of birds, and therefore to be privy to

the most secret transactions.

Ants sometimes foretold good, sometimes evil. Bees

were looked upon as an omen of future eloquence. Comets

were thought to portend something dreadful.
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The true cause of the eclipses of the sun and moon was

unknown, and hence they have so terrified the beholders.

The course of lightnings was observed. If it appeared on

the right hand it was accounted a good omen. Not so if

it appeared on the left. The ignes lambens, lambent flame,

was a good omen, and presaged future prosperity.

Earthquakes were unfortunate omens. They were sup-

posed to be caused by E'eptune. The winds were thought

to be prophetical. Thunder was a good or bad omen
according to its position. If heard on the right hand it

was esteemed lucky; the contrary if on the left.

/. Divination by lots. All lots were sacred to Mercury,

who was supposed to preside over this divination. They
were commonly black and white beans, little clods of

earth, pebbles, dice, and such things as were distinguished

by certain characters. These were first cast into a vessel,

whence after supplications made to the gods to direct

them, they were drawn out, and future events conjectured

according to the characters.

Somewhat akin to this was the prophesying by rods.

Two sticks were erected, then a certain charm muttered,

and according as the sticks fell, whether backwards or for-

wards, towards the right or left, they gave advice in any
matter.

Another method of divination by lots was this. Any
person desirous of prying into the future took with him a

certain number of lots, distinguished by several characters

or inscriptions, and walking in the public road, requested

the first boy that met him to draw. If that which was
drawn agreed with what he had conceived in his own
mind, it was considered an infallible prophecy.

g. Divination by ominous words and things. The
Greeks derived omens from a great many sources. They
derived them from marks on the body; from sudden
mental emotions and perturbations, those especially which
seized on men without any visible cause, and which were
therefore imputed to the operation of demons. They also

derived them from the palpitations ofthe heart, and the eye,

20
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that of the right eye being accounted a lucky omen, and a

ringing in the right ear was an omen of the same character.

Sneezing was held sacred, and was most superstitiously ob-

served. It was not always a lucky omen, but varied accord-

ing to circumstances. Sneezing between midnight and the

next succeeding midday was accounted fortunate, but

between midday and midnight unfortunate. Sneezing at

table while the things were removing was au ill omen. If

another happened to sneeze on the left hand it was unlucky,

but if on the right, lucky. The sneezing of two men
together who were deliberating on business was accounted

a favorable omen. Any one sneezing at certain times, or

on a particular side, was sufficient to persuade to the un-

dertaking, or to discourage from engaging in business of

the greatest importance.

All monstrous or frightful births, sudden and unusual

inundations, the unexpected withering or decay of trees

and fruits, the noise of beasts, or any accidents that

happened to men, or other creatures, contrary to the com-
mon course of nature, were thought to be certain signs of

the displeasure of the gods. The simple fact of a weasel

crossing the road was a sufficient reason for deferring a

public assembly for that day.

Certain times were regarded as ominous, some days

being accounted fortunate and the cause of success, others

unfortunate and the occasion of misfortune. Some days

were proper for one kind of business, some for another,

and others for none at all.

A bad omen was averted, either by throwing a stone

at the thing, or if it were an animal, by killing it. This

was done in order that the evil which it foreboded, might

fall on its own head. On getting sight at a madman or

an epileptic person, it was customary to spit three times

into their bosoms. This was done in defiance of the

omen, spitting being a sign of the greatest contempt and

aversion.

3. The Grecian religion considered in its magic. Magic

has been defined, the art of producing in nature efl'ects
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above the power of man, by the assistance of the gods,

upon using certain words and ceremonies.^ Those who
were in the practice of it, were generally acquainted with

certain secret powers, properties- and affinities of bodies, by
which they were enabled to produce surprising effects, and
these, although really produced by natural causes, pro-

cured them credit in their pretensions to supernatural and
miraculous power.

Magic was not originated by the Greeks. It was prac-

ticed among the eastern nations, and the knowledge of it

was obtained by the Greeks, principally from Persia. Its

introduction into Greece is said to have been by Oethanes,

who accompanied Xerxes in his expedition.

Although it would seem that in early periods of time,

the magicians applied themselves to the study of philo-

sophy, and made strict search into the curious works and
mysteries of nature, yet, in subsequent times, the science

degenerated ; nature was no longer studied ; demons were
invoked, and mean arts substituted in the place of higher
and nobler studies. Little is to be found in Greece under
that name, but its incantations, and these are not in kind
much unlike the divinations to which reference has already
been made.

One species of it was, that in which answers were
given by deceased persons. Sometimes a bone or vein of
a dead body was used for this purpose. At others, warm
blood was poured into the body, with the view of renewing
its life, or some other enchantments were resorted to, in

order to restore the dead to life. Sometimes the attempt
was made, by incantations and ceremonies, to raise the
ghosts of the deceased. Thus Orpheus restored to life

his wife, Eurydice ; and Periander, the tyrant of Corinth,

was affrighted by the apparition of his wife, Melissa, whom
he had murdered.

There was also a species of magical divination by water,

in which they observed the various impressions, changes.

^Maya's Mytliology, i, 273.
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fluxes, refluxes, colors, and images in tlie water. The

future condition of a sick person was foretold by Ms look-

ing well or ill in a looking-glass dipped into water. Some-

times they cast three stones into the water, and observed

the turns made by them in sinking.

Another method was to fill certain round glasses with

clear water, and to place about them lighted torches.

The demon was then invoked, and the question to be solved

proposed. The alterations in the glasses were observed

with the greatest care by a chaste boy or a pregnant

woman. The demon returned the answer by images in

the glasses, which by reflection from the water represented

what should come to pass.

There was also a magical incantation performed by
polished and enchanted crystals, in which future events

were signified by certain marks and figures.

Another species of divination was performed by covering

the nails of a chaste boy with oil or soot, which they turned

to the sun, believing that by the reflection of his rays, cer-

tain images were made to represent the events that should

happen.

In order to discover a thief, or other criminal, they fixed

an axe or hatchet so exactly upon a round stake that it

might be equally poised. They then prayed and repeated

over the names of those whom they suspected, and the

person at whose name the hatchet moved was deemed

guilty.

There was another curious magical incantation per-

formed through the agency of a cock, in the following

manner. The twenty-four letters of the alphabet were

written in the dust, and on each one was laid a grain of

wheat or barley. A cock, magically prepared, was then let

loose among them. The letters, out of which he picked

the corn, being joined together, were thought to declare

whatever was wished to be known.
They also laid a number of straws on a red hot iron,

and then observed the figures, curves, and sparkles, which

they made in burning.
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In the divination by ashes, they wrote the question, to

which they desired an answer, in ashes on a board, or

something similar to it. They then exposed the board to

the open air, where they allowed it to remain for some

time. The letters which were found perfect, which were

not defaced by the winds or other accidents, were sup-

posed to contain the answer required.

There was also a divination by herbs, in which they

wrote their own names, and their questions on leaves,

generally of the sage or tig. These leaves they exposed to

the wind, and as many of the letters as remained in their

own places were taken up, and being joined together con-

tained an answer to the question.

They also melted wax over a vessel of water, dropping

it within three certain spaces, at the same time observing

the figure, situation, distance, and concretion of the drops.

There were many other sorts of divination, or species of

enchantments. There was one performed by certain medi-

cated and enchanted compositions of herbs, minerals, etc.

Strange and wonderful effects were said to be produced by

them, some taken inwardly causing blindness, madness,

love, etc., some infected by a touch; others spread their

poison, operating on persons at a great distance.

The eclipse of the moon was thought to be effected by
the power of magic, and hence they used drums, kettles,

trumpets and hautboys, for the purpose of drowning the

voices of the magicians, that their charms might not reach

her.

These will serve as sufficient instances of the divination

or magical incantations of the Grecians.'

4. The Grecian religion considered in its mysteries.

"We have seen in the east, especially in Egypt, that much
was made of mystery, its veil being eagerly sought to con-

ceal the things they considered sacred from the gaze of

common men. They probably supposed that respect and
reverence for those things would be better secured by

' BoUnson's Ardixologia Qr(ma, 270 ; Potter's Antiquities of Greece, 313.
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their concealment behind this impenetrable veil. JBut the

Grecian spirit delighted not in mystery. Its course was

a bold and a free one, and with silence and secrecy it held

small communion.

It would be strange, however, if mystery found no place

among the religious observances of Greece. We should

at least expect to find some of its remains embracing

within their folds the remnants of an earlier faith than

that of the Hellenes. "We accordingly find the Cabeiria

and the Elusinia, the former celebrated on the island of

Samothrace, and the latter at Eleusis. The first are little

known, the last, by way of eminence, are styled the

mysteries.

In what these last really consisted is now but very im-

perfectly known. I can only state a few things in refer-

ence to their introduction and continuance ; their officers

;

their principle of admission ; their ceremonies and me-

thod of initiation, and the object had in view.

In regard to their introduction, some considered Eumol-

pus, or Musseus, to be their founder; others claim that they

were introduced from Egypt by Erechtheus; while others

still attribute them to Demeter or Ceres herself, who while

in pursuit of her lost Proserpine, was believed to have

come to Attica during the reign of Erechtheus, and having

supplied the inhabitants with corn, instituted the mysteries

at Eleusis. By whoever introduced they were celebrated

in honor of Ceres, and their introduction in al! probability,

marks an era or period, when the people of Attica were

turning their attention to the pursuits of agriculture.

They survived the independence of Greece, and although

Valentinian made an efibrt to suppress them, yet they

continued down to the time of the elder Theodosius. They

lasted in all about eighteen hundred years.

The principal officer was the hierophant, who was a

citizen of Athens, and held his office during life. He was

obliged to live chaste and single, and to devote himself

wholly to the deities. He had three attendants ; a torch-

bearer who was permitted to marry ; a sacred herald ; and
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one who ministered at the altar. There were besides in-

ferior officers who had their respective duties assigned them.

The initiated into the mysteries were by no means con-

fined to the priests, which goes to show that it was not an

exclusively religious festival. Persons of both sexes and

of all ages were initiated. The Athenians were admitted

to the ceremonies from the most tender age and those who
had never participated in them requested to be admitted

before they died. The initiation was open to all the

Greeks, but an ancient law excluded the people of every

other nation. It was even considered a crime of a very

heinous nature to neglect the initiation into these myste-

ries, and this formed a part of the accusation for which

Socrates was condemned to death.^

The mysteries were divided into the less and the greater.

The former in honor of Proserpine were celebrated in

I^^ovember at Agrse near the river Hissus, the latter in

honor of Ceres in August, at Eleusis in Attica. The former

was, in fact, but little more than a preparation for the latter,

the purification which they then underwent being required

for admission into the greater mysteries.

The candidate for initiation into the greater mysteries

was compelled to go through the previous rites of fasting

and purification. He was afterwards led into the vestibule

of the temple, the doors being yet closed. Here the pro-

fane being commanded to retire, the worshiper remained

alone. Strange sounds fell upon his ear, strange sights

upon his vision. Thunder rolled around, lightning flashed

through the darkness, light and gloom succeeding each

other with startling rapidity. The temple doors being

thrown open, the interior appeared lit up with superhuman
splendor. The eye was now dazzled with the most vivid

and beautiful colors, while the ear was charmed with the

most melodious sounds. The initiated was now admitted

to behold visions of the creation of the universe, to see the

workings of the divine agency by which the machine of

^Bobinson's Arelmologia Grmca, 393.
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the world was regulated and controlled, to contemplate the

state of society which prevailed upon the earth before the

visit of Ceres to Attica, and to witness the introduction of

agriculture, of sound laws, and of gentle manners, which

followed the steps of that goddess ; to recognize the im-

mortality of the soul, as typified by the concealment of corn

sowed in the earth, by its revival in the green blade, and

by its full ripeness in the golden harvest ; or as the same

idea was otherwise expressed, by the abduction of Proser-

pine to the region of darkness, in order that she might

pass six months beneath the earth, and then arise again to

spend an equal time in the realms of light andjoy. Above
all, they were invited to view the spectacle of that happy
state in which they themselves, the initiated, were to exist

hereafter. These revelations were supposed to contain the

greatest happiness to which man could aspire in this life,

and to assure him of such a bliss as nothing could exceed

or diminish in the next.^

It has recently been observed by travelers that the pave-

ment of the sanctuary of the temple at Eleusis is rough and

unpolished, and much lower than that of the adjacent

portico, rendering it extremely probable that a wooden

floor, on a level with the portico, covered the present floor

and concealed a vault destined to admit the action of

machinery, beneath the sanctuary, for moving the floor.

In the soil of an interior vestibule, they observed two deeply

indented grooves, or ruts, which they supposed were in-

tended to receive the pulleys which served in the mysteries

to raise a heavy body, perhaps a moving floor. They also

perceived further on other grooves which might have served

as counterbalances to raise the floor. They also detected

places for wedges to fix it, immovable at the desired height.

There were eight holes bored in blocks of marble and

raised above the ground, four on the right and four on the

left, adapted to receive pegs of large dimensions.^

'Bmight's Orecian and Roman Mytliology, 157, 158. '^Philosophy of
Magic, i, 243, 344.
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The performances at the celebrations were of various

kinds, and required a number of days to complete them.

They embraced assembling together ;
purifying themselves

by bathing in the sea ; offering sacrifices ; making solemn

processions ; running about with torches ; carrying the

statue of Inachus from Ceranicus to Eleusis ; and engaging

in sports in which the victors were rewarded with a mea-

sure of barley, that being the first kind of grain reputed

to have been sown at Eleusis.^

The principal object had in view was the leading a more
regular and virtuous life by means of the initiation into

the mysteries. It was supposed to recommend them to

the peculiar protection of Ceres and Proserpine, and to

procure them a more perfect and certain happiness in the

other world.

The mysteries very probably concealed the elder forms

of nature-worship, which were common to the old Pelas-

gian prior to the rise of the Hellenic power. They served

to keep alive the symbolical meaning, and to preserve the

knowledge of the peculiar attributes of those divinities

which were incorporated into the popular religion under
new forms. While the poets made the gods moral agents,

the mysteries regarded them as the symbols of agencies,

powers and energies, which were ever at work in the uni-

verse around them, producing all the varieties of change
with which their senses made them acquainted.

YJH. The Grecian religion considered in the influence it

exerted and exercised upon the development of Grecian
mind and character.

This presents an important inquiry, and one that for the

first time becomes possessed of a very high degree of
importance. The religions of the east were connected

with the state, and were in a great measure confined

within the pale of the priest caste. That of Greece
achieved its emancipation from both, and hence becomes

Wwight's Grecian and Roman Mythology, 153.
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for the first time a legitimate element in the fashioning

and moulding of mind and character.

I have had occasion to remark that the elements of

humanity are incapable of development while they remain

so intimately connected as to be blended together and

enveloped within each other. Their successive develop-

ment is dependent on their successive separation, and hence

the inquiry becomes important, among what people this

separation first occurs. So far as this element is concerned,

we find it taking place in Greece. It would be strange in-

deed if that freedom which so strongly displays itself in the

other elements should be' wanting in this. A free spirit

once obtaining a foothold among the institutions of a

people, will be likely to extend itself through all their

varied developments. Even their gods are made to bathe

in the same glorious element, and are free from everything

except the decrees of fate.

The religion of the Greeks, aside from the teachings of

their philosophers, brought but few motives from a future

state to have a bearing upon the present. The shades

below had but few enjoyments, and those of a frigid and un-

substantial nature. Yet even this feature may have been

instrumental in stimulating them to attempt to derive the

utmost from this world, while they were clothed with flesh

and blood, and before they exchanged the substance for

the shadow. Hence may have in part resulted their full-

ness of life and eagerness for enjoyment.

One great feature noticeable in the Grecian gods is their

nearness to the Grecian mind. Their powers, qualities

and attributes so nearly resemble those, the most elevated,

which may fall to the share of humanity, that they almost

seem like familiar acquaintances. The influence they

would exert may well be presumed to be the greater in

proportion as their nearness became more fully realized.

The influence exerted by the Christian religion has

been extensive and salutary, because its great Head was
touched with the feeling of human infirmity. This prin-

ciple, therefore, should not be overlooked in calculating
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the influence exerted by the Grecian gods upon the Grecian

mind.

Another fact presenting also its claims for consideration,

is that the Grecian deities, being moral agents, and acting

under the influence of motives, everywhere furnish models

for imitation, not, it is true, unexceptionable, but such,

nevertheless, as profess an elevation above all human
standards. Possibly, the feature in which this elevation

consisted, was more greatness than goodness, but by

means of it, a standard, in some respects, greatly elevated,

was presented for imitation.

The Grecian mythology, its gods and goddesses, their

relations and acts, its myths, mysteries and fables, and all

other things connected with it, presented themes varied

and exhaustless, for the Grecian muses. Its influence,

therefore, upon the poetry of Greece, must have been elevat-

ing and refining, l^or should we forget that the influence

here was reciprocal, as no inconsiderable part of the

mythology owed its existence, certainly its embellishments,

to the creation of poetry.

ISTor was the poetic the only art which derived from

mythology, its subjects, motives and inspiration. Those
of painting and sculpture must rest under obligations,

correspondingly deep and extensive. The chef-d'osuvres of

Grecian art, especially those of the chisel, were the forms

of their gods. In them were found the purest, the highest,

the noblest models. The most faultless human form ideal-

ized, was that around which was poured the splendor of

deity. The Grecian artist, in moulding the forms of his

gods, assumed the most perfect human form, supplying

from his own ideality, whatever it required to render it

complete. Thus the Olympian Jupiter and the Apollo

Belvidere have challenged the admiration of all ages, for

their surpassing beauty and dignity, the paragons of per-

fection among the works of art.

But there is one other circumstance of great importance

in its bearings upon the Grecian mind, and through that,

upon the entire destinies of the race. To gather up know-
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ledge as a means of exercising power, has, in all ages,

stimulated the activity, and employed the energies of

certain classes of men. This we have seen in Egypt, and

the East was monopolized by the priest caste. But in

Greece this caste never existed. Hence the - acquisition of

knowledge and the cultivation of intellect, were equally

open to every inquiring mind. All restraint was removed;

every barrier was broken down ; and all, no matter what
their vocation or calling, were equally entitled to whatever

they could acquire, and to all the privileges of thought, of

study, of philosophy, of the practice of art. It is this

fact that will go far towards accounting for the astonish-

ing progress made by the Grecian mind, in the develop-

ment of this, and the other elements of humanity.



CHAPTER IV.

GREECE— ITS ELEMENT OF SOCIETY.

The Boeial instinct hag many different methods of de-

veloping itself; but their number depends much upon the

progress of the people in refinement. The Grecians, in

this respect, especially the Athenians, exhibit a wide di-

versity at different times. Very different, indeed, the

heroic age from that of Pericles.

The heroic age of Grreece was one in which life was rude,

simple and frugal. The bull, the ram, the he-goat, the

boar, furnished them their food. They had neither spoons,

forks, table cloths nor napkins.^ The luxuries, many of

the conveniences and most of the comforts of life were

wanting. Throughout the different states of Greece there

was neither repose nor security. Robbery and licentious-

ness reigned, and hence strength of body and indomitable

energy and courage were the most prized of nature's gifts.

"Wisdom, justice, probity, most of the moral virtues, failed

even to have names in the earlier Grecian dialects.^ "We
may notice presently, under the different heads, the great

progress made in manners, customs and modes of life.

Another fact, to which the attention should be early

drawn, is that the Greeks were by no means a homogene-
ous people. They were a collection of little states, mostly

republics, sometimes friendly, sometimes hostile to each

other. The two that decidedly take the lead in Grecian

history, are Sparta and Athens ; the one Doric, the other

Ionic. In almost all respects the social character, and
the manners, customs and modes of life in these two
republics were entirely different from each other. The
stateliness, taciturnity, and severe gravity of the Spartan,

' Goguet, n, 380, 381. " Idem, 393.
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contrasted strongly with the versatility, inquiring spirit,

and vivacity of the Athenian. Although situated at no

great distance from each other, yet the very antipodes could

not be more unlike.

The principal points to be considered under this element

are the following:

I. The affairs of love. Tokens expressive of it. Po-

tions—means of exciting and allaying it.

n. Marriage. Marriage ceremonies. Divorce.

III. Condition of women ; relative position of the sexes.

rV. Treatment ofinfants. Infanticide. "Wills. Descent

of property, how regulated.

V. Youth, its privileges and education or training.

VI. Manners and civil life among the Athenians and

Spartans.

Vn. The dress of the G-recians.

Vm. Their dwellings and furniture.

IX. Their food and drinks.

X. Their baths.

XI. Their times of eating, entertainments, materials of

which they consisted ; the ceremonies preceding and at-

tending them ; their manner of entertaining strangers.

XII. Sickness and death. CeremQnies attending each.

XTTT. Funeral ceremonies. Processions. Mourning.

XrV. Manner of interring and burning the dead.

XV. Honors paid to the dead. Sepulchres. Monu-
ments. Cenotaphs.

XVT. Amusements of the Greeks.

XV^n. Games that were common to all the Greeks.

I. The affairs oflove. Tokens expressive of it. Potions—
means of exciting and allaying it.

The natural language of the passions will, among every

people, clothe itself in such characters as to be easily and

readily understood. Among these that of love holds a

distinguished place. The lover found several means of

communicating his passion to the beloved. Her name
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was inscribed by him on the city's walls, its columns,

the plane tree, in its academy and public walks. This

refers more especially to the Athenians. Among them

the intercourse between the sexes, was, as we shall see,

much restricted, while in Sparta almost every restraint

was removed.

Another method common among the Athenians was to

decorate the doors of those they loved with flowers and

garlands. So also the weaving garlands for their hair

would indicate the prevalence of the passion.^ They also

made libations before the doors of their mistresses, sprink-

ling them with wine. When a person's garland was untied,

it was considered as a sign of being in love.^

They would not readily yield to an apparent want of

success. They resorted to various arts to secure a reci-

procity of the affections. Sometimes potions were adminis-

tered, whose operations were violent and dangerous,

depriving of their reason those who drank them. There
were several curious ingredients which entered into these

philters. Among these was a piece of flesh from the fore-

head of a young colt, resembling a fig, which the mares

bite off as soon as they have foaled, or forsake their young
if they are prevented from doing so. Hence it was sup-

posed its peculiar qualities resulted. It was taken, reduced

to powder, and dissolved in the blood of the lover.*

Some herbs were made use of for this purpose, also in-

sects bred from putrid matter; the lamprey, the lizard,

the brains of a calf, the hair on the extremity of the wolf's

tail, with some of his secret parts, and the bones of the left

side of a toad eaten by ants. The bones on the right side

were supposed to cause hatred. Besides these, were also

used the blood of doves, the bones of snakes, the feathers

of screech owls, and bands of wool twisted upon a wheel,

more especially such as had been bound about a person

that hanged himself.

' St. John's Manners and Customs of Ancient Greece, i, 420. ^BoMnson's
ArcTuEologia Orcma, 444. ' Idem, 4AA.
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There were many other strange ingredients used by the

enchantress, such as rays, torches and relics. If a nest

of young swallows was buried in the earth till they died,

and then the vessel opened, those found with their mouths

shut were supposed to allay the passion of love, and those

with their mouths open, gaping for food, to excite it. The
most powerful ingredient was the marrow and dried liver

of a boy who had been buried to the chin iti the ground,

and there left to consume from want. Some tied about

the left arm the udder of an hyena, others taking hard olives

or barley bran, cast them into the fire. It was also cus-

tomary to melt wax, by which to mollify the heart of the

person whom they desired.^

They were also accustomed to imitate all those actions

which they wished the person beloved to perform. They
made an image of wax, called it after the name of the

beloved, and then placed it near a fire, the heat of which

as they supposed not only affected the image but also the

person represented by it at the same time.

They would occasionally deposit in the ground, under-

neath the threshold, the pledges of their lover. They also

tied three knots of love, the object of which was to unite

the affections of the beloved person with their own.

The Greeks also professed to have the means of allaying

the passion of love, at least of that species of it which

originated from magical incantations. The antidotes were

of two kinds. The one consisted of those substances which

possessed some natural virtue, to which the production of

the effect might be attributed, as the herbs which were sup-

posed enemies to generation. The other included all such

as wrought the cure by some occult or mystical power,

and by the assistance of demons. As instances of this

latter, may be cited the sprinkling of the dust in which a

mule had rolled herself, and the confining of toads in the

hide of a beast lately slain. Another method of curing

love, was to wash in the water of the river Selemnus.^

' Mobinson's ArcTueologia Grceca, 445. 'Idem, 4A7, 448

j
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n. Marriage. Marriage ceremonies. Divorce. There

is some diversity of opinion in reference to-the time when

the institution of marriage was first introduced into Greece.

Many suppose, that prior to the age of Cecrops, there was

no institution of this kind among the people of Attica, that

they lived in a state of promiscuous intercourse. There is

no doubt but that from the time of Cecrops this institution

prevailed.

As the strength of states consisted in the number of

their inhabitants, it is natural to suppose that the Grecian

commonwealths would endeavor, as far as possible, to

render marriage honorable, and to encourage it by their

laws. The Spartans were particularly severe against those

who delayed too long entering into the marriage state.

ISTo man could live single beyond the time, without sub-

jecting himself to a number of penalties. One was, that

once every winter, he was compelled to run around the

public forum, quite naked, and to sing a song exposing

himself to ridicule. Another was, they were entirely

excluded from those exercises in which young virgins con-

tended naked. A third penalty they were called upon to

suffer, was, that upon the celebration of a certain solem-

nity, they were dragged round the altar by the women, who
were all the time beating them with their fists. Besides

these indignities, they were deprived of that respect, when
advanced in years, which the young at Sparta were ever

accustomed to pay to the aged. The Athenians also had
a Jaw which required those entrusted with public authority,

to be married, to have children, and estates in land, all

which were regarded as so many pledges of their good
behavior.''

The doctrine of polygamy never universally obtained in

Greece. The practice never seems to have been common,
although there were some instances of it in the early ages.

There were also sometimes extraordinary occasions when
great numbers of men were swept off by war or some

^BMnson's Archmologia Ormea, 44S, 449.
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Other calamity when this practice was resorted to, but in

general we find, in this respect, a more healthy doctrine

and practice prevailing in Greece than we have seen

throughout the east.

The time at which marriages should take place was

deemed of considerable importance, and differed among
different G-recian states. At Sparta neither sex was allowed

to marry until they had arrived at their full- strength, with

the view that the children which might be the fruits of it

might be strong, healthy and vigorous. What this exact

time was, does not precisely appear, but circumstances

render it probable that it was thirty in the male and twenty

in the female. At one period of time the Athenian citizen

was forbidden to marry under thirty-five years of age.

According to an old Athenian law the women were per-

mitted to marry at twenty-six.

Marriages were forbidden within certain degrees of con-

sanguinity. It was contrary to law in Sparta to marry any

of their kindred either in the line of ascent or descent, but

collateral relationship was not regarded as an objection.

They allowed marriage between those who had the same

mother but different fathers. The Athenians were for-

bidden to marry sisters by the same mother, but they were

permitted to those by the same father.'

The season of the year at which marriages the most

generally took place among the Athenians was the winter.

The month of January was particularly preferred. The

time at which there happened to be a conjunction of the

sun and moon was seized upon as the most favorable. In

most of the Grecian states citizens were only permitted to

marry with citizens, the introduction of foreigners or their

children to the rights of citizenship being regarded with

extreme jealousy.

The consent of both father and mother was necessary to

the marriage of a virgin. Even the men were not permit-

ted to marry without consulting their parents. The bro-

' Soiinson's Archmologia OrcBca, 450.
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thers of virgins disposed of them in marriage wlien they

had no fathers. In default of these that duty devolved

upon their grandfathers, and, when they were wanting,

upon their guardians. Sometimes husbands upon their

deathbeds betrothed their wives to other persons.

The persons who were to be married either plighted

their faith to each other or to their relations. This was
done by kissing each other, or giving their right hands.

In the early ages women had no portions or dowries,

being purchased by their husbands. When a greater

degree of refinement began to prevail in Grreece, the

custom was introduced for women to bring portions to

their husbands, and this was thought to entitle them to

greater respect from their husbands, and to greater freedom

with them. Lycurgus, the great Spartan legislator, entirely

abolished the custom in Sparta, being apprehensive either

that women might rule their husbands, or that men would
marry too much for the sake of money.
When there were orphan virgins without any inherit-

ance the next male in blood was obliged either to marry
her himself or to give her a portion according to his con-

dition. The state sometimes portioned those virgins whose
ancestors had been serviceable to their country, and who
had no relations to provide for them. The Greeks were,

in general, great lovers of money ; and this very universally

entered largely into their matrimonial speculations. When-
ever the wife brought a dowry it was expected that the

husband should make her a corresponding settlement,

which should ensure her maintenance in case he should
die or obtain a divorce from her.

Before the Athenian virgins were at liberty to marry
they were to be presented to Diana. This was to appease
the goddess. To her they were considered exclusively to

belong, and when they became marriageable, they were in

the habit of presenting certain baskets full of little curi-

osities to her, to obtain permission to leave her train.

So also other gods were consulted, and prayers and sa-

crifices oiFered them. The entrails of the victims were care-
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fully examined, and if any ill omens appeared, the nuptials

were prevented. So also the appearance of any ill-boding

omen without the victim had the same effect.

In general, except at Sparta, both the bride and bride-

groom were richly adorned, wearing upon their hair gar-

lands of various herbs and flowers. Even the house was
decked with garlands, besides being splendidly illuminated.

A pestle was tied upon the door; a maid carried a sieve;

and the biide herself an earthern vessel in which barley

was parched, the object of all these being to remind her

of her obligation to attend to the business of a family.

The time and manner in which the bride was conveyed

from her father's to her husband's house was in the even-

ing, in a chariot. They were attended by singers and

dancers, and on their arrival home, in some parts of

Greece, the axle-tree of the chariot in which they rode was

burnt, which was done to denote that the bride was

never to return.

A sumptuous entertainment awaited them at the bride-

groom's house, to which the relations and friends of the

married couple were invited. At this entertainment seve-

ral ceremonies were frequently observed. One at Athens

was the following, which was copied from the festival at

which they commemorated their change of diet from acorns

to corn : A boy partly covered with branches of hawthorn

and oak, appeared with a basket full of bread, and sang a

hymn beginning with these words :

I have left the worse, and found the better state.

After the entertainment, the bride and bridegroom were

conducted to the bridal chamber by the light of several

torches, around one of which the mother of the bride tied

her hair-lace, which she had taken from her daughter's

hair. When the couple were left alone, they were required

by the laws of Athens to eat a quince between them, the

object of which was to intimate that their conversation

ought to be pleasant and agreeable. During this time

young persons of both sexes sang and danced at the door
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to drown the maiden's complaints, if she made any, the

songs consisting of praises of the bride and bridegroom,

with wishes for their mutual happiness. "When morning

came, they again returned to salute the new married

couple with their morning songs. The entire day was

spent in receiving the salutations and visits of their friends,

and the presents bestowed upon them, the bride and bride-

groom also making presents to each other.

The marriage ceremonies of the Spartans differed from

those of all the other Greeks. Instead of having a pubUc

celebration, everything was there done in as private a

manner as possible. When everything had been settled

between the parties, the biidegroom at night made a secret

visit to his bride at her father's house. Before day he

returned to his comrades, at the gymnasia, and never, for

a long time, visited his wife except at night and by stealth,

as it was accounted a disgrace to be seen coming out

of his wife's apartment. They sometimes lived in this

clandestine manner for years, not unfrequently having

children by their wives before they ever saw their faces

by daylight.

In relation to divorce, the different Grecian states had
different laws and usages. The Cretans allowed a man
to divorce his wife when he was apprehensive of too large

a family. The Athenians permitted divorce upon slight

occasions, but they required a bill of divorce, stating

the reasons upon which it was claimed, first to be pre-

sented before the magistrate. The Spartans seldom di-

vorced their wives.

The wives could not so readily obtain a divorce from

their husbands, in any of the Grecian states. The Athe-

nians were, perhaps, the most favorable, allowing them to

separate fr»m their husbands on just occasions, but they

were required to present personally to the archon, a bill

of their grievances, before they could get such permission.

The union was at liberty to be dissolved by mutual con-

sent, each being, in such case, at liberty to contract a

second marriage.
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The terms expressing the separation of men and women

from each other, were different. Themen were said to dismiss

their wives; to loose them from their obligations; to cast

them out; to send them away; to put them away. Ifawoman
left her husband, it was termed simply to depart from him.

One consequence following divorce was, that the hus-

band obtaining it, was obliged to restore the portion he

received with his wife. K he failed to do this, the Athe-

nian laws obliged him to pay a reasonable sum per month,

for her support.

m. Condition of women ; relative position of tlie sexes.

One of the tests by which the extent of civilization is

measured, in any community, is the condition of women

;

the treatment to which they are subject; and the relative

position they hold in society. Among all savage nations

man has rendered them his slaves, by means of his larger

brain, his stronger arm, and his harder heart. In most

portions of the east, where a species of civilization has pre-

vailed, he has collected them together in his harems, where

their confinement, exclusion from the world, and depriva-

tion of freedom, has furnished but a poor equivalent for

the severe labors of the savage state. It is not, therefore,

wonderful that we turn with eagerness to Greece, aad

inquire what was the agency exerted by woman in ena-

bling her to work out the problem of her social condition.

During the heroic period of Grecian history the condi-

tion of women does not seem to have been materially

different from that of savage nations. They were charged

with almost all the laborious works of the house. They

ground the corn, baked the bread, fetched the water,

cleaned the apartments, made the beds, and lighted the

fire.* The more common employments were spinning,

weaving, needle-work, especially in the making of different

kinds of embroidery. There were often rooms in the

house specially appropriated to these employments. The

' Qoguet's Origin of Laws, 388, 389.
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management of provisions, and of other household aflFairs,

was often committed to their care. They conducted the

men to the bath and to bed, and perfumed, dressed and

undressed them.'

In the heroic ages the women were under less restraint

than at subsequent periods. Still, the intercourse between

the sexes was much more restricted than is aillowable by-

modem European usages. There was little ofthe chivalrous

devotion towards the sex which has prevailed more or less

extensively in modern Europe, but there was much nature,

truth and simplicity, which always furnishes a very reasona-

ble equivalent.

Prior to marriage, young persons of different sexes and

families seldom saw each other except in public, and at a

considerable distance. They were occasionally brought

nearer to each other at festivals, but opportunities for pri-

vate intercourse were seldom or never enjoyed.^

The heroic ages mark a transition state from barbarism

to a higher degree of refinement, and the condition of

woman was considerably improved. In the time of Cecrops

the influence of the Athenian women was very consider-

able even in matters of politics. The highest respect was
paid to the institution of marriage through the period of

the heroic ages, but the history of those ages abounds in

usurpations, murders and atrocities, in many of which

women bear no inconsiderable share.

The Grecian women, excepting the Spartans, seldom

appeared in strange company, and were generally confined

to the most remote parts of the house. Their lodgings

were usually in the highest rooms, which were distinct

from those assigned to the men. Those who had no hus-

bands were generally very strictly confined within their

lodgings, the apartment of the virgins being usually

guarded with locks and bolts. "Women recently married

were kept in almost as close confinement as virgins.'

^ EoUnson's ArduBologia Grraca, 473. ' ThirwcdVs Greece, i, 87. ^liobin-

son's ArcJimologia Oraiea, 470, 471.
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The most enliglitened of the Greeks limited the duties

of a good wife, housewife and mother, to the following

points : 1. That she should be faithful to her husband.

2. That she should go abroad and expose herself to the

view of strangers as little as possible. 3. That she should

take care of what the husband acquired, and spend it with

frugality ; and 4. That she should pay maternal attention

to the younger children of both sexes, and keep an inces-

santly watchful eye upon her grown-up daughters.^

Women in Greece were subjected to perpetual guardian-

ship. On the death of the father, those who were un-

married fell under the tutelage of the eldest brother, or

of their nearest male relative, who exercised the same

authority over their sisters and wards as their fathers had

possessed.^ Brothers were obliged to portion their sisters,

and, by the laws of Solon, the nearest relatives were

obliged to marry destitute orphans, or to give them a

dowry.

As the Grecian states acquired riches, and a greater

refinement of manners, a corresponding change took place

in the relations of the female sex. The Athens of Pericles

was altogether a different thing from that of Cecrops,

or even of Themistocles or Cimon. Among a people so

keenly alive to a sense of beauty, and whose appreciation

was so perfect, both of beauty of form and of mind, it

cannot be matter of wonder that courtesans, whose aim

was to possess both, should meet with great favor among
them. Besides, the time had obviously arrived, when

social intercourse required the presence and influence of

female manners, as an element, to soften the asperities of

male education, and to give a more graceful finish to the

vigor of manly minds. This might have been wisely

accomplished by throwing open the secluded apartments

;

permitting the women to mingle freely in society ; annul-

ling the distance which kept the sexes separate; and

rendering the one the equal companion of the other. But

' Meiner's History of tJie Female Sex, i, 367, 368. 'Idem, 375.
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all this was a very great deal too much for the feelings, pre-

judices and habits of thought of the Athenians, to sanction

or allow. Husbands looked upon their wives as their

property, and did not dare to remove the restrictions which

they supposed rendered them secure, while young men
revolted from the idea of marrying females who had been

too much exposed to public view. Thus, instead of ele-

vating the sister, wife, and mother into a position where

their social and moral virtues would have been irradiated

and rendered tenfold more lovely, by the light beaming

from the intellect, they substituted in her place, the cour-

tesan, whose perfection of person and mind might gratify

the sense of beauty, but whose lack of the crowning virtue

of the sex, must chill the heart at all susceptible to virtu-

ous emotion.

The Athenians, with their lively conceptions and ardent

sympathies, no doubt possessed a full knowledge of all the

elements that go to form the female character, because

they had all those elements among them, but they were
strangely distributed. In their wives they expected no-

thing but the humble household virtues. From the re-

tiracy in which they were born and nurtured, they could

expect little else. Their training and opportunities of

education were so narrow and hmited that their minds
would rarely travel out of the circle of every-day life, while
their manners would lack the polish which unrestrained

intercourse vsdth the world is almost certain to give. But
the female mind is well adapted to ready observation, just

reflections, keen insight into character, and sometimes to

the solution of deep scientific, social, political and moral
problems. Where could the Athenian find a place for this

species of mind ? Strange as it may appear, it was in the
courtesan, the woman of pleasure.

It is not improbable but that from the very solemnities

of religion, was derived a portion of the importance which
is found to have been attached to this class of women.
They were looked upon as servants of deity. The Asiatic

G-reeks originally honored common women as priestesses

23
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of Venus. So also in the luxurious and opulent Corinth,

they attained the same consequence and privileges. At

all the festivals of the Aphrodite goddess, the people

applied to the public courtesans as the most powerful

intercessors, and sometimes in the midst of dangers and

calamities, they made a vow to devote to her a new priest-

ess. Even Solon, the great Athenian law-giver, thought it

advantageous to Athens, to introduce there the worship of

the terrestrial Venus, and to invite thither courtesans as

her priestesses.^

They were not only tolerated, hut protected by the laws.

The state even derived a profit from them. A tax was
levied on them, the collection of which every year was
entrusted to those who were best acquainted with them.

Thus moral turpitude was sanctioned by law, and on the

one hand we behold a class of females possessing every

showy attraction and accomplishments, with bodily forms

and mental attainments such as would satisfy the most

fastidious taste; on the other, one domestic, immured,

possessing few of the graces of body or mind, few personal

attractions, but displaying the domestic virtues, and espe-

cially that crowning virtue of all, modesty. The first was

for public shows and pleasures, their use being that of the

common sewer, to carry off corruption. The last, it was

feared, could not be social without becoming depraved;

and could not preserve their virtues without being se-

cluded. In this way -it was supposed that men might

enjoy the charms of the sex without endangering the chas-

tity of those whose homely virtues they were unwilling to

dispense with.

During some of the first generations succeeding the age

of Solon, such was the force of public opinion, that the

presence of courtesans occasioned no great mischief to the

men and morals of Athens. But in the age of Pericles

public opinion began to experience a change, which became
more and more palpable until the downfall of Grecian

' Meiner's History of the Female Bex, i, 279.
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liberty. This change was probably owing to Aspaaia, and

the school she established in Athens. This beautiful,

accomplished, and highly gifted woman, a native of Miletus,

first the mistress and subsequently the wife of Pericles,

exercised an influence and a power in Greece very greatly

superior to any ever exercised there by any other woman.
She was endowed with a mind more beautiful than her beau-

tiful form. Her genius drew around her all those who had
a taste for the beautiful, or a desire to cultivate their minds.

At her house, eloquence, politics and philosophy were daily

discussed, and ladies of the highest rank resorted thither

to acquire some of the accomplishments by which she was
distinguished. Large concessions must certainly be made
to the mind that could be a fit companion for Pericles, and
could teach rhetoric to Socrates.

Another, at a subsequent period, still more distinguished

for her admirable symmetry of proportion and beauty of

form, was Phryne, who seiwed as the model to Praxiteles

for his Cnidian Venus, and also to Apelles for his Aphro-
dite rising from the sea. So immense were the treasures

she amassed, that she offered to rebuild the walls of

Thebes, after their destruction by Alexander, entirely out
of her own resources.

The result of thus polishing vice, and refining and beau-
tifying those agencies whose legitimate operation is to

undermine and effect the overthrow of the social fabric,

could not be long in displaying itself. The superior per-

fections of the courtesan, with her thousand attractive arts,

was an overmatch for the sober, staid virtues of the wife,

with her homely domestic qualities. Hence men of all

ranks threw themselves into the arms of the former who
undoubtedly were more interesting and accomplished than
their own secluded wives and daughters. A very natural

result was, that in the ages succeeding that of Pericles and
Socrates, the most celebrated generals, statesmen, orators,

philosophers, poets and artists, lived in celibacy, keeping
courtesans who accompanied them in journeys and in war.
During these periods, courtesans amassed great wealth,
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were admired for their varied knowledge, and their ele-

gant writing. The Greeks erected to them splendid mon-

uments, and wrote and published their lives and adven-

tures. A golden statue in honor of Phryne was erected

at Delphi, the workmanship of Praxiteles, and was placed

on a pillar of marble between Archidamus, king of Sparta,

and Philip, king of Macedon.
As public prosperity declined, and the arts and sciences

disappeared, the Aspasias and the Phrynes, those living

models of beauty and perfection, no longer appeared.

They vanished with the taste to which they administered

gratification. But the vices, although divested of their

beautiful drapery, still remained. The number of courte-

sans remained undiminished, although their mental qualifi-

cations had ceased to be attractive. They still retained their

rapacity, their intemperance, their debauchery and extrava-

gance. All these continued even to augment and increase

with the same rapidity as the moral state and condition

of the Greeks sunk into corruption and decay. So true

is it, that a permanent national prosperity, can only be

based upon great and enduring moral principles.

In the observations hitherto made under this head, no

reference has been had to the condition of women in

Sparta. Here is, perhaps, to be found, the widest difier-

ence between the inhabitants of this republic and the other

Grecian states.

We have but little reliable knowledge as to what was the

condition of the Spartan women before the age of Lycurgus.

If their condition, previously, was similar to what it was

in the other Grecian states, the change then effected, pro-

claims, in a peculiarly strong manner, the influence and

the power of that extraordinary man.
The principles upon which females were reared up in

Sparta,, were the reverse of those adopted in other Grecian

states. Instead of being confined, aud treated, in some
respects, like prisoners, they enjoyed an almost unlimited

amount of freedom. The girls, in their education, were
treated as if they formed a part of the repubhc. They
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even practiced, like the boys, in the public gymnasiums,

all those exercises that are the best calculated to give

health, strength and beauty. These exercises were of

such a nature, that, in order to be successful competitors,

they were required to divest themselves of all their

apparel. This they made no difficulty in doing. Their

ordinary dress was far less cumbersome, and much less

adapted to concealment than that of the other women of

Greece. It was so open, as, with the slightest effort, to

leave many parts of the body exposed. The effect of this

was not to produce indifference on the part of the Spar-

tans, but, on the contrary, to inflame their appetites, and

to render them, much more than other Greeks, addicted

to women.
The applause or censure of the women had a powerful

effect upon the men of Sparta. Young females had a habit

of banding together in choirs, and of singing eulogies and

satirical songs, which proved one of the strongest incentives

to youths and men to stimulate them to great achievements.

The gymnastic exercises in which the girls were trained

had the effect of giving to the Spartan women a personal

beauty, and a courage, fortitude, and power of endurance

much beyond those possessed by any other Grecian women.
It was also the effect of these same exercises, combined

with some other peculiar practices, to give them a mascu-

line energy, a forward boldness, and an amount of preten-

sions in every respect extremely unbecoming the sex.

The peculiar practices to which I more especially refer

are those authorized by Lycurgus relative to the exchange
and lending of wives. He permitted husbands to exchange
their wives, the object being to have more perfect children

born to the state. Old men might lend their wives to

those who were young and vigorous. Men who were dis-

tinguished by their valor or personal qualifications might
even demand of an husband an interview with his wife.

In permitting these extraordinary innovations upon princi-

ples which the common sense of mankind hold sacred,

Lycurgus sought to furnish good subjects, to the state, but
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at the hazard of unsettling the bonds of wedlock, and es-

tablishing a community of wives.

It is true these practices did not seem productive of bad

effects while the institutions of Lycurgus continued in full

force. Their poverty, simplicity of manners, and equality

or community of property, together with their love of

country, amounting almost to an absorbing passion, pre-

vented these practices from producing their legitimate

results. But soon after the termination of the Peloponne-

sian war the barriers erected by Lycurgus began to be

thrown down. The victories achieved over foreigners, and

the extension of the Spartan power and arms, introduced

foreign wealth and luxuries. The poverty and simpli-

city of the Spartan disappeared. Foreign treasures and

foreign vices took their places. Love of country was
succeeded by love of self. The motive to self-indulgence

became strong. The seeds of corruption which had hither-

to lain dormant in the hearts of the women of Sparta now
sprung up with a rapidity which it was impossible to check.

Females, both married and single, dishonored themselves,

their husbands and their fathers, depraved the minds of

youth and of their fellow citizens, and rendered a return

to the ancient constitution and the virtues of their fore-

fathers difficult or totally impracticable. As early as the age

of Plato and Xenophon, and still more in the time of Aris-

totle, female honor was more rare at Sparta than public

virtue, and such was the depravity of the sex, that the Lace-

daemonian females were a scandal to all the rest of Greece.

The most intelligent observers were ofopinion, that the cor-

ruption of the women was the principal cause of the decline

and overthrow of the Spartan state. ^ There was prevalent

almost a perfect community of wives. So wide-spread was

this profligacy, that women envied an adulteress the posses-

sion of a handsome and valiant paramour. Even during

these times, however, Sparta produced females, who, by
their courage, would have done honor to the laws of Lycur-

'Meiner's History of the Female Sex, i, 290, 391.
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gu8, had they not been disgraced by the irregularities of

the rest of their lives. One of these, when reminded of

the good fortune of the women of Laced^mon, rephed

:

" We are worthy to govern men, because we alone bring

men into the world."

It was remarked that the more flagrant and outrageous

the debaucheries of the Spartan women became, the more

immoderate were their pretensions, and the more absolute

their authority over their degenerate husbands. They

began even to lose the character of wives, and to be

treated ag mistresses, and to assume the authority usually

exercised by the latter over their husbands and lovers.

They even became the principal proprietors of property,

both real and personal, which increased their arrogance

and pretensions. The men who were controlled by women
soon ceased to rule over other men, or even to maintain

their own independence. The Spartan fame and even

name ceased from among the nations.

IV. Treatment of infants. Infanticide. "Wills. De-

scent of property, how regulated. The Grrecian mothers

were subjected to certain rules prior to the birth of their

children. Their food and exercises were regulated either

by the laws, or by the manners and customs. In most of

the Grecian states they were required to lead a sedentary,

inactive, and tranquil life. In Sparta, however, it was
directly the reverse. There, women while in that condi-

tion were required to be abroad, engaged in their usual

athletic recreations, eating and drinking as at any other

period of time.

Infants newly born in most of the Grrecian states were
bathed in cold water. In Sparta a different practice pre-

vailed. They were there bathed in wine, under the im-

pression that, if strong and vigorous, they would acquire

by it a greater degree of firmness; but if feeble, it would
produce convulsions and death. Swaddling bands were
in general use throughout the rest of Greece but not at

Sparta.
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Considerable importance was attached to the thing on

which the infant was first placed on its entrance into the

world. Among the Athenians this was on a wrapper

adorned with an embroidered figure of the Gorgon's head,

which was the device represented on the shield of Athena

or Minerva. In other parts of Greece, particularly at

Sparta, the child's first bed was a shield.

The Spartan management of children differed in several

respects from that of all the other Greeks. They accus-

tomed them early to the use of any sort of meat, and also

to endure the want of it. They taught them tojiave no

apprehensions of the dark, nor to be froward and peevish.

The Spartan nurses were in great request through all

Greece.

On the fifth day after birth the child was introduced

into the family, and put under the protection of the house-

hold gods. This was celebrated as a festival with expres-

sions ofjoy at which they received gifts from their friends.

On the seventh day the child was usually named, and

this also was honored with festival solemnities. Others

named them on the tenth day. Their names were some-

times given from certain actions, from their condition, or

from certain personal qualities.

It becomes necessary here to advert to a cruel practice

quite common in Greece, that is the subject of infanticide.

The destruction of infant life in Sparta was reduced to an

organized system. Individuals possessed not the right to

preserve or destroy their own offspring. That right be-

longed exclusively to the state. Every child, soon after its

birth, was required by law to be subjected to the inspec-

tion of certain officers appointed for that purpose, who
determined on its claim for life or death. Those that

appeared strong and robust, they decided to live, while

those having a weak, sickly appearance they directed to be

thrown into the Apothetse, a deep cavern at the foot of

Mount Taygetos. In this there was a double object. The
one was to secure to the state perfect physical men and
women. The other, to drain off, by this means, their sur-
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plus population. Infanticide was also practiced at Athens,

but on a different principle. It was the father who was

there the arbiter of life and death, and not the state. The

means by which their death was accomplished, was gene-

rally by exposure. They were placed in jars and exposed

in desert places, or in the crowded quarters of the city.

It was a practice sometimes resorted to, to tie to the child-

ren thus exposed, jewels, rings, necklaces, etc., with the

double view of enabhng them afterwards to recognize

them if they should happen to be preserved, and also to

create a motive which might operate upon any one who

might find them, either to preserve and bring them up,

or at least to buy them.

From this barbarous custom the Thebans formed an

honorable exemption. They rendered the murder of in-

fants a capital offense. Those who were born of parents

unable to provide for their maintenance were brought up

at the public charge, but in return, when grown up, the

public had a right to their services until they were ade-

quately compensated for what had been expended in bring-

ing them up.

The children designed to be reared to maturity, the

Greeks brought up in their own houses, and the mothers

suckled them with their own milk. Women of the highest

distinction never disdained this ofB.ce.

The earliest toy, among the children of Greece, consisted

generally of the rattle. To this succeeded balls of many
colors, with little chariots. They also amused themselves

with puppets, which was an invention of remote antiquity.

So also whipping the bembyx or top was among their

earliest sports. Sometimes spinning their tops with cord.

The hoop also formed one of the playthings of the Hellenic

children. "WTiat is now termed blindman's-bufi" was played
by them. There were also several other sports and pastimes,
such as ball, odd and even, etc., which were substantially

the same as are played at present, showing that many of
our earliest sports are the same that enlisted in their hearty
performance the young limbs of the sons of Grecian heroes.

24
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There were commonly reckoned three sorts of children

in Greece. 1. Those born in wedlock. 2. Those who

were illegitimate ; and 3. Those who became such by adop-

tion. According to the Athenian laws those who had no

legitimate sons were obliged to leave their estates to their

daughters, who were liable to forfeit their inheritance un-

less they would consent to marry their nearest relation.

All such and their nearest relation could claim marriage

of each other, and in case of refusal the injured party had
a right of action.

Those having no legitimate issue were allowed to adopt

whom they pleased. Those adopted were invested with

all the rights and privileges, and subject to all the duties

of children born in wedlock. There were very properly

provisions against desertion by those who were adopted.

By a law of Solon they could not renounce their adoption

until after they had children born to bear the name of the

person who had adopted them. Having done that they

might renounce and claim inheritance and kindred in the

family they had left. In case those adopted died without

issue, the inheritance did not leave the families into which

they were adopted, but descended to some relative of that

family. If a man after he had adopted a son, married and

had one born in wedlock, his estate descended equally to

the two. It was an ancient custom for the legitimate sons

to divide their fathers' estates by lot, all sharing equally

without any reference to priority of birth; and, in case

there were any illegitimate, allowing them a small portion.

Where there were neither legitimate nor adopted children

the inheritance descended to the nearest relatives. In

case of death without lawful heirs the inheritance de-

scended to the prince, the commonwealth, or the supreme
magistrate as the laws directed.^

In relation to the making of last wills and testaments,

there was a different doctrine prevailed in different states.

In some, men were permitted to dispose of their estates

' BoUnson's Archaeologia Qrmca, 483, 484.
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in this manner; in others, they were deprived of that

privilege. In Athens, before the age of Solon, all the

wealth of deceased persons belonged exclusively to their

families. He placed every man's estate at his own dis-

posal, allowing him to bestow it on whom he pleased. He,

however, annexed certain conditions to the making of

wills, such as : 1. That they must be made by citizens.

2. That the testator must have arrived at the age of

twenty years. 3. That he must not have been adopted,

or must not attempt thus to dispose of an estate derived

through adoption. 4. That he had no male children of

his own, for then the inheritance belonged to them. In

case he had daughters, those to whom he bequeathed the

inheritance, were obliged to marry them. 5. That he

should be in the full possession of his senses, what would
now be termed of sound, disposing mind and memory.
6. That he should not be under duress, or any species of

constraint ; and 7. That he should not be seduced into it

by any artifice or insinuations of his wife. "Wills were
usually executed before several witnesses.'

The disgrace resulting from men's vices and dishonor-

able actions, were, to some extent, participated in by the

children, and also on the other hand, the descendants

of the great men of Greece were not only distinguished

by receiving honors and expressions of respect, but in

many cases, were made the recipients of more substantial

favors. The children, if left without property, were, in

many cases, provided for by the state, and even educated
at the pubhc expense. The son, daughters, and even grand-
daughter of Aristides, received from the Athenians such
substantial aid as evinced the high regard which they
paid to the memory of Aristides. They revered him dead,
whom they ostracized while living.

The species of affection which the Greeks warmly che-
rished was the filial. They believed the disobedience and
disrespectful conduct ofchildren to parents subjected them in

'Mobinson's Archmologia Cfrmea, 484, 485.
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a very particular manner to thejudgment ofthe gods. The

curse denounced by the parent upon his guilty children, the

furies and infernal deities were believed to execute in an

unrelenting manner. ISTor was the punishment left to the

gods alone. Solon, the legislator of Athens, ordered that

all persons who refused to make due provision for their

parents, should be punished with infamy. Those who beat

their parents incurred the same penalty. ISTot only parents

but grandfathers, grandmothers and other progenitors, were

also within the same line of protection. The Athenian

legislator, however, did not forget that there were recipro-

cal duties, and required that parents should bring up their

children to some trade or profession by which they might be
enabled to subsist in the world. Ifthey neglected to do this

the children were excused from maintaining their parents.

Those who were prostituted by their parents were, in

like manner, absolved from the duty of maintaining them.

Nor were the sons of courtesans under any obligation to

relieve their fathers.

The extravagance or disobedience of children might lead

to a disinheriting by their parents. This could not, however,

be done from passion or prejudice ; and in order to provide

against that, they were required to appear before certain

judges appointed for that purpose. If the children were

found deserving so severe a sentence, the public crier was

ordered to proclaim that they were disinherited. They
might afterwards be reconciled, but if so, they never could

be again disinherited. When a parent, through age or

infirmity, became unfit to manage his estate, his son was
allowed to impeach him before certain magistrates, who
were empowered to invest him with the immediate posses-

sion of his inheritance.

V. Youth, its privileges and education or training. The
attention paid to youth in its education, its training, its oc-

cupations, its habits, has ever formed a prominent object

in the view of every civilized people. " The child is

father of the man," and this fact has been perceived from
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a remote antiquity. The Greeks, with their lively intel-

lects, were not slow in acknowledging it, and in adopting

systems of education which would implant in the youth

the seed of the future man.

The system of education at Sparta was so different

from that of other Grecian states, that it will be necessary

to leave it out of view for the present, returning to it again

after the others have been considered. In Athens no

labor that required any application was imposed on child-

ren for the first five years. It was wisely considered

that all that period of time was demanded to allow the

physical organization to acquire suflicient energies at its

start in life.

Soon after the young Athenian had attained the age of

five years he was taught to swim. With such a maritime

people as the Athenians, this was an accomplishment by

no means to be overlooked. The Athenians were, to a

great extent a maritime people. In the management of

ships, and in naval tactics they were the most skillful people

in all Greece. It was, therefore, extremely proper that

their youth should become familiarized with an element

upon which they might afterward be called upon to act.

At the age of seven, at a great festival, it was customary

at Athens to have the boys enrolled in the register of the

curia, to which their parents belonged. At this age they

were usually taken from the parental roof and sent to a

public school. This was for the double purpose of enabling

them to commence the cultivation of their minds, and also

to keep them so occupied as that no time could be allowed
for evil thoughts and habits.

The pedagogues or governors to whom the care of in-

structing youth was confided were very generally slaves,

but they were not always necessarilydebased in mind and
morals. Prisoners ofwar were then very generally reduced
to slavery, and men of virtue and ability were not unfre-

quently left in this condition by the fortunes of war.

There were not only public schools, but the wealthy and
distinguished were accustomed to have private teachers at
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their houses. Both boys and girls were instructed at

the public schools. The girls were scantily supplied with

food in order that they might be of slender make. Even

at that early period they had the habit of binding their

waists about, so as to compress them, and thus render their

forms more elegant.^

The schools of the humbler classes were not unfre-

quently conducted in the portico of a temple, or in some

sheltered corner in the street, where, in spite of the din of

business and the throng of passengers, the process of learn-

ing was in progress, From this fact it has been supposed

by some that in Athens there were no school houses. It

seems, however, to be well established that in some in-

stances spacious structures were raised for the children of

the rich, and that they were furnished with tables, desks,

etc., for the accommodation of the scholars.^

In the interior of the school house was commonly a kind

of oratory, which was adorned with statues of the muses.

The apparatus of the school room consisted of mathema-

tical instruments, maps, charts of the heavens, boards

upon which to trace geometrical figures, tablets of box

wood, fir, or ivory, of a triangular form, skins of parchment

and wax for covering the tablets ; rulers, reed-pens, pen

cases, pen-knives, pencils, and also a rod to preserve order

and regularity among the scholars.

These schools seem not to have been state institutions.

They were mere private speculations, each instructor gra-

duating his wages according to his own reputation and

the fortunes of his pupils. The earliest task undertaken

at school was to acquire a knowledge of the Greek charac-

ters and the method of writing them with correctness.

The practice resorted to, to teach this art, was very similar

to that now in use. -The teacher first traced the characters

on a tablet with a pencil, and the pupil followed, guiding

his pen in accordance with the faint lines before him.

' Robinson's Ardhmologia Orisea, 488. " 8t. John's Manners and Customs

of Ancient Greece, i, 177.
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Arithmetic was a brancli of knowledge which was

deemed necessary to be studied at Athens. It was also

among the early studies. So also astronomy was among

the sciences cultivated and taught at the same place.

Music was cultivated for a number of purposes. It was

supposed, and no doubt was, well qualified to soothe and

mollify the asperity and fierceness of the national character,

and to prepare the way for the lessons of the poets. It

also enabled the citizens gracefully to perform their part

in the amusements of social life, every person being in his

turn called upon at entertainments to sing, or play upon

the lyre. It was also necessary to enable them to join in

the sacred choruses, which were rendered frequent by the

piety of the people, and for the performance in old age of

many offices of religion. It was required on the field of

battle in the chanting of those stirring, impetuous and

terrible melodies, called pseans, which ascended up from

the embattled hosts just previous to their joining in the

fight. For all these reasons the art of music was early

cultivated among the Greeks, especially the Athenians.

The teachers of it were divided into two classes, the one

the Citharistse, who confined themselves to instrumental

music alone. The other the Citharcedi, who combined

vocal with instrumental music.

There were also other arts cultivated, especially towards

the later ages of the republic. Drawing was taught, and

also the elements of art generally. Young men of liberal

fortunes were also instructed in philosophy, and for this pur-

pose there 'were public schools in different parts of Greece.

While these various studies were being pursued, no

inconsiderable portion of time was devoted by the Grecian

youth, to the invigorating themselves by exercise. This

was accomplished by a very artificial system called gym-
nastics. The gymnasium was regarded as the great agent

that dispensed health and strength, and gave to the body
its perfection of form.

It was one of the laws of Solon, that every Athenian
should be able to read and swim. The tendency of Attic
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legislation was to create among the rieli and noble a

taste for field sports, horsemansliip and martial and manly

exercise.

Gymnastic exercises prevailed as far back as tbe age of

Homer. They even then constituted one of the principal

objects of education. During the entire period of Grecian

prosperity these exercises were continued, and held in

high estimation. They tended to give men force and

agility, a martial bearing, beauty, lightness of form, and

along with all these, an ever present cheerfulness. These,

therefore, when accompanied with a due degree of intel-

lectual and moral culture, contributed to form a perfect

man, because by means of these, his physical nature

acquired a grace, beauty and perfection, which few other

causes have ever been found adequate to confer.

The Athenians were later than the Spartans in the

introduction of these exercises, although they were common
in the age of Solon. The age at which boys commenced
them is supposed to have been about sixteen. There

were three of these gymnasia at Athens, which acquired

celebrity. These were the Academy, the Lyceum and

Cynosarges. They were spacious edifices surrounded by
gardens and a sacred grove. The entrance was by a square

court, which was encompassed With porticoes and buildings.

Large halls were arranged on three of its sides, which were

provided with seats for the philosophers, rhetoricians and

sophists, with their pupils. On the fourth side were rooms

for bathing and other purposes. From the court, the

passage was into a square enclosure, shaded by plane trees.

A range of colonnades extended around three of the

sides.

The principal parts of the gymnasium were the porticoes,

the Ephebeion where the youth exercised; the Palsestra,

the place set apart for wrestling; the Sphseristerion, where

they played ball; the area, where were performed running,

leaping, and pitching the quoit; and the Stadium one-eighth

of a mile in length, resembling the section of a cylinder

rounded at the ends.
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One great object to be secured by subjecting the youth

to these exercises was to accustom them early to a power

of endurance. Accordingly the first step was to expose

them naked dui'ing the initiatory exercises, to the fierce

rays of the sun, and the cold of winter. The next was to

learn the wrestler's art. This was justly regarded as the

principal among the gymnastic contests, whether its

superior utility was regarded, or the great art and skill

which were required in the practice of it. In these exer-

cises the youth were naked, their bodies being anointed

with oil. The racing course was performed in the area of

the Stadium, which was deeply covered with a soft yielding

sand. In addition to this difficulty the youth sometimes

ran in armor. Another exercise was leaping, in which
they usually sprang from an artificial elevation, and de-

scended upon a soft mould. Sometimes they carried in

their hands metalic weights the better to enable them to

poise their bodies. Another exercise was pitching the

quoit, which was once practiced with large stones or rude

masses of iron. Other exercises were shooting with the

bow and darting the javelin, sometimes with the naked
hand and sometimes with a thong wound about the centre

of the weapon.

The wrestling performed was of two kinds. In the first,

the wrestlers threw their arms about each others' body,

each endeavoring to bring the other to the ground. In the

second, the one voluntarily flung himself upon the ground
bringing his adversary along with him, and then by
pinching, scratching, biting, and other species ofannoyance,

sought to compel him to yield.

Boxing was occasionally practiced at the gymnasium,
sometimes with the naked fist, but more frequently with

the cestus, which consisted of a series of thongs bound
round the hand and arm up to the elbow, or even higher.

Another branch of gymnastics consisted in the various

forms of the dance, which it was considered especially ne-

cessary to understand and excel in, whether in reference

to the movements and evolutions of war, or to sustaining

25
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a part in the religious choruses, or in regulating the car-

riage with the proper grace and decorum.

This great variety of exercises was pursued with aviditjr

by the Grecian youth with the double object of securing

health and beauty of form, and also of rendering them

such perfect adepts in their performance as to enable them,

to come off victors at the Olympic and other games.^

Perhaps the purpose of education, and its adaptation to

the formation and completion of national character, are

•nowhere more clearly demonstrated than in the republic

of Sparta. "We have no reliable knowledge as to what

were the methods of culture before the age of Lycurgus.

This remarkable man laid the foundations of his civil polity

in the education or training to which the youth of Sparta

were subjected. That education jB.tted them not merely to

be men, or even Grecians, but to be Spartans. His great

purpose, by means of it, was to unfold the bodily powers,

to give, a perfect physical frame, to instill an indomitable

love of country, to inure to hardship and fatigue, and to

render valor and personal prowess the most desirable of

all qualities. "We shall look in vain to Sparta for any lofty

exhibitions of mind. The arts which have immortalized

Athens, that of oratory, poetry, painting, sculpture, etc.,

were, in a great degree, unknown to the Spartan. He
entered little into speculative philosophy. His question-

ings in reference to the nature of things were few and

feeble. His spiritual, moral, and intellectual natures were

but little cultivated. In rearing up bodies to defend the

state, the mind and soul were entirely lost sight of, except

as to the exercise of some of their earth-born faculties.

The principle which seemed to lie at the foundation of

the institutions of Lycurgus was, that every Spartan that

came into the world was the exclusive property of the state.

Its parents had been simply the instruments of its produc-

tion, but its ownership was in the state. This ownership,

or exclusive jurisdiction, was called into immediate exer-

^8t. John's Manners and Customs of Ancient Chreece, i, 195, et seg.
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cise in the act of awarding life or death to the new-born

infant. It might well be claimed that the condition of

sparing its life was, that it should ever after be devoted to

the state. The fact that children were state property,

receiving little from their parents, and returning little to

them, may, in some measure, account for the indifference

manifested by the parents, even the mothers, toward their

children, and their apparent willingness to have them suffer

and even die for the state.

Children were early accustomed to eat indifferently what
was placed before them ; to manifest no fear in the dark,

or when left alone ; not to give themselves up to peevish-

ness and ill humor, to crying and bawHng ; to walk bare-

foot in order to inure them to fatigue; to lie hard at

nights ; to wear the same clothes winter and summer, to

harden them against cold and heat.

Instead of remaining under the superintendence of their

parents, and allowing them to select for them theirschools

and masters, the Spartan youth were entrusted to the

guardianship ofa particular magistrate, ealled a pEedonomos.

This was bringing them under a species of camp discipline.

The power possessed by this dignitary was very great.

He could call the boys together whenever he pleased, and
inflict whatever chastisement upon them he chose. He
was attended by men having whips, who were prompt to

exercise them at his bidding. He was, therefore, a kind
of despot, whose authority might as well be exercised out

of school as within.

The schools at which the Spartan youth received their

instruction, were public schools. At these, all the youth

attended, even the younger members of the royal family,

the heir apparent to the throne being alone exempted.

The youth were restricted to one shirt per annum, and
were compelled to lie on pallet beds, made with the tops

of reeds, with the addition, in winter, of a quantity of

thistle down. They were also reduced to short commons,
being restricted, as much as possible, in the quantity of

food allowed to them. This was with a view to inure
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them to hunger to make them the more perfect soldiers.

Besides, health and light spirits were supposed to attend

upon an abstemious diet, and also, what was extremely-

desirable, an agile, clean-limbed, spare warrior. To be fat

was an offense at Sparta.

There was one species of theft that was encouraged at

Sparta. The youths were taught to enter the gardens and

public halls, and steal from thence as adroitly as they could,

meat, herbs, and other edibles. If they succeeded in ac-

complishing such a feat without beicg discovered, they

were commended for their subtlety and cunning. If dis-

covered, they were severely flogged, not for the stealing,

but for doing it so bunglingly as to be detected. Their

anxiety to escape detection was very great, and in one

instance given, a boy suffered a fox he had stolen, and

concealed under his robe, to eat into his bowels, and actu-

ally to cause his death rather than to reveal his theft. The
whole object of this was to train the youth up to great

secrecy, slyness of movement, cunning and adroitness— all

these being requisite to form the perfect soldier of those

times.

Another peculiarity in the training of youth was their

hibernation among the mountains. This consisted in send-

ing forth a company, armed for self-protection, on a roving

commission, to prowl about the highlands, and less fre-

quented parts of Laeonia. It was nominally a hunting ex-

cursion, and designed to inure the youth to hardships, and

teach them the art of providing for themselves. Instead,

however, of relying on game for their subsistence, their

more general course was to subsist by plundering the

farms and villages of the Helots or slaves. This naturally

led to difficulties arising between them, to bloodshed, and

in some instances to the massacre of entire villages of

Helots. Out of this custom grew the Crypteia or annual

massacre of the Helots.

The gymnastic exercises were extensively practiced at

Sparta. The young of both sexes spent much of their

time at the gymnasium. Girls, like boys, divested entirely
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of clothing, contended for mastery at the various gymnastic

sports. It is asserted by some that no young man was

permitted to marry until he had fairly vanquished his wife

in these exercises.

To accustom the Spartan youth to patience, constancy

and endurance, they had a cruel custom of whipping seve-

ral youths at a certain annual festival celebrated in honor

of Artemis or Diana. This was practiced in the presence

of their parents and of other citizens. The whipping was

so severe that the blood ran down on the altar of the cruel

goddess, and many actually died under the fearful seve-

rity of the infliction. These terrible floggings the youths

were expected to bear without a singlemurmur of complaint,

and without sufl^Bring so much as a sigh or a groan to escape

them. Their fathers were often standing by exhorting

them to persevere to the end in their constancy and resolu-

tion.

Another exercise somewhat peculiar to the Spartans was
the military games conducted under the direction of offi-

cers appointed for that purpose. These took place on a

little island near the city, and possessing great natural

beauty, being encircled by a sheet of clear water, and sur-

rounded by thick and lofty groves of plantain trees. Two
companies of youths having first sacrificed to Aries or

Mars met on this island face to face, and commenced bat-

tle, fighting most furiously with their fists, teeth and limbs.

The contests here lacked nothing but arms to render them
real battles.

Of a somewhat similar character to the above, were the

battles fought between the young men and the three him-
dred followers of the Hippagretse. There were three in-

ferior magistrates appointed by the Ephori. They selected

each one hundred followers from among the healthiest and
bravest of the youthful population. Against this select band
all the other young men of the city made war. The con-

tests were sometimes of the fiercest character. Any citizen

happening to pass by, could part the combatants, otherwise

the fieree boxing matches in which they engaged might
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often have terminated fatally. Many of these peculiar in-

stitutions were obtained from Crete, where they were

generally attributed to Minos.

It must not, however, be supposed that no means of

intellectual culture existed at Sparta. The art of writing

existed there although it seems never to have been held in

very high estimation, and probably was never generally

practiced. The Spartans chanted their laws, as well as

their songs.

ISTor is it supposed that much stress was laid on the

ability to read by the Spartans. They never produced an

orator. Rhetoric, logic, and other kindred studies were un-

known, or at least neglected. They seem, however, to have

had some taste for poetry, and even instituted public recita-

tions of Homer.
Dancing was an accomplishment learnt and practiced at

Sparta. The most popular dance was the Pyrrhic, which

was performed by youths from the age of fifteen or even

earlier. They were taught to perform it in arms. The
dancers were armed with spear and shield, and went
gracefully through a number of movements, wheeling,

advancing, giving blows or shunning them as in a real

action.

The Spartans, however, did certainly acquire or possess

a species of practical philosophy, which gave them a sur-

prising degree of self-control, and enabled them to govern

their passions, and subordinate everything to their coun-

try and to self. The youth acquired a good deal at

the public tables, where it was usual for the masters to

instruct the boys by proposing them various questions.

They would, for instance, inquire who was the most wor-

thy man in Sparta ? or what opinion they would form of

such or such an action. To all such questions ready an-

swers were required, and these were given in the tersest

possible way, the reason and the proof rendered being in

the fewest words. Thus the laconic style was acquired,

which consisted in a close and concise way both of speak-

ing and writing. »
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VI. Manners and civil life among the Athenians and

Spartans. There is little that seems to belong peculiarly

and exclusively to this head of inquiry. Manners and

civil life are made up of all, or nearly all, the elements

that enter into the social character of a people. These

elements we have embraced under other heads. Some
rather general remarks are all that should find a place

here.

The Athenian character certainly presents the most re-

markable compound of excellences and defects which can

anywhere be presented. In it was a high degree of

refinement, an ardent and self-sacrificing patriotism, and a

great degree of personal bravery. But along with these

were to be found great fickleness, an unfailing thirst for

novelty, and a severe jealousy and hatred of the most ex-

alted merit. All these different traits are most amply de-

veloped in Athenian history.

The Spartan was a different character, almost an anti-

pode to the Athenian. The patriotism and love of country

was as much, and probably more, glowing and active in the

Spartan than in the Athenian. So also the courage and
personal bravery of the Spartan were as great, and pro-

bably greater, than the Athenian.

But one great point of difference consisted in the per-

sistency of the Spartan, and the versatility of the Athenian.

The first knew no change. He was cast in an iron mould,
the mould of Lycurgus. Over his struggling energies

was thrown a net of iron. From his cradle to his grave

he was made the subject of a severe, an unrelenting disci-

pline. Sparta was called a republic, but it is apprehended
that no despotism ever yet existed on earth of a severer

character than that embodied in the laws of Lycurgus.

ISTot only every act of the citizen, but as far as possible,

every thought and feeling of the man, must be according

to law. There was much to justify the remark of Alci-

biades who, when they boasted the contempt which the

Spartans showed for death, replied :
" I do not wonder at

it ; it is the only means they have of freeing themselves of
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that perpetual irksomeness and constraint which is caused

by the life they are obliged to lead." ^ This persistency

of character with the Spartans was a very natural result

of their education, maxims, and institutions pohtical, moral

and social.

The Athenian, on the other hand, was ever changeable,

fickle and frivolous. His larger liberty, higher culture,

broader and deeper flow of ideas, rendered him more in-

quiring, more curious, more anxious to know and develop

in his own experience all that appertains to life. Hence he

was passionately fond of public shows, festivals, and thea-

trical exhibitions. Everything that could add a new plea-

sure to the body, a new thought to the mind, or a new
emotion to the soul, was sought after with the utmost

eagerness.

All such shows, festivals, and theatrical exhibitions, the

Spartan looked upon with contempt. He regarded them

as an utter waste of time, as even tending to corrupt the

morals.

The Athenian, as we shall find, cultivated letters and

the fine arts. He had his systems of philosophy, his dif-

ferent varieties and modifications of thought. His produc-

tions of art were curious and astonishing.

All these the Spartan little regarded. His doctrine was

a rigid, practical utilitarianism. All systems of philoso-

phy, modes of thought, productions of art; all knowledge

of every description, was deemed by him perfectly worth-

less if it could not be brought into the immediate use of

every day life.

The Athenian usually rose at day-break, addressed him-

self to a few devotional exercises, and entered upon the

employments of the day. The judge took his seat at the

tribunal ; the agriculturist, manufacturer and merchant

went about their respective occupations. The Athenians

worked, although from their plain habits of living, and

from the abundance and cheapness of the necessaries of

' Ooguet'a Origin of Laws, iii, 313.
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life, and the ease in procuring them, they had much leisure

time on their hands. This they spent in various exercises

and amusements, the exercises consisting much in hunting.

For the larger animals, as stags and wild boars, the richer

citizens kept hounds. For the smaller, as birds, quails,

etc., nets and cages. To these they fastened some birds

previously taken, and these, by their cries, drew other

birds of the same kind into the snare. The amusements

will be specially noticed hereafter.

The Spartan might be said to lead a life of idleness.

He followed no industrial pursuit. His lands were cul-

tivated by his slaves, the Helots. He practiced none of

the manufacturing nor mechanic arts. He entered not

into any of the branches of commerce. He had, there-

fore, nothing to do. A portion of his time was spent in

the exercise of hunting. Another very considerable por-

tion was spent in the camp, and in the exercises of the

gymnasium. The play of the social affections they looked

upon as effeminate, and hence as unworthy of them. The
men spent considerable portions of time together in vari-

ous conversation, but even the topics of conversation were

indicated by the laws. They chiefly had relation to the

state, to the qualifications of their rulers, to the great ex-

ploits of their distinguished men, to the different moral

qualities of actions. The Spartan character has been

charged as deceitful, imperious, and excessively cruel.

The manner in which their children were educated, or

forced to come up, evinces, if not cruelty, at least the small-

est possible amount of natural affection. But the savage-

ness of their disposition was more especially manifested

towards their slaves or Helots. These were originally a

people whom they subdued, and to whom they gave the

boon of life clogged with the most oppressive slavery.

They were subjected to a double slavery, being slaves both

to the public and to individuals. It is said the Spartans

had a custom of frequently compelling some of them to

drink until they were intoxicated, so that the youth might

be admonished by the revolting character of the exhibition,

26
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to abstain from too free a use of the intoxicating draft.

They imposed upon them burdens without mercy. They

subjected them to unmitigated hardships. There was no

law to which they could appeal for protection. They were

always compelled to go unarmed. The youth were al-

lowed, and even encouraged to massacre them singly, or

in numbers together. If they appeared likely to increase

too rapidly, some means were devised to thin them out by

a more general massacre. It is certainly not at all remark-

able that youth trained up under such severity of discipline

as they were subject to, and amid such scenes of massacre,

should come to possess a disposition cruel and bloody.

Little else certainly could in any reason be expected.

The Athenians also had slaves, but their conduct to-

ward them was of a different character. They were

doomed, it is true, those I mean that were destitute of

mental attainments, to bear the severer burdens of exist-

ence, and to undergo the drudgery of life. But their lives

were seldom in danger from the wanton cruelty of their

masters, nor were they subjected to the stripes, trials, im-

positions and insults of the Spartan Helots.

The Athenians differed very considerably from the

Spartans in their manner of spending their time. They

were by no means an idle people. Those not employed

in industrial pursuits were many of them at the baths and

gymnasia. Some were listening to the instructions of the

philosophers and rhetoricians. Others were crowding

around the forum, the most frequented part of the whole

city, and where the general assembly was held. More espe-

cially was this place -thronged at all times during the day

in time of war, great anxiety being possessed to hear the

news. It was here the news was first promulgated. So
aptly does Paul describe a certain class of Athenians as

spending their entire time in telling or hearing some new
thing. In the morning, before noon, and in the evening
before supper, it was customary for the Athenians to walk
through the delightful groves on the banks of the Ilissus

and Cephisus, to enjoy the pureness of the air, and the
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agreeable prospects, as also to interchange with each other

their sentiments upon the news of the day. At sunset

they sat down to supper; and, considering the business of

the day as over, devoted the evening to society and amuse-

ment, and often continued together until a late hour in

the night.^

VII. The dress of the G-recians. The dress and orna-

ments of a people are always interesting, as they are in

direct relation with several useful arts, as those of spin-

ning, weaving, dyeing, etc. Besides, they are more or

less connected with the fine arts, as those of painting

and sculpture. They are also of great value in pro-

claiming the character, tone of morals, and peculiar tastes

of a people.

The dress of the Spartans differed from that of all the

other Greeks. There was a difi'erence between that of a

married and an unmarried woman. The principal, and in

fact, the sole garment of the Dorian maidens was the chi-

ton, or himation, which was made of woolen stuff, and

without any sleeves. It was fastened on either shoulder

by a large clasp, and gathered on the breast by a kind of

brooch. It was a sleeveless robe, which seldom reached

more than half way to the knee. But its brevity as to

length was not its only difficulty. It was left open up to

a certain point on both sides, so that the skirts or wings,

flying open as they walked, entirely exposed their limbs.

^

The married women of Sparta did not appear in public

without wearing a second garment, which closely resembled

the himatia worn by the men. Another peculiarity

of the Spartan women was that those who were married

never appeared in public without a veil, while the Dorian

maiden always appeared unveiled; the reason assigned

being that it was the business of the last to secure a hus-

band, but of the first to retain the one already secured.

' Clemland's Grecian Antiquities, 184-5. ^3t. John's Manners and
Vustoms of Ancient Greece, ii, 53 ; Bobinson's Archceologia Grmca, 543.
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The men of Sparta were less thinly clad than the women.

Yet they were scantily covered. Their tribon, or variety

of himation, was clipped so close that it would barely

enclose their persons. They suffered their hair and beards

to grow long, the latter becoming very bushy. Of their

hair they took great care to render it glossy and shining.

It was usually parted at the top, so that equal portions of

it would fall down on each side. So very careful were

they to preserve this ornament of their heads, that we find

them busily engaged in combing and putting it in order on

the very eve of a battle. In other respects the Spartans

seem to have set little value on anything contributing

merely to beauty of person. They set little value on clean-

liness, being only permitted to bathe and perfume them-

selves on certain prescribed days. They generally wore

the same dress both in summer and winter.

In all the states of Greece, particularly at Athens, there

was much difference in the style and expense of the dress

and ornaments made use of in different periods of their

history. The primitive Greeks found their coverings in

the skins of the wild beasts which they killed in the chase.

They were worn rough, and with the hair on. Their

ornament was the fur, which was worn on the outside.

They made use of the sinews of the animal for thread, and of

thorns instead of needles and bodkins. Even in the heroic

ages, the dress both of the men and women must have been

extremely imperfect. They knew nothing of breeches,

stockings or drawers; nor of pins, buckles, buttons, or

pockets. They knew little, if anything, at that period, of

caps or hats.

Flax, cotton, and wool were the materials of which the

garments of the Athenians and other Greeks, at subsequent

periods, were usually made. Cotton was far more gene-

rally made use of than linen. The common people wore
a cloth which had not been dyed, and which would wash.
The rich in Athens usually preferred cloths of various
colors. They particularly esteemed those died in scarlet,

which was accomplished by means of little seeds of a red-
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dish color, gathered from a certain shrub. But they set

the most value of all upon purple, and especially upon that

which was made up of a very deep red with a mixture of

the violet.'

The dress of the Athenian ladles was of a much more

complicated character than that of the Spartan. The pri-

mary garment was a white tunic reaching nearly to the

ground, sometimes without sleeves, and fastened on the

shoulders ; in others, having loose hanging sleeves descend-

ing to the wrist, and brought together at intervals upon

the arm by silver or golden agraffes. It was gathered into

close folds under the bosom by a girdle, or ribbon, being

sometimes fastened in front by a knot, sometimes by a

clasp. This was made at first of fine linen and subse-

quently of muslin or Egyptian cotton.

Over the chiton was worn a shorter robe, not reaching

below the knee, and confined above the loins by a broad

ribbon. This, in some instances, had sleeves, and was
of a rich purple or sajffron color, frequently ornamented with

a broad border of embroidery. Over these, to complete

the walking dress, was thrown a magnificent mantle,

generally purple, and embroidered with gold, which, float-

ing about, was well adapted to display the arrangement of

the inner garments. Beauty of female form seems to have

been an early study, and never afterwards to have been
entirely neglected. Even at Athens, the corset was not

wanting to compress, nor the bustle to enlarge, what nature

had withheld from giving perfection to her form.^

The Athenian ladies seldom went abroad without their

veil, a light fabric of transparent texture, white or purple,

which was obtained generally from Cos or Laconia. They
often, during the historic period, wore caps or bonnets.

There were other articles of dress not necessary to be enu-

merated. Women had their heads always covered.

Besides the veil which came down from the head to the

^Robinson's Archwologia Ormca, 546. ^ St John's Manners and Customs

ofAncient Greece, ii, 56.
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shoulders they wore a fillet with which the hair was tied

;

also one of another description in which the hair ofwomen
less refined was bound ; and a net in which the hair was

enclosed. Some wore in their hair golden grasshoppers to

show the greatness and antiquity of their extraction.

From their ears were suspended earrings, and their necks

were adorned with a necklace.

The Theban women concealed their faces when in public,

discovering only their eyes. They wore their hair knotted

upon their heads, and their feet were confined in small

purple slippers.

The Athenian ladies wore armlets and bracelets of great

variety. They also wore golden anklets, stockings not

being in common use. The fingers of the Grecian ladies

were adorned with a profusion of rings, some of which,

were set witb signets, and others with jewels, remarkable

for their color and brilliancy.

The Athenian ladies wore upon their feet shoes or san-

dals. Snow white slippers of fine linen were occasionally

worn. They were flowered with needle work. It would
seem from many ancient statues that something very

like stockings were early introduced. The women had the

art of adding to or diminishing their height at will by
means of wearing high cork-heels, and soles of greater or

lesser thickness.

With an Athenian beauty the toilette was a matter of

vast importance. It usually consumed the entire morning.

They painted their eyebrows, and sprinkled a yellowish

powder over their hair. Their ambition was to give their

tresses the hue of auburn, which was that of Aphrodites,

and to effect this they dipped them in drugs, and then

exposed them to the noon-day sun, by which means the

desired color was acquired. Some were satisfied with their

own black hair, and, by steeping it in oils and essences,

augmented its rich gloss, and diffused all around it fragrant

odors. Curling irons were in daily use, producing, by
means of art, those waving ringlets which have ever been
admired in their sculpture. White and red paint were
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lavished on their complexions, and their lips were enliv-

ened with artificial vermilion. Their robes were made
of the choicest materials, but to prevent the use of immode-

rate finery, certain stuSs of the richest embroidery were en-

joined to be the apparel of courtesans.'

All this was to make them more appreciated at home,

as they were seldom permitted to be out in public. One
of the injunctions of Solon prohibited women from going

out at night, unless they had an intention to prostitute

themselves.

The dress of the men included many of the garments

worn by women. They woi'e the chiton, some with and

some without sleeves. In the heroic age, they wore, as a

defense against the cold, the chlaina, a cloak resembling

the highlander's tartan. It was a square piece of cloth

which was wrapped twice around the breast, and then fas-

tened over the left shoulder by a brooch. To these the

Spartan added the chlamys, which, as the art of dyeing

was not practiced in Sparta, was universally white.

The wealthy Athenians were accustomed to appear
abroad in flowing robes of the finest linen, dyed with pur-

ple, and other brilliant colors. Under these they wore
tunics of various kinds. They wore rings of great variety

and splendor. They wore their hair long like the ladies,

and had it curled or braided, and disposed of on the crown
of the head, or arranged along the forehead by golden
grasshoppers. In war they cut their hair short. The
Athenian was extremely neat and clean in his person, con-

trasting in this, as in almost everything else with the Spar-
tan. Thus we find the Grecian preserving the flowing robes
of the east, but modifying so as to be better fitted for active

life, preserving at the same time their beauty of appearance.

Vm. The dwellings and furniture of the Grecians. It

seems to be the impression of many that even at Athens

' St. John's Manners and Customs of Ancient Greece, li, 66 ; Chenevix'i

National Characters, u, 353.
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there was no splendor in private buildings, but that all

the architectural art and elegance were expended upon

the temples, and other public edifices. This, to a great

extent, must be an error. During the early ages when
manners were simple, and there was little wealth, private

dwellings no doubt partook of that simplicity and plain-

ness, and had little of splendor in their proportions or ar-

rangements. As wealth increased, and tastes for luxury

and elegance multiplied, the magnitude, complexity of

arrangement, and perfection of style in private buildings

correspondingly increased. Even at Sparta, soon after

the Peloponnesian war, the more distingaished among the

citizens erected suburban villas of large dimensions and

filled with costly furniture.

In general, the private dwellings of the Grecians, even

those of the Athenians, were small and mean, although

there were some splendid exceptions. They were fre-

quently built directly upon the street, having their upper

stories somewhat projecting, and their staircases and balus-

trades upon the outside. Some of them had a small

court in front, and many of them gardens behind.^

We have, at the present time, no very satisfactory in-

formation as to the forms or arrangements of a Grecian

dwelling. In the Athenian houses the men and women
had distinct apartments assigned them. The entrance to

the women's apartment was by a long and narrow avenue,

which men were not permitted to enter, unless they were

near relatives or were introduced by the husband. The

apartment was termed thalamos ; was in a very retired

part of the house, and near the top, being reached by as-

cending a staircase. It was a lofty and spacious apart-

ment, where all the females of the family usually sat while

engaged in embroidery or other needle work. It was like-

wise the nursery, and in a deep recess was the sleeping

apartment of the mistress of the family.^

^ Oleiieland's Grecian Antiquities, 194. ^ 8t. John's Manners and Cus-

toms of Ancient Greece, n, 85.
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There was also a room set apart for a bath, but in what

particular part of the building does not appear. The
puelos, or bathing vessel, appears to have borne a resem-

blance to an Egyptian sarcophagus, and was constructed of

white or green marble, bronze, common stone or wood.

Sometimes it was round. Besides this, there were public

baths of which mention will be made hereafter.

The more ancient Greek houses were generally flat, the

roof consisting of beams laid close together and covered

with cement. In warm weather many slept upon the roofs.

The kitchen was sometimes a separate building erected

in a court yard. Whether separate, or a part of the prin-

cipal building, we know little of its form or arrangements.

The point which has elicited the greatest amount of con-

troversy is whether it was, or was not, provided with a

chimney to carry off the smoke.' Ifone of the sculptures

of the ancients now known represent a chimney. It has

not been found in the ruins of Herculaneum. l^fotwith-

standing this want of direct, positive evidence, it has been

inferred, from certain expressions made use of in certain

writers, that they were early in use. It seems also that

recently Col. Leake has found on the rocky slopes of the

hill of the Museum and Pnyx at Athens, the remains of a

house partly excavated in a rock, in which the chimney

still remained.^

Another question out of which considerable controversy

has grown, regards the fact whether the Greeks had or had

not glass windows in their dwellings. Glass was early in

use in the form of bowls, goblets, vases, etc., but there

seems to be no evidence that it was used for windows. It

seems probable that they may have made use of thin plates

of the lapis specularis, or of talc or gypsum, or of some

other transparent matter that would have served as a pro-

' This will be found discussed in Montfauoon's Antiquities Displayed, in,

66, et seq.; St. John's Manners and Customs of Ancient Greece, ii, 92; and

Blackman's History of Inventions and Discoveries, ii, 63, et seq. ' Topo-

graphy of Athens, 361.
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tection, and at the same time have admitted the benign

influences of the sun. But it does not seem to be fully

established that they did not make use of glass windows.

The principal apartments were furnished with diva^s, or

broad immovable seats, running along the walls, which

were composed of carved wood, inlaid with ivory and gold,

and studded with silver nails. These seats by degrees

became movable, and were converted into couches or

sofas, manufactured of bronze, silver, or precious woods.

The street door of the Grecian house had the peculiarity

of opening outward, instead of inward, so that it was cus-

tomary for the individual passing out to knock on the door

for the purpose of giving notice to those passing by in the

street to get out of the way to avoid being hurt by its

opening. A singular law of Lycurgus enacted that the

ceilings of the Spartan bouses should be made with an axe,

and the doors by a saw, without the aid of any other tool.'

So long as houses could remain so constructed there could

be little danger of bringing into them expensive or luxu-

rious furniture. Doors were not usually suspended on

hinges, but turned upon pivots inserted above into the

lintel, and below into the threshold. In Sparta a person

desirous of entering the house shouted aloud at the door,

but at Athens a knocker was furnished or little bells were

sometimes hung at the door.

The materials the more generally used in the construc-

tion of houses were stones and bricks. The latter were

made of different sizes, some being very large, and others

smaller, for filling up spaces, thus preventing the necessity

of shortening them with the trowel. Sometimes they were

simply dried in the sun.^

The Greeks arranged their movables into certain classes,

the first class including everything used in domestic sacri-

fices; the second included all the female ornaments worn

on solemn festivals ; the third the sacred robes and military

' Ooguet'a Origin of Laws, 311. " 8t John's. Manners and Customs of the

Ancient Grecians, u, 95.
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uniforms of the men ; the fourth the hangings, bed furni-

ture and ornaments of the harem, or thalamos ; and the

fifth, those of the men's apartments. Another class still

included the various instruments and utensils for culinary-

use.

Chairs of different sorts occur in old monuments. Some
of these have arms not unlike modern ones. Besides these,

they had also large stools of various forms. Previous to

the oriental habit of reclining at meals, the G-reeks sat at

table on chairs. These were of more or less costly mate-

rials, but all beautiful and elegant in form. Their tables

in the heroic ages were generally of wood, of variegated

colors, finely polished, and with ornamented feet. As civil-

ization advanced, the tables of the wealthy became more
and more costly in materials, and more elegant in form.

They were originally supported on four legs, but after-

wards rested on three. In the best ages of Greece, their

tables were inlaid with silver, brass or ivory, with feet in

the form of lions, leopards or other wild beasts.

The bedsteads were the more generally made out of deal

wood, bottomed with planks. Sometimes the bed was

supported by a kind of netting of strong cord, stretched

across the bedstead and made fast all round. In later ages

bedsteads were sometimes made of silver or ivory embossed

with figures wrought with infinite art and delicacy. The
beds were of different materials. In the time of Homer
they were stuffed in Thessaly with very fine grass. In

other parts they slept on beds of sponge. In Athens, the

rich slept upon very soft beds, which were placed on bed-

steads considerably above the floor.

The plate of the wealthy Athenians displayed their gor-

geous and costly taste. It was fabricated of the rarest

materials, and wrought with all the elaborateness and

delicacy within the reach of art.

Drinking horns seem to have been not unknown to the

ancient Grecians. In very remote ages bull's horns were

converted into cups with very little preparation. After-

wards horns of silver were substituted.
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Another article of luxury among the Greeks was mirrors.

These were sometimes made of brass, but the best prior to

the introduction of glass were made of silver, or a species

of mixed metal. Glass mirrors appear to have been origin-

ally manufactured by the Phoenicians of Sidon, and were

of early introduction. The hand mirrors were usually cir-

cular and were carefully enclosed in cases. They had
mirrors of polished silver which magnified the objects they

reflected. They had also mirrors that played off practical

jokes by giving distorted appearances to the images re-

flected.i

Another article of furniture possessed by the Greeks,

and of early introduction is the lamp. The antiquary has

dwelt much upon the lamps of the ancients. Lamps were

in use by the ancients in their houses, temples and sepulchres,

although they were not always easily distinguishable.

Some lamps were plain, and some in the highest degree

ornamental. Some were purely the work of caprice, and
extremely whimsical. Some were made to exhibit deities

and fables, and some true histories.^ The lamps in com-

mon use were fictile, but sometimes they were composed

of bronze, silver or even of massive gold. Wooden chan-

deliers, or candlesticks, were used among people ofhumble
condition.

The weapons, armor and implements of war constituted

no inconsiderable part of the furniture of a Grecian dwell-

ing. These consisted principally of helmets, greaves,

cuirasses, shields, shield-cases, spears and their sheaths,

quivers, arrows and bows, and sometimes all or most of

these highly ornamented.

There was also the furniture appropriate to the kitchen,

which it is unnecessary to specify. The fuel generally

made use of by the Greeks, consisted chiefly of wood and

charcoal. It seems, however, that they were not altogether

'8t. John's Manners and Customs of Ancient Greece, n, 118, 119. 'The
lamps of the ancients in all their variety of forms and ornamental devices

will be found well described and exhibited in Montfaucon's Antiquities

Displayed, v, 137, et seg.
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unacquainted with mineral coal. Wood was always scarce

in Attica, and hence they there used vine cuttings and

green branches of the fig tree. They used aometimee to

boil their wood in water, or steep it in the dregs of oil, to

prevent it smoking, when they were using it in their

saloons, halls and drawing rooms.^

IX. The food and drinks of the G-recians. In the mild

climate of Greece, where the different varieties of bread-

stuffs could he so easily obtained, and where so many
varieties and such quantities of fruits were annually pro-

duced, there existed little necessity for large consumptions
of animal food. The varieties of bread were very nume-
rous in Greece, more especially among the Athenians,

who were considered to excel in this department of the

culinary art. The two kinds the most generally used
were the maize bread and the barley bread. A little

milk, oil and salt were mixed with the flour, and the loaves

were either baked under the ashes or in a baking oven.

The Athenians also used millet, corn, rice, and spelt. The
wheat cake was made of wheat and honey. Besides this

there was the fig cake composed of rice, cheese, eggs and
honey ; and the cheese cake made of cheese, eggs and
garlic.^

But the Grecians were by no means confined to vege-

table food. The Spartans, while under the laws of Ly-
curgus, lived in the plainest manner, confining themselves
chiefly to the black broth, so celebrated as the principal

food on which they subsisted.

Although the Grecians of the early ages subsisted prin-

cipally on vegetable food, yet they afterwards commenced
making use of the animal. The first animal that appears

to have been sacrificed to supply the demand of the human
system for animal food, was the hog. E"ext followed the

ox, and with him indiscriminately, sheep, goats, deer, hares,

' St. John's Manners and Customs of Ancient Greece, n, 124. ^ Olemland't

Grecian Antiquities, 301, 203.
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and other animals wild and tame. Salt was used by the

Greeks in almost every article of food, and in great abun-

dance.

In remote ages fish formed but a small part of the sus-

tenance of the Greeks. But public opinion afterwards

underwent, in this respect, a great change. Fish came to

be considered at Athens one of the greatest articles of lux-

ury. So that among the gourmands of Athens there arose

a rivalry as to who should be first in the morning at the

fish market to secure the choicest kinds of fish. This great

demand made fish extremely dear at Athens.

Oysters were esteemed good when boiled with mallows
or monk's rhubarb. The physicians of antiquitygenerally

considered them hard of digestion. The second courses

consisted of sweetmeats, fruits, almonds, nuts, figs, peaches,

etc. The art of cookery came to be held in great estima-

tion in Greece; its importance increasing in proportion as

wealth and luxury continued to increase.

In regard to drinks it seems to be very clear that in the

primitive ages the common beverage of the Greeks was
water. When wine was first introduced it was always

drank diluted with water, in about the proportion of two
parts of the first to five of the last. The Greeks were in

the habit of perfuming their wines with odoriferous flowers,

or other substances.

The Greeks kept their wine in earthern vessels, or in

leathern bottles, or in casks. Old wines were in the great-

est repute.

The Greeks considered drinking to excess as being dis-

graceful. The drunkard was even infamous, and he who
committed a crime, while in a state of intoxication, was

more severely punished than if he had committed it when
sober. The excess of punishment beyond what was ap-

propriate for committing the crime was inflicted for getting"

drunk.

X. The baths of the Grecians. The Greeks, with the

exception of the Spartans, generally paid great attention
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to personal cleanliness. The occasions were frequent when

they were accustomed to bathe. Such were—when they

put off mourning, when they returned from war, when

they had finished any hard labor, when they returned

from a journey, and previous to going to any entertain-

ment. They very frequently bathed in salt water. "What-

ever bathing was done by the Spartans in early times was

in the river Eurotas. In the heroic ages men and women,

without distinction, bathed themselves in rivers. In the

primitive ages, instead of baths, they washed themselves

in certain large vessels. The erection of baths was at a

later period. As we have already seen, the opulent, espe-

cially at Athens, had bathing rooms in their dwellings.

Independent of these, however, public baths came to be

very common throughout most of the Hellenic cities, espe-

cially at Athens,

These public baths at Athens were surmounted with

domes, and received their light from above. They were
frequented by all classes of women who could afford to pay
for such a luxury. It was customary for them to enter the

water together in crowds. Here the G-recian matrons who
had sons to marry, had a good opportunity of studying the

form and character of the young ladies who were in the

habit of frequenting the 'baths. All the defects both of

person and features must here be revealed. Hence it was
said to be difficult, if not impossible, for any lady, not

sufficiently opulent, to keep up a bathing establishment in

her own house, to retain for any long period of time, an
undeserved celebrity for beauty.^

The public baths commonly contained the following

rooms : 1. One in which they put off" their clothes. 2.

The sweating room, which was most commonly of a cir-

cular form, and provided with fire that did not smoke, for

the benefit of those who wished to sweat. 3. A room in

which there was a hot bath. 4. One in which there was a
cold bath; and 6. The room in which they were anointed.

^St. John's Manners and Customs of Ancient Greece, n, I
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They had a practice of anointing always after bathing,

which was done either to close the pores of the body, which

was thought to be especially necessary after the use of hot

baths, or to prevent the skin becoming rough after the

water was dried off it. This practice of anointing was by

no means universal, as it was considered rather effeminate.

The feet were oftener washed and anointed than any other

part, as they were more exposed.

XL Their times of eating; entertainments; the ceremo-

nies preceding and attending them ; manner of entertain-

ing strangers.

1. Their times of eating. Some are of opinion that the

primitive Greeks had but two meals a day, viz : the dinner

and supper. The first was a short, plain meal ; but the last,

taken about sunset, was the principal meal. Other authors

mention four times of eating. 1. The morning meal, the

breakfast, which was taken about the rising of the sun. 2.

The meal at noon, the dinner. 3. The afternoon meal;

and 4. The supper. The generality of writers mention but

three meals a day, omitting the third.^

2. Their entertainments. The origin of entertainments

in the primitive ages was devotion to the gods. Hence they

were conducted with decency and propriety. Afterwards

a more free manner of living was introduced.

There were commonly reckoned three sorts of entertain-

ments. The first was a club-feast, or an entertainment

made at the common charge of all present. Every guest

contributed, with the exception of poets, singers, and others,

whose special business it was to divert the company.

Another was the marriage feast, which occurred on the

occasion of a wedding ; and a third was an entertainment

provided at the expense of one person. The first were

the least expensive to each individual, were generally the

most frequented, and were considered as tending to pro-

duce feelings of friendship and good neighborhood. They

' Clmdand's Cheeian Antiquities, 204, 205.
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were also generally conducted with more order and pro-

priety than any other feast.

In addition to these there were also in many places

public entertainments, at which a whole city, a tribe, or

fraternity of men were present. The provision for these

entertainments was sometimes furnished by contributions,

sometimes by the' liberality of the rich, and at other times

from the public revenue. The design of these was to

promote peace and good understanding, and to accustom

men to frugality. One of the strongest instances of these

was in the public meals of the Spartans. They were con-

ducted with the greatest frugality, and persons of all ages

were admitted. The young resorted there to be able to

profit from the examples in temperance and sobriety that

were here placed before them. They were also taught

good manners and useful knowledge.^

3. The ceremonies preceding and attending entertain-

ments. The person providing the entertainment was

termed the host ; those entertained the guests, and those

intruding the flies and parasites.

The Greeks before going to an entertainment washed
and anointed themselves. It was even customary to wash
between the courses, and again after supper. After the

guests arrived they saluted the master of the house. This

was commonly done by joining their right hands. The
men and women were never invited together. In Greece

the mistress of a family never appeared at an entertain-

ment, except when relations only were invited.

The Grecians originally sat at meat. There are three

different kinds of seats mentioned by Homer. 1. The
settee, containing two persons, and which was made use

of by the lowest rank. 2. The chair, on which they sat

upright, having under their feet a footstool ; and 3. The
sofa on which they sat, leaning a little backwards. They,

at length, acquired the habit of reclining at their meals on

couches, which had covers and pillows.

^Cleveland's Grecian Antiquities, 304 ; Robinson's Archmologia Graca, 4:^4:.
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The following was their manner of lying at meat :
The

table was placed near the middle of the room, around

which were arranged the beds or couches. Upon these

they reclined, leaning upon their left arm, with their legs

stretched out at length, or a little bent, their heads resting

upon pillows. If, as was frequently the case, several per-

sons reclined on the same couch, the first or the most

honored, lay on the uppermost part, with his legs extend-

ing behind the back of the second, whose head was oppo-

site the breast of the first. The rest were disposed in like

naanner. The guests were arranged according to their

rank, the chief persons having the uppermost places.

The table was accounted sacred. It presented the

means of cementing friendships, and of practicing the

virtue of hospitality. Their tables were made of wood
highly polished. Those of the rich were more or less

ornamented.

The supper seems to have been their principal meal,

which was taken after all the toils of the day were over.

Of this there were three distinct parts. 1. A slight repast

before supper, consisting of bitter herbs, eggs, oysters,

mead, and other things which were thought to create an

appetite. 2. The supper proper, which was always much
more plentifully furnished than the former; and 3. The

second course, which consisted of sweatmeats of all kinds.

The Greeks first made an ofiering to the gods of a part

of their provisions. During the entertainment the guests

were dressed in white,their heads frequently crowned with

garlands and anointed with various perfumes. The rooms

also were sometimes perfumed by burning myrrh or frank-

incense, or with other odors.

The chief manager was elected by lot. The one next

was termed king who determined the laws of good fel-

lowship, and to whose directions all the guests were obliged

to conform. An equal portion was distributed to each of

the guests.

There were cup-bearers, who, in the heroic ages, were
the heralds. The cups were crowned with garlands and
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filled to the brim. The master of the feast drank to his

guests in order, according to their quality. The manner
of doing this was by drinking part of the cup, and sending

the remainder to the person whom they named. It was

also customary to drink to persons absent. The practice

was first to remember the gods, then absent friends. To
the honor of the first three rounds were drank, the first in

honor of Jupiter, the second of the heroes or demi-gods,

the third of Jupiter the preserver.

The entertainment being ended, a libation of wine with

a prayer was offered, and a hymn sung to the gods. After-

wards the company were entertained with diversions, dis-

courses on various subjects, music of all kinds, and what-

ever tended to excite mirth and cheerfulness. Music and
dancing were early introduced as diversions at entertain-

ments. The Athenians were excessively fond of the latter.

Dancing girls and performers on the flute were frequently

introduced after the guests had drank their wine, the

whole company, on their entering, rising from the table

and joining in the exercise. After the dancing was over,

the guests were invited to wrestle, leap, run races, throw
the quoit, and perform other bodily exercises.^

4. Their manner of entertaining sti-angers. The ancient

Greeks possessed, in an eminent degree, the virtue of hos-

pitality. Its rights were inviolable. The stranger who
crossed their threshold and became their guest, immedi-

ately enlisted all their sympathy. He was entertained for

several days without even inquiring into his history.

When that became known, if found worthy, an alliance

of hospitality was formed, which was forever regarded as

indissoluble. Alliances thus formed descended from
parents to children. They sometimes embraced whole
families, and even cities.

This veneration of the rights of hospitality in the early

ages of the world, presents an interesting and beautiful

' Gleveland's Orecian Antiquities, 206, et seq. ; SoMnson's Archceologia

Oroeca, 507, et seq.
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picture. The tribes of men were then few, and lived

remote from each other. There were no inns or other

conveniences for travelers. The sea abounded in pirates,

and the country with robbers. The intercourse of men
with each other, had, therefore, mainly to depend on the

exercise of this virtue.

It was customary to place salt before strangers before

they partook of the repast prepared for them, in order to

signify that, as salt preserves meat, so the friendship then

commenced, should be lasting. To eat at the same table

was considered as creating an inviolable obligation to

friendship.

It was customary for those who were thus bound together

by the rights of hospitality, to give to each other certain

tokens, which were to be produced whenever they traveled,

and the recognition of which ensured the bearer every

attention. These tokens were deposited by the ancient

Greeks among their treasures to perpetuate the memory of

their friendship to succeeding generations.

It was the custom among those who undertook a journey

first to implore the divine protection. Before their depart-

ure into a foreign land, they saluted and took leave of the

deities of their own country by kissing the earth. The

same form of salutation was commonly practiced on their

arrival in any country.

XII. Sickness and death. Ceremonies attending each.

When any one was dangerously sick, they fixed over his

door a branch of rhamn or common buck-thorn and lau-

rel. The object of the first was to keep ofi" evil; of the

last, to render Apollo propitious. All sudden deaths of

men were attributed to Apollo ; of women, to Diana. It

was customary to cut off a lock of hair from a person near

his end, and consecrate it to the infernal deities. Prayers

were also offered to Mercury, whose office it was to con-

duct souls to the infernal regions.

"When at the point of death, the friends and relations of

the sick man crowded around his bed to kiss and embrace
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him, to bid him farewell, and to catch his dying words,

which they ever after repeated with the greatest rever-

ence. As soon as he had expired, they commenced

beating brazen kettles, by which they thought to

drive away evil spirits, and to secure his soul from the

furies.

Everything pertaining to death was expressed in words

of gentle import. For instance, instead of using the word

which signifies to die, they used the words which signify-

to cease to exist, to depart, to depart from life, to suffer

something; and the dead were termed those who had de-

parted. The primitive Christians even called their bury-

ing places the places of sleeping.

XIII. Ceremonies before and at funerals. Processions.

Mourning.

1. Ceremonies before funerals. As soon as the sick

man had expired, his eyes and mouth were closed, and his

face covered. These offices were performed by his nearest

relations. All the members were composed and stretched

out to their proper length before the body was cold. The
female relatives of the deceased then washed it with warm
water. It was then anointed with oil, and wrapped in a

linen cloth, over which was put some elegant garment,

commonly of a white color. The body was then decked

with chaplets of flowers and green boughs, which probably

was designed to divest death of its horrors, and to signify

the pleasure and joy which attended the dead, when set

free from this toilsome and afflictive world.

They next proceeded to lay out the body, sometimes

placing it on the ground and sometimes on a bier, which

was adorned with various sorts of flowers. The deceased

was laid at the entrance of the house, where all could have

the opportunity of examination. The feet were turned

towards the gate. Before interment, a piece of money,

generally an obolus, was put into the mouth of the deceased,

which was thought to be Charon's fare for ferrying the

departed soul over the river Styx. There was also put
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into the mouth, a cake, composed of flour and honey, to

appease the fury of Cerberus, who guarded the entrance

into hell. The bodies of the dead were thus left exposed

usually during a whole day.

2. Ceremonies at funerals, and funeral processions. The
time intervening Jsetween death and burial varied consi-

derably, depending much on the relative rank and standing

of the deceased. Sometimes bodies were kept seventeen

days and nights before interment, but burials generally

seem to have been on the third or fourth day after death.

The obsequies of the poor were not unfrequently attended

the day after their decease.

Young men dying in the flower of their age, were bu-

ried in the early morning. Hence the stories of youths
stolen to the embraces of Aurora. In all other cases

funeral obsequies took place during the day, the night

being more under the dominion of the furies and evil

spirits. But from the fact that funeral processions in the

morning twilight were conducted by torchlight it became
customary to carry torches at all burials, although they

occurred during the day.

In respect to the time of burial, the Athenians had a

different practice from that just mentioned. They cele-

brated their funerals before sunrise, in obedience to a

law attributed by some to Solon.

The corpse was generally carried on the shoulders of

the bearers. It was sometimes placed upon a bier, instead

ofwhich the Spartans used a shield. Hence the exhortation

of the Spartan mother to her son " to come back with his

shield, or on it."

In the funeral processions, the relatives went next to the

corpse, the rest following at some distance. The proces-

sion was commonly on horseback or in carriages, but in the

case of distinguished personages the company went on foot,

that being thought the most respectful.

3. Mourning. The manner of expressing grief and sor-

row has ever varied with the national character. The dif-

ferent states of Greece exemplified this variety. Some of
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the most common ways of expressing this was the follow-

ing: 1. Abstaining from banquets and entertainments,

banishing all musical instruments, and everything bear-

ing an air of gayety and mirth. Frequenting no public

solemnities, they sequestered themselves from company,

courting silence, and shades, and solitudes. 2. They threw

aside all ornaments and costly apparel. This was prac-

ticed by those who were in lamentation for any great

calamity. They also put on mourning garments, which

were always black, and made of coarse materials. 3. They

divested themselves of their hair by shaving, cutting off

or tearing. It was sometimes thrown upon the dead body,

sometimes cast upon the funeral pile, and sometimes laid

on the grave. 4. They threw themselves on the earth and

rolled in the dust ; intending by their defilement, to express

their sorrow and dejection. They also sprinkled ashes on

their heads. They kept their heads muffled when they

went abroad. They beat their breasts and thighs with

their hands, and tore their cheeks with their nails. They
accused and cursed the gods. "When persons of eminence

died, public meetings were suspended, and the schools,

baths, shops, temples, etc., were shut up. 5. They em-
ployed mourners and musicians to increase the solemnity.

These beat their breasts and counterfeited all the actions

of real and passionate grief Musical instruments were
employed at funerals, with' what design is not perfectly

agreed. Some suppose it was to frighten the ghosts and
furies from the soul of the deceased ; others to denote the

soul's entrance into heaven, where the motion of the

spheres was supposed to produce a divine and an eternal

harmony ; some that they were intended to divert the

melancholy of the surviving relations, and others that they

were intended to excite sorrow.

XrV. Manner of interring and burning the dead. The
custom of the primitive ages was to inter the dead. This

was more ancient than that of burning. The Athenians

interred in the reign of Cecrops. It appears, however,
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that as early as the Trojan war the custom of burning was

in practice among the G-reeks.

The theoretical opinions of philosophers seem to have

had some effect upon the mode of finally disposing of the

body. Those who thought the human body was com-

pounded of water, earth, or the four elements, were in-

clined to interment. Those, on the contrary, who, with

Heraclitus, held that fire was the first principle of all things,

were disposed to burning.

Two reasons were assigned for burning. One that the

body, supposed unclean, might be purified by fire ; the

other that the soul, being separated from gross matter,

might take its flight to the heavenly mansions.

The piles upon which bodies were burnt, were not

erected in any constant form, nor of the same uniform

materials, but were varied according to time, place, and

circumstances. They placed the body upon the top of the

pile ; and, if a person of rank, often burnt with it many
slaves and captives. Precious ointments and perfumes

were poured upon the flames. The garments of the de-

ceased were thrown thereon. Soldiers generally had their

arms burnt with them. The pile was lighted by some of

the nearest relations or friends of the deceased. "When a

general or a commander, the soldiers made a solemn pro-

cession three times round the pile. This was performed

by turning towards the left hand, which was always expres-

sive of sorrow. While the pile was in flames the friends

poured forth libations of wine, calling on the deceased by

name.

When the pile was burnt down, and the flames had

ceased, they extinguished the remains of the fire with wine,

and afterwards collected the bones and ashes. They placed

the body in the middle of the pile, and the men and beasts,

if any were burnt at the same time, on the sides of it.

This was for the purpose of distinguishing the remains of

the body from those of the beasts and men burnt with it.

They must also have had some method of preserving

in a separate state the ashes of the body from those of the
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pile. To effect this purpose they are supposed to have

wrapped the body up in the incombustible linen made of

amiantus.^

The bones and ashes when collected were deposited in

urns, which were composed either of wood, stone, earth,

silver or gold, according to the quality of the deceased.

"When interment was practiced, the bodies were placed in

coffins with their faces upwards, and their heads so turned

as that they might look towards the rising sun.

XV. Honors paid to the dead. Sepulchres. Monuments.
Cenotaphs, etc. The Greeks originally had a custom of

burying their dead in their own houses. In later ages they

carried them without the city, and generally placed them
at the sides of highways. The Spartans buried their dead

within the city, each family having its proper place of

interment.

In early periods of Grecian history, the common graves

were only dug in the earth. Subsequently they were
paved with stone and arched over. Kings and distin-

guished men were anciently buried upon mountains, or at

the foot of them. Hence, probably, the custom of raising

a mound upon the graves of eminent persons.

The ancient monuments consisted of two parts; one was
the grave or tomb, the other the ground surrounding it,

which was fenced about with pales or walls. Tombs of

stone were polished and adorned with great art. The
ornaments of the sepulchre were numerous, including

pillars of stone freqaently marked with inscriptions declara-

tive of the family, virtues, etc., of the deceased. Lycurgus
would not permit the Spartans to mark theirs with any
inscriptions. Often effigies of the dead were put upon the

pillars, nor was it unusual to fix upon graves the instru-

ments which the deceased had used. For instance, on the

soldier's grave were placed his arms; on the mariners'

their oars.

^Montfaucon's Antiquities Displayed, v, 19.

29
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The wisli and prayer of the Grecians was, that the earth

lie lightly on the bosom of their friends, and heavy on that

of their enemies.

The Greeks also erected empty and honorary monuments
which contained neither the bodies, bones nor ashes of the

dead, and were hence termed cenotaphs, an empty tomb.

There were two kinds of cenotaphs. The one was erected

for such persons as had been honored with funeral rites

in another place; the other, for those who had never

obtained a proper funeral. The Grecians believed that

the ghosts of the unburied wandered about in misery for

one hundred years, before they could enter the fields of

Elysium. When, therefore, any one perished by ship-

wreck, or by any such means as that his body could not

be found, they erected for him an empty sepulchre, and

then repeated with a loud voice, three times, the name of

the deceased, by which means they believed his ghost would

be recalled to the habitation prepared for it. It was con-

sidered both a crime and a sacrilege to violate a sepulchre,

and was thought to entail a certain ruin on the violator.

In case the deceased had distinguished himselfby render-

ing important services to his country, it was customary to

have a funeral oration pronounced at his sepulchre at the

time of the burial, by some one appointed by the magis-

trates of the city. This was repeated for many years after

upon the anniversary of his death.

"Where persons of rank died it was also customary to

institute games, with many varieties of exercises, to render

their death the more remarkable.

It was the general opinion throughout Greece, that a

dead body polluted everything with which it came in con-

tact, and hence arose the practice of purifying with water

all those who had been attending funerals. This purifica-

tion was required before the person could enter a temple,

or worship the gods. The Spartans, however, did not give

in to this superstition, but considered that the bodies of

those who bad lived virtuous lives could contract no pollu-

tion after death.
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The funeral being finished, the nearest relative of the de-

ceased furnished, at his house, an entertainment for the com-
pany. ThissometimespreCeded the funeral. Thefragments

which fell from the tables were considered as sacred to the

departed souls, and were carried to the sepulchre, and there

left for the manes of the deceased to feed upon.

There were various honors paid to the sepulchres and
memories of the deceased. Burning lamps were placed in

the subterranean vaults of the dead whither those desiring

to express an extraordinary affection for their relations re-

tired. They also decorated the tombs with flowers and
herbs, often laying on it their hair, which they dedicated to

the dead. It was also customary to perfume the grave

stones with sweet ointments, and to run naked around the

sepulchres.

They offered sacrifices and libations to the dead. The
victims offered were black and barren heifers, or black

sheep, similar to those offered to the infernal gods. The
sacrifices were performed in ditches, and the hairs upon
the victim's head were the first thing offered, which, for

that reason, were called firstlings. To the ghosts of the

dead were offered libations of blood, honey, wine, milk and
water, the object of which was to render them kind and
propitious.

These honors were paid on the ninth and thirtieth days

after burial, and were often again repeated. There were
also anniversary days, on which they paid their devotions

to tlie dead ; and on which they called over the names of

all their deceased relations.

All these honors were thought most acceptable when
offered by their nearest relations, but when by their ene-

mies, they were rejected vsdth indignation, as the emotions

of love and hate were supposed to remain after death.

XVI. The amusements of the Grecians. Much of what
properly belongs to this head has already been anticipated.

The gymnastic exercises of the Grrecians, in which very

considerable portions of time were spent might, perhaps.
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be ranked among the amusements. They were not, how-

ever, strictly of that character. There were several things,

that might properly rank as amusements, introduced at

the close of their entertainments. Professional singers

and musicians appeared upon those occasions. They were,

for the most part, female slaves educated for the purpose.

There were, also, dancing girls who executed a variety of

graceful movements, in part pantomimic ; now casting up

hoops and then catching them as they fell, keeping time

with the cadences of the flute. One of these would occa-

sionally throw herself head foremost into a hoop stuck all

around with upright swords, and balance the lower part

of her body round over the naked points, to the great

terror of the spectators, Sometimes she would throw

back her head until it reached her heels, and then putting

herself in motion, roll about the room like a hoop.

The Grrecians, particularly the Athenians, were alive to

the charms of conversation. On these occasions there

was invariably a large flow of soul. All the intervals

between the exhibitions and performances were filled up

with various conversation. In a commonwealth like that

of Athens, where the study of philosophy, the arts, and

the practice of self-government were all assiduously culti-

vated, there could never be wanting topics of conversa-

tion, at once interesting and important.

There were sometimes present professed jugglers, who
would exhibit their tricks and necromantic performances.

Among other exhibitions was the potter's wheel, a machine

on which a young girl was whirled round with great velocity,

retaining at the same time sufficient self-possession to be

able both to read and to write. Other amusements, as the

minletic dance, succeeded.

So also dramatic scenes were occasionally represented.

The meeting and courtship of Dionysos or Bacchus and

Ariadne were sometimes performed, and these were ren-

dered not the less interesting by being, as they occasionally

were, performed by actors whose words and acts to them
were real, while to others they appeared merely as per-
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formances.^ ISTor was even the jester wanting. And even

the monkey tribe, the forest jesters, were sometimes

brought into requisition.

The beauty of broad grins was properly appreciated at

Athens, where there was a regular wit's club, consisting of

three-score members, who were accustomed to assemble in

the temple of Heracles during the Diomeia. The names

even of several of them have come down to us.

The Athenians were a people who threw their whole soul

into whatever they happened to be engaged in. Amuse-
ments were therefore as heartily entered into, and as

strenuously pursued for the time being as more substantial

realities. Music, both instrumental and vocal, formed no

inconsiderable a part of the amusements of the Greeks at

their entertainments. Every one poured forth what was
inspired by the whim of the moment, and jokes, love-songs

or biting satires, were uttered with the freedom and fertility

of an improvisatore.

The play of kottabos was in great vogue at Athens. A
piece of wood, like the upright of a balance, was fixed in

the floor or on some stable basis, and a small cross-beam

was placed on the top of it, with a shallow vessel at either

end. Under each of these vessels stood a vase filled with
water, with a gilt bronze statue fixed upright in its centre.

The person playing stood at a little distance, and cast his

wine from a' drinking cup into one of the pensile basins,

which descending with the weight struck against the head
of the statue, which resounded with the blow. The vic-

tory consisted in spilling the least wine during the throw,
and eliciting the most noise from the brazen head.^

The Spartans were more addicted to jokes in their con-

vivial meetings, while the more intellectual Athenians
supplied their place with an elegant badinage, alternating

with profound or impassioned discourse. They possessed

the happy faculty of extracting amusement from each other.

'^St. John's Manners and Customs of Ancient Greece, ii, 185, et seq.

= /(?m, 313, 313.
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Among the means of accomplisMng tWs was tlie introduc-

tion of enigmas and griphoi. The first comprehended all

those terminating in mere pleasure; the last, such questions

and riddles as involved within them the seeds of knowledge

and wisdom. Deep philosophic truths were often wrapped

up in these sportive problems, which purposely obscured,

so as to afford but dim and distant glimpses of the forms

within, necessarily exercised and sharpened the wit, and

induced keen and persevering habits of investigation.

A great source of amusement among the Grecians was

the theatre. The dramatic art will find its more appropri-

ate place under another head, viz: the element of art. It is

not, therefore, proposed to unfold here any of the myste-

ries of the Grecian drama. Little more is intended than

to bring before the mind the great fact that the theatre

with the Athenians was a great source of amusement.

The extent of it can be somewhat judged of from the enor-

mous size of the Athenian theatre. The great theatre of

Bacchus, partly scooped out of the rock on the face of the

hill at the south-eastern angle of the Acropolis, stretched

forth, on solid pieces of masonry, a considerable distance

into the plain, and was capable of containing upwards of

thirty thousand people. I^or was Athens the only Gre-

cian city where the theatre existed. It was also to be

found at Sparta, Argos and Megalopolis.

The time of acting was during the Dionysise and Le-

nsean festivals, corresponding to the spring and autumn.

The theatres were national establishments, and were there-

fore open, free of expense, to all the citizens. They were

not called together by playbills ; but, for the most part, knew

nothing of what they were going to see till they were seated

in the theatre, and the herald commanded the chorus of such

and such a poet to advance. It will be seen, while consi-

dering the dramatic art, that this kind of amusement must

have been very gratifying, and extensively indulged in.

Many other arts contributed also to the amusement of

the Grecians, particularly of the Athenians. But it will

hardly be necessary to allude particularly to them here.
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XVII. The games in which the Grecians participated

in common. There were in Greece four solemn games,

which were often termed sacred games, as they were

instituted in honor of the gods, or of deified heroes, and

were always opened and closed with sacrifices. These

were the Olympic, the Pythian, the ISTemean, and the Isth-

mian. They differed very little from each other in the

ceremonies and exercises in which they principally con-

sisted. They were celebrated at different places, at differ-

ent periods of time, and had different degrees of celebrity.

Of all these the Olympic was by far the most renowned.

These were celebrated once every four years, at Olympia,

a place situated on the banks of the Alpheus, about thirty

miles from the city of Elis, in the territory of Elis in the

Peloponnesus. Their original institution is veiled by the

shadows of a remote antiquity too much to permit the

indulgence of any certainty in regard to it. They were

for a long time discontinued, and were revived in the age

of Lycurgus, by Iphitus, sovereign of the district of Elis.

One of his principal motives was to protect the territory of

Elis, by rendering it sacred. To accomplish this, he
obtained from the oracle of Apollo at Delphi, a command
that the games should be revived in honor of Jupiter, and

that the exclusive right of managing them should be con-

ferred upon the Eleans. They were accordingly established

408 years after the Trojan war, and about B. C. 776, from
which period the Olympiads are reckoned.

These games were celebrated every fiftieth month, com-
mencing on the eleventh day of July, and lasting five days.

They commenced with offering up sacrifices which lasted

till midnight, the games commencing in the morning at

daybreak.

The course was divided into two parts, the Stadium and

the Hippodrome, the former being about six hundred feet

long, and the latter twelve hundred long and six hundred

broad. The Stadium was appropriated to the foot races

and most of the combats; the Hippodrome exclusively to

chariot racing. The morning was generally devoted to
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the lighter and the afternoon to the more violent exercises,

although no general rule was rigidly observed. Wo one

but a G-recian could offer himself as a competitor. ITeither

could any one be a competitor who had not previously ex-

ercised himself ten months at the combats in which they

were about to engage. The moral characters of the com-
petitors were also inquired into, and all of bad moral

character were excluded. Before commencing, the com-

petitors all took an oath upon the altar of Jupiter, that they

would conduct honorably, and employ no unfair means to

gain the victory.

The most ancient of the. games, after their revival, was
the foot race. So great was the importance attached to this

game that the conqueror in it gave his name to the

Olympiad in which his victory was achieved. The im-

portance attached to this arose probably from its sim-

plicity, and from its being a distinguished excellence in

a warrior, as it served him both for attack and retreat.

The measure of the Stadium, where these races were run,

was one hundred and twenty-five paces. The race was

divided in four parts. The first was simply running to the

goal one hundred and twenty-five paces. The second was

double the first, or running to and returning. The third

was running over the space of seven stadia. In the fourth

the competitors ran in armor. The stadium, or race course,

had two boundaries, the one the starting place, the other

the end, goal or limit. He conquered who first reached

the goal. The prize was of little instrinic value being the

most commonly a crown of olive or pine.

The chariot races were performed in the Hippodrome.

These were very exciting. Sometimes the chariots were

drawn by two, three, four or more horses. They were

sometimes driven twelve times over the Hippodrome.

These chariot races were splendid performances. Great

skill was required in the charioteer in turning the goals,

so as to avoid coming in contact with them, which was

not only disgraceful but dangerous. The owners of the

chariots were not required to be the drivers. Kings and-
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the most wealthy private citizens often sent chariots to

the Olympic games, the charioteers having been long

trained for the purpose of driving. The richness of the

equipages, the neighing of the steeds, the cries of the cha-

rioteers, and the shouts of applause from a vast concourse

of spectators, altogether made a most animating spectacle.

Another exercise practiced at the Olympic games was
throwing the discus or quoit. This was a mass of iron,

about three inches thick, of a roundish shape and polished

surface. In its centre was a hole, through which was
passed the thong by means of which it was thrown. This

exercise is said to have been invented in Sparta. In throw-

ing the discus the victory did not consist in striking a

given mark, but in hurling it beyond all other competitors.

Another exercise consisted in leaping, which was some-
times performed with the hands empty, and sometimes
with weights of lead or stone. These weights might be
carried in the hands, or placed upon the shoulders, or fas-

tened upon the feet. Generally they were thrown forward

by the motion of the arms in jumping, and thus aided in

the act of jumping.

Boxing was another exercise which was done either

simply with the fist alone, or with the addition of the ces-

tus. This was a thong made from the hide of an ox, filled

with a mass of lead, iron, or other metal, and bound round
the arm. It sometimes reached no higher than the wrist,

at other times extended to the elbow, and sometimes even

to the shoulder, being used both for attack and defense.

This was a very severe exercise, one of the combatants
being sometimes carried off dead from the ground, and it

being frequently attended with the loss of an eye, or the

severe maiming of some part of the body.

Wrestling was a very ancient exercise, the combatants
endeavoring to throw each other down. They were matched
by drawing the same letter out of a silver urn. The bodies

of the competitors were first anointed with oil, to give

suppleness to their limbs. Afterwards they were rolled in

fine sand. Several matches were usually going on at the

30
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same time. To achieve a victory required the competitor

to throw his adversary twice out of three times. Some-

times the wrestler who was thrown pulled his adversary

down along with him, and then they were obliged to grapple

together on the ground, until one of them getting upper-

most, constrained the other to yield. A defeat was ac-

knowledged by the voice, or by holding up the finger.

There were two kinds of wrestling, one in which the

combatants stood and wrestled on their feet ; the other in

which they voluntarily threw themselves down, and con-

tended rolling on the ground.

The pancratium was an exercise that combined in itself

both boxing and wrestling. The mere boxer never endea-

vored to trip or throw down his adversary, nor did the

wrestler give his antagonist any blows. But in this exer-

cise it was allowable to gain the victory by throvsdng down,

or by giving blows; in fine, in any manner whatever.

This was, therefore, the roughest and the most dangerous of

all the exercises.

These were the principal exercises performed at the

Olympic games. Their tendency was to develop and

render perfect the physical man. There were also intel-

lectual exercises that did much to stimulate the genius of

the Greeks. Here assembled the poets, orators and histo-

rians of Greece, who recited their productions in the

presence of the surrounding multitude. Here Herodotus

read his history, and here the names of the nine muses

were given to the nine books into which it was divided.

It was, therefore, a contest of mind as well as of body

;

and hence, furnished a stimulus to the Grecian mind, to

develop its wondrous powers, as well as to the Grecian

body, to display its beautiful proportions.

The judges who presided over the games, who awarded

the prizes, and punished those guilty of irregularity or un-

fairness, were always appointed from the Eleans. They

were eight in number, one being taken from each tribe,

the chief of whom was the president. The judges always

preserved a strict impartiality in the discharge of their
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duty. They had no connection with any of the candidates,

and took a solemn oath that in awarding the prizes they

would be governed solely by a regard to justice. It was

not allowable for any woman to be present at the games,

except the priestesses of Ceres, who remained in a temple

built for them near the Stadium.^

The prizes awarded to the victors were of little value in

themselves, the great incentives being the fame and glory

which always attended the victorious. They were simply

wreaths of wild olive. But the champion had regard to

other things. On his return home he rode in a triumphal

chariot into the city, a part of the walls being thrown
down to give him admittance. He was generally sup-

ported afterwards at the public expense. His honor ex-

tended to his parents and embraced his children. Even
the city which gave him birth was a sharer in them.

The Pythian games were celebrated in honor of Apollo

at Delphi, and were supposed to have been instituted by
him after he had overcome the serpent Python. They
were at first celebrated every nine, and subsequently every

five years. It is supposed that originally these games con-

sisted only of musical contests, the prize being gold or sil-

ver, or something of value. In process of time the various

athletic exercises, as practiced at the Olympic games,

were introduced, and along with them, contests in history,

rhetoric, poetry and the fine arts. The prize was then

changed to a garland of laurel.

The songs at these games were generally accompanied
with the harp. They also sung the Pythian measures,

which were accompanied with dances. They sometimes
danced to the sound of the lyre, and at one period flutes

were introduced. These games were celebrated on the

sixth day of the month of May.
The Ifemean games were so called from l!?"emea, a city

and sacred grove of Argolis. They were celebrated every

third year, on the twelfth day of September. The exer-

' Cleveland's Grecian Antiquities, 137.
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cises were very similar to those already described. The

Argives generally presided. They were generally supposed

to have been instituted by Hercules after his victory over

the IsTemean lion, in honor of Jupiter. At first the victors

were crowned with a wreath of olive, but afterwards with

parsley.

The Isthmian games were so called from the place at

which they were celebrated, which was the Corinthian

isthmus, the small neck of land uniting the Peloponnesus

with the continent. They were held near the temple of

the Isthmian K"eptune. These games were open to all the

Greeks, except the Eleans, who were refused admission in

consequence of a dreadful execration, denounced against

them, ifthey ever should be present. They were celebrated

every three years. The contests were the sarne as in the

other sacred games. The presidents were chosen both

from Corinth and Sicyon. The prize, at first, was a crown

of pine; afterwards of dry parsley; and finally of pine,

which was again resumed.

The entire effect of these games upon the G-recian mind
and character can hardly now be estimated. Celebrated

at different times and at different points in Greece, they

afforded frequent opportunities for all those of Hellenic

origin to meet together as members of one language and

one family. It was a beautiful sight to see states, for the

time being, laying aside their hostile attitude, and meeting

together as brethren at these great national festivals. The
Athenian, Spartan, Argive, Corinthian, all assembled here

as simply Grecian, as having a common descent, as speak-

ing the same language, as being of the same brotherhood.

It tended to render the Grecian race more an unit, more

harmonious, and to enable the different portions of it to

cultivate, with each other, relations of amity, of friendship

and good will. Their effect, therefore, upon the social and

political condition of Greece, was in the highest degree

salutary.

Their effect upon the military character was neither

small nor trifling. In a climate so mild that it tended
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rather to enervate, some counteracting influences were

necessary to prevent the human organism from becoming

weak and effeminate. The severe hardships encountered

in preparing to become competitors at these games, were

well fitted to rear up hardy soldiers, who would be well

prepared to take their part in the performances of the bat-

tle-field. It is to these games, and the gymnasiums where

their preparatory courses of instruction were taken, that

we are to look for that perfect physical frame which served

as such a model for the Grecian sculptor. Nor should we
forget that the powers of the mind were tasked as well as

those of the body. The mighty stimulus there furnished

to genius is one of the great causes which contributed so

strongly to develop the powers of the Grecian mind. It

afforded a means of publication, a kind of substitute for

the present operations of the press. Heroditus, Euripides,

Isocrates, Pindar, and other distinguished Grecians, there

shone as splendid luminaries in the galaxy of Grecian

mind. We should not, therefore, fail to attribute to these

great festivals no inconsiderable share of that greatness,

which attaches to almost everything Grecian. This closes

the consideration of the social element.



CHAPTER V.

aEBECB— ITS GOVERISTMBNT.

The developments of the different states of Greece in

the element of government, are full of interest and in-

struction. I^owhere on the world's surface has so small

a spot of earth made such large contributions to the settle-

ment of important questions in the science of government,

as Greece. !N"owhere else, within the same compass, is

exhibited the same variety. Those numerous little cities

and states would by no means have passed away a use-

less existenee, if they had served no other purpose than

to give the results of their experience in this single ele-

ment to the science of general government. That science

has been, beyond measure, enriched by the results of that

experience. In order to preserve as much method as pos-

sible in the treatment of this subject, I shall arrange all I

have to say in reference to it, under the following heads, viz

:

I. The government, political institutions and laws of

the Spartans.

n. The government, political institutions and laws of

the Athenians.

m. The government, laws, and political institutions of

Thebes, Corinth and Argos.

rV. The leagues of the Boeotians, ^tolians and Achseans

and the Symmachia and Hegemonia.

V. The relations between the Grecian states as expressed

by the council of the amphyctions.

VI. The relations of the political institutions of the

Grecian states to the physical circumstances under which

they originated.

VJUL. The relations of the same institutions to the moral,

social, and intellectual state and condition of the Grecians.
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VJLll. The different degree in which the monarchic,

aristocratic, and democratic elements prevailed in the dif-

ferent states, and the order in which those elements were

developed.

IX. The problems in government to which the Grecian

developments in this element may be considered to have

furnished a solution.

I. The government, political institutions and laws of the

Spartans. The city of Sparta, or Lacedsemon, was of a

circular form, about six miles in circumference,and situated

in the province of Laconia, at the foot of mount Tay-
getus, and on the west side of the river Eurotas. For the

space of eight hundred years it had no walls nor fortifica-

tions of any kind, depending entirely for its safety on the

bravery of its inhabitants. It had some eminences, the

highest of which would serve the purpose of a citadel. On
its summit was a spacious plain, on which were erected seve-

ral sacred edifices. Around it were ranged five towns, each
being separated from the others by intervals of different

extent. These were occupied by the five tribes of Sparta.

Although Laconia was extremely fertile, and well situated

in reference to commercial pursuits, yet its inhabitants

fail to have made any figure in the early history of Greece.
About eighty years after the Trojan war, it was overrun by
the Heraclidse, assisted by the Dorians. They imposed
tributes upon the original cities, all of which submitted,
except Helos. This city was conquered, and its inhabitants
reduced to slavery. Hence the slaves, called Helots. The
Heraclidse afterwards having dissensions among themselves,
the weaker party were driven into the country and neigh-
boring towns. These were properly the Lacedgemonians,
while the Spartans were those who remained in the city,

constituting a body of about ten thousand warriors, hold-
ing in their hands the fate of Laconia, and sometimes of
almost all Greece.

The Spartan government and institutions are but little

known until the age of Lycurgus. The government was
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monarcliical; and, what was peculiar, two kings held the

rule, exercising a joint authority. This peculiarity ori-

ginated in the fondness of a mother. On the division

among the Heraclidse, Laconia fell to the share of Aristo-

demus, who left twin sons, Euristhenes and Procles. Their

mother refused to indicate which had the right of primo-

geniture, and it was agreed that both should succeed to

the crown with equal authority, and that the posterity of

each should inherit.

The nobles naturally enough availed themselves of the

jealousies which, from time to time, arose between the

two families, obliging each to court them and make them
concessions, until very little ofthe royal authority remained,

and a state of anarchy very generally prevailed. In the

very midst of this appeared the legislator, Lycurgus, who
gave to Sparta such a frame of government, and laws as

have been the wonder, and in some respects, the admira-

tion of every succeeding age.

Without going into the history of Lycurgus, and the

obstacles he had to encounter, I shall limit myself to a

brief outline of the government, laws and institutions,

which Sparta derived from him, or which grew out of the

institutions he gave.

It was important, in the first place, to define the citizen.

The citizenship was of two kinds. The one embraced

all those who were born citizens ; the other, those who

were presented with the freedom of the city. In early

periods all strangers were admitted to the privilege of

citizenship ; but afterwards, when the city became more

populous, its freedom was more sparingly bestowed. The

freedmen were sometimes created citizens, and there were

instances of the Helots having bestowed upon them the

privileges of the city.

The command of the army, and the various offices of

magistracy, were conferred only on the citizen. The

privileges of the citizen might be, in part, lost by a flagi-

tious action. The government always manifested great

anxiety to favor those who were born at Sparta.
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Lyeurgus divided the people into five tribes, each having

its own peculiar appellation, and occupying its own por-

tion of the city. These were again divided into less parts,

which amounted to six in each tribe, thirty in all, each

having its own peculiar appellation.

The first distinction that may be noticed at Sparta, was
the division into freemen and slaves. The freemen were
divided into two classes, the first that of equals, consist-

ing of those who could both vote and be elected to any
office, and who might obtain all the honors of the state.

The second were inferiors, who were uninstructed in the

Spartan discipline, and could only vote for the magistrates.

The domestic slaves were more numerous in Sparta

than in any other city in Greece. Their employments
were various both in the city and in the army. The slaves

were of two sorts. The one included all those who had
been reduced to slavery; the other, those who were born
in slavery. The origin of slavery in Sparta may be traced

to the reduction of the city of Helos, whose inhabitants

and their offspring were afterwards known by the name of

Helots. These occupied a kind of middle rank between
slaves and free citizens. They farmed the lands of the

Spartans, paying the owner a rent which would allow of

their making a reasonable amount of profits. They also

carried on the various mechanic arts, and mercantile pur-

suits. They were always distinguishable by the dress they

were obliged to wear. They were far more numerous than

the freemen, and were always a terror to the Spartans.

Hence the severe cruelties often exercised towards them
on the part of the Spartans.

The government of Sparta was mainly vested in the

kings, the senate and the ephori. The kings, as before

remarked, were two, thus rendering it a diarchy rather

than a monarchy. The two kings were required to be of

the house of Hercules, and it was necessary they should

marry a native.

In each of the two reigning branches, the crown de-

scended to the eldest of the sons, or if there were no sons,

31
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then to the brother of the king. If the eldest died before

his father, it passed to the next son ; but if he left a son,

that son was preferred before his uncles. Distant relations

might be called to the throne, but never those of another

house.'

If any differences concerning the succession occurred,

they were discussed and determined in the general assem-

bly. When a king had no children by a first wife, he was

ordered to divorce her and marry another.

The succession to the throne was never limited to a parti-

cular age. The presumptive heir was differently educated

from other children, and was not brought up with them.

The authority of the kings was extremely limited. An
oath was administered to them every month by the ephori,

by which they promised to rule according to the laws.

Their chief power at honae consisted in superintending and

directing everything appertaining to religion, and what-

ever related to the worship of the gods. When a king

ascended the throne, he might annul the debts which a

citizen had contracted either with his predecessor or with

the republic. Certain portions of land were assigned him,

which might secure him from want, and of which he had

the right to dispose during his life.

The two kings presided in the senate, and proposed the

subjects for deliberation. Each could give his suffrage,

which was equivalent to two suffrages of the senators.

During peace, the kings were not to be absent, nor both

at the same time during war, unless' two armies were in

the field. If of proper age, they had, of right, the command
of the army. During peace, they could only claim to be

the first citizens of the state. They appeared in public

without a retinue or any ostentation. They were honored

with the first places, and all rose in their presence, except

the ephori sitting in their tribunal.

The senate was instituted by Lycurgus. It was the

supreme council of the republic, consisting of two kings

'BoMnson's Archmologia Cfrceca, 143
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and twenty-eight aged men. In it were discussed, in the first

instance, all questions relative to declaring war, concluding

peace, entering into alliances, and other important affairs

of state. ISo one could become a member of this very

august body without being eminently distinguished for his

valor and virtues, and without having attained the age of

sixty years.

When death had deprived the senate of any one of its

members, the manner of electing one to fill the vacancy

was very peculiar. On the day appointed a number of

persons wore shut up together in a house near the assem-

bly of the people, where they could hear everything, but

could see nothing that was going on. The several candi-

dates were then led successively before the assembly, and

the people, as they successively appeared, expressed their

opinions by shouts of acclamation. The persons in the

house marked the plaudits, and declared him elected who
received the loudest and longest testimonies of approbation.

The victor was then conducted through all the quarters of

the city, with his head bound with a garland, and followed

by a number of boys and maidens, who celebrated his vir-

tues and victory.^

The newly elected senator was expected to dedicate the

remainder of his days to the functions of his office. The
senate was a very important element in the constitution of

the government of Sparta. The office was for life, which
gave the body both permanence and uniformity. The
lives and honor of the citizens depended upon this tribunal.

They had cognizance of crimes punishable with death, and
usually employed several days in their investigation. They
never condemned on simple presumption, but an acquittal

was no bar to a subsequent prosecution if new proofs were
obtained, in this respect contradicting a principle of juris-

prudence now generally recognized among most civilized

nations, viz : that no person after being acquitted shall

ever be again subjected to a trial for the same ojffense.

' Robinson's ArcJmologia Grceca, 147 ; Cleveland's Orecian Antiquities, 86.
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They could also inflict a stigma whicli would have the

effect of depriving the citizen of a part of his privileges.

The meetings of the senate were held in a court in the

forum. They exercised great power in the commonwealth.

They contributed to preserve the state from despotism on

the one hand, and anarchy on the other. The twenty-

eight senators, the five aphori, and the king of the other

family, constituted a tribunal, which could condemn a king

for violating the laws, or betraying the interests of the

state. An appeal, however, lay from the decision of that

body to the general assembly of the people.

The ephori formed a very important part of the Spartan

constitution. It is not clearly settled whether this office

was established by Lycurgus, or about one hundred and

thirty years subsequently, during the reign of Theo-

pompus.

They were five in number, and, as they had great autho-

rity, were changed every year. They were elected by the

people, and could be taken from any rank. They were

considered as representatives of the people, and hence,

were sustained by them. The office was very analogous to

that of tribune of the people in Rome. They were at first

only the ministers of the kings, who delegated to them

their authority to execute the laws, and decide causes

during their absence in war. They gradually increased

their authority, until, enriched by the spoils of the senate

and of royalty, they became almost supreme. They came,

finally, to possess the administration of justice, the main-

tenance of the laws and of manners, the inspection of the

other magistrates, and the execution of the decrees of the

general assembly. They had their council hall in the fo-

rum, where they held their tribunal. They punished with

extreme rigor those faults which immediately attacked

the laws and manners. To them, inferior magistrates were

to give an account of their administration. They could

even put any one to death without assigning a cause, one

of the highest prerogatives of tyranny. They followed the

whimsical custom once in nine years, of watching, during
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a clear night, the motions of the stars, and if any fiery

exhalation happened to shoot through the air, it was taken

as an indication that the kings had offended the gods. A
prosecution was commenced against them. They were

deposed, and could not he again restored until their

absolution was obtained from the oracle at Delphi or

Olympia.

The ephori came to possess the entire executive power.

They convened the general assembly, and collected its

suffrages. They received the embassadors from other

states. They levied troops and sent them to their destina-

tion. They controlled the movements of the armies of

the republic, ordering the generals wherever they chose,

and recalling them at pleasure. The same kind of contest

was carried on between the ephori and the kings, as we
shall hereafter see between the Roman tribunes of the

people and the consuls. They had finally monopolized

nearly all the power in the state, and continued to retain

their authority until the reign of Cleomenes.

There were also at Sparta, inferior magistrates, such as

the bidiaioi who were five in number, and presided over

games, having their council hall in the forum. There

were also guardians of the laws, who had power to reward

such as obeyed, and to punish such as transgressed them.

There were others whose office it was to observe the lives

and manners of the Spartan women, to preside over their

games and exercises, and see that they were conducted

with decorum. There were others, four in number, who
were sent to consult the oracles of the gods, when it was
desirable to ascertain the divine will in reference to any

matter. Others had- the care and superintendence of

strangers. Sparta had also an officer resembling the

Roman dictator, who was created in some emergency, and

whose functions ceased with the necessity that called them
into being. For instance, after the battle of Leuctra,

Agesilaus was appointed dictator or legislator, with an

authority above the laws to decree what he should think

most advisable in regard to those Spartans who had fled
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fromttat battle, andwere called tremblers. " Lettbe laws,"

said he, " sleep this day, and resume their full vigor to-mor-

row!" Another kind were appointed to govern the pro-

vinces, or rule over the conquered cities. There were also

some other inferior magistrates, which it is unnecessary

here to particularize.

There were public assemblies at Sparta. There were

two kinds of these. The one was the greater, and was
composed of the kings, the senators, the different classes of

magistrates, and the deputies of the cities of Laconia. In

this assembly were usually settled questions relative to

peace or war, the contracting of alliances, and other

matters of general concern. Among these last were claims

and mutual complaints, modes of reconciliation, projects of

the future campaign, and the contributions in men and

money to be furnished by each city.

The second was the less assembly, and was composed

only of the kings, the senate, and the different classes of

the magistrates. In this were discussed and decided such

things only as pertained to Sparta.

The kings and senators at first convoked these assem-

blies ; afterwards the ephori, who presided in them. The

less was held every month ; the greater, whenever circum-

stances required it. The latter reviewed the decrees of the

senate.

The matters appointed by the magistrates were discussed

in the assemblies. Every person of thirty years old or

upwards had a right to speak, provided his manners were

irreproachable. The kings and senators had great weight,

but the ephori greater. The opinion of the assembly was

asked by one of the ephori, and the decision was given not

by votes, but by acclamations. If it was impossible to de-

cide in that way, it was ascertained by numbering the two

parties, on a division.^

In relation to the laws of Sparta, they were first enacted

by Lycurgus, the will of the kings having previously con-

' Robinson's Archmologia Chceca, 156, 157.
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stituted the Spartan laws. These laws were very many of

them obtained from Crete, having been reputedly the

work of Minos. They were not all the work of Lyeurgus.

Some were subsequently added by the kings, Polydorus

and Theopompus,by Agisand Cleomenes, and by the ephori

and other magistrates. The Spartan laws were neither

written nor engraven on tables. They were committed to

memory.
These laws had reference to various things. They were,

to a large extent, identified with the manners and customs

of the people.

In relation to lands, they divided the whole country of

Laconia into thirty thousand equal shares, of which Sparta

contained but nine thousand. These were designed to re-

main always the same. The possessions of all were to be
equal, which strongly conduced to the stability and tran-

quillity of the republic.

These possessions were neither to be bought nor sold.

They could neither be given away, nor devised by will. If

any of these shares fell to a stranger, he might be permitted

to enjoy it, provided he submitted to the laws of Sparta.

The city of Sparta was to have no walls, and the houses
were to be built only with the saw and the axe. This was
to ensure so homely an appearance that no motive could
possibly exist for filling them with luxuries.

The number of citizens was to correspond with the lots

into which Sparta was divided. If the number of citizens

ex:ceeded that of the lots, they were to be sent off" to found
colonies. Strangers were not suffered long to reside in

Sparta, and no citizen was to go abroad unless to carry on
war.

The laws in relation to marriage, food and apparel have
been already considered under the head of society. The
public meals have not been sufficiently alluded to. This
was an institution of Lycurgus. They were borrowed
from Crete. The kings, magistrates, and private citizens,

met together in certain halls, in which a number of tables

were spread, most frequently with fifteen covers each.
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No man was admitted to a table except by the unanimous

consent of the others. The guests at one table never in-

terfered with those at another. They reclined on hard

couches of oak, leaning with their elbows on a stone or

block of wood. Their food principally consisted of black

broth, which is supposed to have been made of pork gravy

seasoned with vinegar and salt, and boiled pork from

which the broth had been made. The expense was borne

by the individuals who were obliged to contribute equally

to defray it. The youth were present at these meals, but

not to partake of them. Some were there to gather wis-

dom from the conversation, and some to pilfer what they

could to divide among their comrades.

The aged were to admonish the young, and so far was
this carried that if an old man was present when a youth

committed a fault and did not reprove him, he was to be

punished equally with the delinquent.

The Spartans were to have neither gold nor silver.

Any one having either in his possession was punishable

with death. ITo other coinage could legally be made use

of there but that of iron. This metal, after being taken

out of the fire, was to be dipped in vinegar while red hot,

to render it brittle and unmalleable, to the end that it

might not be applied to any other use. Trade was gene-

rally to be done by barter, or the exchanging of one com-

modity for another, l^o one was allowed to receive

interest. No one could give presents, and no one was

authorized to receive them from foreigners.

The Spartans had some peculiar laws relative to war.

A man was not capable of serving in the army under

thirty years of age. The Spartans were not to march at

any time before the full moon. They were not to fight

often against the same enemy. They were not to have

sailors, nor engage at sea. This last was, after a time,

disregarded. The camp was to be often moved. The

soldiers were to sleep in their armor. In any engagement

the army was to advance at the sound of flutes. No one

was to leave the army or desert the ranks, but was to con-
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quer or die. The loss of a shield in battle rendered one

infamous. When the enemy fled he was not to be pur-

sued far. The dead bodies of the enemy were not to be

spoiled. A service of forty years in the army entitled to

a discharge from military duties.^

The Spartan judgments were of two kinds, public and

private. The latter were at first rare, but afterwards be-

came more frequent. The senate were judges in capital

offenses, the ephori in causes of a private nature, l^o

orators were allowed at Spai-ta to plead the cause of the

accuser or accused; each one managing his own cause.

The Spartan laws inflicted various punishments. Among
the lightest was a pecuniary fine. "Whipping was also

used as a punishment. Infamy or disgrace was one of

the severest punishments infiicted. It was inflicted in va-

rious ways. One was compelled to go naked through the

forum in the midst of winter, singing verses in derision of

himself, and expressive of the justice of his sentence. An-
other was deprived of all honors, obliged to give up his

vnfe to another person, to suffer himself to be beaten by
any one he should meet, and to appear only in ragged and
dirty clothes, and with only half of his beard cut off.

The Spartans dreaded nothing so much as infamy, or the

loss of reputation. Another punishment was banishment.

Death was not considered so formidable a punishment by
the Spartans as by other nations. The mode of inflicting

it at Sparta, was by strangling with a rope. This punish-

ment was always inflicted in the night.

At first, the Spartans had no revenue ; afterwards the

wars in which they were engaged rendered a revenue

necessary. Whilst the estates continued equal, the contribu-

tions, levied in the form of taxes, were equal; but tributes

were imposed upon other kinds of property which varied

according to its value. The cities of Laconia furnished

their contingents to the state. The spoils taken by the Spar-

tans were sold by their commissaries to the highest bidders.

^SoUmon's ArcAceologia Oraca, 178, 179.
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There was, at first, no public treasury at Sparta. The
treasures were deposited with the Arcadians, who dealt

treacherously with them. They were subsequently carried

to the temple of Apollo at Delphi, and other places of wor-

ship. Finally, after the submission of Athens, the treasures

were deposited in a public treasury at Sparta, which came

to contain more gold and silver than all the rest of Greece.

II. The government, political institutions and laws of

the Athenians. Whoever investigates thoroughly the re-

spective civilizations of the Athenians and Spartans, will

find that in every single element, excepting, perhaps, that

of religion, they strongly contrast; are, in fact, the antipodes

of each other. In no one instance is the tendency and

power of races more distinctly brought to view than in

this instance. Inhabiting substantially the same country;

situated at but a small distance from each other; having

constant relations of peace or war with each other; sub-

jected to the same general influences, they yet exhibit con-

trasts the most marked and peculiar. In all things we
trace the peculiarities of the Dorian and Ionian races.

We have seen the Spartan development in the element

of government, we will now briefly examine the Athenian.

In a republic it will readily occur that it is of the first

importance to determine accurately who constitutes the

citizen, into what classes the inhabitants are to be divided.

The inhabitants of Athens were divided into three classes,

1. Free citizens. 2. Resident aliens. 3. Slaves.

Of these the free citizens were not numerous, being only

about twenty thousand, but they monopolized all the

political power. There was a distinction between the citi-

zens. The free born Athenians, those whose parents were

Athenians, had superior privileges. They excelled all

others in honor and power. They enjoyed the exclusive

privilege of being present at all public assemblies, and of

participating in the government of the state.

In the prosperous days of Athens it was an object of the

highest ambition to become one of her citizens. Even
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sovereigns were competitors for the honor, thus reflecting

lustre on it when they succeeded, and also when they failed.

The aspirant to this honor was compelled to go through

several ordeals before he could attain it. He first came
before an assembly of the people, who inquired carefully

into his merits and claims. If these approved he must
come before another assembly of six thousand citizens who
voted by ballot. Even after this, the lowest among the

Athenians had it in his power to object to this double elec-

tion. In such case a tribunal made examination into the

matter, inquired into the life and condition of the person

elected, and were, in this instance, empowered to correct

even the judgment of the people.

Cecrops divided the citizens into four tribes ; each tribe

into three parts, and each part into thirty families.

Solon divided the Athenians into four classes, according

to their rank and property. The first included all those

who were worth five hundred measures or mediums of

commodities. The second were the horsemen, including

those who could furnish a horse, or were worth three

hundred mediums. The third consisted of those who were

worth two hundred mediums, and the fourth and last

embraced all the rest, who could fill no office in the govern-

ment, but were entitled to vote in the public assemblies ; a

power at first deemed of little consequence, but which
subsequently grew to great importance. This was a politi-

cal division.

The tribes were afterwards augmented from four to ten,

and had public feasts instituted for the purpose of main-

taining mutual acquaintance, and of promoting friendship

and kindness among themselves.

The second class, composed of resident aliens or sojourn-

ers, were those who, for any reason, had come from a

foreign country, and settled in Attica. They had not the

privileges of citizens, being debarred both from holding

office and voting. They were also obliged to submit to any
decree which the citizens might think proper to pass re-

specting them. Many of them carried on trades, or
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served in the navy. They were free, yet dependent, and
were always a source of fear to the citizens. They could

do no business in their own names, but might submit

themselves, each to a citizen, who was to defend them
from oppression, and be responsible for their conduct.

The citizen was called the patron, who could, in return,

exact from them several services. Thus the institution of

patron and client, which long subsequently prevailed at

Rome, was derived from Athens. The neglect to choose

a patron subjected them to a suit, and their goods to

confiscation. The head of every family was obliged to

pay an annual tribute into the public treasury, of twelve

drachms for himself, and six for his children. The
neglect to do this subjected him to be sold as a slave.

Those, nevertheless, who rendered any important services

to the state, were exonerated from all imposts and taxes

except those to which the citizens themselves were subject.

The third class embraced the slaves, who constituted

altogether the most numerous body in the state. Their

number in Attica, in the best days of Athens, is said to

have been 400,000, an immense disproportion to the num-
ber of free citizens.

There were two kinds of slaves at Athens. The one

embraced those who, through poverty, were obliged to

serve for wages, but who continued in that state only

during their necessities, and could change their masters

at pleasure; and, if able, release themselves from servitude.

The other included those who were the absolute property

of their masters; who were bought and sold as other pro-

perty ; who were utterly incapable of obtaining freedom

for themselves or their posterity exceptby purchase. These

were brought from Lydia, Caria, Thrace, Syria, and other

countries inhabited by what the Greeks termed barbarians.

Their condition was very miserable. They were em-

ployed in the most degrading offices. They were starved,

beaten, and tormented at the will of their masters. They

were sometimes even punished with death. It was cus-

tomary to extort confession from them by torture. They
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were not permitted to wear arms. The offenses most

commonly committed were theft, and desertion to the

enemy. If retaken, they were bound fast to a wheel and

unmercifully beaten with whips. Theft subjected them
to the same punishment. They were also condemned to

grind at the mill, a most laborious operation.

They were treated with less rigor at Athens than in any
other Grecian city. They were there permitted to flee for

sanctuary to the temple of Theseus, from which it was
accounted sacrilege to force them. Those who were bar-

barously treated by their masters, either by having an

attempt made upon their chastity, or by being punished

with too much severity, might commence a suit at law

against them; and if the complaint proved to be well

founded, the master was compelled to sell the slave. They
were also protected against other citizens. They were
even permitted to acquire estates for themselves, paying

an annual tribute to their masters. If they could accumu-
late sufficient they could purchase their liberty. Their

masters might voluntarily dismiss them, or the state could

reward them with freedom if they had performed an use-

ful action.

The ordinary occupations of the slaves were to cultivate

the lands, conduct the manufactures, work the mines,

labor at the quarries, and perform all the domestic offices

in private houses.

Men became slaves from several causes. One, as already

mentioned, was poverty. Another was war, the prisoners

being often reduced to slavery.

A fourth was the seizing and selling men and women into

slavery by traders ; the last being a sample of the slave

trade of the present day. Slaves were sold at public sale

in the forum, the first day of every month being appro-
priated for that purpose.

The government of Athens, like that of all the other

states of Greece, was at first monarchical. A succession

of kings occur down to Codrus, who devoted himself to

death for his country in a war with the Spartans. A
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dispute sprung up in relation to the succession. A strong

party rose up who were for abolishing royalty, and for

having no king but Jupiter. It was finally arranged that

the kingly office should be abolished, and that Medon,
the son of Codrus, should be first magistrate, with the

title of archon. It was then a title for life. Twelve

archons followed Medon by hereditary succession, and

filled up a period of three hundred years. The time was

then limited to ten years. Six archons succeeded each

other under this arrangement. It was then resolved that

the office should be annual, and that there should be nine

persons to execute it.

The office of archon was the most considerable in the

state. They were elected by lots. They superintended

the police, and received all public informations and the

complaints of oppressed citizens. Before entering upon

the duties of their office, they took an oath to observe the

laws, to administer justice, and to accept of no presents.

They received no recompense for their services, except

they were exempted from the payment of taxes for ship

building. These were among them distinctions both of

name and function. The first was called, by way of dis-

tinction, the archon, who was president of the body, and

represented the majesty of the state. The second was

called the king, and he was the head of the church. The

third was called the polemarch, and he was the chief of

military afi'airs. The other six presided as judges in ordi-

nary courts of justice. Their office was to enforce the

execution of justice, and the maintenance of the laws.

Each of the three first mentioned, chose two assessors, or

side judges, to assist them in their duties.

There were also other magistrates besides the archons.

The eleven were elected from the ten tribes, one from each,

a clerk being added to complete the number. They super-

intended the execution of malefactors, and took charge of

those committed to prison. They arrested persons sus-

pected of theft and robbery, and prosecuted them in a

judicial manner.
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The phylarchi presided over the tribes, one over each.

They managed the concerns of their tribes, taking care of

the public treasure.

The demarchi held the same office in the boroughs,

managed their revenues, assembled the people, etc.

The nomothetse numbered one thousand. Their office

consisted in inspecting the old laws ; and if they found any

of them useless or prejudicial to the state, they caused

them to be annulled by the people.

The embassadors were chosen by the senate, and some-

times by the people to treat with foreign states. Some-

times they were clothed with plenary powers, but their

power was generally limited.

The senate of five hundred, as it is usually called, was the

work of Solon. It was an institution designed to counter-

act any hasty act on the part of the people. It consisted

originally of four hundred, but was afterwards increased to

five. It was composed of men of the best character, and

they discussed and carefully examined all subjects before

they were proposed to the people. From each tribe fifty

were elected. They election was by lot, and was done in

the following manner : Before the first of June, the presi-

dent of every tribe handed in the names of every free citi-

zen of good character in his district, who were over thirty

years of age. These names were inscribed on small tablets,

and put into an urn. There was also another urn or ballot

box, in which were put as many beans, fifty of which were

white and the rest black. Those whose names were drawn
out with the white beans were elected.

The prytanes, or presidents of the senate, were elected in

the following manner : The names of the tribes being put

into one vessel, and nine black beans and a white one into

another, the tribe which was drawn with the white bean
presided first, and the rest in the order in which they were

successively drawn. These prytanes were divided into five

committees of ten each, which presided in turn one week,

the presidents, of each week being termed proedri. These

elected their president every day. To his custody were
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committed the public seal, and the keys of the citadel and
the public treasury ; and so important was the office con-
sidered that no one could hold it longer than one day, or
be elected a second time.

Theprytanes assembled the senate, which met every day,
except on festivals. Their place of assembling was the
prytaneum. The senators were annually elected. Before
entering upon the discharge of their duties, they were re-
quired to take a solemn oath, that in all their deliberations
they would do everything to promote the public good, and
do nothing contrary to the laws.

The subjects upon which the senate were to act, were
brought before them by the prytanes. After their intro-

duction every one was at liberty to debate them. After
the discussion the vote was taken. This was done by
means of black and white beans. Each senator put a
bean into the ballot box, and if the number of the white
exceeded that of the black, the decree passed the body, and
was then proposed to the assembly of the people, without
whose ratification it could not become a law.

The power of the senate was very great. They were
the supreme council of the nation, and upon them de-

volved the whole care of the republic. Their check upon
the public assemblies consisted in the fact, that no mea-
sure could be brought before the latter, that had not first

passed through the senate.

The public assembly was a meeting of all the free citi-

zens. In it, when convoked, according to law, were lodged

all the interests of the commonwealth. The stated assem-

blies were held either at the agora, or market place, the

Pnyx, or the theatre of Bacchus. These assemblies took

cognizance of the acts of the senate, made laws, appointed

magistrates, declared war, etc.

There were two kinds of assemblies : the one ordinary,

the other extraordinary. The ordinary assemblies were

held four times in thirty-five days. Upon each assembly

devolved different duties. The first was employed in ap-

proving or rejecting magistrates, and public confiscations
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of property; the second, in making provisions for the

administration of the government; the third, in receiving

heralds and embassadors ; and the fourth, in attending to

rehgious matters, festivals, sacrifices, etc.

The extraordinary assemblies were convoked by the

prytanes when any civil affairs were to be disposed of

with greater dispatch than could be done in the ordinary.

There were no fixed places at which these were held.

The care and management of the public assemblies

rested with the prytanes, the epistates, and the proedri.

The first always put up, in some conspicuous place, a pub-

lic notice, in which was a brief statement of the business

to be discussed. The epistates was the president, and

was chosen by lot from the proedri. The proedri, who
occupied the front seats, proposed to the people the sub-

jects on which they were to deliberate.

The public assemblies were not always well attended.

So much reluctance was manifested that certain public

ofiicers were appointed, whose duty it was to compel at-

tendance. These ofiicers shut up all the gates, except that

which led to the meeting, and then went through the

forum with cords dyed red, marking all who wore found

there, and those thus marked had a line to pay. To influ-

ence the poorer citizens, three oboli a day were given to

all who appeared at the assemblies at an early hour, while

those who came late received nothing.

The assembly began by sacrifice. Then a solemn prayer

was offered to the' gods for the prosperity of the com-

monwealth. The subject for discussion was then pro-

posed, and those above fifty years of age were first

invited to speak upon it, and afterwards any other per-

son of good character not under thirty. The debate

ended, the sense of the meeting was next taken. This

was done by all those desiring to establish the decree,

lifting up their right hands, and all those opposed the

left. Where it was desirable that the voting should be

private, it was done by pebbles or beans, which they cast

into urns. The suffrages were examined by the proedri,
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and if in favor, the decree was prononnced, which then

became a law.

Thus the supreme authority appears to have resided in

the people. They decided upon peace or war, received

embassadors, confirmed or abrogated laws, nominated to

almost every office, imposed taxes, granted the privileges

of a citizen to foreigners, and decreed rewards to those

who had rendered services to their country.

We witness here the same course of policy pursued in

many other Grecian cities, and which was similar to the

one subsequently pursued at E,ome, and that was to avoid

the influence of powerful men by endeavoring to procure

the vote by tribes. The vote of each tribe was always in

the power of the poorer citizens, who were more numerous
than the rich. By such means, if successful, the power
would be likely to fall into the hands of the multitude

rather than to be retained by the few.

Another very extraordinary institution among the Athe-

nians, and much celebrated, was the court of areopagus.

This was the most ancient and upright of the Athenian

tribunals. Its place of meeting was upon a small emi-

nence, at a little distance from the citadel, called Mars

hill.

The date of this institution is uncertain. It is very

ancient, and is referred by many to the time of Cecrops.

As originally constituted, it was a mere criminal tribunal,

exerting no influence on the civil government. It was

greatly modified by Solon. He limited its members to

such as had been archons, and greatly extended its ju-

risdiction, thus adding much, both to its character and

power.

The number composing this body is unknown. It pro-

bably varied at diflterent periods of time. No one could

be admitted without first undergoing a strict examination

into his public and private character. If, while a mem-

ber, any one were convicted of immorality, he was expelled

from the body. This strictness in scrutinizing the cha-

racters of its members, and in preserving their purity of
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character, acquired for it a great reputation, and it was

widely celebrated for its wisdom, justice and equity.

The members of this tribunal held their office for life.

It took cognizance of crimes generally; of vices and

abuses; of murder, robbery, malicious plots, libertinism,

and all innovations, either in politics or religion. It had
the general inspection and custody of the laws, the man-
agement of the public funds, and the education of youth.

It punished idleness with great severity, and had power to

inquire into the occupations of every citizen of Athens.

It seems not to be clearly settled whether or not an

appeal lay from this court to the people. There were

cases in which it did reverse the decisions of the public

assemblies. On some occasions the, areopagites have pre-

sented themselves to the assembly, and by arguments

or entreaties, have prevailed upon the people to omit

the adoption of some measure injurious to the public

welfare.

The court met for the transaction of business almost

daily. They sat in the open air, that they might not be
polluted by being under the same roof with criminals, and
that they might contract no pollution by conversing with

profane and wicked men. They also held their meetings

at night, and in darkness, in order that no extraneous cir-

cumstances might affect their decision.

On the assembling of the areopagus, the members
divided themselves into committees by lot, in order to

expedite business by thus being enabled to hear, at the

same time, several causes. The trials were preceded by
imposing ceremonies. Sacrifices were offered, and the two
parties, placed amid the victims, took a most solemn oath,

calling upon themselves the vengeance of the gods if they

testified falsely. The accused was allowed to make his

defense in two speeches, and, if at the end of the first he
feared the issue, he was allowed to go into voluntary ban-

ishment. The advocates for either party were not allowed

to make any appeal to the feelings or passions of the judges,

.or to introduce any ornaments of style into their speeches.
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but were required to state the simple facts, and to accom-
pany their statements with proof.

After sufficient discussion had been had, the judges pro-

ceeded to give their opinions. This they did secretly.

They voted with black and white flints, and that these

might be distinguished in the dark, holes were made in

the black, but not in the white. The white acquitted, the

black condemned. These were put into urns ; the white
into the urn ofmercy, the black into that of death. When
the votes in the two urns were equal, an inferior officer put
one into the urn of mercy in favor of the accused. This
was called the vote of Minerva, because at the trial of

Orestes, she is said to have given the casting vote in his

favor.

The areopagites were maintained at the public expense.

They received three oboli for every cause they heard.

This institution maintained its high character until

the time of Pericles. Having never filled the office

of archon he could not be a member of this body. He
succeeded in removing a large number of causes from its

jurisdiction, and its power and influence from that time

declined.

There were also several other courts of justice besides

the areopagus. One court took cognizance of cases of in-

voluntary homicide ; another, of such murders as were

confessed to be committed by permission of the laws, as in

eases of self defense ; another of cases where the party had

been killed by inanimate things, as trees, stones, etc.

A cause was commenced by the plaintift''s lodging a

complaint before the magistrate, and summoning his ad-

versary to appear and answer to it. Before the trial com-

menced each party was obliged to deposit a certain sum

of money with the magistrate, who introduced the cause

into court. After all the preliminaries were arranged, the

public crier opened the court by reading the indictment.

If the defendant neglected to appear, sentence was imme-

diately passed upon him, which was valid, unless within

ten days he came and showed sufficient cause for absence.
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To be a witness, it was necessary £o be free born, disin-

terested, and deserving of credit, ^o slave could be

examined except by torture. A witness was required to

testify, or pay a fine of one thousand drachms.

After the testimony closed, the pleading or summing
up was commenced. The speaker stood upon an elevated

place near the tribunal. Each party spoke generally what
the orator of his selection had prepared for him in private.

The time allowed to each was measured by a water clock,

resembling an hour glass, only using water in the place

of sand. When the water had run out, the speaker was
obliged to stop. When both parties had ended, the judges

gave their decision, which was done by sea shells, pebbles,

or beans, the majority deciding. The punishment in-

flicted was sometimes a fine, and perpetual imprisonment

if it was not paid. They could also inflict the punishment
of infamy, by which the person lost forever his character

as a citizen.

The method of conducting private causes and public

prosecutions was essentially the same.

There were five courts in Athens for the trial of civil

causes, the most important of which was the helisea, so

called from its being an open place and exposed to the

sun. The judges are appointed by lot out of the body of
the people, and their number varies according to the exi-

gency of aflFairs, being sometimes reduced to fifty, and
at others increased to an hundred, or even to a greater

number.^

There was an immense amount of litigation at Athens.

The causes brought before the tribunals of that city alone,

were said to be more numerous than those in all the other

Grecians states together. The government rather encou-

raged than repressed them. In the streets of Athens were
many vile informers, who were constantly seeking out

grounds of accusation against persons of wealth and repu-

tation. This was one of the causes that rendered the liti-

'^Athenian Letters, i, 208.
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gation so mucli more at Athens than in any other city of

Greece.

Among the Athenians, punishments were either not

capital or capital. Those of the former kind were either

1. A pecuniary fine. 2. Infamy or public disgrace, which

was of three kinds : when the possessions were retained,

but the privileges of citizenship was taken away; when
the convict was deprived of all the privileges of a free citi-

zen, and had his goods confiscated; when himself and

all his children and posterity were forever deprived of all

rights of citizenship, both sacred and civil. 3. The third

species of punishment was servitude, which could only be

inflicted on the disgraced, the sojourners and freed serv-

ants. 4. Brandmarks made with a red hot iron on the

foreheads or the hands. 5. The pillar on which the crimes

of the offender were engraven, and which was then ex-

posed to public view. 6. Chains or fetters, as the wooden

collar which bent down the head of the criminal ; fetters

in which the feet and legs were made fast ; the pillory to

which malefactors were bound; and a wheel, to which

fugitive slaves were fastened, and beaten with rods. 7.

Exile or banishment, accompanied by confiscation of pro-

perty. 8. The ostracism, which was instituted by Hippias,

and continued to be made use of until it was exercised

upon Hyperbolus, whose worthless character caused it to

fall into disrepute. This differed from exile or banish-

ment in two respects. 1st, in regard to time ; 2d, to its

effect upon the estate. The exiled were banished from

their country forever ; the ostracized for the space of ten

years, after which they were at hberty to return. In re-

gard to the second, the exiled had his estate confiscated;

the ostracized had his preserved, and could come into the

possession and enjoyment of it on his return.

The law of ostracism was a peculiar one, and seems to

have obtained only in Athens, Argos and Syracuse.' At

Syracuse the principal citizens banished each other by hold-

' Montesquieu's Spirit of Laws, n, 370.
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ing the leaf of a fig tree in their hands. It was there pro-

ductive of many mischiefs. At Athens there were many
salutary restraints upon it. It was practiced only once in

five years. The process was that every citizen took a shell,

marked on it the name of the person he wished to ostra-

cise, and then carried and placed it in a certain part of the

forum. The votes, after being all cast, were numbered by

the archons. If they numbered less than six thousand, the

ostracism was void. If more than that, they proceeded to

sort the shells according to the names written on them,

and he whose name had been written by the majority was

pronounced ostracized.

The object of this was to prevent any citizen obtaining

too much power and influence, and thus becoming danger-

ous to the state. It was designed to teach the lofty and

aspiring, that they were not beyond the reach of popular

strength. It compelled even exalted worth itself, to ac-

count for its very worthiness. It was not considered a

disgrace, as those only of the highest character fell under

its censure. It was employed as a check to over-weening

ambition, but some names that have immortalized Athens,

were numbered among its victims. Themistocles, Thuey-
dides, Cimon, and even Aristides the Just, fell beneath its

power. Its misfortune was, that it tended to repress all

noble eiForts to advance their country's interest, lest, by
that very means, they should become its victim.

Capital punishment, or the death penalty, was inflicted

at Athens in several ways; as 1. By the sword, by which
criminals were beheaded. 2. By the rope, by which
they were strangled or hung. 3. By poison, of which
there were several kinds; but that the most commonly
used was the juice of the hemlock. 4. The precipice,

from which the malefactor was tumbled headlong. 5.

The cudgels, with which he was beaten to death. 6.

The cross, upon which he was nailed. 7. The deep pit

into which he was thrown headlong. 8. Lapidation, ston-

ing to death, a very common punishment. 9. Demer-
sion or drowning in the sea. 10. Burning.
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There were also rewards as well as punishments. The
principal of these were, 1. The privilege of having the

front seat in all public assenablies. 2. The honor of hav-

ing a statue erected in some public place. 3. Crowns con-

ferred by the votes of the people. 4. Immunity from
taxes. 5. An entertainment given at the public expense.

The laws of the Athenians, unlike those of the Spartans,

were committed to writing. Their earliest laws are attri-

buted to Theseus, but the first great lawgiver was Draco,

whose laws were of such severity that he punished all of-

fenses indiscriminately with death. They were, therefore,

said to have been written with blood and not with ink.

The next great lawgiver was Solon, who gave the

Athenians a milder system of laws.

It was dangerous for any citizen to propose a new law at

Athens. He was held answerable for its results and con-

sequences. If these proved unfavorable he might be im-

peached for it at any time within a year.^

We can refer here to but few of the Athenian laws.

They had a law that no violence could be offered to those

who fled to the temples for refuge. One day in every year

was to be appropriated to a public cock-fighting. It was

a capital crime for any man to cite a fictitious law in a

court of justice. If an individual died without issue,

one of his natural heirs was to be juridically substituted

for the deceased citizen, to assume his name and per-

petuate his family. Parents were allowed to disinherit

their children.

They who were brought up to no employment, and

children born of courtesans were exempted from the ob-

ligation of maintaining their parents. He who was undu-

tiful to his parents was to be incapable of bearing any

office, and might also be impeached before a magistrate.

It was punishable with death for any one indebted to

the public treasury to hold a public trust. An archon

who was seen intoxicated with wine, was to suffer death.

'Robinson's Arehmologia Ormea, 96.
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No one under the age of thirty years was to speak in the

senate or popular assembly.

1^0 one was to be a public orator who had struck his

parents, refused to maintain them, or excluded them from

his house ; who had thrown away his shield, refused to

enter the army when required, been guilty of incontinence,

or effeminate conduct. He was to have children lawfully

begotten, and to possess an estate in the territories of

Attica.

All debtors to the city were to be infamous till they

had paid what they owed, and if they died without paying

their public debts, their heirs incurred the same disgrace

until they were paid.

Three parts of the debtor's goods, which were forfeited

to the public treasury, were to belong to any private person

who informed against him.

Pledges and sureties were to be valid only for one year.

He who did not pay in due time what had been ad-

judged, was to have his house rifled.

They who counterfeited, debased, or diminished the cur-

rent coin were to lose their lives.

ISTo one was to kill an ox which labored at the plough.

No one was to kill a lamb of a year old, or an ox.

JSTo one was to hurt any living creatures.

ISTo man was to exercise two trades.

No man was to sell perfumes.

Any one might bring an action of slander against him
who disparaged or ridiculed another on account of his

trade.

No heiress was to marry into another family, but she

was to espouse her nearest relation. If a father had buried

all his sons, he might entail his estate on his married

daughters.

If an heiress bare no children to her husband, she might

bestow herself on his nearest relation.

He who ravished a virgin was to be obliged to marry her.

The right of inheritance was to remain in the same

family.

34
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All legitimate,BODS were to have equal portions of their

father's inheritance.

'No one was to be guardian to another, whose estate he

was to enjoy after his death.

The right of prosecuting murderers belonged to the

relations of the persons murdered, their sons-in-law, fathers-

in-law, and sister's children. 'No murderer was to be per-

mitted to remain within the city.

Inanimate things, which had been instrumental in the

death of any person, were to be cast out of Attica.

A thief was to pay the owner double the value of what
he had stolen, and as much to the public treasury.

All pickpockets and burglars were to suffer death.

The ceremony of proclaiming war was to be by putting a

lamb into the enemy's territories.

Pericles caused the introduction of two laws, which

were mainly instrumental, in the course of time, in pro-

ducing the downfall of Athens. One of them was the

custom of paying soldiers at Athens. The effect of this,

was to throw the carrying on of war into the hands of

mercenaries, who had no particular interest in the en-

countei'ing of success. The citizens preferred hiring to

fighting.

Another law of his procuring was that every citizen was

entitled to a gratuity out of the public money, not only for

attending at the courts of judicature, and public assem-

blies, but also at the entertainments of the theatre, and the

public games and sacrifices on their numerous days of

festivity.^ Thus he, in fact, bought the people with their

own money. No government, however well constituted,

can be proof against corruption, and no republic can stem

the current of luxury and effeminacy. The downfall of,

Athens may very properly date from the introduction of

these two laws.

The Athenian revenues were divisible into two branches

:

the first comprising the regular income, from which the

' Montagu on MepubUcs, 136.
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current expenses were defrayed; the second the extra-

ordinary resources resorted to on extraordinary occasions,

such as the maintenance of war. All the regular revenues

may he included under the following heads. First, duties

from public domains, customs and excise, and taxes upon
industry and persons ; extending, however, only to aliens

and slaves. Second, fines, justice fees and confiscated

property. Third, tributes from allies or subject states.

Fourth, regular liturgies, as they were termed.

From the silver mines of Laurium a lai-ge income was
derived. . The ores contained silver, lead and zinc. They
were worked by slaves, and the income belonged to the

state. It was principally by means of them that Themis-

tocles was enabled to raise the naval force of Athens into

importance.

The custom duties were raised in part from the harbors,

and in part from the markets. The first were chiefly cus-

tom duties upon export and import; the last were taxes

upon the sale of goods consumed in the country, and fees

paid for the right of selling in the market. Exports and
imports were also subject to a small duty.

Justice fees were certain specified sums, which both

parties were required to deposit in court prior to the com-
mencement of a suit. Fines included all punishments

estimated in money. Confiscation was a very common
source of revenue. It was enforced against the property

of those condemned for murder; of those who were ban-

ished; of those who were guilty of sacrilege or treason, or

who plotted against the existing government. The most
productive source of revenue were the tributes from the

allies. The precise amount thus derived was never ascer-

tained. It was not generally supposed to be less than

1,500 talents a year.

By the term liturgy, was understood a service for the

community, which was performed by persons of large es-

tates, thus saving the state the expense. Of this character

were the providing the chorus for the plays, the care of the

training schools, and the feasting of the tribes.
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The extraordinary resources consisted in the property

tax, and the trierarchy. The latter consisted in the ap-

pointment of trierarchs, who were obliged to provide, out

of their own means, for the equipment and management

of ships in time of war. They were nominated by the

commander of the fleet, and so much patriotism was there

in Athens that many were even ambitious of being ap-

pointed trierarch.

It will be observed generally in relation to revenue, that

no tax was levied upon citizens, but that all was upon

property. Direct taxes could not but be odious to a people

BO jealous of liberty as the Athenians.

In regard to expenditure the troops composed of citizens

received no pay until the time of Pericles. From that

time the expense of the army and navy was very great,

and so continued during the remaining part of the Athenian

history.

III. The government, laws, and political institutions of

Thebes, Corinth and Argos. The city of Thebes was

founded by Cadmus the Phoenician. Its form of govern-

ment was at first monarchical. A list of sixteen kings is

given from Cadmus to Xanthus. After the death of the

latter, the Thebans changed their government into a re-

public.

We know Kttle of the Theban form of government ex-

cept that it was democratic, and, as usually happens in

that kind of government, they were divided into factions.

Thebes was the principal of the Boeotian cities, but she

failed to acquire that supremacy over Bceotia which

Athens exercised over Attica, and Sparta over Laconia.

The peace negotiated with Artaxerxes, the Persian king,

through the agency of Antalcidas the Spartan, was fatal

to Thebes. The principal article was, that all the repub-

lics, both small and great, should enjoy the independent

government of their own hereditary laws. This gave m-

dependence to the inferior cities of Bceotia, and thus lost

Thebes its supremacy over them.
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This peace of Antalcidas forms a peculiar era in Grve-

cian politics. The negotiation of it was a masterpiece of

Spartan policy. The raising of all the cities to an equality,

loosened the connections of the smaller with the larger,

and thus dissolved the ancient confederacies. All were

weakened by being disunited. The secondary towns of

Laconia had been so thoroughly crushed by Sparta, that the

hope of independence was destroyed. But in other Grecian

states it was different, the inferior cities enjoyed a species

of liberty; being, in some respects, subordinate to the

ruling city. This peace dissolved the connection ; and, by
rendering all equal, destroyed the strength of the state.

Thebes, through the triumphant treachery of one of its

factions, at the head of which was Leonidas, was betrayed

into the hands of the Spartans, who, as was usual with them,

made a cruel use of their power and authority. The city

and citadel were finally delivered from their tyranny by
two illustrious Thebans, Pelopidas and Epaminondas, and
their associates. E"ow commenced the glory of Thebes. Its

triumphs were brief, but they were splendid. The fields

of Leuctra and Mantinea successively witnessed the suc-

cess of the Thebans, and the defeat and disgrace of the

Spartans. But on the latter expired Epaminondas, and
with his life ended the glory of Thebes. It was sometime
subsequently taken and destroyed by Alexander. This

city furnished but a small contribution to the element of

government in Greece.

Corinth, like the other states of Greece, was originally

a monarchy. After several generations, some of the noble

families conspired against the reigning monarch, de-

throned him, usurped the government, and instituted an
oligarchy. They chose from among themselves, an annual
first magistrate, with the title of pi-ytanis, but with very
limited authority. Several generations thus passed away,
until the people, finding it intolerably oppressive, expelled

them all, and established a monarch, or, as he was gene-

rally called, a tyrant. This continued for about seventy

years, at the end of which time, the nobles, by courting the
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people, were again enabled to prevail. The tyranny was
demolished, and a new commonwealth established, in which

there was a mixture of oligarchy and democracy, to pre-

vent the first running into excess of oppression, and the

other into turbulence and license.

We know little of the particular manner in which the

government was constituted. In the brief statement made
we perceive a circle of action, which is worth adverting to.

The monarch is dethroned by the nobles. The power

passes into their hands as the stronger body. They, as

might reasouably be expected, share it among themselves,

monopolize it, and thus constitute an oligarchy. This is

one of the very worst forms of government. Several ty-

rants are always more oppressive than one. The oppres-

sion at last exceeded endurance. The people set up a

favorite; rallied around his standard ; enabled him to over-

come the oligarchy, and concentrate all power in himself;

to become what was then termed a tyrant. They threw

themselves into the arms of one tyrant to escape from seve-

ral. The nobles saw in this the power of the people.

They knew, therefore, to whom to make application.

They profited by experience, courted the power they had

formerly despised, and were thus enabled to engraft upon

oligarchy sufficient of democracy to render the compound

less oppressive on the one hand, and less turbulent and

licentious on the other.

Argos, the principal city in Argolis, was founded by

Danaus, the Egyptian, about the same period of time at

which Gecrops founded Athens. At the time of the

Trojan war, this was the first state in Greece. Like all

the other cities of Greece, its first form of government was

monarchical. It was, however, one of the first states on

the continent to abolish monarchy. We have no account

of the new constitution it formed. The higher and lower

ranks seem to have been continually at variance, the demo-

cratic faction being generally in the ascendancy, sometimes

a tyranny being established; and once, according to Hero-

dotus, the slaves got possession of the city, took upon them
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the administration of affairs, and filled and exercised the

offices of the government.

Argos labored under the same difficulty to which the

treaty of Antalcidas subjected Thebes. In Argolis were

several minor cities and towns. Mycenae, Trffizene, Epi-

daurus and some others, were all possessed of the strong-

est desire to be independent. At the same time, the me-

tropolis, Argos, was no less desirous of extending over

them its sovereignty. The result was rebellion on the

part of the minor cities, and a state of hostility between

them and the metropolis. They reproached Argos with

tyranny, and Argos them with rebellion. Combinations

were formed among them ; unions, which often enabled

them successfully to cope with the capital. Thus the

Argive forces were wasted in useless contests with each

other; and, as a necessary consequence, their power,

after the Trojan war, was felt little, if at all, in the gene-

ral affairs of Greece.

IV. The leagues of the Bosotians, ^tolians and the

Achseans, and the Symmachia and Hegemonia. Our at-

tention has been hitherto confined to the political institu-

tions that were to be found in the Grecian cities. The
Greeks understood the force of political combinations and
associations. They seem, in fact, to have been the first

people among the ancients who entertained a correct idea

of a state. They regarded it as possessing the moral quali-

ties of a person, and as being, therefore, a fit subject of the

law of nations. Its will was the blended wills of all its

members ; its acts, their acts, modified by each other. It

bore nearly the same kind of relation to its members that

life does to the organs through which it operates, or that

the entire mind does to the faculties that compose it.

The first illustration of this was exhibited in the forma-

tion of leagues. Small, independent cities belonging to

the same district of country, enter into a league or con-

federation with each other. The confederation may have
originally been established in honor of the common god
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of their race. It afterwards embraced a discussion of their

common interests and the settlement of disputes with one

another. It sometimes extended to the passing of resolu-

tions relative to foreign wars. Thus the Phocians and
Thessalians, although divided into independent states,

nevertheless chose, on certain occasions, a commander-in-

chief or dictator.

We also find an instance of this among the Arcadians,

who united with each other in forming a confederation

against Sparta. There also existed a species of league

among the Ionic and Doric states on the coast of Asia

Minor, which was of a loose character and no long con-

tinuance.

These leagues, thus formed between cities or towns of

the same district, were possessed of little weight, while

Athens and Sparta continued to maintain their supremacy

in the general aiFairs of G-reece. After their decadence,

some of them assumed, for a time, a very great degree of

importance.

The district of BcEotia was divided into several independ-

ent states, among whom there once existed a confederation

or religious union, at Coronea. At the head of the league

was a president, who held his office for one year, but

might be continued for a longer time, or reelected. There

was also a council which had four general meetings, the

notice of which was given by the president.

The states composing this league were originally oligar-

chical; but the democratic elements, as in the other Gre-

cian cities, soon came to exert great force. Thebes was at

the head of the confederacy. The peace of Antalcidas had

the effijct much to impair the force of this league, by

destroying the supremacy of this city over the other cities

ofBceotia.

In ^tolia is presented another instance of a provincial

confederation, which, although it was formed, or first

became known, at a comparatively late period in the his-

tory of Greece, came, nevertheless, to exercise in its affairs

considerable influence. This appears for the first time in
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history in the wars carried on by Alexander's successors.

The JEtolians were a rough, hardy and warlike race, and

became very dangerous enemies to the Macedonians.

They at first formed an alliance with the Romans against

the Macedonians; but, finally, becoming jealous of their

former allies, they united their forces with Antiochus the

king of Syria. The overthrow of Antiochus was the down-
fall of the ^tolians, who came immediately under the

Roman yoke, although the league continued to subsist for

many years longer.

The constitution of the states composing this league was
democratical. These states were all independent and equal.

They were represented at the general meetings by their

delegates. There were two meetings, the greater and the

lesser. The former were held every year near the temple
of Apollo at Thermos. The latter had a permanent ses-

sion. The questions that came up for discussion at the

general meeting were those relating to war, to peace, and
to the general affairs of the league. The highest officer in

the confederation was the strategus. Mention is also made
of a hipparch and a grammate us.

Another league which enacted, at one time, a brilliant

part in Grecian history, was the Achsean. The Achseans
inhabited a long and narrow strip of land along the Co-

rinthian gulf, which, as its shores were rocky, was entirely

destitute of good or safe harbors. The Achseans were,

therefore, deprived of the advantages of navigation and
commei'ce. They were far more liberal than any other

people of Greece in the admission of strangers into their

community.

As they had no commercial or political centre, theyhad no
great metropolis, like many of the other states of Greece, to

overshadow all the others by its own superior importance.

Their cities and towns were all nearly equal, having com-
mon laws and institutions, and common weights and
measures.

This confederation originally consisted of twelve cities,

of which Olenus and Helice, the capital, were swallowed

35
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up in the sea by an earthquake, which happened hefore the

battle of Leuctra. It existed from very early times, and

remained but little affected by the political convulsions

which, from time to time, were taking place in Greece.

There was but little in their situation to render them de-

sirable as a j)ossession, and still less to excite the cupidity

of a conqueror.

Soon after the death of Alexander the Great, these cities,

chiefly through the artifices of the Macedonian princes, fell

into dissensions with each other, each one attending to

what it conceived to be its own interests ; often operating

to the prejudice or destruction of its neighbors. This

led to the garrisoning of many of the cities by the Mace-

donians, and to the subjecting of others to tyrants.

But about the time of the invasion of Italy by Pyrrhus,

the Achseans began to perceive the folly of their dissen-

sions, and to seek a return to thejr former union. The
cities of Dyma, Patra and Phara set the example. -<Egium,

Buca, and Cerauna, afterwards, at different times, followed

the example.. Many others, not originally parties to the

Achaean league, were either delivered from their tyrants,

or by their own efforts achieved their deliverance, and

became members of it. The league may be said to have

been formed anew under Aratus, through whose prudent

and judicious conduct there were large accessions, and

the league became powerful. This was B. C. 213. Some

thirty years later, under Philopcemen, it attained the high-

est point of its greatness, and was everywhere triumphant.

Subsequently disputes occurred among its members, and

it became weakened by its struggles with the >:Etolians

and Spartans. The league finally fell a prey to the Romans.

It was the last power that was subjugated in Greece;

The basis of the league was a perfect equality between

the different cities that composed it. All enjoyed equal

rio'hts, and all were interested that each one should con-

tinue to maintain its democratic constitution.

The citizens of the allied states held their ordinary

meetings twice in the year. These were generally held in
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the grove of Zeus Horaagyrios-Arnarion near CBgion.

At these meetings were discussed all important mutters

which affected the interests of the league. The suhject of

war, of peace, and of alliances; the admission of new
members; the settlement of disputes with one another;

and the adoption of new laws for the regulation of the

union, came up at these meetings for discussion and deci-

sion. Their principal officers were a strategus, a hipparch

and a grammateus.

Besides these leagues, or local confederations uniting with

each other the cities of one district of country, there were

also others more extended, existing between several districts

and states. These, when formed for the purpose of mutual

defense, were termed symmachia. And when one leading

state exercised a legally recognized supremacy, that supre-

macy was termed hegemonia. Even prior to the Persian

invasion, most of the Peloponnesian states, except Argos
and some of the smaller districts, formed with each other a

confederation for mutual counsel respecting their common
interests, and for the decision of questions relating to

peace and war. The supremacy or hegemonia of "this

league was given to Sparta. She conducted the war,

appointed the commanders, and settled the contingents of

troops and money.

A confederation of a similar character was formed be-

tween most of the Grecian states to resist the Persian in-

vasion under Xerxes. Spai'ta, with the consent of the

Peloponnesians, was at the head of this confederacy. At
the beginning of this war the deputies had their place of

meeting at the isthmus. After the battle of Mycale the

colonies of Asia Minor were also comprised in this league.

But while the Spartans were the best soldiers on land,

the Athenians were acquiring a naval force, and becoming

powerful by sea. On this element the Spartans never

excelled, and they were soon compelled to cede the

hegemonia by sea to Athens, whose naval force was more
considerable, and who had also a powerful support in her

Asiatic colonies.
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At a period somewhat later, Athens also succeeded in

creating a hegemonia in opposition to that of Sparta, so

that whilst the latter still remained at the head of the

Peloponnesian league, Athens, by degrees, drew to her
side an union of the lonians in the islands, the colonies on
the coasts of Asia Minor, Thrace and Macedonia, and some
of the Grrecian states. But she exercised her power very

capriciously, and at length treated her allies rather as

vassals than as free and independent states. They were at

first merely required to furnish ships and a moderate con-

tingent in money, which was kept at Delos under the

superintendence of Attic officers. Subsequently the allies

themselves proposed that the duty of performing military

service should be dispensed with, and that in lieu of it a

sum of money should be paid into the treasury. This had
the effect to increase immensely the power of Athens. The
treasury was removed from Delos to Athens. She com-

pelled them for the most part to pay tribute at her own
discretion. This was greatly increased under Pericles and

Alcibiades. Athens also interfered in the government

and internal affairs of the allied states, requiring them to

adopt democratic forms, claiming jurisdiction in affairs of

importance, and sending her emissaries to watch their pro-

ceedings. This drove the discontented to attach themselves

to Sparta, and hence originated the Peloponnesian war.

This continued with some intermissions for about twenty-

eightyears. Sparta was, in general, victorious, but after her

victory she abused her hegemonic authority, and endea-

vored everywhere to introduce the hated oligarchical form

of government. This deprived her of friends and influ-

ence, and Athens by degrees again raised herself to power.

Even the peace of Antalcidas, although it affected injur-

iously many of the leagues formed between cities of the

same district, yet created no essential change in her power.

She exercised her supremacy at first with justness and

mildness, but was subsequently guilty of fresh abuses,

which, together with her weakness, caused the ultimate loss

of her authority.
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After the battles of Leuctra and Mantinea, Thebes was

the greatest power in Greece, and in a position to .claim

hegemonical authority. Her power, however, was short-

lived, expiring with Epaminondas on the field of Mantinea.

The last aspirant for the hegemouia was Philip of Macedon,

who assumed it after the victory at Chseronea. He was
feebly resisted by the Greeks, but was ultimately success-

ful, and he and his successors continued to hear rule in

Greece, with the exception of the triumphs of the Achseans,

until all bowed beneath the dominion of Rome.

V. The relations between the Grecian states as expressed

by the council of the amphictyons. This was a council,

or, perhaps, more properly, a league, much celebrated in

Grecian histoiy. Its origin is lost in mythical obscurity.

Its name is derived from Amphictyon, the son of Deuca-
lion, who was, perhaps, nothing more than a mere mythi-
cal representative of the league. It originated between
twelve clans, or nations, in the north of Greece, who, in.

very remote periods of time, formed a confederation to

prevent the evils of war. The jurisdiction of the council

was not confined to the nations or races, while inhabiting

the country in which we find them originally settled. As
the races emigrated, they carried with them the right of

attending and voting in this council, still remaining united

to the amphictyonic league. Thus the Spartans who an-

ciently inhabited Thessaly, when they settled in Pelopon-

nesus, continued to retain one of the two suffrages to which
the Dorians, of whom they formed a part, were originally

entitled. So also the double suffrage granted to the lon-

ians, came at last to be divided between the Athenians
and the Ionian colonies of Asia Minor. This fact carries

the origin of the council to a date anterior to the Dorian
emigration.

The principle involved in the council, may be gathered
from the oath by which the league was ratified. That
oath was the following: "We swear never to destroy any
amphictyonic town, nor ever to divert, either in peace or
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war, the spriiig8 or streams necessary to supply its wants.

If any power shall dare to attempt it we will march against

that power and destroy, its cities. . Should impious men
seize on the oflEerings in the temple of Apollo at Delphi,

we swear to employ our feet, or arms, our voices, and all

our powers, against them and their accomplices."

The design of the institution as collected from this oath

was three-fold: 1. To refrain from destroying or seeking

to injure each other. 2. To provide a mutual defense in

case of attack from foreign enemies, or from those not

members of the league. 3. To protect from sacrilege the

temple of Apollo at Delphi.

There were two different places of meeting, and two

regular meetings convened every year. One of these was

in the spring, the other in autumn. The one in the spring

assembled at Delphi, the one in the autumn near the little

town of Anthela, within the pass of Thermopylse, at a

temple of Denieter. This circumstance has given rise to

the opinion entertained by many, that there were originally

two distinct confederations, one, perhaps, formed of inland,

the other of maritime tribes ; and that, when these became

united by the growing influence of Delphi, the ancient

places of meeting were retained as a concession to the

dignity of each sanctuary.

Whatever was the purpose of the council, or came within

its j arisdiction, it obviously did not extend over the whole

of Greece. The states of Arcadia, Elis, Achsea, ^tolia,

and Acarnania never belonged to it. The ancient mem-

bers of the confederacy were the Thessalians, the Boeotians,

Dorians, the lonians, the Perrhsebians, the Magnesians,

the Locrians, the CEteans, the Phthians, the Mahans, the

Phocians, and the Dolopians. Some changes of members

subsequently occurred.

The constitution of the council rested on the pnn-

ciple of perfect equality among the tribes represented

by it. Each tribe, however feeble, had two votes in

the deliberation of the congress. None, however power-

ful, had more.
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The council was composed of two classes of representa-

tives called pylagores and hieromnemous. The respective

functions of these are not very accurately distinguished.

It seems that the former had the power of voting, while

the latter prepared and directed their deliberations, and

carried their decrees into effect. The number of votes in

the council never exceeded twenty-four, but the number
of deputies seems not to have been limited.

Before the members of the council proceeded to business,

they sacrificed an ox, cut into small pieces, to the Delphian

Apollo. They took no cognizance of disputes between

private persons. The causes brought before them were
more commonly such offenses as openly violated the law

of nations. Contests between states were considered pro-

per objects of its jurisdiction, but the superintendence of

religion was more especially its care. Whatever the ques-

tion was, the usual course was first to discuss it, and then

decide by a majority of the votes. It was usual to impose
a fine on the offending party, which, if not paid within a

stated time, was followed by a second sentence, by which
it was doubled. If the party still continued refractory, the

council might call for assistance to support its decree, and
arm against it the whole amphictyonie body. It might
also exclude them from the amphictyonie league, or com-
mon union of the temple.

Its practical working, however, was not perfect. Its de-

crees were not always submitted to. The Lacedaemonians,
on one occasion, took possession of Thebes. For this they
were summoned before the amphictyonie council. They
were first fined five hundred talents, and afterwards a thou-
sand, which they refused to pay, alleging that the decision

was unjust. We also find the council exerting little, if

any, influence in the Peloponnesian war, and other quarrels
of the Grrecian states with each other.

But, although its influence in the politics of Greece was
not strongly felt, yet, in reference to rehgion, it was very
eflicient It originated the holy wars, so called, against
the violators of the temple. The war against Circha, as
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early as B. C. 600; that against Phocis, B. C. 355; that

against Amphissa, B. C. 340; and that against the ^to-
lians, B. C. 280, were undertaken in obedience to the

decrees of the council. It cannot, however, fail to be per-

ceived, that in some or all these wars, the more powerful

members of the confederacy often employed it as an instru-

ment for carrying out their own plans. As, for instance,

in the case of Philip of Macedon, who was admitted into

the league, in the room of the Dorians and Phocians.

The meetings of the council were always attended by an

immense concourse of spectators. Sacrifices were ofi:ered

up for the tranquillity and prosperity of Greece. A large

number of merchants and traders repaired thither, as they

there found an excellent market for their commodities.

Although, therefore, this body seems to have been pos-

sessed of little power and influence in general politics, and

that of a federal, not a national character, yet its influence

in the general affairs of Greece was undoubtedly salutary.

Like the games, and other national institutions, it brought

the Greeks together, rendered them better acquainted

with each other, and taught them that as they had a com-

mon language, so they also should have a common destiny.

VI. The relations of the political institutions of the Gre-

cian states to the physical circumstances under which they

originated.

Under physical circumstances may be included the

climate, the natural divisions of a country, its maritime

capacity, the different qualities of its soil, its general adap-

tations; in fine, all its capacity to call forth and develop

human activity, and all the physical influences which it

brings to bear upon man and the instruments of progress

which he controls. Greece possessed one of those delight-

ful climates which exerts the most favorable influence

upon man. At about an equal remove from the frigid

and torrid zones it so blends the peculiarities of each

together, as to produce a result the best adapted to human

development.
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Its natural divisions will be apparent from the descrip-

tion already given. Probably no part of the globe's surface

exhibits, within so small a compass, such an almost infinite

diversity of country and soil. It is peculiarly cut up, into

districts, or small sections ofcountry, by means ofmountains,

rivers, or other natural boundaries. By this means it is in

the very best degree fitted to be the residence of several

independent states. So nearly equal are the districts, that

no real danger would arise lest some one, more powerful

than the rest, should acquire the supremacy over all the

others. It is, therefore, a country in which we should ex-

pect to find in its original settlement, a great many inde-

pendent states. Such we have seen to be the fact.

Again, the diversity of soil and situation must give rise

to much diversity of pursuit. In Arcadia the inhabitants

led the life of a shepherd. In Messenia, Laconia, and
other states, that of an agriculturist. In Athens there was
much of maritime life. The silver mines of Laurium, in

Attica, led many into a life of mining. Many of the me-
chanic arts flourished in Athens. Thus there was great

diversity of pursuit in the different states of Greece.

Every physical arrangement seemed to conspire to pro-

duce the results we have witnessed. Had G-reece instead

of being intersected by the sea formed one compact whole;

had the interior of the country not been broken by natural

depressions and elevations; had the natural boundaries of

her diflerent states never existed; all her dififerent pro-

vinces might probably have formed but one state. In
that state, however, we should have found no republican
institutions. It would probably have been a repetition of
the eastern despotisms.

Some attribute to physical causes a tremendous agency
in moulding pohtical institutions, and in forming national
character. There is little doubt but that the aggregate of
these influences does tell largely upon the state, condition

and destiny of a nation. The question here relates solely

to the political institutions.; and the turn given to freedom,
among the Greeks, was brought about in no small degree,

S6
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by the great motives and incentives to industry and ac-

tivity, which grew out of the operation of physical causes.

The mountain, the bay, the stream, the harbor, unpro-

ductive Attica and fruitful Messenia, all furnished motives

and incentives to action. An admirable theatre for it was

found in the mildness of a G-recian sky ; in the balm of a

Grecian atmosphere ; in the variegated beauties of a Gre-

cian landscape; in the diversified qualities of a Grecian

soil. Man did act, and thus became acquainted with his

own powers, and the extraordinary qualities with which

his God had endowed him. Here, for the first time, the

important secret was discovered, that, in the inventory of

the universe, man forms an item of value. The high

estimation in which he here held himself, is inferable from

the fact, that he has invested his very gods with human
attributes. From the volitions, powers' and energies he

discovered in himself, he inferred that he was somethirg

more than a mere machine in the operations he eflfected.

In the relations existing between him and external nature,

he discovered a mutuality, that he was as essential to the

world as the world was to him.

Man cannot well be free in the direction and exercise of

his energies, without carrying that freedom into his poli-

tical institutions. They must leave him free to act, subject

to the smallest restraint that may be consistent with secu-

rity. Where within a small compass are presented so many
varied pursuits, so many motives to action, so many means

of progress, it may be reasonably expected that whatever

political institutions are tolerated, must be free so far at

least as to allow great liberty to the citizen or subject.

" It has been well remarked " by a writer,^ "that the coun-

try situated to the south of Epirus and Thessaly, and which

was bounded on the east and west by the ^gean and

Ionian seas, which not only received the wisdom of Egypt

and of the best parts of Asia, but opened new views and

expanded new energies in the human constitution, seemed

' Ohenemx's Essay on National Cliaraeter, i, 319.
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formed by nature to allow one vast step in the progress of

political philosophy. It was formed to be the first seat of

popular rule, the scene where men should first feel their

own strength and importance, and assume the direction

of their own concerns.

It will be apparent to any one who closely examines the

positions of the Grecian states, and all the physical circum-

stances of G-reece, and compares them with her political

institutions, that an admirable harmony characterizes the

relations existing between them.

VII. The relations of the political institutions of the

G-recian states to the moral, social and intellectual state

and condition of the Grecians. The relations of political

institutions to the moral, social, and intellectual condition

of the people become more close and intimate in propor-

tion as'the people are fewer in number. The people of a

province have little sympathy with the government of the

empire to which they are subject. Even republican insti-

tutions that embrace great numbers, and extend over large

tracts of country, are felt to be remote, and exert compara-

tively little influence over individual minds. Hence the

moral, social, and intellectual condition of the people are

little affected by them. They are felt to belong to too

great a number, to be the common property of too many,

to enlist the moral feelings or the active sympathies of any

one individual. On the contrary, those that embrace but a

few, and extend over but a small district of country, are

far better known, enlist more strongly the moral feelings,

and enter more intimately into the social concerns and
habits of the people.

In applying this principle to the Grecian governments,

we are to bear in mind that they were not those of a coun-

try, but of a town ; and that with them the words state

and city were synonymous.^ These towns, cities, or states,

were very numerous. There were no less than twenty-two

^Bulioer'a Athens, i, 146.
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in Phocis, fourteen in Boeotia, and ten in Achsea. Accord-

ing to Plato, a society of five thousand freemen, capable of

bearing arms, was deemed sufficiently powerful to consti-

tute an independent state. If the number sufficed for its

defense, that was all that was deemed necessary. Had not

Athens and Sparta, at a very early period crushed the

cities or states of Attica and Laconia, so as to rule undis-

turbed over those districts, they might never have attained

to be leading states in Greece. Even the number of in-

habitants of Sparta did not exceed thirty thousand. Hence
we perceive that the Hellenic governments must have

come into close and intimate relations with the people,

which will serve to explain some of the peculiarities of the

Grecian state we shall presently allude to.

Another principle v^hich, no doubt, operated with very

great effect among the different Grecian states was that

of emulation. Among so many states or cities, all politi-

cally equal, and many of them nearly on an equality in

relation to their resources, we should naturally expect to find

a spirit of emulation active, energetic and untiring. We
can hardly measure the strength of this by the loyalty or

attachments to country which are felt and witnessed at the

present day. This we shall have occasion presently again

to allude to.

The principle of emulation and rivalry would also be
strengthened by the frequent occasions that existed in

Greece of assembling together at stated times many
citizens from all parts of the country. The games and
festivals already alluded to furnished these occasions.

They kept continually alive and active this unslumbering

spirit. Hence individual activity received a stimulus

which operated extensively in the production of national

results.

The most extraordinary of these relations is exhibited in

Sparta. History furnishes no instance of a government

so inflexible in its principles, so directly at war with the

affections of the human heart in its practical operation, and

which under the name, and in the garb of freedom, so effect-
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ually enslaved its people. The liberty to exchange wives

perverted and destroyed the domestic relations ; the re-

striction to the use of iron as coin operated in restraint of

the propensity to accumulate ; the destruction of infants,

and the rejoicing over those who had fallen in battle, not

only repressed all tender emotion, but absolutely steeled

the human bosom to its influence. Thus it may truly be

said that in Sparta the people were drilled into freedom at

the expense of moral feelings and social ties ; that they paid

the price both of the head and the heart for a constitu-

tion which made them the slaves of liberty.

And yet this singular constitution continued near fi.ve

hundred years, much longer than that of any other Gre-

cian state. In Athens, the people were not sufficiently

repressed. Liberty there, too frequently degenerated into

license.

The relations existing between the political institutions

of the Greeks, and their moral, social and intellectual state

and condition, were free relations ; that is, those institu-

tions in most of the states, permitted great freedom of

development. Hence, the astonishing results which pre-

sent themselves in the moral and social world, and the

still more wonderful achievements of the Grecian intellect.

Hence the depth and mysteries of her philosophy, and the

sublimity and beauty of her art.

VHI. The diiferent degree in which the monarchic, aris-

tocratic, and democratic elements prevailed in the different

states, and the order in which those elements were deve-

loped.

The great number of the Grecian states, together with
the diversity of their political institutions, offers a much
better opportunity than is anywhere else presented, of wit-

nessing the action of the different elements, and the order
of their succession.

The first element that everywhere presents itself is the
monarchic. By this I mean a different element from that

which prevails in a despotism. In a monarchy there are
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strictly three estates ; the prince, the nobles, and the peo-

ple ; in an aristocracy two, the nobles and the people ; in

a despotism or tyranny, as the Greeks termed it, two, the

prince and the people ; and in a democracy, one, the peo-

ple. Thus, of these four, a monarchy affords the most
numerous, and the greatest facilities for the employment
of checks and balances, to render it secure and give it per-

manency.

Thus a people, an aristocracy, with a prince at the head,

constitutes a monarchy, and this was the earliest constitu-

tion in Greece. It arose naturally from the manner in

which states were founded. The permanent state ofGreece

grew out of a very disturbed and unsettled condition.

All that constitutes Greece proper had been subject to va-

rious revolutions previous to the return of the Heraclidse.

This, which consisted in the Dorian emigration, and the

changes occasioned by it, exerted, no doubt, a very exten-

sive influence upon the governments of Greece. This oc-

curred at the close of the heroic age of Greece. In these

migratory movements, and the disturbances consequent

thereon, in this unsettled state of things, we should natu-

rally expect the boldest and most energetic to take the lead,

in all the hazardous expeditions, sustained and supported

by his followers, who, on effecting a settlement, would

become a body of nobles. Many of the conquered people

remain, mixing themselves up with the invaders. Thus

we have the materials out of which the three estates, the

prince, nobles and people are formed. As these migratory

bands might be split up and have many leaders, so there

would be many different states formed by their settlements.

It is a remark which is certainly important, and which

I believe will be conceded to be true universally, that no

people ever became great on the spot where they were

originally found; or, in other words, that none but an

emigrating people ever attained to any very high degree

of civilization. This is certainly true, so far ^s it relates

to Greece. The settlement of a migrating people intro-

duces a new and fresh element, originates new ideas; and
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sets in motion new activities that cannot fail to exert a

powerful influence upon the present and the future.

We find, too, at this period, not only an original, hut a

secondary emigration. Many of the original inhabitants

preferred emigrating to remaining, besides many ambi-

tious and restless spirits led ofi" bands of followers, and

founded new colonies. These retained their intercourse

with the parent state, and reacted back upon it, and as

colonizing institutions were almost invariably free, the re-

acting influence was extremely salutary. Here, then,

were these several agencies operating, viz : the spirit of the

heroic ages, which was a spirit of adventure, and, to a

great extent, a free spirit; the new ideas, agencies and

activities introduced by the new settlers; and the reaction

from the new colonies which had gone out and formed

new settlements. All these were too much for the mo-

narchic element. The ancient kings, such as were de-

scribed by Homer, possessed but a very limited authority.

It was much more extensive in war than in peace. The
people were even then considered as the source of their

authority. Popular assemblies even then existed, and

claimed the right of conferring privileges on rank. The
nobles were ever jealous of the prince, and encroaching

on him. There never was in Greece an attachment

to the person, which has characterized the loyalty of

modern Europe. With the Greeks, it was not the mo-
narch, but the state, to which he was linked by strong

attachments.

Under the accumulated pressure from all these various

causes, it could not be expected that monarchy could long

sustain itself It gradually died out and ceased to be.

There was little or no violence made use of to terminate it.

It went not down in blood. It declined and finally disap-

peared, rather than was abolished. Gradually, and almost

insensibly to itself, it ceased as a thing whose mission had
been accomplished, whose fashion was passing away.

The direct line was first broken ; the hereditary changed

into an elective monarchy. Then the period of power
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became shortened. From a continuance during life it was

limited to a certain number of years, and subsequently to

one year or less. So also the name became changed, and

some other term, as that of archon at Athens, was substi-

tuted in the place of king.

The element that comes next the most prominently into

view after the ceasing of the monarchic was the aristocratic.

The nobles were left the most prominent upon the decline

of the monarchic power. They, therefore, very naturally

assumed the exercise of it. The aristocratic element was

exhibited often, perhaps, the most frequently in the oli-

garchic form. That is, the power fell into the hands of a few

of the nobles, and, whenever this occurred, it was, as a

general rule, exercised oppressively. This element had a

two-fold danger to guard against. If the aristocracy were

too numerous there was great danger of their falhng into

dissensions among themselves. If too few, they created

odium by their oppression, and incurred the hostility of all

those who were excluded from power. Thus in one case

they were weakened by their own jealousies; in the other

by the hostility of their rivals, and the opposition of those

whom they oppressed.

The ascendancy of this element, especially when it as-

sumed the oligarchic form, was of short duration. It ter-

minated generally in one of two ways. Either a growing

tendency to mechanic and commercial pursuits, as at

Athens, created a middle class, which in time -fused the

oligarchy into a democracy ; or the people, to escape from

the tyranny of the few, threw themselves into the tyranny

of the one, and permitted a favorite, usually a demagogue,

to assume the sovereignty.

The latter was termed a tyranny. The Greeks under-

stood this word in a different sense from what we under-

stand it. They applied the term in all cases in which a

man had succeeded in clothing himself with the supreme

power. Many who were stigmatized with this term by the

Greeks were very wise sovereigns, and ruled the people

with great moderation and justice.
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These tyrannies were never of long duration. Those

who established them were generally men of power and

energy, and they failed to transmit these qualities to their

children. When the sceptre came to be grasped by too

feeble a hand the people found the less dilEculty in wrest-

ing it from its possessor and destroying the tyranny. The
oldest tyranny in Greece endured but one century.^

The downfall of a tyranny the most frequently led to a

democracy. Thetyrant, ifjealous or cruel, was first of all

inclined to rid himself of the nobles who were his most

formidable competitors. These he disposed of through

death or banishment. These out of the way left only the

tyrant and democracy, the despot and the people. As we
here find them in juxtaposition, it is a favorable opportu-

nity for introducing that observation of Montesquieu, which

is to the effect that in a despotism and democracy the peo-

ple are equal, but the difference is that in one they are

nothing, and in the other everything.

When nothing remained but the tyrant and the people,

the death of the former was more generally succeeded

by the emancipation of the latter. Thus in two ways

the democratic element very naturally succeeded the

despotic.

From the detail given of the institutions of the Spartans

and the Athenians, it is obvious that the aristocratic ele-

ment greatly predominated in the Spartan constitution, and

the democratic in the Athenian. From the prevalence of

these two different elements arises the fact that the Spar-,

tan possessed such great stability and endurance, while the

Athenian was so versatile and changeable. Wherever the

aristocratic element enters strongly into the composition

of a government, the action of it will be based upon fixed

laws and principles, which will ensure to it a reasonable

degree of permanence. On the contrary, as the conduct

of a democracy depends on the popular will, and that is

ever versatile and changeful, it results that in that form of

' BvZwer's Athens, i, 149.

37
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government there is the least adherence to fixed principles,

and the greatest amount of change.

We perceive, clearly, the difference in the spirit of the

two governments, in the influence each was found to exert

among the other Grecian states. "Wherever the influence

or control of Sparta was felt, an aristocracy, in the form

of an oligarchy, was found to spring up, as in the

odious , oligarchy established at Thebes, and that of the

thirty tyrants at Athens. On the other hand, the

Athenians always warmly sympathized with pure demo-

cratic principles, and hence they may be expected to be

found prevailing wherever their influence was powerfully

felt.

The one great fact which the student of civilization will

notice in respect to the element of government in Greece,

is, that in every state, strictly Grecian, the popular or

democratic element always continued to gain the ascen-

dancy, until, in almost all cases, it achieved a final

triumph. Athens very early came to be eminently de-

mocratic. The strength of the aristocratic element in

Sparta, retarded, for a long period of time, the progress

of democracy. At length the people succeeded in obtain-

ing the ephori, and from that time they may be said,

through these magistrates, to have ruled the state.

IX. The problems in government to which the Grecian

developments in that element may be considered to have

furnished a solution.

There is no part of the history of civilization, either

ancient or modern, that, within the same period of time,

furnishes larger contributions to the element of govern-

ment than that of the Grecian. Every circumstance con-

tributed to render the states of Greece so many different

political organizations, to work out their problems, and

present their results for the benefit of after ages. They

were in a condition where it was safe to experiment. The

recent origins of these states, their narrow compass, and

the small number of their inhabitants, added to the great
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aud extraordinary facility possessed by the Greeks so readi-

ly to adapt themselves to new changes and new states of

things, all contributed to enable them to experiment with-

out endangering their safety.

The first problem which the Greeks may have contributed

to solve, was the condition of the individual considered

relatively to the state. The Grecian republics regarded the

individual in a political point of view very differently from

what he is now regarded. With them, all that an indi-

vidual was, he was as a member of the state. With the

moderns the individual is something else besides a mere

fragmentary part of a commonwealth. With those re-

publics the rights of the individual as such, were little

regarded. With them, the art of government was the art

of regulating the state, and the means of preserving and

directing it. They start with the state first, and deduce

from it the relations of the individual. He could have no

rights as opposed to the state. The state was everything,

and he simply a component part of it.

The Greek formed a part of his state. Its acts were,

therefore, to some extent, his acts. To him that state was
the world. It had been hallowed by the achievements of

his forefathers. To it belonged the dawn of his infancy,

the bloom of his youth, the vigor of his manhood, the de-

cay of his age. Had he affections? that was their centre.

Had he powers of action? that furnished motives for their

exercise. It embodied all that was beautiful, all that was
interesting, all that was lovely, all that was worth living for,

all that was worth dying for. Beneath him was the Grecian

soil; around him were Grecian monuments; above him was
the abode of Grecian gods. The Spartan cheerfully con-

sented to the division of his lands among his countrymen

;

to use iron as the medium in exchanging his commodities

;

to lay aside all personal distinction at the public meals ; be-

cause his own loved Sparta required the sacrifice. The
Athenian appealed to the strength of his nation's ties, of his

nation's spirit, when he resigned his cherished Athens to

the mercy of a Persian foe. To preserve his nation, he
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abandoned the monuments of his art; the sepulchres of his

sires; the shrines of his gods.

Individual worth in Greece was estimated from the ex-

tent of individual sacrifice. The nation was the actor.

The straits of Thermopylae, the wave of Salamis, the plain

of Marathon, the field of Platsea, attest the energy of its

action. The existence of the individual is here merged in

that of his nation. It is that that inscribes its achievements

in living lines on this page of the history of our race, in-

vesting this era with a nationality, rather than an individu-

ality of character, rendering it resplendent from the display

of national glory; imposing from the exhibition of national

power. 80 distinctly is this feature to be recognized ; so

strongly marked its appearance in all the great leading

outlines of Grecian polity ; that it is readily inferable that

some important purpose was to be answered by it. That
purpose must be apparent on a slight observation.

In government we had hitherto seen little, except the

despot. He had swayed the physical energies of the na-

tion in obedience to his own will. He alone had appeared

prominent on the theatre of action. To his will every

other was bound to submit.

A new era opened with the rise of the Grecian states.

A new actor appeared on the political arena. The
hitherto slumbering energies of a nation were to be

aroused into action. It was to be seen what they were

capable of accomplishing when wielded by itself and for

its own benefit.

That result has been seen and must be felt by the stu-

dent of history. The torrent of eastern despotism, swollen

by accessions from every part of the eastern world, was

about commencing to roll over Europe. But on the shores

of Greece it met the nation, and was rolled back upon itself,

with such tremendous force, as to confine it most eflectu-

ally within its ancient landmarks. Greece, and probably

Europe, were rescued from the fate of being swallowed up

by the eastern despotisms. The great seat of civilization

was saved, and this important fact has told with prodi-
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gious effect upon all the succeeding generations of

men. Thus it is possible, occasionally, to trace the finger

of God in the development of some of the elements of

humanity.

The Greeks therefore made but small progress in solving

the great problem now presenting in the element of go-

vernment, viz : What is the least amount or quantity of

power and natural liberty shall the individual be required

to surrender to society in order that he shall receive perfect

protection in his remaining rights. The consideration of

that point never seems to have arisen in the political affairs

of Greece. "With the Grecian, liberty consisted in the

degree or extent to which he had a right to participate in

government. In modern times it regards the forms of

authority as of little importance in themselves, except as

a means of obtaining the protection of the individual and
the undisturbed action of society.

One of the consequences resulting from the importance
attached to the state, was the minuteness with which the

laws descended into every variety of human conduct.

Take for instance the following as specimens of the laws

of Sparta. Marriages with women not of suflicient size,

or for the sake of riches, were punished. King Archida-
mus is said to have been fined for having taken too small

a wife. A youth in Sparta is said to have been punished
for rapacioushess, because he bought land for too low a
price. Common trades were not permitted to the Lace-
daemonian citizen, which was also the case in many other

states.^

Another consequence was regarding the state as pos-
sessed of the power to do all things without reference to

the principle of right and wrong. When the Athenians
proceeded against the commanders after the battle at

Argenusse, the whole legal procedure was changed for this

special case. According to the law of Canonus, the case
of every commander should have been voted separately,

^ Lieber's Political Ethics, i, 435.
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the only way, of course, in which justice could be done to

the individuals. On this trial the people voted on all

commanders jointly. Some citizens remarked this dis-

crepancy, but the crowd exclaimed " It would be mon-

strous if the people could not do what they like."'

"We ought also to notice some additional deficiencies in

the governments of the Grecian states. One was a want

of the representative system. This, as a system, seems

never to have obtained in G-reece. There are, it is true,

the rudiments of it discernible in the ephoralty of Sparta,

and perhaps in some other Grecian institutions, but it

clearly did not exist in Greece as practiced in modern
times.

Another point in which the political institutions of

Greece fell greatly short of those of modern times, was a

neglect clearly to define the powers of government, and

rightly to organize and distribute the political forces. The
three great departments of the executive, legislative and

judicial, were too little separated, too much confounded,

and too much blended with each other. The value of two

legislative bodies, each having a negative upon each other,

and of an executive having a qualified negative upon both,

was not understood or properly appreciated by them. ISTor

did they understand the independence of the judiciary.

These defects in the political institutions of the Greeks,

may serve, in a great measure, to account for the changea-

bility and brevity that characterized most of the Grecian

governments. The establishment of checks and balances

between the different coordinate branches, was little, if at

all, understood by them. Hence the governments could

never acquire that stability which properly belongs to those

more favorably constituted.

The solution of the problem of sustained self-government,

considering the very early period in the world's history in

which it was sought to be solved, was certainly entered

upon by the Greeks with very considerable success.

^Lieber's Political Ethics, i, 433.
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They were the first to attempt its solution. They could

derive nothing from the experience of others who had

gone before them. They had an extremely limited range

of ideas. They had not that great engine of power, the

printing press. Their lively imaginations were acted upon

by orators, declaimers and demagogues. Under all these

difficulties and privations, their success was certainly as

great as could in reason have been expected.

- From the experience which the world has since had in

the development of political philosophy, and from the

actual facilities which then existed, it is to some a matter

of surprise, and even regret, that the Greeks could not

have conceived and realized the idea of a great Hellenic

nation. Their common race and language, common dan-

gers, common religion and common festivals and games,

should have led the Grecian mind strongly in this direc-

tion. They did rise to the realization of federal leagues,

but nothing beyond. Could the conception, born twenty-

two centuries later in America, have had its origin in

Greece, and have reared up, under a due mixture of fede-

ral and national elements, a great Hellenic nation, possessed

of sufficient political strength to bind together all its parts

in a permanent union, and yet have left those several

parts a perfect freedom in the regulation of their own local

matters, and could each part have so preserved its integrity

as to have continued equally true to itself and to the whole,

we should have had a nation that would not only have re-

pelled all invasions from the east, but would also have taught

the future of Europe such a lesson in politics, that its later

despotisms would hardly have found a place in history.

But the time had not yet arrived for the conception of such

an idea. Greece and Rome, and modern Europe were yet

to travel on in their destined course, originating and de-

veloping new elements and new combinations in political

science, before the grand idea of a nation, binding in its

whole, and yet free in its parts, could emerge from the

dark region of prophecy, and pass into the full daylight of

history.
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Such great facts teach us forcibly the lesson that men
and nations and races are but agents in the conception and

gradual development of those great ideas that lie at the

foundations of history. "We must b'e content to welcome
them gladly as they appear. Greece did much in develop-

ing the freedom, activity and power of the state, America
has done more in corabining free states together, and thus

in projecting on to the foreground of history a nation

uniting the energy and power of a monarchy, the wisdom

of an aristocracy, and the freedom of a democracy.



CHAPTEE VI.

GBBBCE— ITS PHILOSOPHY.

In the development of Grecian thought, as contained in

her various systems of philosophy, and methods of philoso-

phizing, we find a theme not only deeply interesting in

itself, but one also highly important as afl'ording an exposi

of Grecian character, and as exerting an influence upon

the subsequent history and progress of civilization. Phi-

losophy is an element that reflects all the other elements

of humanity. If we can unravel the intricacies of a na-

tion's thought, we have little difliculty in learning its

industry, its religion, its society, its government, and even

its art. All these are embraced in the operations of the

pure intellect.

The development of this element in Greece was almost

entirely confined to one state, and even to a single city.

There were few Grecian systems of philosophy that did

not either originate, or receive their finishing touches

around the Acropolis of Athens, on whose proud summit
were exhibited so many specimens of Grecian art. We
would be safe in saying that the full development of this

element was almost confined to the Ionian race.

The topics presenting themselves for discussion under
this element will be best considered under the following

heads

:

I. The three classes of men from whom Grecian thought
originated.

II. Philosophy as developed in the refiection and maxims
of the Grecian sages.

III. Philosophy as developed in the difierent sects and
schools. The history of these as they successively arose

and flourished, including an account of their founders, and
38
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most prominent advocates, together with a brief statement

of their peculiar doctrines.

I. The three classes ofmen from whom Grecian thought

originated. The great mass of ideas, maxims, whatever

may be embraced under the term philosophy, may be con-

sidered as derived from three sources, or rather three

classes of men. The one of these embraced the early bards

of Greece, as Linus, Orpheus, Hesiod, Homer. The first

thought of a nation is uttered forth in the songs of its poets.

It is these that depict its passions, and in them is mirrored

forth its peculiar characteristics.

The poetry of Greece took a particular direction, and

led to a particular result. It took a religious course, and

resulted in giving a theogony and theology, cast in its own
mould and tinctured with its own hues. We have already

considered the religion of Greece. There are those, how-

ever, who believe that the poets of Greece intended to con-

vey through the medium of their cosmogonies and theogo-

nies, both religious and moral instruction and improvement.

In the language of Vossius they say that " this mythic

philosophy places before the reader, under the concealed

device, in the attractive envelope, of fables, both the

nature of things, and examples or precepts of prudence

and of wisdom. The secrets of nature have been concealed

and described under the names of gods and goddesses, and

their unions and relationships ; whence the common people

indeed imagined that there was an innumerable multitude

of gods ; but the more wise were by no means ignorant

what was intended to be understood by such language."

We do not adopt this view of the subject, although we

deem it highly probable that many myths and fables did

really contain many valuable truths ; but to suppose that

the whole system was devised for the purpose of presenting

such truths, is to suppose the Greeks possessed an amount

of wisdom which we can hardly attribute to them.

Another important class was composed of the Grecian

legislators, their early guides in civil and pohtical conduct.
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Among thesg are to be ranked, Triptolemus, Lycurgus

and Solon. These were generally practical men, who
endeavored to deduce from general principles such rules

as were well calculated to guide and govern men in their

civil conduct. They were but little speculative in their

tendencies ; and in their laws and institutions, sought not

for the most perfect, but for those which were the best their

people could receive.

"We have now presented the extremes : the poetic, the

ideal, on the one hand ; and the prosaic, the practical, on
the other. Between these two lies another class, about at

an equal remove from either. These were, properly, the

Grecian thinkers
;
philosophers, who regarded the practi-

cal, and yet embraced the speculative, who invented maxims,
and also investigated moral and sometimes physical truth.

These men and their doctrines, it will devolve on us now
to examine.

II. Philosophy as developed in the reflection and max-
ims of the Grecian sages. The seven wise men of Greece,

is a term familiar to everybody. History ascribes to it the

following origin. About the year B. C. 580, some fisher-

men of Miletus, a city of Ionia, having taken a large

draught of fish, sold the whole to some young men of the
neighborhood. Among these was found a golden tripod

of great value. A dispute now arose as to who was legally

entitled to it, which was referred to the citizens of Miletus.

These applied to the oracle of Delphi for advice, who
directed them to award the tripod to the wisest.

The citizens of Miletus, in obedience to this injunction,

bestowed it upon Thales, their countryman. He declined

to receive it on the ground that there were many others

wiser than himself. He, therefore, transferred it to one
Bias, an inhabitant of Priene, a city on the coast of Ionia.

From him it passed to another, and then to another, until

having successively traveled through the hands of those

the most noted for wisdom and prudence, it at leno-th

came into the possession of Solon, who, observing that no
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mortal could lay claim to the epithet of the wisest, dedi-

cated it to the god Apollo. The individuals through

whose hands the tripod successively passed, are known by

the name of the seven wise men of Greece. The names
commonly included under this appellation are, Thales,

Solon, Chilo, Pittacus, Bias, Cleobulus and Periander.

Of these, Thales may be regarded as one of the fathers

of G-recian philosophy, and as the founder of the Ionic

sect or school. He will be considered in connection with

that school.

Solon, as we have already seen, was the Athenian law-

giver. He was born at Salamis, and died at Cyprus in the

eightieth year of his age. Among the apothegms and
precepts ascribed to him are the following: "Laws are

like cobwebs, that entangle the weak, but are broken

through by the strong. He who has learned to obey,

will know how to command. In all things let reason be

your guide. Diligently contemplate excellent things. In

everything that you do, consider the end."

Chilo was one of the Lacedaemonian ephori. He lived

to a great age, and at last died of joy on seeing his son re-

turn a victor from the Olympic games. The following

maxims are ascribed to him :
" Three things are difficult:

to keep a secret, to bear an injury patiently, and to spend

leisure well. IS'ever ridicule the unfortunate. Think be-

fore you speak. Do not desire impossibilities. Gold is

tried by the touchstone, and men are tried by gold.

Honest loss is preferable to shameful gain ; for, by the one,

a man is a sufferer but once; by the other, always. In

walking, do not appear to be always upon business of life

or .death ; for rapid movements indicate a kind of frenzy.

If you are great, be condescending; for it is better to be

loved than to be feared. Speak no evil of the dead.

Reverence the aged. Know thyself."

Pittacus of Mitylene, in Lesbos, was entrusted with the

supreme power by the Mityleneans, which, after establish-

ing salutary laws, he voluntarily resigned. To him are

ascribed the following maxims and precepts :
" The first
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office of prudeuce is to foresee threatening misfortunes, and

prevent them. Power discovers the man. ITever talk of

your schemes before they are executed, lest, if you fail to

accomplish them, you be exposed to the double mortifica-

tion of disappointment and ridicule. Whatever you do,

do it well. Do not that to your neighbor which you would

take ill from him. Be watchful for opportunities."

Bias of Priene, in Ionia, acquired his reputation for

wisdom chiefly by his generosity and public spirit. The
following are given as specimens of his sententious wisdom

:

" It is a proof of a weak and disordered mind to desire im-

possibilities. The greatest infelicity is, not to be able to

endure misfortunes patiently. Great minds alone can

support a sudden reverse of fortune. The most pleasant

state, to be always gaining. Be not unmindful of the

miseries of others. If you are handsome, do handsome
things ; if deformed, supply the defects of nature by your
virtues. Be slow in undertaking, but resolute in execut-

ing. Praise not a worthless man for the sake of his wealth.

"Whatever good you do, ascribe it to the gods. Lay in

wisdom as the store for your journey from youth to old

age, for it is the most certain possession. Many men are

dishonest ; therefore, love your friend vsdth caution, for he
may hereafter become your enemy."

Cleobulus ofLin dus, in Rhodes, excelled in bodily strength

and beauty. He was famous for his skill in the solution of

enigmas and obscure questions. His prudential maxims
were :

" Be kind to your friends, that they may continue
such ; and to your enemies, that they may become your
friends. Happy is the family where the master is more
loved than feared. When you go abroad, consider what
you have to do ; when you return home, what you have
done. Marry among your equals that you may not become
a slave to your wife's relations. Be more desirous to hear
than to speak. Avoid excess."

Periander of Corinth, was the last of the wise men.
He was what the Greeks denominate a tyrant, having
changed the form of government in Corinth, from an
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aristocracy to a tyranny, or monareliy. Among the moral

sentences ascribed to him, are the following :
" Let the

prince who would reign securely, trust rather to the affec-

tion of his subjects, than to the force of arms. Pleasure

is precarious, but virtue is immortal. Conceal your mis-

fortunes. Study to be .worthy of your parents. There is

nothing which prudence cannot accomplish." Periander

died at the advanced age of eighty years.

From these few specimens it will be perceived what
direction the thought of Greece was taking under its sages.

Philosophy here was the handmaid of moral feeling, and
the exponent of moral ideas. She appears clothed in the

garb of maxims and precepts, and presents herself as the

guide of man's action and conduct. She has little of the

speculative, but far more of the practical ; and proposes no

solution of any physical problems. "We proceed next to

the consideration of her sects or schools.

m. Philosophy as developed in the different sects and

schools. The history of these as they successively arose

and flourished, including an account of their founders

and most prominent advocates, together with a brief state-

ment of their peculiar doctrines. From the sententious

wisdom of the sages, it was natural that the human mind
should pass to more accurate speculations and more con-

nected reasonings. This brings us to the consideration of

the sects or schools. The development of school philo-

sophy in Greece divides itself into two periods, the one of

which may justly represent its youth, the other its maturity.

The first dates from the origin of the school philosophy,

and extends to the time of Socrates. This period is from

about B. C. 600 to 400. It will be found to be character-

ized by an ardent spirit of speculation, but with limited

views and deficient in system. The second extends from

the time of Socrates to the new academy under Carneades,

from about the year B. 0. 400 to 60. During this period

the spirit of inquiry was more universal, more systematic

;

and this applies equally to dogmatism and skepticism.
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"We have before had occasion to remark the salutary

effect produced upon the progress and civilization of a

people by colonization, and to advert to some of the causes

or reasons of its production. It is not a little remarkable

that we find the two main roots from which Grecian phi-

losophy is derived, the one in Ionia, the other in Magna
Grsecia, the two main colonizations from Greece. The
one is the Ionic school, the other, the Italic or Pythagorean.

We may as well here state the different schools, in the

order in which they regularly succeed each other, together

with their founders and principal advocates.

In the first period mentioned, the following schools

flourished : 1. The Ionian school ; Thales, Anaximander,

Pherecydes, Anaximenes, Anaxagoras, Diogenes, Arehe-

laus. 2. The Italic or Pythagorean school; Pythagoras,

Empedocles. 3. The Eleatic school ; Xenophanes, Parme-
nides, Melissus, Zeno. 4. Heraclitic school; Heraclitus.

5. The 'Atomic school; Leucippus, Democritus. 6. The
school of the Sophists; Gorgias, Protagoras, Prodicus,.

Hippias.

In the second period flourished the following schools

:

The Socratic school, Socrates. Out of this arose two
branches, viz

:

First. The partial systems of Socrates. These were

:

1. The Cynic; An tisthenes. 2. The Cyrenaic; Aristippus.

3. Pyrrhonic or Skeptic; Pyrrho, Timon. 4. Megaric;
Euclid. 5. Eliae or Eretriac ; Ph^do, Menedemus.

Second. The more perfect systems of the Socratic. These
were: 1. The Academic; Plato. 2. The Epicurean ; Epi-

curus. 3. The Peripatetic ; Aristotle. 4. The Stoic

;

Zeno. 5. The New Academic ; Arcesilaus, Carneades.

1. The Ionic school. We have already seen that in the

troubles which followed the Dorian invasion, the coloniza-

tion of Ionia had its origin. It was the Ionian race that

emigrated, and hence they gave to the new country the
name of Ionia. This country skirted the shores of the
Mediterranean, being the westernmost part of Asia Minor.
There were probably few more delightful regions, certainly
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few that presented anything near the same facilities for

the prosecution of commercial pursuits, as the cities of

Ionia. Miletus, Colophon, and Phocsea, Inore especially

rose to opulence by their commerce and skill in the arts.

In the city of Miletus, about six centuries before the

Christian era, flourished Thales, the founder of the Ionic

school, and by many termed the father of Grecian philoso-

phy. He traveled into Crete, and afterwards into Egypt,

in search of wisdom. The priests of Memphis are sup-

posed to have contributed to his philosophical and mathe-

matical knowledge. It seems, however, conceded that he

first taught them the method of measuring the pyramids.

He was the first Grecian who discoursed on principles of

reason, about the origin of the world. He regarded water

or humidity as the original element, whence all things pro-

ceeded, and spirit as the impulsive principle. By water

he is supposed to have understood the first matter, or the

chaos of the ancients. He regarded God as the soul of the

.world, although the precise connection existing between

the spiritual principle and the primordial matter constitut-

ing the chaos, seems not to be very clearly understood.

He affirmed that God was the eldest of all things, for that

he was without beginning. He looked upon all things as

being filled with the divinity, and regarded the world as ani-

mated. He considered that nothing was hidden from God,

that the world was made by him, that it depends upon

destiny, which is no other than the immutable will of

providence. He did not believe there was any vacuum or

void.

He looked upon matter as in its own nature changeable,

and in a perpetual flux; as being composed of atoms, al-

though almost infinitely divisible. He held that matter

could not be divided ad infinitum, but that we must stop

wliere infinity begins ; that night preceded the day in the

order of creation. He taught that the magnet and amber

are endued with a soul, which is the cause of their attract-

ing powers. He considered the soul of all beings as a
'

moving power, as having within itself the cause of motion.
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and is always in action. According to him all composi-

tions, were made out of the four elements; the stars are

worlds on fire, the moon receives its light from the sun

;

that there is but one luminary of this kind, and that its

figure is circular.

Thales allowed of spirits, or demons, which were intelli-

gent and immortal substances. He was of opinion that

the soul separated from the body after death, that it is

always in motion, and that things which are inanimate

have a kind of torpid soul.

He claimed that a bad man could not hide his evil ac-

tions, nor even his evil thoughts from the divine power;

and that the way to lead an honorable and just life was,

"By not doing ourselves what we blame in others."

He made many astronomical observations, and was the

first to note the true position of the sun's course. He
also first ascertained that the solar year consisted of

three hundred and sixty-five days. He was so well ac-

quainted with the heavenly motions, as to be able to

predict an eclipse. He taught the Greeks the division

of the heavens into five zones, and the solstitial and
equinoctial points.

Thales is said to have thanked the gods for three things

:

first, that he was a human being and not a beast; second,

that he was a man and not a woman ; third, that he was a

Grreek and not a barbarian.

The following are given as specimens of his sententious

wisdom :
" It is not the length of a man's tongue that

proves his wisdom. JSTever do that yourself, which you
blame in others. The most happy man is he who is sound
in health, moderate in fortune, and cultivated in under-

standing. The improvement of the mind is of far higher

importance than the beauty of the countenance."

He never married, and died at the advanced age of

ninety years. No writings of Thales have come down
to us.

Philosophy had certainly accomplished much through
the researches and speculations of Thales. Anaximander,

39
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his friend and companion, was his successor. He was

born in the year B. C. 610, and was the first who taught

philosophy in a public school. He did not confine him-

self to oral instruction, but committed his ideas to writing.

He held that infinity is the first principle of all things
;

that the universe, though variable in its parts, as one whole

is immutable ; and that all things are produced from infi-

nity, and terminate in it. What he meant by infinity is

not universally agreed upon. Many suppose that he used

the term to denote the humid mass of Thales, whence all

things arose, together with the divine principle by which

he supposed it to be animated.

He carried his researches into nature very far consider-

ing the time in which he lived, and is even said to have

predicted an earthquake. He framed a connected series

of geometrical truths, and was the first who undertook to

delineate the surface of the earth, and mark the divisions

of land and water upon an artificial globe. To him has

been ascribed the invention of the sun dial. He taught

that the earth is round, and placed in the middle of the

universe ; that the sun is twenty-eight times larger than

the earth, holding the highest place in the heavens, the

moon next, and the stars to be situated immediately below

the moon, and to be composed of fire and air, and to be

inhabited by emanations from the deity.

Anaximenes, also a Milesian, was born B. C. 556, and

succeeded Anaximander. He taught that the first prin-

ciple of all things is air, which he supposed to be infinite

or immense. He held air to be God, because it is diffused

through all nature, and is perpetually active. This air,

was, in his view, a subtle ether, animated with a divine

principle, by which means it becomes the origin of all

things.

He is also said to have taught that all minds are air

;

that fire, water, and earth proceed from it by rarefaction

or condensation ; that the sun and moon are fiery bodies,

whose form is that of a circular plate ; that the stars, which

also are fiery substances, are fixed in the heavens, as nails
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in a crystalline plain ; and that the earth is a plane tablet,

resting upon the air.^

Anaxagoras was born at Clazomene, in the year B. C.

600. When in his twentieth year, he went to reside in

Athens, where he applied himself to the study of eloquence

and poetry. He subsequently became the pupil of Anax-

imenes. After remaining for some years at Miletus, he

left, and returned to Athens, where he taught philosophy

in private. Euripides and Pericles were his pupils. Being

banished from Athens for introducing new opinions con-

cerning the gods, he took up his residence in Lampsacus,

where he passed the remainder of his days in the instruc-

tion of youth.

He sustained through life the character of a true philo-

sopher, appearing everywhere superior to motives of avarice

and ambition, preserving, amid all vicissitudes, an equal

mind; and devoting himself, under all circumstances, to

the pursuits of science.

Anaxagoras introduced some important alterations into

the doctrines which had thus far been taught in the Ionic

school. He taught that the primary particles of matter

were not homogeneous, but varying in their qualities.

He supposed, for instance, that bone was composed of

bony particles, and gold of golden particles ; that thus

there were as many different kinds of primitive particles

as there were different varieties of substances. In this

respect he differed radically from the previous philosophers

of the Ionic school, who held that the original mass of

matter was homogeneous.

But there was another wider and vastly more important

difference. The philosophers of the Ionic school had thus

far failed to separate mind from matter. They seem, it is

true, to have looked upon the former as constituting the

principle of action in the latter ; but for aught that appears

to the contrary, it was a blind action, undirected, uninflu-

enced by intelligence. Anaxagoras was the first among the

'^Enfield's History of Philosophy, 84.
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Greeks to conceive mind as detached from matter, and as

acting upon it with intelligence and design in the forma-

tion of the universe.

Several other doctrines are ascribed to Anaxagoras,

such as that the moon was a habitable region containing hills

and valleys ; that the comets are a concourse of wandering

stars; that the winds originated from the rarefaction of the

air by the power of the sun's heat; that thunder is occa-

sioned by the clashing together of the clouds ; and that the

rainbow is the effect of the reflection of the solar rays from

a thick cloud, placed opposite to it like a mirror. He also

supposed that earthquakes arose from the expansive force

of the air in the interior of the earth ; that the voice is

formed by the percussion of the wind ; and that the stars

are large stones kept in their relative positions by the con-

stant rapid circuit which they make.

Diogenes of Apollonia, succeeded Anaxagoras in the

Ionic school. He was the disciple of Anaximenes, an

expert philosopher and an eloquent orator. He considered

air as the first principle of things, but held also that this

air required the divine power to animate its matter into

motion. This divine power kept it in continual motion.

There was an infinity of worlds. The figure of the earth

was oval ; the stars he regarded as exhalations formed by

the perspiration of the universe ; animals were produced

without life, and received their soul through their lungs

by inspiration.

Archelaus was the disciple of Anaxagoras. He taught

the double principle of expansion and condensation, which

he regarded as infinite. Heat is the cause of motion, and

cold of rest. The earth was in the middle of the universe,

and had no motion. It originally resembled a wet marsh,

but was afterwards dried up, and its figure resembled that

of an egg. Animals, and even men were produced from

the heat of the earth. All animals have a soul, which

was born with them ; the capacity of which is made to

vary according to the structure of the bodily organs in

which it resides.
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In this oldest of the Grecian schools, we recognize the

two principal views of nature— the dynamical and the

mechanical— prevailing. The first supposes the existence

of a living energy, which in its development gives hirth

spontaneously to all the varieties of form and quality. All

generation in nature is explainable upon this principle by

the successive transmutations of this energy. The last

proceeds upon the supposition of certain permanent mate-

rial elements which change place in obedience to motion,

either originally inherent or extrinsically impressed. This

theory rejects all generation in the proper sense of the

word, and all alteration of qualities and forms in nature,

and seeks to account for all appearances by certain changes

in the outer relations of space. It assumes that all appa-

rent generation of natural forms and qualities may grow
oatofthe various combinations into which material elements,

of originally distinct qualities and forms, mutually enter.

This, in Anaxagoras, so far as concerns the physical part

of his doctrine, the mechanical theory obtains its most dis-

tinct and fullest expression. Anaximander had explained

the all as having been produced from primary, material

elements, endued with certain constant and unalterable

qualities, and from a principle of motion naturally inherent

in the material mass.

On the contrary, the other philosophers of the Ionic

school, with the exception of Archelaus, follow the dyna-
mical theory, regarding nature as a living force, and its

successive changes as so many spontaneous developments
of life. In their view a single elementary substance passes

through a series of transmutations by means of expansions

and contractions, or other modifications, considered as pro-

gress of life.^

2. The Pythagorean or Italic school ; Pythagoras, Em-
pedocles. Another celebrated school in antiquity was the

Pythagorean or Italic. It received the first denomination

from its founder, and the second from its having been first

' Bitter's History of Ancient Philosophyj i, 190-3.
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instituted in that part of Italy which was called Magna
Grsecia. This school continued to flourish for about the

space of two ages, and was then destroyed. It, however,

gave rise to other sects which subsequently sprung up in

Greece.

There are many difficulties that much embarrass this

portion of Grecian philosophy. There is a lack of authen-

tic writings, and an abundance of those which are apoc-

ryphal. There is also much of mystery which envelops

the person, character and views of Pythagoras, and much
difficulty in discriminating between what was his own, and

what was borrowed from the Egyptians, or even from others

of his own school.

Pythagoras is generally supposed to have been born on

the island of Samos, but was taken, while an infant into

PhcBnicia, where, in his early days, he was entrusted to

the care of the celebrated philosopher, Pherecydes. He
traveled into Egypt, and was there initiated into the mys-

teries of the country. Many points of his philosophy seem

to indicate an acquaintance with the Hebrew writings, of

which he may have acquired a knowledge while among

the Phoenicians.^ He is supposed to have been a pupil of

Thales, and is said by many, to have traveled to Babylon

and even into India.

He first attempted to establish a school, and a species

of philosophical congregation, at Samos, the place of his

birth. He there shut himself up in a cave, where he pre-

tended he had acquired an insight into several mysteries.

IsTot succeeding in permanently establishing a school at

Samos, he proceeded about the year B. C. 527, to Crotona,

in Italy, where he established his celebrated school. Here

he had a great concourse of hearers and disciples. He

was a pretended worker of miracles, was deeply skilled

in the arts of deception, and was thus enabled to impose

upon the credulity of the people.^

> See Gale's GouH of the Gentiles, ii, 136, et svb. "Fourney's History of

Philosophy, 53.
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The morals of Pythagoras were ever strict and regular,

while his address was easy, polite, and engaging. He pro-

fessed great respect for religion, and neglected no opportu-

nity of acquiring popular applause. He, at length, came to

be regarded by the people as a person of exalted merit, and

as one belonging to a superior order of beings. His family

consisted of his wife Theano, two sons and three daughters.

The school or society he estabUshed, became also of politi-

cal importance, which circumstance occasioned its ruin

about the year 500 B. C. It is also supposed to have occa-

sioned the death of its founder ; and, although the time and

manner of his death is uncertain, yet it seems very uni-

versally conceded that he came to his death by violent

means.

Pythagoras was the first who assumed the name of phi-

losopher. It does not appear to be clearly settled whether

he did, or did not, leave any writings behind him, but as

he was so much attached to secret methods of instruction,

the probability is that he did not. History represents him

in a three-fold character : first, as a philosopher ; second,

as the founder of a philosophical institute or corporation

;

and lastly as a legislator.

The doctrines of Pythagoras, as a philosopher, were of

two kinds, public and secret. The first he taught indis-

criminately to all, and it chiefly consisted of rules that

related to moral conduct. His secret doctrines were com-

municated only to a few of his most intimate disciples.

These he united into a kind of community, and bound
them together by the strictest observances. It was abso-

lutely necessary for any one to undergo a long and painful

novitiate, before he could expect to be admitted into the

secret philosophy. It was necessary that they should first

divest themselves of all worldly possessions ; to observe a

strict silence for several years, and to engage never to re-

veal the mysteries of their profession. The length of time

during which silence was to be observed, was from two to

five years. The disciples enjoyed a community of goods,

and lived together as one family with their wives and
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children. The method of life of this society was very uni-

form. Each day was commenced by deliberating upon

the manner in which it should be spent, and closed with a

careful retrospect of the events which had occurred. They
rose before the sun that they might pay him homage. They
made use of music, both vocal and instrumental, to enliven

their spirits and to fit them for duty. They first employed

several hours in the study of science. Then succeeded an

interval of leisure, very generally employed in a solitary

walk. Afterwards conversation, and the hour immediately

preceding dinner was devoted to athletic exercises. They
ate no animal food, and drank no wine. The remainder

of the day was devoted to civil and domestic affairs, con-

versation, bathing and religious ceremonies.^

The doctrines of Pythagoras can only be given in

general terms, as those of the Pythagorean school. The

end which they proposed to attain by philosophy, was to

free the mind from all incumbrances, and enable it to

contemplate immutable truth, and to attain a knowledge

of divine and spiritual objects. This could only be accom-

plished by successive steps. The first of these was the

study of mathematics. This they deemed important, as

they regarded it as a science, contemplating objects lying

in the middle way between corporeal and incorporeal

beings. Of the mathematics, they made two primary

divisions. These were number and magnitude. The first,

considered abstractedly in itself, constituted the science of

arithmetic ; considered as applied to some object, music.

The second was either considered as at rest, which con-

stituted geometry; or in motion, which constituted astro-

nomy. The importance attached by Pythagoras to the

doctrine of numbers, induces the belief that they were

used as symbolical or emblematical representations of the

first principles and forms of nature, and of eternal and

immutable essences, the same to which Plato afterwards

gave the name of ideas. These numbers were either

' Enfield's History of Philosophy, 320.
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scientific or intelligible : the first being tbe progression of

multitude from the monad or unity, and its return to it;

the second being those which subsisted in the divine

mind before all things, and from which the forms of all

things are derived, they ever remaining the same.

The fountain of all number was the monad, or unity.

This was a fixed quantity, destitute of number. It was

generally understood to denote the active principle in

nature or God.

I^ext came the duad, which was imperfect and passive,

and was regarded as the cause of increase and division.

It represented matter.

The triad was composed of the monad and duad, par-

taking of the nature of both. This was represented by the

world, which was formed by the monad and duad, or by
the joint action of the active and passive principles of

nature.

The tetrad, tetractys or quaternion number, was the

most perfect. Some have understood by this number the

four elements; others, the four faculties of the human
mind ; and others still, the four cardinal virtues.

The decad, the sum of the four former, was understood

to comprehend all arithmetical and musical proportions.

The principle upon which he made use of numbers as

symbols, seems to have been, that as numbers proceed

from the monad, branching out into various combinations,

and assuming new properties in their progress, so the dif-

ferent forms of nature proceed from deity as their common
source, and that every degree of distance by which their

recession is marked, is accompanied by an assumption of

certain properties, in some measure analogous to those of

number. He, therefore, concluded that the origin of

things, their emanation from the first being, and also their

subsequent progress through various orders, might be illus-

trated by symbols and resemblances borrowed from num-
bers.

Music was also regarded as an important preparatory

exercise, by means of which the mind could be raised above
40
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tlie dominion of the passions. It was regarded by Pytha-

goras not only as an art, but also as a science, and sus-

ceptible of reduction to mathematical principles and

proportions. The invention of the harmonical canon, or

monochord (an instrument of a single string furnished

with moveable bridges, and contrived for the measur-

ing and adjusting the ratios of musical intervals by
accurate divisions) has been very universally ascribed to

him. He is also said to have formed a musical scale,

and constructed stringed instruments. After his death,

his scale, engraved in brass, was preserved in the temple

of Juno at Samos.

Music was applied by him to the cure of diseases both

bodily and mental. He supposed that the celestial spheres

in which the planets moved, striking upon the ether through

which they passed, produced a sound, which would vary

according to the diversity of their magnitude, velocity and

relative distance. Supposing that all the heavenly bodies

were so regularly adjusted as to have their varied sounds

chime in with the general harmony, he deduced from thence

his fanciful doctrine respecting the music of the spheres.

The science of magnitude, in both its branches, was

scarcely less cultivated by Pythagoras than that of num-

ber. In t,he division of geometry, or magnitude at rest,

he made several discoveries, besides digesting its princi-

ples, and reducing it to a more perfect system. He defined

a point to be a monad, or unity, with position. He con-

sidered a geometrical point as corresponding to unity in

arithmetic, a line to two, a superficies to three, and a solid

to four.

He is said to have discovered the three following geo-

metrical theorems, viz: 1. That the interior angles of

every triangle are together equal to two right angles. 2.

That the only polygons which will fill up the whole space

about a given point are the equilateral triangle, the square,

and the hexagon ; the first to be taken six times, the se-

cond four, and the third three times. 3. That in rectan-

gular triangles the square of the hypothenuse is equal to
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the squares of the two legs, or sides which contain the

right angle.'

In the division of astronomy, or magnitude in motion,

he assigned the middle place in the universe to fire, plac-

ing in the midst of the four elements, the fiery globe of

unity. He taught that the earth was a globe which admits

of antipodes ; that it did not exist without motion, and

was not situated in the centre of the spheres. He consi-

dered it as one of the planets that make their revolutions

around the orb of fire, that is the sun. It has, therefore,

been inferred that he was possessed of the true ideas of

the solar system. He taught that the moon and the plane-

tary globes were habitable.

These studies were considered as preparatory to those

embracing moral and theological science. Wisdom, ac-

cording to Pythagoras, is conversant with those objects

which are, in their nature, immutable, eternal and incor-

ruptible. In its pursuit, great care must be taken to

raise the mind above the dominion of the passions, and

the influence of sensible objects, and to disengage it from

all corporeal impressions. The object sought to be at-

tained by this, was to accustom it to hold converse with

itself, and to contemplate things spiritual and divine.

Philosophy, in his view, was either practical^ or theo-

retical. The study of the first was limited to. those things

necessary for the purposes of life ; while the last was con-

sidered as the perfection of wisdom.

Virtue, he divided into public and private. The first

he made to embrace the general subjects of education,

silence, abstinence from animal food, fortitude, sobriety

and prudence. He made the powers of the mind to con-

sist of reason and passion ; and virtue resulted from sub-

jecting the latter to the former. He would inure the

young to subjection, in order that they might always find

it easy to submit to the authority of reason. Habit will

soon render the best course of life the most pleasant.

^Enfield's History of Philosophy, 334.
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Silence is better than idle words. A wise man will pre-

pare himself for everything which is not in his own power.

He is surprised at nothing. If you despise the praise of

the vulgar, despise also their censure. Sobriety is the

strength of the soul, for it preserves its reasoh unclouded

by passion. No man can be free who has not the com-

mand of himself. It is inconsistent with fortitude to relin-

quish the station appointed by the deity, before we obtain

his permission.

Public virtue, according to Pythagoras, respects con-

versation, friendship, religious worship, reverence for the

dead, and legislation.

The first he would have adapted to the characters and

condition of the persons conversing. That propriety and

seasonableness are ever to be regarded. In all society, re-

gard must be had to subordination. It is a proof of a good

education to be able to endure the want of it in others.

True friendship he held to be a kind of union which is

immortal. He taught that the gods were to be worshiped,

not under such images as represented the forms of men,

but by such symbols as are suitable to their nature, by

simple lustrations and ofierings, and with purity of heart.

Oaths in no case to be violated.

Theoretical philosophy, treating as it did, of nature and

origin, was the highest object of study of the Pythagorean

school. In the teachings of this philosophy were employed

those profound mysteries, and that formidable array of

symbols, which have presented so great a puzzle to subse-

quent philosophers.

As nearly as we can ascertain, Pythagoras taught in

respect to God, that he is the universal mind ; diffused

through all things ; the source of all animal life ; the proper

and intrinsic cause of all motion ; in substance similar to

light; in nature like truth; the first principle of the uni-

verse ; incapable of pain ; invisible ; incorruptible, and only

to be comprehended by mind.^ He conceived God to be

'^ Enfield's History of Philosophy, 237.
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a Boul pervading all nature, of whicli every human 80ul

is a portion. He conceived him to be one, not exterior to

the world, but pervading the universal sphere, superin-

tending all productions, the support of all nature, eternal,

the source of all power, the first simple principle of all

things, the origin of celestial light, the father of all, the

mind and animating principle of the universe, the first

mover of all the spheres. He seems to have conceived the

deity to be the informing soul of the world, animating it

in a manner very similar to that in which the human soul

animates the body. He conceived of him as free from all

the properties of gross matter, and as possessing a power

of communicating motion, and of forming and directing

the universe, with which he is intimately connected as its

animating principle.

Subordinate to deity were four orders of intelligence:

gods, demons, heroes, men. These were so many emana-

tions from deity, the great fountain of all being. They
were emanations at different degrees of proximity from the

supreme intelligence, the particles of subtle ether assum-

ing a grosser clothing the farther they receded from the

fountain. Heroes were supposed to be invested with a

subtle material clothing. A hero was defined to be a

rational mind united with a luminous body.

The Pythagoreans supposed the atmosphere to be full

of spirits, demons, or heroes, who cause sickness or health,

and communicate a knowledge of future events by dreams,

and various species of divination. It is asserted that Py-
thagoras professed to cure diseases by incantations. They
supposed the atmosphere to be a gross, immutable, and
morbid mass, but the ether surrounding it was thought
pure, healthful, serene, perpetually moving, the region of

all divine and immortal natures.

Man was taught by the Pythagoreans to be a microcosm,
or compendium of the universe, as he was supposed to be
made up both of an elementary nature, and a divine or
rational principle. These philosophers seem to have made
the first attempt at an analysis of the operations and facul-
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ties of the mind. They divided it into the understanding

and intellectual faculties, which they located in the brain

;

and the appetites and the will, which they placed in the

heart, calling the first a rational, and the last an animal

soul. In regard to the latter, they held that he participated

with the brutes. They taught that this portion perished,

but that the rational part is immortal, because the source

whence it is derived is immortal. At death they supposed'

the rational mind to be freed from the chains that bound

it to the body. It then assumed an ethereal vehicle, and

passed into the regions of the dead. There it remained

until it was sent back to this world to become the inha-

bitant of some other body, human or brutal. In this man-

ner, by passing through successive purgations, it would

become sufficiently purified to be received among the gods,

and thus it would return to the eternal source from which

it first proceeded.

This doctrine of the transmigration of souls was pro-

bably one reason why the Pythagoreans abstained from

the use of animal food. It is beautifully expressed by

Ovid when he introduces Pythagoras as saying

:

Wtat then is death, but ancient matter drest

In some new figure, and a varied vest ?

Thus all things are but altered, nothing dies

;

And here and there th' unbodied spirit flies,

By time, or force, or sickness dispossessed,

And lodges where it lights, in man or beast

;

Or hunts without, till ready limbs it find.

And actuates those according to their kind

;

From tenement to tenement is tost.

The soul is still the same, the figure only lost;

And as the softened wax new seals receives,

This face assumes, and that impression leaves
;

Now called by one, now by another name,

The form is only changed, the wax is still the same :

So* death, thus called, can but the form deface,

The immortal soul fiies out in empty space,

To seek her fortune in some other place.
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The following are some of the Pythagorean maxims

:

" Adore the sound of the whispering wind. Stir not the

fire with a sword. Turn aside from an edged tool. Breed

nothing that has crooked talons. Receive not a swallow in-

to your house. Look not in a mirror by the light of a candle.

Sleep not at noon. Abstain from beans." Among Py-

thagorean precepts of more value are :
" Above all things

govern your tongue. Engrave not the image of God in

a ring. Quit not your station without the command of

your general. Remember that the paths of virtue and

of vice resemble the letter T."
Empedocles was of the Pythagorean school, and flou-

rished about the eighty-fourth Olympiad. He was a wealthy

citizen of Agrigentum in Sicily ; and, espousing the popular

party, acquired great weight in the state. He possessed

skill in medicine and natural philosophy, by which he was

enabled to perform wonders and apparent miracles. He
also possessed poetical talents.

The following were among his philosophical tenets

:

" The truth is judged of by reason and not by the senses.

The senses intervene to lead the reason to the contempla-

tion of the real nature and immutable essences of things,

!N"ature's first principles are of two kinds, active and pas-

sive. The active is unity or God; the passive, matter.

The active gives to all things being, animates all things,

and is that into which all things are at last resolved.

Both men and animals are allied to the deity, for the same
spirit which pervades the universe unites all animated

beings to itself, and to one another. 'So animals should,

therefore, be killed or eaten. The world is a whole, cir-

cumscribed by the revolution of the sun, and surrounded

by a mass of inactive matter. The four elements are ori-

ginally composed of similar atoms, which are indefinitely

small, and of a round form. These possessed the primary

qualities of friendship and discord, and when the original

chaotic mass was agitated, the homogeneous parts were
united, the heterogeneous separated, and the four elements

composed, of which all bodies are generated. The first
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principles of the elements are eternal. E'othing can exist

or be annihilated. All the varieties of nature are pro-

duced by combination or separation.

In the world's formation ether was first secreted from
chaos, then fire, then earth, by the agitation of which were
produced water and air. The heavens are a solid body of
air, crystalized by fire. The stars are fixed in the crystal

of heaven, the planets wander freely beneath it. The sun
is a fiery mass, and the moon in the form of a hollow plate.

In regard to the soul and the metempsychosis he held to

the Pythagorean doctrine already mentioned. He supposed
all nature to be subject to the immutable and eternal law
of necessity.

There were other philosophers of the Pythagorean
school, as Aristseus of Crotoua, Feleauges and Mnesarchus,

the sons of Pythagoras, Alemseon, Hippo of Rhegium,
Hippasus of Metapontum, Ocellus the Lucanian, Timseus

the Locrian, Archytas of Tarentum, and Philolaus of

Croto or Tarentum, but of these it is unnecessary to speak

particularly.

The Pythagorean doctrines excited great influence in

Greece, and upon subsequent schools of philosophy. They

influenced, to a great extent, the speculations of Plato and

of other eminent philosophers, and thus became perpetu-

ated through the schools of philosophy which subsequently

flourished.

3. The Eleatic school : Xenophanes, Parmenides, Me-

lissus, Zeno. This was so termed from the place Elea, a

city in Magna G-rsecia, where it originated. Its founder,

Xenophanes, was an Ionian, a native of Colophon, and the

contemporary of Pythagoras. His life extended through

an entire century. Leaving his native country early in

life, he went to Sicily where he supported himself for some

time by reciting elegiac and iambic verses. He passed

from Sicily into Magna Grsecia, where he took up the pro-

fession of philosophy.

There are but few fragments remaining of the writings of

the Eleatic school. From these, however, we are enabled
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to perceive that this school, at its starting point, takes a

wide departure from all the previous ones. Both the

Ionian and the Italic made experience the basis of their

arguments; and as their senses made them acquainted

with the contingent and the variable, they endeavored to

reconcile these with the invariable and the absolute, by
referring all to the same original. We have now arrived

at a school which boldly asserts that experience exists only

in appearance ; that the ideas of movement and change

are unintelligible ; and who derive all knowledge from the

mind itself, as the only substantial foundation of truth

;

who, in fine, identify the deity with the universe, thus

originating that monstrous system of pantheism which
only attained its full development at subsequent periods.

The Pythagoreans maintained that everything is con-

tained in the infinite unity, and is derived from it. Xeno-
phanes denied the possibility of such production, or

emanation. If, said he, anything new has been produced,
it has been made out of that which was, or out of that

which was not. The last is clearly impossible, for out of
nothing, nothing can come. The first is impossible still,

for since it already was, it could not have been made.
Setting out, therefore, with the impossibility of any pro-

duction whatever, he taught that whatever is, always has
been from eternity, without deriving its existence from
any prior principle. All is immutable and eternal. He
regarded all nature as subject to the same law of unity.

God, as being the most perfect essence, is eternally one,

unalterable, and always consistent with himself. He can
neither be regarded as finite or infinite, as movable or

immovable. He cannot be represented under any human
semblance. He is all hearing, all sight, all thought ; and
his form is spherical. He may be regarded as the first

philosopher who divested the deity of the unworthy images
under which he had been represented.' He taught that

nature is one and without limit; and that what is one is

' Tenneman's History of PhiioaopTiy, 71, 73.

41
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similar in all its parts, otherwise it would be many. It is

not easy to understand what, according to Xenophanes,

are the precise relations between the deity and the uni-

verse; whether he believed the deity to be the soul of the

world, or whether it was a system resembling that of Spi-

noza, who supposed all the appearances in nature to be
only modifications of one material substance. The more
prevailing opinion is that he held the universe to be one in

nature and substance, but distinguished between the mat-

ter of which all things consists; and that latent, divine

force, which, though not a distinct substance, but an attri-

bute, is necessarily inherent in the universe, and is the

cause of all its perfection.

Parmenides was a native of Elea and a disciple of Xeno-
phanes. He is represented as an eminent pattern of vir-

tue. His doctrines were contained in a poem on nature,

of which only some fragments have come down to us. He
enlarged upon the system of Xenophanes. He maintained

that the perception of truth was a matter of mere intellec-

tion, and belonged to the understanding alone ; and that

the senses could afford only a deceptive appearance of it.

He, therefore, held to a system of true and apparent

knowledge, the one resulting from the understanding, the

other from the senses. In the first he begins with the idea

of pure existence, which he identifies with thought and

knowledge, and concludes that non-existence can never be

possible. He held that all things which exist are one and

identical; that existence consequently has no commence-

ment, is invariable, indivisible, pervades all space, and is

limited only by itself, and that all movement or change

exists only in appearance. That nothing in nature is either

produced or destroyed, but merely appears so to the senses.

He held, however, that there was a uniform manner in

which objects presented themselves to the senses.

To account for this appearance conveyed by the senses,

he assumed the existence of two principles, that of heat

or light, and that of cold or darkness, denominating the

first ethereal fire and the second the earth. The first is
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pervading and active, the second dense and heavy. The

first is positive and real, the intellectual element ; the se-

cond, the negative element, or as he styled it a limitation

of the former. From these he derived his doctrine of

changes which he applied even to the phenomena of the

mind. The frame of the world he supposed liable to decay,

but that the universe itself remains the same, and that the

chief seat of the soul is the heart.

Melissus was of Samos, and a disciple of Parmenides.

He acquired influence in affairs of state, had at one time

the command of a fleet, and even gained a victory over

the Athenians in a naval engagement. He adopted the

same system of idealism with Parmenides, but stated it

with greater distinctness and boldness. He maintained

that whatever really existed could not either be produced

or perish ; that it exists without having either commence-

ment or end; that it is infinite, and, consequently, one,

invariable, not composed of parts, and indivisible. This

doctrine implies a denial of the existence of bodies, and

of the dimensions of space. He claimed that all that our

senses present to us is nothing more than an appearance,

and is entirely beyond the limits of real knowledge. He
held that there was neither vacuum nor motion in the uni-

verse, nor any such thing as production or decay.

Zeno, called the Eleatic, to distinguish him from Zeno
the Stoic, is the last we shall mention, as belonging to the

Eleatic school. He was a dialectician, and laid the foun-

dations of a system of logic, of which he was the first

teacher. Being fond of argumentation, he presented the

doctrine of this school under the critical and polemic form.

In defending the idealism of the Eleatic school he ob-

jected to the empiric realism of the former schools. 1.

Because if we admit a plurality of real essences, we must
also admit them to possess qualities which are mutually
destructive of each other. As instances of this he gave
similitude and dissimilitude ; unity and plurality ; move-
ment and repose. 2. We cannot form an idea of the divisi-

bility of an extended object without a contradiction being
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involved ; because the parts must be eitber simple or com-

pounded. In the first tbe body has no magnitude, and

ceases to exist. In the second it has no unity, being at

the same time finite and infinite. 3. Innumerable difficul-

ties result from the supposition of motion in space. If

such motion be allowed to be possible, the consequence is,

that infinite space must, in a given time, be traversed. 4.

"We cannot form a notion of space as an object, without

conceiving it to be situated in another space, and so on ad

infinitum.

He denies that the absolute unity required by the under-

standing as a character of real existence, is in any sort to

be recognized in the objects of the senses.^

The following is Zeno's argument against motion :
" E'o

motion can be made through any space whatever, unless

the movable first pass through a less, before a greater

space ; but what part of space soever you shall please to

assign, still there will be another less part, and another

less than that, and so up to infinity ; therefore there can

be no motion at all, since it can ilever begin at a space so

little as that no less can remain." ^

Zeno, by opposing reason to experience, laid the founda-

tion of that skeptical philosophy, which was subsequently

more fully developed in the Pyrrhonic or Skeptic school.

The labors of the Eleatic school served to push into

their legitimate results some of the more concealed doc-

trines of the Pythagorean. The latter school, for instance,

held to the doctrine of emanations. The former replied

that, as in the system of emanation, what appeared to

begin to exist already, before existed ; the production could

be only apparent. It further replied, that if there was no

real production, all distinct individual existence is also

nothing but a mere phenomenon. Thus the germ of pan-

theism is found to be contained in the doctrine of emana-

tion.

' Tenneman's History of PhUoaophy, 74, 75. '' Phydologia, or Doctrine

of Atoms, 2S.
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It cannot, however, be denied to the Eleatic school, that

it made the first attempt to correct the conceptions and

representations of sense, by the pure notions of reason, or

at least to reduce them to their true value. It was this

school that first abstracted the pure speculative element

of thought from all that is incidental in its concrete appear-

ance, and thus awoke consciousness to a truer notion of

philosophy. But its philosophers failed to perceive the

difference between the conditional and the unconditional,

and hence could not but succeed imperfectly, if at all, in

the attempt to abstract from the sensible appearance, the

perfect knowledge of true being.*

4. The Heraclitean school ; Heraclitus. This sect or

school was a derivative from the Pythagorean, and was
instituted at Ephesus by Heraclitus. He was of a grave

and melancholy disposition, and as he wept over the follies

of mankind, he has been called by some the weeping philo-

sopher. He lived in solitude, fed upon fruits and plants,

and died of a dropsy. His writings are full of obscurity,

whence he obtained the name of the dark, an epithet he

seemed to desire.

According to him, reason is the judge of the truth, by
means of the senses. It is derived by inspiration from that

which surrounds us. The senses are obstructed in dream-
ing, and the connection of the mind with that which sur-

rounds us is interrupted. The connection is restored, and
the power of reason returns on waking.

He sought to discover an elemental principle, which
should have an universal application, and this he found in

the element of fire. This was the most subtle and active

of the elements. He attributed to it an universal agency,
and asserted it to be the foundation of all things.

The universe, in his opinion, was a fire continually kept
alive, but having alternations of decay and resuscitation,

according to fixed laws. From this he deduced the varia-

bility, or perpetual flux of things, in which consists the

'Ritter, i, 533, 534.
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life of animals. All formation and dissolution was accom-

plished by fire. It began the work of creation by boiling

the water, and reducing it to vapor. From this all bodies

derived their origin, the stars being produced by the pur-

est vapors. Even the soul was made from the evaporations

of humidity, and thus its matter continually ascending and

surrounding the bodies of men, enters by the channel of

their organs, and continues there in continual agitation.

The excellence of the soul he maintained to consist in its

aridity, or freedom from aqueous particles. The universe

he maintained to be full of souls and daemons, endowed
with a portion of this all-pervading fire.

The origin of changes he referred to two principles, viz

:

discord and concord, and their mutual opposition accord-

ing to fixed laws of fate. Although he introduced into

his system the term god, yet he seems not to have under-

stood by it a distinct being, of a peculiar nature, but

merely that innate force in the primary fire, by means of

which its particles have been in eternal motion, and have

at length united to form the present regular system of

nature. The soul, he considered, by its consanguinity to

the divine mind, to be capable, by abstraction, of recog-

nizing the universal, and the true ; whereas, by the exer-

cise of the organs of the senses, it perceives only what is

variable and individual.

In regard to morals, he taught that the end of life is to

enjoy happiness ; that to this end the body should enjoy

repose, and confine its wants within the narrowest possible

limits; that it is of more importance for men to know
themselves, than to acquire extensive learning; that human
life is the death of the soul, as while in the body it is

confined and depressed, and never gains its true freedom

and activity until it returns to the divine nature from

which it comes.

He held temperance as the first virtue, and the follow-

ing of nature as the first wisdom. That all human laws

are founded upon one divine law of necessity, which

governs all things. Although the obscurity veiling the
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writings of Heraclitus, has probably prevented his philo-

sophy, as a system, from being very fally appreciated;

yet there is no doubt but that many hints were furnished

by him from which Plato and the Stoics have derived some

valuable materials.

5. The Atomic school; Leucippus, Democritus. This

school has been regarded and treated by some as the physi-

cal branch of the Eleatic, that which has already been con-

sidered being looked upon as the metaphysical branch of

the same school. The distinct announcement of the atomic

theory, has, with others, been deemed sufficient to justify

the separate consideration of it, and the ranking it as a

distinct sect or school.

The first idea of the atomic system was suggested by

Leucippus, improved by Democritus, and afterwards

carried to as high a degree of perfection as it would admit

by Epicurus. The idea in which it originated was to

leave behind the train of numbers, ideas, proportions,

qualities, and elementary forms, which had really been

only so many refuges of ignorance, and to examine the

real constitution of the material world, and inquire into

the mechanical properties of bodies. The great object

was to restore the alliance between reason and the senses,

which metaphysical subtleties had dissolved.

The atomic theory, in its simplicity, introduced the doc-

trine of indivisible atoms, possessing within themselves a

principle of motion. Other philosophers had considered

matter as divisible into indefinitely small particles, but the

founders of this school were the first to teach that these

particles were originally destitute of all qualities except

figure and motion. By attributing a principle of motion
to the indivisible particles of matter, they sought to account
for the production of all natural phenomena without the

intervention of deity.

Leucippus taught that the universe is in part a plenum
and in part a vacuum. The first contains atoms of various

figures, which falling into the second, struck against each
other producing curvilinear motions, which continued until
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atoms of similar forms met together, and bodies were pro-

duced. The atoms being of equal weight, and too nume-

rous to move in circles, the smaller rose to the exterior

parts of the vacuum, whilst the larger entangling them-

selves, formed a spherical shell which revolved about its

centre, including within itself all kinds of bodies. This

gradually increasing formed the earth. The spherical

shell being constantly supplied with new bodies, gathered

up from without, some in their combination-formed humid
masses, which, becoming dry by their circular motion and
being ignited, became stars. The sun was formed in the

same manner in the exterior surface of the shell, and the

moon in its interior. In this manner the world was formed;
and, by an inversion of the process, it will at length be

dissolved.'

Democritus, a native of Abdera in Thrace was the suc-

cessor of Leucippus. He was cotemporary with Socrates.

Anaxagoras, Archelaus, Parmenides, Zeno, and Protago-

ras. He spent many years in traveling, and acquiring

the wisdom and knowledge scattered over many countries.

He has been called the laughing philosopher, because he

was accustomed, it has been said, to laugh at the follies of

mankind. Among his fellow citizens he was called the

derider. He lived a life devoted to the acquisition of

knowledge, and his chasteness, temperance and sobriety

extended it far beyond the usual period. He lived more
than an hundred years, and then died through mere decay.

He wrote much, but none of his works have come down
to us.

In physics, Democritus taught that existence can never

be produced by that which has no existence, nor can it

ever be annihilated. Hence, whatever is, must be self-ex-

istent. The first principles of all things are atoms and a

vacuum, l^either of these is produced from the other.

They both have the character of infinity, atoms in number,

vacuum in magnitude.

'Mijield'a History of Philosophy, 345.
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Atoms are solid, and have the properties of figure, mag-

nitude, motion, and weight. Their figures are various.

They differ in magnitude, but are solid, indivisible and

unalterable.

These have been eternally moving in vacuo, and that

motion is of one kind, perpetually deviating from a right

line. This kind of motion brings them into continual col-

lision with each other. From this arises innumerable com-

binations of particles ; and hence the various forms of

things. These primary particles are thus moved and

united by a natural necessity, and this constitutes the fate

that creates and governs the world.

According to this doctrine, an organized body is pro-

duced, when those atoms, which are in their nature fitted to

produce it, happen to be arranged suitable for that purpose.

When this arrangement is diversified, an alteration takes

place ; if it be entirely destroyed, the result is dissolution.

He held that the qualities of bodies are not essential to

their nature, but are merely the effect of arrangement, that

bitterness and sweetness, for example, are not properties

essential to bodies but mere effects produced upon the

senses in consequence of the various arrangement of atoms.

The worlds that people infinite space are subject to

growth, decay, and destruction. They have no animating

principle, but all things are moved by the rapid agitation

of atoms, as by an universally penetrating fire. The earth

has been increasing in density, the sea is decreasing and
will at length be dried up.

Democritus taught that the soul is the result of a com-

bination of round or fiery particles; that it consists of

two parts, the one seated in the breast, which is the ra-

tional ; the other diffused through the whole body, which

is the irrational. The soul is mortal, perishing with the

body, but human bodies which perish, will revive.

He introduced the hypothesis of images, a species of

emanation from external objects, which make an impres-

sion on our senses, and from the infiuence of which he

deduced sensation and thought.

42
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Democritus admitted no other soul of the world than

one similar to that which he allowed to man, which was

nothing more than a certain blind force, resulting from

the combination of subtle atoms, of a round form, which

produces fire. He differed from former philosophers, con-

cerning atoms, in that they conceived of them as endowed

with various qualities ; whereas, he taught that the quali-

ties of bodies did not arise from any essential difference in

the nature of the atoms, but were due to the mere effect of

arrangement.

He taught that there are two kinds of knowledge ; one

obscure, the other genuine. The first he derived entirely

from the senses; the last from the exercise of thought

upon the nature of things. He was accustomed to say that

truth lay in a deep well, from which it is the office of rea-

son to draw it up.

The moral doctrine of Democritus was essentially the

same with that of Epicurus, which is subsequently con-

sidered. In the school of the latter is also to be sought

the full development of the doctrine of atoms.

6. The school of the Sophists; Gorgias, Protagoras,

Prodicus, Hippias. A variety of causes operating upon

the Grecian mind led the way to the existence of the

sophists. In Athens, all sorts of knowledge were most

rapidly diffused. Almost every variety of speculative

system was promulgated. Comparatively 'little attention

was paid to the data upon which principles and conclu-

sions were grounded. The great effort was to teach the

principles and conclusions, and these were commended by

their splendor, almost, or quite, equally with their truth.

The results to which the schools had arrived naturally

led to skepticism, and the pei'version of philosophy. The

Atomic school had expelled God from the universe, and

supplied his place by the blind force of atoms. The

Eleatic school had opposed reason to experience, and thus

thrown doubt upon the reality of things. The Athenian

mind still possessed the elements of intense activity.

Whether right or wrcing it must still go forward. Hence
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the school of the sophists was the natural, perhaps the in-

evitable result.

This school was made up of a class of persons who pos-

sessed a merely superficial and seeming knowledge, to the

profession of which they were influenced by merely inter-

ested motives. The principal of these were Gorgias, Pro-

tagoras, Prodicus and Hippias.

The first was a celebrated orator of Leontium, a disciple

of Empedocles. In his work on nature, he endeavored to

demonstrate by certain subtle arguments, that nothing

really exists ; nothing which can be known, or which can

be communicated by means of words.

Protagoras was a native of Abdera, originally a porter

to carry loads upon his back. He attracted the attention

of Democritus by the skill and mathematical precision with

which he was accustomed to arrange these loads, and was

instructed by him in the- principles of his philosophy. He
afterwards acquired reputation at Athens for his eloquence.

The doctrines he taught are probably a fair exposition of

those of the sophists.

He taught that contradictory arguments may be ad-

vanced upon every subject, no satisfactory truth being

clearly settled as to any subject.

He held that all natural objects are perpetually varying;

that they are liable to such continual fluctuation that no-

thing can be certainly known concerning them ; that the

senses convey different reports to different persons, and

even to the same person at different times ; and that,

nevertheless, we have no other criterion of truth than our

own perception, and cannot know that anything is other-

wise than it appears to our senses, which are the essence

of the soul. As his general conclusion upon these pre-

mises, he held that nothing can be pronounced to exist, but

that which is at any instant perceived by the senses ; and

that since these are perpetually or incessantly varying,

things themselves vary accordingly; so that upon the same
evidence, that of the senses, contradictory opinions maybe
advanced. The main point in his philosophy, therefore.
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was that man himself is the only measure, or criterion of

all things.'

He wrote " concerning the gods, I am wholly unable to

determine whether they have any existence or not ; for the

weakness of the human understanding, and the shortness

of human life, with many other causes, prevent us from

attaining this knowledge." This and other similar expres-

sions led to his banishment from Attica, as a disbeliever in

the gods.

The sophists were, in general, well practiced in the art

of speaking, were more or less acquainted vsdth dialectics,

criticism, rhetoric and politics, but were totally devoid of

any real love of philosophy. They desired to distinguish

themselves by the show of pretended universal knowledge;

by solving questions intricate, fanciful and useless ; and to

accumulate money by teaching the art of persuasion.

They contrived certain logical tricks of a kind to per-

plex their antagonists; and, without possessing in any

degree the spirit of philosophy, they maintained all sorts

of philosophical theories. The result of all this fully

carried out must be to destroy all difference between

truth and error.

Thus we have arrived at the perversion of all philo-

sophy. The age required a redeeming spirit. Hence the

advent of Socrates.

The second period of Grecian philosophy. The Socratic

school; Socrates.

Crito, a wealthy Athenian, was one day passing the

small work shop of a sculptor, where a young man was

busily employed at his trade. His attention was particu-

larly attracted towards him, as he remembered to have

seen him listening with profound attention to the philo-

sophical lectures of Anaxagoras and Archelaus. He
entered into conversation with him, and was charmed

with his talent as well as modesty. With a generosity

worthy of all imitation, he bestowed on the intelligent

' Enfield's History of Philosophy, 352.
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youth the means of pursuing his studies without need

for further manual labor. The name of this youth was

Socrates.

This distinguished individual, who opened a new era in

the history of philosophy, was born at Athens, in the year

B. C. 470, and was the son of a poor sculptor named
Sophroniscus, and of Phsenarete, a midwife. With no

advantages of birth, and very few of education, he presents,

a remarkable example of one, who by mere force of native

talent, self-directed, succeeded in attaining a position which

has excited both the wonder and admiration of all suc-

ceeding ages. The period of time at which he appeared

was little calculated to offer him any inducements to follow

the course he seems early to have resolved upon. Athens
was at that time the seat of great splendor, and of a profli-

gacy the more dangerous, as it was accompanied with the

highest degree of refinement in taste and intellect. A
wide-spread corruption in manners, was very appropriately

accompanied by the philosophy of the sophist, then in the

acme of its popularity, which confounded truth and error,

and, aspiring at universal knowledge, really destroyed the

foundations of all knowledge.

There is some difiiculty in arriving at the precise charac-

ter and merit of Socrates. He left behind him no writings.

He never seems to have made any written record of his

thoughts or opinions. He had no regular system or me-
thod of lecturing. He neither studied nor practiced any
of the arts of speech. But his life was one of continued
conversation. His time was almost entirely passed in

public. In the gymnasia, in the agora, in the markets and
courts, even in the workshops of the citizens, he was found
constantly pouring out his ceaseless stream of conversation,

reprobating vice in every form, and teaching men to re-

spect and practice virtue. Occasionally he would collect

an audience about him in the lyceum, which was a plea-

sant meadow on the border of the lllissus. At others, he
would converse in a familiar way with any of his fellow
citizens in places of common resort, or with his friends at
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meals, or in their hours of amusement, thus making every

place a school of virtue.

He would receive no compensation for his teaching.

He vsrould never admit that he was a teacher. He would
accept of no presents from the wealthy. Everything sent

to him beyond what was necessary for a bare subsistence,

he would return. He traveled about with bare feet, and
wore the same clothing summer and winter. He never

failed to reprove vice wherever he found it, whether among
the high or low.

He was the founder of no sect or school in philosophy,

although we have termed his the Socratic school. His was
rather a movement than a school. He was the first who
successfully taught and practiced reflection. He looked
at things from a different point of view from preceding

philosophers. Thales and the Ionic school took out-

ward nature as a starting point, dealing more in physics.

Pythagoras and the Italic school, the first and original

cause of things, and hence ran more into theology.

Socrates assumed human nature as the starting point for

his observation, and hence he was led along the line of

psychology.

His great merit consists in teaching men how to think

aright ; in laying a correct foundation of morals ; in puri-

fying the fountains of knowledge ; in giving right views

of duty ; in expanding into life and vigor man's moral, as

well as his intellectual nature. The general method which

he adopted to accomplish all this was by familiar conversa-

tion, often by question and answer. By this method he con-

founded the sophist, reprobated the vicious, encouraged

the worthy, and instructed the ignorant. Protagoras, the

sophist, could expatiate for hours, with a specious and

showy eloquence, but in attempting to answer the close

questions of Socrates he soon rendered it fully apparent

that all was nothing more than pretension.

His method was first to obtain the assent of his anta-

gonist to some proposition apparently true ; and then by

leading him off on to things that were nearly related to it.
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finally terminate in his contradicting himself, or denying

the truth of the proposition he had started with afiirming.

His illustrations were drawn from the most familiar ob-

jects, and his comparisons such as could be readily under-

stood by the most common mind. The great beauty of

his discourses and teachings, that which lent them their

peculiar charm, was that they were eminently practical.

His philosophy was the hand-maid of common sense.

The duties of the citizen and the man, the aflairs of

every day life, the homely virtues of temperance, so-

briety and justice, were those which he principally illus-

trated and enforced. He had no respect for theories that

had not for their object and end the attainment of some

practical good.

Socrates had three classes of listeners. The first were
neither philosophers, nor did they possess any inclination

to study philosophy. They attended upon him merely as

a moral preceptor, and as a means of improving their

minds, and of fitting them for public stations to which their

ambition led them to aspire. Such were Alcibiades and
Critias, Evenes and Euripides, Lysias and Isocrates. The
second class included all those who were professed philo-

sophers, and, subsequent to his death, became founders of

particular sects or schools. Such were Aristippus, the

founder of the Cyrenaic sect; Phasdo, of the Eliac; Euclid

of the Cynic. The third el ass embraced all those disciples

of the Megaric; Plato of the Academic, and Antisthenes

of Socrates, who, although philosophers, did not institute

any new sect or school. Among these were Xenophon,
^schines, Simon and Cebes, the first of whom was illus-

trious as a writer, and a warrior in conducting the retreat

of the ten thousand Greeks through the heart of the Per-
sian empire back to Greece. What remains to us of the

sayings of Socrates are to be found in The Memorabilia of
Socrates by Xenophon, and also in the works of Plato. The
former relates his dialogues with great simplicity, while
the latter is supposed to have occasionally mingled his own
doctrines with those of his master.
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Take the following as a specimen of the method of

Socrates, taken from Xenophon's memoirs of Socrates.^

Aristippus, thinking to puzzle Socrates with a question,

proposed this: "If he knew anything that was good?"
What, said he, " Aristippus, do you ask me if 1 know any-

thing good for a fever ? " " l^o, not so," returned the other.

" For an inflammation in the eye ? " " Nor that, Socrates."

" Do you mean anything good against a famine ? " " Ijfo,

nor against a famine." " N"ay, then," replied Socrates, " if

you ask me concerning a good, which is good for nothing,

I know of none such ; nor yet desire it." Aristippus still

urging him :
" But do you know," said he, " anything

beautiful ? " "A great many," returned Socrates. " Are
these all like one another?" "Far from it, Aristippus:

there is a very considerable difierence between them."
" But how can beauty differ from beauty ? " " We want

not many examples of it," replied Socrates, " for the same

disposition of the body which is beautiful in him who runs,

is not beautiful in the wrestler; and while the beauty of

the shield is to cover him well who wears it, that of the

dart is to be swift and piercing." " But you return," said

Aristippus, " the same answer to this question as you did

to the former." " And why not, Aristippus ? for do you

suppose there can be any difference between beautiful and

good ? Know you not, that whatever is beautiful, is for

the same reason, good ? And we cannot say of anything,

of virtue, for example, that on this occasion it is good, and

on the other beautiful. Likewise, in describing the vir-

tuous character, say we not of it, ' It is fair and good ?

'

Even the bodies of men are said to be fair and good, with

respect to the -same purposes ; and the same we declare

with whatever else we meet with, when suited to the use

for which it was intended." " You would, perhaps, then,

call a dunghill cart beautiful ? " "I would," said Socrates,

" if made proper for the purpose ; as I would, call the shield

ugly, though made of gold, that answered not the end for

' See Xenophon's Works, 569.
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which it was designed." "Possibly you will say too,"

returned Aristippus, "that the same thing is both hand-

some and ugly." " In truth I will," said Socrates, " and

I will go still further and add, that the same thing may be

both good and evil ; for I can easily suppose that which

is good in the case of hunger may be evil in a fever ; since

what would prove a cure for the one, will certainly increase

the malignity of the other ; and in the same manner will

beauty, in the wrestler, change to deformity in him who
runneth. For whatsoever is suited to the end intended,

with respect to that end it is good and fair ; and contrariwise,

must be deemed evil and deformed, when it defeats the

purpose it was designed to promote."

It would be found no easy matter to give the doctrine

of Socrates. All that can be done with safety towards

doing it, would be to collect from his remains, as they are

found in Xenophon and Plato, such expressions or remarks

of his, as show what his belief was upon any point or

principle. Thus, in his dialogues with Aristodemus and

with Enthydemus, he thus speaks in reference to a supreme

being :
" Reflect that your own mind directs your body

by its volitions, and you must be convinced that the intel-

ligence of the universe disposes of all things according to

his pleasure. Can you imagine that your eye is capable

of discerning distant objects, and that the eye of God can-

not, at the same instant, see all things ; or that, whilst

your mind contemplates the affairs of different countries,

the understanding of God cannot attend at once to all the

affairs of the universe ? Such is the nature of the divinity

:

that he sees all things, hears all things, is everywhere pre-

sent, and constantly superintends all events. He who dis-

poses and directs the universe, who is the source of all that is

fair and good, who, amid successive changes, preserves the

course of nature unimpaired, and to whose laws all beings

are subject, this supreme deity, though himself invisible,

is manifestly seen in his magnificent operations. Learn,

then, from the things which are produced, to infer the exist-

ence of an invisible power, and to reverence the divinity."

43
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Socrates seems also to have believed in the existence of

beings occupying a rank below that of the divinity, to

whom were to be ascribed the ordinary phenomena

of nature, and who were concerned in the management of

human afl'airs. Speaking of these, he says: "Let it suffice

you, whilst you observe their works, to revere and honor

the gods ; and be persuaded, that this is the way in which

they make themselves known; for, among all the gods

who bestow blessings upon men, there are none who, in the

distribution of their favors, make themselves visible to

mortals." He regarded thunder, wind, and other agents

of nature, as the servants of Grod.

Concerning the best mode of worshiping the gods, he

says :
" The man who honors the gods according to his

ability, ought to be cheerful, and hope for the greatest

blessings ; for from whom may we reasonably entertain

higher expectations, than from those who are most able

to serve us? or how can we secure their kindness, but

by pleasing them ? or how please them better than by
obedience ?

"

There was one peculiarity which should be mentioned,

and that is the genius, or dsemon, which attended him, and

which is known as the dsemon of Socrates. The office of

this daemon was to forewarn him from entering upon

some proposed project or plan of operations. It was no

part of its duty to urge him to the performance of any

act. It is not very well agreed upon by authors, as to

whom or what this genius or daemon was. It was con-

ceived of as a secret voice, a sign, or a sudden inspiration

that took possession of him. Its whisperings not only

concerned himself, but extended also to his friends, and

when they communicated to him some proposed plan or

purpose of theirs, often dissuaded from entering upon it.

Many who neglected these forewarnings, but persisted in

their purpose, had afterwards abundant occasion to regret

they had not heeded the voice of the faithful monitor.

What this was is by no means agreed, but it was pro-

bably the instinctive suggestions of a wisdom which could
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read something of the future in the light of the past and

present; which from an intimate acquaintance with the

acts of men and their consequences, could arm itself with

a prescience in reference to the future, and from ill-judged

arrangements predict that evil consequences would follow.

According to Xenophon, Socrates taught that the human
soul is allied to the divine being, not by a participation of

essence, but by a similarity of nature ; that man excels all

other animals in the faculty of reason, and that the exist-

ence of good men will be continued after death, in a state

in which they will receive the reward of their virtue.

This dialogue on the immortality of the soul as given by
Plato, which occurs after his condemnation and in view ofa

speedy termination of his existence here, cannot fail to

impress any one strongly with the sincerity of his belief

in the soul's immortality.

But the great business of his life was the teaching of

morality, which he based upon religion. The first princi-

ples of virtuous conduct are, according to him, the laws

of Grod, because no man can depart from them with im-
punity. "It is possible," says he, "for men to screen

themselves from the penalty of human laws, but no man
can be unjust or ungrateful without suffering for his crime;

hence, I conclude, that these laws must have proceeded
from a more excellent legislator than man.
He taught that true felicity is not to be derived from ex-

ternal possessions, but from wisdom, which consists in the
knowledge and practice of virtue; that the cultivation of
virtuous manners is necessarily attended with pleasure,

as well as profit; that the honest man alone is happy ; and
that it is absurd to attempt to separate things which are

in nature so closely united as virtue and interest.^

All the teachings of Socrates evince the recasting, almost
the recreating of philosophy. This great element of hu-
manity had now run the first cycle in its history. Com-
mencing with the dynamical philosophy, the Ionic school, it

^Enfield's History of Philosophy, 102.
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regarded all in the world as replete with a divine life ; that

the primal substance of all things must be something infi-

nite and sensuously imperceptible, something like a soul

which embraces and governs all, in the same manner as we
ourselves are cherished and governed by our soul ; that the

constant harmony existing among all things proves the

invariable unity of their principles; that this unity must

be infinite; that the world, according to Heraclitus, is an

eternal, ever living being, in whose vitality itself there is

involved a tendency to contraries, thus carrying the dynami-

cal theory to its highest possible fiight.

The mechanical philosophy, on the other hand, regarded

the changing phenomena of composition and decomposi-

tion of bodies as operated by the motion of their element-

ary parts. The ground of motion and production was

regarded as an infinite, immortal, divine substance, and

finally with Anaxagoras the position was taken that the

nature of everything is permanent, and that therefore

nothing is changeable.

In the meantime the Italic school, under Pythagoras,

awoke to the idea that there is a moral power in the uni-

verse, maintaining that production is infinite, and that the

more perfect is evolved from the less perfect, but referring

all the mundane phenomena to moral ends and designs, to a

true inner virtue in which respect this school was peculiar.

The atomic theory was destructive of the unity of the

world, of the soul, and of consciousness, resolving every

thing into a vague multiplicity of atoms. Its natural re-

sult was the entire abandonment of life to accident and

chance.

The school of the sophists constituted the appropriate

finale of this cycle in the history of philosophy. By main-

taining that every thought is true for him who entertains

it, and that its acceptance as true by others, depends not

on anything inherent in itself, but on the force and spe-

ciousness with which it is urged ,» it effectually broke down

all moral distinctions, and left nothing but intellect, to

guide and govern the world.
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Hence the advent of Socrates was a moral necessity.

By the ancients his school was considered a moral school,

probably because as contradistinguished from previous

schools the moral element largely predominated. No phi-

losopher before him had asserted the doctrine of a truly

intelligent deity Avithout any dualism, and without either

physical limitation or pantheistic annihilation of individu-

ality. All before him had confounded nature with intelli-

gence. He first maintained that reason is above nature,

and that the natural is merely subservient to intellectual

ends. Both iu reference to individuals, and to the move-

ments of the universe, he sought to establish intelligence

and design as the sole, true and ruling principle. He called

attention to the fact that the best is always the unseen,

which is noticeable only in its effects ; and that the soul,

which is the ruling principle within us, and participates

in the divine nature, cannot by any means be discerned.

That man should recognize the operations of the deity

within him, for that the gods have implanted in man's

mind a knowledge of their power. He asserted that in

the universal reason there was a something corresponding

to the reason within us, and that all is formed for some
wise end. As his great mission was to awake the human
mind to reflection, he could not avoid perceiving that

among the thoughts and feelings that successively occupied

his mind there were many that presented themselves in-

voluntarily, and which being unable to derive from any
agency of his own, he referred to a divine source. He
deduced the immortality of the soul from the divinity

vsdthin man, the intelligence which governs the whole
world, and the worthlessness of the body, except so far as

it is a mean subservient to the reason. That as sensual

enjoyment arises from the mere gratification of wants, he
who has the fewest of them approaches most nearly to the
gods. In regard to mere physics, he maintained that all

the objects in nature are only so far worth knowing as they
are capable of being traced to some intellectual thought
and design. What he mainly sought was to implant in
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the minds of his disciples the living and pregnant thought,

to fix in their minds firmly the belief that the intrinsic

value of every branch of knowledge can only be tested by

its agreement with all others, and that every thought of

man must give an account of itself, and must have its root

in the knowledge of himself and the deity.

Socrates never failed to enforce his preaching by his

practice. His life was his philosophy. The presence of a

man so pure, so honest, so fearless, so inflexible in regard

to right ; whose doctrines of high and pure morality were

unceasingly pouring forth upon the public ear, and whose

life was furnishing to his doctrines a daily commentary,

was a constant, living reproach to the vicious and disso-

lute in Athens, many of whom stood high in pubhc

station. He deprived the sophists of their scholars and

emoluments. They could never encounter him without

being overthrown, and hence their hostility was incessant

and implacable. All things seeming to conspire to a

favorable result, an accusation was lodged against him in

the senate by one Melitus, sustained by Anytus and Lycon.

His accusation, in strange contradiction with his life, was

that he violated the laws in not acknowledging the gods

which the state acknowledges, in introducing new divini-

ties, and in corrupting the youth of Athens. He made his

own defense before his judges, bold, manly, and truthful,

but he was condemned by a vote of 281 to 276. His sen-

tence was to drink the hemlock, a species of poison. He
heard his sentence with calmness, and as he left his judges,

he uttered these words; "An unjust sentence is no dis-

honor to me ; on those who have pronounced it falls the

shame ; for I know well -that all future time will testify, as

the past has done, that no one ever suffered injustice from

me ;^ that no one was a worse man through my agency

;

but that it was always my endeavor, without fee or reward,

to benefit all who conversed with me, and to make them

wiser and better men."
His death afforded the best commentary on his life.

The same calmness and composure, the same self-posses-
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sion, the same serenity of counteBance, the same strict

regard to virtue and justice continued to the end; his last

discourse or conversation with his disciples being on the

day of his death, and the subject of it, the immortality of

the soul. This is given by Plato. He drank of the hem-

lock, and died in the seventieth year of his age.

Thus perished a martyr to philosophy. Although he

wrote nothing, yet he stamped his impress strongly upon

the age. Although he formed no school, yet he originated

the movement which gave life and being to subsequent

schools. Although he could not, perhaps, be said to origin-

ate a philosophy having its own distinctive characteristics,

yet he originated a method and laid a foundation embrac-

ing the seeds and germs of all philosophy.

The first thing to be noticed as the result of the Socratic

movement is the minor schools or essays towards the or-

ganization of philosophy as evidenced in the partial systems

which immediately came into being. These may very

properly be termed fragmentary, as they contain only some
few of the elements which were subsequently combined in

the other schools with a more extended system of ideas.

Thus, one class of these detached from the fundamental

doctrines of Socrates some fragments or portions, adulterat-

ing them with other ideas or notions elsewhere obtained;

and, by more fully developing them, prepared the way for

subsequent systems much more celebrated. To this will

be found to belong the cynic and Cyrenaic. Another class

may be considered as little more than a continuation of

systems which existed anterior to the age of Socrates, but
which were modified by the influence of the Socratic philo-

sophy. Examples of this are furnished in the skeptic and
Megaric.

Under these partial systems of the Socratic may be men-
tioned :

1. The Cynic school; Antisthenes, Diogenes. The
founder of this school was Antisthenes, originally a disciple

of Gorgias, but afterwards a friend and admirer of So-

crates. His place of instruction was without the walls of the
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city, at a place called the Cynosargum, or. temple of the

white dog, whence the term cynic is derived.

He borrowed from Socrates the idea that man's supreme

good should be placed in virtue, and the great object

and end of the cynic school was to develop that idea. But
he gave to it only a partial definition. He defined it to

consist in abstinence and privations, by means of which

we could assure our independence of external objects.

By such a course, he maintained that man can reach the

highest perfection, the most absolute felicity, and become

like to the deity. He taught that nothing is so beautiful

as virtue, and nothing so deformed as vice. That all

other things are indifferent, and consequently unworthy

our efforts to attain them.

He identified wisdom with virtue. He held that a wise

man was always contented with his condition, and would

live rather according to the precepts of virtue, than accord-

ing to the laws or customs of his country. Whatever is

honorable, is good ; whatever is disgraceful, is evil. Vir-

tue is the only bond of friendship. The love of pleasure

is a temporary madness.

He accommodated his own manners to his doctrine.

He wore no other garment than a coarse cloak, suffered

his beard to grow, and carried about with him a wallet

and staff" like a wandering beggar. He subsisted on the

simplest diet, and refrained from all effeminate pleasures.

The cynics discarded all dialectic, physical and mathe-

matical speculations, confining themselves to the study

and practice of virtue. It was rather an institution of

manners than a school of philosophy. The sole object in

view, was to subdue the passions, and produce simplicity

of manners.

The following are among the maxims and apothegms

ascribed to Antisthenes : "As rust consumes iron, so doth

envy consume the heart of man. That state is hastening

to ruin, in which no difference is made between good and

bad men. The harmony of brethren is a stronger defense

than a wall of brass. A wise man converses with the
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wicked, as a physician with the sick; not to catch the

disease, but to cure it. A philosopher gains at least one

thing from his manner of life, a power of conversing with

himself The most necessary part of learning is, to unlearn

our errors. The man who is afraid of another is a slave."

In his work on physics, he says :
" The gods of the people

are many, but the god of nature is one."

By a practical joke he hastened the reaction that oc-

curred at Athens after the death of Socrates. Some young

men from Pontus, attracted by the reputation of Socrates,

came to Athens to attend upon his instructions. They

arrived some time after his execution. Antisthenes pub-

licly introduced them to Anytus, one of his persecutors,

who was a leather-dresser, assuring them at the same time,

that he far exceeded Socrates in wisdom. The circum-

stance, and the bitterness of the sarcasm awoke the Athe-

nian mind to a sense of the injustice that had been done,

and Melitus was condemned and executed, and Anytus

sent into banishment.

Diogenes may probably be regarded as the most per-

fect representative of the cynic philosophy. He was of

Sinope, a city of Pontus, and was the disciple of Antis-

thenes. He wore a coarse cloak; carried a wallet and

staff, made the porticoes and other public places his ha-

bitation, and depended upon casual contributions for his

daily bread. He is said to have taken up his abode in a

tub, or large open vessel, in consequence of a friend not

executing his order and procuring him a cell as promptly

as he desired. In this tub, and while sitting in the sun,

Alexander the Great is said to have paid him a visit, when
the following dialogue took place. The king came up to

him and said, "I am Alexander the Great." The philo-

sopher immediately replied: "And I am Diogenes the

Cynic." Alexander then requested him to inform him if

there was any service he could render him. " Yes," said

he, " not to stand between me and the sun." Alexander

said .to his attendants. " If I were not Alexander, I would

be Diogenes."

U
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He inculcated a hardy patience of labor and pain, fru-

gality, temperance, and an utter contempt of pleasure.

He practiced the most hardy self-control, and the most

rigid abstinence. In his old age he was taken by pirates

who carried him to Crete, and there exposed him to sale.

"When asked by the auctioneer what he could do, he said,

" I can govern men, therefore sell me to one who wants a

master." He was purchased by Xeniades, a Corinthian,

who afterwards committed to him the education of his

children. He is supposed to have died at Corinth, of mere

decay, in the ninetieth year of his age.

The following are among the moral apothegms of Dio-

genes: "Virtue of mind, as well as strength of body, is

chiefly to be acquired by exercise and habit. liTothing

can be accomplished without labor, and everything may be

accomplished with it. Even the contempt of pleasure may,

by the force of habit, become pleasant. All things belong

to wise men to whom the gods are friends. The ranks of

society originate from the vices and follies of mankind,

and are therefore to be despised. Laws are necessary to a

civilized state ; but the happiest condition of human life

is that which approaches the nearest to a state of nature,

in which all are equal, and virtue is the only ground of

distinction. The end of philosophy is, to subdue the

passions and prepare men for every condition of life."

The cynic school finally merged in that of the stoics.

It made an ineflfectual attempt to rise again in the centu-

ries immediately succeeding the birth of our Lord ; but

without displaying the spirit, merely by aflfecting the ex-

terior of the ancient cynics.

2. The Cyrenaic school of philosophy; Aristippus.

This was so called from Cyrene, the birth-place of Aris-

tippus. It was founded by Aristippus who flourished

about B. C. 380. He was born to easy circumstances, and

was of a light and sportive character. He was one of the

pupils of Socrates, possessed at first a strong inclination for

self-indulgence, which his illustrious preceptor succeeded in

rendering more elevated, without being able to eradicate.
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This school borrowed from Socrates the principle that

all philosophy ought to have a practical object and that

this should be the happiness of mankind. But as the

cynic made virtue to consist in self-denial, and a contempt

for all life's luxuries, so the Cyrenaic made it to consist in

the full enjoyment of all the pleasures of hfe. Thus as the

one was devoted to asceticism, so the other was to enjoy-

ment.

As near as can be collected the following are the tenets

of this school: "Perceptions alone are certain; of the ex-

ternal objects which produce them we know nothing. No
one can be assured that the perception existed in his mind
by any external object is similar to that which is excited

by the same object in the mind of another person. Human
nature is subject to two contrary affections, pain and plea-

sure ; the one a harsh, the other a gentle emotion. The
emotions of pleasure, though they may differ in degree, or

in the object which excites them, are the same in all

animals, and universally create desire. Those of pain are,

in like manner, essentially the same, and universally create

aversion. Happiness consists not in tranquillity or indo-

lence, but in a pleasing agitation of the mind, or active

enjoyment. Pleasure is the ultimate object of human pur-

suit; it is only in subserviency to this that fame, friend-

ship, and even virtue, are to be desired. All crimes are

venal because never committed but through the impulse
of, passion. Nothing is just or unjust by nature, but by
custom and law. The business of philosophy is to regulate

the senses, in that manner which will render them the
most productive of pleasure. Since pleasure is to be de-
rived, not from the past or the future, but the present, a
wise man will take care to enjoy the present hour, and will
be indifferent to life or death."

The following maxims are ascribed to Aristippus: "If
there were no laws, a wise man would live honestly. It is

better to be poor than illiterate; for the poor wan only
wants money, the illiterate Wants the distinguisliing cha-
racter of human nature. The houses of the wealthy are
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frequented by pHloBophers, for the same reason for wMch
those of the sick are frequented by physicians. The truly

learned are not they who read much, but they who -read

what is useful. Young people should be taught those

things, which will be useful to them when they become

men. He agreed Avith the cynics and also with Socrates

in dismissing, as wholly unprofitable, all those speculations

which have no connection with the conduct of life.

It will be readily perceived that this school must bear

the same relation to the Epicurean that the cynic did to

the stoic. It will be found, therefore, in the end contribut-

ing its element to the philosophy of Epicurus.

3. The Pyrrhonic or skeptic school of philosophy; Pyrrho,

Timon. Pyrrho, the founder of this school, was a native" of

Elea, and was originally a painter. He was afterwards a

disciple of Anaxarchus, and became a priest in Elis. He
lived a solitary, retired life, dying about the ninetieth year

of his age. His doctrine as developed by himself and his

disciple Timon, presents a very singular mixture. That

all philosophy should relate to virtue was an element he

received from the Socratic doctrine. The skeptic ten-

dencies of the Eleatic school in him received their more

perfect development. The sophists had more effectually

prepared the way by their insisting that every side of

a question might be sustained by about an equal amount

of argument. The different schools of philosophy had

assumed an offensive dogmatism, which as their doctrines

differed essentially from each other, would naturally lead

a calm observer into doubt and difiiculty.

Skepticism, according to this school, was defined to be

the l-ecollection of opinions embraced upon the testimony

of the senses, or upon any other evidence, by means of

which one dogma is compared with another; and all, upon

the comparison, are found to be useless and full of confu-

sion. The end proposed by this philosophy was, by an

universal suspension of judgment, to establish mental

tranquillity. Its fundamental principle was, that to every

argument, an argument of equal force may be opposed.
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The votaries of this philosophy did not discredit the

immediate testimony of the senses. They did not deny

what they saw, heard, or felt, but they asserted that the

inferences which philosophers had drawn from the reports

of the senses were to be doubted. They admitted sensible

appearances, but doubted concerning the phenomena of

nature. As a specimen of their reasoning, take the follow-

ing, which is on the subject of morals:

The different opinions concerning good, sufficiently

prove that philosophers are ignorant of its nature. Differ-

ent men are differently affected by things which are called

good ; and therefore these things in themselves cannot be

good. Desire itself, is not good, else we should be con-

tented with it, and not endeavor to obtain its object ; nor

can the external object of desire be good, because it is

external. There appears, therefore, to be nothing really

good, and consequently nothing really evil. Since differ-

ent men judge and act differently concerning these things,

some approving what others condemn, and some avoiding

what others pursue, there can be nothing in nature really

good, evil, or indifferent. Hence it follows that ethics

can have no foundation in nature. The art of living well

is not innate in man ; for if it were, all men would be vir-

tuous ; nor can it be taught, for that which is to be taught

is doubtful; no one is himself sufficiently instructed to

become a teacher; nor are there any means of demonstra-
tion, or testimony, by which it can be taught ; or if this

art could be taught, it would only prove the occasion of
endless perturbation of mind, arising from the eager desire

and pursuit of things supposed to be good. Tranquillity

is best obtained by giving up all expectation of arriving

at truth, and sitting down in a state of total indifference

with respect to opinions.^

The ten arguments constituting the reasons of skepticism,

briefly stated, are: 1. Animal bodies have vast variety of
organization, therefore the same external object probably

^Enfield's History of Philosophy, 288.
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presents different images to different animals. Man's per-

ceptions are not more conformable to the real nature of

things than those of animals. 2. Among men there is

great diversity both of mind and body. Whence a great

variety of opinions, no one being able to determine the

real nature of things. 3. The different senses give differ-

ent reports of the same thing, therefore bodies may have

different properties from those which the senses lead us to

suppose. 4. The same thing appears differently according

to the different dispositions, or circumstances, of the person

perceiving it. Hence no man can pronounce his judgment

as agreeable to nature. 5. Things assume a different as-

pect according to their distance, position, or place; no

reason can be assigned why one of these aspects should

agree with the real object, rather than the rest. 6. ISTo ob-

ject offers itself to the senses, which is not so connected

and mixed with others, that it cannot be distinctly sepa-

rated and examined. 7. Objects of sense appear different

viewed in a compound, and in a decomposed state, and it

is impossible to say which appearance most truly expresses

their real nature. 8. Every object being always viewed

in its relation to others, it is impossible to determine what

it is simply in its own nature. 9. The frequency or rare-

ness of occurrence renders the judgment uncertain, that

which happens every day appearing to us in a different

light from that in which the same thing would appear if

it were new. 10. Mankind are continually led into differ-

ent conceptions concerning the same thing, through the

influence of custom, law, fabulous tales, and established

opinions.

Thus all the skeptic could assume to say concerning

anything was that it seems to be, not that it is what it

seems.

The skeptic did not, and could not, live in accordance

with the real principles of his philosophy. If he were to

act in its fall spirit he would be inactive, would forego life

itself. The doctrine was ever at issue with life. But in

practice he abandoned himself to the habit of life, to the
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necessity of choosing, and to a decision concerning good and

evil ; contending all the while, however, that he does not

follow such a course as a philosopher, but in accordance

with unphilosophical opinion. Thus he was compelled to

admit that his life must ever give the lie to his philosophy.

The disciple and successor of Pyrrho was Timon of

Phliasii, who was famous for being a philosopher and a

satirist. The sect seemed for a while to be extinct ; but

Ptolemy of Gyrene, and Heraclides, who were his disciples,

revived it, and made it subsist for some time.

5. The Megaric or Eristic school of philosophy ; Euclid,

Eubulides, Diodorus Chronos. This school was so called

from Megara, the place where it was founded, and ob-

tained the term eristic, from its disputatious character.

Euclid, its founder, not the mathematician ofthat name, was

thoroughly imbued with the writings of the Eleatic school,

particularly those of Parmenides. He afterwards became

a disciple of Socrates. His chief employment in his school

was to teach the art of disputation. He was averse to the

analogical method of reasoning, and held legitimate argu-

mentation to consist in deducing fair conclusions from

acknowledged premises. He argued that all comparison

must either be of like to like, or to unlike ; that in the

first case it is better to speak of the object itself, while in

the latter there must be error.

He assumed that every proposition asserting a possibility

must assert some truth; but that only is true, which
actually is,' or, at some certain time, will be true; and,

consequently, that alone is possible, which either actually

is, or certainly will be. And so on the other side, that

which is not actually becoming to be, is impossible, but

whatever is actually becoming, is necessary, for of the true

nothing can be changed into the false, nor of the false into

the true. A thing, he maintained, can only actually come
into being either in its connection with the whole, or under
determinate conditions of relation to the external world.'

' Bitter, n, 131.
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He held to one supreme good, which he called by the

different names of intelligence, providence, god. Evil he

considered as an opposite principle to the sovereign good,

and as having no physical existence. The supreme good

he defined,to be that which is always the same. He con-

sidered good abstractedly as residing in the deity, and

maintained that all things which exist are good by their

participation of the first good, and consequently that there

is, in the nature of things, no real evil.

Euclid was succeeded by Eubulides of Miletus, a strenu-

ous opponent of Aristotle. He introduced new subtleties

into the art of disputation. As a sample of his syllogistic

sophisms, take the two following: The first is termed the

lying. "If, when you speak the truth, you say you lie,

you lie; but you say you die when you speak the truth;

therefore, in speaking the truth, you lie." This was ac-

counted so profound that Chrysippus wrote six books upon

it, and Philetus, a Coan, died of a consumption which he

contracted by the close study which he bestowed upon it.

The second was called the horned. "You have what you

have not lost ; you have not lost horns ; therefore you have

horns."

Diodorus Chronos was another celebrated dialectician

of this school. To him is accredited the famous argument

against motion. "If any body be moved, it is either

moved in the place where it is, or in a place where it is

not ; but it is not moved in the place where it is, for where

it is, it remains ; nor is it moved in a place where it is not,

for nothing can either act or suffer where it is not ; there-

fore there is no such thing as motion." It is said that

having dislocated his shoulder, the surgeon kept him some

time in torture, whilst he proved to him, from his own

method of reasoning, that the bone could not have moved

out of its place.^

5. The Eliac or Eretriae school of philosophy ; Phisdo,

Menedemus. Th'is school was founded by Phaedo, of Elis,

'Enfield's Siatory of Philosophy, 111.
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whence the term Eliac was derived. Although of illus-

trious descent, yet he was deprived of his patrimony in

early life, and was sold as a slave at Athens. Socrates

happening to pass him was struck with his appearance,

and persuaded one of his friends, Aleibiades or Crito, to

redeem him. He ever after adhered to Socrates vrith the

most affectionate attachment. The school which he after-

wards instituted at Elis was after the Socratic model.

Menedemus was originally a house builder. He suc-

ceeded in hstening to the instructions of Plato, and subse-

quently of Stilpo, at Megara. He afterwards became the

disciple, and ultimately, the successor of Phsedo, and

transferred the school to Eretria, his native city, whence

the term Eretriac.

But little more is known of this school. It avoided all

sophisms, and adhered closely to the simple doctrines and

precepts received from Socrates.

We now come to the consideration of the more complete

systems proceeding from the Socratic movement. Of these

we may rank

:

1. The Academic school ; Plato. Of all the philosophic

schools of Greece, or of any other people of the ancient

world, the academic and the peripatetic, represented by
Plato and Aristotle, have exercised by far the most exten-

sive influence upon mankind. Even to the present day

Plato has his followers.

Plato was an Athenian, and was born in the year B. C.

430. He was the son of Aristo and Perictione, and through

the first was descended from Codrus, and through the se-

cond from Solon. He gave early indications ofan extensive

and original genius. While very young, he manifested

great poetic talent, composed tragedies, and was a profi-

cient in painting. When about twenty years of age he
listened to a discourse of Socrates, and from that time gave
himself up to the pursuits of philosophy. On the death of

Socrates his disciples were dispersed, and Plato availed

himself of that opportunity to perfect himself by travel.

After remaining for some time with Euclid at Megara, he

45
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proceeded to study geometry under Theodorus at Cyrene.

He then visited Egypt to learn from its priests the hidden

mysteries of science. From thence he passed into Italy,

where he endeavored to make himself acquainted with all

that had been taught in the schools of Pythagoras. From
Italy he went to Sicily for the purpose of making observa-

tions upon Mount ^tna. There he became acquainted

with Dionysius the elder, the tyrant of Syracuse. Through

the intervention of Dion, whose sister the tyrant had mar-

ried, he obtained this introduction, and attempted to hold

up to his view the beauty of virtue. But this was not

agreeable doctrine to a tyrant, who dismissed him rudely;

and even bribed the master of the vessel in which he took

his departure, to kill him on the passage or to sell him into

slavery. He performed the latter alternative by selling

him at ^gina, whose inhabitants were then at variance

with Athens. He was immediately redeemed by Anni-

ceres and set at liberty.

Having now consumed twelve years in travel and study,

Plato returned to Athens, bought some real estate lying

without the walls of the city, beautified and adorned it in

a tasty manner, and gave it the appellation of the academy,

where he instructed in philosophy, and whence his school

was termed the academic.

With the exception of two voyages to Syracuse, made at

the request of the younger Dionysius, he spent all the re-

mainder of his life in teaching philosophy at the academy.

Having originally possessed a vigorous constitution, and

lived a life perfectly temperate, he survived until his eighty-

first year, and then ceased to live through the mere decay

of nature. He lived a life of celibacy.

The learning of Plato was vastly superior to that of any

one who preceded him. To a knowledge of what was

taught in the Egyptian, Ionian, and Pythagorean schools,

he added what he had derived from the wisdom of Socra-

tes, and from his own reflections. His style of writing was

highly poetic and elevated, but has been complained of as

lacking clearness, and being in some parts almost unintel-
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ligible. It has been supposed that Plato, having the death

of Socrates before his eyes, was careful to conceal many
of his real opinions.

Almost all the writings of Plato appear in the form of

dialogue ; he reduced into a beautiful whole, the scattered

results of the earlier Greek philosophy, reconciling their

seeming differences and conflicting tendencies. Absolute

science he regarded as the pure self-consciousness of the

reason—the conviction it has of itself and which assures

to every special science its value and right import, and is

at the same time versed in them all, and combines into a

whole their various branches. It imparts to life its intel-

lectual energy, affording a definite end to whatever the

soul enters upon and accomplishes with a consciousness

of its import. He, however, distinguished between the

ideal of science and science; maintaining that when di-

rectedtowards the intellectual, " the sense ofbeauty attaches

itself at first to the contemplation of individual minds, in

communion with whom it creates thoughtsand images of

beauty ; afterwards it proceeds to examine the pursuits

and inventions of man; the laws and institutions of hu-

manity, from which it rises to the beauty of the sciences,

and contemplating them both in their collectivity and
unity, the soul is at last absorbed in the science of the one
eternal beauty. Thus would Plato lead from the sensible

and the individual to the intellectual and the universal."

The very basis of the Platonic notion of philosophy is the

reference of all to the universal science, which, when com-
plete, embraces the truth of all thoughts; and indeed of

all self-conscious life.

He used the term wisdom, to express the knowledge of

those things which truly exist, and are comprehended by
the intellect. By philosophy, he understood the desire

of divine science, and the comprehension, by the mind, of

those real essences which are appreciable only by the under-
standing. His philosophy may be divided into three

branches, being the first to originate such a division : 1.

Dialectics, or the art of reasoning. 2. Physics, or theo-
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retical questions concerning nature. 3. Ethics, or practi-

cal subjects respecting life and manners. He would thus

have the office of philosophy to be three-fold, viz : dialectic,

theoretical and practical.

The dialectic of Plato is the science which has for its

object, thought or being, in so far as they are susceptible of

eternal and immutable determinations. In his view, lau-

guage and thought are identical, with the sole difference,

that the latter is a dialogue in the soul without sound.

Thus dialectic is the lo^c of the later philosophers. He
regarded it as the basis of all philosophy, since he insists

upon the necessity of commencing inquiry with estabhsh-

ing the idea of that which is to be its object; and in par-

ticular, he rejects all investigations as untenable, which
commence with a physical assumption. Having established

his dialectic as the basis of all philosophy, he next proceeds

to physics as grounded and established thereby, and which,

on their side, furnish the principles of ethics, which must
be considered as the close and complement of the entire

system. He makes every truth in philosophy to depend

on the supreme and ultimate truth, to which there is a

gradual ascent from lower and individual genera, which,

in their turn, are to be tested by this last and highest truth.

He thus sought to establish a perfect system of ideas,

which should furnish of themselves, the principle and au-

thority of their truth ; and hence, we can only admit that

to be a result of his philosophy, of which it can be clearly

shown, that it has found an appropriate place in his system

of ideas.

On the subject of dialectics he taught that truth is dis-

cerned by the understanding, not by the senses. He
would not admit sensation as the only source of knowledge,

because if it were so, nothing can be asserted of the future,

for sensation refers only to the present. The intellect is

employed upon things comprehended by it, and which are

in their nature simple and invariable; or upon things

which are revealed through the senses, and are subject to

fluctuation and change.
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He distinguislied between that which results from sensa-

tion, and that from reflection, through the understanding

or rational contemplation. He held the mission of the

senses to be limited to the apprehension of the perpetual

change or flux of becoming to that which is in constant

transition from a former to a future state. Over against

this, and in contrast with it, is the intellect, and that which

it apprehends. This latter he assumed to be constant

and permanent, unproduced and imperishable, ever iden-

tical with itself, and utterly immovable. To this latter

belong the things of science; to the former those of

opinion. The passive perception of the soul through the

medium of the body constitutes sense. The forms of

things deeply impressed upon the mind by means of the

corporeal organs constitutes memory. From a compari-

son of the two, that is, of the present with a recollected

perception, arises opinion. The soul converses with itself

in meditation. By intellection is meant the operation of

the understanding contemplating intelligible forms or

ideas. This is two-fold. In the flrst, the soul contem-

plates ideas before it descends into the body. In the

second, it is exercised after it is immersed in the body.

The last consists in the recollection of those things with

which the mind had become acquainted in a preexistent

state. This differs from memory in this, that memory
is employed upon sensible things ; while this, which is

termed reminiscence, is occupied in relation to things

purely intelligible.

The intelligible objects are either primary or secondary.

The first are ideas; the second the forms inseparable from
material objects.

Dialectics consider things in their essence or accidents.

The former it divides, defines and analyzes. By the first

the genus is separated into its species, the whole into its

parts. By the second it is rendered distinctive. By the

third there is ascent or advance from objects of sense to

intelligibles, from propositions to axioms, from hypothesis

to experience. By induction, the mind rises from indivi-
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duals to universals. By syllogism a conclusion is produced

by means of some intermediate proposition.

Theoretical philosophy was divided into three branches

:

theological, physical, and mathematical.

On theology he held that from nothing nothing can

proceed. Although from some expressions, such as God's

being the parent of the universe, and his creating animate

and inanimate beings which did not before exist, it has

been inferred by some that Plato held matter to have been

created by deity, and hence subject to his power, yet the

main current of his philosophy seems fully to sustain the

position that there are in the universe three primary incor-

ruptible principles, viz : God, matter, and ideas. That
God and matter coexist. That by the one all things were
made, and from the other all things were made. That
the world was made by the great architect out of pre-

existent matter. The conception of God was as mind and

cause, that of matter as without form, and perpetually agi-

tated, and at length as collected and arranged by deity who
preferred order to confusion.

Matter he regarded as a substance without form or

quality, as capable of receiving all forms, and undergoing

all changes, its parts being infinitely divisible, and moving

in portions of sp^ce which are infinitely divisible. He
thus styles matter the mother and receptacle of forms, by

the union of which with it the universe becomes percepti-

ble to the senses ; the visible world owing its forms to the

energy of deity. He carefully distinguished between matter

and body. The latter was produced from the former by

the energy of the efficient cause.

Plato also held to the doctrine that there was a force in

matter which was necessary, but blind and refractory.

Hence the tendency to disorder and deformity, and the

origin or cause of imperfection in the physical, and of evil

in the moral world. He would find something in matter

that resisted the will of deity, and prevented his perfect exe-

cution of his designs. Hence, he says that " it cannot be

that evi] should be destroyed, for there must always be
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something contrary to good," and again, " God wills, as far

as it is possible, everything good, and nothing evil." In

explanation of the origin of evil, he says " that before na-

ture was adorned with its present beautiful forms it was
inclined to confusion and deformity, and that from this

habitude arises all the evil which happens in the world."

Opposed to matter was God. He was the intelligent

cause, the origin of all spiritual being, the former of the

material world. The existence of this being was a matter

of inference. The unity of the material system, and the

marks of intelligence appearing in the form and arrange-

ment of bodies, clearly evidence the existence of such a

being. He is incorporeal, without beginning or end, sub-

iect to no change, and perceivable only by mind. In his

nature he is simple, in space uncircumscribed, possessed

of the highest possible intelligence, and the author of all

regulated motion. This being he distinguished by name of

the Good. He embraces the beginning, the middle, and
the end of all things. The idea of him comprises all

others. It is to be regarded as the supreme idea; as the

highest, and being such, both is, and contains in itself, all

others. It is that unity which comprises in itself the true

essence of all things.

Plato also held to inferior or generated gods, who con-

stituted the connecting -link between the supreme God and
humanity. It was to these that he attributed the forma-

tion of the mortal part of the human soul— that part or

portion which could only maintain itself by a constant

aggregation ; which he called the concupiscible, or that vital

impulse which tends from one sensation to another. The
other, or the immortal part of the soul, he attributed to the
supreme God, who made to it such revelations as to render
it happy in the remembrance of the eternal.

There is also a third and very important element in the
philosophy of Plato, and that is ideas. There has been
some difficulty in arriving at the exact conceptions of Plato
in reference to what he meant by this term. He is sup-

posed to have derived a hint on this subject from thephilo-
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sophy of Pythagoras, and to have substituted ideas in the

place of Pythagorean numbers. He, however, has cer-

tainly devised and developed a more perfect system by

means of ideas, than ever characterized the numbers of

Pythagoras.

These ideas were defined by Plato, to be the peculiar

natures of things, or essences as such, and that they always

remain the same, without beginning or end. " In order,"

says Plato, " that God might form a perfect world, he fol-

lowed that eternal pattern which remains immutable, and

which can only be comprehended by reason." By ideas, he

seems to have meant certain patterns or archetypes, sub-

sisting by themselves, as real beings, in the divine reason,

as in their original and eternal region, and issuing thence

to give form to sensible things, and to become objects of

contemplation and science to rational beings. For exam-

ple, the properties of the triangle would continue, although

the materials that gave it a visible shape were stricken

from existence. All the radii of a circle would retain their

properties, and continue to be equal to each other, whether

the circle were actually protracted upon paper or not.

These ideas constitute all there is of real existence. These

exist above and beyond the region of the sensible. They

float in the element of the reason, and are only appre-

hended by the highest forms of intellection. All else is

mere similitude ; resemblance is within the empire of the

sensible, is perceived subject to the conditions of time and

space, and exists only by the relation in which it stands to

the trae measure— the ideas. The bright rays of a lumi-

nous body throw upon a screen, rightly located in reference

to the observer, the distinct and clearly visible shadows of

real objects passing between the screen and the luminous

body. The eye of the observer is the human soul ; the

luminous body, the creator ; the shadows upon the screen,

the objects of time and of sense ; and the real objects whose

shadows are thus cast, are the ideas, models and arche-

types, which constitute the foundation work, or basis of

things. "We might, perhaps, go a little further, and regard
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the screen as the matter, in, through, or by means of

which, these ideas could become revealed to the senses.

He even held that all the different species of animals

were to be regarded as merely so many different forms

of development of the single idea of the male man ; and

that all differences between men as to their ideas, must be

denied, in consequence of the same first birth being attri-

buted to all mortals.

Plato held, that in the depths of the soul were certain

innate ideas, which serve to form the basis of our con-

ceptions, and the elements of our practical resolutions.

To these eternal types or models of things, are referred the

vast variety of individual objects presented to us. It ob-

viously follows from this, that the details of knowledge

are not themselves the results of experience, but that

they are developed by it. The soul recollects the ideas,

in proportion as it becomes acquainted with their copies,

which abound in the world. The process seems much
the same as that of recalling to mind the circumstances of

a state of preexistence.

As the objects presented to the mind correspond with its

ideas, they must have some principle in common with each

other. This principle is the deity, who has formed these

external objects after the model of the ideas.

Thus he laid the foundation for the fleeting and the per-

manent. Visible things he regarded as fleeting shades,

and ideas as the only permanent substances. The latter

could alone be the proper objects of science.

Plato taught that the deity formed the material world

after a perfect archetype, which had eternally subsisted in

his reason, and endued it with a soul. He supposed mind
to have been produced prior to body, in order that the lat-

ter might be subject to' the former. From the two sub-

stances, the one indivisible and always the same, and the

other corporeal and divisible, the deity formed a third

substance participating of the nature of both. This sub-

stance cannot be eternal because it is produced. It derives

the superior part of its nature from God, and the inferior

46
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from matter. It was, according to Plato, the animating

principle in the universe, pervading and adorning all things.

The visible world, according to Plato, was produced by
the supreme architect, by uniting eternal and immutable
ideas or forms to variable matter. He supposed the world

to have had a beginning in time, and not to have existed

from eternity.

Plato also held that the universe was one animated

being, including within its limits all animated natures.

He also taught that fire and earth were first employed in

the formation of the visible world, and that these were
afterwards united by means of air and water; that the

elementary parts of the world aj-e of regular geometrical

forms, the particles of earth being cubical, those of fire

pyramidical, those of air in the form of an octahedron

;

and those of water in that of an ieosahedron ; that these

are adjusted in number, measure, and power, in perfect

conformity to the geometrical laws of proportion ; that the

result is a spherical figure, the most beautiful in itself, and

best suited to contain all other figures ; that the soul which

pervades this sphere is the cause of its revolution round its

centre ; and that the world will remain forever, but by the

action of its animating principle, it accomplishes certain

periods, within which everything returns to its ancient place

and state.

The human soul he derives as an emanation from God,

but this was not immediate, but through the intervention

of the soul of the wo];ld, and the agency of the inferior

deities. As this latter was debased by some material ad-

mixture, the human soul being at a still further remove

from the first intelligence, must be inferior in perfection

even to the soul of the world. The soul having two parts,

the material and intellectual, was consequently endowed

with two capacities. The first derived from its material

part enabled it to converse with sensible objects. By
means of the second or intellectual part it was rendered

capable of understanding ideas, and of spiritual contempla-

tion. By its affinity to matter it was rendered imperfect,
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and hence the source or origin of^moral evil. The seeds

of this evil were sown both in the soul of the world and in

the soul of man, but prevailed more in the latter than the

former.

His theory in regard to the origin of the soul was ex-

tremely fanciful. He supposed that when God formed the

universe, he separated from the soul of the world inferior

souls, equal in number to the stars, assigning to each its

proper celestial abode. These souls were afterwards sent

down to the earth into human bodies, as into a sepulchre

or prison. In harmony with this idea of the origin of the

soul he believed that the fate of man depended on the com-

plicated motions of the stars, and that by a due and care-

ful contemplation of the heavens, his future destiny may
be discovered, thus affording the earliest trace among the

Greeks of the principles of astrology. Pursuing further

the idea, he held that the soul that lives virtuously here

will enjoy hereafter a happy and blissful existence in the

mansions of its kindred star, while an unembodied life in

God is reserved to those who, impelled by true philosophy

are ever striving to emancipate themselves from the bonds

and fetters of the body. And as to those who are here

immersed in bodily pleasures, hating all philosophical

meditation, they will still continue after death to feel the

same aversion for the shapeless and incorporeal, and, as

shades, still subject to the corporeal principle, will hover

round their graves seeking to recover their lifeless bodies.

To this cause mainly he ascribes the misery to which

our nature is liable, and also its depravity, and asserts that

the only way by which it can be prepared to return to its

pristine state is by disengaging itself from all animal pas-

sions, and rising above sensible objects to the contempla^

tion of the world of intelligence.

The soul he held to consist of three portions or faculties,

for they are spoken of under both these denominations.

These were intelligence, passion and appetite. The first

of these he conceived to be derived from God, and the

second and third from matter. The first he located in the
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brain as its seat or organ ; the second in the heart, and

the third in the intestines. These were the three organic

centres, the harmony of which, according to the laws of

subordination which hold them together, constitutes the

foundation of organic life.

He expressly taught that the soul was immortal, but

some of his proofs might be considered fanciful. The
following are some of them :

In nature all things terminate in their contraries, as sleep

in waking, and waking in sleep. So life in death, and

death in life. The soul is a simple, indivisible substance,

and hence incapable of dissolution or corruption. It natu-

rally adheres to spiritual and incorruptible objects, and

hence its nature must be spiritual and incorruptible. All

knowledge is acquired by the reminiscence of ideas con-

templated in a prior state. The soul has therefore existed

before this life. There is, therefore, nothing inconsistent

in its continuing to exist after it. As life is the conjunc-

tion of the soul with the body, death is nothing more than

their separation. Whatever constitutes the principle of

motion must be incapable of destruction.

As to the state and condition of the soul after death, he

appears to have favored the doctrine of the metempsy-

chosis. While he who lives righteously will inhabit his

kindred star, those men who have lived unrighteously and

effeminately will, at their second birth, be changed into

women; while those of both sexes whose life has been

innocent but frivolous, and who foolishly believed that

heavenly things could be seen by the fleshly eye, are

changed into birds of the air. All those who have been

perfectly estranged from philosophy are changed into beasts

of the earth ; while the most ignorant and uninformed be-

come creatures of the water, to whom the forming gods

do not grant even the privilege of respiring a pure atmo-

sphere. This, it will be perceived, is a somewhat different

destiny from that before noticed of souls hovering around

their graves and seeking a reunion with their lifeless bodies.

The two may be reconciled by supposing the different des-
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times to apply to different souls. There are, however,

some parts of the philosophy of Plato that are difficult to

reconcile with each other. This has been explained by

some upon the supposition that he is occasionally mythical

in what he states or represents.

Plato has left no work upon mathematics, hut he re-

quired of his disciples a knowledge of their elements

preparatory to the study of theoretical philosophy. He
considered their value principally to consist in raising the

mind from sensible to intellectual objects, and in inuring

it to abstract and general conceptions.

In politics, the views of Plato were peculiar. He saw

what disorders the vices of men had introduced into the

state, and deemed nothing but national virtue adequate

for the insurance of national prosperity. He proposed to

eradicate these vices, by destroying the individual will of

the citizen. This had been, to a great extent, done in

Sparta, by the laws and institutions of Lycurgus.

In accordance with the spirit of those laws and institu-

tions, he proposed to make citizens mere portions of the

body politic ; to divest them of the liberty of regulating

their own lives ; to have the employments of every hour

regulated by law ; to have a community of property, and

thus destroy all motive for its benefiting the individual

by its increase ; to have a community of women, and thus

annihilate the domestic relations. In the view of Plato,

the state is everything; the citizen, in himself, nothing.

Whatever does not advance the interests of the state, is

diseased, and must be removed. Even the philosopher is

only at liberty to withdraw from it, when it is formed

upon an imperfect model. To its absolute sovereignty, all

must be sacrificed. Children and women belong to it.

He did hold to the duty of education, but devolved that

duty upon the state. This education he made of a two-

fold character ; that of the body, which he called gymnas-

tics, and that of the soul, music. The former consisted

in all kinds of vigorous exercise and training of the body
;

inuring it also to hunger and thirst, cold and heat. Dane-
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ing was to be a part of this training. The great object,

however, of all bodily training was to be, to strengthen

the spirit, and thus to enable it to bring the sensual desire

under the control of the reason. Under music, he com-

prised all the arts of the muses, the ordinary instruction in

grammar, and also in the sciences and the fine arts. In

the study of music, he distinguished two methods for the

development of the conceptions and thoughts, the one of

which is directed to the sensible, and gives rise to opinion

;

the other leads to notions, and those kinds and varieties

of knowledge, which the soul may attain by its own energy

and reflection.

But although this degraded position of women is advo-

cated in his republic, yet it seems to have been abandoned

in his laws, in which he proposes to train them, as in

Sparta, to martial exercise, and to give them a share in the

administration of government. This, he supposed, would

be a means of rendering them virtuous and useful, and

also capable on emergency of defending themselves and

their children from an invading foe. He proscribed com-

merce as a source of vice, and, in order to avoid contami-

nation, he would insulate the state from all others.

He proposed to institute in society three ranks or castes,

which he had probably derived from Egyptian institutions.

The first, which should be the learned or philosophical class,

should be devoted to the contemplation of ideas ; in which

should be found the social intelligence, which should make

the laws. The second was the irascible element of society.

It was the depository of the public force. It was embo-

died in the soldier. The third was to be composed of

laborers and artisans, and to be related to the physical

wants of man.

This in the view ofPlato was an endeavor to organize the

state upon the same principle as the human soul. The first

class to which the duties of sovereignty were assigned, cor-

responded to the reason. The second, or soldier class,

answered to spirit, and its province was to assist the

sovereign ; while the third, which represented the appetite,
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was intended to supply the bodily wants of the community.

These together made up the three social classes : the ruler,

the warrior, and the laborer or artisan. Each was bound

to contribute a peculiar virtue of its own to the general

body. Thus the ruling class contributed sagacity and

foresight; the warrior boldness and valor, while the

laborer or artisan contributed a temperate obedience to the

orders of his ruler. From a due combination of all these

in the whole community, the result was civil justice.

In regard to morals, Plato held that our highest good

consists in the contemplation and knowledge of God. All

things called good are such only in so far as they are deri-

vatives from this source. Man can only approximate

towards G-od by means of his reason. The knowledge of

God as the first good and the first fair can only constitute

goodness and beauty. Virtue should be pursued for its

own sake, because it only is becoming, and is a divine at-

tainment. It is the gift of God, and cannot therefore be

taught. The knowledge of the first good, or God, can

alone confer happiness, because the end of it is to render

man as much like God as the condition of human nature

will admit. This likeness consists in prudence, justice,

sanctity and temperance. Virtue is the most perfect habit

of mind, which adorns the man, and renders him firm,

resolute and consistent in action and speech, in solitude

and society. The virtues are all allied to each other, and
the kindred ties between them are so strong that they are

incapable of separation. They are also perfect, and neither

capable of increase or diminution.

The passions are so many motions of the soul, excited

by some apparent good or evil. They have their origin in

its irrational parts, and should therefore be subdued and
regulated by reason. Friendship is reciprocal benevo-

lence, inclining each party to be as solicitous for the wel-

fare of the other as for his own. This could exist only

where there was harmony of sentiment. He taught that

there are three kinds of love. The first which is derived

solely from friendship, from harmony of sentiment, is the
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highest and purest, and is that now recognized under the

term Platonic love. The second has a regard both to cor-

poreal and mental gratification and perfection ; while the

third, which is the grossest, has regard to corporeal grati-

fication only.

Such is a brief outline of the philosophy of Plato, and

of the academy. Although there is much of it that may
now be regarded as theoretical and fanciful, yet there is

also much to respect and admire. In the very starting

point Plato shows his wisdom. Of the schools that pre-

ceded him, one had demanded a demonstration of the

existence of the absolute and infinite; another, of the

finite. Plato at once admits the existence of both as a

primordial conception. He assumes it as the condition

and basis of all science, as containing a truth upon which
reposes all philosophy.

From the dynamical view, as taken by Heraclitus, he
derived the principal features of his own theory of the

universe, which he regarded as a perfectly living or en-

souled being, subject to the perpetual flux of becoming,

and destined, by its order and proportion, to be the most
perfect representation of the rational ideas. But he did

not neglect the mechanical view, which, although chiefly

employed by him in his account of individual objects, is

the ground of his general view of body as a lifeless mass,

deriving its motion from some extrinsic cause, and merely

ministering to the soul. He was thus enabled to assert

the rigorous contrariety between body and soul.

Plato rendered great andinvaluable service to philosophy

by affording it the first sketch of the laws of thought, the

rules for propositions, conclusions and proofs, and of the

analytic method. He taught the distinction to be drawn

between the universal and substance ; and also the particu-

lar and the accidental. He undertook to investigate the

characteristics of truth, and to detect the signs of the

phenomenon or apparent truth. He first made the at-

tempt at the construction of a philosophical language. To

him we owe the first development of an abstract idea of
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knowledge and science, and also the first logical statement

of the properties of matter, form, substance, accident, cause

and effect, of natural and independent causes, of reality,

and of apparent reality ; a more adequate idea of the di-

vinity, as a being eminently good, with a more accurate

induction of the divine attributes.

He experienced a difficulty of the same kind with that

which has since been ever recurring although in another

shape, viz : the inability to find a transition from the world

of ideas to that of sense. He seems to have had a vague

notion that every individual, in opposition to some other

object of thought, must, as such, be imperfect; and that,

for this reason, every individual soul participating in the

nature of opposite or other, must be subject to a relative

becoming. But while this conception on the one hand
was not fully and clearly worked out, it was, on the other,

altogether too vague, shadowy and indefinite to" be re-

garded as a satisfactory solution of the difficulty.^

The academy ceased not with the life of Plato. After

his death, the school was carried on by his nephew Speu-
sippus, who was a man of wit, of a mild and agreeable

temper, and who was well versed in the Pythagorean
philosophy.

Xenocrates of Chalcedon was the successor of Speusippus.

Although of unsullied reputation and unspotted virtue,

yet he was so slow that he was called by Plato his donkey.

His aspect was serious, and even forbidding. He was a
declared enemy to vice, and carried to an extreme height,

the austerity of his virtues. He wrote some works on
mathematics. Polemon succeeded Xenocrates. The first

part of his life was spent in debauchery, but the latter

part he dedicated to philosophy, virtue and solitude. His
conversion to philosophy was a very remarkable incident.

Very early one morning, crowned with roses, and having
his robes disordered, he was reeling home from a supper
party. Perceiving the door of the academy open he en-

^MUter, II, 450, 451.
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tered. All eyes were upon Mm; and Xenocrates, who
was then lecturing, changed at once his subject, and

began to discourse upon the beauty of virtue, and the

degrading consequences of intemperance. Polemon hav-

ing entered to scoff remained to listen. He became

gradually affected; his heart was moved; he stole his

hand to his head and removed the garland; presently he

composed his robe to a more decent fashion, and by the

time the philosopher had finished his lecture, he left the

place sobered forever.

Crates succeeded Polemon; and to him succeeded

Grantor, who was a rigid moralist.

Thus far, the doctrines of Plato were strictly maintained

in the academy. After the death of Crates a new tribe of

philosophers arose, who introduced many innovations into

the Platonic system. These will come to be considered

under the new academic school.

2. The Epicurean school ; Epicurus. Epicurus was the

son of IJfeodes an Athenian, a man respectable but in hum-
ble circumstances, who hadjoined the colonists senttoSamos

after that country had submitted to the arms of Athens.

His mother, Chserestrata, was a dealer in lustrations and

charms, and in her expeditions the young Epicurus accom-

panied her, for the purpose of reading the lustratory verses.

"When not thus occupied he assisted his father in the hum-
ble business of school teaching.

He continued at Samos and Teos until he was eighteen

years of age, when he removed to Athens. Some four or

five years afterwards, owing to the disturbed condition of

things at Athens, he joined his father at Colophon in

Ionia. Here he remained nearly ten years, after which he

passed his time partly at Mitylene, and partly at Lamp-

sacus, until he attained the age of thirty-five or thirty-seven,

when he returned to Athens.

At Athens he purchased a house and garden for eighty

minse, and opened his school of philosophy. Hence his

followers were called the philosophers of the garden. His

school became very popular, and attracted disciples, not
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only from Greece, but also from Egypt and Asia. Those

who were regularly admitted iuto his school, lived to-

gether upon a footing of friendly attachment.

Epicurus lived a life of celibacy. His character has

been variously represented, but the strongest proof goes

to show that he was exemplary for temperance and conti-

nence, and that he taught the necessity of severity of man-

ners, and government of the passions, as the best means of

securing a tranquil and happy life. Towards the close of

his days he became infirm, and was aflELicted with the

stone. He expired while in a warm bath, when in the

seventy-third year of his age, after exhorting his friends

not to forget his doctrines. He was the author of many
different works, but a few fragments of which only have

come down to us.

The doctrines of Epicurus have been, by many, misun-

derstood, and will require special consideration. In regard

to philosophy in general, he taught that it was the exer-

cise of reason in the pursuit of happiness. That all specu-

lation was useless except as it may enable men to judge

what is to be chosen, and what to be avoided, what is con-

ducive to health of body and tranquillity of mind. That
no man should be considered as too young or too old to

improve his mind, or acquire the art of happiness. Philo-

sophy alone possesses the power of raising man above vain

fears, and base passions, and of giving him real self-com-

mand. He did not hold to receiving all things or to doubt-

ing all things, but required that those tenets only should be

embraced which are either built on experience, or on cer-

tain indisputable axioms.

He divided all philosophy into two parts; of these the

one he denominated physics which consisted in the con-

templation of nature. Ethics which embraced morals and

manners.

In both, the great object is to arrive at truth. This is

of two kinds ; the one respecting real existence; the other

consists in the agreement between the conception of the

mind and the nature of things.
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All those judgments are true which agree with the things

concerning which they are formed. Truth can only be

judged rightly of when the mind employs some criterion

or instrument ofjudging. This will be different according

to the nature of the object which the mind, at the time, is

contemplating. The senses present external objects to the

mind, which apprehends them by means of sensation.

The mind also possesses the power of reasoning in refer-

ence to its perceptions and of comparing them with certain

preconceptions, or general ideas formed from previous

impressions of a similar character. Our moral judgments

are formed through the instrumentality of the affections or

passions. We have then three instruments of judging

:

sense, j)reconception, passion. .

In regard to the first he lays down four canons or maxims.

First. The senses can never be deceived, and hence every

perception must be true. Second. Perception is followed

by opinion or judgment, and this admits both of truth and

falsehood. Third. The truth of every opinion rests upon
the evidence of the senses. Sometimes the senses directly

report the truth. At other times it is arrived at by an in-

ference from something which is admitted on the testimony

of the senses. Fourth. An opinion contradicted or not

attested by the CAddence of the senses is false.

In regard to preconception, he also lays down four

canons or masdms. First. All preconceptions are derived

from the senses either by immediate impression ; by en-

largement or diminution ; by resemblance ; or by compo-

sition. Second. Without preconception there can exist

no ability to reason, inquire, or judge. Third. Precon-

ceptions are universal notions. They are the principles of

all reasoning and discourse, and constant reference is made

to them in comparing one thing with another. Fourth.

When truths are not self-evident, they must be deduced

from manifest preconceptions, or rendered evident by the

intermediate use of some acknowledged principle.

In regard to passion or affection, he lays down f^ur can-

ons or maxims. First- All pleasure, divested of pain is to
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be pursued for its own sake. Second. All pain, undivested

of pleasure, is to be avoided for its own sake. Third. That

pleasure is to be shunned which either prevents the enjoy-

ment of a greater pleasure, or produces a greater pain.

Fourth. That pain is to be endured which either removes

a greater pain, or procures a greater pleasure.

In physics, the Epicureans adopted the doctrines of the

atomic school of philosophy, refining and carrying them

out in a more perfect form. According to Epicurus,

nothing can ever originate or terminate in nothing. The
universe always was and always will be. There are only

two things in nature, body and space. The first possesses

bulk, figure, resistance and gravity ; the second is a

vacuum, a region which body may occupy, and through

which it may move. The senses acquaint us directly with

the existence of body. They also acquaint us with its

motion, and hence prove the vacuum. Besides these, there

is nothing in nature but qualities, and these are accidents

ofbody.

The universe is infinite, having no limits. Body is infi-

nite as to multitude, space as to magnitude. The universe,

as a whole, is immovable, eternal and immutable, but its

different parts are subject to change.

Body is made up of parts, and may be resolved into

them. These are originally simple principles, or simple

atoms, indivisible and immutable. It is to the latter

quality, that the uniformity of nature is owing. There is

no such thing as infinite divisibility of body, because a

finite body cannot consist of parts infinite, either in magni-

tude or number. Atoms exist, because we cannot con-

ceive that anything which exists, can be reduced to nothing.

They are all of the- same nature, but, from their different

effects on the senses, appear to differ from each other, in

magnitude, figure and weight. They are of every variety

of figure; round, oval, conical, cubical, sharp and hooked,

but are incapable of any actual division.

Gravity is an internal energy, belonging to all atoms.

It is the cause of all motion. By means of it, atoms are
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carried forward in a direction, nearly, but not quite, recti-

linear. The small deviation from a riglit line which

occurs, leads to a percussion of atoms by which means
they are turned out of their natural course, and curvilinear

motions are produced. One atom reflected from another

and repelled by a third, will acquire a kind of vibratory or

tremulous motion. Hence in compound masses, this must
produce an universal agitation.

The motion of atoms has been incessant and eternal.

Its velocity is so great as to be inconceivable. This motion

is by no means confined to atoms singly. They also retain

the same innate energy in compound bodies. All the

parts of a mass which may be apparently at rest are still

moved by repercussions too rapid for perception by the

senses.

By atoms were meant the elements from which all

compounds are formed, and into which they are ultimately

resolved. The principle of gravitation is really the sole

agent in the operations of nature. Its action creates

that motion common to all atoms, that eternal energy

which every compound body will possess in proportion to

the numbers, figures and relative situations of its com-

ponent parts.

The facility of movement in the atoms depends much
upon their form. Those which are rugged and angular,

becoming easily entangled, move less freely than those

which are smooth and round. This is given to explain

the reason why some combinations of atoms have more

activity than others ; why, for instance, fire and the vital

principle have more activity than granite. But all bodies

being compounded of atoms, have a certain self-moving

power, which may be variously modified by a variety ot

causes.

All changes in figure and other properties are derived

from local motion. The change from sweet to bitter, or

from soft to hard, occurs through some change in the situ-

ation or arrangement of its parts, or some augmentation

or diminution in its mass. It is the difference in the
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arrangement of the particles that gives different quahties

to bodies. The density or rarity of bodies depends on the

magnitude of the varieties which intercept the solid atoms

of which they are composed.^

There.are also other properties of bodies which may be

traced to the principle of motion. Heat is the influx of

small, round, soft corpuscles, insinuating themselves into

the pores of bodies in continual succession, till their cease-

less action separates the parts, and dissolves the body.

The perception of this separation gives the sense of heat.

Cold arises from the influx of irregular atoms, and their

slow motion gives rise to it. Pleasure, pain, motion and

rest are accidents of bodies. Production and dissolution

arise from a change in the position of atoms, or an increase

or diminution of the particles composing the body.

The universe is to be regarded as a whole, but not as an

organized and animated body. The world is a finite por-

tion of it, and has some figure, but what it is impossible to

discover. Everything in the world is liable to production

and decay, and as this must therefore apply to the world,

that is not eternal. It must have had a beginning, and
will have an end.

He thus accounts for the world's beginning. A finite

number of atoms happening to fall into the region of space

which it now occupies, were, by their inherent energy,

collected into a rude, undigested mass. The largest and
heaviest atoms first subsided, whilst others that were

smaller were driven upwards. The last rose into the outer

region and formed the heavens. Those atoms suitable to

form fiery bodies, collected themselves into stars. Those

not capable of rising so high, formed the atmosphere.

Those subsiding, at length produced the earth. Air agi-

tated by heat acting upon the mixed mass of the earth,

separated its smoother and lighter particles from the rest,

and thus produced water. Prom the first combination of

atoms various seeds arose, from which in due time sprang

' Enfidd's History of Philosophy, 370.
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organized bodies. Well might the poet, Dr. Darwin, ex-

claim in view of this singular theory

:

Dull atheist— could the giddy dance

Of atoms lawless hurled,

Construct so wonderful, so wise,

So harmonized a world.

The same mechanical causes that framed the world con-

tinue to preserve it, and will ultimately dissolve it. Even
the incessant motion of atoms will operate towards its disso-

lution, for nothing is indissoluble but atoms. The infinity

of atoms in number, may lead to an infinity of worlds.

The cause of earthquakes is to be sought in the agita-

tion of internal winds and water, or the sudden fall of

columns, which support portions of the earth's surface, or

the conversion of internal winds into fires. "When the

round particles of water are cast out by the condensing

power of cold, and other particles, from their form more
easily entangled, are brought together and united, ice is

produced.

The motion of atoms causing continual transposition,

accretion, or diminution in individual bodies, produces

plants. They have no vital principle. Animals were

formed in the beginning of the world, by the casual conjunc-

tion of similar atoms, and their production is continued in

a consistent and determinate order. There was no design

in the formation of animal bodies ; no part was framed for

the use to which it is applied. The eye was not made for

seeing, nor the ear for hearing, but having accidently as-

sumed those forms, they were made use of for those pur-

poses.

The soul is a corporeal substance, but is formed from

the finest atoms. The extreme tenuity of these enables it

to penetrate the whole body, and adhere to all its parts.

It is composed of four parts, viz : fire, an ethereal principle,

air, and a fourth, which is the cause of sensation. The

sentient principle is corporeal, although differing from the

other three.
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These four parts together form a subtle suhstance

which is productive of all motions, thoughts, and pas-

sions. Sensation is the result of the union of soul and

body. It is owing to the peculiar magnitude, figure,

motion, and arrangement of the elementary atoms, and

is not a property of atoms but a result of their combina-

tion, and contexture.

All sensation is produced by means of certain species or

images, which are thrown oif like thin films from bodies,

and which entering the eye cause vision, and the ear, hear-

ing. These species or images are made up of atoms incon-

ceivably rapid in motion, and in form, when combined, are

similar to the surfaces of the bodies themselves. Difference

in sensation is casual, and is owing to the different or-

gans of the soul, and the different qualities or properties

of external objects.

The intellect, or the power which thinks, is formed of

particles most subtle in their nature, and capable of most

rapid motion. It partakes of any pleasure or pain enjoyed

or suffered by the soul, but may have passions of its own,

into which the soul does not enter. The seat of intellect

is in the middle of the breast or heart. Thought is pro-

duced by subtle images which move the intellect to think.

The soul is exercised in two different kinds of afit'ections

and passions, the one natural and agreeable, the other un-

natural and troublesome; the one is pleasure, the other

pain. The first oecurs when all the parts of the soul are

in their natural state ; the last where there is an unnatural

agitation.

Death is the privation of sensation, and results as a con-

sequence of the separation of the soul from the body.

Whenever it takes place, the soul is resolved into the

atoms of which it was originally composed. Sleep is pro-

duced when the parts of the soul which, in the waking
state, are diffused through the whole body, are repressed

or separated by the action of the air, or of food ; while

dreams are the effect of images casually flying about, and

striking upon the mind.

48
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The sun, moon and stars maybe fiery bodies, or mirrors

reflecting fires, or deep vessels containing fires, or circular

plates heated. Their apparent motion may arise from a

revolution of the whole heaven, like nails in a solid body;

or from the revolutions that may be taking place among
themselves. The cause of these motions may be an inter-

nal necessity, or the pressure of some fluid from without.

In relation to the gods, Epicurus taught that they must
exist in the universe, because nature had impressed the

idea of them upon the minds of men. That they had the

human form because that is the most perfect; that they

were composed of thin, ethereal substances endued with

sensation and intellect, and were happy immortal beings

;

that they have no intercourse with man, nor any concern

with the affairs of the world, but on account of their excel-

lent nature are proper objects of reverence and worship.

Thus it will be perceived that the entire phenomena of

nature are sought to be explained by Epicurus upon mere
mechanical principles. There is in the whole universe

nothing but what belongs to matter. He begins by assum-

ing, what every law of nature contradicts, viz: that atoms,

which are impelled only by a single force, deviate, never-

theless, from a right line in their motion, and on this

hypothesis builds much of his theory of the formation of

the world. This supposition of deviation enabled him to

escape, at least seemingly, from the dreaded power of ne-

cessity, as he assigned for its cause an internal force inde-

pendent of their weight. It is only by such a supposition

that he can give any freedom to the will. This is the only

instance in which he admits the existence of any inward

energy of atoms, aside from their general nature, and this

he conceived of as a purely arbitrary effort, and from it

derived the contingency of natural phenomena, the source

being the same as that giving the freedom of the will.

Thus all volition he held to be as arbitrary as the devia-

tion from the laws of falling bodies.

He seeks to account for all the appearances of nature,

and for all the operations of mind, upon the simple prin-
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ciples of matter and motion. There was even no other

idea of fate introduced into his system than that of blind

necessity inherent in every atom. There is certainly lit-

tle to commend the physics of Epicurus to any reasonable

mind.

The ethics of Epicurus have been much misrepresented,

and hence by many are not well understood. He taught

that the end of living was the attainment of happiness,

and that the successful pursuit of it depends on the form-

ing a right idea of the nature of it, and the making use of

proper means to attain it.

He defines happiness to be that state in which man
enjoys as many of the good things, and suffers as few of

the evils of life, as possible, passing his days in a smooth

course of permanent tranquillity. Pleasure is a good, and
pain an evil. Hence the one is to be pursued, and the

other avoided for its own sake. So also do these consti-

tute the measure of what is good or evil in every object

of desire or aversion. We are accustomed to pursue one

thing and avoid another, because we expect pleasure from

the one and apprehend pain from the other. We may
decline a pleasure, but it is because we suppose it con-

nected with a greater pain. So we may submit to a pain,

because we judge it connected vdth a greater pleasure. It

is, therefore, unwise blindly to pursue the one, and avoid

the other; but reason must be employed to compare the

nature and degrees of each, to the end that the choice

may be dictated by wisdom.

Pleasure is of two kinds. In the enjoyment of the one

a state of rest is necessary, in that of the other there is an
agreeable agitation of the senses. The pleasure enjoyed

in life is mostly derived from the former.

Injustice to Epicurus it should be stated that by plea-

sure he did not mean to embrace solely that violent kind of

delight, or joy, which arises from the gratification of the

senses and passions, but that placid state of mind where no
uneasiness is experienced. That violent kind of delight is

not to be pursued as the end of living, but only as a means
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of arriving at a stable tranquillity. It is the peculiar office

of reason to confine the pursuit of pleasure within the

limits of nature, in order to the attainment of that happy
state where the body is free from pain and the mind from
perturbation. A happy life is neither like a rapid torrent,

nor a standing pool, but a gentle stream that glides along
smoothly and silently.

The state of tranquillity constituting happiness can be
attained only by a prudent care of the body, and a steady

government of the mind. Both are subject to diseases.

Those of the first may be prevented by temperance, cured
by medicine, or rendered tolerable by patience. Those of
the last must look to philosophy for an antidote. This con-

sists in the proper use of the virtues, which are all essen-

tially based on prudence. The man who bases his action

on this, will consult his natural disposition in choosing his

plan of life. He will enter into married life, or remain
single ; enter into public life, or remain obscure, according

as he finds that his natural tendencies lead him to the one
or the other.

He defines temperance to be that discreet regulation of

the desires and passions by which we are enabled to enjoy

pleasures without suffering any consequent inconvenience.

There are three classes of desires. The first are both na-

tural and necessary ; the second natural but not necessary

;

and the third neither natural nor necessary. It is the

office of temperance to gratify the first class, as far as na-

ture requires ; to restrain the second within the bounds of

moderation; and to oppose resolutely the third, and if

possible to repress them.

Sobriety teaches with how little nature may be satisfied

;

is conducive to health
;
gives alertness and activity in the

offices of life, and affords good preparation for meeting

reverses of fortune.

Continence is strongly enforced, and gentleness contri-

butes to the tranquillity and happiness of life, by preserving

the niind from perturbation, and arming it against the

assaults of calumny and malice.
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Moderation secures against disappointment and vexa-

tion. Future events are always uncertain, and a wise

man will, therefore, neither suffer himself to be elated

with confident expectation, nor depressed by doubt and

despair.

The doctrines thus inculcated, enable us to arrive at

the precise principle of the philosophy of Epicurus. He
did not teach, like Aristippus, that the greatest amount of

enjoyment would result from an utter and constant aban-

donment to the pleasures of the present moment. Such a

course, might, in the end, produce a greater amount of

pain than pleasure. He would, through the whole of life,

regulate enjoyment, but as there was nothing in the uni-

verse but matter, it is obvious that it could rise no higher

than the sensual material. His philosophy could rank

little, if anything, higher than a refined selfishness. The
organism being regarded as a source of pleasure, he did

not advise the extorting all that was possible from it in

the least quantity of time ; but to husband its resources,

avoid all exciting drafts, and by practicing temperance in

enjoyment, and seeking prolongation instead of excess, to

derive from it, through the whole of life, all its capacity

could possibly afford. Thus, according to him, the sage

will make a prudent use of the present, enjoying himself

in the recollection of the past, or the hope of future plea-

sures. "Whether this fear of the future would not have the

effect to mar the pleasures of the present, or whether this

systematic regulation could well accord with a philosophy

which discarded all law and left everything to the play of

chance, are questions somewhat difficult to answer.

Homage is due to the gods from their superior nature.

It should not be rendered through hope or fear. Death
is the perfect termination of a happy life. It is no proper

object of terror. It neither concerns the living nor the

dead ; since whilst we are, death is not, and when death

arrives we are not.

All the evils we have to apprehend in life are bodily

pain and mental anguish. The first should be endured
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with patience and firmness, because, if slight, it may easily

be borne ; if intense, it cannot be lasting. The last arises

generally from opinion, not from nature. One very com-

mon cause is the loss of the gifts of fortune. Their loss

should never be deplored, because they were never our

own, but always depended on circumstances. The remem-
brance of their loss should soon be obliterated by occupy-

ing the mind in pleasant contemplation, and engaging in

agreeable avocations.

Justice is the common bond of society. It derives its

value from its tendency to promote the happiness of life.

It never injures the man who practices it, but leads his

mind to calm reflection, and to pleasant hopes. Iniquitous

actions lead to remorse of conscience, legal penalties, and
public disgrace, and against these there is no corresponding

enjoyment. The mutual exercise of justice in society is

necessary to the common enjoyment of nature's gifts, and

is the foundation of all those laws by which it is prescribed.

In the practice of this virtue all have an interest, because

the safety of each and all depends upon it. Whatever is

prescribed should be considered as a rule ofjustice, so long

as the society shall judge the observance of it to be for the

benefit of the whole.

Beneficence, compassion, gratitude, piety and friendship

are nearly allied to justice. Beneficence confers the enjoy-

ment of being esteemed by others. Gratitude, filial afifec-

tion, and reverence for the gods is necessary to be practiced

in order to avoid the hatred and contempt of men.

Friendships are originally contracted for the sake ofmutual

benefit, but they may at length ripen into disinterested at-

tachment. In true friendship each will love the other as

himself. It leads to a mutual partaking in joys and sor-

rows, to a common mingling together of the enjoyments

and the ills to which life is subject.

Thus it will be seen that the philosophy of Epicurus

was preeminently material. There is really nothing be-

yond matter and motion. "With him enjoyment, pleasure,

happiness are the great ends of life; but neither his life nor
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death, Ms practice or teachings, will justify the charge that

it was the pleasures of the senses to which he referred.

It was a much higher pleasure, but one, nevertheless, that

derived its sources, and was felt and realized only by

material compounds. While, however, he conceived the

human soul only as a compound of atoms, he was at the

same time ascribing to it those faculties which other phi-

losophers termed spiritual, thus vesting man with the

capabilities of intellectual and moral action.

3. The Peripatetic school of philosophy; Aristotle. The

celebrated Aristotle, the founder of this school, was born

at Stagira, in Macedonia, in the year B. C. 384. From the

place of his birth he has been often styled the Stagirite.

His father, JSTicoraachus, was a physician, his mother's name
was Exstiada. Having received the rudiments of educa-

tion from Proxenus, he went to Athens at the age of

seventeen, and was one of the disciples of Plato. He used

to be called by Plato the mind of the school. Strabo says

he was the first person who formed a library. He contin-

ued in the academy to his thirty-seventh year, when Plato

died. On the birth of Alexander the Great, he was ap-

pointed his preceptor, and the youthful mind of that con-

queror was formed under the instruction of Aristotle.

The conqueror of Asia did not, amid his conquests, for-

get him who had been so instrumental in developing his

mental resources. He employed several thousand persons

in different parts of Europe and Asia to collect various

kinds of animals, birds and fishes, which he sent to Aris-

totle. By means of these he was enabled to enlarge his

acquaintance with nature, and to write fifty volumes on the

history of animated nature, only ten of which are now ex-

tant.

From the court of Alexander, Aristotle returned to

Athens ; and, finding Xenocrates teaching in the academy,
he resolved to found a new sect, and teach a system of

doctrines different from that of Plato. He accordingly

opened a school in the lyceum which was a grove in the

suburbs of Athens. His method of instruction was by
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conversation or lecture wliile walking, and hence his fol-

lowers were called peripatetics.

Aristotle, in common with sfeveral other philosophers,

had his public, and his secret doctrine, his exoteric, and
his acroamatic or esoteric. The first embraced logic, rhe-

toric, and policy, the last, being, nature and god. The
first was delivered in the evening to a promiscuous audi-

tory, the lattei* in the morning to his select disciples. The
one was called the evening, the other the morning walk.

He continued instructing in the lycetim for twelve years.

Meeting with persecution at Athens, and fearing the fate

of Socrates, he left the city, saying that "he would not

give the Athenians an opportunity of committing a second

offense against philosophy." He retired to Chalcis, where

he remained until his death, which took place in his sixty-

third year. It has been supposed by some that this oc-

curred through premature decay, arising from excessive

watchfulness and application to study.

Aristotle was slender in his person, had small eyes, a

shrill voice, and, when young, hesitated in his speech.

He was scrupulously attentive to his dress, was subject to

frequent indispositions, through a natural weakness of the

stomach, but he always adopted a temperate regimen.

He was twice married ; once to Pythias, the sister of his

friend Hermias, and after her death, to Herpilis, a native

of Stagira. By the latter he had a son named I^ichoma-

chus.

Aristotle was a most voluminous writer. His writings

appear originally to have embraced the whole round of

human knowledge, as then understood. Those that have

come down to us are obviously in a very imperfect state.

The story of their preservation is, that, having passed

through the hands of his scholar, Theophrastus, they were

left by him to his pupil, Neleus. They were afterwards

concealed in a dark vault for many generations, when,

being discovered, they were sold to Apellicon of Athens,

whence they were subsequently transmitted to Rome, by

Sylla. It was, however, only a copy of the original of
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which Sylla possessed himself. They were edited at

Eome, by Andronicus of Rhodes, in the best manner their

mutilated state would admit of.

Aristotle wrote many books that have never come down
to us. Those that have, show an anaount of industry,

learning and research, which are truly astonishing. What
he wrote, may, perhaps, be classed under the several heads

of logic, physics, metaphysics, mathematics, ethics and

rhetoric. The philosophy of Aristotle may be divided

into three distinct branches, viz: a. Instrumental, em-

bracing logic, or the right use of the mind. b. Theore-

tical, embracing physics, pneumatology, ontology and

mathematics, c. Practical, embracing ethics and policy.

a. Logic ; the instrumental. Its end is the discovery of

truth, which may be said to be either probable or certain.

To the first belong dialectics ; to the second, analytics.

The great logical instrument is the syllogism. This con-

sists of three propositions, the two first of which are the

premises, and the third, the conclusion. These three

terms are called the major, the minor, and the middle

term. The middle term shows the connection between

the major and minor, and brings out the conclusion. Thus
in the following: One Creator must be worshiped— ma-
jor. God is our Creator— minor. Therefore God must
be worshiped— middle. Of the syllogism and its appli-

cation, Aristotle has treated with great minuteness and
subtlety. It consists of propositions, and these again of

simple terms. These terms constitute the first part of

logic, and are the expression of ideas. Next comes propo-

sitions, which are the expression ofjudgments ; and lastly,

argumentation. It may be essential to learn the elements

of the last. These are propositions. Propositions are

resolvable into simple terras. These are of three kinds,

viz : Homonymous, where one word is applied to different

things. Synonymous or univocal, where the meaning
of the word and the definition of the thing, coincide.

Paronymous, where the word only varies in case or ter-

mination.

49
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Others afterwards added to the peripatetic philosophy

the doctrine of predicables, or general modes ofpredicating.

These predicables, according to Porphyry were five

:

genus, species, difference, property and accident.

Under the synonymous, or.univocal terms, came the

categories or predicaments ofAristotle, which were origin-

ally ten in number. These were: Substance, which is

either primary or secondary. Quantity, which is continued

or discrete. Relation, the affection of one thing towards

another. Quality, by which a thing is said to be such as it

is. Action, which signifies the motion of the agent. Pas-

sion, which signifies the state of the patient. When, which

denotes time. Where, which denotes place. Situation,

which expresses local relation. Habit, which expresses

the circumstances ofbeing habited, To these were subse-

quently added five others, viz : opposition ;
priority ; coin-

cidence; motion; and possession, These would all be com-

prised under the general head of accident, with the single

exception of substance.

Propositions are composed of terms, and consist «ach of

a subject, a predicate and a copula ; the first being the

thing concerning which the assertion is made ; the second

the accident which is asserted and predicated of it ; and

the third the assertion itself.

From the proposition is derived the syllogism. These

have an application both to dialectics and to analytics.

Those of the latter kind respect certain truths, and hence

consist of propositions which arise necessarily from the

nature of things, or the definition of terms.

There are two kinds of demonstration, the one deriving

the cause from its effect, the other reasons from the na-

ture of causes. Science is employed upon those universal

natures which are derived from particulars perceived by

the senses. These latter are conversant with individual

objects only.

Dialectics regard probabilities only, and hence the art of

dialectic reasoning is conjectural, not always attaining its

end with certainty. Dialectic propositions express genus
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and difference, definition, property, or accident. They
identify the class to which a subject belongs, and ascertain

wherein it differs from others. Also, what properties it

possesses, or what casual circumstailces attend it.

In reasoning, legitimate syllogisms may be employed to

enforce the truth, or sophistical arts in support of error.

Of these latter he enumerates eight, viz : Departing from

the point. Supposing what is not admitted. Reasoning

in a circle, where the same things serve both as the me-
dium of proof and the conclusion. Assigning a false cause.

Representing a mere accident as essential. Deducing an

universal from that which is true only in a particular-

Asserting anything in a compound sense which is only

true in a divided sense. Abusing the ambiguity of words.

This part of the works of Aristotle was termed his Orga-

non, organ, instrument. This was in fact, the master

work of Aristotle, the key to all his speculations, the bond
which unites all the portions of his immense labors. Logic,

in its formal parts, still remains essentially what he made
it. In that, Aristotle has not yet ceased to rule the mind.

b. The second branch is the theoretical, and of these,

the first is physics. In regard to the primary principles

of nature, Aristotle endeavored to keep clear of all former

theories. He did not, therefore, recognize similar parts,

nor atoms, nor sensible elements, nor unity, nor numbers,
nor ideas. He could not derive nature out of contraries

alone, as he held that two contrary principles would rather

destroy each other than cause the existence of a third. He,
therefore, held to the necessity of a third principle, to the

production of natural bodies. He held to these principles

;

form, privation, matter, the two first being contrary, the

third the common subject of both. According to him,
matter and form are the constituent principles of things

;

while privation is accidentally associated with them, mat-
ter is neither produced nor destroyed, but it is that out of

which things are formed, and into which they are again

resolved. It is entirely destitute of all qualities ; it is with-

out quantity, form, or figure, or any of the properties of
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body, but at tbe same time is tbe eternal subject on -wMcb.

forms may be impressed, and in which they may inhere.

In regard to what Aristotle understood by nature, it is

not so easy perfectly to understand. He appears to have

considered it as the sum of all existing things, whose ex-

istence can be known only by means of perception and the

experience which is thereon founded. He also regarded

it as the internal principle of change in objects, and this

in his view constituted %, distinction between her works,

and those of art. The knowledge of nature is properly the

knowledge of the laws of bodies, so far as they are in

movement.

Aristotle seems to have conceived in his mind a vague

notion of some internal cause of motion and arrangement,

to which he applied the term nature. He says that nature,

as a principle of change, does nothing without an end or

object, and this end or object is the form which it assumes.

That a change is a realization of that which is possible, so

far as it is possible. That as soon as the possible assumes

a certain form, and is developed after a particular manner,

every other condition and state is excluded. That all

change necessary presupposes a subject matter, and a form.

All motion, or change of any kind, in respect to time is

successive, finite, and is produced by some cause external

or internal.

He distinguished causes into four kinds. These were

:

materials, in regard to the materials of which things are

made. Formal, by which a thing is that which it is, and

no other or different. Efficient, or that by whose agency

anything is produced ; and final, or the end for which it is

produced. Even when we speak of chance, we always, in

fact, mean real causes, though unknown to ourselves.

He taught that substances were of three kinds; one of

which is eternal, another perishable, and a third immuta-

ble. The world is a substance which is eternal and im-

movable, and is the sum total of all things which are

subject to change. Beyond its extreme limits is neither

change, nor time, nor space. It is of a spherical form, is
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bounded by the heavens, and is without beginning or end.

It is the central point, the heavens being the circumference.

There are three kinds of motion. The first is toward

the centre. This is gravitation. The second, from the

centre towards the circumference. This is only the mo-
tion of light bodies. Such, for instance, as fire. The third

is a motion about|the centre. The last is the most perfect,

and the upper region of the heavens where it prevails is

perfect and divine, indestructible, and of a nobler nature

than sublunary parts. The constellations are animated

beings; their principle of motion being within themselves,

although they revolve in the circle to which they belong.

Their elementary matter is the principle of all life, action

and thought in the inferior region ; and all things here are

subject to its influence and direction.

The stars communicate light and heat to the air, and
thence to the inferior world, by means of friction. They
are moved through the motion of the spheres in which
they are placed. The earth is the centre of motion to all

the spheres. The velocities of the spheres of the seven

planets are inversely as their distances from the first sphere.

There cannot be more than one world, because if there

were many, they would move towards each other, and out

of their respective places.

Bodies are simple or compound. The simple are pro-

duced by the union of primary matter and form, are

elementary. The compound are produced from the combi-
nation of elementary bodies. The elements are four ; fire,

air, water and earth. Of these four, the earth has simple

gravity, and fire simple levity, while air and water partake

of both. Those elements that are governed by levity are

uppermost, and are the most perfect.

Bodies are undergoing a perpetual succession of dissolu-

tion and reproduction. The first always succeeds the last

;

because the termination of the first is the commencement
of the last, the primary matter remaining unchanged.

In all sensible bodies there are certain primary qualities,

some active and others passive, and this it is that consti-
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tutes their specific difference. Heat and cold, moisture

and dryness, heaviness and lightness, hardness and softness,

roughness and smoothness, are instances of this. The ele-

ments are formed from the union of these. Fire originates

from heat and dryness, air from heat and moisture, water
from cold and moisture, and earth from cold and dryness.

Mixed bodies are formed by a combination of all the

elements. Their nature, together with the general prin-

ciples of production and dissolution, producing the natural

appearances which we everywhere behold, are sought to

be explained from the mutual action and passion of these

primary qualities. This mutual action and passion arises

from the mutual contact of different bodies, and results in

the endeavor of each to reduce the other to its own like-

ness.

Metaphysics are supposed by some to have been so

termed because they were after or beyond physics. The
first principle he laid down in reference to being was that

it is impossible for the same thing to be and not to be at

the same time and in the same respect.

Being either exists by itself, or its existence is by acci-

dent. Of the latter no certain knowledge can be obtained.

The categories already mentioned may be predicated of

being.

Being may be either in power or in act. The first is

either active or passive. As active, it is the principle of

motion or change. As passive, it subsists in the subject

upon which the active is exercised. They are correlatives

and cannot be separated. Power may exist although it

be not in action.

Again, being is either real or notional. Real is as it ex-

ists in nature, notional as it is conceived in the mind. The

last may be true or false, either as it corresponds or varies

from the real nature of things. Mistake and error can

only exist concerning contingent and variable objects. To
being belong genus and species.

The first cause of all motion is itself immovable. The

circular motion peculiar to the celestial sphere had no be-
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ginning. The sphere itself, which is the seat ofthis motion,

is an eternal substance; so also is the substance which from

eternity has caused its motion. That substance is simple

pure energy, void of matter, eternal and immutable. Its

act in the production of motion consists in pure intelli-

gence. This acts upon inferior intelligences, and thus pro-

duces motion in the primary subordinate spheres. This

first mover is indivisible because of its perfect unity;

immutable, because nothing can change it, and eternal

because motion itself is eternal. It is an incorporeal intel-

ligence. It is God.

How then does Aristotle solve the problem of the uni-

verse ? He does not consider the celestial orbs as animated

bodies, or as moving by any innate force of their own.

He supposes their circular motion to be eternal, but, at

the same time, either from necessity or choice, admits into

his system a first mover. This first mover is immovable

;

is divested of all quantity, matter, and motion. How shall

a simple immaterial substance, itself incapable of motion,

produce motion in material substances? Here was a diffi-

culty, and he attempts to solve it by supposing the first

mover to communicate or be the cause of all motion, upon

the same principle that the human mind is the cause of all

voluntary motion in the material organization with which

it is connected.^

We cannot, therefore, call Aristotle an atheist, a term

which Epicurus really merited. He regards his first mover

as a being really distinct from the world, and distinct from

matter; as a peculiar substance, possessing intellect, desire,

and a power of communicating motion ; as vastly superior

to all other intelligent natures. And yet his conceptions

of him as deity, were remarkably circumscribed. The
world had existed from eternity, and was not, therefore,

created by him. He was connected with it for no other

purpose than as the spring of all motion. This motion

he produced necessarily, not voluntarily, and for his own

' Enfield's History of Philosophy, 163.
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pleasure, not for the sake of other beings. His residence

was in the first or celestial sphere. He possesses, there-

fore, neither immensity, nor omnipresence; not even

observing what is passing on in the inferior parts of

the universe. Such a being could be to the universe,

little more than the main spring of a watch is to its move-

ments.

As the first mover resided in, and communicated
motion to, the first celestial sphere, so he supposed the

lower celestial spheres were presided over by intelligent

natures of an inferior order, who also communicated motion

to those spheres, but in all things subordinate to the first

mover. It does not appear that he considered these infe-

rior natures as worthy of religious worship.

Aristotle considered the soul to be the first principle of

action in an organized body. He regarded it as an energy,

an activity, the principle of organic, sensitive and intel-

lectual life. It possesses, according to him, three facul-

ties, viz : The nutritive, by which its life is produced and

preserved. The sensitive, by which we perceive and feel.

The rational, by which we reason.

The acts of mere organic life, he held to be generation

and nutrition, and that these were common to all organ-

ized beings. The second, a sensitive life, is peculiar only

to animals.

The different senses are the recipients of sensible species,

or forms, without matter, in the same way as wax receives

the impression of a seal without receiving any part of its

substance. Each external sense, however, perceives only

that which characterizes the [object to which it is applied.

In addition to the external senses, there is a common in-

ternal sense, which receives the impressions transmitted

by all the others, and to which is referred the comparison

of all those sensations. This internal sense possesses the

power of perceiving various objects at the same instant.

Accompanying the sensations is an appetite correspond-

ing to them, which, joined with the images perceived by

the senses, completes the sensitive life.
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Perception belongs in common to all animals, but intel-

lectual life is peculiar to man. It exists in him in two

modes, viz : passive, so far as it invests things witb-forms

;

and active, so far as by its own power it reacts upon those

forms. To the intellect belongs also an appetite, the ra-

tional appetite, the desire for truth, which completes the

intellectual life. The thinking faculty is an energy distinct

from the body, derived from without; resembling the ele-

mentary matter of the stars. Memory is the effect of some

image impressed upon the soul by means of the senses.

Reminiscence is employed in the search for a thing we
desire to recollect, through a series of things nearly related

to it, until it is brought to the mind.

The intellect becomes theoretical or practical, according

to its application, and, together with the will, determines

our actions. As theoretical, it considers what is true or

false ; as practical, it determines whether anything is good

or evil. From its practical exercise, therefore, arises desire

or aversion, and these produce either rational volition, or

sensitive appetite.

c. The practical in the Aristotelian philosophy embraces

his ethics, politics, and economics. Moral felicity is sum-

med up, according to him, in the virtuous exercise of the

mind. Virtue is either theoretical, or practical. The first

consists in the due exercise of the understanding ; the last,

in the pursuit of what is right and good. Virtue essen-

tially consists in preserving that mean in all things which
reason and prudence prescribe.

Fortitude is the mean between timidity and rash confi-

dence ; temperance between the excessive pursuit and neg-

lect of pleasure ; liberality between prodigality and avarice.

Magnificence is the mean between haughty grandeur, and

low parsimony ; magnanimity holds a middle place between

meanness of spirit and pride ; moderation is the meanbetween
ambition and the contempt of greatness

;
gentleness observes

a proper medium between anger and insensibility; affability

pursues the middle path between moroseness and servility

;

modesty lies half way between impudence and bashfulness.

50
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Justice includes the observance of the laws and the dis-

charge of obligations. Equity corrects the rigor of laws,

or supplies their defects. Friendship consists in perfect

affection towards an equal. The object of Aristotle in his

ethical writings seems to have been to lay down precepts

for civil life, introductory to his doctrine ofpolitical wisdom.

A perfect unity of plan is found to prevail throbghout

his morals, his politics, and his economics. His state is

an association of smaller societies, sufficient to provide in

common for all the necessities of life. In its government

intellectual influence should preponderate. The main
principle in the science of politics is expediency, and its

perfection the suitableness ofmeans to the end. His prin-

ciple led him to admit the lawfulness of slavery.

Aristotle differed essentially from Plato in regard to the

existence of ideas. He looked upon those phenomena
which arise from the mutual relations of ideas in the light

of an arbitrary assumption and fancifiil conception. But
in avoiding Scylla he rushed into Charybdis. In making
matter the eternal ground of phenomena, and placing it

alongside of the ever-working activity of Grod, he made
the world eternal and coexistent with God, and thus ran

into a duality without any means of reconciling or harmo-

nizing each with the other. It is true he made matter

subordinate, passive, and devoid of energy, yet it was with

him the ground of multiplicity, subject to chances and va-

riations, and presented an obstacle to the world attaining

complete perfection..

Aristotle, far more than Plato, was the philosopher of

experience. He regarded simply man's condition on earth,

and sought nothing in science but what would be suitable

to that state, whereas Plato would not submit to the limits

of man's earthly relations, but regarded him as capable of

being emancipated from these, and of enjoying a higher

and disembodied existence. They also differed essentially

in regard to the soul. Plato considered it as an essence

properly individual, and impliedly held that it might enter

indifferently into all bodies, and impart to them motion
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and vitality. Aristotle believed the development of the

soul to be inseparably dependent on the body to which it

is attached, to be in truth that body's form, and to rule

the matter of which it is composed. His doctrine could

be hardly consistent with its immortality. "While Plato

busies himself in the contemplation of the ideal ofthe beauti-

ful and good, Aristotle seeks to derive all possible informa-

tion, as to the supra-sensible, from the most precise and

positive experience. He was really the Bacon of ancient

philosophy, although it was left to the real Bacon of mo-

dern times to overthrow what passed for the philosophy of

Aristotle in the schools. The doctrine of Plato was to

arrive at the knowledge of things by ideas, which he con-

sidered as their originals. He would follow the order

which seems to be established in nature, that is of proceed-

ing from causes to their effects. The doctrine of Aristotle

was to arrive at the knowledge of things by their effects,

thus seeking to reach the cause by means of its effect.

Plato would find the particular in the universal, and would
commence with universals and descend from them to par-

ticulars. Aristotle, on the contrary, assumed, as his start-

ing point, the principle afterwards so fully carried out by
Bacon, that from the knowledge of particular things ad-

dressed to the senses, we rise to the knowledge of general

and immaterial things. But his misfortune was that his

philosophy tended to scholasticism, introducing a countless

number of forms and qualities, distinct from substance,

thus bewildering his followers, and so filling them with a

jargon about entities, as finally to terminate in the scho-

lastic philosophy of the middle ages, as to require the

practical good sense of the seventeenth century, under the

guidance of Lord Bacon, to give it its proper direction, and
to develop to its largest extent the inductive philosophy.

Aristotle was succeeded in his school by Theophrastus,

who conducted it with such high reputation as to have near

two thousand scholars. He lived to the age of eighty-five

years, and died advising his disciples, that since it is the

lot of man to die as soon as he begins to live, they should
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take more pains to enjoy life as it passes, than to acquire

posthumous fame.

He did not implicitly follow the doctrines of his master,

as he taught that the categories are as numerous as the

motions and changes to which beings are liabl«; and that

among such motions and changes are to he reckoned desires,

appetites, judgments, and thoughts. He also held that all

things are not produced from contraries, but that some
are so produced, some from similar causes, and some from

simple energy.

He was succeeded by Strato of Lampsacus, who departed

widely from the doctrine of Aristotle. He referred the

production and dissolution of bodies to a principle of

motion or force inherent in them, which is unconscious,

and without intelligence. The world, according to him,

has not been formed by the agency of deity, or of any

principle distinct from matter, but has arisen from a force

innate to matter, excited by accident, and continuing,

according to the peculiar quahties of natural bodies. He
thus effectually excluded deity from the universe, and went

over to materialism.

This was, in reality, only developing more fully, one

branch of the philosophy of Aristotle. He had laid its.

foundation by his admission of two eternal, independent

powers in the universe : matter, and motion or God. True,

he attempted, in some respects, to subordinate the former

to the latter, but that was unphilosophical, as matter, if

eternal and independent, as it must be if eternal, could

owe no allegiance to any other power. He thought, by

giving motion, or God, the superiority of control, and at

the same time vesting in matter some inferior energies,

such as would subject it to change and variations, he might

render it the ground of multiplicity, and thus account

for the dependent, the conditioned, the contingent, and

the imperfect in the things around us. Strato, unable to

recognize this duality, only reduced the system of things

to unity ; but it was the unity of materialism. Denying

the existence of any other power than that of nature, he
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regarded the latter as an unconscious ground of things, as

mere matter, having, in • itself, the potentiality of, and an

impulse to, form ; and an ability to reproduce, in its more

perfect creatures, this form, and along with it, soul and

intelligence.

There were others who succeeded him, as Lycon of

Troas, Aristo of the island of Coos, Cristolaus, a Lydian,

and Diodorus, in whom the uninterrupted succession of the

peripatetic school terminated.

4. The Stoic 'school of philosophy, Zeno. Zeno, the

founder of the stoic school, was the son of Mnaseas, a

rich merchant of Phoenician descent, and was born at

Citium, in the island of Cyprus, in the year B.C. 362. He
early developed a disposition to devote himself to philo-

sophical pursuits, and having been brought to Athens

on a commercial adventure, he was retained there by

philosophy.

He became at first a disciple of Crates, the cynic philo-

sopher, and for some time attended upon his lectures.

The cynic sect presented two obstacles to his hearty ap-

proval of their doctrine and system. The one was the

utter contempt they manifested for all the lesser decencies

of life, which he could not but look upon with aversion

;

the other was their disregard of all physical and specula-

tive science, the confining of themselves simply to the de-

velopment of their moral system.

He subsequently became a disciple of Stilpo, then the

head of the Megaric sect. He also attended the lectures

of Xenocrates, the academic, and of Polemon. He was at

one time a disciple of Diodorus Chronos, to whose verbal

triflings he was an attentive listener.

After rendering himself acquainted with the doctrines of

the most celebrated schools, Zeno resolved to become the

founder of a system which should, to some extent, combine

the principles of all the others. He accordingly established

a new school, the place where he lectured being a spacious

portico iu Athens, and from its Grfiek name Stoa, his fol-

lowers derived the appellation of stoics.
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It has been said, and undoubtedly truly, that Zeno was

not so much the inventor of new tenets, as of fresh terms,

which could conceal old doctrines under a novel air.

The stoics believed philosophy to be the science of

human perfection, developing itself in thought, know-
ledge, and action. They made three principal subdivisions.

Logic, physiology, and ethics. They regarded the two
first as subordinate to the last. Like the peripatetics they

based their philosophy on empiricism, the results of ex-

perience ; and they were not able to digest these into a

systematic form, founded on solid principles.

The logic of the stoics was intended to embrace much
more than that of the peripatetics. It went to the matter

ae well as the form of argumentation, and included all the

principles of mental philosophy. They considered the

mind as originally destitute of knowledge, as a perfect

blank. First come perceptions. These are the result of

impressions made upon the senses, and to them was given

the name of phantasy. These phantasies are subjected to

the dominion of reason, a superior directing power; and

under its influence opinions and notions are formed.

Phantasies require the assent of the mind to be given to

them, before they can be received; and this assent the

stoic supposed depended upon ourselves, and was entirely

voluntary. Those phantasies only should receive assent

which really represent the things of which they are the

apparent representatives. These alone are strictly true,

are freely assented to, and constitute the foundation of all

science. The rule of truth he held, therefore, to be right

reason which conceives of an object as it is. Subsequent

stoics taught that in the mutual comparison of phantasies

there was a combining together of whatever they contain

of the universal, as well as the particular. This union may

be involuntary or voluntary. From the first result natural

ideas, from the second notions artificially acquired. The first

constitute that common sense which is the criterion of truth.

The physiology of Zeno and the stoics embraced all the

phenomena of the universe. According to them there is
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nothing in the universe hut what is corporeal. All imma-
terial beings are rejected as being nothing more than

chimeras.

The universe is made up of two eternally existing prin-

ciples, of which the one, passive, is matter; the other,

active, is God. This active principle is the only deity of

the stoic system. It is the creative principle ; the source

of activity; the author of form and arrangement. It is a

principle corporeal and intellectual, a pure ether, a living

fire, which they called spirit, producing, fashioning, per-

vading all things. The universe is, in fact, a huge animal.

God is in, not without it, as the mind is in the human body.

The stoics not only made their God corporeal. They
also divested him of omnipotence. They made him sub-

ject to a blind, inevitable fate. He could act only accord-

ing to his nature and the nature of matter, the passive

principle which he ensouled. There could, therefore, be

no such thing as providence. There was nothing at the

foundation but destiny. To this inevitable fate was as-

cribed the origin of moral evil.

The figure of the universe he supposed to be spherical,

containing the earth in its centre, and having beyond it

nothing but vacuum. The sun, moon, planets and stars

are supported in ether. If rightly read, they unfold to us

our destiny, as they are animated, and partake of the di-

vinity.

Although the world, and everything belonging to it is

eternal, yet it by no means follows that it is therefore un-

changeable. On the contrary, the stoics taught that this

globe is subject to periodical revolutions; that after cer-

tain periods of time it is resolved back into its original

chaos or confusion, to be again reconstructed by the ani-

mating principle contained in it.

The soul, according to the stoics, is an ardent, fiery

spirit, and a portion of the great soul of the world. It

partakes, therefore, of its essential nature, and like it,

is corporeal and perishable. The intellectual part of the

soul, is, in their view, the foundation or source from which
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its chief efficacy is derived. To that they referred not

only perception and thought, but also all emotions and

passions, because they are all founded on some belief

of the reality of their object, on some approbation or judg-

ment.

Thus far we have noticed nothing but pantheism and
materialism, such as would readily find a place in the

school of Epicurus. All intelligence is enclosed within

the circle of sensations ; the universe is an assemblage of

corporeal principles; while the law presiding over its

unfolding and development is the most inexorable fate.

There were, however, other elements, in the doctrine of

the stoics, which tend to link it with a different order of

doctrines.

In the ethics and practical morality of the stoics is to be

found the most remarkable part of their doctrines. Here

right is identified with gbod, and wrong with evil. What-
ever is neither right nor wrong, is neither good nor evil

;

such, for example, as privations, pain and death. Order,

law, and reason, are what above all things man is bound to

respect, as the only condition on which he can attain vir-

tue, which is the end of his being. All nature is framed to

lead us to virtu«i The first of all maxims is :
" To live

agreeably to the law of right reason," or, which amounts

to about the same thing, differently expressed, " to live

conformably to nature."

The stoics maintained that virtue is the only absolute

good, and vice the only positive evil. Everything else in

a moral point of view is indifferent. Virtue itself is

founded on prudence, and consists in a rational and spon-

taneous practice, which is both consistent with itself and

with nature. It has for its object both the knowledge and

the performance of what is good. Virtue, according to

them, did not consist in yielding a strict obedience to

moral laws alone. It also embraced an acquaintance with

rational and physical science, a knowledge of logical, rhe-

torical, and dialectic subtleties. The stoics, therefore,

made the term virtue much more extensive in its significa-
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tion than any other sect. In its mere moral aspect they

taught that it is a system of conduct regulated by the

principle that nothing is good but the practice of good,

and that in that alone consists the character of true liberty.

Vice results from the neglect or perversion of reason,

and is produced through the action of the evil passions.

Felicity is only attainable through the practice of virtue,

and consists in a tranquil course of life which cannot be
augmented by any increase of duration. Virtue is one,

and vice is one ; and neither ofthem are capable ofincrease

or diminution. All good actions have an equality with

each other, and so also do all evil, as they are derived from
the same sources. The virtues may be summed up in

prudence, courage, temperance and justice.

Zeno differed from the philosophers of the academic

school in two or three very important particulars. They
taught that each virtue might be considered separately and
in itself. He maintained that it is not the occasional use,

but the constant habit of virtue, which is really virtue.

They taught that the passions of the mind, compassion,

desire, fear, and joy, are all impulses implanted within us

by nature, and all useful, provided they are properly go-

verned and restrained.

The academies did not seek to divest man of affections,

passions, appetites and desires, but to direct them properly

in their exercise. According to the stoics the passions

should be not moderated but eradicated. Their wise man
should be elevated far above them. He is a part of the

universal whole, and should live according to the laws of

that whole, or, what is equivalent, the laws of nature.

His sole effort should be to resemble God.
Many noble Grreek and Roman souls are enrolled among

the stoics. Many of their maxims are lofty and noble.

There is a sternness, a dignity, a severity, a majesty in

their ethical doctrines exitremely captivating to great minds.

Its largest offering was made to human pride, its next to

vanity. The consistent stoic was obliged by his doctrine

to admit that as deity was diffused through all intelligence,

51
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and all nature, man was a part, and a Yery essential part

of him ; that he himself was morally equal with God, be-

cause he was a portion of him; because, like him, he
depended upon nothing but the laws of nature ; because,

like him, he was just by the sole energy of his own will

;

and because he deemed it possible, and expected to attain

to a tranquillity of soul as absolute as that which God en-

joys. He must in all things act in conformity to nature.

God, himself, can do no otherwise. He must be pro-

foundly indifferent to all pleasure or pain, because he must
be far above the reach of either. When the burdens of

life become too oppressive to be borne, he is at liberty to

rid himself of existence, because he is absolutely independ-
ent, and free to live or die just as he pleases. Thus stoic-

ism wrought a deification of man, through the action of

his own powers alone.

Stoicism had many inconsistencies, which could not be

well avoided. In its physiology, it reposed on the mate-

rialism of Epicurus; in its ethics it sought to lean upon
the spiritualism of Plato. It bound everything fast in fate,

and yet gave to the human will entire freedom and abso-

lute independence. Although it had its origin in Greece,

yet the roman mind and soul present a soil the best fitted

to nourish and perfect it.

5. The 'New Academy ; Arcesilaus, Carneades. Of all

the Grecian schools of philosophy, that of the academic,

founded by Plato, was undoubtedly the most extensive.

It rested on a broader foundation, gave a larger scope,

united together a greater mass of principles, and embraced

within its range and compass, a vastly greater amount

and variety of materials, than any other sect or school in

Greece. There was, therefore, more to be developed,

more to be unfolded in this, than in any other system. Its

pretensions were vastly more elveated than any othcK. It

represented the high aristocracy of the intellect, and was

an object of jealousy to all the other schools. Its theory

of knowledge differed from every other. Its doctrine of

ideg-s involved the complete and absolute knowledge of
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things in themselves. It held in contempt all the theories

of knowledge maintained in the other schools. So lofty

were its pretensions, that when the followers of Plato

once admitted a doubt as to the correctness of their own
theory, they began to despair of human intelligence itself.

The doctrine of Plato in its purity continued to be

taught in the academy down to the death of Crates.

Then we find a new element introduced, and urged with

great force. This marks the end of the old and the com-

mencement of the new academy, or, as some have termed

it, the middle academy, referring the new to the advent of

Carneades. There seems to be no very good reason for

this distinction, and accordingly we shall include both

under the new academy.

The first philosopher of this academy was Arcesilaus.

He was a man of extensive learning, great sweetness of

temper and elegance of manners ; but fond of splendid en-

tertainments, and a luxurious manner of living. The new
element he introduced into the school was that of difii-

dence, doubt, uncertainty. He still adhered to the princi-

ple that in the nature of things there is a real certainty;

but he promulgated the distressing doctrine that to the

human mind everything is uncertain, and hence that no
confident assertions should be made. He introduced into

the academy the method of disputation, attacking with

great subtlety and force of logic the dogmatical doctrines

of the schools.

In consequence of being constantly opposed to the

opinions of his adversaries, he was naturally drawn into a

general skepticism in reference to our knowledge of the

absolute existence and nature of things. He was lead to

deny the reality of any adequate criterion of truth, and
recommended it as the part of wisdom to suspend all

definitive judgment. He would not assent to any propo-

sition, the truth of which is not fully established, and
asserted that in all questions opposite opinions may be

supported by arguments of equal weight. He questioned

the testimony of the senses, and the authority of reason;
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but admitted their ability to farnisb probable opinions

sufficient for the conduct of life. Plato himself had laid

the foundation of skepticism in affirming the doctrine that

all knowledge derived from sensible objects is uncertain;

and that the only true science is that which is employed

upon the immutable objects of intelligence, or ideas. The
strong tendency and motives to doubt, now led to a more
full and perfect development of this foundation. The
extent in skepticism to which^ Arcesilaus went, alarmed

both the great body of philosophers, and the state. The
former began to treat him as a common enemy, and the

latter apprehended that his tenets would unsettle the

foundations of society, virtue, and religion. This produced

a species of reaction, and resulted in the establishment of

what has been termed the new academy under Carneades.

This celebrated man was an African, a native of Cyrene.

He was first a pupil of Diogenes, but afterwards became

the successor of Hegesinus in the academy. His labors

tended to develop the doctrine of probability, and to give

to doubt a kind of system. He placed at one extreme the

active intellect, and at the other the objects in and upon

which its activity was exerted. Between these he placed

phantasy, the representative appearance of objects as they

are perceived by the intellect, and having relations both to

the object and the intellect. We can have no certain

knowledge of things, as we have no previous knowledge

of the object; and cannot, therefore, compare it with the

appearance or its phantasy. But the phantasy, or appear-

ance may nevertheless be true, and it would therefore

be unwise to refuse all reliance upon it. "We should

therefore endeavor to distinguish what is probable from

what is not. In seeking for probability we cannot expect

to find it in the object, as that, independent of phantasy,

is unknown to us. We must, therefore, expect to find it

in the other extreme, viz : the intellect.

There are three degrees of probability. The first results

from the liveliness of the impression produced in the

mind.
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The second consists in the agreement of one appearance

with other appearances, which, not only fail to contradict

it, but go to confirm it.

The third is derived from the examination of the appear-

ance itself, under its different aspects. If it always remains

the same under whatever aspect it is viewed, we may place

the greater reliance upon it.

Where all these are combined, and tend unitedly to one

result, the highest degree of probability is established, and

the most complete criterion within the reach of man is

attained. This, however, could only give rise to opinion,

not science, which, according to the doctrine of this school,

is never completely attainable.

Carneades was succeeded by Clitomachus and Philo,

and finally by Antiochus of Asealon, who was the last

preceptor of the Platonic school. He endeavored to de-

monstrate the identity of the academic, peripatetic, and

stoic doctrines with respect to morals, asserting that the

differences between them were merely nominal. He con-

sidered self-love as the primum mobile both of men and

animals, regarding its operation at first as instinctive, and

as afterwards aided by consciousness and reason.

We have now completed the history of that philosophy

which may in strictness be called Grecian. The impulse

given to human thought, through the efibrts of the Grecian

schools of philosophy, was by no means limited to Greece,

When the Grecian republics lost their liberty they also at

the same time lost their free, bold, and enterprising spirit

of inquiry. This was essential to their progress, and hence,

when deprived of it that progress ceased. The Grecian

schools of philosophy continued to drag out a feeble exist-

ence down to the age of Justinian, who closed them up
forever.

A few observations should be made in reference to Gre-

cian philosophy. It will be observed that it differed in one

important respect from the oriental. It regarded the finite,

diversity, rather than the infinite, unity. It also differed in

another. Theology was a far less prominent element in it
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than anthropology. Whatever regarded human know-
ledge, morals, and politics, found in the Grecian mind a

warm and enduring sympathy.

Although in the Grecian mind imagination had the

ascendancy over reason, yet in the forms of their philoso-

phy, in most of the Grecian schools, poetic images were

discarded. In their place, however, was too often substi-

tuted a vocabulary of subtle and barren abstractions.

In the Greek philosophy we first find the elements of

logic. It may not have been used to the best advantage,

but its use, as an instrument of thought, was both known
and felt.

It will be seen and painfully felt, that in reference to the

physical sciences, the Grecian schools made scarcely any

progress. The methods and forms of philosophizing which

they employed, failed altogether in their application to

these sciences. 'No discovery of general laws, no explana-

tion of special phenomena, rewarded the acuteness and

boldness with which they prosecuted their inquiries. They
seem not to have been deficient in facts or ideas, but their

ideas were not distinct and appropriate to the facts. Their

speculations in regard to physics were entirely barren,

never producing what, centuries after. Lord Bacon insisted

should be their legitimate result, fruit.

From Greece, the course of philosophy is divergent, one

branch inclining to the east, and mingling with oriental-

ism in the city of Alexandria ; the other to the west, to be

modified by the Roman spirit in the city of Rome.



CHAPTER VII.

GEEECB—ITS ART.

This is the crowning element of Grecian civilization.

In its varied developments; itsunsurpassing displays ; its as-

tonishing disclosures ; we recognize the active exercise of a

power, as strong as it is effective ; and guided, in its wonder

workings, by a taste, as pure as it is perfect. The charm of

Grecian art has never vanished from the world. Its spell

has never been broken. It has sustained civilization in

its most fearful extremity, and in every age and clime

where it has become known, has awoke in the human
mind, a sense of the beautiful, and kindled in the human
soul, a love of the ideal. To the eye it has presented its

forms of peerless beauty as they glow on the canvas of

Apelles, or stand forth in the sculpture of Phidias ; while

on the ear has fallen its full diapason, mingling the song

of Sophocles and Euripides with the thunder tones of

Demosthenes.

To the perfecting of Grecian art, everything seemed to

conspire. Around Greece nature lay in all her loveli-

ness. She enjoyed a mild and delightful climate, under
the benign influence of which all organized bodies attained

their perfect forms, without dwarfing into insignificance,

or shooting up into disproportionate luxuriance. She pre-

sented, within the briefest compass, the most striking con-

trasts of land and sea, of bay and promontory, of island

and continent. Over her entire land seemed to have
waved the wand of classic beauty. The outline of her

shore exhibited every variety of curve. From her island

gems that lay scattered over the bosom of the ^gean, she
stretched off" into the mainland, smiling from the depth
of her valleys, and laughing from the heights of her hill

tops, until, having attained her mountain fastnesses, she
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sent back her sparkling streamlet, and her rippling river,

to tell the height to which she had mounted, and to furnish

to her Theseus, in the attempt to explore her recesses, the

thread of Ariadne.

Nor should it he forgotten that the Grecian landscape

lay under the arch of a Grecian sky. The one was ever

smiling upon the other, except when the one shed down its

tearful droppings, that the other through them might

appear but the more beautiful. Thus their mutual inter-

changes ofloveliness created all those consonances and con-

trasts, all those varieties of light and shade, which might

be expected from their blended beauties.

But physical nature was not alone in bringing contribu-

tions to Grecian art. She fiirnished the model, but whence

came the mind that should give to it immortality? To
its origin and growth many things contributed. The form

and action of Grecian government ; the manners and cus-

toms of Grecian society ; the ideas and demands of Gre-

cian religion ; all furnished their powerful aids in advancing

to perfection Grecian art.

The element in government that more especially lent its

aid for this purpose, was its freedom ; freedom to think, to

speak, and to act; freedom in employing the pencil and

the chisel in painting and sculpturing every possible form;

freedom in the exhibition of different styles ofarchitecture;

freedom to the poet in the selection of his theme, in the

flow of his numbers ; freedom to the actor as he pictured

life and manners on the stage ; and freedom to the orator

as he ascended the Pnyx to practice the art of persuasion.

The art last mentioned can only flourish in a free element.

It derives its being, the motive that calls it into existence,

alone from this element. As soon would the banana of

the tropics flourish amid the ices of the poles, as the spirit

of eloquence amid the chills and cheerlessness of despotic

governments.

Out of the social element of Greece, arose tw« causes

that contributed largely to the perfection of her art. One

of these is found in her games and gymnasia. The direct
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effect of these exercises was to give to the human form its

utmost symmetry and beauty of proportion. The youth of

all Greece grew up under these ever active influences.

The result was, that the man of tlreece, and the woman of

Greece presented a physical form that exhibited a symme-

try in arrangement, an uniformity in proportion, a harmony

in outline, that furnished to the painter and sculptor a

most perfect model. IsTor had it like the Egyptian, the form

and stillness of death. It was a living form, and the grace

of motion was superadded to the beauty of proportion.

Another cause was found in the rewards and patronage

that stimulated the Grecian artist to his extremest effort.

His reward was praise, glory, immortality. His master-

pieces were exhibited at the celebrations of the games
where all Greece was assembled. He toiled not for

money. His aims were higher, nobler. Place money
or immortality side by side and within the reach of such a

soul as animated the form of Zeuxis, and could he hesi-

tate ? He did not; Many of the Grecian artists never

worked for pay.^

Another great cause is to be found in the patronage

extended to Grecian art. That patronage was public, not

private. The great chef-d'ceuvres of the Grecian artists,

and their works generally, were never to be found in the

private dwelling. They were in the temples, in the places

of public resort, where the games were celebrated, where
the assemblies of the people were convened, where the gods
were worshiped. To see the productions of Athenian art,

you would not enter the dwelling of her Themistocles, not

even of her Pericles. You would visit her public squares,

and ascend her Acropolis. There you would stand in the

full blaze of its splendor. The Grecian painter and sculp-

tor plied his pencil and his chisel, not that his finished

production might grace the purlieus of a lady's parlor, to

attract the gaze of those who were sufficiently fortunate

to compose her evening party, but to be posted up in the

^ Heeren's Polities of Ancient Greece, 343.
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temple or place of public resort, where the eye of all

Greece could look upon it, and read it in his title to im-

mortality. To all the great components of a human soul,

this certainly furnished a powerful motive. The emulation

that arose among the Greek cities to possess the works of

her great artists, furnished also a strong and unceasing

incentive to effort.

There were also public meetings and solemn assemblies,

to which the most enlightened men of the nation were

called, in which prizes were awarded to successful artists.

Erom the time of Phidias a contest among artists existed

for painting at Delphi and at Corinth, and at one of these

Timagoras of Chalcis wrested the prize from Panseus, the

brother or nephew of Phidias. At another, Phidias him-

self was vanquished by Plycletus. These instances esta-

blish confidence by proclaiming the independence of the

judges, as also when Timanthes, at the time little known,

entered the lists with Parrhasius, and saw his work pro-

claimed superior to that of the painter who filled all

Greece with the fame of his triumphs.^

The religion of the Greeks both in its ideas and its

demands furnished a powerful aid in the advancement of

Grecian art. By ideas I mean those embodiments of quali-

ties and attributes under peculiar forms, which they gave

their gods and goddesses. These forms were purely ideal.

The human was taken as the standard, because the most per-

fect of any known. But there is a vast difference between

thehuman form in the general, and that of any one particular

individual. All individual forms are imperfect, because

they all have peculiarities by means of which each is distin-

guished from every other. The ideal tbrm is that in which

all excellences are combined, from which all mere indi-

vidual peculiarities are carefully excluded, and which unites

in one the perfections that nature has scattered through all

her forms. Into this ideal, perfect form, the Greeks

infused the divine essence.

' Boehette's Lectures on Ancient Art, 147.
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Nor were they limited to one form. The Greek religion

was, in form, at least, a polytheism. Their different deities

possessed different powers, exercised different attributes,

and were clothed with different forms. We find peculiari-

ties here, but such only as the nature of the case requires.

To each deity was assigned certain attributes, and a pecu-

liarity of form the best calculated to proclaim them. To
Hercules, for instance, belongs strength; and, wherever

represented, his powerful frame leaves little doubt of the

deity intended, although his invariable accompaniments,

his club and lion skin, were wanting. So, also, the

calm dignity of Zeus or Jupiter ; the animation of Apollo

;

the rash valor of Mars, and the soft loveliness of Venus,

are depicted in their various forms vdth most striking

accuracy. All the forms and arrangements which ac-

company and characterize the peculiar qualities and attri-

butes assigned to a god or goddess, were carefully selected

and combined together. Each, therefore, was an ideal,

but an ideal framed for a special purpose, and for the

accomplishment of a special end. In the assignment of

these qualities and attributes, and in the fixing upon
the forms the best calculated to proclaim them, the

Grecian poets and artists found occasion for the exer-

cise of all their refined taste, their accurate selections,

and peculiar powers of invention. Their invention and
composition, together with their power of giving expres-

sion, were all tasked to the utmost in giving these

perfect ideal forms. Well, therefore, may they be the

forms which constitute the' chef-d'auvres of the Grecian

artists.

The Greek religion contributed by its demands as well

as its ideas to the advancement of Grecian art. These
demands were principally summed up in the imagery and
description required of its poets, in the temples erected by
its architects, and the statuary wrought out by its sculptors.

In all these the appeal must be made to the ideal, and the

strongest possible motive furnished to attain the highest

degree of excellence.
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In these various ways religion in Greece took art by the

hand, encouraged its infant essays, smiled approvingly

upon its maturer labors, and finally clothed herself with its

perfect workmanship. She led it from the humble work-

shop of the artist to the temples of her worship, and there

enshrined it in the bosom of deity.

B esides, and beyond all these, there was something in

the Grecian character itself peculiarly favorable to the

progress and evolutions of art. There was an apprecia-

tion of the beautiful which has been recognized among
no other people. There was, in the language of Fuseli,

"that simplicity of their end, that uniformity of pursuit,

which, in all its derivations, retraced the great princi-

ple from which it sprang, and like a central stamen

drew it out into one immense connected web of congenial

imitation.'"

It seemed to be the great object of the Greeks, to

present to the eyes nothing but models of the beautiful,

to impress its type strongly on the imagination, to favor

its reproduction in every possible manner ; and under the

influence of these ideas, Greek art received its definite

form, and itsimmutable direction. The nude conditionwas

preferred, because that is the most favorable to the de-

velopment of beautiful forms. Great care was taken to

avoid the presentation of ugliness, even where it was

seemingly unavoidable. Thus old age might be indicated

by white hairs, or by some of its usual accessories, but never

by deep, ugly wrinkles, and mean details. With the

Greek artist, no hideous passion disfigures the countenance,

no violent motions mar and break the beautiful lines of

the body. "When he represents the furies, it is not with

ugly forms and distorted features, but only with a symbol

fitted to make them recognized, viz : with a lash of ser-

pents with which they pursue and avenge crime. The

Medusa is a beautiful female head, but it is encircled with

serpents ; as if her beauty would strike even more than

^Fuaeli'a Life and Lectures, ii, 34.
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the horror " which turns the gazer's spirit into stone."

ISTever do anger, rage, fury, despair, carried to that degree

which disfigures the human countenance, profane the

beautiful productions of Grreeian art. Every possible means

was resorted to, to secure the production and creation of

beautiful forms. The women of Sparta kept in their bed-

chambers, statues of Nereus, Narcissus, Hyacinthus, Castor

and Pollux, that they might have beautiful children. Aris-

totle made it a rule to remove from the eyes of young
men every ignoble image. Their most beautiful women
served as the models from which their finest sculptures

and paintings were taken. Thus Elpinice, the lovely

sister of Cimon, while he was the head of the republic,

took a pride in being a model to Polygnotus. The people

of Croton brought all the most beautiful girls before

Zeuxis, in order that .he might gather from them all the

elements to compose his Helen.*

Under these combined influences we may well look to

Greece for many of the most glorious creations of art, and
many of the most perfect models it has ever yet presented

to the world.

Every branch of G-recian art, as we shall see, had its

history. " Greek art " as Fuseli remarks, " had her infancy,

but the graces rocked the cradle, and love taught her to

speak." It is interesting to trace the evolution of the more
perfect forms, as the different schools succeeded each other,

each successively excelling in some particular excellence,

until G-reece lost her nationality, and with it her govern-

ment, philosophy, and art.

To present any intelligible view of this element of

humanity as developed in G-reece, it becomes necessary to

adopt some method of division, some arrangement in re-

ference to its different branches. For this purpose I pro-

pose to include everything appertaining to art, so far as its

development in Greece is concerned, under three great

divisions, viz : the objective, subjective, and mixed.

'BocTiette's Lectures on Ancient Art, 137-40.
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The OBJECTIVE include all those in which the art is de-

veloped by the human faculties through the medium of

some external object upon which they act. Under this

class are included the material or plastic arts, frequently

called the arts of design, as painting, sculpture, and archi-

tecture.

The SUBJECTIVE include those which are developed by
the human faculties in and through their own action, with-

out the necessity of any object upon which to act; and
through which to display themselves. These are purely

mental. They are arts which orginate and are perfected

in the mind itself They are the arts of music, of poetry,

and of eloquence, whether of the writer or the speaker.

The MIXED include those which are neither purely ob-

jective nor purely subjective, but which partake something

of the character of both. They are the art dramatic, and
the art military.

In the development of Grecian art, indeed in that of all

art, four things are to be considered, which as they belong

to art generally, and not to Grecian art in particular, I

shall merely indicate, without dwelling on them.

Of these, the first are the powers and faculties of the

human mind, which are directly instrumental in its produc-

tion; and without the active exercise of which no art

would ever exist. It is these that invent, that compose,

that give expression.

The second consist in the medium or object, in and

through which these powers and faculties are exercised,

and by means of which the productions of art are rendered

possible. These are wood, clay, canvas, ivory, gold, mar-

ble, men, faculties of mind, and all things else in or

through which art is developed.

The third consists in the standard of judgment, in the

peculiar action of certain faculties, which is summed up

in the word taste, to which all the matters of art are to

be submitted. This is more a matter of feeling than of

intellect. It is to the productions of the artist, what con-

scientiousness, or the moral sense, is to the actions of the
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man. It has different degrees of elevation among different

people.

The fourth consists in the object sought to be accom-

plished by artistic production, and in the comparative

strength of that object in the creation of motives to operate

upon the mind of the artist. In this is found the motive

power to which all art owes, if not its existence, at least

its perfection.

I. The first division of art includes the objective. In

this are embraced all those varieties of art which are alone

wrought out of external nature through the action of the

human faculties. The intellectual powers have a threefold

action, receptive, reflective, and reproductive.

By the first they simply receive, and in that the external

senses are their great instruments. So far as external

nature is-^oncerned, they have no other. Through these

channels outward nature, with all its mighty machinery

of agencies, causes and effects, becomes introduced into,

and forms a part of mind. The landscape with all its

varieties of hill and valley, of light and shade, exists

not in space alone ; it becomes also embalmed in human
thought.

The receptive power, however, is by no means limited

to outward nature, or to the external senses as its instru-

ments. The very term external applied to these senses

implies that it is distinctive, and that, therefore, there are

others. There are also internal senses that belong to the

soul, as well as external that appertain to the body. The
sense of the beautiful, of the true, of the just, of the divine,

belongs to an organized soul and not to an organized body.

From all these sources, both external and internal, the in-

tellect receives.

It also reflects, and that follows next in order. That

consists in its own appropriate action upon the materials

it has thus received. It analyzes, synthetizes, compares,

abstracts, deduces, separates, connects, reasons, and thinks

consecutively and othenvise, and thus throws into a thou-
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sand different forms the materials it has gathered up from
its external and internal senses.

It is now prepared to exercise its reproductive powers.

These appear last, and constitute its crowning effort. In

the exercise of these, the materials received into the mind,

and variously acted upon by its reflective power, are made
to reappear in all the various forms of art. The beauties

gathered from the landscape glow on the painter's canvas.

The forms of beauty and sublimity which nature presents,

emerge from the shapeless marble beneath the sculptor's

chisel. Thus it is that nature is made to reappear at the

bidding of art. It is its high perogative to reproduce the

forms of nature cast in the mould of mind. It collects

from all forms their peculiar beauties ; recombines them
in harmonious proportions ; adds beauty to the beautiful

and sublimity to the sublime ; and thus presents its fault-

less model, and its perfect product. •

As we might reasonably expect, the arts first developed

are objective. The forms of nature are made to reappear

through the instrumentality of outward nature. It seems

fitting that mind should be first exercised upon outward or

objective nature before it acts subjectively upon itself.

The OBJECTIVE embraces painting, sculpture, and archi-

tecture.

1. Painting. The painter's art includes both drawing

and coloring. It consists in the representation of visible

objects upon a plane surface by means of figure and color.

It is founded in the art of designing, which represents

objects on a plane by lines and strokes. In its origin it

is. often intimately connected with the art of writing.

There is no evidence that there was ever any period in

Grecian history in which ideas were sought to be conveyed,

by representations of objects on plane surfaces. The

introduction of the alphabet into Greece is attributed to

Cadmus, the Phoenician, who founded Thebes.

Painting in Greece, as a fine art, is of less antiquity

than sculpture. There exists greater difficulty, and more

numerous obstacles, in bringing painting to a comparative
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degree of perfection than sculpture. There is so much of

the illusive in it, so much of the unreal, so much of the

expression outwardly of internal powers, as to render it

later than other arts in being brought to any high degree of

perfection.

The Greeks seem ever desirous of tracing the origin of

things, whether mental or physical, to moral sources.

Hence they derive from the depth of affection both the

idea and the motive to which they ascribe the first essay

in painting and incidentally in sculpture.

A young maiden was about to undergo a temporary

separation from her lover. As he happened to be placed

between a lighted lamp and the wall, she observed on
the latter his profile perfectly shadowed forth. The idea

occurred to her that she might trace around that shadow
a line, precisely following its contour, and thus preserve his

image. She promptly put in practice the suggestion of

her mind, and by this ingenious device, laid the foundation

of an art as lovely and as lasting almost as the moral feel-

ing in which it originated.

It is added that her father Dibutade was a potter in the

city of Sycione. Observing the outline drawn by his

daughter, he applied clay on the strokes, following the

contours such as she had designed. In this manner he
formed a medallion, or profile of earth, which he after-

wards burnt in his furnace. This was long preserved as

an interesting relic'

The first essays in painting among the Greeks were un-

doubtedly confined to the linear method. The same word
in its etymology with them expressed both painting and
writing. The tool employed was a style, or pen, of wood
or metal ; the materials a board, or plane of wood, metal,

stone, or some prepared compound.^

Painting, in its first essays, was limited to the formation

of sciagrams, which were simply the outlines of a shade,

^Constable's Misedlany, xxxix, 44; Qoguet's Origin of Laws, n, 331.
° Fuseli's Life and Lectures, ii, 35, 36.
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and exhibited merely the profile of the object. From them
the advance was made to the monogram, which were also

outlines of figures without light or shade, but having some
addition of parts within the outline. The monochrom
came next, which expressed the painting by a single color

on a plane or tablet. The color chiefly used was red.

The priming was with white. There was a covering of

wax in or through which the outlines were traced with a

firm but pliant style called oestrum. When all the neces-

sary alterations were made and the design was settled, it

was suffered to dry, covered with a brown encaustic varnish,

and the lights worked over again with a point still more
delicate than the oestrum. By these means masses of

light and shade were at length made to appear, and the

polyorom, or employment of different colors, came into

use, and finally the pencil was added to the oestrum, and
the picture was gradually advancing to perfection.^

The pencil finally entirely supplanted the oestrum, as an

instrument of painting, but at what particular period of

time this occurred, is not well ascertained. The first

painting of which we have any satisfactory account, is the

battle of Magnete by Bularohus in the year B. C. 718.

This is said to have been purchased by Candaules, king of

Lydia, for its weight in gold. There is little remaining to

enlighten us in reference to the early progress of painting

in Greece. We should bear in mind that sculpture, its sis-

ter art, received among the Greeks, much the greatset share

ofattention. No production of the Grecian oestrum, or pen-

oil, has come down to us, while many specimens of Grecian

sculpture, or exact copies from them, still remain.^

Another fact, the Greek painters never made use of oil

colors. They always used water colors, and those gene-

rally the following, viz : white, yellow, red, and black.^

The history of painting in Greece is divided by Memes

into four periods, of which the first is made to terminate

'Faseli'a Life and Lectures, u, 36, 37. " Gonstc^le's MisceUmy,

143. ' Manual of Olasmal literature, 139.
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witli Bularchus about B. 0. 720. Of this period scarce

anything is known beyond conjecture.

The second period is embraced iu the time intervening

between Bularchus and Zeuxis, who flourished about the

year B. C. 400.

This was properly the preparatory period. It is the

period where facts first appear and overbalance conjec-

ture. The first great name that adorns this period, is that

of Polygnotus of Thasos. He painted the pcecile at

Athens, and the lesche, or public hall at Delphi. In his

paintings as described, there seems to have been a total

want of what is now termed composition, and they had

no perspective. He was, nevertheless, a great genius, and

his works were monumental, recording the feats, consecrat-

ing the acts, perpetuating the rites, propagating the reli-

gion, and disseminating the peculiar doctrines of the Hellenic

nation. Although he seemed heedless of the rules pre-

scribed to inferior excellence, yet he had a lofty simplicity,

and by the glimpses he caught of the genius in the indi-

vidual, he obviously attained to a sense of ideal beauty

and grandeur, and actually improved upon the models

furnished by nature. He may be said to be the first who
succeeded in what has been termed, "the expression of

undescribed being." His paintings were admired by Pliny,

six hundred years afterwards.

As Polygnotus was the first, so ApoUodorus, the Athe-

nian, and the instructor of Zeuxis, was the last, among
the great painters of this period. He improved the art

both in its instruments and style. He substituted the

pencil for the cestrum. He was the first colorist of his

age. He taught the magic of light and shade to play upon

the canvas. His great merit, however, probably consists

in a more perfect understanding and appreciation of the

ideal than any of his predecessors. He was enabled to

do this by more thoroughly studying the general forms

under which nature arranges her species, by separating

the peculiarities that distinguish the individual from those

that belong to the species ; and thus arriving at the beauty
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and grandeur of form as form, without marring it by any-

thing peculiar to the individual. He seized upofi and
personified the central form of the class to which his

object belonged. He. could represent elegance without

effeminacy, and grandeur without hugeness. He also

brought out the mental qualities through the outward

form. In his adoring priest, filled with gratitude to God,

whose arrows had avenged his wrongs and restored his

daughter, we recognize personified the character of devo-

tion ; in his wrecked Ajax, hurling defiance from the sea^

swept rock, that of impiety. To ApoUodorus is ascribed

the invention of tints, the mixtures of colors, and the gra-

dations of shade.

The third period in the history of painting in Greece

commences with Zeuxis, and ends with Apelles about

B. C. 330. The great merit of Zeuxis consists mainly in

the rigid comparison he instituted between what belonged

to the genus, and what to the class; and in arriving,

through that comparison, at that ideal form, which unites

the various powers scattered among many, in one object,

to one end. He improved form upon form to a perfect

image. In his composition was great simplicity. He
often relied upon the perfection of a single figure to

concentrate interest. He was also simple in his coloring,

never using more than four, and frequently only two

pigments. He painted monochroms on a background,

adding the lights in white, thus extending light and shade

to masses.

To him succeeded Parrhasius, who studied the character

of outline ; examined into its proportions : investigated its

elements ; and established the standard of the divine and

heroic form. He gave to that form in painting, what

Polycletus did to the human in sculpture, a canon of pro-

portion.^ " He fixed the maximum, the point from which

descends the ultimate line of celestial beauty, the angle

within which moves what is inferior, beyond which, what

' MtseU's Life and Lectures, ii, 40.
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i8 portentous." "In the simplicity of this principle," says

Fuseli,' " lies the uninterrupted progress and the unattain-

able superiority of Grecian art." Parrhasius claimed that

he stood at the boundaries of art.

He was also the master, if not the inventor of allegorical

painting. He painted the Athenian demos, or people,

which was intended to combine in its varied expression all

the contradictory qualities which belonged to that singular

but gifted race of men. The personification of the Athe-

nian demos was also an object of sculpture, but whether

previous or subsequently to the painting of Parrhasius is

not known.

If Parrhasius endeavored to attain the perfect in form,

his competitor, Timanthes, the Cynthian, made no less

powerful efforts to inspire the form with mind, and ani-

mate it with the passions. His most celebrated painting

was the immolation of Iphigenia. The father, Agamem-
non, was present at the sacrifice of his daughter. The
painter shows his art by making him veil his face at the

moment of the sacrifice, " when in gradation he had con-

sumed every image of grief within the reach of art, from
the unhappy priest to the deeper grief of Ulysses, and from
that to the pangs of kindred sympathy in Menelaus, unable

to express with dignity the father's woe, he threw a veil

or a mantle over his face." ^ Thus, by the gradation of

that master passion, grief, in the faces ofthe assistant mourn-

ers, he showed the reason why that of the principal one

was hidden from the view.

ApoUodorus, Zeuxis and Parrhasius, were the great

Grecian painters who had arrived at the ideal in form, and
had fixed the canon of proportion.

Timanthes had added the display of thought, feeling and
passion. It still remained to add grace and polish to the

form ; amenity or truth to the tones ; magic and imper-

ceptible transition to the abrupt division of masses, and
depth and roundness to composition.^

^JBhiseU's Life and LectiiA-es,n,^l. ^ Idem, 45. 'Idem, 58.
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Eupompus established the school of Sicyon. WTien
consulted by the young sculptor, Lysippus, on the subject

of imitation, pointing to the passing multitude, he said,

"Behold my models: from nature, not from art, must
he study, who aspires to the true excellence of art."

Aristides of Thebes followed Timanthes in evolving from

the soul its thoughts, feelings and passions, and in compell-

ing them to speak through his canvas. " His volume was
man, his scene society. He drew the subtle discriminations

of mind in every stage of life, the whispers, the simple

cry of passion, and its most complex accents. Such, as

history informs us, was the suppliant whose voice you
seem to hear, such his sick man's half extinguished eye

and laboring breast, such his Byblis expiring in the pangs

of love ; and above all, such his half-slain mother, shudder-

ing almost in the very agonies of death, lest her eager

babe should suck the blood from her palsied nipple. Her
expression, poised between the anguish of maternal affec-

tion and the pangs of death, gives to commiseration an

image which has never been surpassed. Timanthes had
marked the limits that discriminate terror from the excess

of horror, while Aristides drew the line that separates it

from disgust."'

Euphranor the Isthmian, both a painter and a sculptor, the

disciple of Aristides, studied the refinements of expression.

His statue of Paris has been much admired. Theon of

Samos exhibited the eager haste of a young warrior to join

the fight. Pamphilus, the Amphipolitan, was eminent for

the natural feeling and truth of his style. He was the most

scientific artist of his time, and was the master of Apelles.

The fourth and last epoch of painting in Greece com-

mences with Apelles, who flourished about the conclusion

of the fourth century before Christ. This epoch witnessed

both the glory and the fall of Grecian art. The name of

Apelles has came down to us encircled with a halo of glory.

It is suggestive of unrivaled and unattainable excellence

'Fusdi'a Life and Lectures, n, 64, 65.
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in art. He, in an eminent degree, united in his own style,

the scattered excellences which had separately adorned

the performances of his predecessors. Fuseli does not

attribute to him exclusive sublimity of invention, nor the

most acute discrimination of character, nor the vridest

sphere of comprehension, nor the most judicious and best

balanced composition, nor the deepest pathos of expression.

" His great prerogative consisted," he remarks, " more in

the unison than in the extent of his powers. He knew
better what he could do, what ought to be done, at what

point he could arrive, and what lay beyond his reach,

than any other artist. Grace of conception and refine-

ment of taste were his elements, and went hand in hand
with grace of execution and taste in finish

;
powerful and

seldom possessed singly, irresistible when united.^

" His Venus, or personification of female grace, was es-

teemed the most faultless creation of the Grecian pencil

;

the most perfect example of that simple yet unapproacha-

ble grace of conception, of symmetry of form, and exquisite

finish, in which may be summed up the distinctive beauties

of his genius. That has been styled " the wonder of art,

the despair of artists ; whose outline baffled every attempt

at emendation, whilst imitation shrunk from the purity,

the force, the brilliancy, the evanescent gradations of her

tints." ^ This picture was long afterwards purchased by
Augustus for one hundred talents, equivalent to twenty
thousand pounds sterling.

Apelles had some distinguished contemporaries. Among
these was Protogenes, an excellent artist, whose style of

finish was much celebrated. Nicias is reported to have
touched up the statues of Praxiteles. Somewhat later

flourished Mchomachus, Pausias, ^tion, and Albano,
and some others ; but art began to degenerate.

Portrait painting was later in arriving at perfection than
other kinds. This does not seem to have been a branch
much cultivated among the Greeks. They much preferred

^Ihiseli's Life and Lectures, n, 63, 63. " Idem, 64.
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the sculptured bust to the plane surface to which painting

was confined. Apelles appears to have been almost alone

in practicing portrait painting, but he threw into it all

the majesty of his art. This branch did not arrive at

much perfection until the time of Alexander. Some idea

may be formed of its comparative importance, fi-om the

fact that Pausanias, in his travels through Greece during

the second century, states that he saw eighty-eight master-

pieces of history, and only half the number of portraits.

To show the far greater relative importance of sculpture

over painting, among the Greeks, it may be stated that the

same writer mentions the names of one hundred and sixty-

nine sculptors, and only fifteen painters ; while after three

centuries of spoliation, he found in Greece, three thousand

statues, not one of them a copy, while he describes only

one hundred and thirty-one paintings.

Painting, together with all the other Grecian arts,

declined nearly at the same time, and from the operation

of the same causes. The Greeks were animated by a free

and a national spirit. Patriotism, love of country, and love

of freedom, nerved every hand, animated every heart, and

inspired every head with an honest, and powerful enthu-

siasm. These were inwrought into every production of

the Grecian pencil and chisel. They glowed on her can-

vas; they spoke from her marble. While these con-

tinued, the institutions of Greece remained firm, and her

arts commanded wonder and admiration. They disap-

peared with the losaof her national independence. Her in-

stitutions sunk under the strokes by which her liberties were

cloven down. Herpublic, nationalgameswere discontinued

;

her gymnasia were closed ; the physical education, and

martial exercises of her youth were neglected ; the streets

of her once glorious Athens presented no longer the most

perfect forms of living nature.

We should cease longer to wonder at the decline of art.

The hand of the painter and sculptor was palsied, the

tongue of the orator paralyzed. To borrow the language

of another, " When the spirit of liberty forsook the public,
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grandeur had left the private mind of Greece. Subdued

by Philip of Macedon, the gods of Athens and Olympia

had migrated to Pella, and Alexander was become the

representative of Jupiter. Still those who had lost the

substance fondled the shadow of liberty. Ehetoric mi-

micked the thunders of oratory ; sophistry and metaphysic

debate, that philosophy which had guided life; and the

grand taste that had dictated to art the monumental style,

invested gods with human form and raised individuals to

heroes, began to give way to refinements in appreciating

the degrees of elegance or of resemblance in imitation.^

2. Sculpture. Sculpture was an art early and exten-

sively cultivated in Greece. It is an art far more simple

and uniform than that of painting. The subjects to which

it may be applied are much fewer in number, and less

complicated in their relations. The great object in view

may be comprised in giving to the subjects upon which it

acts, form and character. In doing this, however, it may
be said to have but one style. Painting may have many.

It has its various schools. The Roman, Lombard, Floren-

tine, Venetian and Flemish, all pursue the same end by
different means. But the sculptor, in the practice of his

art, is limited. The magic of light and shade, all the mul-

tiplicity of ends accomplished by variety and depth of

color, are beyond his reach. He deals in solid realities.

His substantial figures defy all attempts at perspective.

His stony drapery is of too heavy a material to be lifted by
the zephyr, and to float in the breeze. His locks require

no binding fillet to render them obedient to the laws of

gravity.

The excellence of every art must consist in the complete

accomplishment of its purpose ; and in reference to sculp-

ture, that purpose is accomplished by perfection of form,

and expression of character. The very essence of the

sculptor's art consists in correctness, in arriving at perfect

accuracy of form. Superadded to this is the ornament of

'Fuseli's Life and Lectures, ii, 60, 61.
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grace, dignity of character, and appropriateness of expres-

sion. All these may be seen in the Apollo, the .Venus,

and the Laocoon.

Sculpture in Greece was first employed in fashioning

the gods who were the objects of adoration. In primitive

periods, the first essays of sculpture were rude and unfash-

ioned. Even coarse stones and trunks of trees were the

fijst representatives of deity. These were subsequently

replaced by forms almost divine ; still the early representa-

tions were preserved and regarded with peculiar veneration

as the ancient images of the deities.

As the art advanced, these rude representations became
more determinate in their forms, the square column by
slow gradations approaching to a semblance of the human
figure. The trunk of the body was first made to appear,

before the extremities were attempted. For sometime

after the attempt was made to bring out the upper and

lower extremities, the arms were not separated from the

body, nor the limbs from each other. It is in this stage of

development that the sculptor's art appears mostly among
the ancient Egyptians.

It has been conjectured that the first idea of sculptured

art was derived from the Phoenicians. It is well known

that that enterprising people, at very early periods, founded

banks in some of the Grecian isles, and erected factories

on some of her coasts. They were much in the habit of

erecting posts or columns at the entrance of their factories,

and to these erections they attached the idea of their na-

tional God, Thoth, or Theuth, adding to it the Phallas, as

an universal symbol of nature. From these posts or pil-

lars, with the appendage just mentioned, resulted directly

the form of the Hermes. The Greeks placed a head on

this pillar, and by this single addition, probably made on

the Attic territory, completed the rough draft of their Her-

mes—the Mercury of the Romans.

It is also worthy of remark here, that the peculiar ele-

ment in Egyptian art, which sought to represent a double

nature, that is, the human and animal, by combining in
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almost infinite variety, the different forms and features of

the one with those of the other, found its place in Grecian

art, and that, too, with very much greater variety than in

the Egyptian. This is attested by the giants, harpies,

syrens, sphynxes, centaurs. Pan, without speaking of

other and much stranger combinations, such as Pegasus,

the grifiin, and the chimsera. There is, however, this re-

markable difference between the Egyptian and Grecian.

In the former the head of the animal is always placed on

a human body ; in the latter the human head is placed on

the body of an animal. There is, it is true, an exception to

this in the minotaur, in which the head of a bull is placed

on a human body, but that is derived from a Phoenician

fable, and hence may come from the same symbolic sources

whence Egyptian art "derived the type of its images. This

reversal of the Egyptian, so generally introduced into Greek
art, may rest upon two reasons. First, to give the human
the predominance by the endowment of a human head the

most noble of all the parts of the human body, and the

most difiicillt of imitation. And second, to avoid produc-

ing disgust by excessive hideousness, and also by means
of numberless gradations to produce the appearance of

simple and real beings endowed with all the organs of

intelligence and life. Thus Pan, with the legs and feet of

a goat, although represented with a human body and head,

yet the latter by the horns on its head, the glands on its neck,

its pointed ears, peculiar form of eye, shaggy eyebrows,

wide nostrils, elongated face, open mouth, and projecting

chin, is made to proclaim, not so much parts of one annexed
to parts of the other, as an intimate union, or blending, or

creation, as we may say almost the creation of a new species,

by so adapting the different parts of two to each other, as

to make as nearly as possible one harmonious whole.

But another much more remarkable production of Gre-
cian art in the more advanced stages of its progress, is to

be found ; not in the attempt to blend and mingle together

two species, but the two sexes of the same species, in the

Greek hermaphrodite. Here " the man and the woman
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are so admirably expressed and so exquisitely blended in

all tbeir parts, that they cannot in any way be separated

or distinguished one from the other; and the ideal being

which results from the blending of the two sexes presents

all the appearance of a real being, joined to all the charm
of truth, and to all the illusion of nature."*

The primitive schools of sculpture in Greece were to be
found in the cities of Sicyon, -^Egina, Corinth, and Athens.
Of these Sicyon lay at the eastern extremity of the Co-

rinthian gulf, and was probably the oldest city in Europe.

It was early celebrated for wealth, enterprise, and intelli-

gence. It was the centre of a productive commerce. It

early sent forth many masters of design. It obtained the

venerable appellation of "mother of the arts."

The foundation of the school of Sicyon in sculpture is

attributed to Dibutade, who was a potter, and became
acquainted with the art of modeling by filling up with

clay the outline which his daughter had drawn on the wall

to preserve the likeness of her lover. Thus these two arts

of design had a kindred origin.

The rock of -^gina, emerging from the Saronic gulf

nearly opposite to Athens, exhibits a remarkable example

of the great events which can be accomplished by a com-

paratively insignificant city. It not only met with great

successes in war, but cherished the arts of peace, carrying

some of them, especially sculpture, to a high degree of

perfection. The school that here originated was greatly

distinguished by originality of style and invention. The

statue of Juno at Samos, called the most ancient image of

that goddess, was the work of her sculptor Smilis. He
might be said to have been the first master ; and, in his

work is discoverable a gravity and austere grandeur,

which long remained in the noble marbles which, in

^gina, adorned the temple of Jupiter Panhellenius.

Corinth was, at early periods, more celebrated as the

patroness of painting than of sculpture.

" Bochette on Ancient Art, 83, 5.
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Of all the G-recian cities the highest degree of celebrity

in sculpture as well as in painting, was attained by Athens.

The most celebrated of her early sculptors was Daedalus,

originally from Crete, and who accompanied Theseus from

thence to Athens, in the year 1234, before the Christian

era. He introduced into Athens an improved style of

sculpture. The materials out of which his sculptures were

made, was chiefly wood. Of them, no fewer than nine

were existing in the second century before Christ. His

works are described as rude and uncomely in aspect, and

yet as having something of divinity in their appearance.

He gave a vivacity to the attitude, and an animated ex-

pression to the countenance which had not been witnessed

in the works of previous sculptors. He is said to have

raised the arms in varied position from the sides, detached

the legs and opened the eyes, previously narrow and blink-

ing. He was the first to form something like a school of

art in Athens, and his works excited the admiration of his

own rude age. This indicates an important progress in

art, and marks an era in its history. The Egyptian, and

indeed all the forms of art previously, had done little more
than to indicate the limbs and features, without detaching

them, and enabling them to stand out as living realities.

This fact of detaching, and complete developments of parts,

constitutes the point of divergence at which Greek art, as

yet in its cradle, separates itself from Egyptian art, never

again to meet. There are those, however, who do not

attribute all this advance to Daedalus. They understood

under the name of Daedalus, a school of artists, probably

Athenians, who disseminated at difl:erent periods, and in

different places, though not far distant, the one from the

other, some knowledge and some mechanical practices

derived from a Phoenician source. Thus the Daedalian

school, under the name of Daedalus, was employed for

some centuries, not only in gathering up all the elements

of art that had been developed by the Egyptian and Phoe-

nician, but also to elevate the art of sculpture into a higher

position, to give it new tendencies, to animate it with a
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new spirit, and to render it more acceptable to the growing

demands of Greek taste. At the same time it is highly-

probable, that during some part of this long period, there

may have arisen in this school, a man, such as in the

great crisis of history are almost always produced by the

ferment of the human mind, and who, from being endowed
with peculiar talents, or thrown into some extraordinary

enterprise, was enabled to seize the direction of art, and

to impress upon it his name, and thus at a later period

to be considered as its living expression and personifica-

tion.

Besides the early seats of Grecian art in connection with

sculpture, to which allusion has now been made, there

was an Ionian school which was principally confined to

the islands of Samos and Chios. Of the former, Rhsecus,

the son of Philseus, and Theodorus the son of Telecles, were

much celebrated as the first who taught how to cast brass

and melt it into statues. They lived about the middle of

the sixth century before the Christian era.

The Chian school claim to have been the first to intro-

duce marble as the material of sculpture. The Chian

Malas flourished about 649 years B. C. Ifot only marble

but bronze statues are said to have issued first from the

insular, and most probably from the Chian school. The
early adoption of bronze as a material for sculpture was a

fortunate circumstance, for two reasons : one that its hard-

ness was favorable to the perpetuity of the art; and the

other that its small value aff'orded less temptation to the

spoiler, and thus it was more likely to have a longer con-

tinuance. The earliest works in bronze seem not to have

been cast, but were worked out by the hammer.

The most ancient monument of Grecian sculpture, still

extant, is generally believed to be the bas-relief, upon a

single stone, nine feet in height and thirteen in width, in

the portal to the gates of Mycenae, representing two lions

sitting face to face against the sides of a column, their

hinder feet resting on the lower part of the block over the

lintel of the gate, and their front feet upon the prolonged
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pedestal of the column. These are cut out of compact

limestone of a green hue.^

In the Sicyon school, about the commencement of

the sixth century before Christ, flourished Dipcsnus and

Scyllis, two brothers. Their works, some of them in

Parian marble, presented a decided advance beyond any

thing the sculptor's art had previously attained. Prior to

this period the general style of sculpture had been dry and

minute. The hair in locks, curls or little knobs, was
labored; the drapery, disposed in rigid and methodical

folds, was finished with painful minuteness ; the limbs and
countenance, while in many respects rude, incorrect and
tasteless in expression, were, nevertheless, elaborated with

the most extreme care. An attention and care was de-

voted to the parts, which should rather have been bestowed
upon the whole. In regard to the works of these artists, it

has been remarked that their execution was much more
free, the whole effect more powerful, the forms better

selected and composed, and the expression more natural,

if not more animated.^

A number of pupils were early sent out from this school,

whose labors tended much to the advancement of this art,

both in Greece, and through the Grrecian colonies. The
principal of these were Learchus, a native of Rhegium

;

Theocles, Dontas, Doryclidos and Medon, Lacedaemonians;

and Terteus and Angelion of Delos. At Agrigentum also,

Perillus rivaled the masters of the parent schools. The
colonies in Magna GrsBcia, embracing Ehegium and Cro-

tona in Italy, and Syracuse and Agrigentum in Sicily,

were early seats of the arts, particularly of sculpture.

The two Chian brothers, Bupalus and Anthemis, who
lived B. C. 517 years, brought to great perfection sculp-

ture in marble. The beauty of their works caused them
to be admired in succeeding ages.

In Athens, the art of sculpture was much indebted to
Pisistratus, who, in common with other kings, was called

^ Elgin Marbles, i, 111. " Constable's Miscellany, xxxix, 40.
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tyrant; but who, nevertheless, laid the foundation of a

school which afterwards received general attention. He
esteemed highly the elegant arts, and acknowledged the
supremacy of intellect. Under him all artists were sure

of protection. Eucharis, the sculptor, excelled in his

representations of warriors in armor. Gallon was cele-

brated for his statues of bronze. Callimachus introduced

into his compositions of sculpture a lightness and elegance

before unattained.

The materials have, at different periods of time, been
quite various, out of which the Greeks constructed their

sculptures. "Wood, plaster, and clay, appear to have been
those the earliest made use of for that purpose. Subse-

quently ivory and gold for inlaying, were introduced. For
statues of Minerva, the wood of the olive was sought after,

while at Temnos, a statue of Venus was made from the

female myrtle. Different kinds of wood continued to be

made use of, after the art had attained to great perfection,

even down to the time of Phidias.

It is by no means well settled when bronze came first to

be used by the Grecian artists. It has been supposed to

have been made a substitute for wood, about the year B.

C. 869. It is obvious from the statements of Homer, and

his description of the shield of Achilles, that the art of

design, and the working of figures in metal, was brought

to a great height of perfection in his time.

The first sculptors in marble were Dipcenus and Seyllis

about the year B, C. 680. ]!fot unfrequently a part of the

statue was of wood, and other parts, as the face, hands,

and feet of stone. The use of marble in sculpture was

probably first confined to bas-reliefs alone. Dipcenus and

Seyllis are supposed to have been the first who made use of

it in the construction of entire statues.

In regard to metal as a material for the sculptor, the

most ancient of all works in it is a brazen statue of Jupiter

at Lacedsemon, spoken of by Pausanias. It was not

made out of a single piece of metal, but of several separate

portions, which were a species of hammer work, and were
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afterwards closely riveted together. Several statues were

made in this way at Lacedaemon, by Gitiadus, before the

first Messenian war. Laminae of metal were placed one

over another like the weaving of a garment. The plates

so used were carved and chased into the forms required.

And this seems to have been an improvement upon the

first method, and was applied to the fabrication of colossal

statues.

The art of melting and casting brass into statues is

attributed to Rhoecus and Theodorus both Samians, who

lived about the middle of the sixth century before the

Christian era. To them the casting in moulds has been

the most generally ascribed. This was entirely distinct

from the modeling of figures in clay, which had another,

and a prior oiigin. The art of casting in moulds, so far as

the fabrication of statues.is concerned, evidently formed an

epoch in the history of sculpture.

Of all kinds aiM varieties of sculpture, the plastic art

was justly regarded as the pareat. Pasiteles, a self-taught

artist, made three divisions, assigning, however, the plas-

tic or modeling art as the origin of each. There were

statuary, or the art of making complete figures in any ma-
terial ; sculpture proper, or the art of cutting marble into

statues, bas-reliefs, and ornamental pieces for architecture

and chasing, or the ai't of working forms on hammered or

. hollowed out plates of metal, either for bas-reliefs generally,

or as a coating to some other material.^

The battle of Marathon infused a new spirit into Grrecian

art. This occurred B. C. 490, and from that date to the

era of Pericles, was the brightest page in its history. A
new energy was infused into the moral character of the

institutions of Greece, and they acquired a vigor and sta-

bility before unknown. To opulence and security were
added the consciousness ofpower, and the love of elegance;

and all these were especially propitious to the arts of sculp-

ture and architecture. The results soon began to become

^Mffin Marbles, i, 105-10.
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apparent. Several of the immediate predecessors, or early

contemporaries of Phidias, attained distinction in the prac-

tice of art. Among these has been more particularly

mentioned Pythagoras of Rhegium. He ranks among the

inventors of that system of proportion which taught to

unite elegance with truth, and which guided the practice,

while its perfection was improved by the discoveries of

each succeeding master.

But the last and greatest of the early school of sculp-

ture was Myron, the immediate precursor of Phidias. He
stands on the line of demarkation between two epochs,

exhibiting in his works some of the hardness and defects

of that which was expiring, with many of the excellences

of that which was opening. His most colossal works were
in wood, while others were in bronze. No original of his

has come down to us. His great merit consisted in per-

fecting sculpture as the representation of the external form.

He did not reach the embodiment of sftitiment by means
of it. He rather copied nature exactly as she appeared

without seeking to attain the ideal in form. He is said

first to have promulgated the principle, " that propriety in

the separate parts was beauty, or that a work of art was

beautiful as a whole, according as the partial forms and

proportions corresponded to their offices and to the gene-

ral character." This principle fully carried out would con-

stitute the highest refinement of material art, and would

give to form, considered merely as form, its noblest ex-

pression.

We now approach the age of Pericles, immortalized by

the genius of Phidias. This opened a new era for sculp-

ture. It was characterized by great concentration of effort.

It was all embraced in one seat, in one parent school.

Athens was a common seminary in which was all the

stirring rivalry of emulation. Under the rule and guid-

ance of her great men, she had attained a proud preemi-

nence of fame and wealth. She was, therefore, now in a

condition to astonish the world by her art. The. hour had

come, and with it the man.
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Phidias, tlie eon of Charmides, an Athenian citizen,

was born about B. C. 500, and studied under Eladas.

He wrought in many different materials, such as wood,

plaster, clay ; but his labors in these were comparatively

insignificant. His larger works have been distributed

into three classes : the toreutic, or statues of mixed mate-

rials, of which, however, ivory was the principal ingredient;

statues of bronze ; and those of marble. To the first

mentioned belonged the Olympian Jupiter, and the Mi-

nerva of the Parthenon.

These statues were both colossal, were composed of gold

and ivory, and were among the moat wonderful productions

of ancient art. The first was sixty feet in height, the hair

of gold bound with an enameled crown, the eyes of pre-

cious stones ; the rest of ivory, the body being naked to

the cincture, and the lower limbs clothed in a robe gemmed
with golden flowers. The last was also colossal, being

forty feet in altitude, and equal, if not superior, to the fi.rst

in beauty of workmanship, and richness of material. The
nude was of ivory, and the ornaments of gold. Over it

was thrown a flowing tunic ; in the one hand was a spear,

on the head a casque, and on the ground a buckler, on
which was most exquisite carving.

The art of casting in bronze was carried by Phidias to

great perfection . Of these the principal were, the Amazon,
and the Minerva Polias. The latter was of most gigantic
proportions. It was discernible from afar off by the Athe-
nian mariner as he rounded the promontory of Sunium, and
who was apprised by it that he was approaching the city

sacred to the goddess of wisdom. Phidias also performed
many of his sculptures in marble, and some of these have
been preserved, while those in bronze, and all the others
already mentioned, have perished.

In the era of Phidias, G-recian genius attained its great
excellence in the arts. His was the school of grandeur.
It was the grandeur of simplicity and nature, devoid of
all parade or ostentation of art. "All is here sweet and
gracious ; we are willing captives to the witchery of art.
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It is this union of the graceful and the pleasing with the

energetic and the great, which constitutes the surpassing

naerit of his works. Exquisitely delicate in the minute, in

the grand, the style is bold, vigorous, and flowing. He
united the three characteristics of truth, grandeur and
minute refinement, exhibiting majesty, gravity, breadth,

and magnificence of composition, with a practice scrupu-

lous in detail, and truthful in individual representation,

yet in the handling rapid, broad and firm. This harmo-
nious assemblage of qualities, in themselves dissimilar, in

their results the same, gives to the productions of this

master, an ease, a grace, and a vitality, resembling more
the spontaneous overflowings of inspiration than the labo-

rious ofispring of thought and science."^

There is still sufficient of his works remaining in the

British collections in London, to supply a criterion by
which to estimate the principles of the beautiful in execu-

tion, and of the ideal in imitative art, as exercised among
the Greeks in this their most splendid era.

Phidias derived his ideal from nature. In the Elgin

Marbles, it has been remarked, " Every conception deeply

participates ofhuman sentiment and action. So intimately

does the representation belong to reality, that every form

seems, by the touch of enchantment, to have become mar-

ble in the very energies of its natural life."

In the marbles ofthe Parthenon appear the perfection of

his execution and composition. " The chiseling is detailed

and vigorous, harmonizing with attitudes and expressions

full of vivacity, natural grace and dignity. The touch is

broad, the forms decided, the marking deep and firm, ac-

cording with and increasing the general grandeur of con-

ception."

Although he imitated nature, yet he imitated no imper-

fect type; neither, has it been remarked, is "nature the

only real object of art, viewed through any medium of

fancy, nor imitated according to conventional or imagina-

' Constable's Miscellany, xxxix, 67, 68.
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tive principles. The artist has only looked abroad upon

all existence, refining partial conceptions and limited

modes by the unerring and collected harmonies of the

whole. The true ideal— the ideal of Grecian sculpture, as

beheld in these its sublimest productions, is but the em-

bodied union of whatever of beauty and perfection still

lingers among the forms of nature, viewed universally free

from individuality or accident. Truth is thus the primary

constituent of the ideal. Beauty is the perfect expression

of this truth, agreeably to the most unblemished and pur-

est models which general nature presents. In this union

of collective excellence and individual verisimilitude, the

mind feels and at once acknowledges, a power of awaken-

ing and reflecting its own truest, best sympathies. These

principles are unfolded in their purest elements ; and the

modes of accomplishing this union distinctly traceable by
careful observation on the style of Phidias. The forms

are, in the first place, composed with the most correct, but

unostentatious science. Hence the freedom of their

movements, the ease of their attitudes, seeming to

possess the same capabilities of momentary action, as the

living models. All is unaccompanied with the slightest

exaggeration; the divisions being few, and masses large,

the eye runs sweetly along the general forms, yet finds

wherewithal to be delighted in resting upon details. This

absence, or rather this unobtrusiveness, of all pomp of

art, throws over the whole an air of reality and of unso-

phisticated nature. But with these essential qualities of

merely imitative art, are united perfect symmetry, the

most harmonious contours, grand composition, the most
refined taste, and noble expression. This causes every

figure to exhibit an heroic and elevated character. Hence
we perceive, that to base ideal upon imitative art, to ad-

dress the imagination by grandeur of design and perfection

of form, while he appealed to the judgment by fidelity of

detail and correctness of resemblance, have formed the

objects of this great sculptor. The relations under which
truth and imagination produce results at once grand and
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interesting, he lias carefully studied, and successfully

rendered. Hence, while the general composition breathes

the loftiest spirit of ideal or possible excellence, the means

by which the sentiment is rendered are received from in-

dividual nature, expressed simply and without artifice. In

this happy and unobtrusive union of nature and imagina-

tion, in this continually remounting, without convention or

ostentation, to the eternal sources of natural truth and

beauty, Phidias displays the real sublimity of art, and

stands unrivaled among the masters of the ancient world."

'

Grecian sculpture has been divided into three schools

.

In the first this art was brought almost to perfection, re-

taining some degree of restraint, and wanting the expres-

sion of mind. The second was the school of Phidias,

which has generally been called the sublime school. This

was characterized by the lofty height to which the genius

of art soared. The third consisted in a somewhat differ-

ent application of principles, which in their essence could

not essentially vary. It has been termed the school of the

beautiful, and produces as its representatives Praxiteles

and Lysippus, the contemporaries of Alexander. During

the short period of his reign, Grecian art shone forth

with its splendor and beauty, but after its termination, its

light was forever extinguished.

Praxiteles was a native of Magna Grsecia, and was born

in the year B. C. 364. Finding that the height ofsublimity

in sculpture had been reached by Phidias, who had already

appropriated the masculine graces of the art, he directed

his attention to the milder and gentler beauties of style.

In this attempt he had eminent success. , IsTone ever more

happily succeeded in uniting softness with force, elegance

and refinement with simplicity and purity. His grace

never degenerates into the afiected, nor his delicacy into

the artificial. He caught the delightful medium between

the stern majesty which awes, and the beauty which merely

seduces; between the external allurements of form, and

' Constable's MiscsUany, xxxis, 69-71.
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the colder, but loftier, charm of intellectuality. Over

his compositions he has thrown an expression at once

spiritual and sensual; a voluptuousness and modesty,

which touch the most insensible, yet startle not the most

retiring.*

There are but few works of this master now remaining,

the faun, the Thespian Cupid, and the Apollino with a

lizard, being the principal. His two great works, those

on which his fame essentially rests, have perished. Those

were the nude and draped, or the Coan and Cnidian Venus.

Each one of these formed a standard, which the innovating

future has never dared essentially to alter. He appears to

have attained the true ideal on this subject. He sought

and found it in that perfect union of yielding feminine

grace with the dignity of intellectual expression.

Lysippus the Sicyonian, was the contemporary and rival of

Praxiteles. He wrought only in metal. To him are attri-

buted six hundred and ten works, but not one of these has

survived. He was born in the lower walks of life, was self-

taught, and began by simply imitiating nature. He did

not, like Praxiteles, entirely confine himself to the wooing
of grace and beauty. He also sought the grave and
severe in grandeur. He made colossal statues in bronze,

which required a forceful and vigorous composition.

His Tarentine Jupiter was sixty feet high and of a magni-
tude in proportion. He made twenty-one equestrian

statues of Alexander's body guard. All these were mas-
culine in character. He, however, made many works of

a beautiful and delicate description. He was a faithful

imitator, symmetrical in his arrangements, and crowned
all with an exquisite finish.

These great masters had scholars, imitators, copiers of
the works of previous masters; but all progress in the art

died with Alexander. During his life there was a facti-

tious prosperity, and a semblance of freedom. His death
terminated both.

' OonstaMe's Miseellany, xxxix, 75.
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It seems impossible for any of the material arts, except,

perhaps, to some extent, the architectural, to flourish in

any other than a free atmosphere. It is only in such that

the full, fair, free, perfect development of forms, especially

the human, can take place. They can nowhere else be

properly appreciated, nor properly encouraged. It is to

an ardent patriotism, to a deep love of country, to a just

pride in the productions of a nation's great artists, that

the arts of design owe their perfection. Hence Grecian

art fell with her freedom. To show their intimate connection

in Greece, the fact may be mentioned that when subse-

quently the Romans overcame Perseus the Macedonian

king, and obtained a supremacy over Greece, they pro-

claimed freedom to the states of Greece. The result was

that the sculptor's art awoke into new life. This revival

continued for more than thirty years. During that period

flourished Antheus, Callistratus, Polycles, Apollodorus and

Pasiteles ; all possessing considerable merit, although far

below the genius of ancient times. But Greece soon

found that her freedom was a mere matter of sufferance,

and that she really had a master. When the claims of

that master came to be exercised, the last fitful gleam of

art's taper was extinguished, and sculpture, with its kindred

arts, disappeared forever.

As the arts of painting and sculpture in Greece have

been considered as carrying the ideal almost to its ex-

tremest possible limit without any obvious departure from

the actual forms everywhere presented in nature, it may be

well to inquire briefly into some of the causes why these

arts were enabled to attain to so high a degree of perfec-

tion, and also to some of the principles which may be de-

clared as the results of their successful prosecution. The

principal cause for the great advances made in these arts

is due to the fact that the study of the nude figure early

occupied the greatest attention of the Greek artists. The

delineation of this figure, according to Winckelmann, is

grounded on the knowledge and conceptions of beauty,

these latter consisting partly in measure and relations, and
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partly in forms.^ To this study of the nude, many things in

Greece effectually contributed. Their gymnasia and other

places where the young exercised naked in athletic and

other games, were so many schools in which the artists

could take lessons in this species of beauty. To so great

an extent was this carried, that at Sparta, even the young
virgins exercised naked, or nearly so, in the games of the

arena. Thus beauty of form, in all its possible varieties of

exhibition, by its frequency and power in presentation, be-

came an ever present reality in the mind of the artist. In

the palmiest days of Grecian art, the statues of goddesses

were actually made after the likeness of beautiful women,
and for such purposes the courtesan w'as generally selected.^

The Greek artists in all maters of outline determined the

forms of a beautiful body by lines of which the centre is

constantly changing, and which, if continued, would never

describe circles. Even their utensils and vases were ellip-

tical rather than circular. They held that the greater unity

there is in the junction of the forms, and in the flowing of

one out of another, so much the greater is the beauty of

the whole. They sought ideal beauty, not alone in the selec-

tion of the most beautiful parts, but in their harmonious
union. They understood, therefore, by the ideal merely the
highest possible beauty of the whole figure, and hence in the

selection of the most beautiful parts and combining them
with rare artistic skill, a whole was produced whose equal

could not be found in nature. Thus in the youthful figures

ofthe gods, Apollo and Bacchus, they made the ideal to con-

sist in the incorporation of the forms of prolonged youth
in the female sex with the masculine forms of a beautiful

young man. A more remarkable instance occurs in the

hermaphrodite, or union of the beauties and attributes of

both sexes. Of this there were quite a number, differing

in size and position, and showing that artists sought to ex-

press in the mixed nature of the two sexes an image of

higher beauty. In this image was the ideal.

^Winck6lmann,Ti,W. 'Idem, 43.
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The Greek artists sought more especially to embody
their couceptions of the ideal in the forms and positions of

their gods and goddesses. They expressed their ideal of
male beauty in their Apollo, in whom the strength of
adult years is found united with the soft forms of the most
beautiful spring time of youth. Apollo was the most
beautiful among the gods. The youth which appears in

him so lovely, advances to maturer years in other youth-
ful gods, and becomes manly in Mercury and Mars.
The youthful form, representing life's spring time, was that

upon which the Greek artists delighted to affix the seal of
the ideal. Even Hercules, whose great attribute was
strength, was often represented in the most beautiful

youth, with features which leave the distinction of sex
almost doubtful. But the most remarkable instance is

that of Bacchus. " The type of this god is a lovely boy
who is treading the boundaries of the spring time of life

and adolescence, in whom emotions of voluptuousness, like

the tender shoots of a plant, are budding, and who, as if

between sleeping and waking, halfwrapt in a dream of ex-

quisite delight, is beginning to collect and verify the pic-

tures of his fancy ; his features are full of sweetness, but

the joyousness of his soul is not manifested wholly upon
his countenance." ' " The beauty of deities of a manly age

consists in a combination, uniting the robustness of mature

years with the joyousness of youth, which in them, as in

the images of more youthful divinities, is denoted by the

concealment of muscles and sinews, which, in the spring

time of life, make but little show." Along with this is an

expression signifying the all-sufficiency of the divine nature

to itself, that it stands in no need of those parts which are

destined to the nutrition of human bodies.

While the ideal occupied the first place in the minds of

the Grecian artists, they did not neglect the laws of pro-

portion. These lie at the foundation of beauty. The
artist regards the structure of the human body as consist-

' Winekdmann, ii, 74.
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ing of triads. First, the body consists of three parts, viz

:

trunk, thighs and legs. Second, the lower extremity also

consists of three parts, viz : thighs, legs and feet. Third,

the face also has its three parts, viz : thrice the length of

the nose. The foot, among the ancients, was considered

as the standard of all large measurements, and the height

of the statue was given six of its lengths. The foot was
found of a more determinate length than the head or

the face, and hence the relation between that and the

whole body was uniformly admitted by Grecian and Egypt-

ian artists.

In considering individual parts, the cast of the face—
the Greek profile — is the most deserving of attention. It

is made to consist in a nearly straight or slightly depressed

line, described by the nose and forehead in youthful heads,

especially of the female sex. Grandeur, it is said, is pro-

duced by straightness and fullness, but tenderness by
gentle inflexions of the forms. In constructing a beautiful

face, the forehead was regarded as an important feature.'

It should above all things be low. A high forehead was
regarded by the ancients as ugly. This seeming anomaly
may be perhaps accounted for, from the fact that it is gene-

rally found low in youth, and also in the bloom of life,

before the hair which covers it has fallen off. This, there-

fore, was regarded as a characteristic with which nature

endowed the age of beauty. This lowness of forehead is

a characteristic mark of the antique head. To complete

the beauty of a youthful head, the frontal hair should grow
in a curve down over the temples, in order to give the

face an oval shape. Such was the forehead found in all

beautiful women, and very uniformly adopted in the ideal

heads of the Greek artists.

The eyes were regarded as another highly important
component part of beauty. Here reference was had to size

rather than color. In Jupiter, Apollo, and Juno, the open-
ing of the eye is large and roundly arched. The latter

' Winckelmajin, ii, 153.
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has been called "large-eyed Juno." It lias also in all

these less length than usual, in order that the curve which

it makes may be more spherical. The eyes of Venus are

smaller, and the elevation of the lower lid imparts to them
that love-exciting and languishing look, which the Greeks

term liquid. The eyelids were regarded as beautiful

when they described a line the undulation of which was
compared to the flexure of the young tendrils of the vine.

The eyebrows were considered as beautiful in proportion

to the delicacy of the line formed by the hairs, which was
denoted on the finest heads in sculpture by the sharp edge of

the bone over the eyes. Eyebrows which meet were indi-

cative of pride and bitterness of spirit.

In regard to the mouth, the lips displayed a more bril-

lant red then was found elsewhere. The under lip was

made fuller than the upper. In the most ancient style the

lips are represented as closed, but in later periods of

art they often appear slightly open. This is more espe-

cially the case with Venus, in order that her countenance

may express the languishing softness of desire and love.

In portraits of individuals, especially in those of the Eoman
emperors, the lips are represented as closed, and in the

elder style of art they are often denoted merelyby an incised

line.

The beauty of the chin was made to consist in the

rounded fullness of its arched form, to which the lower lip,

when short, imparted additional size. To accomplish

this the great artists made the lower jaw larger and deeper

than is usually found in nature. The dimple was regarded

as an isolated and accidental adjunct to the chin, and not

as an attribute of abstract and pure beauty.

The management of the hair in sculpture was made to

depend upon the quality of the stone. When the hard kind

was used, the hair was represented as cut short, and after-

wards finely combed. In marble, it was often made in

male figures, to curl in ringlets. In the female, it was

smoothed upwards, and gathered in a knot on the back of

the head ; and although without ringlets, yet followed a
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serpentine course, and was divided by deep furrows, thus

producing variety, and light and shade. In all figures the

hair was represented as curly and abundant. In Apollo

and Bacchus alone of the divinities, the hair was repre-

sented as hanging down upon both shoulders. Children

wore their hair long until the age of puberty, when it was

usually shortened, especially behind. Flaxen hair was

considered the most beautiful, and hence attributed to

Apollo and Bacchus, the most beautiful of the gods, and

generally to the heroes.

" The beauty of a youthful hand was made to consist in

a moderate degree of plumpness, and a scarcely observ-

able depression, resembling a soft shadow over the articu-

lations of the fingers, where, if the hand is plump there

is a dimple.^ The fingers tapered gently toward their

extremities, like finely shaped columns ; and, in art, the

articulations were not expressed." The knees of youthful

figures showed no cartilage developed with anatomical

distinctness, but were rounded with softness and smooth-

ness, and unmarked by muscular movements. They were
so formed that the space from the thigh to the leg pre-

sented a gentle and flowing elevation, unbroken by depres-

sions or prominences.

The breast in the figures of the goddesses was represented

as virginal in the extreme; its beauty consisting in the

moderateness of size. The poets likened it to a cluster of

unripe grapes. " The Amazons alone, among ideal figures,

were represented as having large and fully developed breasts.

The nipples on the breasts of virgins or goddesses were
not, in marble, made visible. In paintings they were never

prominent. The abdomen, in male figures, presented much
the same appearance as after a sweet sleep, that is without
any prominence, and of that kind which physiologists con-

sider as an indication of a long life.

3. Architecture. This third and last of the objective

arts was extensively cultivated in Greece. Many archi-

' Winekelmann, ii, 188.
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tectural remains are yet to be found, which are declarative of

the grandeur and beauty of this art as practiced among the

Greeks. The earliest of these remains are military, or

have been constructed for the purpose of defense. This

probably grew out of the necessity of the case, as Greece

was originally settled by different tribes in most instances

hostile to each other, and always more or less fearing the

enmity of the aboriginal possessors. Hence the ancient

remains, more or less extensively scattered over Greece of

walled cities and acropoli. These ancient remains are

rugged, rough, and of the Cyclopean order.

The early settlers of Greece, in selecting their sites for

cities, the most generally made choice of a plain with a

rocky hill or acropolis rising up in its centre. This latter

they strongly fortified, generally surrounding the city it-

selfalso with walls. Of this kind was Lycosura in Arcadia,

which Pausanias says " was the most ancient city in the

world, the first the sun ever illuminated with his rays, and

that from these venerable walls men learned how to build

other cities." Such was Tiryns, which was built in the

plain of Argos around its acropolis, and is attributed to

the Lycians some six generations prior to the Trojan war.

The remains of its walls are as perfect now as they were

when described by Pausanias in the second century. It

had even in Homer's time the epithet of well walled.

The walls were twenty-one feet in thickness, and forty-three

in height. They are made up of rough blocks of stone,

very little altered after having been taken from the quarry,

the vacuities having been filled up with smaller stones.

The usual size of the blocks is from three to seven feet.

In the west wall occurs the pointed gate, the top being

covered as in the great pyramid, by immense stones,

placed one on each side, and meeting at an acute angle in

the centre.

The acropolis of Mycense presents another example of

Cyclopean masonry. It is of small dimensions, the city

lying beyond it and spreading towards the plain. The

walls are of the rough style and of the more improved con-
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struction, composed of hewn and well compacted polygons.

This characterizes the second style of Cyclopean masonry.

This, together with the walls of Tiryns constitute the finest

Cyclopean remains that are to be found in Greece.^

Another one ofthe Cyclopean cities of Greece was Argos,

the base of whose acropolis, as well as its summit, are

still distinguished by some fine remains of the second style

of early military construction, consisting of well joined poly-

gons. The Lycosurian and Tirynthian was the rough style.

The acropolis of Orchomenos exhibits three styles of

early construction. The rough Tirynthian is observable

only in a few places, and is probably of a date prior to

Hercules.

The second style, or that of well joined polygons, is pre-

dominant, and is of a date subsequent to the early destruc-

tion of the citadel. The more regular restorations were

subsequent to the demolition of the city by the Thebans.

In fhe acropolis of Amphissa, are also distinguishable

three styles of architecture, viz : the second style of ancient

Greece, consisting of well united polygons, that of the

lower empire, and that of the modern Turkish. In a

ruined city near Messalongi, each of its walls has three

apertures, or gateways, of unequal dimensions, and of a

pyramidal form, terminating at the top in an acute angle.

They were pointed gates, and similar ones occur at Mycenae
and at Tiryns, and they are found also, in some ancient

cites in Italy, which owe their origin to Pelasgic colonies.^

As formerly remarked, almost every city in Greece had
its citadel, which generally consisted of a hill rising boldly

out of the plain on which the city was erected, the hill

being called the acropolis, and was strongly fortified.

These ancient citadels were used, not only for the purpose

of defense, but also as a protection for their flocks, which,

in those early periods, constituted the principal source of

their wealth, and the great object of their care.'

^Dodwell's Pdasgic Bemains in Greece and Italy, 4-5. 'Mem, 16.

'Idem, 11.
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Another very curious and important remain of the early

architecture of Greece, is a structure to which has been

given the name of treasury. There are at least two of

these remaining, the one called the Treasury of Atreus at

Mycenae, and the other, that of Minyas, at Ochomenos in

Boeotia. The first is the most celebrated. Externally it

appears like a mound of earth. The interior resembles a

Gothic dome, its present height being forty-nine feet, and
its diameter forty-eight. The stones composing it are all

parallelograms, are placed in regular layers, the ranges

being thirty-four in number. They are united without the

aid of cement. The stones are not of equal dimensions,

but are about two feet in thickness. The successive ranges

of stone were placed one above another, each course pro-

jecting inwards and over the one below, till meeting in a

small aperture at top, the whole is shut in by a mass of

very large dimensions. The general form of the interior

was a hollow cone or paraboloid.

The thickness of this edifice, as it appears at the entrance,

is eighteen feet. The lintel of the great portal is composed
of ,two masses of stone, the largest being twenty-seven feet

in length, seventeen in breadth, and three and three-fourths

feet in thickness. Like the rest of the building it is com-

posed of compact breccia, and is unequaled in magnitude

by any other single masses of stone excepting those to be

found in Egypt and Balbec.

These singular and strongly constructed edifices are

supposed to have been depositories for the treasures of the

early kings. Even the names of their architects, viz:

Agamides and Trophonius have been preserved. They

proclaim not only the genius and industry involved in

their construction, but also the prevalence of rapine, rob-

bery and social disorders, so great as to create the necessity

calling them into being.

These specimens of a primitive architecture are the

remains of a very early period, a period long anterior to

the Homeric era. Wo temple or palace seem of have ex-

isted prior to his age. At the time of Homer, the primeval
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altar, common both to Europe and Asia, was the only

sacred edifice known, and that differed little from a com-

mon hearth, the sacrifice itself being little else than a

social rite. To this was first added a pavement, a means

of cleanliness and comfort. The next improvement was

an open colonnade, enclosing both the altar and pavement.

This species of religious erection seems to have been co-

extensive with the spread of the human race, and long sub-

sequently to the flourish and fall of Greece, to have

reappeared in the Druidical temple of the more northern

regions.

The regular temple, in which the circle was changed to

the quadrangle, was the product of a more refined age,

after the regal authority had been abolished, the priestly

power somewhat advanced, and a greater style of magnifi-

cence introduced.

The material first employed in temple erections was
wood; and in the use of this the character of the later

architecture became fixed. There still, however, remain

temples of stone of a date anterior to any epoch of known
history. The earliest style of architecture known in

Greece, rejected all ornament, and, like the Egyptian, was

solemn, massive and imposing. This subsequently became
the Doric style or order. This, in its origin, may have

been the ofispring of Egyptian art. But the Greeks not

only borrowed, imitated and selected, they also created.

Out of variety they educed solemn, breathing harmony.
" They brought out every latent germ of beauty that lay

overwhelmed in the mass of more ancient thought. From
the dark, yet mighty, accumulations of eastern knowledge
and skill, their genius spake forth that light, and that per-

fection which, in human wisdom and taste, still guides,

corrects and animates."

The three orders of Grecian architecture were the Doric,

the Ionic, and the Corinthian. These were gradual both

in their process of discovery, and also in their advance to

perfection, llfo one of these was introduced wholly, or at

once, in a state bordering on perfection. The Doric was

57
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said to have borrowed its sedate grandeur and majesty from

imitating man's vigorous frame and decorous carriage,

while the Ionic, with its gracefulness and chaste proportions,

more resembles the female form.

A word of explanation is here necessary in order to the

better understanding of what follows. The entire subject

of architecture in reference to its principles, its relations,

its materials, and its two great series of developments in

its horizontal and vertical styles, will come up more appro-

priately for consideration when we arrive at the architect-

onic art of modern Europe. It may be here remarked,

however, that it was more especially the mission of the

Greek and Roman to develop the horizontal style. This

in its simplest elements consists in the erection of two up-

right posts or pillars, with a horizontal connection at the

top between the two, thus.n' This is the germ, the pri-

mordial form, which, by its successive repetitions and re-

productions, and additions byway ofornament and strength,

constitutes the whole of the Greek and Roman archi-

tecture, and in a more enlarged sense the whole of archi-

tecture itself.

In the Doric, or simplest order of Greek architecture,

the upright post or pillar is known as the column or shaft,

and the connection at the top as the entablature. In the

other orders, the Ionic and Corinthian, the base is super-

added. In the omission of the latter in the one case, and

in the difference in form, proportions, and ornamentation

of the column and entablature in all, are to be found the

essential differences that distinguish and mark the three

orders from each other.

It will be obvious at once, that proportions are necessary

to be preserved with a view both to beauty and to perpe-

tuity. The entablature constitutes the weight to be sup-

ported, and if that be heavy, the column which supports it

must be correspondingly large. So also the proportion must

be preserved between the column and the supporting base.

The Greek architecture is said to be modeled upon the

log cabin, as that of the Egyptian is upon the cave, and
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that of tlie Gothic upon the bower. To construct an edi -

fiee, the uprights or columns must be successively con -

tiniied to constitute the walls, and so also the horizontal

connection or entablature to constitute the roof.

There are divisions of these which are also necessary to

be known, in order to understand the history of architec-

ture. Thus, the base has its plinth, or that which forms

the lower division of the base of a column, and also the

plain projecting face at the bottom of a wall, immediately

above the ground. Among the Greeks it was often, di-

vided into two or more gradations projecting slightly before

each other in succession towards the ground, the tops being

perfectly flat, or only sloped sufficiently to prevent the

lodgment of wet. This was often connected by mouldings

with the column.

Upon the base is placed the column which may be

square or round, plain or fluted, and which consists of

the shaft and capital. The shaft admits of little ornament

otherwise than by fluting, but in the form and ornamenta-

tion of the capital are found some of the most distinctive

marks of difference in the Greek orders. The abacus,

literally a table or slab, is the uppermost member or di-

vision of a capital. The Doric shaft diminished in thick-

ness as it ascended, and at the neck where it joined the

capital was about a quarter less in diameter than at the

bottom. In ancient Doric columns the shaft rises to the

height of six of its diameters at the base, the capital to

half a diameter, and the abacus to a quarter.

The entablature, which is the superstructure lying hori-

zontally upon the column, and resting immediately upon
the abacus, is composed of three parts, the architrave,

frieze and cornice. In the Doric order the shaft has twenty

flutings, which are separated from each other by a sharp

edge. The capital is devoid of all ornament, and consists

of the abacus which is flat and square, beneath which is a

large and finely formed ovolo, or convex moulding, and
below this three annulets or rings, all of which together

complete the Doric capital.
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The Doric architrave of the entablature is surmounted

with, a plain fillet, called the taenia, while the frieze has

slight projections at intervals, on which are cut three

angular flutes, called triglyphs, the intervals between
which are called metopes, and are frequently enriched with

sculpture. In the Ionic order, it is also occasionally en-

riched with sculpture, and is sometimes n)ade to swell out

in the middle, when it is said to be cushioned orpulvinated.

In the Corinthian, it is ornamented 'in a variety of ways,

but usually either with figures or with foliage. In the Doric
order the cornice has a large projecting moulding, under
which are placed square blocks, named mutules, orna-

mented with drops. These mutules are placed directly

over the triglyphs and metopes.

The Ionic order is more light and delicate, the height ofits

column being greater in proportion to its diameter. The
shaft, in some instances, is plain, but is generally found cut

into about twenty-four deep flutes, their edges not meet-

ing like the Doric, but are separated by flat surface or fillet.

The capital is distinguished from the Doric by volutes,

or spiral scrolls. As the architectural ornaments are

derived from nature, and are the imitations of some form

of beauty which presented itself to the eye, much specula-

tion has been indulged in, in regard to the origin of this

peculiar ornament. The curls in the female head dress,

the spiral form of the sea shell, the unfolding fern, and

the horns of the ram offered in sacrifice, have each been

suggested as furnishing the original from which its design

was taken. Encircling the capital is the echinus, or ovolo

moulding, carved with the egg and anchor, and also the

astragal, having a beading formed of one large and two

small beads, alternately.

The Corinthian order is the lightest and most ornamental

of all the Grecian orders. The shaft had originally the

same proportions as the Ionic, and was nine diameters in

height. It subsequently, including the base, was increased

to ten. At first it was often plain, but the later and finer

specimens are found fluted and filleted.
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The capital is the great distinction of this order. Its

height is more than a diameter, and the body of it resem-

bles a vase or basket. The abacus, which rests upon it, is

not square, but four-cornered, with concave sides moulded

and ornamented in the middle of each with a honeysuckle,

or other flower. A space between the abacus and the

leaves is occupied by stalks formed into delicate volutes,

while still larger volutes meet the four corners of the

abacus. The lower part of the capital is decorated with

two rows of leaves, eight in each row.^

Of these three orders the Doric was the most ancient,

and was the most extensively employed in the European

states of Greece. It derived its name from the Dorians.

The most celebrated remains of ancient art belong to this

order. These are to be found both in Greece and in the

Greek settlements in Sicily and southern Italy. They
cover an era extending from the erection of the temple of

Jupiter in ..^Egina by -^achus in the tenth century before

Christ, to the building of the Parthenon, one of the noblest

monuments of Grecian architecture. The latest erections

in this order were in the age of Augustus. Within these

ten centuries the magnificent structures, whose ruins still

adorn Greece, were all erected. Of these, and belonging

to the Doric order, were the temple of Jupiter at -<Egina,

which was among the pioneer eftbrts of art, in its move-
ment westward from its primeval sources to the classic

shores of Greece. Ifext follow the four columns near
Corinth, and the celebrated temple of Jupiter at Olympia.
On this, marble tiles were first made use of for roofing,

the invention of Byzes of IsTaxos. We then visit Athens,
and find there the ancient temple of Theseus. Of a sub-
sequent date are the Propylea and the Parthenon crowning
the Acropohs; both built under the direction of Phidias;
the former by Mnesieles, the latter by Ictinus in the age
of Pericles. The temple of the Apollo Epicurius in Ar-

' L. G. TutMl's History of Architecture, 84, et acq. ; Glossary of Archi-
tecture, under respective titles.
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cadia, one of the most splendid structures in Peloponnesus,

and the most perfect vestige of antiquity now remaining, is

ascribed to Ictinus. To the same era, and same school, be-

longs the temple of Minerva on the promontory of Sunium.
From the age of Epaminondas commenced the decline

of the Doric order, and the last example remaining is the

portico, erected by Augustus, in one of the public squares

of Athens. There are also many remains of the Doric

architecture in the ancient seats of the Sicilian and Italian

colonies. Among these are the temple of Egesta; the

temple of Minerva at Syracuse ; the extensive ruins at

Selinus, consisting of no less than six temples, one, three

hundred and thirty-one feet in length, composed of a

double peristyle of columns sixty feet high ; the ruins at

Agrigentum; the temple of Juno of Concord, and the

grand temple of Olympian Jupiter, one of the most stu-

pendous buildings of the ancient world.

It is remarkable that the arch was of so late an introduc-

tion into Grecian architecture. The weight of evidence

is against its use until the age of Alexander. All the

orders of Grecian architecture delight in horizontal and

perpendicular lines, and are therefore opposed to the con-

trasts, divisions, and recurring breaks, produced by the

arch. The very spirit of improvement in the Grecian art

of architecture, tended to a direction contrary to the arch.

It sought to elevate the column, and increase the unbroken

length of the entablature.

The Ionic was a more refined order of architecture.

"Whether, in its origin, it was a mere variation on the

Dorian mode, or a distinct invention, is not so clearly

settled. It is of an antiquity little inferior to the Doric.

It arose among the Ionian states, and continued subse-

quently to be chiefly employed in them.

As compared with the Doric, few remains of the Ionic

order are to be found in Greece or her colonies. Among

these are the temple of Juno in Samos, the monument at

Agrigentum, called the tomb of Theron, a Doric building

with Ionic columns, and the temple of Bacchus at Teoe,
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the earliest example of the true Ionic, and erected about

B.C. 440. At Athens are to be found the most perfect

remains of this order in the temples of Minerva Polias,

and the Erectheus, of about the era of the Peloponnesian

war. N^ear Miletus was the temple of Apollo, and at

Priene, that of Minerva erected by Pithias in the age of

Alexander'.

These two orders embraced together almost every possi-

ble beauty of composition. Architecture still, however,

lacked that facility of arrangement, with that extreme

simplicity in which Grecian taste placed the very perfec-

tion of the art.

In the Doric, the triglyphs broke in upon the unity of

the entablature when viewed in perspective. In the Ionic,

the capital deviated from the simple harmony, the object

mainly contemplated by the artist, as it presented different

aspects viewed in front or in flank, and also was not

equa,lly adapted to all situations in the same range.

To remedy these required the introduction of a new
order. Hence the Corinthian, which combined the beau-

ties of the former orders, while their defects were obviated.

" The removal of the triglyphs left the arrangement unem-
barrassed, while the circular capital presented always the

same outline, and adapted itself equally to all positions.

The system of Greek architecture, the most perfect com-
bination of the necessities of science with forms most
pleasing to the eye, that ever did, or probably ever will,

exist, was now completed.'"

This order was the latest in its introduction, being an

improvement upon the two already in existence. It was
employed as early as 400 years before the Christian era

by Scopas in the magnificent temple of Minerva at Tegea.

Its general use into Greece was late of introduction, and
few remaining monuments can be ascribed to the best

ages of Grecian taste. The greater part of the Corinthian

remains now found in Greece, were of Eoman erection.

' Constable's MiseeUany, xxxix, 307.
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Among the remains of this order are included the

choragic monument, a circular erection of Lysicrates,

built B. C. 342, the octagonical edifice of Andronicus
Cyrrhestes, built about the same time ; the magnificent
remains of the temple of the Olympian Jupiter ; and an-

other ruin, called by Stuart, the Poikele Stoa, or painted
portico. This has been more recently identified as the
Pantheon of Hadrian. These compose nearly all the
remains of that order prior to the Roman conquest.

The first mentioned is a real gem of architectural taste,

the purest specimen of the order that has reached our
time, and which is yet preserved almost entire amid the

ruins of Athenian art. The second shows an entire igno-

rance of the principle of the arch. In the third, the columns
are of the best age of Greece. The fourth is of doubtful

antiquity.

"These composed of the finest white marble, and of the

most perfect workmanship, with an elevation of nearly

sixty feet, and belonging to an edifice four hundred feet

long, awaken emotions of regret, of magnificence, and of

beauty, difficult to comprehend or to impart."

We are now brought down to the period of the death of

Alexander, which occurred B. C. 324. From Pericles to

Alexander, was a period of about one hundred and thirteen

years, and this was occupied almost exclusively vdth the

perfecting and application of the Ionic and Corinthian

orders. The art had now attained its highest character of

purity and magnificence ; but, hke all the other arts of

Greece, it could make no real progress; indeed it could not

sooner or later avoid declining, after Greece lost her nation-

ality, and ceased to be free and independent.

n. The second great division of art includes the subjec-

tive. In this are embraced all those varieties of art which

are wrought out by the human faculties themselves ; which

are developed wholly through their own action, having no

exterior object upon which to operate. They are those in

which the mind originates, is itself the instrument, and
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contains within itself the power of appreciating the execu-

tion. They are, therefore, in every sense of the term,

subjective; being purely mental; those which the mind

gathers up from its own resources ; furnishing itself the

materials, the power that acts upon them, and the capacity

that appreciates its action. Although stimulated and aided

in their development and progress by society, yet they are

not necessarily dependent on it for their existence. They
all, however, find their appropriate exercise in the bosom

of society, which they tend to elevate, purify and ennoble.

These arts are three in number, viz : music, poetry,

eloquence.

1. Music. This is the art of combining sounds in a

manner agreeable to the ear and the interior faculty which

perceives and feels their force. This combination may be

either simultaneous, or successive. In the first case it

originates, or constitutes harmony. In the second, melody.

Although the same sounds or intervals of sound, which

give pleasure when heard in succession, will not always

produce the same effect in harmony; yet the principles

which constitute the simpler and more perfect kinds of

harmony are mostly, if not entirely, the same with those of

melody.i

Terpander the Lesbian has generally been accredited as

the founder of Greek music. His principal merit con-

sists, not so much in commencing a new era in music, as

in systematizing the musical styles which existed in the

tunes of Greece and Asia Minor. He first reduced to

rule the different modes of singing which prevailed in

different countries, and by that means, formed a connected

system to which the Greeks ever afterwards adhered.^

He flourished about the year B. C. 676, when he was
crowned victor at the first celebration of the musical con-

tests introduced at the feast of Apollo, in the 26th Olym-
piad. Prior to his time, the lyre, called the cithara, was

' BneydopiBdia PerthenMs, xv, 433. " MiUler's ffistory of the Literature

of Ancient Greece, 149.
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a four-stringed instrument, the tetrachord. This had been

in such general use that the music of the Greeks was

essentially founded upon it. Terpander added three strings

to this instrument, thus making it a heptachord, and in

fact, giving it the compass of an octave, or, as the Greeks

termed it, a diapason.

The cithara was a favorite instrument among the Greeks.

It was invented in Arcadia, where the tortoise was abund-

ant, the shell of which was made use of in its construction.

The strings, at first, were made of linen thread, and

afterwards of the intestines of sheep. These were struck,

sometimes with a bow, and sometimes with the fingers. It

was said to require an apprenticeship of three years, to

learn to play on it well. It was used both when they

sang of love, and of the exploits of valiant men, being

employed both on divine and human subjects. It was

sometimes called the mother of songs.

Although the cithara was the principal instrument in

the Lesbian music, yet there is little doubt but that Ter-

pander also made use of the flute, an instrument generally

known among the Greeks in his time.

He was the first who marked the different tones in mu-

sic. It is also stated that he first added musical notes,

although we know nothing of his mode of notation, as that

generally in use among the Greeks, was introduced in the

time of Pythagoras,

Another great master who enlarged the system of Greek

music was Olympus, a Phrygian, His favorite instrument

was the aulos or flute, which for its improvement is nearly^

as much indebted to him as the cithara was to Terpander.

The first inventor of the flute among the Greeks is said to

have been Hyagnis, also a Phrygian, and a contemporary

with Joshua.

Flutes were made of the bones of stags or fawns. They

were also made of the bones of asses, and of elephants,

and of reed, box and lotus. The people of Greece who

excelled the most in playing upon this instrument were the

Boeotians.
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The flute liad tlie advantage of admitting, more easily

than the cithara, the multiplication of tones, more espe-

cially as the ancient flute players were accustomed to play

upon two flutes at once. Olympus also invented and cul-

tivated the third musical scale, the enharmonic. His

nomes, or melodies, determined by inviolable rules, were

auletic, that is, intended for the flute, and belonged to

the enharmonic scale.

Olympus also introduced a third class of rhythms, this

term expressing the relative duration of the sounds that

enter into the composition of an air; or, perhaps, in more
completely deflning it, it may be stated to be that assem-

blage or union of various times in music, which are joined

together with a certain order, and in certain proportions.

In developing the rhythms, the instrumental music, and the

musical scales of the G-reeks, as well as in the composition

of numerous nomes, Olympus accomplished much in ad-

vancing the science and art of music among the G-reeks.

A third great name that marks the era of a third epoch
in the history of Greek music, is that of Thaletas, a native

of Crete, whose musical and poetical productions were

connected vrith the ancient religious rites of the Greeks,

particularly the Cretans. These productions fall under

two heads, pseans and hyporchemes. These two, in some
respects, resembled each other, and hence were sometimes

confounded. Their main features, however, were different.

The paean displayed the calm and serious feeling which
prevailed in the worship of Apollo, while the hyporcheme
was a dance of a mimic character, which occasionally

passed into the playful and comic.

These are the three names that are more especially iden-

tified with the progress of Greek music. That music was
both vocal and instrumental. The musical instruments

were of two kinds ; the wind instruments, and the stringed

instruments. Of the former were the flute and the pipe
;

of the latter the lyre or cithara.

The cithara was generally preferred as a musical instru-

ment. The tone of the pipe was sharp and shrill, while
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that of the flute was grave, full and mellow. There was a

decree in Athens which prohibited all kinds of wind instru-

ments in public education ; the reason assigned being that

they changed the lineaments of the countenance, and were

also injurious to the organs of respiration. Hence Plato

banished from his republic the Bosotian flute.

This prejudice against wind instruments arose probably

from the violence of effort that was generally made in

playing upon them. As an instance of this, it is related

that a young flute player named Harmonides, at his first

public appearance at the Olympic games, began a solo with

so violent a blast, for the purpose of surprising and elevat-

ing the audience, that he breathed his last breath into his

flute, and died on the spot. It is also said that the trumpet

players at these exhibitions expressed great joy when they

found their exertions had neither rent their checks, nor

burst their blood vessels. "We may gather from this some

idea of the tremendous style of music which was then

agreeable.

The Greeks had a double flute, which was composed of

two flutes joined together in such a manner, that the two

pipes had usually but one mouth in common to both.

These were either equal or unequal in length or in the

diameter of the bore. The equal flutes had the same, the

unequal, different sounds ; of which one was deep, and the

other high.

The equal flutes were in unison when the two hands of

the performer stopped the same holes of each flute at the

same time, producing symphony. The diversity of sounds

resulted from the unequal flutes.

The lyre, or cithara, was intended to include every

musical instrument, having strings strained over a cavity,

for sound. There were several instruments of this kind,

differing only in their form, their size, or the number of

their strings. To learn to play well on the lyre an ap-

prenticeship of three years was deemed necessary.

The tone or mode which the musicians used in raising

or depressing the sound, was called nomos, Greek, and
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hence the plural called in Greek nomoi, or in English

nomes, expressed the laws or models by which they sang or

played.

There were anciently four principal nomes or modes,

to which, also, a fifth is the most generally found added,

although it is not mentioned by ancient authors. These

five were the Phrygian, the Lydian, the Doric, the Ionic,

and the ^olic.

They were thus distinguished in their great leading

characteristics. The Phrygian was religious ; the Lydian,

plaintive ; the Doric, martial ; the Ionic, gay and cheerful

:

and the ^olic, simple.

These modes might well embrace every variety of music,

and present every form in which it could be used effec-

tively. Thus, if a people were to be animated to warlike

achievements, or to listen to a recital of the exploits of

their heroes, recourse was had to the Doric mode. It was

grave, masculine, and full of energy; somewhat mono-

tonous in its character, but well adapted to inspire martial

ardor. This mode was particularly agreeable to the

Spartans. Their ephori imposed a fine on Terpander for

having added an additional string to the lyre. At a much
later period, Timotheus, an Ionian, having become a

favorite with the people of Athens, paid a visit to Sparta,

with his eleven-stringed lyre and his effeminate airs. But
the kings and ephori issued against him a decree, in which

he was accused of having injured the majesty of the

ancient music, and of endeavoring to corrupt the Spartan

youth by the indecency, the variety, and the softness of

his performances. He was peremptorily ordered to re-

trench four strings from his lyre. They afterwards re-

quired, that, in the pieces offered for competition, the

modulation should be executed on a seven-stringed instru-

ment, and turn only on one or two modes.

If it was desirable to stir the depths of popular feeling,

and to arouse in the mind a sense of misfortune ; then

great examples of calamity and suffering were exhibited

in elegies and plaintive songs ; and the element that gave
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to these their vitality, was the piercing and pathetic tones

of Lydian harmony. If the object were to inspire awe
and gratitude to the gods, to awake in the soul religious

feelings, recourse was had to the Phrygian mode. And
so the Ionic would inspire gayety and cheerfulness, and

the ^olic, great simplicity in feeling. The former was

rich, varied, and flexible. - It breathed nothing but soft-

ness and pleasure ; and its power could be felt and fully

appreciated, as it was heard murmuring through the

groves and temples of Venus, Apollo, and the muses.

Of these different styles or measures, the Doric, had

the character of great seriousness and gravity, calculated

to produce a calm, firm, collected frame of mind. The
Phrygian was peculiarly adapted to the expression of en-

thusiasm, and was much used in orgiastic worships, particu-

larly in that of Dionysius or Bacchus.

The national instrument of the Phrygians was the flute,

and up to a very late period, flute players at Athens were

usually distinguished by Phrygian names.

Of the three most ancient styles of music, the Doric, Phry-

gian and Lydian, the latter had the highest notes, and hence

approached nearer to the female voice. Its character was

softer and feebler than either of the others, but still it

admitted ofconsiderable variety ofexpression. The ^olic,

although simple, was fitted for the expression of lively and

even impassioned feelings.

To these five styles were subsequently added an equal

number with higher and lower tones, which were annexed

at their respective extremes, to the original system.

The music teachers in Greece, composed two classes.

The one were termed Citharistae, and these simply played

on the instrument. The other, Citharsedi, and these ac-

companied the instrument, usually the cithara, with a song.

Of these, the humbler taught in the corners of the streets,

while the abler, and more fortunate opened schools of mu-

sic, or gave lessons in the private dwellings of the opulent.

"With the Greek, the cultivation of a taste for music, the

acquiring the knowledge of it as a science, and the prac-
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tice of it as an art, -was deemed a very important part of

education. It was employed to mollify the fierceness and

natural ferocity of the national character, and to prepare

the -way for the lessons of the poets. This -was more

especially exemplified in the case of the Arcadians and

Cynethians.

The former, although very austere in their manner of

life, had nevertheless so high an opinion of music, that

they not only taught that art to their children, but obliged

young people to apply themselves to it until the age of

thirty. They gre-w up in the neglect of other arts, but it

was accounted dishonorable not to have learnt to sing. The

object sought to be accomplished by this universal instruc-

tion in music seems not to have been the introduction of

luxury and effeminacy, but to soften the ferocity of the

Arcadians, and to mollify their gloomy and melancholy

disposition.

The -wisdom of the first law-givers in doing this is made
evident by reference to the Cynethians, who inhabited the

rudest and most savage part of Arcadia. These became

a fierce and barbarous people, so much so, that it was said

there was no city in Greece in which great and startling

crimes were so frequently committed as in that of Cynethia.

Besides its softening, civilizing, humanizing effect upon

the mind and character, the practice of the art among the

Greeks entered largely into the amusements of social life.

Every person, in his turn, was liable to be called upon, at

entertainments, to contribute his part by singing, or play-

ing upon the lyre. The great men of Greece were gene-

rally good performers in music. The great Theban hero,

Epaminondas, it is said, danced gracefully, and performed

upon musical instruments with admirable skill. The illus-

trious Athenian, Themistoeles, at a feast, refused to play

an air upon the lyre; and it was made a reproach against

him ever afterwards.

In the third place, we have seen that in Greece there

was no priest caste, and that all the citizens partook more
or less of the sacerdotal character. In performing the
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offices of religion, the singing of sacred hymns formed no

inconsiderable part.

To enable the citizens to join in the sacred choruses,

which were so frequent among the Greeks; and to perform

in old age the many offices of religion that devolved upon
them, rendered it necessary that they should all be per-

formers in music.

In the fourth place, the Greeks were not only a social, a

religious, but also an extremely martial people. Their

wars were waged, and their battles fought, by the people

for themselves, and not for a ruler. They were, therefore,

animated by a patriotic spirit, and resorted to all the means
calculated to awaken national enthusiasm. Among these

was the martial music of the battle-field. As the embattled

hosts stood on that field, and just immediately preceding

the shock of the fight, there went up from it to heaven the

paean to Apollo. It was the chant, in the Doric style, of

a stirring, impetuous, and terrible melody. It has found

its parallel in modern times in that singularly awful Mar-

seillaise hymn to the dread music of which revolutionary

France conducted its victims to the guillotine. It was with

the Greeks^ the song of anticipated triumph, and in it the

voice of every Grecian soldier was expected harmoniously

to mingle.^ As every citizen was liable to be called upon

that battle-field, every one felt it to be incumbent upon

him to tune his voice to harmonize in the awful chorus.

We may cease then to wonder at the strength of motive

that urged the Greek to the study and practice of music.

It is no matter of surprise that it occupied the thought of

their philosophers, and the time and attention of their

heroes and statesmen.

Another thing in connection with this subject, is to be

strictly borne in mind; and that is, that the Greek defini-

tion or understanding of music was essentially different

from ours. In this, we have demonstrated a curious fact,

which is worthy an attentive consideration, as the principle

' St. John's Manners and Gustoms of Ancient Greece, i, 184.
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embraced in it, will be found to be a general one. In the

infancy of civilization, those which now constitute distinct,

separate departments, were not defined, brought out or

separated from the others. All those possessing qualities

or characteristics in common, that would associate them

with each other, were included under the same general

term, and studied or practiced in connection. This was

most strikingly exemplified in respect to this particular

art. "What, then, was anciently included under the term

music ? The following were the particulars : 1. The

composition of musical airs, and the execution of those

airs, with voices and instruments. 2. The art of poetry,

which taught the rules for making verses, of all kinds,

as well as to set those susceptible of them, to notes. 3.

The art of saltation, or dancing, teaching the step and

attitude, and the usual manner of walking, dancing, etc.

4. The gesture proper to be used in declaiming, including

also the art of composing and writing notes to the simple de-

clamation. The object was as well to direct the tone of the

voice by those notes, as the degree and motions of gesture.

It will be perceived that all these have a natural relation

to each other. They composed originally, one and the

same art, and were exercised by the same artists. In pro-

portion, however, as civilization began to advance, these

began to separate from each other, the art of poetry being

the first that separated, forming a distinct art by itself.

All the passions that stir the human heart manifest

themselves externally through three agencies, viz : the

voice, articulate speech and action. The first from the

howl and roaring of the savage finally subsides into mea-

sured melody, and becomes music; the second from that

which resembles the gabbling of geese, finally becomes

smoothed down into verse or numbers ; and the third from
movements the most uncouth and horrid ends finally in

the dance and expressive gesture.

The successive separation of these from each other, and
their distinct development, makes of itself an interesting

and important chapter in human history. The early bard

59
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has ever been a minstrel, and his poetical recitals have been
with musical accompaniments and appropriate gestures.
Here the rhapsodist stands at the point of separation. He
did not sing but recited his poetry by way of chant. In the
earlier, and even the later drama, the voice, articulate
speech and action are combined. In the gymnastic games
of the Greeks, the dance, a mode of action always particu-
larly favored, became separated from poetry and song.
Gesture acquired a distinct separation when on the Eoman
stage Livius obtained leave to substitute a slave to sing
his poem along vnth the musician, while he himself per-
formed the action in dumb show.^

Under all these circumstances, it is not matter of sur-

prise that so much power was attributed by the Greeks to

music. Its effects upon mind and body were surprising.

It was understood to be that agreeable art of affecting

the soul by the powers of harmony, in order either to

excite or inflame the passions, according to occasion and
reason. Galen gives an account of some young people,

that a female performer apon the flute had made frantic

by playing in the Phrygian measure; and whom she

brought to their senses again by changing the music from
the Phrygian to the Doric measure. A musician perform-

ing in a martial air on the flute one day before Alexander

the Great, so excited him that he ran immediately to his

arms. Plutarch also states of one Antigenides, a flutist,

who, at a banquet, by means of his music, so fired that

prince, that rising from the table like one out of his senses,

he snatched his arms, and, clashing them to the sound of

the flute, was almost ready to charge the guests.

It was also thought to have great influence over the body

in the cure of certain diseases. These diseases have been

not only such as had reference primarily to the mind, as in

the case of Saul and David, but also to those directly affect-

ing the body, as in the poisonous bite of the tarantula.''

'^ Brown's History of Poetry, 11, 13, 93, anA 348. 'BoUin's Ancient His-

tory, n, 411.
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This power of music in the fabulous and early historic

period of G-recian history, had attributed to it great effects.

The workmen who built the fortress of Thebes were ani-

mated by the songs of Amphion, and hence the poetical

idea which fame reports that the walls sprang up at the

sound of his lyre. So musical were the notes of Orpheus,

and so pleasing the sounds which issued from his lyre,

that, it was said, even tigers laid aside their ferocity and

crouched at his feet. The Spartans laid aside their divi-

sions among themselves, and were reconciled by the har-

monious modulations of Terpander. The Athenians were

incited by the songs of Solon, to invade and recover the

isle of Salamis, although in defiance of a decree which con-

demned to death the orator who should dare even to pro-

pose the conquest of the island.

2. The art Poetica; art of poetry. Into the exercise of

the poetic art enters largely the feelings of the ideal. It

finds its appropriate home in the vastness of the sublime,

and is also equally in harmony with the spirit of the beau-

tiful. For its imagery it draws upon the entire amplitude

of nature, decking in the garniture of fancy, and exhibit-

ing in its variety of colors the hue of human passion and
sentimeqjt.

The earliest conceptions of the human mind, the earliest

flow of the feelings of the human soul, are eminently poetic.

This remark applies both to the individual and to the race.

Heaven lies about us in our infancy,

Shades of the prison house begin to close

Upon the growing boy,

But he beholds the light and whence it flows,

He sees it in his joy;

The youth, who daily further from the east

Must travel, still is nature's priest,

And by the vision splendid

Is on his way attended.

At length the man perceives it die away

And fade into the light of common day.
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Poetry is conversant witli forms and fancies ; and these

it invests with the hue of the mind which conceives them.
Over some, settle the shades of melancholy. Around
others are thrown the vestments of gayety and gladness.

The wailings of woe, and the irrepressible outbursts ofjoy,
are at each extreme of its musical octave. It leans not
for its support on the truths of science. If true to nature,

and to the promptings of the human heart, it will leave

all matters of mere fact, and all scientific knowledge just

where it found them.

The right conception of the human mind leads to the

belief, that everything that comes to it from without, all

external influences, are merely suggestive. They pene-

trate to the sources of thought, and set it in action. They
reach the springs of feeling, and a ready response is ren-

dered up from their silent depths; These great correlative

powers of intellect and feeling once awoke into existence,

act by virtue of their own laws, and rejoice in their own
newness of being. They, in turn, surround all outward

objects with their own halo, investing them with the

gloom of a profound melancholy, or brightening them

with the gladness of resplendent joy.

Of these two, however, the feelings are the earliest de-

veloped in their full strength. They all, the moral, social,

religious, ideal, prevail early in the hfe of the man and of

the race.

The first conception of the mind belongs to the ideal.

The first outpouring of the human soul is in the language

of poetry. AH great events, all great deliverances, prompt

to the immediate outburst of the poetic feeling. Scarce

had the hosts of Pharaoh been immersed beneath the re-

turning wave of the Red sea, before we hear floating back

upon its dark waters, and ascending to heaven, the song

of Moses and of Israel. We send our searching gaze far

back along the track of civilization. We penetrate to its

distant horizon ; and there, amid its hazy light, among

the first objects discernible in the distance, wandering

upon its remote verge, is the bard. He comes with the
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poetry of his age, armed witli the power of song. He pre-

cedes the art of writing. He even precedes the invention

of the alphabet. This is more especially apparent in the

early periods of Grecian history.

The Greeks, more especially the Ionian race, appear to

have been peculiarly susceptible to the charms of poetry.

The earliest poetic effusions seem to have been the songs

of the seasons. With these are connected many most in-

teresting events, regarding more particularly the husband-

man and his labors. These had their origin in times of

ancient rural simplicity, and were sung by peasants during

the labors of the harvest. These songs were often of a

plaintive and melancholy character, as those ancient songs

commemorative of the worship of outward nature, and

often contained notes of wailing and lamentation, as well

as of rejoicing and mirth.

To this class of plaintive ditties, belongs the song of

Linus, so frequently sung in Greece at the grape picking.

Songs of this plaintive character abounded in ancient

Greece, and especially in Asia Minor, whose inhabitants

seem to have had a peculiar fondness for mournful tunes.

There was also another species of song of a very differ-

ent character, dedicated to Apollo, which was termed the

paean. These were songs in which both the tune and
words were eminently expressive of courage and confi-

dence. They were sung both when there was a hope of

overcoming a great andimminent danger, and also when the

danger was happily past. They embodied the elements of

hope and confidence, as well as of thanksgiving and joy.

Among the Pythagoreans the solemn purification which
they performed in the spring, consisted in singing pseans,

and other hymns sacred to Apollo. As formerly men-
tioned, the psean was also sung in war before the attack of

the enemy, and this prevailed chiefly among the Doric
nations.

All those events of private life which strongly excited

the feelings, called forth the gift of poetry. Among these

was the lamentation for the dead, sung chiefly by women,
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with the strongest expressions of grief. They had, on
these occasions, professional singers, who, standing near the

bed where the body was laid out, began their lament, the

women accompanying them with cries and groans.^

This was called threnos, and opposed to this the Greeks
had the hymenseos, or merry bridal song, which was sung
on the occasion of weddings. These effusions were gene-
rally accompanied by a dance, and by the music of flutes

and harps.

The temples and places of early worship were also the

sanctuaries of poetry where the song of the bard was heard
and rejoiced in. This song constituted a part of the wor-

ship of Apollo in Delphi, Delos, and Crete. There were
also singers employed in connection with the cognate

worships of Demeter and Dionysius.

In the development of the social element in Greece,

during the early periods of its history, the bard performed

a conspicuous part. At the festal banquet he was ever a

welcome visitor, and the song and the dance were its chief

ornaments, and reckoned as the highest pleasure. He
there chanted the loves of the young and the beautiful,

the praises of the gods, and the achievements of heroes.

He enjoyed a dignified position in royal families, and was

always entitled to mild and considerate treatment. Thus

Ulysses on his return from his wanderings scatters destruc-

tion and death among the suitors of Penelope, but respects

and saves Phemius their bard. This was more especially

the case during the epic period, or while this species of

poetry flourished in Greece.

At one period of Grecian history it seems that he was

attached to the service of every great family, and treated

with an almost religious respect. Agamemnon, when set-

ting out on his expedition against Troy, reposes his most

important trusts in the bard whom he leaves at home.

During this period, poetry and music seem to be almost

inseparably united. The latter art, however, acts a subser-

^MWer's History of Literature of Ancient Greece, 31.
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vient part, being designed rather as an embellishment of

the former, serving to prepare the audience, and heighten

the inspiration of the bard.

It should be remarked, however, that in that primitive

age, very much passed under the name of song, which in

later times would not have been considered as such; for

example, any high-pitched sonorous recitation, with cer-

tain simple modulations of the voice. This leads to the

consideration of the manner in which poetical compositions

were delivered.

There seems to have been two classes. The one the

Homeric minstrel, who makes use of a stringed instrument

called a cithara. These were the citharadi or singers.

Their poetical recitals were with musical accompaniments.

The other class were termed rhapsodists. This term

was made use of to signify nothing more than the peculiar

method of epic recitation. The rhapsodists were the

chanters of epic poetry, and the term rhapsodizing applies

equally to the bard who- recites his own poem, as to him
who has learned and recites the poetry of another.

The epic, with the exception, perhaps, of a few fragment-

ary remains, is the oldest style of Grecian poetry that has

descended to us. On that broad field are two names,
looming up in the distance, standing forth in proud pre-

eminence, the immortal fathers of song. These are

Homer and Hesiod.

It required a singular train of circumstances and events

to produce a Homer. The heroic age had just preceded
him. Its full and complete development had opened to

him its varied stores. The great event of the Iliad, the

Trojan war, ia purely the product of that age. Whether
real or fictitious is of little consequence. In either case it

was just the event to which the heroic age would be likely

to give birth. Its existence was not only rendered possi-

ble, but also probable, from the character of that age.

The same age produced also as its legitimate fruit, the

epic style of poetry. Of this style. Homer was unques-
tionably the real father. His pictures on the page of the
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Iliad, present in all the vividness of living reality, what-

ever of social, or civil, or domestic, or religious, or warlike,

are presented in the heroic age. The very life of that age is

transfused into, apd animates the soul of this glorious epic.

The age and the birth-place of Homer, remain to this

day, undecided. Like the JSTile, he has fertilized where

he has flowed, while himself, like the sources of that great

giver of plenty, are concealed from mortal view, or re-

mained so until the last half of the present century.

He is supposed' to have flourished about B. 0. 1000,

perhaps a little later. He flourished at a period when the

glimmerings of tradition were not yet departed. These

traditions had borne to his ears the achievements of heroes,

magnified by the misty medium through which they were

discerned. His birth-place is by many, and with the most

reason, supposed to have been at Smyrna, and his descent

from the Ionian race.

His two epics, the Iliad and Odyssey were composed

and recited anterior to the art of writing, consisting

originally of various rhapsodies recited on festive and

other occasions. They remained for a long time unwrit-

ten, but the wonderful effects they wrought were by no

means diminished by that circumstance. They were

rather increased by it, as they were thus the better enabled

to enter the memory and mind of the nation. They were

first reduced to their present form under the direction of

Pisistratus and his son Hipparchus, when it is highly

probable they received some additions and interpolations.

The main subject of the Iliad is the wrath of Achilles,

his separation from the Grecian army in consequence of it,

and the events of the Trojan war during his absence and

immediately on his return. The Odyssey narrates the

wandering of Ulysses, the dangers and sufferings to which

he was subjected in returning from Troy to Ithaca, and

the events following his arrival.

" It was from Homer," says Pope, "that the poets drew

their inspiration, the critics their rules, and the philo-

sophers a defense of their opinions.
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" Every author was fond to use his name, and every pro-

fession wrote books upon him, until they swelled to libra-

ries. The warriors formed themselves upon his heroes,

and the oracles delivered his verses for answers."

The influence of that one mind upon the destinies of

Greece and of mankind, has been incalculable. He may
be said, in a great measure, to have formed the character

of the Greek nation. The great secret of his power con-

sisted in the fact that he had strong sympathies with his

race and his age. His poetry strongly proclaims these

sympathies. It embodies the first feelings of human na-

ture, the love of children, of home, of country, and more
especially the love of glory. He held up before his nation

the mirror, in which they were to behold the world of

gods and heroes, no less than of feeble mortals. He
placed before their eyes examples of greatness which were

clearly seen to be worthy of all imitation; and were not

so far removed from reality as to render all efibrts to reach

them useless. He thus nerved every arm, and fired every

mind, and impelled ev'ery soul to a higher degree of effort.

The other great name, that of Hesiod, was either contem-

porary with, or what is more probable, a little later than

that of Homer. Homer was an Ionian, and of the coast of

Asia Minor, colonized from Greece. Hesiod was of the

mother country, born at Cuma in ^olia, and was called

the Ascrsean, because educated at Ascra in Bceotia. He
was reared at the foot of Mount Helicon, and his occupation

seems to have been that of a shepherd or herdsman. He
belonged strictly to his nation and his times. His poetry,

especially that part of it relating to rural economy, the

Works and Days, is a faithful transcript of the whole con-

dition of Boeotian life : the most complete notions of which
can be derived from it.'

As a poet he is greatly inferior to Homer. He seems
to have been deeply read in the learning of his age, espe-

cially in that part of it relating to theology, cosmogony,

' MiUler's History of the Literature of Ancient Greece, 78,

60
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and mythology; but lie is deficient in that sway of fancy,

in the strong preponderance of the ideal, which are so

eminently displayed in the works of Homer. In the works

of Homer there appears to be an utter abandonment of the

thoughts to the flow of poetical images which crowd upon
the mind, to the exclusion of all other things. In that of

Hesiod there is a struggle to emerge out of the bounds of

common life, which he strives to ennoble and to render

more endurable. The strong effort of the first was to bring

heaven down to earth, of the last to elevate earth to heaven.

Mere poetry seems not to have been the ulterior aim of

Hesiod. He had in view great practical interests, to incul-

cate the lessons of civil and domestic wisdom ; and to show

their application to public and domestic life. These, to-

gether with an attempt to reduce to a connected system

the mythological lore of his age, were among the great

objects of Hesiod.

To accomplish the first was the purpose of the Works

and Days. He portrays a life of industry, follows the

round of the seasons, notes the time of ploughing and

sowing, treats of the implements used in these processes,

describes the storms of a Boeotian winter, the heats of

summer, the dressing and cutting of the vines, the reaping

of the grain, the threshing of the corn, the vintage, and

the entire circle of rural occupations.

He omits not the commonest affairs of life ;
speaks of the

time of life when a man should take a wife, and how.he

should look out for her. He enters into the commonest

occurrences of every day life, giving some curious precepts

to be observed in acts of worship, and treating also of the

days on which it is expedient or inexpedient to do this or

that business. These precepts are many of them^ of a

superstitious character, and are more or less immediately

connected with the different modes of worship which were

celebrated upon these days. The great and fundamental

idea embraced in this poem, as stated by Miiller, is, " that

the decrees and institutions of the gods protect justice

among men ; that they have made labor the only road to
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prosperity, and have so ordered the year, that every work

has its appointed season, the sign of which is discernible

by man.'

To accomplish the last, that is, to connect together the

mythological lore of his age, and give to it a system, he

produced his theogouy. This is of the highest importance,

as giving a history of the religious faith of Greece; as

being a kind of religious code, containing the history of

creation, the succession ofthe gods, their acts, relationships,

and peculiar attributes and characteristics.

It aspires to set forth the birth of the gods and the origin

of nature ; and it unfolds the order and succession of ex-

istences, and of creation, in a series of genealogies, which

personify the beings contained in it. He begins with

Chaos, and from thence derives Earth and Tartarus and

Eros, the fairest ofthe immortal gods. The earth produced

the starry heaven, the mountain ranges, and the roaring

seas. Earth becomes wedded to heaven, and the descend-

ants of this married pair form a second great generation

of deities. He details the tremendous contests waged be-

tween the Titans, who represent the elder deities or race

of gods and the more modern Zeus or Jupiter, who with

the assistance of the hundred-handed giants, vanquishes

them in a terrible battle and shuts them up in the bosom
of Tartarus.

Afterwards follows the rebellion of Typhon, son ofEarth

and Tartarus, which was successfully qrfelled ; and the

supremacy of the Olympian, or last race of gods, mostly

the descendants Zeus or Jupiter, was fully established.

It will thus be seen that Greece owes her mythology to

her poets. While Hesiod has given their history, and
unfolded their genealogies, and traced their various rela-

tionships, it was the genius of Homer that divested them of

abstractions, that gave to them individuality, that fed them
with nectar and ambrosia, and assigned to them attributes

and powers adequate and corresponding to the positions

^History ofthe Literature of Ancient Greece, 86.
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they occupied, and such as would interest in them human
feelings, and enlist for them human sympathies.

These great names essentially fill the epoch of the epic
poetry of Greece.

The epic was the only species of poetry much cultivated
in Greece until the beginning of the seventh century
before our era. This was undoubtedly a kind the most
acceptable to those Grecian princes whose ancestors were
the heroes of the mythical age, and the kingly period
continued up to the beginning of the Olympiads. As
democratic tendencies began then to develop themselves,
and continued more and more to prevail, the language
and styles of poetry experienced a corresponding change.
The lofty tones and measures of the epic, in which the

poet was lost in his subject, began to give place to the

elegiac and iambic, which were better fitted to give free

vent to the struggling emotions of a soul which had
breathed the freer air of a republic.

The word elegeion was applied in Greek rather to the

form of the poem than to its subject. In its strict sense it

means nothing more than the combination of an hexameter

and a pentameter, making together a distich, and elegeia

is a poem made of such verses. Elegos, however, the

primitive, properly means a strain of lament without refer-

ence to a metrical form.

This was probably derived from Asia Minor, and may
be traced to the laments over the dead by the Carians and

Lydians ; and in Phrygia was accompanied by the music of

the flute. This instrument was unknown to the Greeks

in the time of Homer, and the elegy is the first cultivated

branch of Greek poetry, in the recitation of which the flute

alone was employed. Banquets and convivial meetings

were frequently the occasions on which the Greek elegy

was required.

The elegiac metre was but a slight deviation from the

epic hexameter, "it seeming," says Muller, " as if the spirit

of art, impatient of its narrow limits, made with this

metre, the first timid step out of the hallowed precinct."
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As understood by the Greeks, it was by no means

necessary that lamentations should form the subject of the

elegy, still less that it should be the lamentation of love;

but emotion of some kind or other was deemed essential

to it.

The first class of emotions sought to be awakened by it,

was of the political and warlike character. Hence the

elegiac muse of Callinus of Ephesus dwells upon the ex-

peditions of the Cimmerians and Treres. Contemporary

with him was the poet-general, Tystseus, who flourished

about B. C. 647, during the second Messenian war. He
was sent from Athens to lead the Spartan forces, in order

to conform to the requirements of the Delphic oracle.

The subjects in relation to which his elegiac muse was

exercised, were justice, good government, the constitution,

and many and strong exhortations to bravery. These

were hot sung on the march of the army, or in the

battle. On these occasions they sang the anapaestic

marches.

The occasions on which the elegy was recited by the

Spartans in their campaigns was after the evening meal,

and when the paean had been sung in honor of the gods.

The whole mass did not join in the chant, but it was the

subject of competition among individuals, the successful

competitor being entitled to receive a larger portion of

meat than the others.

l^ext comes the combination of the iambic with the

elegiac, the two great masters being Archilochus and
Simonides. Here we find the convivial elegy, which col-

lected all the images, fitted to drive away the cares of life,

and give to the mind a serene hilarity. This, however,

did not prevent the employment of the same metre for

strains of lamentation. In Sparta an elegy was recited at

the solemnities in honor of warriors who had fallen for

their country.

The elegiac style of poetry flourished chiefly among the

Ionian race; and in proportion as this race became more
unwarlike and effeminate, the elegy was diverted from sub-
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jects relating to public affairs and to struggles for national

independence.

Among the elegiac writers of Greece is reckoned Solon,
the celebrated law-giver, who flourished about B. C. 604.
His elegies were but the expression of his political feelings,

as is instanced in that of Salamis, in which having
reported himself mad, he one day appeared in the costume
of a herald, sprang upon the herald's stand in the popular
assembly, and poured forth an impassioned elegy, which
had the effect to rouse the Athenians to reconquer Salamis
from the Magarians. This was done while there existed

a penal law against any motion for the reconquest of
Salamis.

The iambic style of poetry was a light, tripping mea-
sure, sometimes loosely constructed, or purposely halting

and broken, and well adapted to abuse and vituperation.

It was created by the Parian poet, Archiloehus, who prac-

ticed it with terrible effect. His ostensible object was to

give reality to caricatures, magnifying, and thus rendering

more striking, every hideous feature.

Simonides was almost his contemporary, flourishing about

B. C. 664. He vents his displeasure principally upon
women who come in for a very large share of his attention.

He characterizes them from the origin he assigns to them.

Thus, according to him, the uncleanly woman is formed

from the swine ; the cunning, from the fox ; the talkative,

from the dog; the lazy, from the earth; the unequal and

changeable, from the sea; the sensual, from the ass; the

perverse, from the weasel; the one fond of dress, from

the horse; and the ugly and malicious, from the ape.^

According to him, there is only one race created for the

benefit of men, viz : the woman sprung from the bee, who
is fond of her work, and keeps faithful watch over her

house.

The elegy and the iambus contained the germs of the

lyric style of poetry, the principal characteristic of which

' Mutter's Hidory of the Literature of Ancient Oreece, 140.
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was its connection with music, either vocal or instrumental,

or both. This had a species of connection with the epic,

elegiac, and iambic, but it was not essential to either.

The Greek lyric poetry was characterized by deeper

feeling, and a more swelling and impetuous tone than the

elegy or iambus; the effect being at the same time height-

ened by music-vocal and instrumental, and often, in addi-

tion, by the movements of the dance.

The period in which this style of poetry was carried to

its highest perfection in Greece, includes the last stage in

the career of the epic muse. That muse had drawn so

largely upon myths, and mythology, and fable, and heroic

achievement, that its resources, as to original material, were

becoming exhausted. The poetical genius of the nation

must, therefore, take a new direction, and without entirely

abandoning the epic field, must explore fresh regions.

Hence the origin of the lyric poetry, which was designed

to be the expression of the thoughts and feelings belong-

ing to the various occasions of life, public and private,

sacred and profane, and growing out of the poet's indivi-

dual character and situation. It was not, however, like that

which passes under that name in modern times, designed

for the enjoyment of solitary readers, but to arouse the

feelings and awaken the sympathies of large social circles.

The lyric poetry of the Greeks was of two kinds, and
was cultivated by two different schools. The one was
termed the JEolic, and flourished among the JEolians of

Asia Minor, and in the island of Lesbos. It was written

in the j^olic dialect. The other was called the Doric, be-

cause it was cultivated principally by the Dorians in Pelo-

ponnesus and Sicily.

Of these two, the Doric bordered on the epic. It still

continued to throw around the main epochs and leading

situations in the life of the great, the power and the magic
influence of song. It was still the accompaniment of the

war march, the religious and convivial procession, the

nuptial ceremony, the feast and the funeral. Without it

all these would have been spiritless and unmeaning. It is
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here tliat we find the great choral compositions which
embodied many high subjects of heroic song in a new
shape. This was early carried to a considerable degree of
perfection by Arion, Stesichicorus, and some others; and
uniting the attractions of music and action with those of

a lofty poetry, formed the favorite entertainment of the

Dorian cities. This was, in fact, intended to be executed

by choruses, and to be sung to choral dances; and hence

it is sometimes called choral poetry. It was these choral

performances that really laid the foundation for the dra-

matic art in Greece, hereafter to be noticed.

The ^olic branch of the lyric was never choral in its

character. It was intended to be recited by a single per-

son who played upon a stringed instrument, usually the

lyre, at the same time making suitable gestures. This em-
braced a great mass of poetry, which only breathed the

thoughts and feelings of individual minds. This was
chiefly cultivated in the Ionian and ^^olian states. It was
the poetry of Alcseus, who displays a noble nature, accom-

panied with strong passions, and whose metrical forms are

mostly light and lively ; sometimes with a softer, and

sometimes with a more vehement character. It was the

poetry of Sappho, the contemporary of Alcseus, although

much younger ; and who is styled by him in poetic lan-

guage the " violet-crowned, pure, sweetly smiling Sappho."

She originated the Sapphic metre, and the whole voice of

antiquity has declared that the poetry of Sappho was un-

rivaled in grace and sweetness.

It was the poetry of Anacreon an Ionian, the author of

the Anacreontic style of poetry ; who sang the praises of

love, music, wine, and all the social enjoyments of existence.

With the deep feelings ofour nature he had little sympathy

;

but from the flowing bowl derived large drafts of inspira-

tion. In him there is little energy, little warmth of moral

feeling ; little power of serious reflection, little more than

a light play of pleasing thoughts and sentiments.

The last great poetic name in Greece, to which the

attention may be called, is that of Pindar. He was a
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Theban, was bom in the year B. C. 522, and was in the

prime of life when the battles of Thermopylse and Salamis

were fought. His life, therefore, belongs to a period in

which all the energy of the Greek nation was brought

into requisition. He is to the lyric what Homer was to

the epic style of poetry. Indeed, the two may be said to

stand at the extreme points of Grrecian poetry. His writing

is much of it in the higher kind of lyric verse, which was

employed to celebrate the triumphs of heroes and victors.

He sang the praises of victors in the great public games

of Greece. "He is marked by his lofty sublimity; his

bold energy of thought, his vivid and poetical imagination,

and the flowing fullness of his diction." He devoted him-

self both to poetry and music, making these arts the whole
business of his life, and his reputation soon spread through

all Greece. He lived to the age of eighty years; and,

fortunately, many of his works, like those of Homer, have
been preserved, and have come down to us.

The writers of tragedy and comedybelong to dramatic art.

It is easy to see that the Greeks are largely indebted to

their poets for the great elements of their character. It

wiU cease to surprise us that they made their muses the

daughters of Zeus, others deriving them from the same
high parentage that they did their Pallas, the goddess of

wisdom. From their singular susceptibility to every

species of mental emotion and pleasure, we might have a

right to expect that they would deem it the highest wis-

dom to call forth, in their largest extent, the powers of

poetry and of song.

3. Eloquence. Bj eloquence is intended to be expressed

the power or effect which one mind can exercise or produce

upon another, in the legitimate exercise of its faculties,

in the modes in which they can be made the most effective.

It has been termed the art of persuasion, but that is

only a part of its oiBce. Before a rational being can be

persuaded to act, he must first be convinced ; and the art

of convincing, if it can be so termed, is as necessary, and
often more so, as that of persuasion,

61
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The one, it is true, requires a different set of powers,
and a different method of proceeding from the other.

The first requires those powers which are purely intel-

lectual, and they address themselves to nothing but the
understanding. Their method of proceeding is logic, and
the power of convincing is the most perfect when the
faculties of mere intellect adduce the strongest arguments,
and these are arrayed in the most complete logical form.
In regard to the second, we are in the domain of feeling

and the address is to the passions. The method the most
certain of success is to urge upon the mind the strongest
motives, as it is mainly upon their strength that the man
acts. The extent, amount, or quantity of action produced,
is a true measure of the success with which this art is

practiced.

The fabric of eloquence is supported on three pillars

:

rhetoric, logic, and oratory.

Ehetoric employs itself in composition, in the struc-

ture of sentences, in their arrangement in a discourse.

It develops all the beauties of which spoken or written

language is susceptible. It claims to comprehend all the

uses of language, and to subject it to a thorough analysis,

so far as concerns its capacily for unfolding the sublime

and the beautiful. It lends an aid both to conviction and

persuasion.

Logic claims to instruct in the right use of reason. It

looks to the force of arguments and to their consecutive

arrangement. It cares nothingfor the beautiful or sublime,

but seeks only force, and that kind of arrangement which

will lead by successive steps to a perfect conclusion. It

employs itself solely in producing conviction, and marshals

all its forces in reference to that one end.

Oratory embraces both these and something more. It

not only deals in rhetorical flourish and embellishment,

and in logical arrangement, but superadds to both these

the force of gesture, the grace of motion ; in fine, all the

accompaniments of a powerful delivery. This last was

accounted of much more importance among the ancients
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than at the present day. It is said that Demosthenes

when interrogated the first, second, and third time, in

regard to what constituted the first, second, and third

most important qualification of an orator, answered each

time, " delivery." From the very great efforts made by
him to overcome impediments that lay in the way of it,

and from the elegance, power and effect with which he

practiced it, we may readily conclude that with him it was
the first, second, and third requisite to form the orator.

A fine tribute, in this respect, is rendered him by his great

rival, ^schines, who, in his banishment, being desired to

read to the people the oration of Demosthenes on the

crown, and the people expressing themselves warmly in

approval of it, replied :
" How then would you have been

affected had you heard him deliver it."

Rhetoric and logic may be employed in reference to both

written and spoken language, but oratory has regard to the

latter only. It seeks to embody all the elements of beauty,

sublimity and power that can attach to spoken language

;

and, by the superadded elegance and force of delivery, to

render it an irresistible agent to convince and persuade.

In the tone and the gesture ; the emphatic enunciation

;

the slowness and prolongation of the solemn utterance

;

the celerity, sudden transition, quick and rapid movement
by which thought is broken as it were into fragments, and
thrown among the multitude; the deep undertone; the

loud bellowing ; the nice adaptation of gesture and tone,

of modulation and emphasis, to the numerous varieties of

thought, and the different shades of meaning ; the counte-

nance lit up and glowing in the light of those central

fires which are burning brightly in the brain; in all

these, are to be found that which gives beauty and sub-

hmity to rhetoric, force and energy to logic, and power and
efficiency to oratory. It requires all these, and much more,
to constitute the complete orator.

Eloquence, as an art, was cultivated in Athens, and no-

where else in Greece. True, there was power in the sen-

tentious brevity of the Spartan ; there were glimmerings
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in the Theban, of the age of Pelopadas and Epaminondas;

but it is Athens alone that presents, us with orators upon
whom the eyes of the world have ever gazed with admira^

tion, and are gazing still. I must here, however, be un-

derstood as speaking of Greece proper. The remark does

not apply to many of the Grecian colonies. But those

colonies in which eloquence flourished were generally of

the Ionian race. In the settlements in "Western Asia and

in the islands, are to be found many instances in which

oratory was successfully practiced.

But in Athens, eloquence was neither of an early nor

a sudden growth. It was unknown during the heroic and

the kingly period of its history. It was unknown while

the songs of Homer were floating in the memories of the

Grecian bards; and until after his works had been collected,

and had become obj'ects of study.

The growth, progress and successful practice of eloquence

in Greece offers another, among many proofs, that it is in

popular governments, and amid general prosperity, that

this noble art is the most cultivated, and exerts the most

commanding influence. It was not until Athens had

thrown off her kingly government ; had instituted her

areopagus ; and devolved much of the conduct of affairs

upon her popular assemblies ; that we find her gifted ones

practicing successfully the art of eloquence. This properly

dates from the time of Solon, B. C. 600; and at this

period some of the Grecian states had existed longer than

Home had at the age of Cicero.

Ifeither was the period duringwhich eloquence flourished

in Greece, of long duration. It lasted about three hundred

years. It could not survive the supremacy of Macedon.

It died with Demosthenes.

In the history of Grecian eloquence there are three

periods, each one of which presents its own representative.

The first begins with Solon, and ends with the close of the

Persian war. Eloquence properly commenced with this

period. Its roots are to be sought for and found in the

songs of Homer. And this was the age in which the
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poems of the immortal bard were collected and published.

This served to give a new impulse to Grecian mind ; and

oratory, in its infant state, was one of its fruits. It was a

poetical oratory. The best models of language and style

were in poetry. All kinds of composition bore a poetical

structure. Parmenides taught his philosophy in verse, and

even Solon threw over his laws the dress of poetry.^

This may also be styled the war period. The leading

tendencies of the age were warlike. The orators were

successful generals, and the influence they exerted was
acquired on the battle-field. Their leadership in affairs of

state grew out of their conducting warlike expeditions.

Their speeches evince little art. Their characteristics, so

far as we can judge, were brevity, simplicity and boldness.

Our knowledge of them, however, is very slight, as no
remains have come down to us. The tepresentative of this

period is Themistocles. His reputation, however, is mili-

tary. He has no fame as a speaker. He accomplished

nothing simply by the art of speaking. But he was a

politician as well as a military commander, and had also

many statesmanlike qualities. He was the great man of his

age, and proved adequate for every emergency. The mea-
sures he proposed were carried not by the power of his

eloquence, but because those to whom they were proposed

had entire confidence in his ability to enforce them. He
persuaded the Athenians to abandon their beautiful city,

and trust to the wooden walls oftheir vessels. But his argu-

ments were not motives urged by the power of eloquence.

They were expedients derived from the superstitions of the

age. His was the master spirit that rolled back the tide

of the Persian invasion, and sent Xerxes back into Asia
in a fishing boat. But his agents were cunning expedients,

and the prompt and vigorous execution of whatever he
undertook.

Greece and all subsequent time are largely indebted to

Themistocles. But for the measures which his vigorous

^McmuaZ of Claasioal Literature, 305.
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mind conceived and executed, tlie light of G-reeee might
then have been extinguished, and an eastern despotism
have settled down with its sullen weight upon the strug-

gling energies of young and rising Europe.
The second period of Grecian eloquence extends from

the close of the Persian to the termination of the Pelopon-
nesian war. This covers a troublesome period in Grecian
history, and one which tested very thoroughly the resources
of the different states of Greece. Although a period of
war, attended with great intestine commotion, yet it was
also one in which the arts flourished, and Athens became
encircled with a halo of glory, which subsequent ages have
dimmed but not destroyed.

The arts of design, during this period, were brought to

their highest degree of perfection, and Athens was beau-

tified by paintings and sculpture and architecture, beyond
any other city in the ancient world. It was also the reign

of philosophy; and the statesmen and orators of Athens
began with having their minds deeply imbued with the

teachings of th6 schools. E'er had the poetry of Greece

lost its charm or its power. It still gave the touch of the

ideal even to the speculations of her philosophers.

It was a stirring era ; one in which Greek met Greek.

All the mental, and all the material resources of the differ-

ent states of Greece, were brought into requisition. The
attack and defense, the march and countermarch, the

fight and the retreat, all the arts of negotiation, all the secret

management and the open demonstration, of which a state

is susceptible, or was then susceptible, contribute to form

the history of that period.

More, perhaps, than all other things, it was the reign of

the people. Athens had her areopagus, and her popular

assemblies, and' these were" not dead names. They were

in the fullness of life and vigor. Before them came causes

to be decided, and measures to be adopted. Here there

was presented a field for the finest displays of eloquence.

This field did not remain unoccupied. Everything

here conspired to produce the orator, and he was produced.
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The great lesson taught by all history was here verified,

viz : that when all the circumstances unite in the produc-

tion of a particular result, that result is inevitable. We
are here enabled to perceive the reciprocal influence which

exists between men of genius, and the age in which they live.

This age, like every other one that is peculiarly marked,

must have its representative ; and this it found in the per-

son of Pericles. In him we have the remarkable instance

of the mere citizen of a republic elevating his nation, and

by that means, all mankind, to a higher position than any

ever, up to that period, attained.

He is described as having a person in all respects well

turned, except that his head was disproportionately large.

Hence his statues represent his head covered with a helmet

for the purpose, as is supposed, of hiding that defect.

The Athenian poets often allude to his large head. Thus
Teleclides

:

Now in a maze of thouglit he ruminates

On strange expedients, while his head, depressed

With its own weight, sinks on his knees ; and now
From the vast caverns of his hrain burst forth

Storms and fierce thunders.

They often call him schinocephalus or onion-head. Other
terms applied to him were great-headed, and head-compel-

ler. He was also called Olympius or Jupiter.^

" In his political course," says Heeren, " he was guided
by a simple principle ; to be the first in his own city,

whilst he secured to it the first place among cities. Its

political preponderance depended on the preservation of

its supremacy over Greece ; and this was to be preserved,

not by force alone, but by everything which, according to

Grecian ideas, could render a city illustrious. Hence he
felt himself the necessity of improving his mind more
variously than had hitherto been common in Athens ; and he
availed himself for that ead of all the means which his age

'' Plutarch's Idws, r, 398.
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afforded him. He was tlie first statesmen who felt that a

certain degree of acquaintance with philosophy was requi-

site, not in order to involve his mind in the intricacies of a

system, but to exercise himself in thinking with freedom

;

and he became the pupil of Anaxagoras. He was the first

who came forward as a voluntary orator ; and the study of

eloquence was necessary for him, although he never made
the duties of an active statesman subordinate to those of a

public speaker. "Whilst he ornamented Athens by master-

pieces of architecture and the arts of design, he was not

only the patron but the personal friend of Phidias and

similar men ; and who does not know, that his intimacy

with Aspasia, his friend, his mistress, and at last his wife,

imparted to his mind that finer culture, which he would

have looked for in vain among the women of Athens.

But all this he made subservient to his public career.

' There was, in the whole city,' says Plutarch, ' but one

street in which he was ever seen ; the street, which led to

the market place and the council house. He declined all

invitations to banquets, and all gay assemblies and com-

pany. He never dined at the table of a friend. He did

not always appear even in the popular assemblies ; but only

when important business was to be transacted; smaller

concerns he entrusted to his friends and the orators.'

Thus Pericles exhibited a model of a statesman, such as

Greece had never yet seen, and was not to see again. His

history shows, that he became great amidst the collision

of parties ; all of which he finally annihilated ; and we

need not, therefore, be astonished, ifthe opinions of his con-

temporaries were not united in his favor." '

Pericles unfortunately left no writings which have come

down to us. The funeral eulogium pronounced over those

who fell in the first battles of the Peloponnesian war,

which is attributed to him by Thucydides, is probably the

work of the latter; but the character of the eloquence of

that period may be gleaned from that historian.

'Meren's Politics of Ancient Greece, 266-8.
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Its distinguishing qualities are described as exhibiting

" simple grandeur of language, rapidity of thought, and

brevity crowded with matter to such an extent even as to

create occasional obscurity. They had very little of artifi-

cial plan, or of rhetorical illustration and ornament. Their

speeches are seldom marked by any of the figures and

contrivances to produce effect, which the rules of sophists

brought into use among the later orators. They have less

of the air of martial addresses than the harangues of the

preceding period, but far more of it than appears in the

third. Their character is such as to show, that while the

orator was a statesman of influence in the civil council, he

was also at the same time a commander in war. Such
was the eloquence of the era, which is designated by the

name of Pericles.^

"

The style of eloquence, thus described, well accords with

the fact, that the orators of that period were military lead-

ers as well as statesmen. During the last fifteen years of

the administration of Pericles he held the place of general

without interruption. His entire administration lasted

through a period of forty years, and during all this time he

ruled by his eloquence and by the confidence which the

people placed in him. " His administration," says Thucy-

dides, " was nominally the government of the people, but

in reality the government of the first man.

Although Pericles studied the philosophy of that period,

yet it is uncertain whether he took advantage of the in-

structions which the teachers of eloquence then began to

give. Whether he was in the practice of writing out his

speeches, or what amount of previous preparation he made,
is but little known. Plutarch says, " he was accustomed
whenever he was to speak in public, previously to entreat

the gods, that he might not utter, against his will, any
word which should not belong to the subject." This

would seem to indicate that he was not in the habit of

writing out his orations, and delivering them from memory,

^Manual of Olasmal Idteratwe, 306.
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but that he left much to be filled up from the impulse of

the moment. Prom all we are enabled to collect they
were artfully composed ; but there is far less evidence of

art in their composition than is appareat in those of De-
mosthenes.

Pericles, although the greatest, and properly the repre-

sentative, is not the only orator of this period. There was
also Antiphon, some of whose harangues have come down
to us. After Pericles succeeded Cleon, Alcibiades, Cri-

tias, and Theramenes. Of these, Alcibiades exerted the

most influence in the affairs of Athens and of Greece. He
had a defective pronunciation and a hesitating dehvery,

but nevertheless exerted great power in controlling a popu-
lar assembly.

The third^eriod extends from the close of the Pelopon-

nesian war to the downfall of Grecian liberty, in the su-

premacy of Philip and Alexander, kings of Macedon.
This is the most brilliant era of Grecian eloquence, and
one which, perhaps, is not exceeded by any other in the

world's history. The light of liberty in Greece was extin-

guished amid the most glorious lights which the world

has ever seen.

The great name which looms up, and stands forth pre-

eminent as the representative of this period, is that of

Demosthenes. In him, we behold the embodiment of all

the great elements that go to constitute the Grecian orator.

There were others eminently distinguished for the practice

of that art; but their feebler light paled before that splendid

luminary, whose setting the world has never seen, and

never will.

It is curious to observe how many things conspired to

make a Demosthenes. When a mere boy, his governors

and tutors obtained for him a seat, where, without being

seen, he could hear the orator, Callistratus, in a cause

which excited great public interest. Witnessing, on that

occasion, the power of eloquence, he was fired with the

spirit of emulation, and resolved thenceforth to devote

himself untiringly to the acquisition and practice of that
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art. His first efforts at the bar were in calling his guar-

dians to an account for the mal-administration of his estate,

in which he acquired considerable confidence, and met

with partial success,.

At his first appearance before the people, he was laughed

at and interrupted by their clamors. He had a weak,

stammering voice, a want of breath, and was easily thrown

into confusion. He, however, learned his defects, and set

at work to remedy them. The hesitation and stammering

he corrected by practicing to speak with pebbles in his

mouth. He strengthened his voice and increased his power
of lungs by running or walking up hill, and pronouncing

some passage during the difficulty of breathing which that

caused. He built a subterranean study, in which he would
sometimes remain for two or three months, studying and
practicing, and adjusting with great nicety all his gestures

and motions.

There was everything in the circumstances of the times

which tended to make Demosthenes the culminating point

of Grecian eloquence. The statesman and the soldier

had parted company, and the orator no longer mingled

civil with military harangues. The conducting of the

state trials led to the uniting together the labors of the

orator and the statesman. The orators of this period

appeared as accusers in public trials, and made a profession

of pleading in courts of justice.

Again, it was a period in which the liberties of Greece
were threatened with entire subversion by Philip, king of

Macedon. It was a time, not so much of war as of impend-
ing dangers; a time when arms not only were necessary,

but the prudent counsel, the firm determination, the high
resolve. The popular assemblies were already accustomed
to feel the power of the orator. The bema of the pnyx,
the rostrum of Athens, had been repeatedly pressed by
the feet of Pericles. The common people of Athens were
well informed, and could estimate the merits of those who
addressed them. Eloquence had come to be regarded not
alone as the mere gift of nature, but also as the fruit of study.
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This was the first period in which it could be property
said that there was a school of eloquence; in which ora-
tory became a regular study; and in which there were
those who made a business of teaching its rules. Many
of these, it is true, taught only a vain and pompous decla-
mation. But to this there- were honorable exceptions,
among whom was Isocrates, who, by his example and
instructions, contributed very much towards forming the
character of the eloquence of that period. Hie instruc-

tions related to political science as well as to the rules by
the observance of which the orator is formed.
During this period Demosthenes stood not alone. Al-

though the brightest, he was not the only star. It is com-
petition alone that can successfully bring out, and fully

develop, all the elements of a great character. Around
him stand Isocrates, Lysias, Isseas, -^chines; also Ando-
cides, Dinarchus, Hyperides and Lycurgus. All these

had a more or less extensive reputation as speakers, the first

mentioned particularly as a teacher.

It is not, however, to be concealed •but that, with some,

eloquence degenerated during this period. It was an age

when the Athenian populace flocked to the courts and

the assemblies for the mere purpose of listening to ora-

torical displays. The triumph of art in oratory was so

complete, that there was great danger of its triumphing

over nature. The plain and direct simplicity of the latter

was sometimes laid aside, and in its place appeared the

ambush and the artifice of logic, and the sound and flourish

of mere rhetoric.

When the period arrives at which the orator can feel

that he is affecting his auditory by the exertion of his mere

force and skill in speaking, there is danger of his supplant-

ing nature by art, and of his being entangled and caught

in the very net which himself has woven.

But this can never be laid to the charge of Demosthenes.

He made use of art, but it was an art derived from the

laws of nature. It was an art that brought along with it

freedom instead of fetters ; one that widened and deepened
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the channels of human thought and feeling, instead of

narrowing and limiting therp. His art was the exponent,

not the antagonist of nature.

" Demosthenes," says Fenelon, " seems transported, and

to have nothing in view but his country. He does not

study what is beautiful, but naturally falls into it without

reflecting. He is above admiration. He uses speech, as

a modest man does his clothes, only to cover himself.

He thunders ; he lightens ; he is like a torrent that hurries

everything along with it. We cannot criticize him, for

he is master of our passions. We consider the things he

says, and not his words. We lose sight of him. We
think of Philip only who usurps everything."

According to the Abbe Maury, " it is the irrefragible

force of the reasoning; it is the irresistible rapidity of the

rhetorical movements, which characterize the eloquence

of the Athenian orator. When he writes, it is to give

strength, energy and vehemence to his thoughts. He
speaks, not as an elegant writer, who wishes to be ad-

mired, but as a passi»nate man, tormented by truth ; as a

citizen menaced with the greatest misfortunes, and who
can no longer contain the transports of his indignation

against the enemies of his country. He is the champion

of reason. He defends her with all the strength of his

genius; and the rostrum where he speaks becomes the

place of combat. He at once conquers his auditors, his

adversaries, his judges. He does not seem to endeavor to

move you; hear him, however, and he shall cause you to

weep upon reflection. He overwhelms his fellow citizens

with reproaches ; but then, these are only the interpreters of

their own remorse. Doth he refute an argument ? He does

not discuss it. He proposes a single question for the whole
answer, and the objection no longer appears. Doth he
wish to stir up the Athenians against Philip? It is no
more an orator who speaks ; it is a general ; it is a king

;

it is a prophet; it is the tutelar angel of his country. And
when he threatens his fellow citizens with slavery, we
think that we hear from a distance the noise approach-
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ing of tlie rattling chains wMcli the tyrant is bringing
them."i

Demosthenes was the last martyr who offered up him-
self on the altar of Grecian liberty. In order to escape
from Antipater he had taken refuge in the temple of Ifep-
tune. Being urged to surrender himself under a promise
of pardon, he pretended he wished to write something,
and biting the quill, swallowed the poison contained in it.

Soon feeling the operation of it ! "0 Neptune ! " he ex-

claimed, " they have defiled thy temple ; but honoring thee

I will leave it while yet living." But in the attempt he
sank before the altar, and left a world which had ceased to

have any charms for him. The loss of Uberty, and the

death of Demosthenes closed the brilliant career of Grecian
eloquence.

III. The third great division of art is the mixed; and this

includes all those which are neither "purely objective, nor

purely subjective, but which partakes something of the

character of both. They are the art dramatic, and the art

military.

1. The art dramatic. The drama had its birth in Greece.
,

The Assyrian, Persian, Egyptian, Hebrew, and Phoenician

literature had exhibited no trace of it. It was reserved to

Greece, and more especially to Athens, to originate, and,

in a surprising degree, to develop the wonders of this art.

The actions of men, heroes and gods had hitherto been

simply narrated. The narration had extended to the dia-

logue. The Old Testament contains narratives interwoven

with speeches and dialogues, as the book of Job. So the

splendid epics of Homer contained many narrations of dia-

logues, addresses, interviews, and interchanges of thought

between his heroes and gods, which, at times, have almost

a dramatic effect.

But there was yet nothing beyond the mere narrative.

A very great advance was made when actions instead of

' Maury's Principles of Moguenee, 65, 66.
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being simply narrated, as in tlie epic, came to be actually

represented as in the drama.

Before proceeding to advert to tbe origin and history of

the dramatic act in Greece, it may be well to describe the

theatre in which the dramas were performed. The thea-

tres of the Greeks were enormously large stone buildings,

of a size sufficient to accommodate the whole free and adult

population of a Greek city. They were not designed en-

tirely for dramatic exhibitions. Choral dances, festal pro-

cessions, revels, and all sorts of representations of public

life and popular assemblies, were held in them. Hence
theatres were to be found in every part of Greece, although

the performances of the drama were almost exclusively

confined to Athens.^

These theatres were open above; nothing interposing

between the stage on which the drama was enacting and

the seats of the audience, and the clear azure of a Grecian

sky, which overarched them in all its beauty.

The dramas were always acted in open day, and in the

broad sun light. The Greeks lived, and transacted much
more of their business in the open air than we do, and

this may be one reason to account for their excellent

health, perfect physical forms, and high degree of enjoy-

ment of physical nature. True, their performances "were

liable to interruptions, for they had storms as well as

sunshine. But they much preferred to subject themselves

to such inconveniences rather than to shut out the light

and the atmosphere of heaven.^

The sites of their theatres were selected with great care.

That of Athens was built on the south side of the Acropolis,

and a person standing on its stage could see on his right

the country of Attica, and on his left the greater part of

the city and harbor. Those entering on the right were
understood as coming from the country, and those on the

left from the city or the neighborhood.

' MuUer's History of the,Lit6rature of Ancient Greece, i, 299. ' Schlegel'i

Lectures on Dramatic lAterature, i, 54.
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The structure of the theatre was controlled in great

part, if not entirely, by the arrangement of the chorus.

The station of the chorus was the original centre of the

whole performance, around which all the rest was grouped.

The orchestra, (called by us the pit), occupied a circular

level place in the centre, was a level, smooth space ; and
sufficiently large for the unrestrained movements of a

numerous band of dancers. This grew out of the chorus,

or dancing place, of the Homeric times. Here were the

entrances of the chorus, and here also it generally re-

mained, performing its solemn dance, going backward and
forward during the choral songs.

In front of the orchestra, and opposite to the middle of

the scene, there was an elevation with steps, resembling

an altar, the altar of Dionysus, which was as high as the

stage, and called the thymele. This was used as a resting

place for the chorus, when it took up a stationary position.

On this stood the leader of the chorus, to see what was
passing on the stage, and to communicate with the cha-

racters. The thymele was situated in the very centre of

the building, all the measurements being calculated from

it, and the semicircle of the amphitheatre being described

around it. It was, therefore, a central commanding posi-

tion for the chorus.

The seats of the spectators consisted of steps, which

rose backwards round the semicircle of the orchestra, so

that they were all enabled to see with equal convenience.

The stage consisted of a strip stretching from one end

of the building to the other. It was long, and of little

depth, being but a small segment cut from the circle of

the orchestra, but extending on each side so far that its

length was nearly double the diameter of the orchestra.

This was called the logeum, and the usual place for acting

was the middle of it.

Behind the middle part, the scene went inward in a

quadrangular form, having less depth than breadth. The

space here comprehended was called the proscenium ; the

wall behind being properly called the scene. The narrow
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walls going up on the right and left of the stage were styled

parascenia.

In the back wall or scene, there were three entrances :

one large main, and two side ones. The principal actor

came in at the large or main entrance, while the actor

playing an under part, came in at one of the side entrances.

The Q-reeks had, therefore, a means of telling the relative

importance of the actors from observing the doors or en-

trances at which they entered. They could also tell what

part of the audience came in from the city, and what from

the country, by the doors or entrances at which they

entered. Thus much for the Grecian theatre.

The drama, among the Greeks, consisted essentially of

tragedy and comedy. The first mentioned was not among
them what it is regarded at present, viz : a picture of

human life agitated by the passions. On the contrary, it

departed entirely from ordinary life, assuming a character

in the highest degree ideal. This, and, in fact, all dramatic

performances, were seen at first only at the festivals of

Bacchus, and hence the character of these festivals exer-

cised great influence on the drama.

It seems generally agreed among the ancients that the

first tragic exhibition in the dramatic form was effected by
Thespis, B. C. 536, in the time of Pisistratus. Prior to him
there had been the choral representation at the Bacchic

festivals. But all this admitted simply of an interchange

of voices. 1^0 actions were, or could well be represented

by it.

The change made by Thespis was a very simple one,

and yet all important in its practical results. "He joined

one person to the chorus, who was the first actor. He
therefore connected with the choral representation a dia-

logue, distinguished only from the language of common life

by its metrical form and elevated tone. According to our

present ideas, one actor would give but a lame performance.

In order, however, to diversify, Thespis introduced linen

masks, by means of which, and of other changes easily

effected, the same actor was enabled to play several differ-

63
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ent parts in tlie same piece. Besides, the chorus was

combined with the actor, could carry on a dialogue with

him, and thus the means were created, although cer-

tainly rather limited, of representing actions. The choral

dances were still a principal part of the performance.

The Grecian drama must entirely fail of being under-

stood without a correct idea of the chorus. This was a

peculiarity distinguishing the ancient drama from ours; in

fact, the feature first leading to the creation of the drama.

The chorus represented the ideal spectator, viewing the

progress and development of the drama. It was the per-

sonification of public opinion on the action which was

going on. It aflbrded to the poet an opportunity of incor-

porating into the representation itself, his own sentiments,

as the interpreter for public opinion.

The chorus was usually composed of men of advanced

age, and long experience, or of young virgins of pure

minds. The number was at first fifty. Afterwards -^s-

chylus reduced it to twelve. Afterwards Sophocles in-

creased it to fifteen, at which it remained during the time

of Sophocles and Euripides.

The chorus fronted the stage, and remained there dur-

ing the whole performance. Its presence was indispensa-

ble to preserve the unity of the piece, as the perform-

ance was not divided into acts as are modern tragedies.

The chorus performed various parts. Intermediate be-

tween the acting on the stage it often sang alone. Sometimes

it sang alternately with the persons of the drama, and some-

times entered into dialogue with them. This was done by its

coryphffiu*, or leader. When he took such part, he stood

upon the thymele in the centre of the theatre. When the

chorus moved, it was in the orchestra. When still, it occu-

pied the thymele. When it sang the part called strophe, it

moved in a sort of dance across the orchestra from right to

left; when the antistrophe, it moved back from left to right.

In the epode, its station was in front of the audience.

The chorus, when agitated by conflicting emotions of a

very violent character, might carry on a lyrical dialogue

;
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and hence a peculiar kind of choral poetry actually arose,

in which are recognized various voices repeating or disput-

ing v/hat had preceded. In this way long lyrical dialogues

sometimes arose.

The dialogues carried on between the chorus and the

actor were by its leader. There are rare examples where

the members of the chorus converse among themselves.

The chorus came from the people at large, and was in no

respect distinguished from the stature and appearance of

ordinary men.

Not so the actors. They were usually gods or heroes.

They must, therefore, be raised above the usual dimen-

sions of mortals. The tragic actor on the Greek stage

made a very extraordinary appearance. His height was

increased : first, by the very high soles of the tragic shoe,

the cothrunus ; second, by the length of the tragic mask,

the orkos. The body, arms and legs were padded and

stuffed to a corresponding size. The tragic gesticulations

were necessarily confined, and consisted of stiff, angular

movements.

Masks were used in the performance of tragedy ; but

whether these were framed with a view to increase the

power of the voice, does not seem to be clearly settled.

Many suppose they were. The theatres, as formerly re-

marked, were of immense size, and the voices of the actors

must have had immense power. They possessed a power

of drawing the tone from the depth of the chest. Hence
the whole area of the theatre was filled with a monotonous

eortof chant. This had more resemblance to singing than

to the speech of common life ; and in its uniformity, and
measured rhythmical cadence, must have seemed like the

voice of some more powerful and exalted being than earth

could then produce, resounding through the ample space.*

There were usually no combats or violent actions per-

formed upon the stage. The elongated and stuffed figures

of the tragic actors were little calculated for the perform-

^Miiller's History of the Literature of Ancient Greece, 298.
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ance of such actions. Accordingly, we find battles, com-
bats, murders, sacrifices) funerals, and the like, occurring

behind the scenes.

The Greek tragedy generally observed unity of plan,

and hence there was small necessity for a complete change
of scenic decorations. All that was required of this

character was effected in Athens by means of the periactse

erected in the corners of the stage. These were machines
of the form of a triangular prism which turned round
rapidly, and presented three different surfaces.

There were other arrangements for scenic effect. Be-
neath the seats of the spectators was constructed a stair,

ca\led the charonic^ through which the shadows of the

departed, unperceived by the audience, ascended into the

orchestra^ and made their appearance on the stage.

They had machinery for the descent of gods through

the air, and also for withdrawing men from the earth.

This was placed behind the walls in such a manner as to

be removed from the sight of the spectators. There were

also hollow places beneath the stage, and contrivances for

thunder and lightning, and other mimic representations.

The opening heavens above seemed to encourage ad-

dresses to heaven in the writers of the Greek tragedies.

These were probably addressed to the real heaven ; and

when Electra on her first appearance exclaims, " Oh holy

light, and thou air, which fillest the expanse between

earth and heaven ! " she probably turned towards the

rising sun.^

In the performance of a tragedy upon the stage, the

pauses produced by the choral songs, naturally divided it

into three parts, called the prologue, episodia, and exodus
;

whose number, length and arrangement admit of great

variety. " The number of choral songs was determined

by the number of stages in the action calculated to call

forth feflection on the human affections, or the laws of fate

which governed the events. These, again, depend on the

' ScMegd's Lectures on Dramatk, IMercetwre, 60.
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plot, and on the number of persons necessary to bring it

about."'

To return again to the progress of Greekj^tragedy,

and the great names that are connected with it. Thespis,

we have seen, introduced a single actor. Phrynichus, who
flourished at Athens, B. C. 512, like Thespis, had but one

actor, but he used him for different purposes. He was the

first who introduced parts upon the stage to be performed

by females.

The three great tragic poets of Greece were jiEschylus,

Sophocles, and Euripides; and strange to say, these were

almost or quite contemporaries, ^schylus, at the age of

forty-five, fought at the battle of Salamis ; Sophocles dur-

ing the same or the next year, at the age of sixteen, led the

choir of singers and dancers around the trophy erected to

commemorate the same battle, while Euripides was bom
on the same day the battle was fought, ^schylus not

only fought at the battle of Salamis, but also at those of
Marathon and Platsea. We cannot, therefore, wonder at

the bold mode of thought and expression he adopts, and
the shocking and terrific scenes he brings to our view.

He was a native of Eleusis in Attica, and flourished about

B. C. 490. He is justly regarded as the creator of tragedy.

He clothed it with the dignity that naturally belongs to it

;

gave to it its appropriate place of exhibition, invented

scenic pomp ; appeared himself upon the stage as a player,

and instructed the chorus in singing and dancing. But
what was of more importance to tragedy, he gave develop-

ment to the dialogue, and limits to the lyrical part of the

tragedy. He found tragedy in the hands of a single actor,

assisted by the chorus. It had as yet made no further pro-

gress. He added the second actor, and thus first gave the
dialogue, the dramatic element, its true development.

His plots are all simple, his characters boldly sketched.

The element in which he moves is terror; the instrument
he exhibits to his audience, the head of Medusa. He is

^MuUer's History of the Literature of Ancient Greece, 312.
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the advocate of a stern fate whicli lie suspends over the

heads of mortals in all its gloomy majesty.

He wrote seventy-five, or as some say ninety tragedies.

Of these seven have come down to us. These are ; the

Prometheus Bound, the Supplicants, the Seven Chiefs

against Thebes, Agamemnon, the Choephoroi, the Furies,

and the Persians. Of these the Prometheus Bound is

called his masterpiece.

In the terrific and sublime, no tragic poet in Greece ex-

ceeded JEschylus. His tragic trilogies, says Miiller, gave

a dramatic representation to the great cycle of Hellenic

legends. In exhibiting the history of whole families, tribes

and states, he contrived to show the infiuence of supreme

wisdom and power shining amidst the greatest difficulty

and darkness. Every Greek, who witnessed such an ex-

hibition of providence in the history of his race, must have

been filled with mingled emotions of wonder and joyful

exultation.'

Next came Sophocles, born at Golonus, near Athens,

who flourished about B. C. 450. He also was not without

honor as a warrior; but his fame as a tragic poet is as

enduring as the race. There are few examples of men
whose lot is more enviable than that of Sophocles. Dcr

scended of rich and honored parents, born a free citizen of

Athens, participating in his country's glorious triumphs

over the Persian, enjoying the benefits of an education

the best calculated to develop in harmonious proportions

the physical and mental powers, possessing great beauty

both of body and soul, living in the possession of an un-

clouded intellect, until he exceeded his ninetieth year, and

then departing without a struggle, while in the employ-

ment of his art, "like an old swan of Apollo, breathing

out his life in song." He held the rank of general along

with Pericles and Thucydides; began the representation

of tragedies in his twenty-fifth year, and was twenty times

victorious. Towards the latter part of his life, and while

^MiUler's History oftlie Literature of Ancient Greece, i,337.
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in extreme old age, his elder sons brought an accusation

against him, of having become so childish from age as to be

unable to manage his own affairs, which they based chiefly

upon too great a fondness for a grandchild by a second

wife. He merely read in his defense his CBdipus in

Colonos, then just composed in honor of his birth-place

;

and the astonished judges, without further consultation,

conducted him in triumph to his house. To designate the

grace and sweetness that attached to his works, he was

called the Attic bee.

He wrote some seventy tragedies, of which only seven re-

main. These are Ajax bearing the Lash, Electra, (Edipus

King, Antigone, QSdipus at Colonus, the Trachinian "Wo-

men, and Philoctetes. Of these, (Edipus King is esteemed

the best.

The tragedies of Sophocles, although wanting the bold-

ness of ^schylus, are more faultless productions. They
have a regular and well developed plan, a striking truth

in their characters, and a strong expression and play of the

passions.

But his great merit as a tragedian consists in changing

the relations existing between the actors and the chorus.

He introduced upon the stage a third actor, thus giving

greater variety to the dialogue, and enabling the charac-

ters to show themselves on different sides. This also dimin-

ished the action of the chorus, and rendered its continued

participation less necessary.

In proportion as the actors acquired new means and
facilities for expressing the emotions that were actuating

them, while their actions were being represented upon the

stage, the necessity diminished of merely representing

the impression which the events and circumstances brought
forward made upon those who took no part in them, the lat-

ter being essentially what belonged to the chorus. These
changes clearly show that Sophocles desired to make
tragic poetry a true mirror which should faithfully reflect

the impulses, passions, strivingr and struggles of the human
soul.
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After the introduction by Sophocles of the third actor,

-^schylue, Sophocles and Euripides constructed trage-

dies to be performed by three actors. JS'one of them
ventured upon the introduction of a fourth, but Sophocles

so framed his OEdipus in Colonus as to require in its

performance a fourth actor. It was not, however, per-

formed upon the stage until after his death.

Euripides, born at Salamis, of Athenian parents, was the

last great tragic poet, who flourished at Athens. He was
the friend of Socrates, and was instructed by Auaxagoras in

philosophy, and by Prodicus in rhetoric.

*Euripides had too much rhetoric and philosophy to

make a good tragic poet of the olden time. The elder

mythology, out of which the materials for tragedy had

been obtained, was being subjected to the test of a stricter

philosophy than had formerly prevailed ; and a fondness

for philosophical ideas and studies was taking the place

of a devotion to the legends and myths of antiquity. These

mythical traditions had been recognized by ^schylus, as

the sublime dispensations of providence ; and by Sophocles,

as containing a profound solution of the problem of human

existence. But Euripides found a difficulty in reconciling

these with his philosophical convictions of God and his

relations with human destiny. Hence, probably, the source

of his difficulty.

He was mainly instrumental in the introduction of two

elements into the outward form of tragedy, viz : the pro-

logue, and the deus ex machina.

In the first, " some personage, a god or hero, tells, in a

monologue, who he is, how the action is going on, what

has happened up to the present moment ; to what point

the business has come ; and, if a god, to what point it is

destined to be carried."

The second, the deus ex machina, bears much the same

relation to the termination of the tragedy, that the prologue

does to the beginning. The prologue was designed to bring

his characters into situations in which the audience could

discover that they would naturally be actuated by the emo-
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tions and passions he intends to have them represent ; and'

then, after the strong play of passion, and the complication

to which it leads, the contests growing hotter and more

involved, and at every step the difficulty only increases of

winding up the play in a satisfactory manner. Some di-

vinity appears in the sky, supported by machinery,

announces the decrees of fate, and makes a just and

peaceable arrangement ofthe affair. These could be hardly

termed improvements, in the older forms, and resulted

probably from the peculiar philosophical views of the poet.

Some of the better pieces of Euripides, and detached

scenes in others, are marked with great force and beauty.

There are found interspersed many sententious passages

and pathetic scenes. He pursues an easy and regular

method. With much truthfulness in expression he unites

great richness and fullness. Sometimes he has passages

of overpowering beauty ; while at others he sinks into the

most downright common place.

He composed some seventy-five tragedies, seventeen or

eighteen of which remain. The Medea is generally con-

sidered one of his best.

A writer, in comparing these three great tragic poets

together, remarks: "that Euripides ranks first in tragic

representation and effect; Sophocles, first in dramatic sym-
metry and ornament ; and ^schylus first in poetic vigor

and grandeur, ^schylus was the most sublime ; Sopho-
cles the most beautiful; Euripides the most pathetic.

The first displays the lofty intellect ; the second exercises

the cultivated taste ; the third indulges the feeling heart.

Each, as it were, shows you a fine piece of sculpture. In
-iEschylus, it is a naked hero, with all the strength, bold-

ness and dignity of the olden time. In Sophocles and
Euripides, it may be, perhaps, the same hero; but with the

former, he has put on the flowing robes, the elegant ad-

dress, and the soft urbanity of a polished age ; with the

latter, he is yielding to some melancholy emotion, ever

heedless of his posture or gait, and casting his unvalued
drapery negligently about him. They have been com-

64
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pared by an illustration from another art. The sublime

and daring -<:Eschylus resembles some strong and impreg-

nable castle situated on a rock, whose martial grandeur

awes the beholder, its battlements defended by heroes, and

its gates proudly hung with trophies, Sophocles appears

with splendid dignity, like some imperial palace of richest

architecture, the symmetry of whose parts, and the chaste

magnificence of the whole, delight the eye, and command
the approbation of the judgment. The pathetic and moral

Euripides hath 'the solemnity of a Gothic temple, whose

storied windows admit a dim, religious light, enough to

show its high embowered roof, and the monuments of the

dead, which rise in every part, impressing our minds with

I)ity and terror at the uncertain and short duration of

human greatness, and with an awful sense of our own
mortality." *

The essence of the old Greek tragedy may be mainly

summed up in the prevailing idea of destiny, in the ideality

of the composition, and in the signification of the chorus.

In Euripides we no longer find this essence in its pure and

unmixed state. His introduction of the prologue and the

deus ex machina, led him almost entirely to dispense with

the former duties of the chorus. He still, however, re-

tained it, but it performed a different office. It frequently

undertook to mediate between, advise, and tranquilize

opposing parties. He even makes it the confidant and

accomplice of the person whom he represents as under the

infiuence of passion. It receives his wicked proposals,

and lets itself be bound by an oath not to betray them.

Thus the very theory of the chorus, and the purpose it was

designed to answer, became almost entirely changed.

As it had employed the art of the epic poet to bring, by

narration, before the mind of the nation the acts of gods

and heroes, the myths and fables, all those traditionary

treasures, which precede authentic history, and constituted

the Grecian mythology, so that of the tragic poet was

' Potter— see Manual of Olassieal Literaiure, 193, 194.
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equally employed in giving to these an actual representa-

tion in the performances of the drama. " The Grecian

mythology," says Schlegel, " was a web of national and

local traditions, held in equal honor as a part of religion,

and as an introduction to history ; everywhere preserved

in full life, among the people, by customs and monuments,

and by the numberless works of epic and mythical poets.

The tragedians had only, therefore, to engraft one species

of poetry on another ; they were always allowed the use of

certain established fables, invaluable for their dignity,

grandeur, and remoteness for all accessory ideas of a petty

description." ^

It was the mission of Grreek tragedy to present in all

their fullness and richness, and as a present reality,

actually passing before the eyes of the people, these mytho-

logical treasures. This is sufficiently apparent by a refer-

ence simply to the titles of the few tragedies that have

come down to us : Prometheus Bound, the Seven against

Thebes, Agamemnon Furies, Ajax bearing the Lash>

Electra, CEdipus King, Philoctetes, not to mention any

others, afford sufficient evidence of this.

"When, therefore, these mythological treasures had been

brought out and exhibited, its mission was accomplished;

and hence with Euripides, and we may almost say with

Sophocles, ends the charm of Greek tragedy. There were
other Greek tragedians who succeeded them, and who were
also their contemporaries, but these stand preeminent, and,

in a general sketch, are the only ones necessary to notice.

The other great branch of the Greek drama was comedy.

This also had its origin in the festivals of Bacchus; but
they were festivals of a different character, celebrated at

different times, in different places, and by different per-

formers, than those which gave rise to the solemnities of

tragedy.

Tragedy proceeded from the Lensea, the winter feast

of Bacchus, celebrated in the city. The springs of enjoy-

' ScMegd's Lectures on Dramatic Literature, i, 83.
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ment, instead of being open, fresh, and sparkling, as in the

spring, summer and autumn, were frozen up, the God of

nature was draped in the habiUments of sadness, and the

human mind was required to sympathize with him in his

sorrows. Hence the birth of Melpomene, and the out-

pourings of the tragic muse.

But Bacchus abounded much more in fun and frolic

than in moping melancholy. The orgies or feasts of Bac-

chus, the Dionysia of the Greeks, were celebrated at the

time of the vintage. These were in the country, and

were, attended with the most unrestrained licentiousness.

In the comus, or Bacchanalian procession, the performers

were first drawn in cars, until their numbers greatly aug-

menting, they strolled about the country, committing the

wildest excesses. At these times, the Phallic songs were

sung, in which the revellers joined. From this Phallic or

comus song was derived the Grecian comedy, although

some derive its name from kome, a village.

At the commencement of the comus song the festal ban-

quet was turned into a procession of noisy revellers. These

carried about with them the symbol of the productive

power of nature, and continued, at intervals to sing the

wild jovial song in honor of the god. We have also inti-

mations that the revellers wore variegated garments, and

ehaplets of flowers or masks on the face.

After the conclusion of the song, the revellers usually

made the first object they encountered the butt of their

merriment, and lashed the innocent spectators with ridi-

cule and witticism. In all this we perceive clearly the

rudiments of the elder comedy. Aristotle says that

comedy remained in obscurity at the first, because it was

not thought serious or important enough to merit much

attention; that it was not till late that the comic poet

received a chorus from the archon as a public matter

;

and that previously the choral dancers were volunteers.

Comedy long continued to be a country amusement, in

which rustics only participated. Chionides is reckoned the

first Attic comedian, and he flourished about the commence-
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ment of the Persian war, B. C. 488. But the most flou-

rishing period of comedy occurred during the continuance

of the Peloponnesian war. Cratinus died B. C. 423, and

in his comedies he even dared to attack Pericles while at

the very height of his power. But the greatest of all the

comic writers and performers was Aristophanes who com-

menced his career, B. C. 424, and closed it B. C. 388. He
elevated the old comedy to its greatest possible height.

There were several things in the performance of comedy
in which it participated equally with tragedy.

The stage and orchestra were common to both. In both,

the stage was an open place in the back ground, and on

the back wall, called the scene, were represented public

and private buildings.

The number of actors, by whom all the parts were to

be performed, was limited in comedy as well as in tragedy.

Most of the comedies of Aristophanes were performed by
three actors, but there were a number of subordinate per-

sons, which rendered the change of parts frequent and
varied. In some, as the "Wasps, a fourth actor seems to

have been required.

The use of masks and costume was also common to

both. But the forms and appearances of each were totally

diflerent. The costume of the comic actors consisted

frequently of close fitting jackets and trowsers, striped

with divers colors, resembling much those of a modern
harlequin, great bellies, and other disfigurations being

added to render the appearance as grotesque as possible.

In the masks made use of, the features were exaggerated to

caricature, but still the resemblance of particular persons

was so truthfully preserved that they could be easily

recognized. Aristophanes dressed the chorus in his come-
dies in the most strange and fantastic manner. In his

comedies of the Birds, Wasps, etc., his chorus had append-
ages which would remind one of those creatures.

In the middle of the comedy was the address of the

chorus called the parabasis. Up to this point the chorus
had stood facing the stage, between the thymele and the
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stage. It now performed an evolution, and proceeded in

files towards the place of the spectators. Along with the

performing, a very shameless dance was generally carried

on called the kordax.

But while comedy had, as we have seen, some things in

common with tragedy, it was entirely different in its

principle, its exhibition and its object.

In its principle it had all the character of a farce, no-

thing of the solemn or tragic. Its principal weapons were

wit, sarcasm, and ridicule. It brought out the lower de-

velopments of human nature, and often in a style offen-

sive and bestial. In doing this, it was in perfect character

with the drunken revels of the Dionysia, from which it

originated, and to which it more or less strongly adhered.

There was one benefit resulting from this. The bitter

jests, gibes, ridicule, and coarse abuse which the actors

heaped upon men and their acts, were in harmony with

the drunken revel which they seemed to be exhibiting.

The drunken were then, as now, privileged beings, so far

as the use, or abuse, of the tongue was concerned.

Another point of difference was in its exhibition. It

brought out nothing of the ancient mythology, no tradi-

tionary legend, none of the myths and fables of antiquity.

Its themes were the men and the acts of the present day.

The events that were passing, the politics of the day, lead-

ing men and their acts, the abuses that had grown up in

the state, were the materials out of which it wove its comic,

and the more generally its caustic web. For instance, the

comedy, entitled the Knights, by Aristophanes, and which

was the first brought out in his own name, was directed

solely against Cleon, not against his measures or policy
,^

but his entire proceedings and influence as a demagogue.

Another instance is presented in the comedy of the "Wasps.

It was an institution of Pericles that the old Athenians

might act as judges, receiving fees for their judicial ser-

vices, and he also imposed on the allies the obligation of

trying their causes at Athens. The result of this was

greatly to multiply suits and litigation. The play of the
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"Wasps, therefore, was designed to represent the swarms of

Athenian judges, and as the chief attribute of a wasp is

its sting, he contrived to represent that as denoting the

style with which the judges were accustomed to mark
down the number of their division in the wax tablets.

He introduced these little waspish judges humming and

buzzing up and down, every now and then alternately

thrusting out and drawing in an immense spit, which was

attached to them by way of a gigantic sting.

The comedy of the Clouds presents another instance of

the genius and power of Aristophanes. This was aimed at

the sophists, artificial orators and skeptical reasoners of the

time ; those who annihilated the boundaries between truth

and error by endeavoring to make all subjects and all

sides equally plausible and acceptable to the mind. They
went besides, into a refinement in reasoning, leaving the

consideration of things plain and palpable to the senses,

and dealing in subtleties, which would mystify and con-

found rather than convince. But what is singular and
almost unaccountable, he took the philosopher Socrates,

as the representative of this class. The same man who
was the terror of the sophists, and the decided, uncompro-
mising opponent of every species of subtlety, and perver-

sion of the mental faculties.

The ancient comedy differed from tragedy also in its

object. The object of tragedy, was, no doubt, to enter-

tain, to a certain extent, but it had also a higher aim ; to

elevate the mind, enlarge its power, deepen its emotions

and passions, purify its affections ; in fine, to exalt all the

great elements of character. Comedy, on the other hand,

dealt in the comic. Its element was fun and frolic. It

was intended to amuse, to delight the people at the expense

of their rulers and teachers. It gratified the lower pro-

pensities of the common people, and aided them in pulling

down others to their own level.

The apt representative of the old comedy was Aristo-

phanes, the only complete comic poet from whom any
complete plays now remain. He flourished at Athens
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about the year B. C. 480. He wrote over fifty comedies,

of which eleven only are extant. Among these are the

Acharnians, Knights, Clouds, Wasps, Peace, Birds, Lysis-

trata, Plutus, etc.

The old comedy could only be tolerated, while Athens
enjoyed its highest degree of freedom. Its unbridled

license in dealing with men and their acts, rendered it

dangerous, indeed intolerable, in a despotism. Accord-

ingly, when the thirty tyrants were established over Athens,

B. C. 404, a law was passed prohibiting the use of real cha-

racters and of names, and also of the chorus.

This led to the introduction of what has been termed

the middle comedy. "What has generally been termed the

middle comedy was in fact little more than a transition

from the old to the new. Prior to the reign of the thirty,

Athens had been a city of politicians. "When their voca-

tion ceased under the iron despotism of the thirty, the

unceasing activity of the Athenian mind sought out new
channels, and expended itself more in philosophic specula-

tions, and literary efforts. The middle comedy took this

direction. Its plays threw ridicule upon the Platonic aca-

demy, the newly revived Pythagorean sect, the orators

and rhetoricians of the day, and even upon the tragic and

epic poets. The poets of the middle comedy are consi-

derably numerous, but not very distinguished. They oc-

cupy the interval between B. C. 380, and the reign of

Alexander.

The new comedy, as it is termed, was properly a contin-

uation of the middle. It belongs to the Alexandrian period

of Greek Uterature. The chorus was dispensed with.

Eeal names and characters no longer appeared upon the

stage as the objects of ridicule; and personal satire, to a

great extent, ceased to be indulged in.

The writers of the new comedy borrowed from tragedy

a part of its seriousness, and mingled that with the comic

satire and gayety. This made the new comedy, in the

language of Schlegel, "a mixture of seriousness and

mirth. The poet no longer himself turns poetry and the
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world into ridicule ; he no longer gives himself up to a

sportive and frolicsome inspiration, but endeavors to dis-

cover the ridiculous in the objects themselves ; in human
characters and their situations, he paints v?hat occasions

mirth ; in a word, what's pleasant and laughable. But it

must no longer appear as the mere creation of his fancy,

but seem probable, that is, real." ^

Another feature of the new comedy was, that its events

and incidents all lay within the circle of experience, and

in the place of fate it substituted accident. In view of

this change, an old critic called tragedy " the flight of life,

and comedy its regulation." It connects together causes

and effects in human actions, and regulates them by the

laws of experience.

The new comedy sought to be a faithful picture of life.

Hence the grammarian Aristophanes exclaims: " life and
Menander ! which of you two has imitated the other."

The most celebrated among the writers of the new
comedy was Menander. He was born at Athens about

B. C. 342, and flourished after Alexander the Great. He
began to write at the age of twenty, and although he died

at the age of fifty, yet he is said to have written over one

hundred comedies. Of these nothing now remains but

fragments. To him has been awarded the palm for ele-

gance, delicacy and sweetness, although Diphilus, Phile-

mon, and Apollodorus, have been much celebrated among
the writers of the new comedy. ITot one entire play, how-
ever, of any writer of the new comedy has come down to

us. Although the antique tragedy and the old comedy of

the Greeks stand alone, and have no imitators in mo-
dern times, yet the new comedy connects them with the

moderns, and unites both in the same style of art.

2. The art military. This branch of the subject will

be best considered under the following heads : a. The man-
ner of declaring war. h. The raising and support of armies,

c. The composition of armies ; different sorts of soldiers.

^BeMegd'8 Lectures on Dramatic Literature, i, 241.
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d. The soldiers' manner of living ; the officers, e. Arms
defensive and offensive. /. Order of battle, g. Conduct
of sieges ; means and instruments of taking walled cities;

h. Ships, and naval warfare.

a. The manner of declaring war. The Greeks had both
embassadors and heralds. The former were employed
when treaties of peace were to be negotiated; the latter

when war was to be declared. Their peace treaties gene-
rally came \inder one of three heads. The agreement was
either to cease from all hostilities, and not molest each
others allies ; or, to assist each other in case of invasion

;

or, to assist each other when they invaded others, as when
they were invaded, having the same friends and enemies.

Prior to engaging in war, it was usual for the Greeks to
pubhsh a declaration of the injuries they had received, and
to demand reparation. This was done Tjy their embassa-
dors. Both the embassador and herald were deemed
sacred personages, and any indignity offered to either was
highly resented.

When war was to be declared, a herald was sent, who
ordered the party complained of to prepare for an invasion,

and he sometimes threw a spear towards them in token

of defiance. The Athenians had a custom of letting loose

a lamb into the territories of their enemies, intimating

thereby that their then populous country should be laid

wastCj and become nothing better than a sheep pasture.

b. The raising and support of armies. In the early

periods of Grecian history, every citizen was liable to be

called upon to become a soldier. In Sparta, especially, there

were no levies of troops, all the citizens being trained up

to war; and all, both infantry and cavalry, being obliged to

repair to the field at the command of the ephori.

In the raising of cavalry among the Spartans, the ephori

selected three men of valor, called leviers of the horse,

and these each raised an hundred men, assigning their

reasons for the selections they had respectively made.

In the early ages, the Greeks seem to have levied their

troops by lot, every family being obliged to furnish a certain
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number. Subsequently, all of a certain age, were enrolled,

and liable to be called. Among tbe Athenians, those of eigh-

teen might be required to guard the city, and its forts

;

and those of twenty to go on foreign wars. The Spartans

seldom sent out their citizens on foreign wars until they

were thirty years old. At fourscore they were exempt.

At Athens, except in times of great danger, they were

not required to serve after attaining the age of forty

years.

In order to detect in case of escape, the soldiers were

branded in the hand with a mark, sometimes the name of

the chief, and sometimes some other name. Before starting

on an expedition, they were brought to the lyceum to be

reviewed, where those who were thought the fittest for the

service were selected.

At first, and during long periods in the early Greek
history, the soldiers bore their own expenses, and received

no compensation for their services. A change in this

respect was introduced at Athens by Pericles. He caused

two oboli a day to be given to the infantry, and afterwards

four. Those composing the cavalry received a drachm a

day. A common seaman, also, was allowed a drachm a

day, and another for a servant. The funds necessary for

this purpose were revenues derived from the allies and
tributary cities, public lands, woods, mines, etc. And
when these were exhausted, recourse was had to taxation,

the citizens being called upon to contribute according to

the value of their estates.

e. The composition of armies ; different sorts of soldiers.

The Grecian armies were at first, and for a long time

continued to be, composed almost entirely of infantry.

These were foot soldiers, and were of three sorts. These
were : Those who bore heavy armor, having broad shields

and long spears, called oplitee, or hoptetes. The light-

armed, including those who fought with arrows and darts,

or stones and slings. The middle sort, who carried shields

and spears, but those which were greatly inferior in size

to those of the heavy-armed, called the peltastse. The
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strong probability is, that originally, and down to a period
subsequent to the Trojan war, the Grecian armies con-
sisted entirely of infantry, and those who fought in chariots.

These were generally drawn by two horses; sometimes by
three and by four. In each chariot rode two men : one
the charioteer, whose main business was to guide the
chariot; and the other the warrior, whose only purpose
was to fight. There were also chariots armed with hooks
or scythes, which sometimes, when the battle was fought
on a plain, produced a terrible effect.

The cavalry, or soldiers who fought on horseback, were
at first few in number. They governed the movements of
the horse, at first, with a rope or switch and by the voice.

Afterwards they used bridles. At first they used neither

stirrups nor saddles. The Spartans seem to have been
destitute of cavalry until the Messenian wars. The Athe-
nians had but little cavalry until after the expulsion of the

Persians, when they had a body of three hundred horse-

men, which were afterwards increased to twelve hundred.

But the strength of the Grecian armies always consisted in

the heavy-armed infantry.

The Grecian cavalry were distinguished into heavy and

light-armed. The cuirassiers were not only heavy-armed

themselves, but their horses were also defended ; sometimes

with coverings made of skins, with plates of metal ; at

other times with solid plates of brass or other metal. They
were also decked with various ornaments, such as bells,

tapestry, embroidery, etc.

d. The soldiers' manner of living ; the officers. The
manner of life led by the soldiers in the camp was subject

to considerable variation. It depended much upon the gene-

rals, some allowing their soldiers all sorts of excess and de-

bauchery ; others obliging them to the strictest rules oftem-

perance and sobriety. The Spartan law-giver allowed the

Spartans greater liberty in the camp than in the city. The

Spartan soldiers were, however, free from all excess, pomp,

and luxury. The young men were employed in some ex-

ercise or manly study, and the aged in giving instructions

;
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their leisure hours heing spent in rallying each other after

the laconic manner.

The Spartan guards were not allowed their bucklers

while on duty, so that if surprised while asleep they would

be unable to defend themselves. The other Spartan sol-

diers slept in their armor, so that they might be at all

times ready for battle. They also kept a double watch

;

one inside the camp upon their allies, to prevent their

deserting; the other without the camp, upon their enemies.

In relation to officers, the Spartan armies were generally

led by one of their kings, and his power, although quite

limited at home, was, nevertheless, supreme in the army.

He was usually attended by some of the ephori, who as-

sisted him with their advice. He was guarded by three

hundred valiant Spartans, who were horsemen, and fought

about his person.

But, while among the Spartans the supreme command
was devolved upon one person, which was much the safest

and the best course of policy, among the Athenians, a

different principle prevailed. All the Athenian tribes,

consisting of ten, had an equal amount of power, and
each annually appointed a general from their own
body. These were nominated in the assemblies of the

people, and were invested with equal power. At first

they were all sent together to the wars, and, as they

could not all rule together, they enjoyed the supreme
command by turns.

It came, subsequently, to be considered unnecessary to

send them all out together to attend to the affairs of the

army, and hence, generally, one or two, as the occasion

seemed to require, were dispatched on that service. The
ordinary number of generals were still appointed; but those

not actually on service had some business or employment
confided to them at home. S'one of them, however, were
entirely freed from military concerns. Those who remained
at home, determined disputes between military men, and
ordered all the affairs of war in the city. Hence the

Athenian generals were divided into two sorts : the one
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administering the business of the city ; while the other

regulated the aifairs of the army.

There were also among the Athenians a set of inferior

of&cers, ten in number, each tribe electing one, who had

the care of marshaling the army; appointing, under orders,

the marches; provisioning the soldiers; and cashiering

such as were convicted of misdemeanors, their jurisdiction

extending only to the infantry.

The chief command of the cavalry was confided to two

generals, under whom were ten, nominated by the ten

tribes, who had authority to discharge horsemen, and to

fill up vacancies as occasion required.

There were also other inferior officers deriving their

titles from the squadron or number of men under their

command.
e. Arms defensive and offensive. The defensive armor

of the Greeks consisted:

Of a helmet, which was to guard the head. This was

frequently made out of the skins of beasts, the hair still

remaining and often the teeth. It was also sometimes

made of brass or other metals. The forepart was open,

and the crest was commonly made of feathers, or horse

hair.

The thorax, which consisted of two parts, one calculated

to defend the back and the other the breast, the sides be-

ing coupled together with a sort of buttons. These tho-

races were sometimes made of linen, or twisted hemp, but

commonly of brass, iron, or other metal. Alexander or-

dered his soldiers to dispense with that part of the thorax

which protected the back, so that while they were facing

the foe, they were protected by the front part or breast-

plate; but the moment they fled, their backs would be

exposed entirely unprotected.

The greaves of brass, copper, tin, or other metal by

which they defended the legs. The sides of these were

commonly closed about the ankles with buttons, which

were sometimes of solid gold or silver. These were more

generally used by the Greeks than by other nations.
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The Greeks also made use of a belt whicli surrounded

the rest of the armor, the putting on of which was with

them synonymous with arming.

The shield, or buckler, was a very important part of

the defensive armor. This was made of various materials

according to the taste and means of the warrior. It was

sometimes composed of wickers woven together, sometimes

of different kinds of wood, as fig, willow, beech, poplar,

elder tree, etc. ; but the most commonly of hides, doubled

into several folds, and fortified with plates of metal. In

form, the buckler was commonly round, but sometimes

oblong and bent inward. A leather thong was attached

to it, and sometimes a rod of metal, which reached across

it, and by which it was hung upon the shoulder. It was

sometimes held by little rings, but the more commonly by
a handle, composed chiefly of small iron bars placed across

each other. Little bells were sometimes hung upon them,

to strike terror into the enemy. They were often adorned

with various figures of birds and beasts ; such, for instance,

as eagles, lions, etc. Most of the ancient bucklers were

large, covering the whole body. There were, however,

shields of less size, and of different forms, which were

much in use at a period subsequent to the heroic ages.

In relation to offensive arms, the early Greeks used

stones, clubs, and such like instruments, which could be

readily obtained. At subsequent periods they used :

The spear or pike. The body of this was composed of

wood ; in heroic times usually of the ash, while the head
was made of metal. There were two kinds of spears : the

one of which was used in close fight; and the other, while
contending at a distance. The Spartans placed great

dependence on their spears, and this gave rise to the reply

of Agesilaus, one of their most warlike kings, who being
asked where were the boundaries of Laconia, replied " At
the end of our spears."

The sword. This hung in a belt which went round the
shoulders, and reached down to the thighs. The Spartans
used swords that were bent like falchions, and were much
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shorter tlian those used in other parts of Greece. The
Greeks had also daggers and poniards which were seldom

used in fight, but which might supply the place of a knife.

The poleaxe, or an instrument much resembling it, was
sometimes used among the Greeks.

A club of wood or iron was also occasionally used.

The bow, which was commonly composed ofwood, and the

strings of which weremade up either of horse's hair, orhides

cut into small thongs. The bows were frequently beau-

tified with gold and silver. The arrows usually consisted

of light wood, and an iron head commonly hooked. These

heads were sometimes dipped in poison, but not commonly,
as that was considered as meriting the divine vengeance.

These arrows were generally winged with feathers to in-

crease their speed and force. They were carried in a

quiver, usually closed on all sides; and which, together

with the bow, was carried on the back. In drawing the

bow, they placed it directly before them, returning their

hand upon their right breast.

The dart, or javelin, of which there were several sorts,

some of which were thrown by the help of a strap girt

round the middle.

The sling, which was used the most effectively by the

Aehseans, who were instructed in it from their infancy.

It was in use principally among the common and light-

armed soldiers. It was made of wool and other materials.

It was broad in the middle, resembhng a twined rope, with

an oval compass, and generally decreasing into two thongs

or reins. It was used to cast arrows, stones, and plum-

mets of lead, some of which weighed one hundred drachms.

Some were managed by one, some by two, and others by

three cords. The method of using was by whirling the

sling twice or thrice around the head, and then discharg-

ing its contents. These contents were projected to a great

distance, and often penetrated helmet and buckler.

The fire ball. One kind of these was composed of

wood, being a foot, and some a cubit in length. " Their

heads were armed with spikes of iron, beneath which were
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placed torches, hemp, pitch, or other combustible matter,

which being set on fire, they were thrown with great force

towards the enemies' first ranks; and the iron spikes

fastening themselves to whatever opposed them, these

balls burned down all in their way."^

There was nothing peculiar in the military apparel of

the Grecians except in that of the Lacedaemonians, which,

under the direction of Lycurgus, was red. This color was

the soonest imbibed, was the most durable, the most ani-

mating by its brightness, and was also the best calculated to

conceal the stains of blood both from the view of the enemy
and their own soldiers. The Spartans also, when engaging

their enemies, wore crowns and garlands upon their heads.

The Greek soldiers carried along with them their own
provisions, consisting chiefly of salt meat, cheese, olives,

onions, etc. These were carried in vessels made of wicker,

having long narrow necks.

/. Order of battle. In considering the order of battle,

two things are to be noticed, which are in some sort indepen-

dent of each other, although there is between them some
connection. These are : first, the choice of the ground or

battle-field; and second, the drawing up of the army and the

military evolutions. The first is not a thing to be learnt

by study. If an art at all, it is one self-created and not

acquired. It may be said, perhaps, to be the prerogative of

genius. The leader of an undisciplined horde of barba-

rians may exhibit the same greatness of mind in seizing

advantageous positions and in making the most of them,

as the commander of the best disciplined army.

The second is of an entirely different character. The
drawing up together with the military evolutions repose

upon certain fixed rules, which may be acquired by study.

This is, however, true only in the abstract. In actual prac-

tice, they must both and all have reference to the ground
or field in which they are performed, and in this respect

we find them intimately coupled together.

'BoWnson's Arohceologia Oroca, 349.

66
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The art of war, so far as relates to the order of hattle,

and disposition of forces on the battle-field, did not make
the same progress in Greece, as were made by many other
arts. There were several reasons for this.

There were properly no standing armies in Greece, unless
we call the common citizens of Sparta a standing army,
which they certainly did not lack much of being. So also
the long continuance of the wars in which they were some-
times engaged, particularly the Peloponnesian, led to the
keeping on foot for long periods of time of soldiers under
arms. Still the art of war in this respect can only be ex-
pected to attain perfection where there are regular stand-
ing armies.

Again, the limited extent ofthe different states of Greece
precludes the possibility of raising and keeping on foot,

large armies. The yery materials, therefore, of perfecting
the art in this respect, were wanting.

The greatest generals of Greece, exclusive, I mean, ofher
naval achievements, were Miltiades, Pausanias, Age-
silaus, and Epaminondas. The first was the hero of Mara-
thon. The .forces here were extremely unequal. The
Persians numbered 100,000 foot and 10,000 horse, the

Grecians, 10,000 Athenians and 1,000 Plataeans. This little

army was drawn up at the foot of a mountain, so that the

enemy should neither be able to surround it, nor to charge

in the rear. On the two sides of it large trees were thrown

in order to cover the flanks, and render the Persian cavalry

useless. The wings of the Grecian army were both made
very strong, but the main body was left weaker and of less

depth. The intention was to gain the victory by the effort

to be made by the two wings,- which were to break and

disperse those of the Persians. The signal being given,

the Athenians ran upon the enemy. The Persians attacked

the centre of the Grecian army, and made these their

greatest ejHFort. This centre was led by Aristides and

Themistocles. It sustained the attack with great bravery

for a long time. As it was about giving ground, the two

wings, which had vanquished those of the enemy, came up.
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The attack made by them upon the two flanks of the enemy

threw the Persians into disorder. The centre, now reas-

sured, stood their ground, and seconding the attack of the

wings resulted in totally routing the Persian forces.

In the battle of Plataea, fought eleven years later, the forces

on both sides were more numerous. The Persians, under

Mardonius, numbered 300,000 ; the Greeks, under Pausa-

nias, 70,000. This battle was not won by artfal manoeuver-

ing, or drawing up of forces, but rather by the first ferocious

encounter of the Spartans and Tegeans with the Persians.

By this, the Persians were thrown into disorder, and their ge-

neral, Mardonius, being slain, they were completely routed.

It is not a little remarkable that during the long con-

tinuance of the Peloponnesian wars, no great battle was

fought on land, unless we embrace within them the war
with Thebes. There was some skirmishing, and much
mancBUvering, but no great battle. Nor was any great

progress made during that period in the art of war.

Agesilaus was a great Spartan general. In his wars

with the Persians, in Asia, he made one important change,

and that was to form a numerous cavalry. This, in his

wars with the Persians, was of great importance.

But the greatest of Grrecian captains in battles on land

was Epaminondas. He has been not inaptly termed the

Gustavus Adolphus of Greece. With him, Thebes rose

and flourished, and with him, she fell. He succeeded with
an inferior force in overcoming a far more powerful adver-

sary. He fought the battles of Leuctra and Mantinea, and
both successfully. In the first mentioned, the Spartans,

hitherto invincible, numbered 24,000 foot and 1,600 horse;

the Thebans 6,000 foot and 400 horse. Up to this time the
order of battle had very uniformly been to draw up one
line in front of another and so on. His determination was
to concentrate the attack in one point with a part of his

army, vdth the view, in that one point, of breaking through
the hostile line.

The two armies drew up on a plain, Cleombrotus, the
Spartan king, being upon the right, and arranging there
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his Lacedsemonians in whom lie most confided, and whose

files were twelve deep. Epaminondas determined to

make the left wing the point of attack, where he com-

manded in person, and accordingly strengthened it with his

heavy-armed troops, arranging them fifty deep. The sa-

cred battalion, consisting of three hundred young Thebans

under Pelopidas, was upon the left, and closed the wing.

The remainder of the infantry were posted upon his right

in an oblique line, which, the farther it extended, was the

more distant from the enemy.

In joining battle, Epaminondas, with the whole weight

of his heavy battalion, fell upon the Lacedaemonian pha-

lanx. Cleombrotus, in order to make a diversion, detached

a body of troops with orders to attack Epaminondas in

flank and to surround him. Pelopidas, seeing that move-

ment, advanced with the sacred battalion, with great speed

and boldness, and flanked Cleombrotus himself, who was

put into disorder by that sudden and unexpected attack.

The battle raged for a long time with great violence, but

the Lacedaemonian phalanx being broken by the force con-

centrated at that point, and Cleombrotus being slain, the

left wing took to flight, and a total route ensued. The

Spartan power was here broken forever, and the empire

over G-reece, which they had maintained for nearly five

hundred years, totally lost.

The same general principle of tactics was again put

in force at the battle of Mantinea, which was fought be-

tween the combined forces of Athens, Lacedsemon, Arcadia,

Achaia, Elis on the one side, and the Thebans, under Epa-

minondas, on the other.

" Epaminondas," says Xenophon, " advanced with his

army like a galley with threatening prow ; sure that if he

could once break through the line of his adversaries, a

general flight would ensue. He, therefore, determined

to make the attack with the flower of his army, while he

drew back the weaker part of it." In this new mode of

tactics we recognize a principle, never since lost sight of,

that an army in battle is a species of machinery, which
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can be disposed of at will, and hence that victories are

more attributable to the genius of individual minds, than

to chance, or numerical forces. With this victory expired

Epaminondas and the glory of Thebes.

At a later period came into being the Macedonian

phalanx, which, although not strictly Grecian, yet had

much to do in the overthrow of the Persian empire by the

Greeks and Macedonians under Alexander.

This phalanx was of Macedonian invention. It was a

body of infantry consisting of 16,000 heavy-armed troops,

who were always placed in the centre of the battle. They
were armed with a sword, a shield, and a pipe or spear

fourteen cubits in length. This phalanx was commonly
divided into ten battalions, each composed of 1,600 men
drawn up a hundred in front, and sixteen in depth. This

file of sixteen might be doubled or divided as occasion re-

quired ; the phalanx being sometimes eight, and at others

thirty-two feet deep, the usual depth being sixteen. In

marching, the soldiers were six feet apart, and the ranks

six feet asunder. "When advancing towards the enemy,
this distance, in both cases, was reduced to three. It might
be drawn still closer, so that each soldier would occupy
only the space of a foot and an half

In the first case, the front of the phalanx, being composed
of 1,000 men, took up a space of 6,000 feet, in the next
half that, or 3,000, and in the last 1,500. In the second

case mentioned, each soldier took up three feet in breadth
and as many in depth. The pikes were always kept pro-

jecting in front. Thus the pikes of the first rank advanced
ten cubits beyond the bodies of the soldiers who carried

them. There was thus a gradation : those occupying the
second rank projecting eight cubits ; those occupying the
third, six ; those occupying the fourth four ; and those oc-

cupying the fifth, two. Those behind the fifth rank held
their pikes raised, but inclining somewhat over the ranks
who preceded them, thus forming a kind of roof securing
them from the darts dischai-ged at a distance. Those thus
situated could not engage with the enemy, as they could
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not reach them with their pikes. They, nevertheless, gave
great support and force to those in front, and also prevented
their retreat or flight.

In charging, the phalanx presented a bristling array of
pikes in gradually receding tiers, five in number, of a pro-
jection towards the enemy of from ten cubits to two, and
when they moved all at once, and preserved the phalanx
entire, the charge may be said to be irresistible. Indeed,
Polybius says that as long as the soldiers preserved their

disposition and order as a phalanx, it was impossible for
an enemy to sustain its weight, or to open and break it.

Hence Paulus -JJmilius, the Roman general, owned that in

the battle with Perseus, the last king of Macedon, this

rampart of brass and forest of pikes, impenetrable to his

legions, filled him with terror and astonishment. In fact,

it was invincible so long as it continued a phalanx, but the
difficulty was, that in order to continue so, it required a

flat, even spot of ground of large extent, without tree,

bush, entrenchment, ditch, valley, hill, or river, which was
of rare occurrence. In the final victory of Paulus ^milius
over Perseus, he had attacked the phala:ix in front with-

out any eflfect, but the unevenness of the ground, soon

causing openings and intervals in the phalanx, he attacked

them at these openings by detached bodies of soldiers, and

thus succeeded in breaking the phalanx, whose force con-

sisted in its union ; and, once broken, it could be dispersed

without any difficulty.

It.was always a practice among the Q-recian soldiers to

refresh themselves with a meal of victuals just previous to

engaging in battle. It was also customary, after the army

was drawn up in order of battle, for the general to address

the soldiers in a speech, which often had the effect of

animating them with fresh courage, and inducing them to

make great efforts during ttie action. They were also accus-

tomed to sacrifice to the gods before the engagement, and the

soothsayers inspected the entrails of the victim, in order to

foretell from them the success of the battle, and they would

not, in general, engage until the omens proved favorable.
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The signal for joining in battle was anciently given by

lighted torches being hurled by the persons appointed.

Also the raising of the standard was the signal to com-

mence battle, and the lowering of it to desist. Afterwards

blasts of sound from shells ; and, at last, trumpets were

made use of, of which there were several different kinds.

The Lacedaemonians began their engagements with a

concert of flutes. The reason assigned for this by Agesi-

laus was, that they might be enabled to distinguish the

cowards, who, on account of their consternation, were

unable to keep time with their feet to the music.

The rest of the Greeks advanced to battle with eager-

ness and fury; and, in the very commencement of the

engagement, sent up a general shout both to animate them-

selves and to strike the enemy with terror. The custom of

shouting was made use of by almost all the ancient nations.

g. The conduct of sieges, means and instruments of tak-

ing walled cities. Before towns came to be walled, the art

of besieging was unknown. In truth, the Greeks never

made any very great progress in the art of besieging and
taking walled towns, and the Lacedsemonians appear to

have been the least skillful of all the Greeks in this mode
of warfare. In this comes to be considered

:

First. The circumvallation of a town. Where a town
was to be taken, the Greeks often first endeavored to pos-

sess themselves of it by storm, that is by surrounding it

with their whole army and attacking it on all sides at once.

That failing, they next had recourse to a siege, and here

occurred the process of circumvallation.

This consisted sometimes of one, and sometimes of two
walls, or ramparts, made of stone or turf. The interior

was designed to protect from sallies from the besieged,

and also to deprive them of succor from without. The
exterior was to protect the besiegers from foreign enemies,

who might come to the relief of the besieged. Above the

walls were often reared turrets or pinnacles, and after

every tenth pinnacle a large tower was constructed extend-

ing across from one wall to the other.
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Second. Various engines of attack, whicii were intro-

duced from tlie eastern nations, and were not known in

Greece until after the Trojan war. With very many of
thepa the Greeks seem to have been little acquainted until

about the time of the Peloponnesian war. Among these
may be reckoned

:

The trupana, which were long irons with sharp ends,
which they made use of to demolish the walls.

The testudo, or tortoise, which was resorted to for the
purpose of protecting the soldiers, while attacking the for-

tifications of a town. This derived its name from its

Covering or sheltering the soldiers, as a tortoise is covered
by its shell. It was of several kinds. The military

testudo was when the soldiers were drawn close together,

and targets were placed over the heads, the rear ranks
bovsdng themselves, or kneeling on the ground, those of the

first standing erect, so that the whole resembled a roof

covered with tiles, down which the enemies missive

weapons would easily glide, without in the slightest degree

injuring the soldiers. Another kind was square, and the

design of it was to guard the soldiers in filling ditches and
in casting up mounts. Another was triangular with a

front shelving downwards to protect pioneers who under-

mined walls. There was another kind by which those who
battered the walls were protected. There were also wicker

hurdles which the soldiers held over their heads.

Third. The mount, or mound, raised as high, if not higher,

than the walls of the besieged. The fore part was advanced

gradually nearer the walls, and remained open. The
sides were walled in with bricks or stones, or secured with

strong rafters. The pile was made up of all sorts of mate-

rials, such as earth, timber, boughs, stones, wickers and

twigs of trees.

Tourth. The movable towers of wood placed upon

this mound. The size of these was proportioned to the

towers of the besieged city, and they were driven upon

wheels. The front and sides were protected with tiles,

and the tops with raw hides and other shrouds. They
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were formed into several stories, and could carry engines

as well as soldiers.

Fifth. The battering ram was an engine with a head

of iron, resembling in form a ram's head. It was used

to batter down the wall of the besieged town. There were

three kinds of them. A long beam with an iron head,

which was driven with force against the wall. The same

hung with ropes to another beam, by means of which it

was thrust forward with much greater force. The third

kind was covered with a shroud, in order to guard the

soldiers. The beam part was sometimes one hundred and

twenty feet long, and covered with plates of iron to protect

it against the fire. The head was armed with strong horns.

Sometimes these rams were driven upon wheels.

Sixth. Engines for casting stones and other missiles.

Some of these were for small stones only. Others for

those of a larger size. The Roman balista seems to have

been used by the Greeks, although it acquired no distinc-

tive appellation.

The besieged did not remain inactive. They gave to

their friends at a distance notice of the approach of the

enemy, during the day by raising a great smoke, and dur-

ing the night by fires, or lighted torches, which they waved

in the air.

When actually invested, the walls were guarded with

soldiers, who continually assaulted the invaders with

stones and other missive weapons. The Tyrians, when
besieged by Alexander, resorted to the expedient of heat-

ing brass bucklers red hot, and then filling them with

sand and lime, which they poured on the Macedonian
soldiers, and which, getting between their armor and

flesh, burned them so intolerably that they were obliged to

strip off their armor, thereby entirely exposing themselves

to the missiles of the besieged. They also undermined
the mounts or mounds of the besiegers, countermined their

mines, burned their towers and engines with fire balls

;

broke off the heads of battering rams with great stones

from the walls, or cut with long scythes the ropes by which

67
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those engines were governed. Sometimes also they raised
new walls or forts within the old.

h. Ships and naval warfare. The peculiar situation of
many of the Grecian states, early turned their attention
to maritime affairs. Around them lay the Ionian and
MgQ&n seas, gemmed with the most beautiful islands.

Whether for the purpose of piracy, commerce, colonization,
or war, it was of the first importance, that the Greeks
should understand the construction of ships, and the man-
ner of directing and controlling their movements.

There were difficulties, however, that presented them-
selves in their construction, or rather in the obtaining of
the materials of which they were built. These were gene-
rally the alder, poplar, and fir. The eastern, the most
cultivated part of Greece, did not abound in wood. Al-
though the western and inland districts were more pro-

ductive, yet their rivers were little better than mountain
torrents, and inadequate for the transportation of heavy
timber. Hence ship materials were generally imported

from considerable distances. Athensimportedfrom Thrace
the timber with which she constructed her ships. It was,

therefore, only rich cities that could afford to possess

navies.

There was also a difficulty in manning fleets. It em-

ployed two kinds of men, mariners and soldiers. The last

were citizens ; but by an early law, they were not obliged

to do service on board of ships. It finally resulted in the

citizens being compelled to serve as mariners, while the

soldiers were composed of mercenaries. This led to great

expense in the manning of ships.

The first ships built were ofthe simplest kind, consisting

only of planks laid together, and possessing neither strength

nor ornament. All, at first, had the same form. Sub-

sequently, they were of three kinds, viz: ships of war, of

burden, and of passage. The principal difference was

between ships of burden and of war. The former were of

a round form, large and possessing great capacity, the

object in their construction being to carry as much cargo
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as possible. Ships of war were longer and narrower.

They were also chiefly rowed with oars, as it was of the

first importance that they should be perfectly manageable,

so as to be able to tack about, and approach the enemy on

his weakest side. The sail gave them over to the mercy

of the winds, and precluded them from being conducted in

accordance with the will of the commander.
There was also in later ages another distinction, arising

from the several orders, or banks of oars, arising from the

seats being fixed at the back of each other, and ascending

gradually in the manner of stairs. The most usual number
of these was thre», four, and five, called the trireme,

quadrireme, and quinquereme galleys, which exceeded one
another by a bank of oars, and the higher they were built,

the more strength was required to row them. Ever after

the invention of the triremes, the chief strength of the

Grecian fleet lay in them. These were not built at a very

early period. Until the Persian wars, the use of the long

ships and those of flfty oars was the most common.
The Greeks, in preparing for an engagement at sea,

disburdened the ship of everything not strictly necessary

for the action. They also took down their sails, leaving

the ship to be entirely managed by oars.

The order of battle varied according to circumstances.

Sometimes it was formed like a half-moon, the horns of it

extending nearest the enemy, and containing the ablest

men and ships. Sometimes it was just the reverse of this.

Sometimes the vessels were ranged in the form of a circle,

sometimes in the figure of the letter V. This was encoun-

tered by the enemies ranged in the same form inverted.

Greece has rendered herself immortal in the annals of

war by her great naval engagements. These have been
characterized, perhaps, in nothing more strikingly than in

the advantageous positions which the fieets have taken,

and in the great care with which every advantage has been
availed of.

The first naval engagement of any importance was that

which took place between the lonians and the Phoenicians,
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near the island of Sada, off Miletus. The former had

three hundred and fifly triremes, and the latter almost

twice^that number. An artful position was taken before

the battle, but in the fighting of it, but little art or skill is

exhibited.

In the battles of Artemisium and Salamis, Themistocles

exhibited the most consummate skill in the positions he

took, and the manner in which the attack was conducted.

The navy of the Persians was immensely superior to that

of the Greeks in numbers, and as a large number of Phoe-

nician vessels formed a part of it, that portion at least

must have well understood naval tactics. Had he met

that large fleet in the open sea, the wings of the enemy

would have unavoidably extended beyond his own, and he

would have been surrounded. He therefore took up his

first position at the northern entrance of the strait of Eu-

bcea, and after the indecisive engagements of Artemisium,

retreated through those straits to the Saronic bay, where

the nook between Attica and the island of Salamis offered

a station still more secure.

In the beginning of the Peloponnesian war a naval

fight took place between the Corinthians and the Corcy-

rseans. In this battle the Corinthian fleet formed one line,

while that of the Corcyrseans was drawn up in three divi-

sions. Still no manoeuvres took place, as they grappled at

once, ship flghting singly with ship.

The direction which the manoeuvering generally took

was to sail round and through the enemy's line ; the object

of the first being to outflank and surround, and of the last

to break through and disperse. To meet these dangers,

the opposing fleet was drawn up in two lines, having inter-

vals in both so that the division of the second hne could

pass through the intervals in the first, and thus assist them,

when assistance was needed.

This was specially illustrated in the engagement between

the Spartans and Athenians near Lesbos. The Athenian

fleet was drawn up in two lines. Each wing consisted of

two divisions, and each division of fifteen ships. The
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second line had also equal divisions to support the first.

The centre was composed of one line. The object of this

was that the fleet might not be broken through. The
Spartan fleet formed but one line, being prepared for sail-

ing round or breaking through the enemy. The battle was

obstinate, and finally resulted in the triumph of the Athe-

nians.

Before a naval battle commenced, each party invoked

the aid of the gods by prayers and sacrifices. The signal

for the commencement was given by hanging from the

admiral's galley, a gilded shield, or a garment or banner.

The continued elevation of this signal, proclaimed the con-

tinuance of the battle ; its depression, or inclination to the

right or lefb, indicated in what manner to attack their

enemies, or to retreat from them. They also, on com-
mencing,- usually sang a psean or hymn to Mars.

Although there are many things in the art of war, as

carried on by the Greeks, that strike us with much force

as evidencing their shrewdness, skill, tact, and ingenuity,

yet, if we desire to see the ancient war god arrayed in all

his terrors, and doing his mightiest among the children of
men, we must follow in its flight over the world, the Eo-
man eagle, as it leads on its iron tramp the Eoman legion.

END OF VOL. II.




























